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O N EPISTEMIC INDEFINITES :

A NOTE ON EMPHATIC FREE CHOICE USES ⇤
M ARIA A LONI
University of Amsterdam

1 Introduction
Epistemic indefinites (henceforth EIs) are existentials that when used in a positive context convey
information about the speaker’s epistemic state (e.g. Jayez and Tovena, 2006, Alonso-Ovalle and
Menéndez-Benito, 2010): they signal that the speaker is unable to identify the individual that
satisfies the existential claim. In some languages EIs can also be used in negative contexts to
convey narrow scope existential meanings or in the scope of a root modal to convey emphatic free
choice meanings. The following implicational map seems to emerge with respect to the possible
functions for EIs cross-linguistically:
(1)

ignorance function - negative function - emphatic free choice function

If we define epistemic indefinites as indefinites which exhibit the ignorance function, the map can
be read as a hierarchy, which predicts that if an EI qualifies for a function, it will also qualify for
the functions which are located to the left of it in the map. In particular we will never find an EI
which has emphatic free choice uses, but fails to have negative ones.
Aloni and Port (2011) (henceforth A&P) proposed to model EIs as existential quantifiers
triggering an obligatory domain shift. In this theory, differences between different indefinites are
captured in terms of different domain shifts they can induce. One kind of domain shift (CC-shift)
produces ignorance uses and is available for all EIs. Another kind of domain shift (DW), explaining
negative uses, is an option only for a subset of the EIs. In this article I will extend A&P’s
analysis to explain the case of emphatic free choice. Emphatic free choice uses will be captured
in terms of obligatory pragmatic enrichments triggered by DW under certain circumstances. The
proposed analysis predicts the generalisation in (1): emphatic free choice uses presuppose the same
mechanism which generates negative uses, namely DW, so whenever an emphatic free choice use
is possible for an EI a negative use is also allowed. Furthermore the analysis gives rise to a number
of testable predictions with respect to the acquisition and the diachronic development of EIs. For
example it predicts that with respect to an EI exhibiting all three functions, e.g. the German
irgend-series, the emphatic free choice function will be acquired/emerged only after the negative
⇤ Thanks

to Michael Franke, Angelika Port and Floris Roelofsen. This research has been funded by NWO.
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function. As for the diachronic perspective, this prediction has been confirmed by the historical
corpus study reported in Port (2012). The article is organised as follows: section 2 summarises
the data described by A&P; section 3 presents their analysis and section 4 extends it to the case of
emphatic free choice.

2 Functions of epistemic indefinites
A&P identified four main functions for EIs, and discussed the distribution of German irgendein
(Haspelmath, 1997, Kratzer and Shimoyama, 2002) and Italian un qualche (Zamparelli, 2007) with
respect to these functions:1
Specific Modal Variation function (spMV) characterised by a speaker ignorance effect in specific
uses and illustrated by the following examples:
(2) Irgendein Student hat angerufen, (#nämlich Peter).
Some
student has called
(#namely Peter)
‘Some student called, I don’t know who’

[spMV]

(3) Maria ha sposato un qualche professore, (#cioè
Vito).
Maria has married a some professor (#namely Vito)
‘Maria married some professor, I don’t know who’

[spMV]

Epistemic Modal Variation function (epiMV) characterised by an ignorance effect under
epistemic modals and illustrated by the following examples:
(4) Maria muss irgendeinen Arzt geheiratet haben.
Maria must some
doctor married have
‘Maria must have married some doctor, I don’t know who’

[epiMV]

(5) Maria deve aver sposato un qualche professore.
Maria must have married a some professor
‘Maria must have married some professor, I don’t know who’

[epiMV]

Negative Polarity function (NPI) characterised by a narrow scope existential meaning in negative
contexts and illustrated by the following examples:
(6) Niemand hat irgendeine Frage beantwortet.
Nobody has some
question answered
‘Nobody answered any question’
(7) ??Non ho
risposto a una qualche domanda.
Not I-have answered to a some question
# ‘I didn’t answer any question’

[NPI]

[#NPI]

1 The

assumed notion of a function as a context-meaning pair is based on Haspelmath’s (1997) typological survey.
In order for an indefinite to qualify for a function, it must (i) be grammatical in the context the function specifies, and
(ii) have the meaning that the function specifies. For example, any does not exhibit the spMV function, because it is
ungrammatical in episodic sentences, cf. (i); and some does not have deontic Free Choice uses, because under a root
modal, although being grammatical, it does not convey the universal free choice meaning specified by deoFC, cf. (ii):
(i)

# Mary married any doctor.

(ii) You may marry some doctor (; any doctor is a permissible option)

[#spMV]
[#deoFC]
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Deontic Free Choice function (deoFC) characterised by a free choice inference under deontic
modals and illustrated by the following examples:
(8) Maria muss irgendeinen Arzt heiraten.
Mary must some
doctor marry
‘There is some doctor Mary must marry, I don’t know who’
‘Mary must marry a doctor, any doctor is a permissible option’

[spMV]
[deoFC]

(9) Maria deve/può sposare un qualche dottore.
Mary must/can marry a some doctor
‘There is some doctor Mary must/can marry, I don’t know who’
# ‘Mary must/can marry a doctor, any doctor is a permissible option’

[spMV]
[#deoFC]

As the examples show, irgendein has the widest distribution covering all four functions,
whereas un qualche only exhibits the first two ignorance functions. It is important to notice that
the ignorance (MV) inference in spMV and epiMV and the free choice inference in deoFC have
different quantificational force. While the former is compatible with the exclusion of some of the
epistemic possibilities, the latter implies that any individual is among the permissible options:
(10)

a. Modal Variation (MV): ¬9x2φ
b. Free Choice (FC): 8x3φ

One of the most puzzling aspects of these data is the different behaviour irgendein displays under
epistemic and deontic modals. Under epsitemic modals, it gives rise to a modal variation inference,
cf. example (4), under deontic modals it can give rise to a free choice inference, cf. example (8):
(11)

a. Epistemic: 2e (. . . irgend . . . ) ) MV: ¬9x2e φ
b. Deontic: 2d (. . . irgend . . . ) ) FC: 8x3d φ

The following table illustrates the variety of (epistemic) indefinites cross-linguistically:2

(12)

irgendein
algún (Sp)
un qualche
-si (Cz)
vreun (Ro)
any
qualunque (It)

spMV
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no

epiMV
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no

NPI
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no

deoFC
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
yes

As we mentioned in the introduction, it is tempting to read (12) as an implicational map and
formulate a hypothesis of function contiguity: any indefinite in any language will always express
a contiguous area of the map. The following two would be examples of impossible distributions:
(13)

#
#

spMV
yes
no

epiMV
no
yes

NPI
yes
no

deoFC
yes
yes

Although the validity of this hypothesis is still a matter of empirical investigation, we will assume
it as a guide for our formalisation.
2 The

table is based on data from Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (2010) for algún, Falaus (2009) for vreun,
and Radek Šimík (p.c.) for Czech -si.
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3 Epistemic indefinites and conceptual covers
Along the lines of Kadmon and Landman’s (1993) analysis of any, A&P assume that EIs are
existentials with two additional characteristics: (i) they induce an obligatory domain shift; and (ii)
they express conditions that must be satisfied for the indefinite to be felicitous (felicity conditions).
Differences between different indefinites are accounted for in terms of different domain shifts they
can induce. Crucially, A&P assume that there are at least two ways in which contexts can determine
a quantificational domain.
The first way is the standard contextual domain restriction illustrated by (14). When using (14)
we don’t mean to quantify over the whole universe, but only over a salient set of individuals:
(14) Everybody passed the exam.

[e.g. everybody in my class]

In this case the shift induced by an EI is the well-known domain widening (henceforth DW).
The second way is the selection of a method of identification discussed in Aloni (2001). The
domain shift induced by an EI in this case is called a conceptual cover shift (henceforth CC-shift).
As an illustration consider the following scenario. In front of you lie two face-down cards, one is
the Ace of Hearts, the other is the Ace of Spades. You know that the winning card is the Ace of
Hearts, but you don’t know whether it’s the card on the left or the one on the right. Consider (15):
(15) You know which card is the winning card.

Would sentence (15) be true or false in the described scenario? Intuitively, there are two different
ways in which the cards can be identified here: by their position (the card on the left, the card on
the right) or by their suit (the Ace of Hearts, the Ace of Spades). Our evaluation of (15) seems to
depend on which of these identification methods is adopted. Aloni (2001) formalised identification
methods in terms of conceptual covers. A conceptual cover is a set of individual concepts which
exclusively and exhaustively covers the domain of individuals.
Definition 1 [Conceptual covers] Given a set of possible worlds W and a domain of individuals
D, a conceptual cover CC based on (W, D) is a set of functions W ! D such that:
8w 2 W : 8d 2 D : 9!c 2 CC : c(w) = d
In the card scenario there are at least three salient covers representing ways of identifying the cards:
(16-a) representing identification by ostension, (16-b) representing identification by name, and
(16-c) representing identification by description. The set of concepts in (16-d) is not an example
of a conceptual cover because it does not satisfy the conditions formulated in definition 1.
(16) a. {on-the-left, on-the-right}
b. {ace-of-spades, ace-of-hearts}
c. {the-winning-card, the-losing-card}
d. # {on-the-left, ace-of-spades}

[ostension]
[naming]
[description]

In the semantics for knowing-wh constructions proposed in Aloni (2001), the evaluation of (17)
depends on which of these covers is adopted. Technically this dependence is captured by letting
the wh-phrase range over concepts in a conceptual cover rather than over plain individuals. Cover
indices n are added to logical form, their value is contextually supplied.
(17) You know whichn card is the winning card.
a. False, if n 7! {on-the-left, on-the-right}
b. True, if n 7! {ace-of-spades, ace-of-hearts}
c. Trivial, if n 7! {the-winning-card, the-losing-card}
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To understand how conceptual covers relate to EIs consider example (18) (Ebert et al., 2009):
(18) Ich muss irgendeinen bestimmten Professor treffen.
I must some
certain
professor meet
‘I must meet a certain professor, but I don’t know who he is’

Why is this example puzzling? On the one hand, the indefinite is used specifically (German
bestimmt is a specificity marker). Traditionally, this means that the speaker has someone in mind,
i.e. she can identify the referent of the indefinite. On the other hand, the use of an EI conveys that
the speaker doesn’t know who the referent is, i.e. she cannot identify the referent of the indefinite.
One natural way out of this puzzle is to recognize that two identification methods are at play
here: the speaker can identify on one method (for example by description) but not on another
(for example naming). The main intuition of A&P’s proposal is that referents of EIs are typically
identified via a method different from the one required for knowledge. Technically this intuition
is formalised by the notion of a CC-shift. Suppose m is the cover contextually required for
knowledge. Then EIs signal an obligatory shift to a cover n different from m. In the formalization
in dynamic semantics, this means that EIs introduce as discourse referents elements of n , m. If
such a CC-shift is not trivial, then the use of an EI implies that the speaker doesn’t know who the
referent is.
A&P’s proposal can be summarised as follows. EIs are existentials with two characteristics:
1. they induce an obligatory domain-shift (D ! D0 ): un qualche only allows for CC-shift,
irgendein allows for CC-shift and DW;
2. are felicitous in context σ iff the domain-shift they induce is for a reason:
(i) CC-shift is justified only if otherwise speaker’s state would not support the statement
(19)

σ |= . . . 9xD0 . . ., but σ 6|= . . . 9xD . . .

[N ECESSARY WEAKENING]

(ii) DW is justified only if it creates a stronger statement
(20)

. . . 9xD0 . . . |= . . . 9xD . . .

[S TRENGTHENING]

The analysis is implemented in a Dynamic Semantics with Conceptual Covers (Aloni, 2001). In
such framework, meanings are relations over information states (sets of world-assignment pairs),
relativised to conceptual perspectives ℘ (functions from CC-indices to conceptual covers). See
Appendix for details. Table (21) summarises A&P’s predictions.
(21)

un qualche
irgendein

spMV
yes
yes

epiMV NPI deoFC
yes
no no
yes
yes no (wrong!)

The analysis makes the right predictions with respect to the meaning and distribution of Italian un
qualche, but fails to predict the availability of the deontic free choice use for German irgendein.
These predictions follow from the following facts concerning CC-shift and DW:
1. CC-shifts, when justified, yield an ignorance (MV) effect;
a. CC-shifts are not trivial (therefore can be justified) in specific uses and under epistemic
modals;
b. CC-shift are trivial (never justified) under negation and under deontic modals.
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2. DW is justified only if it creates a stronger statement
a. DW creates stronger statements (justified) in negative contexts;
b. DW creates weaker statements (unjustified) in specific uses, under epistemic modals,
but also under deontic modals.

[1a] explains why spMV & epiMV uses are predicted for both EIs; [1b] explains why un qualche,
which only allows for CC-shifts, does not qualify for NPI or deoFC uses; [2a] explains NPI uses
for irgendein; [2b] is problematic because it implies the unavailability of deoFC uses for irgendein,
and this is contrary to the facts. Henceforth we will refer to this problem as the deoFC problem.
Before addressing the problem, let me illustrate why the facts in [1] hold. Consider the
following pictures. Assume that D = {a, b} and that wx is a world in which only x is s.t. φ .
(A) A justified CC-shift from m to n:

✓
!
wa
[9xm ] !
wb
@
R
@

wa
wb

xm
a [φ ]
wa
a

xm
a

wa
wb

xm
b [φ ]
wb
b

xm
b

wa
[9xn ]
wb

9xm φ true, but not supported

✓
!
!
@
R
@

wa
wb

xn
a
b

wa
wb

xn
b
a

xn
a
b

[φ ] wa
wb

[φ ]

0/

9xn φ true and supported

(B) An unjustified CC-shift:
✓
!

wb

xm
[φ ] 0/
a

wb [9xm ] !

wb [9xn ]

@
R
@
wb

xm
[φ ]
b
wb

xm
b

9xm φ true and supported

✓
!
!
@
R
@

wb

xn
b

[φ ]

wb

xn
a

[φ ]

xn
b

wb

0/

9xn φ true and supported

(C) CC-shifts can be justified under epistemic 2e but not under deontic 2d :
Epistemic:
Deontic:

wa
wb

[2e 9xm φ ] 0/

i1 ! [wa , wb ]
[2d 9xm φ ] i1 ! [wa , wb ]
i2 ! [wa , w0/ ]

wa
w
[2e 9xn φ ] a
wb
wb
i1 ! [wa , wb ]
i2 ! [wa , w0/ ]

[2d 9xn φ ]

i1 ! [wa , wb ]

In Dynamic Semantics with CC, specific uses of indefinites, represented by existential sentences,
introduce as discourse referents elements of a contextually supplied CC. The pictures in (A)
represent this operation with respect to the rigid cover m (on the left) and a non-rigid cover n
(on the right). As we saw, CC-shifts are justified only if otherwise the input state (speaker’s
state) would not support the statement. A state σ supports ψ iff all possibilities in σ survive
simultaneously in one and the same output state after update with ψ. In (A), 9xm φ , although
classically true, is not supported by the input state, while 9xn φ (the same existential sentence but
now interpreted wrt a non-rigid cover) is true and supported. Hence a CC-shift from m to n is
here justified. In (B), instead, the shift from m to n would be unjustified: since we start from a
state of total information, the existential sentence is true and supported no matter what method of
identification we assume. Intuitively, an existential sentence 9xcc φ interpreted under a method of
identification cc is supported in a state σ only if in σ we are able to identify the witness of the
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existential claim under cc. Hence, given necessary weakening, a CC-shift from m to n is justified
only if the relevant referent can be identified under n, but not under m. But then an ignorance effect
(not knowing who with respect to m) is derived whenever a CC-shift is for a reason. In (A), but not
in (B), we are able to identify the witness of the existential claim under n, but not under m. Only
in the first case where indeed we don’t know whom the witness of the existential sentence is, the
shift from m to n is justified.
As illustrated in (C), CC-shifts can be justified under epistemic modals, but not under deontic
modals. Crucial here is the different analysis of epistemic 2e and deontic 2d that A&P endorse:
2e is analysed as in Veltman (1996): 2e ψ tests the input state σ : if ψ is supported, it returns
σ ; otherwise it returns the absurd state 0.
/ 2d instead receives a classical interpretation: 2d ψ
keeps a possibility i only if ψ is true in every world deontically accessible from i (e.g., in (C)
i2 is eliminated because it can access w0/ ). Crucially epistemic modals are defined in terms of
support, which is a CC-sensible notion, whereas deontic modals are defined in terms of truth.
This explains why CC-shifts are trivial under 2d . Another essential difference between the two
interpretations is that while epistemic modals operate directly on the input state, deontic modals
operate on embedded states. This difference will be crucial for our solution to the deoFC problem.
Before turning to our solution let me mention an important observation due to Haspelmath
(1997) with respect to free choice uses of irgend-indefinites. In these uses, irgend-indefinites are
typically stressed (stress is here represented by small capitals):
(22) Dieses Problem kann IRGEND JEMAND lösen.
‘This problem can be solved by anyone’

[deoFC]
[from Haspelmath 1997]

Stressed irgend displays a quite interesting distribution. It is licensed in negative contexts and in
comparative clauses where it appears to convey universal meanings:
(23) Niemand hat IRGENDEINE Frage beantwortet.
‘Nobody answered any question’

[NPI]

(24) Joan Baez sang besser als IRGEND JEMAND JE zuvor.
‘Joan Baez sang better than anyone ever before’

[CO]
[from Haspelmath 1997]

However it is infelicitous in episodic sentences and under epistemic modals (unless stress is
justified by independent contextual factors):
(25) # I RGENDJEMAND hat angerufen.
‘Someone called, I don’t know who’

[#spMV]

(26) # Maria muss IRGENDEINEN Dokter geheiratet haben.
‘Maria must have married some doctor, I don’t know who’

[#epiMV]

This distribution motivates the following hypothesis. We conjecture that stress in EIs signals
domain widening. We have then the following predictions:

(27)

un qualche (only CC)
irgendein (CC+DW)
IRGENDEIN (only DW)

spMV
yes
yes
no

epiMV
yes
yes
no

NPI
no
yes
yes

CO
no
yes
yes

deoFC
no
no [problem!]
no [problem!]

In the next section we first explain how the predictions with respect to the comparative function
originate and then propose a solution to the deoFC problem.
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4 Emphatic uses of EIs
4.1 EIs in comparatives
Irgendein and un qualche display a different behaviour in comparative clauses. Example (28) is
ambiguous between a universal and an existential ignorance reading. Example (29) only has the
existential ignorance meaning:
(28) Hans ist größer als irgendein Mitschüler in seiner Klasse.
a. ‘Hans is taller than any of his classmates’
b. ‘Hans is taller than some of his classmates, I don’t know who’
(29) Gianni è più alto di un qualche suo compagno di classe.
a. # ‘Gianni is taller than any of his classmates’
b.‘Gianni is taller than some of his classmates, I don’t know who’

[CO]
[spMV]
[#CO]
[spMV]

In what follows we will show that these data are easily accounted for if we extend A&P’s
dynamic semantics with a ‘NOT / PI analysis’ of comparatives. NOT / PI analyses of comparatives
place a scoping DE operator (¬ or Π) within the comparative clause (e.g., Seuren, 1978, Heim,
2006). As an illustration consider Seuren (1978). On Seuren’s account, the plain comparative in
(30) is true if there is a degree d of tallness that John reaches and Mary doesn’t reach.
(30)

a. John is taller than Mary is.
b. 9d[T ( j, d) ^ ¬T (m, d)]
c. there is a degree d of tallness that John reaches and Mary doesn’t reach

Ordinary quantifiers are assumed to always scope over the DE operator:
(31)

a. John is taller than every girl is.
b. 9d[T ( j, d) ^ 8x[G(x) ! ¬T (x, d)]]
c. there is a d of tallness that John reaches and no girl reaches

Universal meanings are predicted when an indefinite scopes under the DE operator; existential
meanings when an indefinite scopes over the DE operator:
(32)

(33)

a. John is taller than any girl is.
b. 9d[T ( j, d) ^ ¬9x[G(x) ^ T (x, d)]]
c. there is a d of tallness that John reaches and no girl reaches
a. John is taller than some girl is.
b. 9d[T ( j, d) ^ 9x[G(x) ^ ¬T (x, d)]]
c. there is a d of tallness that John reaches and some girl doesn’t reach

As it is easy to see, if we extend A&P’s analysis of EIs with such an analysis for
comparatives, universal (CO) and existential (spMV) readings are predicted for irgend-indefinites
in comparatives, whereas for un qualche, which disallows DW, only existential meanings arise:3
(34)

3 In

Hans ist größer als irgendein Mitschüler in seiner Klasse.
a. 9d[T (h, d) ^ ¬9xn [C(x) ^ T (x, d)]]
‘Hans is taller than any of his classmates’
b. 9d[T (h, d) ^ 9xn [C(x) ^ ¬T (x, d)]]
‘Hans is taller than some of his classmates, I don’t know who’

[CO]
(via DW+S TRENGTHENING)
[spMV]
(via CC-shift+N EC W EAKENING)

(34-a) we have to assume that irgend scopes under ¬, however, as it is well known, irgend-indefinites
are ungrammatical under sentential negation. This could be considered an argument favoring Heim’s PI-theory of
comparatives over a NOT-theory like that of Seuren (1978). See Aloni and Roelofsen (2011) for further discussion.
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(35)

Gianni è più alto di un qualche suo compagno di classe.
a. # 9d[T (g, d) ^ ¬9xn [C(x) ^ T (x, d)]]
[#CO]
‘Gianni is taller than any of his classmates’
(CC-shift unjustified)
b. 9d[T (g, d) ^ 9xn [C(x) ^ ¬T (x, d)]]
[spMV]
‘Gianni is taller than some of his classmates, I don’t know who’ (via CC-shift+N EC W EAKENING)

Heim (2006) conjectured that the scope of ¬/Π is partly ‘determined by the need for negative
polarity items to be licensed’ (Heim, 2006:p.21). By default, indefinites and quantifiers take scope
over ¬/Π. Only negative polarity items violate this default rule in order to be licensed. In the
previous section we observed that stressed irgend-indefinites behave like negative polarity items
(licensed in negative contexts, odd in positive ones), unstressed irgend-indefinites don’t. This
fact, together with Heim’s conjecture, might explain why irgend-indefinites seem to need stress to
convey universal meaning in comparative clauses (Haspelmath, 1997):
(36)

(37)

a. Hans ist größer als IRGENDEIN Mitschüler in seiner Klasse.
b. 9d[T (h, d) ^ ¬9xn [C(x) ^ T (x, d)]]
‘Hans is taller than any of his classmates’

[CO]
(via DW+S T)

a. Hans ist größer als irgendein Mitschüler in seiner Klasse.
b. 9d[T (h, d) ^ 9xn [C(x) ^ ¬T (x, d)]]
‘Hans is taller than some of his classmates, I don’t know who’

[spMV]
(via CC-shift+N EC W E)

4.2 A solution to the deoFC problem
It is tempting to try to derive deoFC uses of irgend-indefinites as an extension of their ignorance
meaning, in terms of a properly refined notion of a CC-shift. However, the implicational map
introduced in section 1 and the distribution of stressed irgend discussed at the end of section 3
strongly suggest to solve the deoFC problem via the notion of domain widening. There are a
number of possible strategies we could follow.
The first adopts Chierchia’s (2010) notion of an obligatory implicature. FC inferences could
be derived for modal existential sentences as obligatory higher order implicatures (Fox, 2006):
(38)

a. Sentence: 29xφ
b. Universal free choice implicature: 8x3φ

The felicity of irgendein in these uses would then follow by adopting the following
NON - WEAKENING condition for DW rather than the previously discussed strengthening condition:
(39)

DW justified only if it doesn’t create a weaker statement: . . . 9x . . . 6|= . . . 9xDW . . .

As it is easy to see, extending the domain of an existential under a modal does no longer lead to a
weaker statement if we incorporate its universal free choice implicature:
(40)

29xφ (+8x3φ ) 6|= 29xDW φ + 8xDW 3φ

There is a serious problem however with this solution. On Chierchia’s account obligatory FC
effects would be wrongly predicted for irgendein under epistemic modals as well. Alonso-Ovalle
and Menéndez-Benito (2010) have shown that weaker MV effects can be derived using
Chierchia/Fox’ algorithm if we adopt singleton domain alternatives, rather than full domain
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alternatives. We could then try to manipulate the alternatives accordingly. But why would
irgend-indefinites select different sets of alternatives under different types of modals?
A different strategy consists in adopting a performative analysis of deontic modals as in Lewis
(1979): FC inferences under deontic modals (but not under epistemic modals) would then be
derived as semantic entailments. The felicity of irgendein in deontic free choice uses would then
follow by DW + NON - WEAKENING as in (40). A first problem of this strategy is that it does not
explain non-performative cases (at least not without stipulations). A second maybe more serious
problem is that deoFC uses would be wrongly predicted for all indefinites even unmarked ones
as in “John must marry someone" which clearly does not entail that any person is a permissible
marriage option for John.4
In what follow we will present a different solution to the deoFC problem. Building on
Chierchia and others, emphatic free choice inferences will be derived as obligatory pragmatic
effects. However, to account for the different behaviour of EIs under epistemic and deontic modals
we will propose a genuinely dynamic mechanism to generate and incorporate pragmatic inferences
which is sensitive to the differences between 2e and 2d .
Here is our strategy in a nutshell. We will weaken the strengthening condition into a nonweakening condition as described above. Furthermore we will extend A&P’s dynamic semantics
with a novel operation of implicature uptake +I. In A&P’s semantics, extending the domain of an
existential leads to a weaker statement both under epistemic and deontic modals:
(41)

a. 2e 9xφ |= 2e 9xDW φ
b. 2d 9xφ |= 2d 9xDW φ

[epistemic]
[deontic]

As we will see, if we uptake FC implicatures via the novel operation +I, this fact will only hold
for the epistemic case:
(42)

a. 2e 9xφ + I |= 2e 9xDW φ + I
b. 2d 9xφ + I 6|= 2d 9xDW φ + I

[epistemic]
[deontic]

We will then be able to conclude that (i) DW can never be justified in the epistemic case, hence
CC-shift must apply: ignorance (MV) effects are then predicted for irgendein under epistemic
modals; (ii) DW is justified in the deontic case only if we uptake FC implicatures. It follows that
FC implicatures are predicted to be ‘obligatory’ for irgendein under deontic modals, otherwise DW
would be unjustified.
We turn now to the definition of +I. We first have to say how implicatures can be generated in
a dynamic setting. A natural dynamic strategy to derive implicatures defines the implicatures of an
utterance of φ as what is supported by any optimal state for φ . Recently a number of algorithms
have been proposed to compute optimal states based on Gricean principles and game theoretical
concepts (Schulz, 2005, Aloni, 2007a, Franke, 2009). As an illustration, we will only consider
Aloni (2007a).5 In Aloni (2007a), Grice’s conversational maxims, and an additional principle
expressing preferences for minimal models, are formulated as violable constraints and used to
select optimal candidates out of a set of alternative sentence-state pairs. Let opt(φ ) be the set of
4 Aloni

(2007b) provides a potential way out of this difficulty by allowing two different representations for
indefinites: an alternative-inducing and a flat representation. Only the former gives rise to free choice entailments
in modal environments. In this theory, unmarked indefinites can be required to adopt flat representations.
5 Eventually we should adopt a dynamic first-order version of Franke (2009) for better predictions.
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states s such that (φ , s) is optimal. The implicatures of an utterance of φ are then defined as what
is supported in any state in opt(φ ) but is not entailed by φ itself. To simplify we only look at the
propositional case, and assume W = {wa , wb , wab , w0/ } as our logical space, where wx stands for
a possible world where only x holds. For example, in wa , a is true and b is false, whereas in w0/
both a and b are false. For the case of a plain disjunction like (43-a), Aloni (2007a) predicts as
unique optimal state the state in (43-b) (assuming a and b are both relevant). An agent in such a
state knows that only one out of a and b is true and wonders which one. a _ b is predicted to be
an optimal sentence to say for a speaker in such a state – other forms like a or (a _ b) ^ ¬(a ^ b)
are ruled out by quality and manner respectively. On the other hand, state {wa , wb } is predicted
to provide the optimal interpretation for a _ b – more informative states, like {wa }, are ruled out
by quantity and other states like {wa , wab } are ruled out by preference for minimal models. As it
is easy to see both 3e a ^ 3e b and ¬(a ^ b) are supported by the optimal state {wa , wb }, so both
clausal and scalar implicatures are derived for plain disjunction in this theory.
(43)

a. a _ b
b. opt(a _ b) = {{wa , wb }}
c. predicted implicatures: 3e a ^ 3e b, ¬(a ^ b)

[plain disjunction]

Examples (44) and (45) illustrate the predictions of Aloni (2007a) for disjunction under epistemic
modals. FC implicatures are derived for both the possibility and the necessity case.6
(44)

a. 3e (a _ b)
b. opt(3e (a _ b)) = {{wa , wb , w0/ }}
c. predicted implicatures: 3e a ^ 3e b, ¬3e (a ^ b), ¬2e (a _ b), . . .

(45)

a. 2e (a _ b)
b. opt(2e (a _ b)) = {{wa , wb , wab }}
c. predicted implicatures: 3e a ^ 3e b, ¬2e (a ^ b), . . .

[epistemic possibility]

[epistemic necessity]

Consider now Aloni’s (2007a) predictions for the case of deontic necessity:
(46)

a. 2d (a _ b)
b. opt(2d (a _ b)) = {w ! [wa ] | w 2 W } [ {w ! [wb ] | w 2 W }
c. predicted implicatures: 3e 2d a ^ 3e 2d b, . . .

[deontic necessity]

This interpretation represents ignorance readings that can be paraphrased as “You must do a or b, I
don’t know which". As Aloni (2007a) shows, however, if we assume that the speaker is competent
about what is permissible or obligatory (Zimmermann, 2000, Schulz, 2005), i.e. we restrict our
competition to states satisfying the principles ¬2e 2d φ ! ¬2d φ and ¬2e 3d φ ! ¬3d φ , then FC
implicatures are predicted also for deontic interpretations of the modal operators:
(47)

a. 2d (a _ b)
b. opt C (2d (a _ b)) = {w ! [wa , wb ] | w 2 W }
c. predicted implicatures: 3d a ^ 3d b, . . .

(48)

a. 3d (a _ b)
b. opt C (3d (a _ b)) = {w ! [wa , wb , w0/ ] | w 2 W }
c. predicted implicatures: 3d a ^ 3d b, . . .

6 To

[deontic necessity + competence]

[deontic possibility + competence]

be able to distinguish between MV and FC inferences we would need at least three alternatives. For 3/2(a _
b _ c) Aloni (2007a) does indeed predict the FC implicature 3a ^ 3b ^ 3c.
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Now that we have a way to derive implicatures we can extend our dynamic semantics with an
operation of implicature uptake. Again, to simplify, we only consider the propositional case (see
appendix for extension to the first-order case):
S
Definition 2 [Implicature uptake] σ [φ + I] = σ [φ ] \ (opt(φ ))
As a first illustration consider the uptaking of the implicatures of plain disjunction:
(49) {wa , wb , wab , w0/ }[(a _ b) + I] = {wa , wb , wab } \ {wa , wb } = {wa , wb }
Starting from {wa , wb , wab , w0/ }, we first update with a _ b, which eliminates w0/ , and then intersect
the output state with the optimal state for a _ b. The resulting state supports both the scalar
implicature ¬(a ^ b), and the clausal implicature 3e a ^ 3e b. There is a crucial difference between
these two inferences, the first one is persistent, the second is anti-persistent:
(50)

a. φ is persistent iff if σ |= φ and τ is at least as strong as σ then τ |= φ
b. φ is anti-persistent iff if σ |= φ and σ is at least as strong as τ then τ |= φ

In a propositional system, σ is at least as strong as τ iff σ ✓ τ. Negative sentences like ¬(a ^ b) are
persistent because they assert the unavailability of a possibility, namely the possibility that a and
b are both true. Eliminating possibilities (going to a smaller state) will never make that possibility
available. Epistemic possibility sentences like 3e a ^ 3e b instead are not persistent because they
express the availability of two epistemic possibilities that might fail to be available as soon as more
information is achieved (if the state gets smaller). Actually 3e a ^ 3e b is anti-persistent because if
an epistemic possibility is available, it will stay available if we enlarge our state.
Since σ [φ + I] ✓ σ [φ ] (by definition of +I in terms of intersection), uptaking anti-persistent
implicatures is vacuous in this system: if ψ is anti-persistent: σ [φ + I] |= ψ ) σ [φ ] |= ψ. As we
saw, epistemic free choice implicatures are anti-persistent. Deontic free choice implicatures instead
are persistent: 3d a ^ 3d b expresses a property of all available possibilities, namely that they can
deontically access both a-worlds and b-worlds. Adding possibilities might affect the validity of
this universal property, but eliminating possibilities will not. But then uptaking epistemic free
choice implicatures is vacuous, while uptaking deontic free choice implicature is not:
(51)

σ [φ + I] |= 3e a ^ 3e b ) σ [φ ] |= 3e a ^ 3e b

[) 2e (a _ b) + I 6|= 3e a ^ 3e b]

(52)

σ [φ + I] |= 3d a ^ 3d b ; σ [φ ] |= 3d a ^ 3d b

[2d (a _ b) + I |= 3d a ^ 3d b]

Examples (53) and (54) illustrate these facts:
(53)

{wa }[2e (a _ b) + I] = {wa } \ {wa , wb , wab } = {wa }

(54)

{w0/ ! [wa ], w0/ ! [wa , wb ]}[2d (a _ b) + I] =
{w0/ ! [wa ], w0/ ! [wa , wb ]} \ {w0/ ! [wa , wb ], . . .} = {w0/ ! [wa , wb ]}

Extending the analysis to the first-order case, it follows that when uptaking FC implicatures, DW
can be justified in the deontic case, see (40), but not in the epistemic case:
(55)

2e 9xφ + I |= 2e 9xDW φ + I

(56)

2d 9xφ + I 6|= 2d 9xDW φ + I

Normally optional, +I becomes then obligatory in deoFC uses of irgendein, without implicature
uptake DW would have been unjustified.
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5 Conclusion
We have proposed an account of EIs as existentials triggering an obligatory domain shift. One kind
of domain shift (CC-shift) produces ignorance uses and is available for all EIs. Another kind of
domain shift (DW), producing negative uses, is an option only for a subset of the EIs. Emphatic
free choice uses have been explained as obligatory pragmatic enrichments triggered by DW under
certain circumstances. According to the described model, emphatic free choice uses come with a
high cost for the interpreter who in order to arrive at the intended interpretation needs to calculate
pragmatic implicatures and consequently integrate them in the conveyed meaning. Economy then
explains why the emphatic free choice function occurs at the right end of our implicational map and
why many languages eventually develop specialized morphology to express free choice meaning
(e.g. Romance). Typically in these languages emphatic free choice uses of EIs are blocked by the
availability of an easier to process specialized free choice indefinite form.
Appendix Let L be a predicate logical language with CC-indexed variables xn , ym , . . ., and two modal
operators, epistemic 2e and deontic 2d . A model M for L is a quadruple hW, D, R,Ci where W is a set
of interpretation functions for the non-logical constants in L , D is a non-empty set of individuals, R is an
accessibility relation over W , and C is a set of conceptual covers based on (W, D). Let M = hD,W, R,Ci be
a model for L and V be the set of variables in L . The set ΣM of information states based on M is defined
S
as: ΣM = X✓V P((DW )X ⇥W ). Let i = hg, wi be a possibility in a state σ 2 ΣM , then (i) i(α) = w(α), if
α is a non-logical constant; (ii) i(α) = g(α)(w), if α is a variable in dom(g), undefined otherwise. Updates
are defined wrt a conceptual perspective ℘, which maps every CC-index n 2 N to some cover in C.
Semantics
σ [Rt 1 , ...,t n ]℘σ 0

iff

σ 0 = {i 2 σ | hi(t 1 ), ..., i(t n )i 2 i(R)}

σ [¬φ ]℘σ 0

iff

σ 0 = {i 2 σ | ¬9σ 00 : σ [φ ]℘σ 00 & i ≺ σ 00 }

σ [φ ^ ψ]℘σ 0

iff

9σ 00 : σ [φ ]℘σ 00 [ψ]℘σ 0

σ [9xn φ ]℘σ 0

iff

σ [xn /c][φ ]℘σ 0 for some c 2 ℘(n)

σ [2e φ ]℘σ 0

iff

σ 0 = {i 2 σ | σ |= ℘φ }

σ [2d φ ]℘σ 0

iff

σ 0 = {i 2 σ | {hgi , vi | wi Rv} ` ℘φ }

σ [φ + I]℘σ 0

iff

9σ 00 : σ [φ ]℘σ 00 & σ 0 = σ 00 + opt(φ )

Auxiliary notions
c-extension: σ [xn /c]

=

{i[x/c] | i 2 σ }

i[x/c]

=

hgi [ {hx, ci}, wi i (if x < dom(g), undefined otherwise)

Survival: i ≺ σ

iff

9 j 2 σ : wi = wj & gi ✓ gj

Support: σ |= φ

iff

9σ 0 : σ [φ ]℘σ 0 & 8i 2 σ : i ≺ σ 0

σ |= ℘P φ

iff

σ |= ℘φ & φ felicitous in σ

Truth: σ ` ℘φ

iff

8i 2 σ : 9σ 0 : σ [φ ]℘σ 0 & i ≺ σ 0

Entailment: φ |= ψ

iff

8σ ,℘ : σ |= ℘φ ) σ |= ℘ψ

φ |= P ψ

iff

8σ ,℘ : φ & ψ felicitous in σ : σ |= ℘φ ) σ |= ℘ψ

Merging: σ + τ

=

{i 2 σ | 9 j 2 τ : wi = wj }

℘
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T HE P RAGMATICS OF Q UANTIFIER S COPE :
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S COTT A NDER B OIS
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1 Introduction
One of the most well-studied phenomena in natural language semantics has long been the question
of what readings are possible in various types of sentences with multiple quantifiers. Semanticists
have generally been concerned with developing theories to capture the range of possible readings
for such sentences. This is what Higgins & Sadock (2003) have dubbed the problem of scope
generation. To take a simple example like (1), then, the job of semantics is (i) to argue that the
sentence is truly ambiguous, i.e., it has two possible readings depending on which quantifier ‘we
think of first’ (the need to postulate ambiguity is not immediately obvious, particularly for example
(1)), and (ii) to capture the ambiguity by providing adequate representations for those readings.
(1)

Every doctor talked to a patient.
a. every a: every doctor is such that s/he talked to a patient
b. a every: a patient is such that every doctor talked to her/him

While the semantic literature is rich with intuitions about the factors influencing the actual patterns
of usage of sentences like (1), semantic theories are (quite rightly) not tasked with predicting which
reading, (1a) or (1b), it has when it is used in a particular context. That is,semantics is generally
not concerned with the problem of quantifier scope disambiguation (QSD) (scope prediction
in Higgins & Sadock 2003’s terms). While QSD is generally agreed to be beyond the purview of
First of all, we would like to thank the Law School Admission Council (LSAC) for access to the practice test
materials used in the analysis. We would also like to thank Chris Manning for first suggesting that logic puzzles
would be a good corpus to study quantifier scope and Pranav Anand, Lucas Champollion, Robert Daland, Alexis
Dimitriadis, Jakub Dotlacil, Donka Farkas, Chris Potts, Matt Wagers and the participants in the UCSC Corpus
Linguistics Group and the audiences at CUSP 3, MIT Syntax Square, ESSLLI 2011 PUQOL, SuB 2011 and UCLA
Linguistics Colloquium Series for very helpful feedback. This research was supported by an SRG (2009-2010) and an
FRG (2010-2011) grant from the Committee on Research, UC Santa Cruz.
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semantic theory, it has been argued to fall squarely within the domain of pragmatics (see especially
Saba & Corriveau 2001).
The present paper seeks to contribute to the study of the pragmatics of QSD through statistical
modeling of the factors influencing quantifier scope in sentences with two quantifiers in a naturally
occurring (though controlled) body of text: LSAT Logic Puzzles. The paper is organized as
follows: §2 surveys previous literature, identifying likely predictors of quantifier scope; §3
introduces our corpus; §4 reports the main findings and the series of mixed-effects logistic
regression models used to obtain them; and §5 concludes.

2 Predictors and previous literature
While semanticists have generally not developed accounts of QSD, the semantics literature
is filled with intuitions about various factors which influence quantifier scope in English and
cross-linguistically, though we restrict our attention here to English. In addition to these, there
are numerous psycholinguistic studies which have shown various factors to play a role in QSD. In
§2.1, we review the main factors which have been proposed based on these literatures. §2.2 briefly
discusses the only previous large-scale corpus study of quantifier scope of which we are aware:
Higgins & Sadock (2003).

2.1 Possible predictors of quantifier scope
One of the earliest factors to receive attention in research on QSD is the syntactic position of
the two quantifiers, and more specifically, grammatical function. One of the first works to deal
explicitly with QSD is Ioup (1975), who conducted a survey of informants from various languages,
with participants indicating the relative availability of the two possible scopes on a 5-point scale
(1=unambiguous wide scope indefinite, 5=unambiguous narrow scope indefinite) for sentences like
those in (3). While she does not report detailed numerical results from this survey, she concludes
that QSD is sensitive to the grammatical function hierarchy in (2).
(2)

Ioup (1975)’s hierarchy: S

(3)

a. Joan told a child the story at every intersection.
b. Joan told everyone the story at an intersection.

Prep

IO

O
Preferred scope: every
Preferred scope: a

a

every

One thing to note about Ioup (1975)’s methodology (a criticism which holds of many early
works on QSD) is that the experimental task quite explicitly is for participants to determine
whether and to what extent a given sentence is ambiguous. The validity of this sort of ‘ambiguity
judgment’, however, is at best controversial. In the literature on semantic fieldwork methodology,
for example, Matthewson (2004) argues convincingly that such tasks are not reliable sources of
evidence since they conflate linguistic judgments with linguistic analysis. While they do not
explicitly mention Ioup (1975) in this vein, Kurtzman & MacDonald (1993) argue that from a
psycholinguistic perspective, experimental designs which draw attention to the potential ambiguity
itself are unnatural in ways which might bias the data. With this said, Ioup’s hierarchy provides
valuable intuitions about the role of grammatical function in QSD, many of which have been
borne out in subsequent psycholinguistic work (Micham et al. 1980, Gillen 1991, Kurtzman &
MacDonald 1993, Tunstall 1998, and Anderson 2004 inter alia).
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For English, it is difficult to separate the effect of grammatical function from another proposed
predictor: linear order. This is because the two factors are heavily correlated given the relatively
rigid word order of English.1
(4)

Every professor saw a student.

Preferred scope: every

(5)

A student saw every professor.

Preferred scope: a

a

every

The effect of linear order has been much debated in previous literature, with many studies positing
an effect of linear order (e.g., Van Lehn 1978, Fodor 1982, Gillen 1991, Tunstall 1998), but others
rejecting this idea (e.g., Ioup 1975, Micham et al. 1980, Kurtzman & MacDonald 1993). One
source of this disagreement, we believe, is that the methodologies employed have led researchers
to only consider particular kinds of closely related sentences rather than a broad sample across
different types of constructions. To take an extreme example, the test sentences in Micham et al.
(1980) always have one of the quantifiers occurring in goal PP headed by to, and generally have
both quantifiers in postverbal position (e.g., double object constructions or PPs headed by about).
By studying linear order in a corpus of naturally occurring text, the present study allows us to
consider data from a wide range of different constructions in a way that has been impractical for
more focused studies using surveys and other psycholinguistic methodologies.
The third factor which has been argued to influence QSD in prior literature is the lexical
realization of the two quantifiers. One early work stressing the importance of lexical factors
is once again Ioup (1975), who argues that lexical factors are the single most important factor
in determining actual quantifier scope. For example, the quantifier every in (6) below takes
wide-scope more readily than all. Ioup argues that the effects of lexical realization can be
summarized by the quantifier hierarchy in (7).
(6)

a. She knows a solution to every problem.
b. She knows a solution to all problems.

(7) Ioup (1975)’s Quantifier Hierarchy:
each every all most many several

Preferred scope: every
Preferred scope: a

somepl

a
all

a few

While essentially all authors agree that lexical factors play some role in QSD, subsequent studies
have emphasized its effect less than Ioup (1975) (the investigation of each vs. every in Tunstall
1998 is a notable exception). One of the benefits of mixed-effects regression analyses of the sort
we present in §4 is that they allow us to directly address the question of the importance of lexical
factors relative to other predictors without focusing only on a very small set of lexical items.
The fourth predictor found in previous literature to influence QSD is world knowledge and in
particular, numerical typicality. For example, Saba & Corriveau (2001) point out that the narrow
scope reading of every in (8) is dispreferred because it would require an individual to participate
in the living-in relation with an atypically large number of cities.
(8)

A doctor lives in every city.

1 Another

Preferred scope: every

a

factor that is highly correlated with both linear order and grammatical function in English is c-command.
We do not treat c-command as a factor separate from linear order and / or grammatical function here and we leave
to future work the question of whether c-command plays an independent role, leaving open the possibility that linear
order and / or grammatical function may be serving as a proxy for c-command.
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Based on such examples, Saba & Corriveau (2001) propose a formal model of the world knowledge
used in QSD based on the number of restrictor entities that typically participate in the nuclear scope
relation. Srinivasan & Yates (2009) build on this work by showing that numerical typicality can be
extracted from a large corpus and applied successfully to QSD. Using a hand-picked corpus of 46
items, Srinivasan & Yates (2009) show that automatically extracted information about numerical
typicality significantly improves prediction, especially for inverse scope.
While acknowledging that world knowledge plays a significant part in real world QSD, trying
to incorporate it into a model of QSD – possibly together with other important factors like crosssentential anaphoric relations between various quantifiers – is a much broader endeavor left for
future research. In order to factor out world knowledge as much as possible, we have chosen to
base our investigation on a body of text that is designed to minimize the assumed world knowledge;
see §3 below for more discussion of the LSAT logic puzzles corpus.
To summarize, previous literature indicates that the following factors are plausible predictors
for QSD, with the last two being more or less universally agreed to play some role:
(9)

Plausible Predictors of QSD:
(i) linear order, (ii) grammatical function, (iii) lexical realization, and (iv) world knowledge.

2.2 Higgins & Sadock (2003)’s corpus study
To date, there is only one large-scale corpus study of QSD that we are aware of: Higgins & Sadock
(2003). To investigate the factors influencing QSD, Higgins & Sadock (2003) build a corpus
with sentences from the Wall Street Journal portion of the Penn Treebank hand-tagged for actual
quantifier scope. As in the present study, all of the sentences considered are ones in which there
are exactly two quantificational expressions. The resulting corpus consists of 893 sentences, an
impressive size given the need for scope to be hand-coded. One caveat to this, however, is that
61.2% of the sentences in their corpus are tagged as having “no scope interaction”, resulting in
only 345 sentences where scope is determined (we return to this point shortly).
Given this corpus, Higgins & Sadock (2003) construct three different computational models
(Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, Single Layer Perceptron) aimed at classifying the scope of a
given example based upon a wide range of factors including lexical realization and the relative
hierachical position of the two quantifiers as determined by c-command. Looking across the
three models, they found both c-command and various factors relating to lexical realization to
be important, alongside other factors to be discussed in a moment.
While Higgins & Sadock (2003) is noteworthy for being the first large-scale empirical study
of QSD of its kind, there are two aspects of their corpus and analysis which we believe can be
improved on, especially given our aim of studying QSD from a linguistic perspective rather than
a natural language processing one. First, Higgins & Sadock (2003) explicitly omit NP/DPs where
the quantifier is a(n), a quantifier which is very much of interest to linguists.2
Second, many of the most active features in Higgins & Sadock (2003)’s models are things such
as whether a conjoined node or various sorts of punctuation (commas, colons, quotation marks,
etc.) intervene between the two quantifiers. All of these factors are found to be strong predictors
of “no scope interaction”, the majority of the sentences in their corpus. While these punctuation
2 Their

rationale for this decision has to do with the difficulties of determining scope for generics. While this is a
real concern, we believe that since scope must be hand-tagged in any case, it is readily avoidable.
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marks have various uses, this finding suggests that many of these examples involve appositive
material, quotations, and other cases where the two quantifiers cannot interact, i.e., where the two
quantifiers are in different scopal domains. Such sentences, therefore, do not contribute to our
understanding of QSD any more than sequences of separate sentences would. Higgins & Sadock
(2003)’s findings in this area may be quite useful for other applications such as determining when a
possible quantifier scope ambiguity has arisen in a text, but this is separate from our current goal.3

3 A constrained, naturally occurring corpus
The data in our corpus come from prior instances of the Law School Admission Test (LSAT), a
standardized test designed to assess the verbal, logical, reading, and reasoning skills of prospective
law school students. In addition to a writing sample and a “variable” or “experimental” section, the
LSAT consists of three type of sections: logical reasoning, reading comprehension, and analytical
reasoning. Our data come from the third of these (analytical reasoning), questions colloquially
known as “logic puzzles”, a label we will use in what follows.
LSAT logic puzzles follow a standard format exemplified in (10) below. The Introduction
establishes all of the individuals in question and what categories they belong to. Following this,
the Laws section puts forth a set of statements which characterizes the facts of the world for the
purposes of the questions that follow. Finally, there is a multiple choice Question and a set of
four-five Answers (generally, there are several Question-Answers pairs per scenario). While the
questions and answers are sometimes helpful in determining the intended scope, the sentences in
our corpus come only from the first two sections.
Introduction

Laws
(10)
Question
Answers

3.1 Why logic puzzles?
There are several reasons why we have chosen LSAT logic puzzles as the source for our QSD
corpus. First, from a practical perspective, LSAT logic puzzles contain a much higher number
3 It

should be noted that not all sentences in the “No scope interaction” category are of this sort. For example, there
are sentences where two quantifiers may occur in the same scopal domain, e.g., One woman bought one horse, and yet
there is no clear way to determine narrow or wide scope.
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of sentences with two or more quantifiers relative to other registers of English. Second, in more
neutral registers of English, it is not always the case that disambiguating between the various
possible scopes is required of the hearer (see Tunstall 1998, for example, for more discussion of
this issue with respect to universal-existential scope interactions). In contrast, LSAT test takers
are expected to select a single correct answer, which generally means that they must settle on a
particular reading for potentially ambiguous sentences with more than one quantifier.
Third, as an aptitude test, the LSAT is explicitly designed to avoid forcing test takers to rely on
facts other than those which are present in the text itself. While there are undoubtedly some cases
where test takers nonetheless bring world knowledge to bear, the writers generally err on the side of
being overly explicit about the facts of the world. In essence, this property of logic puzzles serves to
control for world knowledge, allowing for a clearer picture of the linguistic factors impacting QSD.
This control is admittedly imperfect, but nonetheless serves to reduce the confounding impact of
world knowledge in a way that would be quite difficult with more naturalistic corpora.

3.2 Tagging the data
Scopal domains One of the issues we discussed with Higgins & Sadock (2003) (again, given
our fundamentally linguistic goals) was that many of their sentences had the two quantifiers in
different clauses separated by conjunction, apposition, or quotation in ways that prevented any
scopal interaction between them. In other words, Higgins & Sadock (2003) take the sentence to
be the domain of quantifier scope regardless of its complexity. However, it is often clear that a
sentence consists of multiple scopal domains, as in (11) below where the quantifiers three and two
occur in different conjuncts of a coordinate structure. The lack of scopal interaction between them
is therefore a consequence of the syntax/semantics of quantifier scope, not its pragmatics.
(11) [ Joe ate three oranges ] and [ Pam ate two apples ].
In order to address such cases, which are quite numerous, we treat an example like (11) as
consisting of the two scopal domains indicated in brackets, with each domain having one quantifier.
That is, we do not include examples like (11) in our corpus because they do not contain a scopal
domain with multiple quantifiers. Beyond coordinate structures, we consider quotations and
appositives to also constitute separate scopal domains from the sentences in which they occur and
take them into consideration only if there are multiple quantifiers in one or more of the resulting
scopal domains.
Response variable: Scope Tagging sentences for quantifier scope is by its nature
time-consuming and requires a coder with linguistic training. Extracting and tagging the relevant
sentences with multiple quantifiers out of the mass of sentences in our logic puzzle corpus took
place in three steps. First, we separated the data into individual sentences and then further into
scopal domains as outlined above. Then, we enlisted undergraduate semantics students to identify
sentences with multiple quantifiers and to provide a first attempt at tagging them for the response
variable (scope) and the three predictors we considered (linear order, grammatical function,
and lexical realization). Each sentence was seen by several students, providing a reasonable
preliminary tagging. Finally, the authors went through the corpus by hand adjudicating cases
where the students disagreed and correcting cases where the students were mistaken. Given how
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involved this process was, no effort was made to quantify inter-annotator agreement since this
would require additional skilled coders.4
The beginning of our tags is marked by &, and the end of a tag is marked by #, with subtags
being separated by _. Scope was coded numerically, with 1 corresponding to widest scope and
other numbers indicating narrower scope, as in (12) below. Quantifiers with no relative scope
(mainly cumulative readings) were ‘co-tagged’ with the same number, as in (13). This is merely
a convenience for the examples with only two quantifiers that we consider in this paper: we could
have just as easily ignored such sentences. However, tagging scopal ‘level’ with the same number
is necessary for sentences with more than two quantifiers, since two quantifiers may take wide or
narrow scope relative to a third yet not have any scopal relation relative to one another, as in (14).
(12)

Each&1# tape is to be assigned to a different&2# time slot.

(13)

Exactly six&1# employees must be assigned to exactly three&1# committees.

(14)

Exactly six&2# of seven&1# jugglers are each&3# assigned to exactly one&4# of three&1#
positions.

In cases where no truth conditional difference was clear, we used the felicity of “such that”
paraphrases as our ultimate criterion.
Three predictor variables Following the discussion of the previous literature in §2 above, three
explanatory variables were tagged: linear order, grammatical function, and lexical realization of
the quantifier. Since linear order is implicit in the tagging, this was not explicitly tagged (i.e., the
order is recoverable from the linear position of the tags themselves). For grammatical function,
we distinguished four syntactic roles as follows: Subject, Object, Pivot, Adjunct (including
prepositional phrases). For prepositional phrases, we tagged individual prepositions separately.5
As far as the final subtag, i.e., lexical realization, is concerned, we treated complex determiner
material like more.than.two separately from two (see §4 for more examples of lexical tags).
Here are some examples of tagged sentences:
(15)

a. Each&1_S_each# tape is to be assigned to a different&2_to_a.different# time slot, . . .
b. . . . and no&1_S_no# tape is longer than any&2_than_any# other tape.

(16)

Each&1_S_each# professor has one or more&2_O_one.or.more# specialities.

(17)

The judge of the show awards exactly four&1_O_exactly.four# ribbons to
four&1_to_four# of the dogs.

4 Higgins & Sadock (2003) did quantify inter-annotator agreement and found that their rate was fairly low relative
to the normal standards for classification tasks (76.3%). They quite reasonably conclude that this rate of agreement is
good enough given the complexity of the task. Note, however, that inter-annotator agreement may very well be (much)
higher for our specialized, ‘minimal ambiguity’ LSAT corpus.
5 Though the analysis presented in this paper focuses exclusively on sentences where at least one quantifier is a
subject or a direct object.
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4 Analysis
The dataset We focus on sentences with 2 quantifiers only in this paper. Furthermore, we
remove the cumulative sentences and we focus on Subject and Object only, i.e., we drop the other
grammatical functions. We are left with 497 observations.
However, these observations count some of scope-resolution events twice:6 some sentences
have both an S and an O quantifier and the scope of one completely determines the scope of the
other. There are 139 such doubly counted sentences and we randomly sample one quantifier from
each of them. The final number of observations is N 358.
Response variable Our response variable is SCOPE, a factor with 2 levels: narrow and wide.
We designate wide scope as the ‘success’ level.
Fixed effects We treat linear order (LIN . ORD) and grammatical function (GRAM . FUN) as fixed
effects given the fact that we focus exclusively on binary contrasts for each of them.
LIN . ORD is a factor with 2 levels, first (the quantifier comes first in the scopal domain) and last
(the quantifier is not the first one in the scopal domain). We designate first as the reference level
for two reasons. On one hand, more quantifiers come first in our corpus and we want our estimate
of the reference level to be as accurate as possible. On the other hand, we expect quantifiers that
are first in the scopal domain to exhibit a preference for wide scope / ‘success’, so it is natural to
ask the question: what is the effect on scope (if any) of occurring in a non-initial position in the
scopal domain?
GRAM . FUN is also a factor with 2 levels: Subject and Object. We designate S as the reference
level, both because most quantifiers occur in subject position in our corpus and because we expect
quantifiers in subject position to exhibit a preference for wide scope / ‘success’, so it is natural to
ask the question: what is the effect on scope (if any) of occurring in a non-subject position?
LIN . ORD
LIN . ORD

250

by SCOPE

GRAM . FUN

narrow

by SCOPE

by GRAM . FUN by SCOPE
first
wide

last
narrow

wide

wide
narrow

wide
narrow
200

S

200

150

150

100

100

50

50

first

last

S

O

O

0

0

The bar plots of LIN . ORD by SCOPE and GRAM . FUN by SCOPE above indicate that quantifiers that
come first in the scopal domain have a fairly strong preference for wide scope, just as quantifiers in
6 We

are indebted to Pranav Anand, Alexis Dimitriadis, Chris Potts and Matt Wagers for very helpful discussions
of this point and for suggesting various solutions.
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subject position do. In contrast, quantifiers that come last in the scopal domain have a very strong
preference for narrow scope, just as quantifiers in object position do.
In addition, the mosaic plot of LIN . ORD by GRAM . FUN by SCOPE raises the possibility that
LIN . ORD might interact with GRAM . FUN : if a quantifier comes last, it has a strong preference for
narrow scope whether it is a subject or not; but if a quantifier comes first, it has a strong preference
for wide scope only if it is a subject – if it is an object, it does not exhibit a clear scopal preference.
Importantly, however, arguing for or against such an interaction cannot proceed on the basis of
visual inspection alone: the mosaic plot does not provide clear evidence one way or another. In
addition, we need a way to quantify if the interaction is simply an artifact of the sample we happen
to have or if we can confidently claim that it is an actual contribution of the fixed effects.
Similarly, given that LIN . ORD and GRAM . FUN are correlated in English, we cannot disentangle
their main effects by visual inspection of the bar and mosaic plots or by introspective intuitions of
the kind standardly used in linguistic research.
Finally, whatever generalizations we make about LIN . ORD and GRAM . FUN have to take into
consideration the fact that quantifiers might have lexically encoded preferences for wide or narrow
scope. That is, to determine whether linear order and grammatical function actually have an effect
on scopal preference and if they do, to determine the extent of that effect, we need to also take into
account the lexical realization of various quantifiers .
For all these reasons, we cannot obtain reliable empirical generalizations about QSD without
the help of adequate statistical models, to which we will turn presently.
The sentences below exemplify wide and narrow scope for each of the four GRAM . FUN
LIN . ORD combinations.
(18)

GRAM . FUN =S, LIN . ORD =first

a.
b.
(19)

Each chair is occupied by exactly one representative.
SCOPE =narrow: Exactly one child sits in each chair.
SCOPE =wide:

GRAM . FUN =S, LIN . ORD =last

Every week six crews – A,B,C,D,E,F – were ranked from first (most
productive) to sixth (least productive).
b. SCOPE=narrow: On each day of other days of hiring, exactly one worker was hired.
a.

(20)

GRAM . FUN =O, LIN . ORD =first

a.
b.
(21)

SCOPE =wide:

He did not wash any two of the objects at the same time.
SCOPE =narrow: The nine flowers used in the corsages must include at least one flower
from each of the four types.
SCOPE =wide:

GRAM . FUN =O, LIN . ORD =last

a.
b.

Exactly three girls perform each dance.
SCOPE =narrow: The official will also assign each runner to represent a different
charity.
SCOPE =wide:

Random effects We treat the lexical realization LEX . REAL of the quantifier we want to predict
scope for as a random effect. LEX . REAL is a factor with 17 levels: a, a.different, all . . . ; see the
figure below for the complete list.
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We treat LEX . REAL as a random – as opposed to a fixed – effect for three reasons. First,
some quantifiers, e.g., every or at most, occur very few times in our corpus, so their estimated
contributions to scope preference would be highly biased / unstable if they were estimated as
fixed effects. As Gelman & Hill (2007) among others argue, treating a variable as a random
effect moderates this because the estimation of a particular quantifier / level of LEX . REAL ‘borrows
strength’ from the observations made about other quantifiers / levels of LEX . REAL.
Second, it makes theoretical and empirical sense to model LEX . REAL as a random effect, i.e.,
to model scope preferences of various quantifiers as coming from the same underlying probability
distribution: quantifiers are part of the same class of meanings and our statistical model should
reflect that at some level. In addition, various quantifiers are clearly related to one another, e.g.,
the universals every, each, all and both are likely not independent of one another, the indefinites
a, some, a different and cardinal numerals are not either, cardinals with numeral modifiers like at
least, at most and exactly are not, etc.
Finally, and most importantly, treating LEX . REAL as a random effect, i.e., modeling the lexical
realization of quantifiers jointly as part of a single abstract class, enables us to evaluate and compare
the different scope-preference contributions made by lexical realization as a whole vs. linear order
and grammatical function.
LEX . REAL

by SCOPE

LEX . REAL . OTHER
the.same

the.same

narrow
wide

some

by SCOPE
narrow
wide

some
per

or

or

no

no

neither

neither

more.than

more.than

exactly

exactly

every

every

each

each

card.num

card.num
both

both
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any
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a.time
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a

a

0
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0
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In addition to the lexical realization of the quantifier we want to predict scope for, we will also
consider the lexical realization of the other quantifier LEX . REAL . OTHER and the contributions this
makes to scopal preference. LEX . REAL . OTHER is a factor with 19 levels: a, a.different, a.time,
all . . . ; see the figure below for the complete list. We model LEX . REAL . OTHER as a random effect
for the same three reasons provided above for LEX . REAL. Lexical effects on scope-taking could be
analyzed in other ways, e.g., as pairs of lexical realizations for the two quantifiers,7 but we leave a
more in-depth investigation of this issue for a future occasion.
7 We

are indebted to Alexis Dimitriadis and Chris Potts for insightful suggestions and comments about this.
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Statistical modeling and the resulting generalizations We start with the full model for the
fixed effects (the two main effects and their interaction) and intercept-only random effects for
LEX . REAL and LEX . REAL . OTHER . The interaction of LIN . ORD and GRAM . FUN is not significant
(p 0.70), so we drop it. But adding GRAM . FUN to the model with LIN . ORD as the only fixed
effect significantly reduces deviance (p 0.005) and similarly, adding LIN . ORD to the model with
1.04 10 7 ). Adding
GRAM . FUN as the only fixed effect significantly reduces deviance (p
random effects for the LIN . ORD and / or GRAM . FUN slopes is not significant – at least when the
maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the resulting models can be estimated, which is not
always possible. But dropping the intercept random effects for LEX . REAL or LEX . REAL . OTHER
significantly increases deviance (p 3.21 10 11 and p 2.08 10 13 , respectively).
Thus, our final mixed-effects logistic regression model has (i) fixed effects for LIN . ORD
and GRAM . FUN (no interaction), and (ii) intercept random effects for LEX . REAL and
LEX . REAL . OTHER . The MLEs for this model are provided in the table below. We see that even
when we control for lexical effects, both linear order and grammatical function are significant, in
line with the results in the previous literature. If a quantifier comes last, this greatly increases its
preference for / probability of narrow scope. Similarly, if a quantifier occurs in object position, this
increases its probability of narrow scope but to a more moderate extent.
(22)

std.dev.
3.45
5.55
estimate
4.60
-6.16
-2.49

RANDOM EFFECTS
LEX . REAL
LEX . REAL . OTHER
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LEX . REAL
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The figure above plots the MLEs of the random effects for both LEX . REAL and LEX . REAL . OTHER.
Note that these random effects are roughly on the same scale as the fixed effects, i.e., roughly
between 8 and 8, and of similar magnitude.8
Model fit One way to evaluate how well the model fits the data is to examine the C and Somers’
Dxy statistics for several models. C is an index of concordance between predicted probability
and observed response; Somers’ Dxy is a rank correlation between predicted probabilities and
observed responses related to C. The final mixed-effects logistic regression model has a C statistic
of 0.996 and a Dxy statistic of 0.992, very close to 1 (the maximal value, indicating perfect model
fit). In contrast, the C and Dxy statistics for the model with fixed effects only are 0.859 and 0.717,
respectively. This indicates that lexical realization significantly improves scope predictions, which
is confirmed by the C and Dxy values for the model with lexical random effects only: they are
0.982 and 0.965, very close to the values for our final mixed-effects model.
Another measure of model fit is Nagelkerke’s R-squared, again with a maximum value of 1.
This a common pseudo-R-squared measure for (mixed-effects) logit models assessing how much
of the ‘variance’ in the response is accounted for by the predictors, i.e., Nagelkerke’s R-squared
assesses the quality of a model with regard to the model with only the intercept. Nagelkerke’s
R-squared for our final model relative to the ‘intercept random-effects’ only model is 0.404 ,
indicating that the LIN . ORD and GRAM . FUN fixed effects do account for some of the variation in
scope-taking behavior observed in our corpus. Nagelkerke’s R-squared for our final model relative
to the ordinary intercept (null) model is a much higher 0.847, indicating that the LEX . REAL and
LEX . REAL . OTHER random effects account for at least as much variation in scope taking behavior
as the fixed effects. This is confirmed by the fact that Nagelkerke’s R-squared for the model with
intercept random-effects only relative to the ordinary intercept model is 0.743.
Bayesian estimation We can estimate the parameters of our final logistic regression model more
precisely based on MCMC samples from their posterior distributions.9 We assume fairly low
information priors for the intercept and fixed-effect slopes: independent normals N 0, 102 (recall
that we are dealing with logistic regression models here, so the coefficients are relatively small).
Also, we assume independent normals N 0, σ 2 and N 0, τ 2 for the two random effects; the priors
for the standard deviations σ and τ are independent uniforms Unif 0, 30 . The means and standard
deviations of the posterior distributions for the fixed and the random effects are fairly close to the
MLEs, as the table and five figures below show (the R code for the figures is from Kruschke 2011).
(23)

RANDOM EFFECTS

σ
τ
FIXED EFFECTS
INTERCEPT
LIN . ORD -last
GRAM . FUN -O
8 We
93

mean
5.37
9.65
mean
4.77
-7.22
-2.67

are indebted to Robert Daland for emphasizing this point.
chains, 3.5 106 iterations per chain, 1 106 burnin, 2500 thinning.

std.dev.
2.48
4.32
std.dev.
3.13
2.64
1.07
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The two figures below provide the mean and the central 95% CRIs for the random effects.
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5 Conclusion
The three main findings of our investigation are as follows. First, we confirmed the results in
the previous literature that linear order and grammatical function have an effect on scope-taking
preferences. Second, we discovered that lexical effects on scoping preferences are at least as
important as linear order or grammatical function. Third, the relational aspect of these lexical
effects is also important: LEX . REAL . OTHER is at least as good a predictor of scope as LEX . REAL.
These findings provide a new kind of empirical support for relational theories of quantification
that derive scopal behavior by focusing on the way in which one quantifier affects the context of
interpretation for another quantifier, e.g., (in)dependence logic or dynamic plural logic. The notion
of interpretation context formalized in these logics is inherently relational because it focuses on
context change, i.e., on the way in which an expression sets up the context of interpretation for a
subsequent expression. But syntactic scoping mechanisms that focus on hierarchies of (classes of)
quantifiers, e.g., Beghelli & Stowell (1997), are also supported.10
The present investigation opens the way towards a broader research program of identifying
scoping-behavior patterns that should ultimately enable us to group quantifiers into classes
10 We

are indebted to Lucas Champollion and Jakub Dotlacil for emphasizing this point.
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depending on the type of scopal behavior they exhibit. Identifying such classes could provide
an empirical basis for semantic theories that assign different kinds of semantic representations to
these classes and / or for psycholinguistic theories that hypothesize different processing strategies
for different classes.
Finally, this research also opens the way towards examining the typology and cross-linguistic
variation of quantifier systems in addition to the ‘micro’ typology of individual (sub-classes of)
quantifiers.
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T HE SCALAR SOURCE OF STATIVE PASSIVES
R EBEKAH BAGLINI
University of Chicago

1 Introduction
It’s well known that sentences like (1) are ambiguous between a state reading and an event reading.
(1)

The lawn was mowed.
a. The lawn was the object of an event of mowing. (eventive)
b. The lawn was in the state of having been mowed. (stative)

The standard explanation for the ambiguity in (1) is that there are two distinct passive
participles in English. The first is semantically eventive and syntactically verbal, the latter
semantically stative and syntactically adjectival. Although the verbal passive is fully productive
among transitive verbs in English, stative passive formation appears to be restricted by lexical
semantic factors, as evidenced by the unavailability of a stative reading for (2).
(2)

The football was kicked.
a. The football was the object of an event of kicking. (eventive)
b. ??The football was in the state of having been kicked. (stative)

Despite the surface morphologically ambiguity between stative and eventive participles, there
are several syntactic and morphological diagnostics which pick out stative passives based on their
shared distribution with adjectives (Wasow, 1977, Levin and Rappaport, 1986). First, a number
of copular verbs in English—including seem, remain, appear, and become—select for adjectival
complements. Second, only adjectives occur as pre-nominal modifiers, not verbs. By applying
the following diagnostics, we find that only some English verbs form acceptable stative passives
without contextual coercion.1 Consider, for example, the following contrasts:
(3)

a. The roadway looks obstructed.
b. The soup seems cooled.
c. The metal became polished with use.

1 Coercion

effects will be explained in more detail in section 4.2.
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(4)

a. ??The car looks followed in the police video.
b. ??The diplomat seems killed.
c. ??The issue remains considered by the committee.

(5)

a. The obstructed roadway
b. The cooled soup
c. The polished metal

(6)

a. ??The followed car
b. ??The killed diplomat
c. ??The considered issue

While the above syntactic diagnostics are not perfect, they do provide evidence of several
important generalizations about the relative acceptability of verbs in the stative passives. While
deadjectival verbs do indeed always allow stative passive formation, predicates like obstructed and
polished show that this is not the whole story. What do the predicates which readily form stative
passives have in common? What distinguishes them from the predicates, like kick, follow, and
consider, which resist stativization?
Kennedy and McNally (2005) observe that deverbal stative participles function like gradable
adjectives. First of all, they co-occur with degree modifiers.2
(7)

slightly trimmed hair, partly read book, completely dried clothes...

(8)

??slightly struck metal, ??partly noticed issue, ??a mostly seen movie...

Stative passives also occur in comparative constructions, a property of gradable adjectives.
(9)
(10)

My lawn looks more mowed than yours.
The lake seems more frozen than the pond.

If stative passives are always gradable and the source of this gradability is provided by the
scalar structure of the source verb or its incremental theme argument (as argued by Kennedy and
McNally 2005), then the absence of implicit scalar structure in the verbs in (4) and (6) explains
their unacceptability in the stative passive. In this paper, I draw on more recent literature on the
semantics of scalar verbs to argue that the predicates which feed stative passive formation are verbs
of scalar change (Kennedy and Levin, 2008), which describe a change in an individual as the result
of participating in an event. This includes the change of state verbs like open, close, and melt,
which describe changes in a lexicalized property scale over the course of an event. However, the
class of verbs of scalar change is crucially broader, also including incremental theme predicates like
mow, wipe, and prune, which measure a change in the affected quantity of their theme argument
over the course of an event.
Thus, stative passive formation is argued to be a unified semantic process which applies to
verbs of scalar change to derive a deverbal gradable adjective. No prior analysis of stative passive
formation has identified scalarity as the crucial condition on well-formedness, and I show that this
2 In

the next section, I’ll demonstrate that stative passives vary with respect to the structure of this encoded scale,
and that acceptability with various degree modifiers varies accordingly.
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approach more successfully accounts for observed restrictions on stative passive formation (and
the coercion effects which sometimes overcome these restrictions).
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2, I summarize the literature on scalar change
verbs which provides the background for my own analysis. The formal machinery of my own
analysis is presented in section 3. Section 4 reviews prior approaches to stative passives and
highlights the empirical advantages of the present analysis, and section 5 concludes.

2 Scalar change
2.1 Background: change of state verbs
Before turning to the semantics of stativization, it’s first necessary to discuss the meanings of the
verbs from which these statives are derived: verbs of scalar change. The background for my own
analysis is provided by Kennedy and Levin (2008)’s influential theory of deadjectival change of
state verbs.
The crux of Kennedy and Levin’s proposal is that change of state verbs like cool, warm,
widen, open, dry, and lengthen encode gradable meanings directly; specifically, they involve the
same sorts of functions that are lexicalized by gradable adjectives. According to Kennedy (1999),
gradable adjectives encode measure functions: functions from times to functions from individuals
to a degree on a scale defined by the lexical content of the adjective. This illustrated with the
denotation for the adjective open, given in (11).
(11) ~open = λ dλ xλ s.open(s)(x) = d
The semantics of change of state verbs has measure functions like that in (11) above as its
starting point, combining it with the semantics of change. The change component requires two
additional functions: difference functions and measure functions. Difference functions (also
involved in the analysis of comparatives) are just like measure functions except that they return
a degree representing the difference between an object’s projection on the relevant scale and an
arbitrary degree d, which represents the comparative standard. (E.g. in a comparative construction
such as bigger than Bill, this arbitrary degree d is set at the size of Bill.)
(12)

Difference functions: For any measure function m from objects and times to degrees on a
scale S, and for any d 2 S, md " is a function just like m except that:
a. [i.] its range is {d 0 2 S|d ⌫ d 0 }, and
b. [ii.] for any x,t in the domain of m, if m(x)(t) ⌫ d then md " (x)(t) = d (KL 2008:172)

Finally, based on this definition of difference functions, we can derive the required semantics
of change of state verbs via measure of change functions, which return the difference in some
property from the beginning of an event to its culmination.
(13) Measure of change: a measure of change function m4 takes an object x and an event e and
returns the degree that represents the amount that x changes in the property measured by m
as a result of participating in e.
For any measure function m, m4 = λ xλ e.mm " (x)(init(e)) (x) f in(e))
To illustrate how this works, consider the denotation for the change of state verb open in (14).
First, note that this measure of change function is built transparently on the meaning of the gradable
adjective in (11), which specifies the relevant gradable property.
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(14) ~open4  = λ dλ xλ e.openopen " (x)(init(e)) (x) f in(e)) = d
In (14), init(e) is a function which measures the degree of openness holding of in individual x
and the beginning of an event, and fin(e) likewise provides the degree of openness holding of x at
the conclusion of e. Thus, the output for the entire measure of change function is a degree d which
represents the difference in degree of openness of x from the event’s beginning to its culmination.
It’s important to note that none of the measure functions above are themselves predicates. On
Kennedy and Levin’s approach, composition with degree morphology is necessary to saturate the
open degree argument of a change of state verb to make it a predicate of individuals. In the absence
of overt degree morphology, this is accomplished by composition with a null degree head pos,
which introduces the standard of comparison. pos (Kennedy, 1999) introduces a function (stnd)
from gradable meanings to degrees that returns a contextually determined standard of comparison
for the predicate.
(15)

~pos = λ g 2 Dm4 λ xλ e.g(x)(e) ⌫ stnd(g)

Thus, the derivation in (16) shows how upon composition with the positive degree, the
denotation of darken yields a function from ordinary individuals to events to truth values.
(16)

~pos~open4 ) = λ xλ e.openopen " (x)(init(e)) (x) f in(e)) ⌫ stnd(~open4 )

However, it is well known that there is variation in the relative contributions of lexical and
contextual information in terms of determining the standard of comparison. Specifically, it has
been shown that, while adjectives and COS verbs which lexicalize open scales (scales lacking
maximal elements) involve a contextually determined standard, for those which lexicalize a closed
scale (scales with maximal elements) the standard invariably corresponds to the endpoint of the
scale. In order to explain this asymmetry, Kennedy (2007) proposes the Principle of Interpretive
Economy, which captures the preference to align the standard associated with a closed scale
adjectives to the bounds of the scale.
(17)

Interpretive Economy
Maximize the contribution of the conventional meanings of the elements of a sentence to
the computation of its truth conditions.

In section 4, The Principle of Interpretive Economy will be shown to be important in capturing
meaning differences between stative passives depending on the structure of their deverbal scales.

2.2 Extending the analysis: incremental theme verbs
It has long been noted that incremental theme verbs pattern with change of state verbs in relevant
ways (Dowty, 1991, Krifka, 1989, 1992, Tenny, 1994), and have been similarly classified as verbs
of scalar change (Kennedy and Levin, 2008, Bochnak, 2010, Kennedy, 2010).
However, there are also important differences between change of state and incremental theme
verbs. Unlike change of state verbs, incremental theme verbs are not deadjectival and do not appear
to lexically entail a result state of their affected argument. Moreover, there is ample evidence
that incremental theme verbs don’t encode measure of change functions directly as part of their
meaning (Rappaport-Hovav, 2008). For example, they can appear with an array of secondary
resultative predicates.
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Resultatives
a. Pete steamed the clothes dry/clean/stiff.
b. Cinderella scrubbed her knees sore/the dirt off the table/the table clean.

Given the widely-assume constraint against two scales within the same VP (Levin and
Rappaport-Hovav, 1995), and the function of resultative predicates as introducing scales, the fact
that the sentences in 19 are grammatical suggests that these verbs do not themselves lexicalize a
scale.
Additionally, while COS verbs with a lexicalized scale require that their patient argument, the
entity which undergoes a scalar change, always be realized syntactically. But incremental theme
verbs seem to lack this requirement.
(19)

Argument realization properties
a. *Sam broke/cleared all night long.
b. Pat scrubbed/mowed all night long.

Rappaport-Hovav takes these facts as evidence that incremental theme verbs denote simple
activity predicates that do not directly select for their theme argument. Instead, the scalar
component of an incremental theme verb’s meaning is introduced externally, by the nominal
argument. Kennedy and Levin (2008) and Kennedy (2010) suggest that, in the case of incremental
theme verbs, the crucial measure of change function is introduced compositionally by the verb’s
nominal argument, and that the referential properties of the argument determines the scalar
properties of the measure of change function. This requires adopting the influential analysis
of quantized nominal reference formalized by Krifka (1989, 1998), in which a homomorphism
obtains between the internal structure of event e and the part structure of quantized event participant
x provided they stand in a certain thematic relation with each other.
A syntactic approach to formalizing this relation has been proposed by Bochnak (2010) and
Kennedy (2010): the theme argument is introduced syntactically by a functional head, analogous
to the introduction of the external agent argument via little v (Kratzer, 1996). Under this approach,
incremental theme verbs like mow look underlyingly no different from non-incremental activity
verbs like dance.
(20)

λ e.mow(e)

Under Kennedy (2010)’s approach, a verb like mow comes to be associated with a degree
argument by way of a covert partitive head which provides a measure of x relative to an individual
y (its part structure).
(21) ~part4  = λ xλ dλ yλ e.part 4 (x)(y)(e) = d
This partitive head combines with the theme and returns a gradable event description which is
true of an event whose theme is the parts of the nominal argument equal to a degree d.
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(c)
λ yλ e.mow(e) ^ part4 (the.lawn)(y)(e) ⌫ stnd(the.lawn)
he,sti

mow
λ e.mow(e)
hs,ti

(b)
λ yλ e.part4 (the.lawn)(y)(e) ⌫ stnd(the.lawn)
he,sti

pos
λ g 2 Dm4 λ xλ e.g(x)(e) ⌫ stnd(g)
hhd,he,stii,he,stii

(a)
λ dλ yλ e.part4 (the.lawn)(y)(e) = d
hd,he,stii

part4
λ xλ dλ yλ e.part4 (x)(y)(e) = d
he,hd,he,stiii

the.lawn
e

In (22), first the partitive head combines with the theme argument resulting in a function from
individuals to events to degrees, the degree argument of which is then valued by pos. The verb is
conjoined with node (b) via Event Identification (Kratzer, 1996).
Thus, degree achievements and incremental theme verbs can both be shown to involve measure
of change functions—the defining characteristic of verbs of scalar change. But while COS verbs
lexicalize a measure of change function associated with a gradable property, incremental theme
verbs involve a quantity scale associated with the cardinality or part structure of their nominal
argument. In the next section, I will present an analysis of stative passive formation which builds
on the semantics of scalar change.

3 Analysis: stativizing verbs of scalar change
Now that we’ve seen that both COS verbs and verbs with incremental themes denote gradable
event descriptions, I will present a semantic analysis of the stativizing operator -ed which selects
for these verbs of scalar change.
The denotation for -ed proposed here draws on aspects of several prior accounts. As discussed
in Kratzer (2000), the primary function of stativization is existential quantification over the
Davidsonian event argument. Following Koontz-Garboden (2009)’s analysis of statives derived
from extent verbs, we want to ensure that -ed takes a measure of change function as the input to
stativization. The denotation for -ed given in (23) does just these things.
(23) λ P 2 Dm4 λ dλ x9e.P(e)(x) = d
This operator takes a measure of change function (of type hd,he,stii) and existentially quantifies
over the Davidsonian event argument. The output of this operation is a stative passive participle
of type hd, hetii. Just like regular gradable adjectives, this derived gradable stative must have
its degree argument saturated to become a property of individuals (Kennedy, 1997, Kennedy and
Levin, 2008).
There is just one more piece of theoretical groundwork to be laid. Notice that, in the case
of incremental theme verbs, we want composition of the verb with its incremental argument to
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occur before stativization. How does the event argument of mow become identified with the event
argument introduced by the partitive head? This requires adopting an extension of Kratzer’s Event
Identification (Kratzer, 1996), called Variable Identification (Husband, 2007, McClure, 1999),
which allows the degree argument to be ‘passed up’ to the verb.
(24)

Event Identification: < e, < s,t >>< s,t >!< e, < s,t >>

(25)

Variable Identification: “Two elements may conjoin as long as the variables of one element
are a subset of the other.” (McClure, 1999:p.120).

Variable Identification applies more broadly than Event Identification because it is not restricted to
elements of type hs,ti and he,hs,tii.
This allows us to to combine the meaning of the the incremental theme verb with the partitive
theme, and come out with something of the right type for the stativizing operator, as shown in (26).
(26)

9x9e.mow(e) ^ part4 (the.lawn)(x)(e) ⌫ stnd(the.lawn)

pos
λ dλ x9e.mow(e) ^ part4 (the.lawn)(x)(e) = d
λ g 2 Dm4 λ xλ e.g(x)(e) ⌫ stnd(g)
hd,hetii

−ed
λ Pλ dλ x9e.P(x)(e) = d

λ dλ xλ e.mow(e) ^ part4 (the.lawn)(x)(e) = d
hd,he,stii

mow
λ e.mow(e)

λ dλ xλ e.part4 (the.lawn)(x)(e) = d
hd,he,stii

part4
λ yλ dλ xλ e.part4 (y)(x)(e) = d

the.lawn
e

The final step in the derivation is existential closure of the individual argument. Thus, the lawn
(is) mowed is true just incase there is an event e of mowing and an individual x representing the
subparts of the lawn, such that the amount of x which participates in the mowing event exceeds the
standard of comparison.

4 Comparison with prior approaches
In the last section, I presented the formal machinery of the scalar change analysis of stative passive
formation. To underscore the utility and empirical adequacy of this analysis, I will now compare
it to prior approaches in the literature. In particular, I will look at how my analysis handle two
longstanding problems: the target state versus resultant state ambiguity of stative passives, and the
contextual coercion which is required to form stative passives with many verbs. .
Much of the recent literature on stative passives has focused on deriving an ambiguity between
two different types of stative entailments. Kratzer (2000) demonstrates that stative passives in
English and German differ in terms of their felicity with the adverbial modifier immer noch/‘still’.
Following Parsons (1990), Kratzer calls the participles which are compatible with ‘still’ target
state passives; those which are not resultant state passives.
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(27)

a. The little goats are (still) hidden.
b. The lifeboat is (still) inflated.
c. The door is (still) closed.

(28)

a. The guests are (??still) greeted.
b. The dishes are (??still) washed.
c. The room is (??still) painted.

Although both passives describe a state resulting from an event, the target state cases entail
a lexically specified end state brought about by the event—a state which is typically in principle
reversible. The resultant state cases instead denote the state corresponding to an event’s being over.
Kratzer proposes that the target state passives in (27) describe states that are in principle
reversible, the property required for felicitous modification by the adverbial still. The resultant
state passives in (28) convey a state resulting from the conclusion of the kind of event described
by the participle. Kratzer suggests (following Parsons 1990) that there is a state corresponding to
an event’s being over, and that states of this type are irreversible, since a completed event can’t
be un-completed. She concludes that this is why resultant state passives like those in (28) are
incompatible with the adverb still.
To account for this contrast, Kratzer (2000) first requires positing an underlying type difference
between the verbs in (27) and (28). Verbs which form target state passives are those which have
both a Davidsonian event argument and a state argument (type hehshstiii). Verbs which form only
resultant state passives lack a state argument in addition to their event argument (type hehstii). This
in turn necessitates positing two distinct stativizing -ed heads, which apply to these different types
of verbs. While the observed differences among stative passives are real, I argue that there are two
fundamental problems with Kratzer’s approach. First, echoing criticisms bought up by Maienborn
(2009), Kratzer analyzes the adjectival passive ambiguity as a case of lexical homonymy: her
two stativizers represent entirely distinct semantic operators. Yet these two operators involve
identical morphology and derive closely related meanings, which makes a non-unified account
of their derivation unsatisfying.
A second problem with Kratzer’s analysis (as well as subsequent analyses by Anagnostopoulou
2003, Embick 2004, and Maienborn 2009) is that it fails to capture important generalizations about
the relative acceptability of certain verbs as stative passives. Kratzer predicts that the resultant state
passive is fully productive, as it can apply to any verb with an event argument. But as we’ve seen,
the resultant state passive is far from fully productive: many verbs are infelicitous in the stative
passive without special contextual coercion. An empirically adequate analysis of stative passive
formation should have an explanation for these lexical semantic restrictions.

4.1 Explaining the target state - resultant state contrast
One of the positive consequences of the analysis presented in this paper is that it derives the
observed contrast between target state and resultant state readings (Kratzer, 2000) without positing
two different stativizing operators. Rather, the contrast falls out from the nature of scales encoded
by different verbal predicates.
Recall Kratzer (2000)’s crucial observation: only some stative passives are compatible with the
adverb ‘still’. She argues that the verbs which are compatible with still are those which encode a
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state argument as well as a neo-Davisonian event argument. The scalar change analysis accounts
for the differences between stative passive with respect to ‘still’, without having to posit state
arguments in the lexical decomposition of certain verbs. As we’ve seen, under ?’s approach, even
deadjectival change of state verbs don’t have a special state argument; rather, they have a degree
argument associated with a property scale—the scale which measures the degree of change in that
property in an individual which results from participating in an event. To illustrate this, let’s revisit
another measure of change function for a change of state verb.
(29) ~close4  = λ dλ xλ e.closeclose " (x)(init(e)) (x) f in(e)) = d
(30)

“The output is a degree that represents the positive difference between the degree to which
x measures closed at the beginning of an event and the degree to which x measures closed
at the end of that event.”

Given the definition in (30), the degree which is the output of a measure of change function
associated with a COS verb is compatible with the adverb still. This is because the value of
this degree need not hold forever after: something could happen such that this positive value
subsequently changes. E.g. if “the door is closed” is true, we understand the degree output from
this function to be 1: the degree of openness of the door at the beginning of the event is assumed
to be 0, and the degree at the end of the event is taken to be 1 (given the Principle of Interpretive
Economy). Thus, the positive value returned by the function in (29) is also 1. We can felicitously
say “The door is still closed” because we know that this value of 1 might not hold forever after, e.g.
if someone comes along and reopens the door. What sentence (31) asserts is that the difference in
the degree of closeness of the door at the beginning of some event and the degree of closedness at
the end of that event is 1; and that degree of closedness still holds now.
(31)

The door is still closed.

Let’s now compare the use of still with the other main type of scalar change verb: incremental
theme. As Kratzer observed, still is typically not felicitous with incremental theme verbs in the
stative passive:
(32)

??The dishes are still washed.

(33)

??The lawn is still mowed.

I propose that this fact follows naturally from the fact that the relevant scale involved here is
a quantity scale, not a property scale (Rappaport-Hovav, 2008, Kennedy, 2010). As described in
the last section, an incremental theme verb does not itself lexically encode a scale, but is rather
mapped onto the scale encoded by its quantized nominal argument. The resulting measure of
change function give back the amount of change in the part structure of this argument as a result
of participating in the event.
(34) ~part4  = λ yλ dλ xλ e.part part " (x)(y)(init(e)) (x)(y) f in(e)) = d
(35)

“The output of ~part4  is a degree that represents the positive difference between the degree
to which y measures part(x) at the beginning of an event and the degree to which y measures
part(x) at the end of that event” (Kennedy, 2010)

In other words, then, y measures the amount of x that has undergone an event e; d represents
the difference in the value of y from the beginning of e to the end of e.With this in mind, consider
a sentence like (36).
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(36)

The car is washed.

In the absence of a degree modifier specifying a specific value for y, a sentence like (36),
after composition with pos, yields a default maximum value (given the Principle of Interpretive
Economy): thus, the entire car is understood to have undergone a washing event. Hearkening back
to Kratzer’s original observation about the nature of resultant state passives, the value output by
the measure of change function in (36) is not reversible. At no time in the future will this value
change, since no subpart can un-participate in the event. This explains the infelicity with still in
(37). Yet notice that still is licensed with verbs like wash when an overt degree modifier specifies
a degree less than the maximal value:3
(37)

??The car is still washed.

(38)

The car is still half washed.

The degree modifier half changes the acceptability of modification with still. This is because
when only half of the subparts of the car have participated in the washing event, it is possible that
this amount will change in the future if more of the car is washed—thus, it is not trivial in this case
to say that the car is still half-washed.
The preceding discussion suggests that target state and resultant state contrast observed by
Kratzer (2000) does not require positing a difference in the semantic type of verbs like close and
wash, nor two different stativizing operators to derive the resultant state and target meanings.
Instead, these meaning differences can be shown to fall out naturally from differences in the scalar
structure COS and incremental theme verbs.

4.2 Coercion and the resultant state passive
An additional claim made by Kratzer (2000) is that while only some verbs have a target state
reading, the resultant state passive is fully productive although sometimes contextual coercion is
required to license this reading.4 Specifically, the required context is one of accomplishing a task or
completing a job, but Kratzer does not discuss in detail why such coercion licenses stative passive
formation. In this section, I’ll show how the stative approach to stative passives explains this.
Consider a transitive verb like pet, an atelic verb (39) which is does not describe a scalar change
and therefore is not an input for stative passive formation (40).
(39)

John pet the cats for five minutes/*in five minutes.

(40)

??The cats are pet.

Now, following Kratzer, imagine a context where it’s John’s job to come to the neighbors house
while they’re away and pet their cats. In this context, both the "in five minutes" adverbial and the
stative passive are felicitous. I argue that this context allows the durative event description pet to
3 This

also predicts the contrast in acceptability between the following sentences:

(i) ??The car remains washed.
(ii) The car remains half washed.
4 Kratzer

suggests that the only verbs which never forma resultant state passive are verbs like know or own, which
she argues lack a Davidsonian event argument.
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stand in a homomorphic mapping relation to the quantized theme. This gives us an incremental
event description with a degree argument, which can therefore be targeted by the -ed stativizer.
And indeed, as long as the aforementioned context is assumed, we find that pet behaves like
an incremental theme verb, a telic event description which measures out a change in its theme
argument:
(41)

John went to the neighbors’ house to pet cats for five minutes/*in five minutes.

(42)

John went to the neighbors’ house and pet (all) the cats for five minutes/in five minutes.

(43)

John half pet the neighbors’ cats. (=Half the cats have been pet.)

(44)

The neighbors’ cats are half petted. (=Half the cats have been pet.)

Since these ‘derived’ incremental predicates also involve change along a quantity scale, they’re
also predicted to license only the resultant state passive reading and to be infelicitous with still.
This appears to be the case, as illustrated in (45).
(45)

??The neighbors’ cats are still petted.

A final piece of evidence for the incremental theme analysis of coercion is the fact that no
amount of contextual background can make sentences like (46) and (47) acceptable, since they
lack a quantized theme (Krifka, 1989).
(46)

*Applesauce is stirred.

(47)

*Sand is completely raked.

The unacceptability of (46) and (47) is not predicted by Kratzer’s analysis, which is expected
to derive a resultant state passive out of any verb with an event argument.
Thus, the scalar analysis of stative passives accounts for the licensing of resultant state passives
via contextual coercion. I’ve shown that, while only a small class of verbs lexically encode a
property scale, many transitive verbs can be coerced to combine with a quantized theme nominal
and form a gradable event description. This also explains why the resultant state passive is so
much more productive than the target state passive, and why the former reading is never available
through coercion.

5 Concluding remarks
An empirical problem that has long remained unaccounted for in the literature is the fact that the
stative passive, unlike the eventive passive, is restricted by lexical semantic factors. Although
the data appears at first idiosyncratic, a unified subclass of verbal predicates has emerged which
consistently form stative passives: verbs of scalar change. The advantages of this approach
over prior analyses are twofold: first, this analysis provides a unified approach to stative passive
formation, and requires positing only a single stativizing morpheme (contra Kratzer 2000), while
still capturing distinct readings of the stative passive (target versus resultant state). Second, this
analysis explains the vast differences in acceptability between scalar change and non-scalar change
verbs, and provides the first formal account of contextual coercion effects.
More broadly, by further refining our understanding of verbs of scalar change, this work
contributes to the ongoing investigation of the interaction of degrees and measure phrases with
verbal semantics, and offers further insight into the role of scalarity across grammatical categories.
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∗
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1 Introduction
Sign Languages are natural languages that use the visual-spatial modality. Sign space is the
three-dimensional space in front of the signer’s body, which is not only used for articulatory
reasons but, more importantly, it also carries linguistic meaning (Klima and Bellugi, 1979). At
the phonological level, sign space is used contrastively in the place of articulation parameter of
signs. As for the morphosyntactic level, signs are modulated in space for grammatical purposes
to denote person, number and the arguments of the predicate. At the discourse level, discourse
referents (DRs) are associated with certain locations in space. Catalan Sign Language (LSC) 1
makes systematic use of signs directed to the frontal plane, which extends parallel to the signer’s
body. This paper focuses on the grammatical distinction denoted by the two directions signs may
take when localising DRs within the frontal plane, namely upper and lower. I argue that this
relevant distinction stands for the overt marking of specificity and, unlike in spoken English or
Catalan, indefinite noun phrases (NPs) in LSC are not ambiguous.
My claims are the following: (i) Specificity marking is overtly expressed through the direction
that signs take on the frontal plane as well as on the amount of morphophonological mechanisms
directed to it; (ii) The two areas on the frontal plane, namely upper and lower, stand for the overt
marking of narrow and wide scope, respectively; (iii) A spatial morpheme affixed to functional and
lexical elements stands for the marking of domain restriction.
The paper is structured as follows. §2 offers an overview of the properties encompassed
by specificity considered under the present account. §3 presents the LSC data and outlines the
∗I

am grateful to Berit Gehrke, Vadim Kimmelman, Josep Quer and the audience at FEAST-Venice and SuB16Utrecht for insightful comments which helped improve this paper. Also my deaf colleagues Santiago Frigola and
Delfina Aliaga deserve special credit for stimulating discussions. The research in this paper was partly made possible
thanks to the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation (FFI2009-10492), Generalitat de Catalunya (URLING2009SGR00763) and SignGram Cost Action IS1006. Of course, the remaining errors are all mine.
1 Catalan Sign Language (llengua de signes catalana, LSC) is the natural language used by the deaf signers in
Catalonia, the north-eastern autonomy in Spain. Although the statistics are not fully clear, it is considered that around
25,000 people use LSC in their daily life.
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localisation pattern this paper argues for. §4 focuses on the categories which are spatially modified
within this pattern, and §5 concludes.

2 Specificity
Natural languages use different strategies to encode specificity. While some encode it on the
article system, others encode it with affixes. On the one hand, Samoan and Maori, two Polynesian
languages, have an article system that distinguishes specificity rather than definiteness (Lyons,
1999). Turkish, on the other hand, encodes specificity with an accusative affix. NPs with overt
case morphology are specific, and NPs without case morphology are non-specific (Enç, 1991).
This differs from indefinite NPs in Catalan or English which are ambiguous since specificity is not
overtly marked. The English indefinite determiner ‘a’ is used both for specific and non-specific
NPs as shown in (1). Yet, specificity in English has observable effects on coreference, and the
resumptive pronoun disambiguates the two possible readings (Partee, 1970). Under the specific
reading, the indefinite NP refers to an identifiable book (1a). Under the non-specific reading,
Carlota is looking for an element of the kind ‘syntax book’, but there is not any concrete book that
the speaker has in mind when uttering (1b).
(1)

Carlota wants to read a book about syntax. . .
a. but she cannot find it.
b. but she cannot find one.

Specificity encompasses different but related properties, such as scope, partitivity and
identifiability, which will be defined in what follows.

2.1 Scope
An expression α is in the scope of an expression β iff the interpretation of α is affected by
the semantic contribution of β (Farkas, 2000). Scopal specificity is defined in terms of the
interpretation of the indefinite NP outside the scope of an operator. According to this view
specificity is equated with wide scope (Farkas, 1997). Indefinite NPs which are outside the scope
of an operator are considered to have wide scope and indefinite NPs under the scope of an operator
are treated as narrow scope. The specific reading in (1a) can be paraphrased as ‘There is an x
such that it is a book and Carlota wants to read it’, and the non-specific counterpart in (1b) can
be paraphrased as ‘There is an individual called Carlota such that she wants to read a book’.
In Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) specificity is treated as a scope phenomenon (Kamp
and Reyle, 1993). The implementation is represented with the positioning of the variables in the
boxes. Wide scope is represented with the variable inserted in the main Discourse Representation
Structure (DRS) and all the variables contained within are under the scope of the main universe of
discourse (2). Narrow scope is represented with the variable embedded in a subordinated box (3).
The simplified DRSs in this paper leave aside tense information.
(2)

x,y

x,y

carlota (x)
book (y)
syntax (y)

carlota (x)

⇤ read (x,y)

(3)

book (y)
⇤ syntax (y)
read (x,y)
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2.2 Partitivity
Partitive indefinite NPs have a restricted set as a possible value. Indefinite NPs receive a
semantic partitive interpretation when the denotation of the NP is included within a given set.
The quantification ranges over some specific, non-empty, contextually fixed set. In English, for
instance, sentences like (4) are examples of partitives.
(4)

a. Three of the books
b. Some of the books

Enç (1991) views specificity as partitivity. She argues that in some languages NPs in certain
positions are always unambiguous with respect to specificity. The ambiguity is resolved through
case marking: NPs with overt case morphology are specific, and NPs without case morphology
are non-specific. An example of this phenomenon is Turkish where specific indefinites are marked
with accusative case. Such indefinites denote members of a previously mentioned set. For instance,
as shown in Enç (1991), the presence of accusative case on an indefinite leads to a partitive
interpretation (5), as opposed to the minimal pair without the accusative case (6). The indefinite NP
with accusative case has a covert partitive reading, and it introduces into the domain of discourse
individuals from a previously given set.
(5)

Iki kiz-i
taniyordum
Two girl-Acc I-knew
‘I knew two of the girls’

(6) Iki kiz taniyordum
Two girl I-knew
‘I knew two girls’

Partitive specifics induce a presupposition that there is a non-empty and contextually salient
set. Partitivity places a constraint on the structure of the domain of discourse and quantifies over
contextually given sets, which are established by previously explicit mention as well as by means
of accommodation.

2.3 Identifiability
Identifiability, also known as epistemic modality, is another phenomenon related to specificity. It
is defined as the property of those indefinite NPs which are identifiable by the sender, i.e. those
entities that are known and/or inherently identifiable (Fodor and Sag, 1982, von Heusinger, 2002).
The following example shows this distinction. While (7a) corresponds to an epistemically specific
DR, which is known and identifiable by the sender, (7b) corresponds to an epistemically nonspecific DRs, which is not known or identifiable.
(7)

a. A student cheated on the syntax exam. It is the lady that always seats on the back row.
b. A student cheated on the syntax exam. I wonder who it was.

The identifiability property is then based on knowledge of the DR. However, as Geurts (1999)
claims, the identifiability view of specificity based on knowledge of the DR is quite vague since it
is very difficult to determine what a sender has in mind and so far no diagnostic test has been
established to determine whether some referent is in the mind of someone. Since epistemic
identifiability is closely connected to scope, in order to distinguish between identifiable and
non-identifiable DRs the scope of the variable is the criteria used in this paper to distinguish these
two sub-properties.
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2.4 Specificity in sign language
Studies on sign language specificity are very scarce. So far, only descriptions of how specificity
is expressed in American Sign Language (ASL) and Hong Kong Sign Language (HKSL) are
available. According to some works, in ASL an index sign directed to space in a prenominal
position is considered to be the formal marking of definiteness (Bahan et al., 1995, Bahan, 1996,
MacLaughlin, 1997, Wilbur, 2008). Indefiniteness is marked with an upward direction of manual
and non-manual mechanisms which establish a spatial region rather than an area (MacLaughlin,
1997). Indefinite NPs are established in the upper part of the frontal plane, and specificity is
distinguished on the determiner SOMETHING/ONE, which is an index finger pointing upwards
very similar to the numeral ONE.2 The difference is that SOMETHING/ONE involves a slight
circular movement of the forearm and hand. This articulation relates to the degree of identifiability
of the DR: when the DR is identifiable, and hence specific, the tremoring motion of the manual
sign is minimised. When the DR is not identifiable, and hence it is non-specific, the movement is
bigger and intensified, and the hand moves through a larger area in space (ibid:131). Non-manuals
also contribute to specificity marking. As described in (Bahan, 1996) for ASL, eyegaze to mark
agreement also differs according to the (non)specificity of the DR. While the expression of specific
referents involves a direct eyegaze to the spatial location, non-specific referents involve a darting
gaze generally towards an upward direction. As for HKSL, specificity is marked with the ONE
sign (i.e. upwards index finger) moving from left to right with a tremoring motion involving the
wrist (Tang and Sze, 2002). When this sign is articulated, eyegaze is never directed to space but
instead towards the path of the hand, suggesting that there is no spatial location established for the
DR. This is important and we will see that LSC shares this upward darting eyegaze for non-specific
reference, as well as a weak establishment of spatial location.

3 Localisation pattern
The association of DRs with spatial locations is called ‘localisation’. This association may be
realised by different manual and non-manual mechanisms. As for the manual component, index
signs functioning as pronouns and determiners are directed to a spatial location, and lexical signs
may be spatially modified (not directed to neutral space, but rather towards a lateral direction) in
order to associate the DR with the spatial location. Verb agreement is also a manual strategy to
localise entities. As for non-manuals, eyegaze, head tilt and body lean may be oriented towards
a spatial location as well. These localisation mechanisms directed to space establish a spatial
location which consists on an abstract point in space that is randomly assigned to an area on the
horizontal plane which is categorically interpreted in the system (Wilbur, 2008). In non-descriptive
localisations the establishment is guided by abstract motivations. The establishment on the
horizontal plane is movable as it could be shifted towards the ipsilateral and the contralateral side
2I

follow the usual glossing conventions in the sign language literature, according to which manual signs are
represented by the capitalized word corresponding to the translation of the sign. The relevant abbreviations for the
purposes of this paper are the following: IX3 (index pointing sign); #-VERB-# (verb agreeing with subject and object:
the numbers refer to the grammatical person); subindices mark direction towards sign space: l (low), u (up), ip
(ipsilateral); cl (contralateral); ce (centre). A line above the glosses indicates the scope of nonmanuals: eg (eyegaze);
br (brow raised). Reduplication of signs is indicated by +++.
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without affecting the truth conditions of the sentence.3
However, in LSC spatial locations are not established equally on the frontal plane and DRs are
not introduced uniformly into the model. It is important to note that in LSC there is an absence of
formal marking to distinguish (in)definiteness in entities spatially established. A DR established
in space is ambiguous between a definite (8b) or an indefinite interpretation (8a).
(8)

TODAY IX1 INTERVIEW IX3 WOMAN.
a. ‘Today I have an interview with a woman.’
b. ‘Today I have an interview with the woman.’

Interestingly, signs directed to the two parts of the frontal plane, which extends parallel to the
signer’s body, have a different interpretation. NPs localised on the lower frontal plane corresponds
to the overt marking of specificity (9) and NPs on the upper frontal plane correspond to nonspecificity (10).
(9)

(10)

IX1 INTERVIEW IX3l WOMAN
‘I have an interview with a womanspec ’
IX1 INTERVIEW IX3u WOMAN
‘I have an interview with a womannonspec ’

After a detailed analysis of a small-scale LSC corpus4 and some data quantification, it can
be concluded that in LSC localisation is not a homogeneous phenomenon and two kinds of
localisation can be distinguished according to the precise realisation of morphophonological
features. These features are systematically and componentially combined to denote meaning and
they contribute to the construction of the specificity interpretation as a whole. The difference
in the data leads to the localisation pattern this paper argues for, namely strong vs. weak
localisation, which is characterised by the pairing between morphophonological features and
semantic interpretation (i.e. expression of specificity). What I call strong localisation consists of
the kind of localisation established with localised signs directed to the lower frontal plane. Eyegaze
and index are directed towards the same spatial location, and at least two (or more) mechanisms
are also directed to it. This contrasts with weak localisation in which the spatial location is weakly
established with localised signs directed to the upper frontal plane. Eyegaze is not fixed and
does not have a clear direction. Moreover, it does not coincide with the spatial direction of the
index sign. Also at most two (or less) mechanisms are directed towards space, which do not
simultaneously co-occur. As a consequence, the spatial location is very weakly established. This
localisation pattern correlates with specificity. Strong localisation denotes specificity marking, and
weak localisation denotes non-specificity. The localisation pattern is exemplified in what follows
with three LSC minimal pairs of weak and strong localisation corresponding to the three properties
encompassed by specificity (cf. §2).
3I

am only dealing here with non-descriptive locations used to localise definite and indefinite NPs. Thus locatives
and NPs used to denote hierarchical relations are outside the scope of this paper.
4 The small-scale LSC corpus data set is formed by semi-spontaneous, elicited and recorded for other purposes
data. It contains data from eight native deaf signers and it comprises 5,108 signs. For the annotation the software
ELAN (http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/) has been used, which allows to synchronise the annotation with the videos.
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3.1 Scope
Wide scope is related to specificity marking. Indefinite NPs which are outside the scope of an
operator denote an individual from the domain which is specific and concrete. (11) is about
a concrete, specific cat.5 As shown in the still, the NP is localised with an index determiner
sign towards a lower part of the frontal plane. The localisation of the NP co-occurs with body
lean, headtilt and eyegaze also directed towards the same lower location. This coincidence in
spatial direction of both manual and non-manual signs is precisely what is required for the strong
establishment of the spatial location. This spatial location constitutes the overt manifestation
of a specific DR. The implementation of specificity marking is formally represented with the
corresponding variable appearing in the main DRS (12). It has wide scope over the other possible
embedded variables in the subordinated DRS.
(11)

I want to buy a cat.
It is very obedient.

xy
cat(x)

(12)

⇤ buy (1,x)
it (y)
obedient (y)
y=x

This contrasts with the minimal pair in (13) in which the signer is referring to a non-specific,
unidentifiable cat. The NP is localised towards the upper part of the frontal plane. As shown in the
still, non-manuals are not directed towards the spatial location. In subsequent sentences, no other
linguistic mechanisms are directed to it. Since few morphophonological mechanisms are directed
towards space, the upper spatial location is weakly established. The interpretation for the DR is
that of a non-specific DR. The corresponding semantic representation is a variable with narrow
scope, which is implemented with a subordinate variable embedded under the necessity operator
(14).
(13)

I want to buy a cat.
It must be obedient.
xy

(14)

cat(x)
buy(1,x)
⇤
it(y)
obedient (y)
y=x

5 For the interest of simplicity, these examples are provided with the English counterpart of the LSC sentence. The
NP localised in space shown in the still is marked with boldface.
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This minimal pair shows that scope differences in LSC are marked in the frontal plane. NPs
localised on the lower part result into a specific reading and this is represented with wide scope.
NPs localised on the upper part are weakly established and they are interpreted as non-specifics.
This is represented with narrow scope.

3.2 Partitivity
Indefinite NPs receive a partitive interpretation when the denotation of the NP is included within
a given set. In LSC there is a difference between NPs which have a restriction of the quantified
NP and those which do not have such a restriction. This is marked in LSC with a difference on
the two opposed directions of the frontal plane. Under the restriction of the quantified NP, LSC
locations are established on the lower frontal plane. When there is no such restriction, the upper
frontal plane is used (Quer, 2010). In (15) ‘some’ quantifies over the common noun ‘friend’. This
complex NP denotes a specific DR, namely a set formed by a concrete group of people. In LSC
the quantifier is articulated towards the lower frontal plane by means of eyegaze and body lean
directed to it. The quantifier ‘some’ is an element of the group denoted by the NP. This is shown in
the corresponding DRS by the relation x ∈ X where X corresponds to a non-atomic variable that
is projected in the main universe. x is an atomic variable and it is a subset of X. Although it is not
projected into the main DRS, it belongs to the set (16). In actual LSC signing a set that belongs to
another set corresponds to the creation of a spatial location on the lower frontal plane.
(15) Some of the friends were hidden there
for two years.

X
friends (X)

(16)

x
x∈X

"@
@
"
" some @
@ x "
"
@
@"

x
hide (x)

In contrast, in (17) the signer is referring to a non-concrete, non-specific DR. He refers to a
group of people which does not belong to a determined set. To refer to it, he directs an index plural
sign towards the upper frontal plane. The localisation is only realised manually with the index sign,
and no eyegaze or body lean is directed to the upper location. Hence it is weakly established. The
sentence in (17) denotes a non-specific DR which does not belong to a contextually determined set.
In the corresponding DRS, this is represented with an embedded variable which does not belong
to any set from the main DRS, as indicated in (18). This absence of contextual determinacy is
manifested in the actual LSC signing by a weak spatial location on the upper frontal plane.
(17) Someone denounced they were there.

y
they (y)

(18)

x
people (x)

"@
@
"
" some @
@ x "
"
@
@"

y
they (y)
denounce (x,y)
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In LSC partitivity is expressed on the lower frontal plane and it can only be used for entities
that are under discussion, the existence of which in the model is presupposed. This parallels
Diesing (1992)’s proposal which considers that partitive constructions are felicitous whenever a
set of entities is under discussion. Unlike DRs established on the lower frontal plane, LSC entities
localised on the upper frontal plane are not part of a partitive set under discussion. Hence, its
existence is only asserted, rather than presupposed.

3.3 Identifiability
Identifiability has been defined as the interpretive property of those indefinite NPs known by the
sender, and this is overtly codified in LSC. In the sentence in (19) the signer is talking about a
concrete person to whom she will offer a pen-drive. It is an identifiable and specific DR, which is
introduced by the indefinite NP ONE PERSON ‘someone’. This NP is localised with both manual
and non-manual mechanisms, as shown in the still. The NP is strongly established on the lower
frontal plane. The corresponding semantic representation (20) places a wide scope variable in
the main DRS. Again, there is a direct relation between placing a variable in the main DRS and
establishing a lower spatial location in actual signing.
(19)

I will offer the pen-drive to someone who
always works with computers.

x

(20)

pen-drive (x)
person (y)
work-computer (y)

The establishment of this identifiable DR contrasts with the corresponding non-identifiable
minimal pair example. In (21) the signer is explaining what books are used for and to whom he
would offer one to. The indefinite NP ‘someone’ has a clear non-specific interpretation, which
arises from the localisation process. The indefinite NP is weakly established towards the upper
frontal plane and very few morphophonological mechanisms are directed to it. Hence, an upper
spatial location is weakly established for a non-specific entity referring to a person. Importantly,
eyegaze behaviour is significant when denoting non-identifiable DRs. A darting eyegaze is directed
first to the ipsilateral side and then towards the contralateral side, as shown in the sequence of stills
in (21). Eyegaze is thus not directed to a concrete location, but rather it moves around in sign space.
A location is thus not strongly established. This upper darting movement of eyegaze has scope over
the restrictor, marked with square brackets in the English counterpart of the LSC sentence. This
darting eyegaze narrows down the context set over which the modal operator may range. As shown,
both manual and non-manuals weakly establish an upper spatial location.
The corresponding DRS (22) places a variable for the unidentifiable DR in an embedded DRS
bound by the modal operator. The direction of eyegaze towards the upper frontal plane and the
weakly established spatial location stand in direct relation to the formal implementation of the
variable in an embedded context. Hence, upper space and weakly established location is a marking
for narrow scope contexts to denote non-identifiability.
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(21)

I would offer this book to [someone who
likes traditional things].

x
book (x)

(22)

y
⇤ offer (y,x)
person (y)
like-traditional (y)

The minimal pairs shown in (11) to (21) point to the localisation pattern this paper argues for.
Specificity is marked with strong localisation of the DR towards the lower frontal plane. It is
semantically represented by wide scope variables, partitives and identifiable DRs. Non-specificity
is marked with weak localisation. Semantically, it is represented by narrow scope variables, nonpartitives and non-identifiable DRs.
Moreover, some particular constructions conflate the two directions on the frontal plane of
weak and strong localisation, as shown in the following section.

3.4 Dual nature of localisation
The localisation pattern is sometimes conflated in the same construction. In LSC this is shown in
contexts of modal subordination and non-specific partitives. Modal subordination is an anaphoric
context in which the scope of the variable appears under a propositional attitude predicate
(Roberts, 1989). It combines narrow scope contexts with anaphoricity, which traditionally has
been attributed to wide scope ones. However, as Roberts shows, as long as the variable is under the
scope of the relevant operator it can correspond to a noteworthy DR and the discourse can continue
being centred on it.
In (21) the DR corresponds to a narrow scope variable appearing under the scope of a modal
operator. Importantly, the variable is connected to the discourse topic, which is the entity the
fragment is about (Asher, 2004). The variable denotes a DR which corresponds to a major question
that guides the discourse, namely ‘to which person would you offer x?’. Being the answer to
this big question, the variable denotes the discourse topic. In actual discourse, the NP in (21)
is localised with a darting eyegaze towards an upper location and the spatial location is weakly
established, as already seen. Yet, the connection with the discourse topic allows for (21) to be
continued with (23). A resumptive pronoun can thus refer back to the previously established DR
even though it occurs under the scope of a modal operator. The resumptive pronoun establishes a
location on the lower frontal plane, as indicated by the subindex.
(23)

IX3l HAPPY.
‘He would be very happy.’

In the first sentence in (21) narrow scope context correlates with weak localisation. The modal
operator co-occurs with a darting eyegaze towards the upper part which extends along the discourse
as long as there is no further modality shift. The resumptive pronoun directed to the lower frontal
plane in the subsequent sentence (23) forces the establishment of a spatial location. This is an
instance of strong localisation since the resumptive pronoun is clearly directed to the lower part of
the frontal plane. Hence, while the establishment of the DR corresponds to a weakly established
location, the following sentences are correlated with strong localisation, which show the conflation
between the two kinds of localisation in the same structure.
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The dual nature of localisation is also shown in cases of non-specific partitives. In LSC
partitive constructions denote specificity, but they may co-occur with quantifiers denoting both
specific and non-specific DRs. As for specific constructions, the partitive establishes the domain
of quantification, and then the specific quantifier that ranges over it is uttered (24). The domain of
quantification is first strongly established on the lower frontal plane (Fig. A). Immediately after
the specific quantifier that ranges over it is also uttered (Fig. B).
(24)

BOOK IX3l , IX1 NEED ONEl
I need onespec of those books

Figure A. ‘Those (books)’
Figure B. ‘Onespec ’
As for the non-specific counterpart, the domain of quantification is also strongly established but
in this case it co-occurs with a non-specific quantifier (25). As shown in Fig. D, this non-specific
quantifier is localised with an upper direction which weakly establishes an upper location. Again,
strong localisation is characterised by the signs directed to the lower frontal plane (Fig. C) and
weak localisation is marked with the quantifier directed to the upper frontal plane (Fig. D).
(25)

BOOK IX3l , IX1 NEED ONEu
I need onenon.spec of those books

Figure C. ‘Those (books)’
Figure D. ‘Onenon.spec ’
The localisation pattern distinguishes the two kinds of localisation which in some contexts
may co-occur, as the examples in this section have shown. The data and the localisation pattern
presented so far constitute strong evidence for the fact that in LSC there is a different semantic
interpretation according to the direction on the frontal plane and hence that the spatial location
may have different interpretations depending on the two parts. Within the strong localisation the
spatial morpheme established has the feature [low], which correlates with specificity marking.
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Within the weak localisation process, the spatial morpheme has the feature [up] which denotes
non-specificity. Moreover, there is also further refinement concerning the linguistic categories to
which these two features may be affixed to, as shown in the following section.

4 Spatially modified categories
The features [low] and [up] established through strong and weak localisation respectively add
different constraints on the categories they can be attached to. As argued in §3, the articulation
of signs can be spatially modified, i.e. not signed in a neutral location, but rather in a marked
one. Concerning lexical signs, non-anchored common nouns and plain verbs (i.e. the type of verbs
which do not agree for subject and object (Padden, 1988)) can be spatially modified and hence
localised on the lower frontal plane (26a). However any attempt to spatially modify them on the
upper part results in an ungrammatical construction (26b).
(26)

a. HOUSEl , THERE-ISl
b. *HOUSEu , *THERE-ISu

Concerning functional elements, agreement inflection and quantifiers are considered here. As
for inflection, agreement verbs (i.e. a type of verbs which are inflected for subject and object)
are localised on the lower frontal plane as the default marking to denote some specific DR (27a).
Interestingly, they can also be localised on the upper frontal plane when denoting a non-specific
DR (27b).
(27)

a. 3l -ADVISE-1
‘Some specific person advised me’
b. 3u -ADVISE-1
‘Some non-specific person advised me’
(adapted from Quer (2010))

However, as for quantifiers there is a strict distinction in the kind of elements which may be
localised. Weak quantifiers are grammatically localised both on the lower and the upper frontal
plane. LSC weak quantifiers, such as ONE, ANY, SOME, ONE+++ (‘few’) can be spatially
modified as shown in (28).
(28)

a. HOUSE SOMEl , HOUSE FEWl , HOUSE ANYl
b. HOUSE SOMEu , HOUSE FEWu , HOUSE ANYu

In English, weak quantifiers are ambiguous between denoting presupposition and assertion
(Diesing, 1992). In LSC this ambiguity is not present due to a different interpretation induced
by the direction of localisation on the frontal plane. When the weak quantifier is established on
the lower frontal plane (28a) it has a presuppositional reading, and hence the DR denotes that
there exists an entity under discussion. Examples in (28a) can then be paraphrased as ‘some of
the houses’, ‘few of the houses’ and ‘any of the houses’. A restriction on the quantified NP is
overtly expressed with a localisation on the lower part. When no such restriction is present, this
is also overtly expressed in the features attached to the determiner system with a weak quantifier
directed towards the upper part. The non-presupposition of existence is marked with the spatial
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modification of quantifiers towards the upper frontal plane. Hence the upper part denotes noncontextual determinacy and examples in (28b) are paraphrased as ‘some houses’, ‘few houses’,
‘any houses’. This shows that the feature [low] affixed to the quantifier as well as on the verbal
inflection denotes contextual determinacy and specificity, whereas the feature [up] is associated
with non-contextual determinacy and non-specificity (29).
(29)

a. a. FRIEND SOMEu
‘Somenonspec friends’
b. STUDENT ONEu
‘Onenonspec friend’

Strong quantifiers in LSC are much more restricted in that they can only occur on the lower
frontal plane (30a). As shown in (30b), spatially modified strong quantifiers on the upper part are
considered to be ungrammatical.
(30)

a. HOUSE ALLl , HOUSE HALFl
b. *HOUSE ALLu , *HOUSE HALFu

This restriction shows that the presupposition of existence that strong quantifiers denote cannot
be grammatically encoded on the upper part. Moreover, whenever a strong quantifier is spatially
modified towards a lower spatial location, only a restricted set of elements is denoted. In (31) not
most students in the universe are intended to come but rather only the set under discussion. This
restriction of the set is overtly encoded with the quantifier MOST being spatially modified towards
the lower part and being thus attached to the [low] feature.
(31)

STUDENT, MOSTl COME.
‘Most students came.’

Since the feature [low] marks domain restriction, a universal quantifier localised on the lower
frontal plane denotes that the set referred to is not empty, and it thus refers to a contextually
determined set.
In LSC the spatial morpheme established on the lower frontal plane denotes a specific DR.
It marks that the DR is in the model. Hence since it is included in the model, it is restricted
within a domain. Domain restriction is marked by this spatial morpheme established on the lower
frontal plane. The feature [low], established by strong localisation, combines with lexical and
functional elements to denote domain restriction and forces the quantifier that is attached to to
refer to a set of relevant elements. Domain restriction is thus a necessary part of the denotation
of the spatial morpheme. The context narrows down the domain where the function will choose
any individual or sets of individuals. This is shown in (32), where the denotation of the feature
[low] is formalised. [low] denotes a function (f) that chooses an individual or a set of individual
(x), which are restricted to a particular domain (C). The function only chooses individuals which
are intersected with domain restriction.
(32)

[[low]] = λ P f(λ [P(x) ∧ C(x)])
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On the contrary, the feature [up], established by weak localisation, is affixed to some functional
categories only. It is a marked feature denoting absence of domain restriction. Since there is no
restriction in the domain, NPs with [up] are used to denote non-specific DRs. The feature [up]
combines with weak quantifiers and verb inflection to denote absence of domain restriction.

5 Conclusions
This paper has offered a dynamic semantic account of NPs in LSC, where variables have been
analysed as corresponding to a spatial location established in sign space (cf. also Schlenker (to
appear)). It has shown that LSC has an overt specificity marking expressed on the two parts of the
frontal plane. While specific indefinites are localised on the lower frontal plane, the upper frontal
plane is only reserved for non-specific DRs. The three properties encompassed by specificity can
be distinguished by the localisation pattern I have presented. Strong localisation correlates with
wide scope marking, partitivity and identifiability, and denotes specific DRs. Weak localisation
correlates with narrow scope marking, non-partitivity and non-identifiability, and denotes nonspecificity. Finally, it has been proposed that a lower spatial morpheme affixed to functional and
lexical elements marks domain restriction.
Some questions related to the topic treated here remain still unanswered. It has been shown
that many morphophonological features contribute to the localisation, namely index signs and
spatial modification of signs towards spatial locations, as well as non-manual mechanisms directed
to it. Interestingly, in the previous examples there seems to be a specialisation tendency: while
partitivity and scope are mainly determined in the direction of manual signs on the frontal plane,
identifiability is mostly determined by darting eyegaze which can be analysed as an overt marking
for de dicto mode. Further research is needed to settle this issue. Also, instances of intermediate
scope have not been included. This is left for future work in order to give a more fine-grained
analysis of the upper and lower frontal plane distinction in relation to scope.
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I MPERATIVES DENOTE ACTIONS⇤
C HRIS BARKER
New York University

1 Introduction
Following Szabolcsi 1982, Naumann 2001, and Lascarides & Asher 2003, this paper promotes
actions as an essential element in semantic analysis. It proposes that imperatives denote actions,
and speculates about embedding a variant of Segerberg’s Dynamic Logic for imperatives within a
Linear Logic treatment of imperatives and deontics along the lines of Barker 2010. The key test
case will be Ross’ Paradox and its deontic analog, the problem of free choice permission.
So what are actions? Actions change the world. This means that actions can be characterized
by before-and-after pictures, that is, by a picture of the world before the action is performed, and
a picture of the world afterwards. Technically, then, an action will be a relation over worlds, a set
whose elements are ordered pairs hw, w0 i where w is the world before the action and w0 is the world
after the action in question has been performed.
In previous work (Barker 2010), I argue that free choice permission requires a
resource-sensitive logic like Linear Logic (see, e.g, Restall 2000, Oehrle 2003). The action-based
account here is developed using a fragment of Dynamic Logic (e.g., Segerberg 1990), which is
also resource-sensitive in the relevant sense (as explained below). The Linear Logic approach has
some advantages over Dynamic Logic, including providing a unified account of disjunction, and a
general account of negation. However, the Dynamic Logic account is still well worth considering,
if only for the simplicity and clarity with which it addresses Ross’ Paradox. Furthermore, I will
suggest that Dynamic Logic is a faithful approximation of the Linear Logic account of Barker
2010, in the sense that there is a translation (along lines suggested by Koji Mineshima, personal
communication) of Dynamic Logic into Linear Logic that respects the key inferences involved in
Ross’ Paradox and the problem of free choice permission. The hope is that the simplicity and the
semantic clarity of Dynamic Logic can illuminate the mysterious denotational semantics of the
Linear Logic account.
⇤ Version

of April 16, 2012. Thanks to Ana Aguilar, Koji Mineshima, Michael Moortgat, Floris Roelofsen, James
Pustejovsky, Will Starr, and audiences at Columbia, Michigan State, NYU, Wayne State, and Sinn und Bedeutung 16.
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2 Motivating actions in linguistic semantics
The three main clause types that are best represented cross-linguistically (Portner 2005) are
declaratives, interrogatives, and imperatives. Declaratives are overwhelmingly the best studied.
Declaratives typically express a proposition, and for our simple purposes here, we can assume that
a proposition corresponds to a set of worlds. For instance, John left will denote the set of all worlds
in which John left.
Interrogatives typically express a question. Although accounts of the meaning of questions
differ in important ways, most of them agree that the meaning of a question is a set of alternatives:
one alternative for each way that the question could be answered. Assuming that answers are
propositions, if questions denote a set of answers, then questions denote a set of propositions,
which for us will be a set of sets of worlds. For instance, Did John leave? will denote the set
containing two elements: the set of worlds in which John left, and the set of worlds in which John
didn’t leave.
The third major clause type cross-linguistically is the imperative. Unlike declaratives
and interrogatives, the denotation of an imperative is not settled. The most conservative
hypothesis—conservative in the sense that it does not introduce machinery beyond what is already
required for handling declaratives and questions—is that imperative denotations are propositions,
plain and simple. This position has been defended in detail in M. Kaufmann 2011, and this
approach has considerable initial plausibility:
(1) a. Sit down!
b. You should sit down.
After all, both (1a) and (1b) can be used to command someone to sit down, so they presumably
share at least some semantic content. Given that the deontic in (1b) can have a truth value, that is,
can express a proposition, the simplest hypothesis is that (1a) can too. Since (1b) is true only if the
addressee is under an obligation to sit down, a use of (1a) likewise guarantees an obligation to sit.
The worry, of course, is that this approach attributes considerably more semantic structure to (1a)
than is visible.
The next most conservative approach, in Portner (2005, 2007, 2009), is one step away from the
imperatives-as-propositions view. He argues that imperatives denote properties, that is, functions
from individuals to propositions. The meaning of Sit down! on this account is not a complete
proposition, but a function that maps each potential addressee x into the proposition that x sat
down. Uttering (1a) typically causes the addressee to place the sitting-down property on his or her
To-Do list (a term of art for Portner). The To-Do list then induces an order on the set of future
worlds, technically in exactly the way that Kratzer’s 1991 ordering source does, and the dutiful
addressee will behave only in ways that are compatible with some world that is ideal with respect
to that ordering.
I explore here the possibility that imperatives denote actions. Then (1a) will denote a relation
between worlds that differ by the sitting down of the addressee. If (1a) is uttered in some world w,
then the sit-down action will relate w to the set of worlds that reflect all the ways that the address
might sit down: he might sit down in this chair, or he might sit down in that chair, and so on.
I am currently aware of three places in the linguistics literature in which actions have been
proposed as the denotations of a natural language expression. Szabolcsi 1982 suggests that
performatives in general denote actions. As she puts it, “[A]n act is something that brings about
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some change. Speech acts in general bring about changes in the speech situation... [P]erformative
sentences should denote changes in the models... More precisely... the denotation of the sentence
‘I congratulate you’ at an index [world] a is a transition from a to another index [world] b.”
If imperatives such as (1a) are a type of speech act, Szabolcsi suggests that it denotes a set of
transitions, that is, a relation over worlds.
Though not the same relation over worlds I am proposing. On Szabolcsi’s analysis, a
performance of (1a) would denote a relation that maps each utterance world onto a world in which
the speaker has placed a new obligation on the addressee to sit down, not to the set of worlds in
which the address sits down. The issue is whether the presumed agent of the action in question
is the speaker (as in a performative) or the addressee (as in an imperative). Thus Szabolcsi’s
view builds the net pragmatic effect of the utterance into its meaning. For performatives such as
promises or firings, this intermingling of utterance situation and content seems appropriate. On the
view here, as we’ll see, turning the expression of the sit-down action into an obligation requires
some pragmatic work. I’m suggesting that there is a difference between I hereby order you to sit
down, which is a performative in Szabolci’s sense, and a bare imperative, such as Sit down!. In any
case, Szabolcsi’s analysis of performatives compellingly argues for the relevance of actions to the
semantics of natural language.
In addition to Szabolcsi 1982, Naumann 2001 advocates actions as meanings. Specifically,
he suggests that events should be modeled as actions. He proposes Dynamic Event Semantics,
which he says is “based on the intuition that non-stative verbs express changes.” Dynamic Event
Semantics is based on Dynamic Modal Logic, which in turn is based on Dynamic Logic, which
also serves as the starting point for the treatment of imperatives here.
Naumann’s key idea is that instead of a plain Davidsonian event semantics
JjumpK = λ x[λ e.jump(e, x)],
where the bracketed part is a function from events e to a proposition, we have
JjumpK = λ x[λ w.jump0 (w, x)],
where the bracketed part is an action, i.e., a function from a world w to the proposition (set of
worlds) containing all those worlds that can be created from w by x’s jumping. There will be
a world in which x jumps to the left, a world in which x jumps to the right, and so on. Then in
place of traditional existential closure over events—which says that the evaluation world contains a
suitable jumping event—we say instead that the evaluation world must be related to some successor
world by the action of jumping.
There are many details that would need to be worked out to integrate a Naumannian view
on events as actions into the current proposal, and I will not attempt to work through them here.
I will mention, however, two strands of related research. Fernando 2002 seeks to decompose
temporal relations denoted by event predicates into a sequence of causal changes (i.e., actions);
and Pustejovsky and Moszkowicz 2011 use Dynamic Logic to model verbs of motion as sequences
of updates that manipulate objects and their locations. The important point here is that we
may need actions, or something very much like them, in order to build up the properties and
propositions we need to compute for ordinary declarative sentence denotations. If so, then actions
are independently-motivated semantical objects, and so readily available for analyzing imperatives
and deontics.
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The third place in the linguistics literature that advocates actions is Lascarides and Asher 2003,
discussed below in section 5.

3 Imperatives as actions
I propose that imperatives, radically, simply, denote actions. As for Naumann, the basic meaning
of an untensed action verb like jump, sit, eat an apple is a function from individuals to actions, so
that, for instance, John jump is the action of John changing the world by performing a jumping
event. Then an imperative is an action performed by the addressee: Jump! is the set of world pairs
in which the second world is a continuation of the first world in which the addressee jumps.
There is no direct update effect. If uttering an imperative causes the addressee to believe that the
speaker desires for an action to be performed, and if the addressee is inclined to fulfill the desires of
the speaker, the imperative may influence the behavior of the addressee, not through grammatical
regulation, but through simple pragmatical reasoning, very much in the way that thrusting a broom
into the hands of an idle person and pointing at some dirt can cause the thrustee to behave as if
they were newly under an obligation to begin sweeping.

3.1 Lack of truth conditions
Perhaps the simplest argument that imperatives do not denote propositions (at least, not directly)
is that imperatives do not have truth conditions. Is Sit down! true or false? This is not a reasonable
question.
Actions are relations over worlds, i.e., not propositions, so if imperatives denote actions, it is
not surprising that imperatives do not have truth values. (Portner’s imperative properties likewise
fail to have truth values until they are applied to some argument, so this consideration may not
distinguish between an action view and a property view.)
There is a tradition (Jørgensen’s Dilema, see Hanson et al. 2007) under which deontics (You
may eat an apple), being normative, can also be said to lack truth conditions. Van Rooij 2008 and
Portner 2010 argue that the basic use of a deontic statement is to change what is permitted, i.e., that
they are essentially performatives (in which case they denote actions by Szabolcsi’s lights), and any
truth-conditional descriptive use is derived from the performative meaning. I agree that descriptive
meanings are built up from a non-propositional meaning (namely, from an action), though on the
view here that basic meaning component is not performative. (See Barker 2010, section 7.2, for
relevant discussion.)
At the very least, then, the meanings of imperatives and perhaps of some deontic expressions
depend on elements that do not have truth conditions—so, perhaps on actions.

3.2 Only some predicates give rise to imperatives
All actions correspond to properties, but not all properties correspond to actions:
(2) a. Sit down!
b. Jump!
(3) a. Don’t sit down! b. Don’t jump!
Sitting down and jumping are proper actions. Interestingly, so are their negations: refraining from
sitting down, and refraining from jumping.
In contrast, stative properties are not suitable actions:
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(4) a. *Be tall! b. *Be noticed! c. *Be lucky!
d. Get tall! e. Get noticed! f. Get lucky!
An essential component of an action is that the desired end situation must be result of a conscious,
volitional choice on the part of the agent. To the extent that get differs from be in entailing volition,
it can turn a stative property into an action. Getting tall, then, is what a teenager does by eating
healthy food, getting noticed is what a person can do by dressing in an unusual manner, and getting
lucky is what you can at least try to do by buying a lottery ticket.
Interestingly, sometimes the negation of a property can constitute an action if obeying the
imperative requires willpower:
(5) a. *Be sad!
b. Don’t be sad!
You can actively let yourself be sad, and you can remain sad, but the natural denotation of be sad
is a non-action property. Adding negation will rescue a stative only in situations in which having
the (positive) property is the default future, and volitional action can change that future (compare
to *Don’t exist). Someone can tell you Just be yourself only if there is a reasonable expectation
that you might choose to behave in a different way.
Passives also show that imperatives must have a volitional component:
(6) a. [to Mary] Kiss John!
b. [to John] *Be kissed by Mary!
(Though I note that Portner 2005 marks (6b) as grammatical.) Arguably, the two imperatives in (6)
correspond to the same proposition, but only one expresses a proper (non-negated) action.
The distinction between actions and non-action properties can be easily managed if some
predicates (e.g., jump) denote actions, which can be converted to properties or propositions as
needed, and others (tall) denote (only) properties directly. Coercion principles would convert
properties into actions when appropriate, as in the presence of get and, sometimes, negation.

3.3 Some predicates select for actions
One of the stronger arguments in favor of recognizing actions as a legitimate type of semantic
object is that there are verbal and adjectival predicates that relate specifically to actions:
(7) a. Do something! b. Do nothing! c. Do everything Mary does!
Among the things you can do when you do something are jumping, sitting down, and laughing.
It is difficult to understand not-jumping or not-sitting-down as doing something, so it appears that
this use of something quantifies only over actions that are the denotation of some non-negated
action description.
Likewise, the imperative do nothing will be fulfilled only if you choose the negation of a
positive action. Refraining from not-jumping (i.e., choosing to jump) is not a legitimate way to do
nothing. One way to understand this is to assume that the negative quantifier has scope over the
verbal predicate, i.e., ¬9a.do(a), where a ranges over positive actions.
If you do everything that Mary does, you must sit down if she sits down, and you must jump
if she jumps. But you need not refrain from jumping if she refrains: doing everything Mary does
does not entail not doing everything Mary doesn’t do. Nor must you be tall if she is tall, nor must
you seek to have the property of being identical to Mary. In other words, you need only mimic
those situations involving Mary that are proper actions.
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It is often said that quantifiers quantify only over atomic objects, and that this justifies
distinguishing atoms from non-atomic sums in the ontology. Just so, if there are expressions
that quantify only over actions, this justifies distinguishing actions from other properties in the
ontology.
Finally, there are predicates such as illegal that apply only to actions, both positive (It’s illegal
to smoke here) and negative (It’s illegal not to report income).
Just as the existence of predicates that apply only to kinds (e.g., extinct) or to non-atomic sums
(gather) argue for recognizing kinds and non-atomic sums as distinct types of semantic object in
their own right, so too with predicates that are specific to actions.

4 Ross’ Paradox, and free choice permission
Let the preceding considerations justify considering a semantics in which imperatives at least, and
perhaps some deontic expressions, have as an essential component of their meaning an action (a
relation over worlds). The main empirical payoff will be a natural account of what is called Ross’
Paradox for imperatives, and the problem of free choice permission for deontics.
Ross 1941 observed that adding alternatives to an imperative expands the range of behavior
that an agent may safely perform.
(8) a. Slip the letter into the letter box.
b. Slip the letter into the letter box or burn it.
Even though any action of slipping the letter into the letter box necessarily also counts as an action
of either slipping the letter into the letter box or burning it, burning the letter is compatible only
with the imperative in (8b) that explicitly mentions burning. We shall see shortly why the standard
approach to modality makes the wrong prediction here.
Kamp 1973, 1978 recognized the importance of this problem for theories of the
semantics/pragmatics interface in linguistic semantics. He concentrated on deontic declarative
sentences, where the equivalent problem is known as the problem of free choice permission:
(9) a. You ate an apple or a pear.
b. You ate an apple.
c. You ate a pear.
If I see small black seeds on the kitchen table, I can assert (9a). Clearly, (9a) does not entail either
(9b) or (9c). The inference patterns change radically in the presence of deontic modality:
(10) a. You may eat an apple or a pear.
b. You may eat an apple.
c. You may eat a pear.
Now there is an inference from (10a) to (10b), and also an inference from (10a) to (10c).
Zimmermann 2000 identifies disjunction as the critical element in the free choice implication
here, and gives a radical proposal for the semantics of disjunction, suggesting that disjunction
contributes a set of (for Zimmermann, exclusive, epistemic) alternatives.
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4.1 How the standard modal semantics goes wrong
It is easiest to understand the nature of the problem by considering its deontic (free-choice) version.
On the proof-theoretic side, the standard modal theory extends classical logic with two modal
operators, ⇤ and ^. In a deontic context, ⇤p means that p is required, and ^p means that p is
permitted. It is assumed (though not in all of the systems described further below) that ^p if and
only if ¬⇤¬p (something is permitted just in case it is not forbidden).
In addition to all of the classical axioms, all normal modal logics assume the principle of
necessitation, which says that if p is a theorem, ⇤p is a theorem. They all also adopt an axiom
called K (‘distribution’): (⇤(p ! q)) ! ((⇤p) ! (⇤q)). This minimal core common to all normal
modal logics is called system K (after Saul Kripke).
In system K, the following is a theorem:
Disaster:

(^p) ! ^(p _ q)

Technically, this theorem follows from the fact that ^p ! (^p_^q) (after all, if p is possible, then
certainly it’s true that either p is possible or that q is possible) along with the fact that (^p _ ^q) ⌘
^(p _ q). Hughes and Cresswell 1996:36 call this latter equivalence K6, and provide a detailed
proof.
It’s easy to see why this theorem is a disaster for modeling naturalistic permission talk:
(11) a. You may eat an apple.
^p
b. You may eat an apple or a pear. ^(p _ q)
The disastrous theorem predicts that (11a) entails (11b). This runs violently counter to intuition: if
you have permission to eat an apple, it does not follow at all that you therefore have permission to
eat an apple or a pear.
Now, there may very well be some interpretation of (11b) on which it means ‘You either have
permission to eat an apple, or else you have permission to eat a pear (I either don’t remember
which, or am refusing for some reason to tell you)’. We can characterize this less-than-perfectlyinformative interpretation as one on which disjunction takes scope over permission. The literature
is in agreement that it is one possible reading for (11a). The problem is that standard modal logic
predicts that this interpretation must be the only possible interpretation. But clearly (11b) also
has an interpretation on which it gives strictly more permission than (11a), i.e., on which it is not
entailed by (11a).
The standard denotational semantics for modal logic provides insight into the nature of the
disastrous inference. On the standard modal logic account, the truth of a modal statement depends
not only on what is happening in the world under consideration, but on what might be happening
at that world. This is modeled by an accessibility relation R. For each world w, R(w) returns the
set of possible worlds that are in compliance with the laws of w.
(12) You may eat an apple.
Then (12) will be true at a world w just in case at least one of the worlds accessible from w is a
world in which you eat an apple.
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For instance, You may eat an apple is true at world w1 , because one of worlds that is deontically
accessible from w1 is a world in which you eat an apple (namely, world w4 ). Apparently, then,
eating an apple is consistent with obeying the rules as they are in w1 . The rules are different in
world w2 , however, and since none of the worlds accessible from w2 are apple-eating worlds, (12)
is false at world w2 .
The disastrous inference arises from the fact that any world in which you eat an apple is also a
world in which you eat an apple or a pear. This incorrectly predicts that (12) entails (13):
(13) You may eat an apple or a pear.
According to the semantic rule, (13) is predicted to be true if any of the accessible worlds is one in
which you eat an apple or a pear. But any world in which you eat an apple is certainly a world in
which you eat an apple or a pear; so once again, it is w4 that guarantees the truth of (13). But this
is wrong result: granting someone the permission expressed by (12) is not enough to permit pear
eating.
So this is the problem of free choice permission.
In linguistics, the standard modal analysis has been superceded by Kratzer’s (e.g., 1991)
refinement, on which the traditional accessibility relation is decomposed into a more general
accessibility relation (the modal base) along with a preference relation over worlds (the ordering
source). Under Kratzer’s theory, a world w4 will only verify (12) if it is one of the maximally ideal
worlds with respect to the ordering source. But this refinement will not help with the problem of
free choice permission. The reason is quite simple: if (12) is true at w1 , then w4 is ideal in the
relevant sense. Since w4 is still a world in which you eat an apple or a pear, w4 still verifies (13) as
well, and the undesired implication continues to go through.
As Zimmermann suggests, the lesson of these problems is that we need a non-classical
understanding of disjunction.

5 Dynamic Logic
In the computer science literature and in the logical philosophical literature, there are a number of
proposals to use actions to model imperatives, mostly stemming from Pratt’s Dynamic Logic (see
Pratt 1976, Harel 1984, Harel et al. 2000). Dynamic Logic was invented to reason about computer
programs. Since the programming languages in question were highly imperative (“print (x +
3)”), it is no wonder that Dynamic Logic can be applied to reasoning about natural language
imperatives. Segerberg 1990 is one of the better-known proposals to use Dynamic Logic for
imperatives; see also Segerberg et al. 2009.
Within the linguistics literature, although Dynamic Logic is mentioned as one of the
inspirations for Groenendijk and Stokhof’s 1991 Dynamic Predicate Logic, as far as I know, only
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Lascarides and Asher 2003 and Asher and Lascarides 2003 use actions in their formal semantics.
(Starr 2010 also uses Dynamic Logic to give a semantics for imperatives, but on his approach,
imperatives denote programs for updating preference relations, rather than for updating worlds, as
we are exploring here.)
Lascarides and Asher’s emphasis is on the need to update the common ground to reflect the
content of imperatives: in the discourse Go to the end of the road. There will be a large sign
immediately in front of you, the declarative will only be true in a context in which the imperative
has been performed. As they put it 2003:6: “Semantically, the defining characteristic of a discourse
which includes a commanded imperative is that its CCP changes the input world into an output one
where the action has been performed.” This may be putting the case too strongly, but it is certainly
necessary to be in a position to update a context with the content of an imperative. If imperatives
denote actions, gaining access to the updated worlds is a simple matter of taking the image of
the context set under the relation denoted by the action, i.e., replacing each world in the common
ground with the set of worlds resulting from the various ways in which the action in question could
be performed.
DYNAMIC L OGIC ( FRAGMENT )
Actions:

States:

Atomic: α, β , γ, ...
α + β , α;β

Atomic: A, B,C, ...
A _ B, A ^ B, A ! B, ¬A
[α]A, hαiA ⌘ ¬[α]¬A

Inferences:
All classical inferences, plus:
[α + β ]A
[α; β ]A
,
[α]A ^ [β ]A
[α]([β ]A)

‘[α]A’ means ‘Performing action α always results in state A’
‘hαiA’ means ‘At least one way of performing action α results in state A’
‘[α + β ]A’ means ‘Performing either action α or action β results in A’
‘[α; β ]A’ means ‘Performing α, then β , results in A’

Denotations:
State: set of words
Action: relation over worlds
JαK = {hw1 , w3 i, hw1 , w4 i
hw2 , w6 i, hw2 , w7 i}
Jβ K = {hw1 , w5 i, hw2 , w8 i}
Jα + β K = JαK [ Jβ K
Jα; β K = Jβ K ◦ JαK
In this diagram, arrows labeled α show how a world changes when the addressee eats an
apple; β transitions involve eating a pear. If we start in world 1, eating one apple will
take us to world 3, eating a different apple will take us to world 4, and eating the only
pear will take us to world 5. Then Jeat an apple or a pearK = Jeat an appleK [ Jeat a pearK =
{hw1 , w3 i, hw1 , w4 i, hw1 , w5 i, hw2 , w6 i, hw2 , w7 ihw2 , w8 i}. In this situation, the imperative Eat an
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apple or a pear gives strictly more options for action than Eat an apple, as desired. This gives a
satisfying account of Ross’ Paradox.
Likewise, on a deontic interpretation, you may eat an apple asserts that the set of worlds at
the end of apple eating arcs are within the sphere of permissibility ([α]OK). Since you may eat an
apple or a pear guarantees that a larger set of worlds is permissible, we have a satisfying account
of Free Choice Permission.
In a more realistic model of how actions change the world, the set of arcs will be constrained by
world knowledge (eating an apple can only occur in a world in which there is an apple available),
and by grammatical patterns (the action denotes by eat an apple will be a subset of the action
denoted by eat a piece of fruit).
The notation [α]A is intended to look like a necessity box decorated with an action. Instead of
trying to make do with a single comprehensive accessibility relation R, Dynamic Logic supplies a
distinct flavor of accessibility relation corresponding to each distinct action.
I should mention that there is an epistemic variant of the problem of free choice: from John
might be in London or in Paris, infer that John might be in London, and also that John might be
in Paris. In order to extend the approach suggested here to epistemic cases, we would have to
conceive of some actions as relating epistemic states rather than as relating worlds. The result
might look very much like the treatment of epistemic free choice in Ciardelli, Groenendijk and
Roelofsen 2011, or perhaps as in Starr 2011.

5.1 Resource-sensitivity: tracking the amount of permission
In Barker 2010, following Lokhorst 1997, 2006, I diagnose the problems that arise from using
classical logic for deontics as a lack of resource sensitivity. Classically, if You may eat an apple or
a pear entails both You may eat an apple and You may eat a pear, it also guarantees that you are
allowed to eat both an apple and a pear. This gives too much permission. Fox 2007 has the opposite
problem: on his proposal of recursive exhaustification, deriving the free choice implication also
guarantees that the addressee is prohibited from eating both an apple and a pear; but that is too
restrictive. As Simons 2005 notes, saying You may eat an apple or a pear must neither guarantee
permission to eat both, nor prohibit it. (Interestingly, Franke’s 2011 game-theoretic approach
provides the appropriate degree of flexible in this respect.)
In any case, the Dynamic Logic approach explored here is resource-sensitive in the relevant
sense. In particular, the action of eating an apple or a pear is not the same action as eating an apple
and then eating a pear (i.e., α + β , α; β ). Permission to perform the disjunctive action, then,
definitely gives permission to eat an apple, and definitely gives permission to eat a pear (the free
choice permission problem), but says nothing about whether it’s ok to eat both.

5.2 The problem with negating actions
There are at least two ways to add negation to Dynamic Logic, and it is not obvious whether either
is appropriate for natural-language imperatives or deontics. As indicated in the fragment above,
there is negation of states: ¬[α]A says that it is not the case that performing action α guarantees
state A. This is clear enough. But what about negating an action? What should [¬α]A mean?
The negation of an action can either be thought of in terms of the elements in the relation denoted
by the action, in which case ¬α is the relation that holds between two worlds hw1 , w2 i just in
case hw1 , w2 i < α; or it can be thought of in terms of results, in which case ¬α is the relation
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that holds between two worlds hw1 , w2 i just in case w2 < A. It’s not clear that either approach is
particularly appropriate when applied to natural language (though see remarks below concerning
the embedding into Linear Logic).

5.3 Weak permission versus strong permission
Just as the resource-sensitivity of Dynamic Logic enables it to calibrate the precise amount of
permission, it also enables it to distinguish between weak permission and strong permission (see,
e.g., Hansen 2007 for the distinction between weak and strong permission). If something is merely
not prohibited, that is weak permission. But if something is explicitly allowed, that is a permissive
norm, i.e., strong permission. In classical modal logic, as mentioned above, ^p if and only if
¬⇤¬p, so weak permission is the only kind of permission there is.
There is some reason to think that permissive sentences express strong permission (Asher
and Bonevac 2005). After all, if I tell you You may eat an apple, then apple-eating is explicitly
permitted. And if I tell you You may not eat a pear, then pear-eating is explicitly forbidden. But
then what about eating bananas? It is not forbidden, but that does not automatically put it in the
same category as apple-eating. In natural language, as in real life, it is not the case that whatever
isn’t forbidden is permitted.
Koji Mineshima (personal communication) suggests that Dynamic Logic can distinguish weak
permission from strong permission by distinguishing between [α]A (every way of performing
action α is ok) from hαiA (at least one way of performing α is ok, i.e., it is not the case that
α is forbidden). Then the free choice interpretation of You may eat an apple is strong permission
([α]OK), and the normal interpretation of a negated permissive (You may not eat an apple or a
pear) is the negation of weak permission: ¬hαiOK ⌘ [α]¬OK.

5.4 The (dis)unity of disjunction
The fragment above gives two distinct interpretations for disjunction: _, disjunction of states
(propositions), corresponding to union over sets of worlds; and +, disjunction of actions (relations
over worlds), corresponding to union over sets of pairs of worlds. In both cases, disjunction
corresponds to the union operation, which seems intuitive enough; yet it remains union over two
different semantic domains. Is or polysemous in this way?
Typologically, languages often distinguish among two or more notions of disjunction. The
difference between inclusive and exclusive uses is rarely (if ever) grammatically encoded, but
many languages distinguish between what Mauri 2008 calls a ‘standard’ meaning for disjunction
versus an ‘interrogative’ (irrealis) meaning. It is not clear how (or even whether) this distinction
aligns with a semantic distinction between propositions versus actions (interrogative?), but it is
important to carefully evaluate approaches according to whether they assume that disjunction is a
unitary concept or polysemous.

5.5 Comparison with Barker’s 2010 Linear Logic account
The Linear Logic account of permission advocated in Barker 2010 (following Lokhorst 1997,
2006) does not make an ontological distinction between propositions and actions, which both
correspond to sets of evaluation points (which are better conceived of as information states that
as worlds). Propositions have the special property that they are idempotent with respect to the
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tensor operation, i.e., stable under (multiplicative) conjunction with themselves. That is, the truth
of the claim that it is raining is equivalent to the truth of it is raining and it is raining. In contrast,
the action expressed by eat an apple is a different action from that expressed by eat an apple and
eat an apple—only the second requires more than one piece of fruit.
In addition, since negation in Linear Logic is defined for any formula, negation extends
smoothly from propositions to actions.
The unity of or and the generality of negation seem to give Linear Logic conceptual advantages
over the Dynamic Logic approach.
On the other hand, standard Linear Logic is commutative. In the application to imperatives
and deontics, this incorrectly predicts that Cook dinner and do the dishes necessarily expresses the
same complex action as Do the dishes and cook dinner. In contrast, on the Dynamic Logic account,
α; β , β ; α, since sequencing of actions (i.e., composition) is not commutative: traversing an α
arc and then traversing a β arc will in general take you to a very different set of worlds than first
traversing a β arc and then traversing an α arc. As far as I know, there is no consensus about the
most natural way to construct a non-commutative version of Linear Logic, let alone a consensus as
to whether such a logic is well-suited to modeling natural language. However, Abrucia and Ruet
1999 propose a non-commutative refinement of Linear Logic along the lines of Lambek’s original
resource-sensitive logic for natural language, which can serve as a starting point.
Another striking difference between Dynamic Logic and Linear Logic is the simplicity and
clarity of the semantics for Dynamic Logic, compared with the opacity of the semantics for Linear
Logic. Some insight may be gained by extending standard methods for embedding classical
logic in Linear Logic (e.g., Lafont 1999) along lines suggested by Koji Mineshima (personal
communication) to provide an embedding of Dynamic Logic into Linear Logic on which a
permissive statement such as You may eat an apple [α]A translates as α ( A. Then disjunction
of both propositions (_) and actions (+) translate uniformly as additive disjunction ⊕, and ¬[α]A
translates as (α ( A)? .

6 Conclusions
Actions (relations over worlds) are indispensable elements in a complete semantic analysis of
natural language: they are essential for understanding performatives (Szabolcsi), they may be a
superior way to conceive of event semantics (Naumann); and they allow computing the update
effect of a discourse containing imperatives (Lascarides and Asher). In addition, they provide
a radically minimal account of imperatives on which imperatives denote bare actions, pure and
simple. This captures the resources-sensitivity of imperatives and deontics, notably their noncommutativity, and gives a satisfying account of Ross’ Paradox and free choice permission.
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S TAGE - LEVEL EVALUATIVITY IS DESIDERATIVITY⇤
C HARLES B ELLER & E RIN Z AROUKIAN
Johns Hopkins University

1 Introduction
This paper seeks to explain a systematic alternation in which evaluative predicates (cf. Lasersohn,
2005, Stephenson, 2007) in English become desiderative predicates in the presence of the modal
would, as shown in (1) and (2).
(1)

a.
b.

Sandra likes John’s watch.
Sandra would like John’s watch.

(evaluative)
(desiderative)

(2)

a.
b.

Cookies are great.
Cookies would be great.

(evaluative)
(desiderative)

Note that the class of evaluatives is syntactically heterogeneous, containing both verbal and
adjectival predicates. In (1), the predicate is the evaluative verb (would) like, there is an explicit
attitude holder in the subject Sandra, and the object of evaluation is the direct object John’s watch.
In (2), with the adjectival evaluative predicate (would) be great, the grammatical subject cookies is
the object of evaluation, and the attitude holder is understood to be the speaker.1
As their name suggests, evaluative predicates convey an attitude holder’s opinion of an object
of evaluation. Evaluatives can be both positive, e.g. like, and negative, e.g. hate, though we
focus the discussion on the positive evaluatives. Similarly, desiderative predicates convey that the
attitude holder desires the object. Desiderative predicates include want and wish.
What we see in (1) and (2) is that the same lexical items that convey Sandra’s positive
disposition towards John’s watch, (1a), or the speaker’s positive disposition towards cookies, (2a),
⇤ For

their helpful discussion, we are indebted to Kyle Rawlins, Kristen Johannes, Mike Oliver, Lilia Rissman,
Géraldine Legendre, Rajesh Bhatt, Greg Carlson, Christine Gunlogson, Valentine Hacquard, Chris Kennedy, and the
reveiwers and audiences at Sinn und Bedeutung 16.
1 It seems the attitude holder is the individual that fills the source discourse role (Sells, 1987). In unembedded
contexts this is the speaker, but when these propositions are embedded under verbs of saying or thinking the matrix
subject fills this role.
(i)

John thinks that cookies are great.
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combine with the modal would to convey that Sandra desires John’s watch, (2a), and that the
speaker desires cookies, (2b).
In what follows we show that this alternation conditioned on the modal auxiliary encompasses
not only the noted change in meaning from evaluative to desiderative, but also differences in
complement selection. As an aid to exposition, these aspects of the alternation will be summarized
throughout this paper in a running table, (3).
(3)

Evaluative/desiderative summary 1
predicate:
like
would like
1. conveys evaluation
desire

want
desire

One important aspect of the alternation is that, while the evaluatives are individual-level
predicates, the desideratives are stage-level. This distinction, we argue, is crucial. Our analysis
derives desiderativity from a specific segmenting of the temporal extent of evaluative predicates,
that is: Desiderativity results when an evaluative is stage level.
Next, we look in turn at complement selection, a recent analysis of the desiderative predicate
want due to Villalta (2008), the generic properties of evaluatives, and a compositional analysis of
evaluatives with and without the modal would.

2 Complements
Evaluative predicates can take a range of complements including nominals, gerundives, infinitival
clauses, ECM-clauses, that-clauses, and for-clauses. Examples of these complement types are
shown in (4)-(8).
(4)

Nominals:
a. Sandra likes cookies.
b. Apples are amazing.2

(5)

Gerundives:
a. David enjoys going to the store.
b. Skydiving is exhilarating.

(6)

Infinitival clauses:
a. Julian hates to say goodbye.
b. It’s fun to ride rollercoasters.

(7)

ECM-clauses (Acc+Inf):3
a. Rachel likes Sandra to cook dinner.
b. *

2 Some implicit attitude holder constructions allow or even require dummy subjects, cf. *It’s amazing apples, #It’s
exhilarating skydiving, ?To ride rollercoasters is fun, #That you came is great. When a dummy subject is used, this
appears to be a consequence of prosodic weight.
3 This complement type is restricted to certain verbal evaluatives. The adjectival construction is not an ECM
construction, cf. *It’s great Sandra to cook dinner.

Stage-level evaluativity is desiderativity
(8)

That-clauses:
a. Lisa likes that you came.
b. It’s great that you came.

(9)

For-clauses:
a. ?Kelly likes for Pearl Jam to play in Baltimore.
b. Kelly is enthusiastic for Pearl Jam to play in Baltimore.
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Desideratives take a more restricted range of complements. In particular, they are infelicitous with
gerundives, (11), and that-clauses, (14), and to a lesser extent for-clauses, (15).
(10)

Nominals:
a. John wants cookies.
b. John would like cookies.

(11)

Gerundives:
a. # David wants going to the store.
b. # David would like going to the store.

(12)

Infinitival clauses:
a. Julian wants to say goodbye.
b. Julian would like to say goodbye.

(13)

ECM (Acc+Inf):
a. Rachel wants Sandra to cook dinner.
b. Rachel would like Sandra to cook dinner.

(14)

That-clauses:
a. # Lisa wants that you will come.
b. # Lisa would like that you will come.

(15)

For-clauses:
a. ??Kelly wants for Pearl Jam to play in Baltimore.
b. ??Kelly would like for Pearl Jam to play in Baltimore.

In terms of selectional properties, it is clear from the examples in (10)-(15) that an evaluative in
combination with would behaves like a lexical desiderative.
Note that in cases like (11b) and (14b) where the complement type is infelicitous, a
counterfactual reading of the modal is prominent. This can be clearly distinguished from the
desiderative reading by the felicity of a conditional continuation, (16). When followed by please,
only a desiderative reading is available, (17). Keep in mind that this paper is only concerned with
the desiderative readings of these sentences.
(16)

David would like going to the store if he didn’t have to worry about parking.

(17)

a. #David would like going to the store, please.
b. Julian would like to say goodbye, please.
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In this paper we limit our focus to the gerundive examples and the contrast in acceptability
for gerundive complements. Recall from (5) and (11) that these are perfectly acceptable with
evaluative predicates, but are generally infelicitous with desiderative predicates.4 The table in (18)
shows the running summary with the addition of these gerundive facts.
(18)

Evaluative/desiderative summary 2
like
would like
predicate
1. conveys
evaluation
desire
2. gerundive
yes
no

want
desire
no

The apparent variety in the syntax of complement types for evaluatives and desideratives may not
be reflected in semantic variety. A step in this direction is taken in Schwarz (2008)’s partition of
intentional transitive verbs (ITVs) into a look-for-class and a need class. The former, he treats as
selecting for a property (cf. Zimmermann, 1993). The latter, he argues, selects a proposition.
The lexical desiderative want is a member of this second class, selecting a proposition.
Infinitival complements like I want to read a book, which have been the focus of analyses of want
as an attitude predicate (Heim, 1992, von Fintel, 1999, Villalta, 2008), are transparent encodings of
propositions. For nominal complements like I want a book, we follow Schwarz in positing covert
clausal material in the form of a HAVE-clause.
Schwarz points out that surface nominal complements of verbs in this class show attachment
ambiguities. One such ambiguity is evident when want is modified by an adverbial, as in (19). On
one reading, paraphrased in (19a), the adverbial modifies a wanting event. On a second reading,
shown in (19b), the adverbial modifies an embedded having event.
(19)

Greta wanted a beer before dinner.
a. There was a time before dinner at which Greta wanted a beer.
b. Greta’s desire is to have a beer before dinner.

On Schwarz’s account these readings correspond to the structures shown in (20).
(20)

a.
b.

Greta [wanted [PRO HAVE a beer] before dinner]
Greta wanted [[PRO HAVE a beer] before dinner]

(high attachment)
(low attachment)

Other verbs, even ITVs in the look-for class, lack this ambiguity, (21)- (22).
(21)

Greta drank a beer before dinner.
a. only: There was a time before dinner at which Greta drank a beer.

(22)

Greta looked for a beer before dinner.
a. only: There was a time before dinner at which Greta looked for a beer.

Would like shows the same ambiguity in these contexts as want. Bare evaluative like, however,
does not. We can see this parallel between want and would like in (23) and (24), where the
adverbial too can attach either high or low. Its presupposition can be satisfied either by a matching
want/would like or by a matching have.
4 An

exception to this generalization is the case of gerundives that act as names, e.g. I want vacuuming, but you can
have it so long as I don’t get stuck with cleaning the garage.
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(23)

a.
b.

(24)

a.
b.

John wants a beer, and Greta wants one too.
...Greta [[wants PRO HAVE one] too]
John has a beer, and Greta wants one too.
...Greta wants PRO [[HAVE one] too]

(high)

John would like a beer, and Greta would like one too.
John has a beer, and Greta would like one too.

(high)
(low)

(low)

Low attachment of too is not available with the evaluative like, as seen in (25)5 .
(25)

#John has a beer, and Greta likes one too.

We represent this distinction in our running summary with the label low attachment. We turn, in
the next section, to the lexical desiderative want.
(26)

Evaluative/desiderative summary 3
predicate
like
would like
1. conveys
evaluation
desire
2. gerundive
yes
no
3. low attachment
no
yes

want
desire
no
yes

3 Desideratives
Here we examine want with the aim of characterizing the would-desideratives (e.g. would like) as
more-or-less equivalent to lexical desideratives (e.g. want). Specifically, both would-desideratives
and lexical desideratives entail a preference for their complement to some set of alternatives (Heim
1992, Villalta 2008 inter alia). We call this the Strict Preference Condition, or SPC.
(27)

Strict Preference Condition (SPC): minimal extensions of the present situation (i.e. the
situation assumed to hold at the time of utterance) that include the object of evaluation
will be, in the view of the attitude holder, strictly preferable to all contextually available
alternatives.6

We take the SPC to be the core of the desiderative meaning; it is this that want and would like
require, which bare like does not. In light of this, we will rephrase 1. in the summary tables in
terms of adherence to the SPC.
5 Perhaps

surprisingly, Greta likes a cookie before dinner is felicitous and unambiguously has the second reading:
Greta likes [[HAVE a cookie] before dinner]. Like appears to allow covert small HAVE-clauses in the presence of a
temporal adverbial. This is presumably tied to like’s status as a lexical stative and the infelicity of lexical statives with
temporal adverbials (cf. Greta knows Dutch after dinner). See Zaroukian and Beller (2011) for further discussion.
6 This pertains to positive cases (like, love, etc.), which are what we focus on here. For negative cases (hate, abhor,
etc.), preferences are reversed.
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Evaluative/desiderative summary 4
predicate
like
1. conveys SPC
evaluation no
2. gerundive
yes
3. low attachment
no

would like
desire yes
no
yes

want
desire yes
no
yes

The lexical predicate (e.g. like in would like, be great in would be great) provides justification for
the preference. For example, (29) conveys that a cookie is preferred due to the speaker’s positive
disposition toward them, while in (30) the a pen is preferred due to its utility, and in (31) an apology
is preferred due to its fairness in the given situation.
(29)

A cookie would be great.

(30)

A pen would be useful.

(31)

An apology would be fair.

This characterization is similar to that of subjunctive-selecting verbs given in Villalta (2008). On
her account, certain verbs (like want) select a degree head 0/ C that imposes a comparison with
alternatives, (32).
(32)

~0/ C  g = λ Phd,hst,he,hstiiii .λ p.λ x.λ w.8q : q , p & q 2 g(C) :
max(λ d.P(d)(p)(x)(w)) > max(λ d 0 .P(d 0 )(q)(x)(w))

~0/ C  takes a gradable attitude predicate P, a proposition p, an individual x, and a world w, and it
returns true if, for all contextually determined alternative propositions q, the degree d to which x
holds P toward p in w is greater than the degree d 0 to which x holds P toward q. In this comparison,
0/ C encodes the SPC. The lexical predicate specifies the scale of the comparison, e.g. want specifies
a scale of desirability, (33).
(33)

~0/ C -want g = λ p.λ x.λ w.8q : q , p & q 2 g(C)
max(λ d.desirable(d)(p)(x)(w) > max(λ d 0 .desirable(d 0 )(q)(x)(w)

Our analysis differs from Villalta’s in the mechanics and abstracts away from the degree
semantics incorporated in her work. The end goal, however, is that sentences with would and an
evaluative end up with the same truth conditions as Villalta’s 0/ C -selecting verbs, modulo variation
in the justification for (or scale of) the comparison. In Section 5 we provide an analysis of
~would like that attributes the SPC to the modal element. In the meantime we turn to a discussion
of genericity in the bare evaluative predicates.

4 Generics
A further alternation in the behavior of evaluatives becomes apparent when we look at nominal
objects of evaluation. Generically-interpreted indefinites are infelicitous as objects of evaluation,
as shown in (34a) and (35a), but they are perfectly acceptable in the presence of would, as shown
in (34b) and (35b).
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(34)

a. # Sandra likes a cookie.
b. Sandra would like a cookie.

(evaluative)
(desiderative)

(35)

a. # A cookie is great.
b. A cookie would be great.

(evaluative)
(desiderative)

Generic indefinites are also acceptable with the lexical desiderative want.
(36)

Sandra wants a cookie

Infelicity with generic indefinites is a familiar property of habitual sentences (e.g. Carlson, 1980,
Krifka et al., 1995, Rimell, 2004). Rimell provides an analysis of simple habitual sentences
which derives this infelicity through interactions between the scopal properties of the indefinite
and a generalization operator over stages of individuals. This generalization operator, identified
as a verbal affix, is scopally inert. This contrasts with habitual sentences containing overt
quantificational elements (e.g. quantificational adverbs), which she assigns tripartite structures.
The logical form of a simple habitual is shown in (37).
(37)

Mary drinks beer.
(habitual)
s
s
s
s
0
s
s
9sufficient y .R(y , m) ^ 9z .R(z , b) ^ drink (z , y )
‘There are sufficient Mary-stages that drink beer-stages to generalize to Mary herself.’

A singular indefinite provides a quantificational element which raises to take high scope, with a
logical form like (38). The infelicity in (38) arises from multiple consumptions of a single object.
(38)

# Mary drinks a beer.
(#habitual)
o
0
o
s
s
s
s
o
0
s
s
9x [beer (x ) ^ 9sufficient y .R(y , m) ^ 9z .R(z , x ) ^ drink (z , y )]
‘There is a beer such that there are sufficient Mary-stages that drink stages of that beer for
us to generalize to Mary herself.’

Although the evaluative sentences are stative, rather than habitual, certain conceptual parallels
suggest that a similar analysis in terms of a scope-less generalization operator is appropriate.
Most notable for our purposes is that both habitual and stative sentences have something less than
universal force (9sufficient , not 8). Even if John is not positively disposed toward cookies at every
moment, it can still be true that John likes cookies. Conversely, for the sentence to be true there
must be some sufficient number of moments in which John is so disposed.
We consider habituals and evaluatives individual-level predicates, since they require a
generalization over an individual based on sufficient exemplars. This contrasts with desiderative
predicates, which involve no such generalization. This stage-level behavior of desideratives
can be seen in their felicity with indefinite objects (36), where desiderative predicates do not
infelicitously generalize over one object (cookie, beer, etc.). Further support for this view comes
from conjoined examples. When an evaluative (individual-level) predicate is conjoined with a
potentially contradictory desiderative (stage-level) predicate like want, no contradiction arises (40),
the same is true if the desiderative is a would-bearing evaluative (41). The expected contradictions,
indicated by #, arise when two IL or two SL predicates are conjoined, (39) and (42).
(39)

# Sandra likes cookies more than cake, but Sandra likes cake more than cookies.

(40)

Sandra likes cookies more than cake, but Sandra wants cake more than cookies.
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(41)

Sandra likes cookies more than cake, but Sandra would like cake more than cookies.

(42)

# Sandra would like cookies more than cake, but Sandra wants cake more than cookies.

The properties that distinguish evaluatives from would-desideratives are summarized in (43).
(43)

Evaluative/desiderative summary – final
predicate
like would like
1. SPC
no
yes
2. gerundive
yes
no
3. low attachment
no
yes
4. generic indefinite no
yes
5. contradict want
no
yes

want
yes
no
yes
yes
yes

As previously mentioned we take the strict preference condition to be the characteristic meaning of
desideratives. The availability of a gerundive object is tied to the aktionsart of the predicate, which
we show in Section 5.6. Following Schwarz (2008), the availability of the low attachment point
(i.e. a covert HAVE small clause) is tied to a certain class of intensional transitive predicates which
include would-desideratives. The availability of a generic indefinite object, and the contradiction
when paired with a lexical desiderative, are tied to the individual-level/stage-level distinction.
Compositionally, these properties must all be tied to would. We propose in the next section that
the key properties of would are the introduction of comparison (through subjunctive morphology,
cf. Villalta 2008) and its future orientation (e.g. Abusch, 1998, Condoravdi, 2003). This second
property restricts the temporal extent of the predicate, forcing a stage-level interpretation. Our
thesis in what follows is that desiderativity is what results when an evaluative is forced into this
stage-level interpretation.

5 Composing a desiderative
5.1 Preliminaries
Evaluative predicates presuppose that the attitude holder has experienced the object of evaluation.
When this presupposition is contradicted by the context, they are infelicitous, (44) (45).7
(44)

(Sandra has never experienced swimming)
# Sandra likes swimming.

(45)

(The speaker has never experienced a cookie)
# Cookies are great.

Note that the presupposition of experience can be challenged, e.g. by a parent in (46).8
(46)

child: I don’t like lasagna.
parent: But you’ve never tried it before!

7 Thanks
8 This

to Christine Gunlogson for discussion of this point.
example also shows the presupposition projecting out of negation.
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As in Rimell’s analysis of habituals, the generic stative meaning arises from an inductive
generalization operator Gen (=G in Carlson, 1980) that does not take sentential scope. We assume
for simplicity that this operator is in complementary distribution with the modal auxiliary would.
This assumption, however, is not crucial to our analysis, as we discuss briefly in Section 5.5.
Would is a future oriented modal. Combining it with an evaluation intersects the temporal
duration of the required experience/evaluation event with the interval supplied by the time
parameter t. Following Abusch (1998), we take this time parameter to be an interval starting
at speech-time and extending forward.
We further assume (following Condoravdi 2003 among others) that would is the realization
of an abstract morpheme woll under non-present or non-indicative morphology. Villalta (2008)
argues that in Spanish the subjunctive mood is invovled in comparative meanings. We extend this
by assuming that our would is under subjunctive morphology, which contributes the SPC.
Our ontology includes the following (cf. Condoravdi, 2003):
(47)

Dv , a domain of eventualities partially ordered by a subevent relation, v.

(48)

T, a set of time intervals ordered a precedence relation, ≺, and subinterval relation, ✓.

(49)

A function duration from Dv into T , which takes an eventuality and returns its timespan.

On the current analysis the abstract morpheme woll takes as its arguments a predicate of
eventualities and an eventuality, and returns true just in case the predicate is true of the eventuality,
and the duration of that eventuality starts at the speech time and extends into the future. This is
shown in (50).
(50)

~woll t = λ Phvti .λ ev .duration(e) ✓ [t, +∞) & P(e)

Our subjunctive morpheme, SUBJ, shown in (51), provides the Strict Preference Condition. It
takes as arguments a predicate of eventualities and an eventuality. SUBJ returns true just in case
the argument predicate is preferred to all members of the set of alternatives Alt that are distinct
from it.
(51)

~SUBJ t = λ Phvti λ ev .8Qhvti : Q , P & Q 2 Alt : P(e) > pref Q(e)

Membership in Alt is pragmatically determined. Crucially, we assume that Alt minimally
includes an event representation of the currently observable speech context. This particular
predicate in Alt will include information about who is participating in the discourse, what (if any)
activities participants engaging in, and salient objects in the environment.
Evaluative predicates are properties of events. They take their object of evaluation as an
argument. They then take an eventuality argument and assert that the eventuality occurs at or
before the time parameter and that the object of evaluation is appropriately evaluated in that event.
The adjectival predicate great and the verbal predicate like are shown in (52) and (53) below.9
(52)

~great t = λ xe .λ ev .duration(e) , t & x is experienced as great in e.
Defined iff x is experienced in e.

9 Ultimately

we will need to allow both individuals and propositions as objects of evaluation, for simplicity we will
restrict our attention to individuals.
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(53)

~like t = λ xe .λ ev .duration(e) , t & x is experienced positively in e.
Defined iff x is experienced in e.

Our scopally inert generalization operator is shown in (54).
(54)

~Gen = λ Phvti .λ e.9sufficient e0 : e0 v e & P(e0 ).

This takes a property of eventualities and an eventuality as arguments and returns true if there exist
sufficient sub-eventualities of the argument eventuality at which the property holds.
Explicit attitude holders are introduced by a VOICE projection (55) which combines with the
evaluation through Event Identification (Kratzer, 1996).
(55)

~holder = λ xe .λ ev .holder(x)(e)

5.2 Evaluation with a bare plural object
With these pieces in place we can look to the composition of the evaluative sentence in (56).
Here the verbal evaluative like first composes with the object of evaluation cookies and then with
functional projections for the generalization operator. The event is identified with that introduced
by the voice projection, and then composes with the subject Sandra, the explicit attitude holder.
(56)

Sandra likes cookies
S
Sandra

1
holder

2
Gen

3

like cookies
= λ ev .duration(e) , t & expPos(cookies)(e).
~2 t = λ e.9sufficient e0 : e0 v e & duration(e0 ) , t & expPos(cookies)(e0 ).
~1 t = λ xe .λ ev .holder(x)(e) & 9sufficient e0 : e0 v e & duration(e0 ) , t & expPos(cookies)(e0 ).
~S t = 9ev .holder(Sandra)(e) & 9sufficient e0 : e0 v e & duration(e0 ) , t & expPos(cookies)(e0 ).
The eventuality argument is existentially closed at S yeilding the proposition that there is an
eventuality, which Sandra is the holder of, and there are sufficient sub-eventualities, whose duration
extends no further into the future than the time parameter, in which cookies are experienced
positively (presupposing that they are experienced).
~3 t

5.3 Evaluation with an indefinite object
We assume that an indefinite object is represented in the semantics as a generalized quantifier, a
scope taking element. Since the Gen operator does not take scope, the indefinite will be the highest
element in the structure.
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(57)

# Sandra likes a cookie.
[ a cookie [ Sandra [ holder [ Gen [ likes _ ] ] ] ] ]
~# Sandra likes a cookie = 9xe .cookie(x)9ev .holder(Sandra)(e) & 9sufficient e0 : e0 v e &
duration(e0 ) , t & expPos(x)(e0 ).

The resulting reading is that there is a single cookie which Sandra has a sufficient number of
positive experiences with. Such specific readings, while possible, are somewhat infelicitous. Just
as we typically do not drink the same beer multiple times, neither do we experience the same
cookie multiple times; once these objects consumed they are gone.

5.4 Evaluation + would = desire report
Above, we proposed that the evaluative predicate introduces a restriction on the temporal extent of
the eventuality: it extends no further than the speech time. We now propose that the introduction
of the modal imposes a second constraint: the temporal extent of the eventuality extends no earlier
than the speech time. The important differences from (56) and (57) are shown in nodes 2 and 3.
(58)

Sandra would like cookies
S:hvti! t

Sandra:e

1:he, vti

holder:he, vti

2:hvti

SUBJ:hvt, vti

3:hvti
woll:hvt, vti

hvti
like:he, vti

cookies:e

At node 3 the duration statements simplify to duration(e) = t.
~3 = λ ev .duration(e) ✓ [t, +∞) & duration(e) , t & expPos(cookies)(e).
At node 2, the subjunctive morpheme favorably contrasts the evaluation, cookies are
experienced positively at t, with all contextually-supplied alternatives. This includes a
representation of the speech context in which cookies are not experienced at t, which provides
the SPC.
~2 = λ ev .8Qhvti : Q , [λ e0 v .duration(e0 ) = t & expPos(cookies)(e0 ).] & Q 2 Alt : [duration(e) = t
& expPos(cookies)(e)] > pref Q(e)
Crucial for this analysis is the assumption that a speech-context event containing the elements
of P (i.e. occurs at t and expPos(cookies)(e)) will be indistinguishable from P, making an ordering
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impossible. This assumption allows us to correctly predict the infelicity of sentences like (59),
where the speech-context predicate Q is indistinguishable from the argument predicate P.
(59)

(Situation: John is eating a cookie)
John: # A cookie would be fantastic.

The remaining composition is straightforward.
Note that the lexical desideratives want and wish (cf. Iatridou, 2000) are more flexible than
these would-derived desideratives in the SPC (60). This suggests that the SPC is a necessary
property of subjunctive woll but not of the lexical desideratives.
(60)

I live in Bolivia because {I want to/I wish to/*it would be great to} live in Bolivia.

This fits nicely with Iatridou’s analysis. With an infinitival complement wish lacks the exclusion
feature that would encodes in its non-present-indicative morphology.

5.5 Would-desiderative with an indefinite object
As before, the indefinite object is a scope-taking element, but now SUBJ, being a quantificational
element, raises as well. When the indefinite takes high scope we again have a specific reading,
but we now have available the scope shown in this derivation with SUBJ taking highest scope.
This gives a reading shown below, i.e. for all alternative eventualities that fail to have Sandra
experiencing a cookie positively an eventuality that meets that requirement is preferable.
(61)

Sandra would like a cookie.
S
SUBJ

1
a cookie
Sandra
holder
_
woll

like _
= 9xe .λ ev .cookie(x) & holder(Sandra)(e) & duration(e) = t & expPos(x)(e)
t
~S = λ ev .8Qhvti Q , [9xe .λ e0 v .cookie(x) & holder(Sandra)(e0 ) & duration(e0 ) = t
& expPos(x)(e0 )] & Q 2 Alt.[9xe .cookie(x) & holder(Sandra)(e) & duration(e) = t &
expPos(x)(e).] > pref Q(e)
Because Gen is scopeless it forces a specific interpretation for indefinite objects of evaluations.
A non-specific reading is available so long as there is some other scope taking element, like SUBJ.
We mentioned earlier the assumption, reflected in this derivation, that Gen is in complementary
distribution with would. If we reject this position we are left with a requirement for a sufficient
number of sub-eventualities where the evaluation holds, with durations restricted to t. As near as
we can tell, the reading with a single eventuality restricted to t is indistinguishable from that with
sub-eventualities.
~1 t
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5.6 Gerundive objects of evaluation
Recall that bare evaluatives can take gerundives as objects of evaluation, while would-bearing
evaluatives and desideratives cannot (cf. (5) and (11)).
(62)

John likes swimming.

(63)

a. #John would like swimming.
b. #John wants swimming.

This contrast can be accounted for if we treat gerundives as introducing an ongoing event. In
particular let us require that the representation of a gerundive include a specification that the event
started before the interval t, as in (64).
(64)

~swimming t = λ ev .t✓ duration(e) & 9e0 : e0 @ e. duration(e0 ) ≺ t. swimming(e)

When the duration term introduced by the gerundive intersects the time specification given by
woll, a contradiction arises where the duration of e both equals t and precedes t, (65).
(65)

duration(e) = t & 9e0 : e0 @ e & duration(e0 ) ≺ t

6 Summary
(43)

Evaluative/desiderative summary – final
predicate
like would like
1. SPC
no
yes
2. gerundive
yes
no
3. low attachment
no
yes
4. generic indefinite no
yes
5. contradict want
no
yes

want
yes
no
yes
yes
yes

In closing we stress that the strict preference condition, (27), is the characteristic meaning of
desideratives. The SPC is supplied in would-desideratives by would (~SUBJ), as in (51). The
availability of a gerundive object is tied to the aktionsart of the predicate: the combination of
a gerundive with woll yeilds a contradiction, (65), such that gerundives are infelicitous with
desideratives. The availability of the low attachment point (i.e. a covert HAVE small clause) is tied
to a certain class of intensional transitive predicates, which include both would-desideratives and
want, (24). The availability of a generic indefinite object is tied to SUBJ: When SUBJ takes scope
over an indefinite object, no specific reading arises, e.g. (57), (61). The contradiction of would like
when paired with want reflects shared status as stage-level predicates, (39)-(42).
Finally, we would like to highlight a prediction of this analysis, namely that future oriented
subjunctive modals other than would should also give rise to a desiderative meaning of evaluative
predicates. This prediction is born out in sentences like (66), where the future-oriented modal
might combines with the evaluative like to yield a desiderative interpretation
(66)

a.
b.

Sandra might like a cookie.
A cookie might be nice.
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FUTURES IN POLISH AND SLOVENIAN FROM THE
1
PERSPECTIVE OF A FORCE-DYNAMIC MODEL
JOANNA BŁASZCZAK
DOROTA KLIMEK-JANKOWSKA
University of Wrocław

1 The make-up of future forms in Polish and Slovenian
In Polish there are two ways of expressing future reference: by using a perfective form of a
present tense verb, as presented in (1a), or by using a periphrastic future consisting of an
auxiliary BE, which selects only an imperfective lexical verb in form of either an l-participle or
an infinitive, as shown in (1b).
(1)

a.

b.

zje
 simple future (sf)
eat.prs.perf.3sg
(≈ ‘He/she will eat / will have eaten.’)
będzie
jadł
/ jeść
 periphrastic future (pf)
be.aux.3sg
eat.prt.impf.sg.m
/ eat.inf.impf
(≈ ‘He/she will eat / will be eating.’)

Imperfective aspect is obligatorily selected by the auxiliary BE in pf not only in Polish but also
in, for example, Russian, Czech, and Slovak. It could be concluded that it is a general pattern.
However, we find in Slovenian a periphrastic future in which the auxiliary BE is compatible both
with an imperfective and a perfective l-participle, as shown in (2a) and (2b) respectively.
(2)

a.
b.

bom
be.aux.3sg
bom
be.aux.3sg

pisal
write.prt.impf.sg.m
napisal
write.prt.perf.sg.m

1
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thank Frank Marušić and Boštjan Dvořák for the discussion of Slovenian data.
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In Slovenian, there is no sf. The Polish simple future form would be expressed in Slovenian by
means of a periphrastic future form with a perfective complement.
The facts about two future forms in Polish and Slovenian are summed up in Table 1:
Polish
simple future (sf)
lexical verb.prs.perf
periphrastic future (pf)
be.aux + lexical verb.prt.impf
be.aux + lexical verb.inf.impf
Table 1 Future forms in Polish and Slovenian

Slovenian
periphrastic future (pf+perf)
be.aux + lexical verb.prt.perf
periphrastic future (pf+impf)
be.aux + lexical verb.prt.impf

The goal of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we intend to show that despite syntactic differences
between future forms in Polish and Slovenian, there are some interesting semantic similarities
between them. More specifically, sf in Polish is semantically equivalent to pf+perf in Slovenian
and the Polish pf is semantically equivalent to the Slovenian pf+impf. Secondly, we show that
apart from an aspectual contrast between sf and pf in Polish and between pf+impf and pf+perf in
Slovenian there are other semantic differences between them. More specifically, we observe on
the basis of a scenario-based online questionnaire that Polish pf and Slovenian pf+impf are
strongly preferred in contexts which express pre-arranged, pre-planned future actions. We
account for this observation in the framework of force dynamics proposed by Copley and Harley
(2010, 2011).

2 Syntactic differences between Polish and Slovenian futures
2.1 Different syntactic structures of periphrastic futures in Polish and
Slovenian – negation facts
Obviously sf in Polish is syntactically different from pf+perf in Slovenian as only the latter
contains an auxiliary BE. What is more surprising, however, is that pf in Polish and pf+impf in
Slovenian differ syntactically, despite their identical morphological make-up. The syntactic
difference between pf in Polish and pf+impf Slovenian follows from negation facts. At the
surface level, there is no difference between the position of negation in Polish and Slovenian pf
as negation precedes both bo and będzie, as shown in (3). However, it is a standard assumption in
Slavic linguistics that there is a difference in the syntactic position of negation in Polish and
Slovenian (cf. Rivero 1991, Borsley and Rivero 1994). In Polish NegP is projected between TP
and VP and in Slovenian it is projected above TP (cf. (4a) and (4b)).
(3)

a.
b.

Jan
nie
będzie pisał.
Jan
NEG be.aux write.prt.impf.sg.m
Janez ne
bo
pisal.
Janez NEG be.aux
write.prt.impf.sg.m
‘John will not write.’ (‘John will not be writing.’)

Polish
Slovenian

Futures in Polish and Slovenian from the Perspective of a Force-Dynamic Model
(4)

a.
b.

TP > NegP > VP
NegP > TP > VP
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Polish
Slovenian

Given that the auxiliary BE in Polish and Slovenian follows negation linearly, it must be realised
lower than NegP in syntax. This means that only the Slovenian BE auxiliary can be realised at
the level of TP but the Polish auxiliary BE has to be realised below TP , i.e., in some kind of
light vP-shell or “Aspect Phrase”. Being a TP-related functional element, Slovenian BE does not
have any influence on the selection of the aspectual form of its complement, i.e., the l-participle.
Consequently, the verbal complement of BE in Slovenian can be both imperfective and
perfective. In contrast, BE in Polish is a VP-related element (“lower auxiliary”). Given its low
position it can directly select its verbal complement.

2.2 Different syntactic structure of periphrastic futures in Polish and
Slovenian – diachronic facts
This syntactic difference between periphrastic futures in Polish and Slovenian can be
additionally supported by diachronic facts. There is diachronic evidence that Polish będzie
originates from the perfective present tense paradigm of the Old Church Slavonic (OCS) verb
byti ‘to be’ (van Schooneveld 1951). In her discussion of the origins of the Slavic BE-future,
Whaley (2000:23f.) points out that the nonpast perfective form of byti ‘be(come)’ was attested in
copular constructions with predicative nouns and adjectives as well as with various participles.
The nonpast perfective of byti plus the l-participle was also scarcely used as futurum exactum
(future perfect). Importantly, there was no other grammaticalized future tense form in OCS.2 One
may argue that the currently used pf form with an auxiliary BE in Polish is a direct descendent of
futurum exactum. Can this be true? Appealing as it may be, this hypothesis is problematic.
Firstly, if this was the case, we would expect that the current pf form in Polish is not restricted to
imperfective verbal complements, the more so since futurum exactum was more often attested
with perfective than with imperfective l-participles. Secondly, the PF form with a participial
complement was an innovative form, and it was the infinitival complement that was used in PF
in earlier Polish texts. Were futurum exactum the source of the pf in Polish, the opposite should
be the case. By contrast, the pf forms in Slovenian very likely originate from futurum exactum,
because an auxiliary BE in these futures takes an l-participle and not an infinitive as a
complement and more importantly, like in the case of futurum exactum the BE-auxiliary selects
for both perfective and imperfective complements. To sum up, the BE-auxiliary będzie in Polish
is a perfective form of the present tense verb BE, whereas the BE-auxiliary bom in Slovenian is a
pure future tense marker.

2.3 Restriction for an imperfective complement in pf in Polish
The next question is why Polish będzie is compatible only with imperfective verbal
complements. There are two possible diachronic explanations. One explanation proposed by
Whaley (2000) is that the Common Slavic change-of-state verb *bọbọ could have been
reinterpreted as an inceptive verb, and as such it behaved like other phase verbs (e.g. ‘begin’),
2

This does not mean that there were no ways of expressing future meaning. It is mentioned by Whaley (2000:23)
that in future contexts the nonpast forms of several verbs (e.g., ‘have’, ‘is (destined) to’, ‘want’, ‘begin’) are
attestested in combination with infinitives.
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which also co-occur only with imperfective complements. Another explanation is that in North
Slavic languages perfective nonpast denotes bounded future eventualities. One might speculate
that at some point there was a need for a means for the expression of unbounded future
eventualities. The periphrastic BE-future filled this gap. Actually both of these assumptions are
in line with our syntactic assumptions. We assume that będzie occupies some kind of vP or AspP
in syntax. From this position it can directly select its verbal complement. Additionally, our
hypothesis is that unlike the Slovenian bo, the Polish będzie is not completely devoid of the
lexical content. It denotes a state BE. This assumption is related to the observation that the
copular będzie in Polish means ‘will be’. In fact the combination of the BE-aux with a lexical
complement be gives rise to ungrammaticality, as shown in (5 a and b).
(5)

a.
b.

*będę
był
be.aux.1.sg be.prt.sg.m
*będę
być
be.aux.1.sg be.inf
(intended: ‘I will be’)

Denoting a state, będzie is compatible only with [+durative] eventualities. BE in Polish selects
for an imperfective complement because only imperfective aspect can morphologically realize
the feature [+durative]. Our prediction is then that in Slovenian, bo, which is a purely functional
tense head should be able to co-occur with the lexical complement be spelling out the lower
“VP” part of the tree. This prediction is corroborated, as shown in (6).
(6)

bom
bil
be.aux.1.sg be.prt.sg.m
‘I will be.’

(due to Lanko Marušić, p.c.)3

So far, it has been shown that future forms in Polish and in Slovenian differ syntactically but do
they differ semantically? The next section focuses on the semantic differences between the pf
and the sf in Polish and between pf+impf and pf+perf in Slovenian. Additionally, it is shown that
the semantic contrasts between pf+perf and pf+impf in Slovenian have their mirror image in the
opposition between the pf and the sf in Polish.

3 Semantic differences between Polish and Slovenian futures
3.1 Aspectual difference
The only generally known semantic difference between pf+perf and pf+impf in Slovenian and sf
and pf in Polish is aspectual. Pf+perf in Slovenian and sf in Polish denote bounded eventualities
compatible only with temporal frame adverbials, whereas pf+impf in Slovenian and pf in Polish
denote unbounded eventualities compatible with duration adverbials (cf. (7) and (8)).
(7)

3

a.

Pismo bom
letter be.aux.1sg

napisal
write.prt.perf.sg.m

v 3 ure
in 3 hours

/ *3 ure.
/ *3 hours

We would like to thank Frank Marušić for pointing out this data to us. According to him (p.c.), there might be
some dialectal variation. Additionally to the western dialects (Lanko’s included), bom bil is supposedly popular also
among the kids.
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(8)

a.
b.
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Napiszę
list
w trzy godziny / *trzy godziny.
write.prs.perf.1sg
letter
in 3 hours
/ *3 hours
‘I’ll write the letter in three hours.’
Pismo bom
pisal
3 ure
/ *v 3 ure..
letter be.aux.1sg
write.prt.impf.sg.m 3 hours
/ in 3 hours
Będę
pisał list
3 godziny / *w 3 godziny.
be.prs.perf.1sg
write.prt.impf.sg.m 3 hours / *in 3 hours
‘I’ll be writing the letter for three hours.’
(Slovenian examples are due to Lanko Marušić, p.c.)

A careful reader will wonder at this point, why pf in Polish has a durative meaning even though
one of its components, namely the auxiliary BE is morphologically perfective. As pointed out in
the previous section, będzie (BE) introduces a state. We would like to suggest that będzie does
not introduce its own eventuality argument. The only eventuality argument in the whole
periphrastic future form in Polish is introduced by a lexical complement. How is it possible that
będzie introduces a state but it does not introduce an eventuality argument? In a neo-Davidsonian
paradigm the assumption is that any verbal predicate (including states) has an underlying
Davidsonian event argument. However, in this study we assume following Maienborn (2001)
that there are two kinds of states. While verbs such as sit, stand, sleep refer to eventualities in the
sense of Davidson, the states denoted by such stative verbs like know, weigh,and own, as well as
any combination of a copular verb plus a predicate are Kimian states. Maienborn argues that
Kimian states do not introduce a typical eventuality argument but rather they introduce a
referential argument for a temporally bound property exemplification. Będzie in Polish
introduces a Kimian state, hence perfective aspect does not have any access to an eventuality
argument, and therefore it does not have any other semantic effect apart from the forwardshifting of the reference time. Since będzie denotes a state BE which is durative and since it can
only be complemented with [+durative] eventualities, i.e., states and processes, the whole
periphrastic future in Polish ends up being durative.

3.2 New semantic contrasts
Apart from the aspectual difference between sf and pf in Polish and pf+perf and pf+impf in
Slovenian there are other less known semantic contrasts between them. It is true that it is
impossible to make a clear-cut semantic distinction between sf and pf in Polish and pf+perf and
pf+impf in Slovenian as they do not occur in complementary distribution. There are contexts in
which both forms can be used. For example, both forms can express prediction, as shown for
Polish in (9).
(9)

a.

b.

Patrz
na
jego twarz. Zaraz się
rozpłacze.
look.impf.2sg at
his
face soon refl
burst-into-tears.prs.perf.3sg
‘Look at his face. He is going to/will burst into tears right now.’
Patrz
na
jego twarz. Zaraz będzie
płakał.
look.impf.2sg at
his
face soon be.aux.3sg
cry.prt.impf.sg.m
‘Look at his face. He is going to/will cry right now.’
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However, we show on the basis of the new evidence from an online scenario-based questionnaire
that there are contexts in which there is a clear contrast/difference in meaning between the two
future constructions.4

3.2.1 Warning contexts
The first difference in meaning between sf and pf in Polish and pf+perf and pf+impf in Slovenian
can be observed in ‘warning contexts’ presented in (10) and (11). Examples in (10) (sf in Polish
and pf+perf in Slovenian) are preferred in contexts of the type exemplified in Scenario 1,
whereas examples in (10) are naturally used in contexts of the type presented in Scenario 2.
Scenario 1: We see a blind man walking towards a precipice. We see that he is just about to fall
down. So we want to warn the man to prevent him from falling.
(10)
a.
Uwaga,
spadniesz!
Polish
caution
fall-down.prs.perf.2sg
b.
Pazi, padel
boš!
Slovenian
caution fall-down.prt.perf.sg.m
be.aux.2sg
‘Be careful. (If not) you are going to fall down!’
Scenario 2: You are a parachuting instructor. Your student is just about to jump. The jump has
been prearranged and you only want to signal its beginning.
(11)
a.
Uwaga,
będziesz
spadał!
Polish
caution
be.aux.2sg
fall-down.prt.impf.sg.m
b.
Pazi,
boš
padal!
Slovenian
caution
be.aux.2sg
fall-down.prt.impf.sg.m
‘Caution: you are about to begin falling down.’
The future forms in (10), i.e. sf in Polish and pf+perf in Slovenian express a strong warning and
they imply that the hearer can still do something to prevent the action of falling. In other words,
the action of falling in (9) is not pre-arranged at the moment of speaking, as highlighted in
Scenario 1. By contrast, the pf in Polish and pf+impf in Slovenian used in the warning context in
(11) announce an action which is already settled at the moment of speaking, as it follows from
Scenario 2.

3.2.2 Question contexts
The second semantic contrast between sf and pf in Polish and pf+perf and pf+impf in Slovenian
can be observed in ‘question contexts’ presented in (12) and (13). Questions in (12) (sf in Polish
and pf+perf in Slovenian) are preferred in Scenario 3, whereas questions in (13) (pf+impf in
Polish and Slovenian) are preferred in Scenario 4.
Scenario 3: Your car has just broken down. You need help so you ask your older brothers who of
them would agree to help you repair the car. It is not pre-determined whether any of them would

4

A Polish version of our scenario-based online questionnaire is available at www.ifa.uni.wroc.pl/questionnairePL and a
Slovenian version is available at www.ifa.uni.wroc.pl/questionnaireSL.
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agree to do this. So you actually ask two question: whether a future action is going to take place
and who will perform it.
(12) a.
Kto
naprawi
mi
samochód?
Polish
who repair.prs.perf.3sg
me.dat car.acc
b.
Kdo mi
bo
popravil
avto?
Slovenian
who me.dat be.aux.3sg
repair.prt.perf.sg.m car.acc
‘Who will repair my car?’
Scenario 4: Your car has broken down. You take it to a car repair station. They agree to repair
your car within a week. You are still curious which mechanic exactly will be repairing your car.
In this context the future action is preplanned and you only want to know who will perform it.
(13) a.
Kto
będzie
mi
naprawiał
samochód?
Polish
who be.prs.perf.3sg me.dat repair.prt.impf.sg.m car.acc
b.
Kdo mi
bo
popravljal
avto?
Slovenian
who me.dat be.aux.3sg
repair.prt.impf.sg.m car.acc
‘Who will be repairing my car?’
In Scenario 3, we actually ask two questions: who will perform a future action and whether the
future action will take place at all. It is not certain at the moment of asking whether the action of
repairing a car will take place in the future or not. In contrast, in Scenario 4, we ask only one
question: who will perform a future action. It is certain that someone will be repairing my car but
it is still unknown who it will be.

3.2.3 Offering contexts
The third difference in meaning between Polish sf and Slovenian pf+perf, on the one hand, and
pf+impf in Polish and Slovenian, on the other hand, can be observed in ‘offering contexts’ (see
Copley 2002, 2009). Only the former can be used in these contexts under an episodic
interpretation, as shown in (14 a and b) for Polish and (14 a’ and b’) for Slovenian.
(14)

a.
a’.

b.

b’.

5

Jeśli chcesz,
nasza firma
naprawi
ci
samochód.
if
want.prs.2sg our company repair.prs.perf.3sg you.dat car.acc
Če želiš,
ti
bo
naše podjetje popravilo
avto.
If want.prs.2sg you.dat be.aux.3sg our company repair.prt.perf.sg.n car.acc
‘If you want, our company will repair your car.’
#Jeśli chcesz,
nasza firma będzie
ci
naprawiać
if
want.prs.2sg our company be.prs.perf.3sg you.dat repair.inf.impf
samochód.
car.acc
#Če želiš,
ti
bo
naše podjetje popravljalo
avto.
If want.prs.2sg you.dat be.aux.3sg our company repair.prt.impf.sg.n car.acc
‘If you want, our company will repair your car.’5

This use of pf in Polish and pf+impf in Slovenian is implausible under an episodic reading but okay under a habitual reading.
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As observed by Copley (2002, 2009), when we make an offer, our addressee should have a
possibility of either accepting or rejecting it. This implies that we cannot offer future actions
which are already settled at the moment of speaking. Why do pf+impf forms in Polish and
Slovenian seem to conflict with offering contexts? These forms imply that the action being
offered is already pre-arranged at the moment of speaking. This means that the hearer, to whom
the offer is made, does not have a chance to decide whether he or she wants the offer to be
realized in the future, as it is the case in (14 a and a’) but not in (14 b and b’).

3.2.4 Idiomatic ‘I cannot believe’ (= ‘I am amazed’) contexts
The fourth contrast in the meaning of sf in Polish and pf+perf in Slovenian, on the one hand, and
pf+impf in Polish and Slovenian, on the other hand, arises in idiomatic ‘I cannot believe that’
contexts (see Copley 2002, 2009). Apart from its literal meaning, ‘I cannot believe that’ has an
idiomatic reading ‘I am amazed that’. The idiomatic meaning of ‘I cannot believe that’ is
available in the context presented in Scenario 5.
Scenario 5: Your boss has just asked your colleague John to organize a conference for 200
people. You think this decision is wrong because John is unexperienced and badly-organized.
After coming back home you express your amazement to your wife: (see (15) as a possible and
(16) as an impossible continuation of this context).
(15) a.
Ciągle nie mogę uwierzyć, że Janek będzie
wykonywał
still
not can.1sg believe
that John be.aux.3sg fulfil.prt.impf.sg.m
tak odpowiedzialne zadanie.
so responsible
task
b.
Ne morem verjeti, da
bo
Janek opravljal
not can.1sg believe that be.aux.3sg John fulfil.prt.impf.sg.m
tako odgovorno nalogo.
so responsible task
‘I cannot believe that John will be performing such a responsible task.’
= ‘I am amazed that John will be performing such a responsible task.’
(16) a.
#Nie chce mi
się
wierzyć,
not
wants me.dat refl
believe.inf
że
Janek wykona
tak
odpowiedzialne
zadanie.
that
John fulfil.prs.perf.3sg
so
responsible
task
b.
#Ne morem verjeti, da bo
Janek opravil
not can.1sg believe that be.aux.3sg John fulfil.prt.impf.sg.m
tako odgovorno nalogo.
so
responsible task
‘I cannot believe that John will fulfill/perform such a responsible task.’
(#‘I am amazed that John will fulfill/perform such a responsible task.’)
Why can only pf+impf future forms in Polish and Slovenian be used in Scenario 5 to express
amazement, as presented in the contrast between (15) and (16)? This happens so because one can
only be amazed by something which is already presupposed to be true and only pf+impf future
forms in Polish and Slovenian imply that a future action is settled at the moment of speaking.
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3.2.5 Preliminary conclusions
So far we have seen that sf forms in Polish and pf+perf forms in Slovenian are strongly preferred
in the following contexts: (i) warning as caution, (ii) offering context, (iii) question: ‘whether’ =
undetermined, ‘who’ = undetermined. In contrast, the PF form in Polish is strongly preferred in
the following contexts: (iv) warning as an announcement, (v) idiomatic ‘I can’t believe’ (= ‘I am
amazed’), (vi) question: ‘whether’ = determined, ‘who’ = undetermined. All these observations
lead to a conclusion that only the pf+impf form in Polish and Slovenian is preferably used to
express future actions which are settled at the moment of speaking. Two questions arise at this
point. Why are Polish sf forms and Slovenian pf+perf forms more compatible with contexts in
which future actions are not pre-arranged and why are Polish pf forms and Slovenian pf+impf
forms compatible with contexts in which future actions are settled at the moment of speaking?
This question will be handled in the framework of force dynamics recently proposed by Copley
and Harley (2010, 2011).

4 Two futures in Polish and Slovenian from the perspective of a
force-dynamic model
Copley and Harley (2010, 2011) replace events by means of forces, where a force is treated as a
transition from an initial situation to a situation that results ceteris paribus (all else being equal).
Situations are understood as spatiotemporal arrangements of individuals along with their
properties. Copley and Harley claim that introducing forces makes it possible to create simpler
accounts of a number of linguistic phenomena. For example, they point out that in an eventchaining approach it is not possible to account for the fact that the causation relationship between
a causing sub-event e1 and a caused sub-event e2 might fail to occur. In some languages, e.g., in
(some) Salish languages it is possible to express morphologically whether a causing sub-event e1
implies or entails the successful completion of the caused sub-event e2 in the case of verbal
predicates denoting accomplishments. Unlike in an event-chaining framework, in a forcedynamic semantics, forces interact with each other in predictable ways. The same force applied
to the same object may produce a different or no result, depending on what other forces are
active in the situation. In other words, if you have an initial situation and a force is applied, and
no stronger force intervenes, the final situation results. How can forces help us understand subtle
differences in the meaning and use of two future forms in Polish and Slovenian? Copley and
Harley (2011) represent the relation between the present and the future by means of causal
chains of situations with net forces envisaged in Diagram 1.
f-1

f0

f1

f2

s-1

s0

s1

s2

Diagram 1: A causal chain of situations with net forces

4.1 Aspect in a force-dynamic model
What is essential for us in our account of semantic differences between future forms in Polish
and Slovenian is how a force-dynamic model handles a distinction between states and events. In
a force-dynamic model, events involve a force reflecting an input of energy into a situation,
while states are simply true of a situation. How does a force-dynamic model formalise
grammatical aspect? According to Copley and Harley (2010, 2011), aspect maps from predicates
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of forces to predicates of situations. This corresponds to the common assumption that aspect
maps from event predicates to temporal predicates. Imperfective aspect takes a predicate of
forces (π, the denotation of the vP) and a topic situation s0 provided by tense and says that the
property π holds of the net force of this topic situation, as shown in (17).
(17)

[[imperfective]] = λπλs0.π(net(s0))

In the case of imperfective predicates, a force with a property π is the net force in the topic
situation s0, and if all else is equal and nothing external interferes, s1 will result, as shown in the
causal chain of situations with net forces in Diagram 2.

Diagram 2: A causal chain of situations for the imperfective aspect
In Diagram 2, shading indicates the situation whose net force has the property π, namely s0, the
topic situation. A broken line indicates situations which are not part of the denotation of the
imperfective. On the other hand, perfective aspect takes a predicate of forces (π, the denotation
of the vP) and a topic situation s0 provided by tense and says that the predicate of forces π is the
net force of s–1, as shown in (18).
(18)

[[perfective]] = λπλs0.π(net(s-1))

In (18) s-1 is a situation in the causal chain preceding s0. Perfective aspect signals that the result
situation of some force holds as of the topic situation provided by tense. That is, π is true of the
force that caused s0, the topic situation, as envisaged in Diagram 3.

Diagram 3: A causal chain of situations for the perfective aspect
In Diagram 3, shading indicates the situation whose net force has the property π, namely s-1, the
predecessor of the topic situation s0. Using these formal definitions of imperfective and
perfective aspect, we intend to show that tense and aspect morphemes in sf in Polish and pf+perf
in Slovenian interact compositionally to form longer causal chains of situations than it is the case
for pf in Polish and pf+impf in Slovenian. The longer the causal chain of situations is, the more
opportunities there are for possible changes or interventions, or more formally, for other net
forces to be formed. This in turn implies that the longer the causal chain is, the less certain the
future outcome is. Since sf in Polish and pf+perf in Slovenian are preferable in ‘warning as
caution’ and ‘offering’ contexts, i.e., in non-prearranged future contexts allowing for changes or
interventions, we expect that the causal chain in these contexts is longer than in pf in Polish and
pf+impf in Slovenian, which are preferable in ‘warning as an announcement’ and idiomatic ‘I
can’t believe’ contexts, i.e., in pre-arranged/pre-planned or settled future contexts allowing for
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almost no changes or interventions. Two questions arise at this point: (i) How does the length of
the causal chain of situations follow from the semantics of the respective future forms in Polish
and Slovenian?; (ii) How to account for the fact that there is the following semantic
correspondence between the Polish and Slovenian future forms in spite of the fact that these
forms are not identical: sf (Pol.) ≈ pf+perf (Slov.) and pf (Pol.) ≈ pf+impf (Slov.)? As mentioned
in Sections 1 and 2, sf in Polish is a present tense form of a perfective lexical verb, while the
future auxiliary będzie in Polish is a perfective form of the present tense verb BE. On the other
hand, in Slovenian, there is no sf and the BE-auxiliary bom in Slovenian pf+perf and pf+impf
forms is a pure future tense marker. Additionally, the future auxiliary będzie in Polish
obligatorily selects for an imperfective complement, whereas its counterpart bo in Slovenian can
select for both perfective and imperfective complements. How can these facts be translated into
the language of force-dynamics? Let us first focus on how causal chains of situations are formed
in Polish sf and Slovenian be+perf.

4.2 Causal chains of situations in sf in Polish and pf+perf in Slovenian
Since the auxiliary bo in the Slovenian be+perf is a TP-related auxiliary, its function is to
temporally locate the topic situation right after the speech time. Its complement is an l-participle,
which is marked as perfective. Perfective aspect takes a predicate of forces π (the denotation of
the vP) and a topic situation s0 provided by tense and says that the predicate of forces π is the net
force of s–1 , where s–1 is a situation in the causal chain preceding s0. This results in a causal chain
of situations presented in Diagram 4.

Diagram 4: A causal chain of situations for be+perf in Slovenian
In the causal chain of situations in Diagram 4, the topic situation s0: (i) is provided by tense; (ii)
is the situation the speaker is talking about; (iii) is the result situation of s-1. The shading
indicates the situation whose net force has the property π, namely s-1, the predecessor of the topic
situation s0. The same causal chain of situations is obtained in sf in Polish. The sf in Polish is a
combination of present tense and perfective aspect. According to Copley and Harley (2011),
perfective aspect signals that the result situation of some force holds as of the topic situation
provided by tense. However, what we have in Polish is present tense, i.e., the topic situation
should be true of the situation surrounding the speech time ST ⊆ s0, contrary to fact. Obviously,
the situation you are talking about (i.e., the topic situation) in sf in Polish lies in the future. How
to account for the fact that the combination of perfective aspect with present tense gives rise to a
future time reference? There exists evidence that the combination of present tense and perfective
aspect is sufficient to trigger future time reference, as shown in (19).
(19) a.
Muszę
myć
tę klatkę schodową za karę.
must.1sg
clean.impf
this staircase.acc
as punishment
‘I have to clean this staircase as a punishment.’
b.
Muszę
umyć
tę klatkę schodową
za karę.
must.1sg
clean.perf this staircase.acc
as punishment
‘I have to clean this staircase as a punishment.’
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The only formal difference between (19a) and (19b) is the aspectual form of an infinitival
complement of a present tense modal verb. This difference results in a semantic contrast. (19a)
means by default (when no adverbial modifiers are used) that the speaker is cleaning a staircase
at the moment of speaking because it is his or her obligation. On the other hand, (19b) means that
the speaker will clean a staircase after the moment of speaking because he or she has such an
obligation at the moment of speaking. This points to a conclusion that perfective aspect has the
function of forward-shifting of the reference time (see Condoravdi 2001). More formally
speaking, we assume, following Borik (2002), that the meaning of perfective aspect is that there
cannot be any overlapping between the speech time (ST) and reference time (RT) (where RT
corresponds to our topic situation), i.e., ST ∩ RT = ∅. In order to fulfill this condition, RT has
either to precede or to follow the ST, i.e. there are two options: (i) RT > ST and (ii) ST > RT.
The first option (i) RT > ST is excluded for the simple reason that Polish future forms combine
present tense (and not past tense) and perfective aspect. So the only option available is (ii) ST >
RT. Hence the topic situation follows the speech time, i.e., ST > s0 (where RT = s0). Perfective
aspect takes a predicate of forces π (the denotation of the vP) and a topic situation s0 in this case
provided by the combination of present tense and perfective aspect and says that the predicate of
forces π is the net force of s–1 , where s–1 is a situation in the causal chain preceding s0. This
results in a causal chain of situations presented in Diagram 5, which is directly equivalent to
Diagram 4.

Diagram 5: A causal chain of situations for sf in Polish
In Diagram 5 the topic situation s0: (i) is provided by perfective aspect; (ii) is the situation the
speaker is talking about; (iii) is the result situation of s-1. The shading indicates the situation
whose net force has the property π, namely s-1, the predecessor of the topic situation s0. To sum
up, in sf in Polish and in pf+perf, the situation whose net force has the property π is s-1, i.e., the
situation in the causal chain immediately preceding s0, the topic situation. In other words, the
causal chain of situations is long enough (s-1 + s0) to create opportunities for other forces to creep
in. This explains why these forms are preferred in contexts, which require that there is an option
of changing or preventing the future outcome.

4.3 Causal chains of situations in pf in Polish and pf+impf in Slovenian
In Section 3, we observed that both be+impf in Slovenian and pf in Polish can be used to express
pre-arranged events. Hence, we expect that these future forms have shorter causal chains of
situations, in which it is less likely that other net forces will be formed thus preventing the future
outcome. How is a causal chain of situations obtained compositionally in be+impf in Slovenian
and pf in Polish? Let us first focus on be+impf in Slovenian. As in the case of be+perf, the
temporal auxiliary bo in Slovenian situates the topic situation right after the speech time, i.e., ST
≥ s0. The l-participle is marked as imperfective. Imperfective aspect says that the denotation of
the vP (π) holds of the net force of s0 (i.e., the topic situation provided by tense). This results in a
causal chain of situations presented in Diagram 6.
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Diagram 6: A causal chain of situations for pf+impf in Polish
In Diagram 6 the topic situation s0: (i) is provided by tense; (ii) is the situation the speaker is
talking about. The shading indicates the situation whose net force has the property π, namely s0,
the topic situation. If nothing external interferes s1 will result but essentially s1 is not a necessary
outcome of s0. A similar situation arises in the Polish pf form despite its different syntactic makeup. Recall that pf in Polish is a combination of będzie + an imperfective complement. We saw
evidence showing that morphologically and diachronically, będzie is a perfective present tense
form of BE (van Schooneveld 1951). Unlike the Slovenian bo, the Polish będzie is not
completely devoid of the lexical content, as it denotes a state BE, more precisely, a Kimian state.
That is, it does not have an event argument, hence the perfective aspect cannot operate on it.
Additionally, będzie can only combine with an imperfective form of an l-participle. The
combination of present tense and perfective aspect in będzie temporally locates the topic
situation (s0) after the speech situation, i.e., ST > s0 (see Section 4.2 for the motivation). The
state BE introduced by będzie predicates over the topic situation (s0). The lexical complement of
będzie is marked as imperfective. Imperfective aspect says that the denotation of the vP, i.e., π,
holds of the net force of the topic situation (s0). This means that the combination of a state BE
introduced by będzie and the denotation of the imperfective vP (π) hold of the topic situation (s0).
This results in the causal chain of situation presented in Diagram 7:

Diagram 7: A causal chain of situations for pf in Polish
In Diagram 7 the state introduced by będzie + vP hold of the topic situation (s0). The topic
situation s0: (i) is provided by perfective aspect; (ii) is the situation the speaker is talking about;
(iii) is the situation of which the state BE and the property π denoted by vP hold. In pf in Polish
and pf+impf in Slovenian, the situation whose net force has the property π is s0 (the topic
situation), and not s-1. The causal chain of situations for pf in Polish and pf+impf in Slovenian is
not long enough to create opportunities for other forces to creep in. This fact explains why these
forms are preferably used for pre-planned/pre-arranged/settled future eventualities. Whenever a
speaker wants to express a pre-planned/pre-arranged future eventuality, he or she will choose a
form which more faithfully expresses his or her desire for this future eventuality to be realized.
As there is no intermediate situation (s-1) in the denotation of pf in Polish and pf+impf in
Slovenian, the topic situation will (normally) immediately follow the speech situation and thus
be a natural continuation of pre-arrangements or plans.
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5 Conclusions
Despite syntactic differences between future forms in Polish and Slovenian, we observe the
following semantic equivalence between them: (i) Slov. BE-aux+l-participle.impf ≈ Pol. PF and
(ii) Slov. BE-aux+l-participle.perf ≈ Pol. SF. Pf in Polish and pf+impf in Slovenian form
compositionally shorter causal chains of situations. In the denotation of these forms there is no
intermediate situation (s-1) between the speech situation and the topic situation. Hence pf in
Polish and pf+impf are more compatible with the contexts in which the future event is already
settled/determined at the moment of speaking. Sf in Polish and pf+perf in Slovenian form
compositionally longer causal chain of situations, as in the denotation of these forms there is an
intermediate situation (s-1) between the speech situation and the topic situation. Hence sf in
Polish and pf+perf in Slovenian are more compatible with contexts in which future eventualities
are not the realisations of pre-arrangements or plans, which require that there should be
opportunities for changes or interventions. We would like to emphasize that the existence of a
PLAN is not presupposed by pf in Polish and pf+impf in Slovenian. A PLAN is not part of the
semantics of these forms. What we want to say is that the semantics of these forms makes them
more compatible in contexts expressing pre-planned future eventualities.
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1 Introduction
Two major approaches to n-words, e.g., no and never in (1) below, have been pursued in
the previous literature. The negative indefinite (NI) approach takes n-words to be indefinite
expressions within the scope of a sentential negation operator (Penka, 2007, Zeijlstra, 2004,
Tubau, 2008:a.o.) and analyzes sentence (1a) below as shown in (2). The negative quantifier
(NQ) approach takes n-words to be negative quantifiers occurring in otherwise positive sentences
(Zanuttini, 1991, Haegeman, 1995:a.o.) and proposes an analysis along the lines of (3).1
(1)

a. No student stepped forward.
b. Susan never saw this movie.

(2)

¬9x(student0 (x) ^ step-forward0 (x))

(3)

Nx(student0 (x) ^ step-forward0 (x))

If we had a way to detect the presence of sentential negation, it would be possible to tease these two
approaches apart. The crucial starting point for this paper is the observation that sentential negation
affects the distribution of polarity particles (yes, no) in confirming responses to a previously made
assertion:2
⇤ We

are very grateful to the anonymous referees and the audience at Sinn und Bedeutung for helpful feedback, and
to the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) for financial support.
1 From the point of view of this paper, de Swart and Sag (2002) fall under the NI analysis in that for them the same
polyadic negative quantifier occurs in both ordinary negative sentences and sentences involving n-words in English,
the only difference between them being the addicity of this quantifier. We are concerned here with differentiating
analyses where n-words and sentential negation are treated as involving essentially the same operator and analyses in
which they are not. For the sake of simplicity we refer to the former as NI and to the latter as NQ approaches.
2 See Kramer and Rawlins (2009) for discussion related to this point.
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(4)

a. A: Paul stepped forward.
b. B: Yes / *No, Paul stepped forward.

(5)

a. A: Paul did not step forward.
b. B: Yes / No, Paul did not step forward.

Thus, the NI approach – but not the NQ approach – predicts that sentences with n-words like (6)
pattern with negative sentences like (5) above rather than with positive sentences like (4):
(6)

a. A: No student stepped forward.
b. B: Yes / No, no student stepped forward.

The two main goals of this paper are (i) to test whether sentential negation indeed affects the
distribution of polarity particles as indicated in (4) and (5) and (ii) to test whether the prediction
made by the NI theory is borne out. After a brief outline of the grammar of polarity particles
in section 2, section 3 describes an experiment testing polarity particle patterns in responses to
sentences without n-words, section 4 describes an experiment testing polarity particle patterns in
responses to sentences with n-words and section 5 concludes. The appendix provides more details
about the statistical modeling of the data.

2 The grammar of polarity particles
Polarity particles occur in responses to both assertions – Amy left. {Yes, she did. / No, she didn’t.}
– and polar questions – Did Amy leave? {Yes, she did. / No, she didn’t.}. We take both assertions
and polar questions to express proposals to update the common ground of a conversation in one or
more ways (Groenendijk and Roelofsen, 2009, Farkas and Bruce, 2010:a.o.). Polarity particles in
turn are seen as marking certain types of responses to a given proposal.
To flesh out this basic idea, we need to formally characterize a suitable notion of proposals and
specify how polarity particles are interpreted given the proposal they address. We work within the
framework of inquisitive semantics, which takes the proposition expressed by a sentence to capture
not simply its informative / truth-conditional content, but more generally, the proposal made when
uttering that sentence. Propositions represent a set of one or more potential updates of the common
ground and are defined as sets of possibilities, where each possibility is a set of possible worlds.
The figures below exemplify the propositions expressed by an assertion and a question: w1 and w2
are worlds where Amy left and w3 and w4 are worlds where Amy did not leave. The proposition
expressed by a sentence ϕ is denoted by [ ϕ]].
[ Amy left]]

[ Did Amy leave?]]

w1

w2

w1

w2

w3

w4

w3

w4
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In uttering a sentence ϕ, a speaker (i) provides the information that the actual world is contained
in at least one of the possibilities in [ ϕ]], and (ii) requests a response from other participants that
provides enough information to establish at least one of the proposed updates.
For many purposes, it is sufficient to simply represent proposals as sets of possibilities. But to
account for the distribution and interpretation of polarity particles, we need a more fine-grained
representation. To see this, consider the following three questions below. The propositions
expressed by these questions consist of the same two possibilities, the possibility that the door
is open and the possibility that the door is closed. However, polarity particles used in responses to
these questions have a different distribution and interpretation.
(7)

Is the door open?

Yes ) open

(8)

Is the door closed?

Yes ) closed /

No ) open

(9)

Is the door open" or closed#?

# Yes

# No

/
/

No ) closed

In order to capture these contrasts, we make a distinction between highlighted and non-highlighted
possibilities (Roelofsen and van Gool, 2010, Pruitt and Roelofsen, 2011, Farkas, 2011, Farkas
and Roelofsen, 2011). Intuitively, highlighted possibilities are foregrounded and are explicitly
mentioned: (7) highlights the possibility that the door is open, (8) highlights the possibility that the
door is closed and (9) highlights both of these possibilities. This is depicted in the figures below,
where w1 and w2 are worlds where the door is open while w3 and w4 are worlds where the door is
closed; highlighted possibilities are displayed with a thick border.
[ Is the door open?]]

[ Is the door closed?]]

[ Is the door open" or closed#?]]

w1

w2

w1

w2

w1

w2

w3

w4

w3

w4

w3

w4

Highlighted possibilities serve as antecedents for subsequent anaphoric expressions – and polarity
particles are such anaphoric expressions. As a first step then, we assume that a yes answer to
an initiative ψ presupposes that there is exactly one highlighted alternative for ψ and if this
presupposition is met, yes confirms the highlighted alternative. A no answer simply rejects all
the highlighted possibilities for ψ.
This enables us to account for the contrast between (7), (8), and (9). In the case of (7), there is
exactly one highlighted alternative so yes is licensed and it confirms the highlighted alternative,
conveying that the door is open; no is also licensed and it denies the highlighted alternative
conveying that the door is closed. In the case of (8), there is again exactly one highlighted
alternative and the reasoning goes through just as before except that the highlighted alternative
is different. Finally, in the case of (9), there are two highlighted alternatives so yes is not licensed
because its presupposition is not met and no is infelicitous because it signals that the door is neither
open nor closed, which is contradictory.
Treating polarity particles as anaphoric to highlighted possibilities makes two additional correct
predictions: (i) they can only be used in responses, not ‘out of the blue’, and (ii) they cannot be
used in response to wh-questions, assuming that such questions do not highlight any possibilities.
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However, the distinction between highlighted and non-highlighted possibilities is not sufficient
for a full account of polarity particles. The two sentences below are entirely equivalent in the
system considered so far: they express the same proposition and highlight the same possibility.
However, they do not license the same polarity particles.
(10)

Susan failed the exam.

Yes, she failed. / *No, she failed.

(11)

Susan didn’t pass the exam.

Yes, she didn’t pass. / No, she didn’t pass.

This contrast can only be accounted for semantically if we make our notion of propositions /
proposals even more fine-grained: we will make a distinction between positive and negative
possibilities (see Farkas and Roelofsen 2011). Negative possibilities are introduced by sentential
negation. That is, [ not ϕ]] consists of a single highlighted and negative [H,−] possibility: the
S
complement of [ ϕ]]. For instance, (11) above expresses a proposition consisting of a single [H,−]
possibility. In contrast, (10) express a proposition consisting of a single [H,+] possibility.
Polarity particles in English do double duty: they may signal whether the antecedent
possibilities are confirmed or rejected or whether the antecedent possibilities are supposed to be
positive or negative.3 In (10), yes signals that the response is confirming or that the antecedent is
positive; no is not licensed because it can only be used to signal that the response is rejecting or
that the antecedent is negative, and neither is the case here. In (11), yes can be used because it
signals confirmation, while no can be used because it signals that the antecedent is negative.
To capture the idea that polarity particles do double duty, we assume that they are used to
realize either an absolute or a relative polarity feature (see Pope 1976, Farkas and Bruce 2010,
Farkas 2010, Farkas and Roelofsen 2011). An absolute polarity feature marks a response as being
positive or negative ([+] or [−]), while a relative polarity feature marks a response as having the
same absolute polarity as the antecedent or the reverse ([SAME] or [REVERSE]). Thus, there are
four possible feature value combinations:
[SAME,+]
[SAME,−]
[REVERSE,+]
[REVERSE,−]

response
+
−
+
−

relation with antecedent
same
same
reverse
reverse

We take polarity features to be hosted by a syntactic node PolP, which always attaches to a clausal
node that we call its prejacent. The prejacent may be partially or fully elided. Alternatively, a fully
elided prejacent can be treated as a null pro-sentence.
We take the semantic contribution of features in PolP to be purely presuppositional. If the
presuppositions of PolP are met, it contributes the identity function λ p. p:
• [SAME,+] presupposes a unique [H,+] alternative α on the Table and presupposes that its
prejacent confirms this alternative ([[prejacent]] = {α [+] })4
3 The issue of whether the response signals information relevant to the polarity of the antecedent or the response
itself is immaterial for English and therefore we ignore it here. For data showing that the polarity of the response is
relevant, see Farkas (2010).
4 We assume a discourse model of the kind specified in Farkas and Roelofsen (2011), building on Farkas and Bruce
(2010). In this model, a discourse context includes a stack of propositions called the Table representing the proposals
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• [SAME,−] presupposes a unique [H,−] alternative α on the Table and presupposes that its
prejacent confirms this alternative ([[prejacent]] = {α [−] })
• [REVERSE,+] presupposes a non-empty set of [H,−] alternatives A on the Table and
S
presupposes that its prejacent rejects all these alternatives ([[prejacent]] = { A[+] })
• [REVERSE,−] presupposes a non-empty set of [H,+] alternatives A on the Table and
S
presupposes that its prejacent rejects all these alternatives ([[prejacent]] = { A[−] })
Now that we have specified the semantic contribution of the polarity feature combinations, the next
question to address is which particles can be used to realize which features. In English, [SAME] and
[+] can be realized by yes, while [REVERSE] and [−] can be realized by no. That is, as mentioned
above, polarity particles in English do double duty: they are used to realize both absolute and
relative polarity features. Given a certain feature combination, features that are more marked have
higher ‘realization needs’: (i) [−] is marked relative to [+]; (ii) [REVERSE] is marked relative to
[SAME]; and (iii) the absolute polarity of [REVERSE] responses is marked because it contrasts with
the polarity of the antecedent.
This account makes the following predictions for English:
(12)

a.
b.
c.
d.

[SAME,+] can only be realized by yes.
[REVERSE,−] can only be realized by no.
[SAME,−] can be realized by yes or no.
[REVERSE,+] can be realized by yes or no.

(13)

a. In the case of [SAME,−], we expect a preference for no over yes because [−] is more
marked than [SAME].
b. In the case of [REVERSE,+], both features have high realization needs; across languages
we see different strategies to satisfy these needs

In English, [REVERSE,+] polarity phrases must have an explicit prejacent with verum focus,
reflecting the contrastive positive polarity of the response:
(14)

A: Peter didn’t call.

B: Yes, he DID. / No, he DID.

In sum, the two points directly relevant to our current purposes are as follows. First, particle
distribution is sensitive to whether the initiative is positive or negative. In [SAME] responses to
positive initiatives, only yes can be used. In [SAME] responses to negative initiatives, both yes and
no can be used. Second, the polarity of the initiative correlates with the presence of sentential
negation rather than with lexical negativity – recall the contrast between (10) and (11) above. We
can therefore use polarity particles as a probe to detect sentential negation.

3 Experiment 1: basic distribution of polarity particles
Experiment 1 is designed to test two basic predictions of the theory specified above: (i) in [SAME]
responses to positive assertions, only yes can be used; and (ii) in [SAME] responses to negative
assertions, both yes and no can be used.
under consideration. We refer to alternatives that are contained in the first proposition on the Table simply as the
‘alternatives on the Table.’
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Method. We used online questionnaires to test people’s preferences for the particle yes or no
when they agree with a previously made assertion. Two typical experimental items are provided
below:
(15)

This substance will prevent the clay from twisting.
a. 2 Yes, it will.
b. 2 No, it will.

[stimulus]
[response option 1]
[response option 2]

(16)

At most six volunteers did not sign up for free housing.
a. 2 Yes, at most six of them didn’t.
b. 2 No, at most six of them didn’t.

[stimulus]
[response option 1]
[response option 2]

The dependent variable RESP encodes the choice of polarity particle in responses (factor with
2 levels: yes, no; ‘success’ level: yes). The three independent variables are as follows. First,
STIM - POL encodes the polarity of the stimulus (factor with 2 levels: pos, neg; reference level: pos).
If the stimulus is positive, we expect the subjects to overwhelmingly signal agreement with the
particle yes; if the stimulus is negative, we expect the subjects to signal agreement with either yes
or no. Second, NP - TYPE encodes the type of subject NP in the stimulus (factor with 4 levels: ref,
atmost, exactly, some; reference level: ref). All stimuli have the structure ‘subject + predication’;
the subject NPs are referential or quantificational with 3 possible determiners: some, at most n and
exactly n. We are interested in whether the referential vs. quantificational nature of the subject and
their monotonicity properties affect particle choice. Finally, PART- POS encodes the position of the
polarity particle in the response (factor with 2 levels: ini, fin; reference level: ini). The particle is
placed either at the beginning of the response or at the end.
Item (15) above exemplifies the combination STIM - POL = pos, NP - TYPE = ref, PART- POS =
ini, while item 16 exemplifies the combination STIM - POL = neg, NP - TYPE = atmost, PART- POS =
ini.
For each of the 16 = 2 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 2 combinations, 3 stimulus sentences were generated for a
total of 48. The sentences were randomly selected from the Brown Corpus and the Corpus of
Contemporary American English and simplified in various ways (shortened etc.). A total of 53
subjects in an undergraduate class completed the online experiment for extra-credit. For each
subject, we randomly selected 1 sentence for each of the 16 combinations. Total number of
observations: N = 53 ⇥ 16 = 848. We randomized both the order of the stimuli and the order
of the two possible responses for each stimulus. The experiment presented in the next section
together with another experiment with the same ‘stimulus + choose 1 of 2 agreeing responses’
format plus 7 items in which the responses disagreed with the stimulus were used as fillers.
Results. Barplots of STIM - POL by RESP and NP - TYPE by RESP are provided below, as well as a
mosaic plot of NP - TYPE by STIM - POL by RESP.
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NP - TYPE
no

400

by RESP

NP - TYPE
200

yes
no

150

200

100

100

50

atmost
yes

no

exactly
yes

no

some
yes

by RESP

yes
no

neg

300

no

pos

STIM - POL

ref
yes

by STIM - POL by RESP

0

0

pos

neg

ref

atmost

exactly

some

The main observation confirms our overall expectation: when the stimulus is positive, the response
particle is overwhelmingly yes and when the stimulus is negative, the response particle is either
yes or no.
We also see that when the stimulus is negative and the subject NP is referential, there is a
preference for no; in contrast, when the stimulus is negative and the subject NP is at most n or
exactly n, there is a preference for yes while a negative stimulus with a some subject NP exhibits
no particular preference for either yes or no. At this point, we do not have an explanation for these
fine-grained differences between the different kinds of subject NPs. Since these differences are not
directly relevant to the goals of this paper, we will not discuss them further here.
Finally, the position of the particle in responses, e.g., Yes, it will versus It will, yes, was
irrelevant for the choice of polarity particle, so we did not depict it graphically. This is as expected:
particle choice was not predicted to depend on position.
Appendix A provides the details of the statistical analysis.

4 Experiment 2: polarity particles and n-words
Experiment 2 investigates whether sentences with n-words behave like negative sentences or like
positive sentences with respect to the distribution of polarity particles in responses.
Method. Just as for experiment 1, we used online questionnaires to test whether people prefer to
use yes or no in agreeing responses to a previously made assertion. Three examples of experimental
items are provided below:
(17)

None of the local bookstores are hiring full-time.
a. 2 Yes, none of them are.
b. 2 No, none of them are.

[stimulus]
[response option 1]
[response option 2]

(18)

The Neanderthals never crossed the Mediterranean.
a. 2 Yes, they never did.
b. 2 No, they never did.

[stimulus]
[response option 1]
[response option 2]

(19)

Infants sometimes do not learn to speak before the age of four.

[stimulus]
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a. 2 Yes, they sometimes don’t.
b. 2 No, they sometimes don’t.

[response option 1]
[response option 2]

Just as before, the dependent variable RESP encodes choice of polarity particle in responses (factor
with 2 levels: yes, no; ‘success’ level: yes). We have two independent variables. First, STIM - TYPE
(factor with 3 levels: some, none, somenot; reference level: somenot) encodes the three types
of stimuli we considered: (i) sentences with n-words but without sentential negation (none); (ii)
sentences with an existential and sentential negation (somenot); and finally (iii) sentences with
an existential and without sentential negation (some). If the stimulus is positive (STIM - TYPE =
some), we expect that agreement is generally signaled with the particle yes. If the stimulus is
negative (STIM - TYPE = somenot), we expect that agreement can be signaled with both yes and no.
Crucially, we want to see whether sentences with n-words (STIM - TYPE = none) license both yes
and no in agreeing responses – like negative sentences – or only yes – like positive sentences. The
second independent variable is GRAM - FUN (factor with 2 levels: S(ubject), A(dverb); reference
level: S) encoding the fact that we considered both nominal and adverbial n-words.
Item (17) above exemplifies the combination STIM - TYPE = none, GRAM - FUN = S. Item (18)
exemplifies the combination STIM - TYPE = none, GRAM - FUN = A. Finally, item (19) exemplifies
the combination STIM - TYPE = somenot, GRAM - FUN = A.
For each of the resulting 6 = 3 ⇥ 2 combinations, 3 stimulus sentences were generated for
a total of 18. The sentences were randomly selected from the Brown Corpus and the Corpus
of Contemporary American English and simplified in various ways (shortened etc.). A total
of 53 subjects in an undergraduate class completed the online experiment for extra-credit. For
each subject, we randomly selected 1 sentence for each of the 6 combinations. Total number of
observations: N = 53 ⇥ 6 = 318. For each subject, we randomized both the order of the stimuli and
the order of the two possible responses for each stimulus. The experiment in the previous section
together with another experiment with the same ‘stimulus + choose 1 of 2 agreeing responses’
format plus 7 items in which the responses disagreed with the stimulus were used as fillers.
Results. Barplots for STIM - TYPE by RESP and for GRAM - FUN by
well as a mosaic plot of STIM - TYPE by GRAM - FUN by RESP.
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The main observation is that sentences with n-words license both yes and no in agreeing responses,
just like negative sentences. In contrast, positive sentences only license yes in agreeing responses.
In addition, the mosaic plot indicates that the association between stimulus type and response
particle does not vary by grammatical function: the pattern observed when aggregating over both
subjects and adverbs is the same as the patterns we observe when we look at them separately.
Finally, n-words induce a stronger preference for no than neg+existentials, while positive
existentials have a much stronger preference for yes than neg+existentials. These preferences are
more pronounced for adverbs than for subjects.
Appendix B provides the details of the statistical analysis.

5 Conclusion
We have seen that negative sentences license both yes and no in agreeing responses, while positive
sentences only license yes in agreeing responses. Sentences with n-words license both yes and no
in agreeing responses, i.e., they behave like sentences with sentential negation. This is directly
predicted by analyses that treat sentences involving n-words and sentences involving ordinary
sentential negation as containing the same, possibly covert negative operator, and therefore
the evidence supports the NI approach to n-words or, alternatively, the polyadic quantification
approach. The pattern is not predicted, at least not without further stipulations, if n-words are
simply treated as quantifiers as the NQ approach does.

A Statistical modeling of the results of Experiment 1
Given that the dependent variable RESP is binary, we use logistic regression models to analyze
the data. The first model we consider is the full model as far as the fixed effects STIM - POL,
NP - TYPE and PART- POS are concerned: main effects plus all two-way and three-way interactions;
in addition, we consider intercept-only random effects for both subjects and items.
No term involving PART- POS (main effect or interaction) is significant. Dropping PART- POS (all
8 terms: the main effect, 4 two-way interactions, 3 three-way interactions) does not significantly
increase the deviance (p = 0.41). Furthermore, the item random effects account for practically no
variance, so we drop them. Therefore, we focus exclusively on the STIM - POL and NP - TYPE fixed
effects and the subject random effects.
We investigate whether we need to add random effects for slopes in addition to the intercept
random effects. Adding random effects for STIM - POL in addition to intercept random effects
is highly significant (p = 7.81 ⇥ 10−8 ). Adding random effects for NP - TYPE in addition to the
random effects for STIM - POL and the intercept is not significant (p = 0.86). Similarly, adding
random effects for NP - TYPE to the model with intercept-only random effects is not significant, but
adding random effects for STIM - POL in addition to random effects for NP - TYPE and the intercept is
highly significant. Therefore, we will focus exclusively on the model with STIM - POL and NP - TYPE
fixed effects (including interactions) and random effects for the intercept and the STIM - POL slope.
We check that we need all the fixed effects. Adding NP - TYPE to the model with STIM - POL as
the only fixed effect and random effects for both the intercept and the STIM - POL slope is highly
significant (p = 6.81 ⇥ 10−16 ). Similarly, adding the interaction between STIM - POL and NP - TYPE
to the model with STIM - POL and NP - TYPE as additive fixed effects and with random effects for
both the intercept and the STIM - POL slope is highly significant (p = 3.15 ⇥ 10−6 ).
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Thus, our final mixed-effects logistic regression model is as follows. Fixed effects: STIM - POL,
NP - TYPE and their interaction. Random effects: subject random effects for the intercept and the
STIM - POL slope. The maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) for this model are provided below:
RANDOM EFFECTS
INTERCEPT
STIM - POL -neg
FIXED EFFECTS
INTERCEPT
STIM - POL -neg
NP - TYPE -atmost
NP - TYPE -exactly
NP - TYPE -some
STIM - POL -neg

: NP - TYPE -atmost
: NP - TYPE -exactly
STIM - POL -neg : NP - TYPE -some
STIM - POL -neg

std.dev.
3.89
4.2
estimate
8.58
-10.21
-2.55
-1.47
-2.25
5.43
4.47
3.74

corr.
-0.95
std.error
1.62
1.66
1.39
1.44
1.4
1.44
1.49
1.44

p-value
1.21⇥10−7
7.44⇥10−10
0.067
0.31
0.11
1.61⇥10−4
2.74⇥10−3
9.45⇥10−3

We observe the following. The intercept (i.e., a positive polarity sentence with a referential
subject) indicates a highly significant preference for the particle ‘yes’. Changing the polarity of
the sentence while keeping the subject referential contributes a strong preference for the particle
‘no’, as expected; however, the particle ‘yes’ is not ruled out, it is just overall dispreferred.
For positive polarity sentences, changing the NP type of the subject does not contribute any
significant preference for ‘yes’ (or ‘no’) compared to the preferences exhibited by positive
sentences with referential subjects. For negative polarity sentences however, all non-referential
NP types contribute strong preferences for the ‘yes’ particle (compared to referential NPs). This
interaction between negative polarity and non-referential NP type was already visible in the mosaic
plot above – and it is rather unexpected (discovering new fine-grained generalizations of this kind
is one of the most important contributions that experimental methods and statistical modeling can
make to formal semantics).
We will quantify all these ‘yes’ / ‘no’ preferences more precisely based on the Bayesian
estimates of their posterior distributions. Priors for fixed effects: the priors for the intercept
and the non-reference levels STIM - POL, NP - TYPE and their interaction are all independent
normals N(0, 102 ). Priors for random effects: we assume a bivariate normal distribution for the
intercept
✓ $ and2STIM - POL
$◆- NEG random effects with correlation ρ between the two random effects
0
σ
ρσ τ
N
,
. The priors for the intercept standard deviation σ and the STIM - POL - NEG
0
ρσ τ τ 2
standard deviation τ are independent uniforms Unif(0, 10) and the prior for ρ is Unif(−1, 1).
MCMC estimation: 3 chains, 300000 iterations per chain, 50000 burnin, 125 thinning. As the
table below shows, the means and standard deviations of the posterior distributions for the random
and fixed effects are close to the MLEs (with some shrinkage):
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mean
2.22
2.84
-0.82
mean
6.72
-8.39
-2.18
-1.14
-1.91
5.13
4.22
3.45

RANDOM EFFECTS

σ
τ
ρ
FIXED EFFECTS
INTERCEPT
STIM - POL -neg
NP - TYPE -atmost
NP - TYPE -exactly
NP - TYPE -some
STIM - POL -neg

: NP - TYPE -atmost
: NP - TYPE -exactly
STIM - POL -neg : NP - TYPE -some
STIM - POL -neg

std.dev.
0.75
0.74
0.11
std.dev.
1.39
1.43
1.13
1.22
1.15
1.21
1.29
1.21

We plot below the posterior distributions of the preference for, i.e., probability of, a ‘yes’ response
together with the median probability and 95% credible interval for each of the two stimulus
polarities and the four NP types. The second plot juxtaposes the median probabilities and their
95% credible intervals for easier comparison.
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B Statistical modeling of the results of Experiment 2
The first model we consider is the full model as far as the fixed effects STIM - TYPE and GRAM - FUN
are concerned (main effects plus all two-way interactions) and intercept-only random effects for
both subjects and items.
We investigate whether we need to add random effects for slopes in addition to the intercept
random effects. Adding subjects and items random effects for STIM - TYPE slopes in addition to
intercept random effects is not significant (p = 0.38). Adding subjects and items random effects
for the GRAM - FUN slope in addition to intercept random effects is not significant (p = 0.98).
Therefore, we will focus exclusively on the model with STIM - TYPE and GRAM - FUN fixed effects
(including interactions) and intercept-only random effects for subjects and items.
We check that we need all the fixed effects. The interaction between STIM - TYPE and GRAM FUN does not significantly reduce deviance (p = 0.08). Moreover, adding GRAM - FUN to the model
that has STIM - TYPE as the only fixed effect is not significant (p = 0.47) and adding GRAM - FUN to
the null (intercept) model is not significant either (p = 0.93). In contrast, adding STIM - TYPE to the
null (intercept) model is highly significant (p = 3.15 ⇥ 10−8 ) and adding STIM - TYPE to the model
that has GRAM - FUN as the only fixed effect is also highly significant (p = 2.43 ⇥ 10−8 ). Thus, we
will consider models with STIM - TYPE as the only fixed effect from now on.
Random effects for items account for practically no variance, so we drop them.
Our final mixed-effects logistic regression model is as follows. Fixed effects: STIM - TYPE.
Random effects: subject random effects for the intercept. The MLEs for this model are:
RANDOM EFFECTS
INTERCEPT
FIXED EFFECTS
INTERCEPT
STIM - TYPE -none
STIM - TYPE -some

std.dev.
0.63
estimate
-0.04
-0.64
3.22

std.error
0.21
0.29
0.52

p-value
0.85
0.025
8.76⇥10−10

We observe the following. Negative quantifiers have a higher preference for ‘no’ than negation
+ existentials that is statistically significant. However, the intercept is not statistically significant:
negation + existential sentences have no clear preference for ‘yes’ vs. ‘no’. Finally, existential
sentences have a significantly higher preference for ‘yes’ than negation + existential sentences.
We will quantify all these ‘yes’ / ‘no’ preferences more precisely based on the Bayesian
estimates of their posterior distributions. Priors for fixed effects: the priors for the intercept and
the non-reference levels of STIM - TYPE are all independent normals N(0, 1002 ). Priors for random
effects: we assume a normal distribution N(0, σ 2 ) for the intercept random effects; the prior for the
standard deviation σ is uniform Unif(0, 100). MCMC estimation: 3 chains, 225000 iterations per
chain, 25000 burnin, 200 thinning. As the table below shows, the means and standard deviations
of the posterior distributions for the random and fixed effects are very close to the MLEs:
RANDOM EFFECTS

σ
FIXED EFFECTS
INTERCEPT
STIM - TYPE -none
STIM - TYPE -some

mean
0.71
mean
-0.04
-0.66
3.37

std.dev.
0.3
std.dev.
0.23
0.3
0.55
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We plot below the posterior distributions of the preference for, i.e., probability of, a ‘yes’ response
together with the median probability and 95% credible interval for the three stimulus types.
The second plot juxtaposes the median probabilities and their 95% credible intervals for easier
comparison. The third plot shows the difference in probability of ‘yes’ between negation +
existentials and negative quantifiers; since the 95% interval (0.019, 0.293) does not overlap 0,
we are fairly confident that negative quantifiers have a higher preference for ‘no’.
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INHERENT EVALUATIVITY*
MICHA Y. BREAKSTONE
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

1 Evaluativity and measure phrases
Two related challenges have been the focus of much research on the semantics of degree
constructions (Cresswell 1976, von Stechow 1984, Bierwisch 1989, Rett 2008, among many
others). The first concerns evaluativity and the second the distribution of Measure Phrases.
Evaluativity (or in Bierwisch’s terms ‘norm-relatedness’) is the phenomenon in which the
interpretation of an adjective in a given construction is dependent on a contextual standard. For
example, consider the sentence “John is tall”, which is evaluative as it has different truth
conditions in contexts concerning grade-school children compared to contexts concerning
basketball players. As it turns out, evaluative readings surface in various constructions and
maycut across antonym pairs, as illustrated in the examples given in(1).A theory of evaluativity
ought toexplain the pattern that emerges in (1).
(1) Evaluative and unevaluative constructions (+/–E denote evaluative/unevaluative)
a. John is tall.
(+E)
e. John is short.
b. How tall is John?
(–E)
f. How short is John?
c. John is as tall as Mary.
(–E)
g. John is as short as Mary.
d. John is taller than Mary. (–E)
h. John is shorter than Mary.
i. How late is John?
j. John is as late as Mary.

(+E)
(+E)

k. How early is John?
l. John is as early as Mary.

(+E)
(+E)
(+E)
(–E)
(+E)
(+E)

To justify the evaluativity judgments in(1)note that the bare positive form with these adjectives,
e.g.(1)a, e, is evaluative. If a non-contradictory proposition entails a proposition dependent on a
contextual standard, such as the positive, the entailing construction must itself be dependent on
the standard. Thus, a construction entailing the positive form is itself evaluative. (1)f, g entail
that John is short and so by the reasoning above are evaluative. Likewise,(1)i, j and(1)k, l both
*

I thank Danny Fox for our discussions. This work would not have been possible without him. I also thank Rajesh
Bhatt, Irene Heim, Stefan Hofstetter, Galit Sassoon, Assaf Toledeo and Yoad Winter, for their insightful comments.
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entail that John is late/early, respectively.(1)b, c, d, h, conversely, don't entail the positive form,
and their interpretations don't depend on a contextual standard. To see this for, e.g.(1)b, replace
John with a giant/dwarf, and consider the contrast between tall and short in (2). The evaluative
(2)a entails the positive form and is awkward since giants aren't generally short, whereas the
unevaluative (2)b doesn't depend on the standard and simply asks for the dwarf’s height.
(2) Evaluativity may yield infelicitous utterances
a. #How short is the giant?
b. How tall is the dwarf?
The second challenge this paper is concerned with, is that of Measure Phrase (MP) distribution.
As can be seen in (3), some MPs may combine directly with gradable adjectives in the bare
positive form while others may not.
(3) MPs may or may not be licensed by gradable adjectives in the bare positive form
a. John is 3 feet tall.
(–E)
b. * John is 3 feet short.
c. John is 3 minutes early.
(+E)
d. John is 3 minutes late.
(+E)
Note that the presence of an MP may neutralize evaluativity for some adjectives, as in the
unevaluative (3)a, or preserve evaluativity as in (3)c, d. In fact, MP distribution and evaluativity
are tightly related. Bierwisch (1989) makes the observation that adjectives that do not license
MPs in the bare positive form, are evaluative in equatives and degree questions, (4).
(4) Bierwisch’s Observation (1989)
* (MP Adjective) in Positive form ⇒ Adjective is +E in equatives and questions.
(4)is exemplified byshort which does not license MPs in the positive form, (3)b, and gives rise
to evaluative readings in equatives and degree questions,(1)g,f. Further examples are given in
(5)a-d, while (5)e shows this correlation is not vacuous.1
(5) a. *2 CM narrow
b. *100 degrees hot
c. *3 feet short
d. *1 Kg heavy
e. (OK!) 6 feet tall

 How narrow is this? It’s as narrow as that
 #How hot is the ice-cream? #It’s as hot as ice
 #How short is the giant? #He’s as short as Goliath
 #How heavy is the feather? # It’s as heavy as helium
(OK!) How tall is the dwarf? He’s as tall as the midget

(+E)
(+E)
(+E)
(+E)
(–E)

The goal of this paper is to meet these two challenges, namely to explain the distribution of MPs
and evaluative readings, and propose an account for the correlation between the two given in(4).
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a previous account of evaluativity,
highlighting several problems for the account. Section 3 presents the current proposal according
to which evaluativity is an inherent part of the semantics and applies the proposal to the bare
positive form, MPs and degree questions. Section 4 takes on equatives and comparatives.
Finally, section 5 explains and generalizes Bierwisch’s observation (4).

1

To foreshadow, note that Bierwisch’s correlation is not a fully characterizing (if and only if) condition. To see this
consider the +E equative and degree-question constructions with late/early in (1)i, k that nevertheless license MPs in
the positive form(1)c, d. We later explain Bierwisch’s observation and propose a more general, iff, correlation.
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2 A previous account of evaluativity
A Commonly assumed semantics for gradable adjectives (Cresswell 1976, von Stechow 1984) is
given in (6).
(6) Commonly assumed semantics for gradable adjectives
a. = . . ℎ ≥ 
b.ℎ = . . ℎ ≤ 
Under this semantics evaluativity must be introduced independently of the adjective. Rett (2008),
generalizing Cresswell and von Stehcow’s approach (which employs a positive, POS,
morpheme) proposes a freely occurring covert morpheme, EVAL, operating on sets of degrees.
(7)  = , . .    > 

To account for the distribution of evaluativity as exemplified in(1), Rett proposes that
evaluativity is the result of a markedness competition. According to this proposal, marked
adjectives can be used in a construction only if they yield different truth conditions than the
unmarked form. A marked adjective sharing the truth conditions of the unmarked adjective won’t
be licensed, but if its truth conditions change as a result of applying the freely occurring EVAL
operator (after the entity argument raises) it may be licensed. Thus, according to Rett, evaluative
interpretations are always available, but only when the marked construction without EVAL is
precluded due to the markedness competition, does the forced evaluative interpretation surface.
To exemplify Rett’s story, consider (8). Before EVAL is introduced the marked and
unmarked forms (short/tall) are assumed to have equivalent meanings in the question and
equative constructions:
(8) a. How tall is John?
b. John is as tall as Mary.

≡
≡

How short is John?
John is as short as Mary.

As is, without EVAL, the marked form is banned because it shares an identical interpretation
with the unmarked form. However, once EVAL is introduced the truth conditions (possible
answers) are no longer equivalent, (9):
(9) a. How tall is John?
b. John is as tall as Mary.

≢
≢

How [EVAL] short is John?
John is as [EVAL] short as Mary.

Since the marked forms without EVAL are equivalent they are banned, and the only surviving
interpretation is the evaluative one, so we get an evaluative reading, (1)f,g.
Although Rett’s approach is appealing in its simplicity, it suffers from three problems. The
first problem is that Rett’s account relies on the problematic choice of the exact reading for the
equative. Explicit at least constructions for equatives are not truth-conditionally equivalent,(10).
Therefore, according to Rett, such constructions without EVAL should not be precluded.
(10) John is at least as tall as Mary.

≢

John is at least as short as Mary.

In fact, from sentences such as (11)a, it is clear that an at least reading is generally available.
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(11) a. To join the basketball team you must be (at least) as tall as I am.
b. #To be eligible for a free ride, you must be (at least) as short as that 7 foot sign.
So, according to Rett, and given(10), an unevaluative at least reading should also be available,
however, this doesn’t seem to be the case,(11)b.2
A second problem that Rett’s theory suffers from is that it does not explain MP
distribution. As noted by Bierwisch, these two phenomena are clearly related, and a theory which
only accounts for evaluativity may be missing a generalization which one would hope to find in a
unified theory. The third problem pertains to cases in which antonym pairs are both evaluative:
(12) a. # How hot is the ice-cream?
c. # Icicles are as hot as snow.

b. # How cold is the fire?
d. # Steam is as cold as fire.

In (12) both antonyms are evaluative which, according to Rett, would imply that both preclude
the constructions lacking EVAL. But constructions lacking EVAL are banned only for marked
adjectives, leaving Rett with the strange conclusion that both adjectives are
marked.3Furthermore, even if both forms are stipulated to be marked, there is no form left to
compete against, so they both should be unevaluative.4In what follows, I present an account that
circumvents these problems and at the same time explains the full paradigm detailed in section 1.

3 Inherent evaluativity
3.1 Core idea
The proposal advocated in this paper can be seen as a mirror image to Rett’s theory, one in
which degree predicates begin life as evaluative (hence inherent evaluativity) and Rett’sEVAL
morpheme is replaced by a new “ANTI-EVAL”morpheme. Instead of explaining how
evaluativity emerges, the challenge for the current proposal will be to do away with it. This
alteration turns out to have non-trivial predictions because, as we will see, “doing away” with
evaluativity can lead to pathological results, whilst Rett is forced to a competition-based
explanation because EVAL is always licensed in her theory.
The two underlying components of the current proposal are an “inherently evaluative”
semantics for gradable adjectives in which the contextual standard is part of the denotation,(13),
along with a freely occurring covert Standard Shifting Morpheme (SSM), (14).
(13) An inherently evaluative semantics for gradable adjectives
= . . ℎ ≥    > 
a.

b.ℎ = . . ℎ ≤    < 
(14) The Standard Shifting Morpheme (SSM)

2

Furthermore, since both exactly and at least readings are available, one would hope that one derives from the other.
The exactly meaning can be derived from the at least meaning by the standard method for the computation of scalar
implicatures, while it is less clear how the at least meaning could derive from the exactly meaning. So, it seems the
underlying meaning of the equative is an at least one, leaving Rett to wrongly predict equatives are not evaluative.
3
I thank Galit Sassoon for elucidating this point.
4
To be fair, such pairs aren’t fully predicted by this proposal either, but, as we shall see, the challenge they pose for
the current proposal is by no means symmetric to the problem they raise for Rett's theory.
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=  ; where context  ≡  , except that   = 0
a.  
= . . ℎ ≥    > 0
b.

[False for all d,x]
c.ℎ = . . ℎ ≤    < 0

The core idea of the current proposal is that gradable adjectives start out evaluative in all
constructions, and that the only way to eliminate evaluativity is to apply SSM. The distribution
of evaluative readings will be a consequence of whether or not the application of SSM yields a
pathological result as determined by a suitable triviality filter which bans trivial constructions
(tautologies and contradictions). The distribution of MPs will follow from the same logic once a
suitable lexical entry for MPs is given.

3.2 The bare positive construction
In what follows we adopt a version of an independently motivated triviality filter, (15).
(15) Triviality Filter:
Propositions expressing a logical tautology or contradiction are ungrammatical. 5
Using the inherently evaluative denotations of(13), and the definition of SSM,(14), we calculate
the meaning of the bare positive form. Assume that in the absence of an overt degree argument,
degree saturation is triggered by the copula. Applying SSM yields trivial propositions, (16)b, c.
Truth conditions for the bare positive with and without SSM are given in (17).
(16) Degree saturation
a. ∃,  ∶= . ∃
∃.

b.   =

∃.

c.  ℎ =

. ∃. . ℎ ≥  > 0

[Tautology]

. ∃ . . ℎ ≤    < 0 [Contradiction]

(17) The bare positive form
= ∃. . ℎ ≥  > 
a.ℎ
= ∃. . ℎ ≥  > 0
b.ℎ  

= ∃ . . ℎ ≤    < 
c.ℎ  ℎ
d.ℎ   ℎ = ∃ . . ℎ ≤    < 0

(17)b asserts that John has some non-negative height, a tautology, and (17)d asserts that John has
a negative height, a contradiction. Assuming the triviality filter,(15), (17)b and (17)d are
ungrammatical, and the remaining meanings are both evaluative, (17)a and (17)d, respectively.
Note that this is the same explanation that Rett proposes for the evaluativity of the bare positive
form (though for her it is the absence of EVAL that is banned due to triviality). In fact up until
now this is Just Rett’s theory in reverse.

5

See Gajewski(2002), Fox &Hackl (2006) for a formal explication, and Winter (2005) for related filters.
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3.3 MP distribution
To explain the distribution of MPs we make use of the concept of vagueness. The basic idea will
be that Measure Phrases denote quantifiers over degrees which may only apply to well-defined
or rather, non-vague, sets of degrees. If contextual standards are thought of as introducing
vagueness into the system, MPs will not be licensed until such vagueness is removed. To realize
this idea we adopt a theory of vagueness for gradable adjectives that is based on two
assumptions: (i) inherent evaluativity; and (ii) contextual standards don’t denote single degrees,
but rather a bounded interval of degrees (von Stechow 2008). Before proceeding, we need to
define relations between intervals and degrees in order for the denotations of (13) to be welldefined, (18).
(18) Comparing a degree to an interval

  >  
  <  
 >   

ℎ


 <   


  >  
  <  
ℎ

Where d is a degree, std a (non-empty) bounded interval of degrees, and Sup/Inf the
supremum/infimum, i.e. the upper and lower bounds of a set, respectively.

Consider the constructions in (19) denoting the relevant compositions before degree saturation
applies. A function is said to be total if it is defined for every element of its domain. Clearly
(19)a, bare non-total functions on the domain of degrees, as they are undefined for degrees
belonging to the interval denoted by the standard. In contrast,(19)c, d, which differ only in that
SSM has applied, are well defined for every degree, and thus denote total functions.
(19) Total and non-total degree functions
= . . ℎ ≥  > 
a.

= . . ℎ ≤    < 
b. ℎ
= . . ℎ ≥  > 0
c.  
d.ℎ = . . ℎ ≤  < 0

[Non-total]
[Non-total]
[Total]
[Total]

Now, consider the following denotation for MPs(cf. Beck 2009).6

  = , :    . || ≥ 
D is not vague if  is a total function on the domain of degrees,

(20) MP denotation

By (20), MPs are quantifiers over degrees and must raise to their scope position as in(21).
However, without applying SSM, the predicates do not satisfy the vagueness precondition in
(20), and thus MPs aren’t licensed (22)a, b. Applying SSM removes vagueness as the standard is
shifted to zero. As a result tall-type adjectives may license MPs (22)c, but in doing so lose their
evaluative meaning (once the standard is nullified there is no dependency on context). For shorttype adjectives, on the other hand, applying SSM is not available as it results in a contradiction,
(22)d. A summary of these predictions is given in(23).
6

I am indebted to Irene Heim for suggesting this version of the denotation.
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(21) ℎ  6   = 6  . ℎ  – 

(22) Vagueness precludes MPs
a.ℎ 6  = 6 .  ≥  ∧  >  
b.ℎ 6 ℎ = 6 .  ≤  ∧  <  
c.ℎ 6   = 6 .  ≥  ∧  > 0
d.ℎ 6  ℎ = 6 .  ≤  ∧  < 0

[Not licensed]
[Not licensed]
[Good!]
[Trivially false]

(23) MP licensing and evaluativity
a.tall-type adjectives may license MPs by applying SSM, eliminating evaluativity
b. short-type adjectives cannot license MPs, as applying SSM violates triviality

A direct consequence of(23)is that evaluativity is not determined by polarity or markedness, but
rather by whether or not SSM may apply without violating the triviality filter. Support for this is
given in the next subsection.

3.3.1 Adjectives with a single-point standard
For adjectives discussed thus far we assumed the standard was given by an interval, allowing us
to account for a plurality of borderline cases. But this isn't the case for all adjectives. Consider
the contrast in (24). (24)a demonstrates that there is a range of heights that are considered neither
tall nor short, whereas (24)b shows that for degrees of lateness such a plurality isn't available.
(24) a. John is neither tall nor short, but somewhere in between.
b. #John is neither late nor early, but somewhere in between.
Assume that for adjectives that pattern with (24)b, the standard is given by a single degree rather
than by an interval. MPs should then be licensed even without SSM applying (as the relevant
function is total). For example, consider early and late in (25), for which the standard is the
contextually defined Expected Time of Arrival (ETA).Note that since the contextual standard,
 , is a single point,(25) is defined for all degrees, so MPs may be licensed without applying
SSM. In such cases, evaluativity should obtain, (26)a, b. Similar examples are given in(26)c, d,
e, f (adapted from Winter 2005), supporting the closing conclusion of the previous subsection.
(25) a.  = . .  ≥  &  > 
b.  = . .  ≤  &  < 
(26) a. John was 3 minutes late.
c. The watch is 5 minutes fast.
e. Your “Do” is 5 Hertz sharp.

(+E)
(+E)
(+E)

b. John was 3 minutes early.
d. The watch is 5 minutes slow.
f. Your “Do” is 5 Hertz flat.

(+E)
(+E)
(+E)

Note also that for all examples in (26), the standard (i.e. ETA, correct time, correct pitch of
"DO") denotes the point from which measurements are taken as a degree of divergence. In other
words, the standard serves as a neutral point, standardly associated with the scale's zero. We have
then, that adjectives which do not allow a plurality of borderline cases have a single-point
standard identified with the adjective's zero. Since "shifting" the contextually given standard to
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zero is vacuous (the standard is zero), SSM is itself vacuous and evaluativity always obtains. To
exemplify, for early/late, = 0 , namely a contextually given standard/zero.
In sum, adjectives with single-point standards may license MPs and in doing so maintain
evaluativity. At this point we have accounted for (3), repeated below.
(3) a. John is 3 feet tall.
c. John is 3 minutes early.

(–E)
(+E)

b. * John is 3 feet short.
d. John is 3 minutes late.

(+E)

3.4 Degree questions
It is generally accepted that the interpretation of questions is closely related to the semantics of
their answers (e.g. Karttunen 1977). Regarding degree questions, any approach relating the
semantics of questions with their answers will look at SSM applying to the possible answers.
Assume that a question is felicitous only if it can have at least one true answer. For tall-type
adjectives the question with SSM is felicitous because there is a possible true answer (John is d
SSM tall), while for short-type adjectives the question with SSM is banned as it has no possible
answer (*John is d SSM short). We thus predict that degree questions with tall-type adjectives
are unevaluative, while questions with short-type adjectives are evaluative, (27).7
(27) a. How tall is John? (–E)
b. How short is John? (+E)

(John is 6’ SSM tall)
(* John is 3’ SSM short)

Finally, note that for early/late-type adjectives SSM is vacuous, so evaluativity is predicted as
in (1)i,k, repeated below.
(1) i. How late is John? (+E)

k. How early is John? (+E)

4 Comparatives and equatives
The straightforward zero-shifting definition of the SSM was sufficient to explain the bare
positive, MP licensing and degree questions. The comparative and equative, however, pose a
challenge which forces us to give the SSM a more general definition. The problem is that, as
defined, the SSM, being banned for short-type adjectives, correctly predicts that they are
evaluative in the equative, but incorrectly predicts that they will also be evaluative in the
comparative. In what follows the SSM is given a more general definition which allows us to
capitalize on two essential differences between the comparative and the equative: (i)
comparatives measure differences, while equatives measure quotients; and (ii) comparatives
7

To formalize this, consider the analysis in (25), which assumes the Karttunen denotation for questions, namely sets
of propositions, given by the operator Q below.(25)c, shows that applying SSM to short-type adjectives yields the
empty set for every d.
(25) a. how = λγ,,≫ . λp . ∃d γdp
b. howQ SSMtall is John?  =
λ p . ∃ d: p = λ w. height  John ≥ d and d > 0   =
{λw. height  John ≥ d and d > 0 std|d a degree}
c. howQ SSMshort is John?  =
λ p . ∃ d: p = λ w. height  John ≤ d and d < 0   =
{. ℎℎ ℎ ≤  < 0|}
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license MPs, while equatives license ratios. Instead of defining the SSM as shifting the standard
to zero only, we’ll allow it to shift the standard to any contextually salient degree, (28).
(28) A generalized version of the Standard Shifting Morpheme (SSM)
a.   =  ;where  ≡ , except   = :   
For our purposes salient degrees will include zero as well as the degrees associated with entities
appearing in the relevant construction. For example, the degree Height(John)is salient in How
tall is John? and both Height(John) and Height(Mary)are salient in John is as tall as Mary.
Crucially, note that given this notion of salience, the generalized version of the SSM, (28),
makes the same exact predictions as the original zero-shifting SSM, (14), did for all cases
examined thus far. This is true since the only salient degrees available were zero and the
respective measurement of the single entity in the cases we examined, and shifting the standard
of an adjective modifying an entity to the degree associated with that same entity will yield the
empty set, and thus a contradiction, (29). For the comparative and equative, however, the
situation is different as there are now two contextually salient degrees available, giving rise to
non-trivial options, as we shall shortly see. We adopt the semantics in (30) for the comparative
and the equative.8
(29) Applying SSMxto an adj. composed with an entity measuring x, yields a contradiction

ℎ  
= ∃:  ≥  ∧  > 
[Contradiction]
(30) Comparative and Equative Semantics
a.− = , . , . , . \
b.

= , .  . , .

||

||

≥

[\ ≔ {| ∈  ∧  ∉ }]

[|A| denotes the measure of a set A]

In the next subsections our strategy will be as follows. For evaluative readings we will show no
unevaluative constructions are available. For clearly unevaluative readings we will remain
agnostic regarding the availability of an evaluative reading, showing only that an unevaluative
construction is available. Note that this is just what Rett does, and for good reason, as showing
that an evaluative reading could not exist can prove quite elusive.9

4.1 Comparatives
Given the generalized definition of the SSM, (28), there are three cases to consider: (i) SSM
doesn’t apply; (ii) SSM shifts to 0 (SSM0); and (iii) SSM shifts to the degree made salient by
thethan-clause (SSMthan). Note that we need not consider a fourth case of SSMmatrix as such a
shift would render the set A associated with the matrix clause in (30)a empty (as it does in
(29)),yielding a contradiction.
In the calculations below we assume an existential closure of a non-trivial degree quantifier
(type <dt,t>), more formally a Non-trivial Upward Monotone (NUM) quantifier, i.e. a wellbehaved non-constant quantifier satisfied by some non-empty set. We further assume that SSM
8

For an independent motivation for this comparative semantics, see Breakstone, Cremers, Fox &Hackl (2011).
For example, consider How tall/short is John? For short it’s quite straightforward to show that unevaluative
readings do not exist (# How short is the giant?), but for tall such tricks won’t work. In fact it is quite feasible that
an evaluative reading does exits: How tall is John? Oh… John isn’t tall at all.
9
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must apply uniformly on both the matrix and the than-clause, which can be attributed to a
parallelism condition on ellipsis:[-er [than Mary <is SSMx tall>]] [John is SSMx tall]. The
semantics for these three cases are given in (31). The left diagram in (33) illustrates the sets
compared before SSM applies.
(31) Comparative-tall
∃.
ℎ   ℎ  = −ℎ      =
(i) ∃ :  {|ℎ ≥  ∧  > } \ {|ℎ ≥  ∧  > } = 
[No SSM]
(ii) ∃ :  {|ℎ ≥  ∧  > 0} \ {|ℎ ≥  ∧  > 0} = 
[SSM0]
(iii) ∃ :  {|ℎ ≥  ∧  > ℎ} \ {|ℎ ≥  ∧  > ℎ} =  [SSMh(M)]
(31)(i) is true iff John’s height is greater than Mary’s height and also greater than the standard,
giving rise to an appropriate, if evaluative, interpretation. On the other hand, both (31)(ii) and
(31)(iii) are true iff John’s height is greater than Mary’s height, with the contextual standard no
longer playing a role, so they both yield an unevaluative interpretation. In sum, for comparatives
with tall-type adjectives, unevaluative readings are made available by applying SSM.
Additionally, if SSM applies, MPs are licensed because the measured set (the difference between
the two sets of John’s and Mary’s tallness-degrees) no longer refer to a contextual standard. The
semantics for the analogous cases with short-type adjectives are given in (32).
(32) Comparative-short
∃.
ℎ  ℎ ℎ  = −ℎ   ℎ  ℎ =

(i) ∃ :  {|ℎ ≤  ∧  < } \ {|ℎ ≤  ∧  < } = 
[No SSM]
(ii) ∃ :  {|ℎ ≤  ∧  < 0} \ {|ℎ ≤  ∧  < 0} = 
[SSM0]
(iii) ∃ :  {|ℎ ≤  ∧  < ℎ} \ {|ℎ ≤  ∧  < ℎ} =  [SSMh(M)]

(33) tall and short comparatives before SSM applies

(32)(i) is true iff John’s height is less than Mary’s height and less than the standard (see the right
diagram of (33)).(32)(ii) is a contradiction as both sets associated with John and Mary,
respectively, are empty, so their difference is also empty. (32)(iii), however, gives the
appropriate truth conditions, namely it is true iff John’s height is less than Mary’s height, which
is unevaluative. In sum, for comparatives with short-type adjectives, an unevaluative reading is
made available by applying SSMh(M). As before, if SSMh(M) applies, MPs are licensed because
the measured set is no longer vague. Thus, the overall predictions for the comparative are that
unevaluative readings are always available, and MPs are always licensed.
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4.2 Equatives
For equatives, just as for comparatives, there are the samethree cases to consider for SSM
application. Here too we assume that SSM applies uniformly on matrix and subordinate clauses.
In the absence of an overt ratio, we assume an existential closure of a ratio greater or equal to 1.
The semantics for the three cases are given in (34).
(34) Equative-tall

∃.

ℎ      =       =
|{|∧}|

(i) ∃ ≥ 1: |{|∧}| ≥ 
|{|∧}|

(ii) ∃ ≥ 1: |{|∧}| ≥ 
|{|∧}|

(iii) ∃ ≥ 1: |{|∧}| ≥ 

[No SSM]
[SSM0]
[SSMh(M)]

(34)(i) is true iff John’s height is greater or equal to Mary’s height, and Mary’s height is greater
than the standard (avoiding division by zero). This is an appropriate, if evaluative, interpretation
of the equative. (34)(ii)is true iff John’s height is greater or equal to Mary’s height, giving rise to
the appropriate, unevaluative interpretation for the equative. (34)(iii) is not defined as the
denominator represents an empty set, and division by zero is undefined. In sum, for tall-type
adjectives an unevaluative reading is made available by applying SSM0 and ratios are always
available (even ratios less than 1). The three cases for short-type adjectives are given in (35).
(35) Equative-short

∃.

ℎ   ℎ   =    ℎ  ℎ =
|{|∧}|

(i) ∃ ≥ 1: |{|∧}| ≥ 
|{|∧}|

(ii) ∃ ≥ 1: |{|∧}| ≥ 
|{|∧}|

(iii) ∃ ≥ 1: |{|∧}| ≥ 

[No SSM]
[SSM0]
[SSMh(M)]

(35)(i) is true iff John’s height is less or equal to Mary’s height which is less than the standard,
giving rise to an appropriateand, crucially, evaluative, interpretation. However, (35)(ii) and
(35)(iii) are not defined as in both cases the shift renders the set associated with the denominator
empty, leading to an undefined division by zero. Hence for short-type adjectives SSM is not
licensed and the welcome prediction is that the only surviving reading is evaluative.

4.3 Summary and further predictions
We have shown that for the comparative, SSM is always licensed, and so (unless SSM is
vacuous as for early/late) an unevaluative reading is always available. MP licensing follows
from the denotation, since once SSM applies, vagueness is eliminated. As was noted earlier, an
interpretation not involving SSM is not precluded, but this not a worry(such interpretations may
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indeed be available).For equatives, on the other hand, applying SSM0 for tall-type adjectives
eliminates evaluativity but for short-type adjectives, both SSM0 and SSMh(M) are banned as they
would lead to an undefined division by zero.
Following are a few additional predictions given before closing this section. Firstly, note that
for equatives we assumean existential closure of a ratio greater or equal to one, however this in
no way precludes explicit ratios less than 1, indeed John is half as tall as Mary seems fine.
Secondly, note that evaluativity in equatives behaves like a presupposition, surviving negation in
e.gJohn is not as short as Mary which seems to entail that Mary is short. This is predicted by the
equative’s denotation (30)b, assuming a nonzero denominator is a precondition for division.
Finally, consider the sentences in(36). Somehow, although grammatical, they do not seem to
mean that the handbag costs half the price of the jacket or that the girl is half the height of the
boy, respectively. Instead they seem to simply mean that the handbag is cheaper, to some
unknown extent, than the jacket, and that the girl is shorter, to some unknown extent, than the
boy. These strange interpretations are actually predicted by the system presented above, since
SSM is banned for such adjectives in equatives, and thus the vague standard remains part of the
denotation leading to a vaguely defined quotient, with incalculable results. It has elsewhere been
claimed (e.g. Beck 2011) that examples such as (36)are ungrammatical. Our system can
accommodate such judgments by simply banning vague quotients.
(36) a. The handbag is twice as cheap as the jacket.
b. The girl is twice as short as the boy.

5 A Predicted Generalization
Having accounted for the challenges regarding the distribution of MPs and evaluative readings as
presented in (1) and (3), we are now in a position to generalize Bierwisch’s observation, (4),
repeated below.
(4) Bierwisch’s Observation (1989)
* (MP Adjective) in Positive form ⇒ Adjective is +E in equatives and questions.
We already know that the converse of(4) doesn’t generally hold. For example, adjectives such as
early/late license MPs and yet are evaluative in degree questions and equatives (How late is
John?). However, if an adjective does give rise to evaluative readings in equatives and degree
questions, the proposal advocated in this paper says it’s either because SSM was blocked or
because SSM has applied vacuously. If SSM was blocked, MPs are also blocked, so what’s left
is to account for the vacuous application of SSM, namely those adjectives with a single-point,
zero-standard.
(37) Generalization of Bierwisch’s Observation (GBO)
Adjectives do not license MPs in the positive form if and only if they are:
(i) Evaluative in equative and degree-question constructions; and
(ii) Have originally non-zero standards
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Table (38) illustrates GBO across a wide range of gradable adjectives. The fact that GBO holds
throughout is an embodiment of the principle that evaluativity is inherent and may be eliminated
iff SSM applies non-vacuously.
(38) Examples of GBO
+/– +/–
Std.
MP E
tall

+MP

–E ≠0

short

–MP

+E ≠0

early

+MP

+E 0

late

+MP

+E 0

full

–MP

+E ≠0

empty

–MP

+E ≠0

hot

–MP

+E ≠0

cold

–MP

+E ≠0

expensive –MP

+E ≠0

beautiful –MP

+E ≠0

Equative/Degree questions
examples
He is 3 inches tall
How tall is the midget?
This midget is as tall as that one
*He is 3 feet short
#How short is the giant?
#This giant is as short as that one
The train was 2 seconds
How early is the train?
early
This train is as early as that one
The train was 2 seconds late How late is the train?
This train is as late as that one
*The can is 3 liters full
#How full is the (empty) can?
#This empty can is as full as…
*The can is 3 liters empty
#How empty is the (full) can?
#This full can is as empty as…
*A stove is 300◦ hot
#How hot is the ice cream?
#This ice is as hot as that ice
*A fridge is -5◦ cold
#How cold is the fire?
#This heater is as cold as…
*A ring is $800 expensive
#How expensive is the cheap gum?
#This cheap gum is as expensive
as…
No scale units
#How beautiful is the beast?
#This beast is as beautiful as …
MP example

6 Summary
In this paper we’ve shown how the distribution of MPs and evaluative readings can be explained
if contextual standards are inherent to the semantics of gradable adjectives. A principled and
explanatory account of the correlation between the two phenomena was given, embodying the
idea of inherent evaluativity. Furthermore, assuming a correlation between syntactic and
morphological complexity, inherent evaluativity may indeed be the natural way to think about
the denotation of adjectives, given that only the simplest bare positive forms are uniformly
evaluative. Of course, it would be nice to find a language for which SSM is overtly realized in
non-positive constructions, but the same can be said about the converse proposals which assume
some sort of covert POS (or, for Rett, EVAL) morpheme.10
Clearly, unanswered questions remain. One such question regards tall-type adjectives that
should be able to license MPs but do not, e.g. hot, heavy (*1000 degrees hot; * 2 pounds heavy).
It’s important to understand that we propose no explanation for these, but we assume that there
10

But see Bogal-Allbritten (2011) where POS is thought to be overtly marked in certain Navajo constructions. I
thank Rajesh Bhatt for bringing this to my attention.
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might be independent reasons for banning SSM, for example a scale with no well-defined zero
(as is the case for hot, which doesn’t have a cognitively-salient zero). In the same vein, some
adjectives are obligatorily evaluative, e.g. ugly (John is uglier than Mary +E). Perhaps, such
cases also exemplify SSM-banning for independent reasons (e.g. no well-defined zero) allowing
the underlying evaluative reading to surface. In any event, whatever the reasons for SSMbanning are, GBO is still correctly predicted to hold, (38). Finally, both Dutchand German have
short-type adjectives which license MPs and retain evaluativity (see Doetjes, 2011 andHofstetter,
2011, respectively). Such data are not expected under the current proposal, and their explanation
remains for future cross-linguistic research on evaluativity.
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(A)S YMMETRIC VAGUENESS AND THE
A BSOLUTE /R ELATIVE D ISTINCTION∗
H EATHER B URNETT
University of California, Los Angeles

1 Introduction
This paper presents a novel empirical contribution to the ongoing study of the relationship between
a well-established lexical class distinction in the adjectival domain (the relative vs absolute
distinction) and the phenomenon known in linguistics and philosophy as vagueness. Some
examples of members of the relative class (henceforth RAs) are shown in (1), and some examples
of members of the absolute class (henceforth AAs) are shown in (2).
(1)

Relative Adjectives:
a. John is tall.
b. This watch is expensive.
c. This stick is long

(2)

Absolute Adjectives:
a. This room is empty.
b. John is bald.
c. This towel is wet.

Although members of both the relative and absolute classes of scalar adjectives can appear
in the comparative (ex. John is taller than Mary; This room is emptier than that room etc.), it
has been observed by many authors (ex. Cruse (1986), Kamp and Rossdeutscher (1994), Pinkal
(1995), Yoon (1996), Rotstein and Winter (2004), Kennedy and McNally (2005) and Kennedy
∗I

would like to thank Melanie Bervoets, Francis Corblin, Paul Égré, Ed Keenan, Eliot Michaelson, David Nicolas,
François Récanati, Jessica Rett, Stephanie Solt, Uli Sauerland, Benjamin Spector, Dominique Sportiche, and Ed
Stabler for helpful comments. Of course, all errors are my own. This research was funded in part by the following
grants from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada: Doctoral fellowship (#752-2007- 2382
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(2007), among others) that adjectives like those in (1) behave differently from those in (2) with
respect to a large variety of syntactic and semantic tests. Pinkal (1995) and Kennedy (2007) make
the additional proposal that relative adjectives and absolute adjectives are further differentiated at
the pragmatic level in that the members of the former class display the characteristic properties
of vague language in all contexts; whereas, the distribution of the symptoms of vagueness with
members of the latter class is subject to contextual variation. As is standard in the recent literature
on vagueness (cf. Keefe (2000), Fara (2000), Smith (2008), among others), I take vague language
to be characterized by the presence of a cluster of three (related) properties: 1) borderline cases
(objects for which it is difﬁcult or even impossible to tell whether they satisfy the predicate),
2) fuzzy boundaries (the observation that there appear to be no sharp boundaries between cases
of a vague predicate and its negation), and 3) susceptibility to the Sorites paradox (a paradox for
systems based on classical ﬁrst order logic that follows from the fuzzy boundaries property). These
properties will be further discussed and exempliﬁed in the body of the paper.
The main claim of the paper (which is in line with Pinkal and Kennedy) is that the
absolute/relative distinction is important for the distribution of vagueness; however, not in the
way that these authors (and others) have proposed. I argue that the proper characterization of
how absolute and relative predicates differ when it comes to vagueness is not based on contextual
variability, but on something else. I provide new data showing that RAs also display contextual
variability in the symptoms of vagueness, and, thus, I argue that this property should not be
attributed solely to members of the AA class. Building on this empirical observation, I propose that
we can arrive at a more accurate description of the phenomenon of vagueness and its distribution
across contexts by employing a context-relative notion that I call potential vagueness, deﬁned
(informally) in (3).
(3)

Potential Vagueness (informal):
An adjective P is potentially vague iff there is some context c in which P has borderline
cases, fuzzy boundaries, and gives rise to a Soritical argument in c.

Finally, I show that relative and absolute adjectives do display variability in (potential)
vagueness; however, it is complement-based, rather than context-based. In particular, I show
that relative adjectives have both potentially vague positive forms (P) and negative forms (not
P), while, for AAs, only one of the two are potentially vague. I show that whether an AA
has a potentially vague positive or negative form is straightforwardly predictable from which
well-established scale-structure AA subclass it belongs to: the total class or the partial class
(cf. Cruse (1980), Yoon (1996), Rotstein and Winter (2004), among others). More precisely, I
show that total AAs (ex. empty, bald, straight, clean etc.) have potentially vague positive forms
and non-potentially vague negative forms; whereas, partial AAs (ex. wet, dirty, bent etc.) have
potentially vague negative forms and non-potentially vague positive forms.
Class
Relative
Total Absolute
Partial Absolute

P. Vague P
!
!
×

P. Vague ¬P
!
×
!

Table 1: Potential Vagueness Typology of Scalar Adjectives
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The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, I present some of the (vagueness-independent)
grammatical tests that distinguish between relative and absolute adjectives on the one hand and
total and partial AAs on the other. Then, in section 3, I outline the previous proposal that what
further distinguishes RAs from AAs is that RAs display the properties of vague language in all
contexts; whereas, there are some contexts in which AAs do not display these properties. In
section 4, I present new data that suggest that the vagueness of RAs is also subject to contextual
variation, and thus it is not clear that this feature truly partitions the class of adjectives along
RA/AA lines. Then, in section 5, I present the new empirical generalization concerning vagueness
and the RA/AA distinction: I argue that relative adjectives are symmetrically (potentially) vague
(have both p. vague positive and negative forms), while absolute adjectives are asymmetrically
(potentially) vague (have either a non-p. vague positive or negative form). Finally, I discuss the
implications of this generalization for theories of the relationship between the phenomenon of
vagueness and scalarity in natural language.

2 The absolute/relative distinction
It has been long observed that the syntactic category of bare adjective phrases can be divided
into two principle classes: scalar (or gradable) vs non-scalar (non-gradable). The principle test
for scalarity of an adjective P is the possibility of P to appear (without coercion) in the explicit
comparative construction. Thus, we ﬁnd a ﬁrst distinction between adjectives like tall, expensive,
bald, empty, dirty, and wet on the one hand (ok: taller, more expensive, balder, emptier, dirtier,
wetter) and atomic, pregnant, and geographical on the other (?more atomic, ?more pregnant,
?more geographical). In this section, I present some of the arguments from the literature in favour
of the further division of the class of scalar adjectives into two subclasses: what are often called the
relative class and the absolute class. In particular, (following others) I show that, in languages like
English, adjectives like tall and expensive pattern differently from ones like bald and empty with
respect to a variety of independent syntactic and semantic tests1 . The tests that I present in this
section are only a very small subset of the diagnostics described in the literature, and the reader
is encouraged to consult works such as Cruse (1986), Yoon (1996), Rotstein and Winter (2004),
Kennedy and McNally (2005), and Kennedy (2007) for more information.
The main test for RA-hood or AA-hood that I will adopt is the deﬁnite description test2 . As
observed by Kyburg and Morreau (2000), Kennedy (2007), and Syrett et al. (2010), adjectives
like tall and empty differ in whether they can ‘shift’ their thresholds (i.e. criteria of application)
to distinguish between two individuals in a two-element comparison class when they appear in a
deﬁnite description. For example, suppose there are two containers (A and B), and neither of them
are particularly tall; however, A is (noticeably) taller than B. In this situation, if someone asks me
(a), then it is very clear that I should pass A. Now suppose that container A has less liquid than
1 Note

that, by virtue of the fact that bald is generally considered to be a vague adjective, Kennedy (2007) classiﬁes
it as relative, not absolute. However, (as he notes and as we will see in this section), this adjective passes the nonvagueness-related tests for being a total (in his words: associated with an upper closed scale) AA.
2 The choice of this diagnostic is not arbitrary: Firstly, it is one of the few semantic tests in which total and partial
AAs pattern together against RAs; in the vast majority of the scale-structure diagnostics in the literature, partial AAs
either pattern with RAs and/or display a distinct behaviour from AAs (cf. Rotstein and Winter (2004), Kennedy and
McNally (2005), and Kennedy (2007)). Secondly, it is also one of the few semantic tests that have been investigated
in an experimental manner: see Syrett et al. (2010).
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container B, but neither container is particularly close to being completely empty. In this situation,
unlike what we saw with tall, (b) is infelicitous.
(4)

a. Pass me the tall one.
b. Pass me the empty one.

In other words, unlike RAs, AAs cannot change their criteria of application to distinguish
between objects that lie in the middle of their associated scale. Using this test, we can now make
the argument that adjectives like full, straight, and bald are absolute, since (a) is infelicitous if
neither object is (close to) completely full/straight/bald. Likewise, we can make the argument that
dirty, wet, and bent are also absolute, since (b) is infelicitous when comparing two objects that are
at the middle of the dirtiness/wetness/curvature scale (i.e. both of them are dirty/wet/bent).
(5)

Absolute Adjectives
a. Pass me the full/straight/bald one.
b. Pass me the dirty/wet/bent one.

Furthermore, we can make the argument that long, expensive, and even colour adjectives like
blue are relative, since the (6) is felicitous when comparing two objects when both or neither are
particularly long/expensive/blue3 .
(6)

Pass me the long/expensive/blue one.

2.1 The total/partial distinction
Although the deﬁnite description test groups together AAs like empty, bald, straight, wet, dirty,
and bent to the exclusion of adjectives like tall and long, (at least one) further distinction within
the class of AAs appears to be linguistically signiﬁcant. In this section, I present two tests that
distinguish total (also known as universal cf. Kamp and Rossdeutscher (1994)) adjectives like
empty/bald/straight from partial (a.k.a. existential) adjectives like wet/dirty/bent. They are both
based on the distribution of adjectival modiﬁers.
Firstly, as discussed in Rotstein and Winter (2004) (among others), total adjectives are natural
with modiﬁers like almost and completely; whereas, partial adjectives do not naturally occur with
these modiﬁers. On the other hand, partial AAs can appear with modiﬁers like slightly or a little
in their existential interpretation4 .
(7)

3 For

Total AAs
a. This room is almost/?slightly empty.
b. John is almost/?slightly bald.
c. This stick is almost/?slightly straight.

an example of the use of a colour adjective like blue to distinguish between two not particularly blue objects,
see Fara (2000).
4 Note that all scalar adjectives are possible with slightly/a little on an ‘excessive’ interpretation (as in John is
slightly tall for his age; however, only partial AAs have the existential ‘there is some P’ interpretation. See Solt (2011)
for discussion.
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Partial AAs
a. This towel is ?almost/slightly wet/dirty.
b. This stick is ?almost/slightly bent.

2.2 Summary
In summary, the class of scalar adjectival predicates can be divided into (at least) the three principle
subclasses shown in ﬁgure 1 based on how these predicates behave with respect to a series of
syntactic and semantic tests5 .
Scalar Adjectives
Relative (tall)

Absolute
Partial (wet) Total (empty)

Figure 1: Adjectival Scale Structure Distinctions
In the next sections, I will discuss the additional proposal that RAs and AAs differ in how
they display the characterizing properties of vague language. I will ﬁrst present Kennedy (2007)’s
version of this proposal in which absolute adjectives, unlike relative adjectives, are subject to
context-based variation in the presence of the properties of vague language. However, in section
4, I will argue that this proposal is incorrect. I will then argue in section 5 that variation in the
presence of vagueness with AAs is not context-based, but complement-based.

3 Context-based variability in vagueness
In this section, I present the empirical phenomenon of vagueness and its characteristic properties.
I ﬁrst illustrate the phenomenon with relative adjectives, and then turn to the question of whether
or not absolute adjectives are also vague.

3.1 Vagueness and relative adjectives
The ﬁrst characterization of vague predicates found in the literature is the borderline cases
property. That is, vague predicates are those that admit borderline cases: objects of which it is
unclear whether or not the predicate applies. Consider the following example with the predicate
tall: If we are in a context where we take the set of American males as the appropriate comparison
class for tallness, we can easily identify the ones that are clearly tall: for example, anyone over
6 feet. Similarly, it is clear that anyone under 5ft9" (the average) is not tall. But suppose that we
look at John who is somewhere between 5ft9" and 6ft. Which one of the sentences in (9) is true?
5 Kennedy

and McNally (2005) and Kennedy (2007) make a further distinction within the class of AAs between
total AAs that are associated with scales that have only one endpoint (like clean) and AAs that are associated with
scales that have two endpoints (‘totally closed scales’, like empty). However, I will abstract away from this division
here. For how ‘totally closed scale’ adjectives ﬁt into the picture developed in this paper, see Burnett (2012).
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a. John is tall.
b. John is not tall.

For John, a borderline case of tall, it seems like the most appropriate answer is either “neither"
or “both"6 .
A second characterization of vague predicates is the fuzzy boundaries property. This is the
observation that there are (or appear to be) no sharp boundaries between cases of a vague predicate
P and its negation. Considering the context described above: If we take a tall person and we
start subtracting millimetres from their height, it seems impossible to pinpoint the precise instance
where subtracting a millimetre suddenly moves us from the height of a tall person to the height of
a not tall person. In principle, if we line all the individuals in the domain up according to height,
we ought to be able to ﬁnd an adjacent pair in the tall-series consisting of a tall person and a not
tall person. However, it does not appear that this is possible. Of course, one way to get around
this problem would be to just stipulate where the boundary is, say, at another contextually given
value for tall; however, if we were to do this, we would be left with the impression that the point
at which we decided which of the borderline cases to include and which to exclude was arbitrary.
The inability to draw sharp, non-arbitrary boundaries is often taken to be the essence of vagueness
(for example, by Fara (2000)), and it is intimately related to another characterization of vague
language: vague predicates are those that are tolerant. This novel characterization of vagueness
was ﬁrst proposed by Wright (1975) as a way to give a more general explanation to the ‘fuzzy
boundaries’ feature; however, more recently, versions of this idea have been further developed and
taken to be at the core of what it means to be a vague expression (ex. Smith (2008), van Rooij
(2010), Cobreros et al. (2010), a.o.).
(10)

Deﬁnition of Tolerance (Wright, 1975)(p. 334):
“Let Θ be a concept related to a predicate, F, in the following way: that any case to which F
applies may be transformed into a case where it does not apply simply by sufﬁcient change
in respect of Θ; colour, for example, is such a concept for ‘red’, size for ‘heap’, degree of
maturity for ‘child’, number of hairs for ‘bald’. . .
• Then F is tolerant with respect to Θ if there is also some positive degree of change in
respect of Θ insufﬁcient ever to affect the justice with which F is applied to a particular
case."

This property is more nuanced than the ‘fuzzy boundaries’ property in that it makes reference to
a dimension and to an incremental structure associated with this dimension. The deﬁnition in (10)
puts an additional constraint on what can be deﬁned as a vague predicate: the distance between the
points on the associated dimension must be sufﬁciently small such that changing from one point
to an adjacent one does not affect whether we would apply the predicate. Immediately, we can see
6 In fact, many recent experimental studies on contradictions with borderline cases have found that the “both" and/or

“neither" answers seem to be favoured by natural language speakers. For example, Alxatib and Pelletier (2010) ﬁnd
that many participants are inclined to permit what seem like overt contradictions of the form in i with borderline cases.
Additionally, Ripley (2011) ﬁnds similar judgments for the predicate near.
(i)

a. Mary is neither tall nor not tall.
b. Mary is both tall and not tall.
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that, in the context of American males, tall satisﬁes (10). There is an increment, say 1mm, such
that if someone is tall, then subtracting 1 mm does not suddenly make them not tall. Similarly,
adding 1mm to a person who is not tall will never make them tall.
The observation that relative adjectives are tolerant leads straightforwardly to the observation
that these predicates gives rise to a paradox for systems like ﬁrst (or higher) order logic (upon
which most formal theories of the semantics of natural language are based) known as the Sorites,
or the paradox of the ‘heap’. Formally, the paradox can set up in a number of ways. A common
one found in the literature is (11), where ∼ P is a ‘little by little’ or ‘indistinguishable difference’
relation.
(11)

The Sorites Paradox
a. Clear Case: P(a1 )
b. Clear Non-Case: ¬P(ak )
c. Sorites Series: ∀i ∈ [1, n](ai ∼ P ai+1 )
d. Tolerance: ∀x∀y((P(x) ∧ x ∼ P y) → P(y))
e. Conclusion: P(ak ) ∧ ¬P(ak )

Thus, in ﬁrst order logic and other similar systems, as soon as we have a clear case of P, a
clear non-case of P, and a Sorites series, though universal instantiation and repeated applications
of modus ponens, we can conclude that everything is P and that everything is not P. We can see
that tall (for a North American male) gives rise to such an argument. We can ﬁnd someone who
measures 6ft to satisfy (a), and we can ﬁnd someone who measures 5ft6" to satisfy (b). In the
previous paragraph, we concluded that tall is tolerant, so it satisﬁes (d), and, ﬁnally, we can easily
construct a Sorites series based on height to fulﬁll (c). Therefore, we would expect to be able to
conclude that this 5ft6" tall person (a non-borderline case) is both tall and not tall, which is absurd.
In summary, we have seen a context (evaluating the height of men on the street) in which
a relative adjective, tall, had borderline cases, fuzzy boundaries, and gave rise to a Soritical
argument. We can think of other contexts in which tall would have these properties, and, indeed,
it is difﬁcult to think of a context in which they would disappear. Furthermore, relative adjectives
as a class seem to display these properties. For example, consider the predicate expensive in the
context of buying a large television (at which exact cent does a TV go from being expensive to not
expensive?), or long in the context of a watching a movie (at which exact second does a movie go
from being not long to long?), and so on.

3.2 Are absolute adjectives vague?
With these puzzling properties in mind, I turn to absolute adjectives like bald, empty and straight.
Do AAs also have borderline cases and fuzzy boundaries? Are they tolerant and do they give rise
to the Sorites?
On the one had, it seems like the answer to these questions is “yes." It has been observed since
Ancient Greece that adjectives like bald display certain properties that are eerily similar to the
properties displayed by tall and long. For example, if we take a normal case of the use of the word
bald, talking about men on the street, we can easily identify clear cases of bald men (those with zero
hairs on their head) and clear non-cases (those with a full head of hair). However, in this context,
what about people with a quarter head of hair? Are they bald? Not bald? Both or neither? Thus, in
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this situation, bald appears to have borderline cases. Similarly, at what number of hairs does one
go from being bald to not bald? The boundaries of bald appear fuzzy. Indeed, it seems bizarre to
think that there is some point at which adding a single hair to a man’s head could take him from
being bald to not bald; therefore, bald is tolerant in this context. Thus, we have the ingredients for
a Sorites-type argument. We can see the same thing for empty and straight. Consider a context in
which we are talking about theatres and whether or not a particular play was well-attended. In this
kind of situation, we often apply the predicate empty to theatres that are not completely empty (i.e.
those with a couple people in them), and, in this context, empty has borderline cases, has fuzzy
boundaries, and is tolerant: If we are willing to call a theatre with a couple of people in it empty,
then at what number of spectators does it become not empty? Likewise, in most situations, we can
refer to objects with slight bends as straight, provided the bends are not large enough to interfere
with our purposes. And, in these contexts, straight is vague with respect to how big these bends are
allowed to be before they make an object become not straight. In summary, we can conclude that,
at least in some contexts, absolute adjectives also display the characteristic properties of vague
language.
On the other hand, it has been observed (by Pinkal (1995), Kennedy (2007) and others) that, in
some other contexts, the symptoms of vagueness with AAs disappear. As a ﬁrst example, we might
consider Kennedy (2007)’s discussion of the absolute predicate straight. He observes that, in some
very special cases where our purposes require the object to be perfectly straight, it is possible to
say something like (12).
(12)

The rod for the antenna needs to be straight, but this one has a 1mm bend in the middle, so
unfortunately it won’t work.
Kennedy (2007) (p.25)

In this situation, straight has no borderline cases: even a 1 mm bend is sufﬁcient to move an
object from straight to not straight. Similarly, the boundary between straight and not straight is
sharp and located between the perfectly straight objects and those with any small bend. Thus, we
have a context where straight stops being vague. We can see the same pattern with empty. Suppose,
instead of evaluating the success of a play, we are describing the process of fumigating a theatre. In
this case, since having even a single person inside would result in a death, the cutoff point between
empty theatres and non-empty theatres would be sharply at ‘one or more spectators’. Finally, we
can see that even bald can stop being vague in some contexts. To adapt an example from Fara
(2000): suppose we are trying to cast a movie biography of the actor Yul Brynner. Brynner is
completely bald, and, indeed, his appearance is one of the things he is famous for. Thus, it is very
important that the person that we pick to play him be completely bald (have zero hairs on their
head). In this context, it would be appropriate to say something like (13).
(13)

The lead actor must be bald, but this guy has a hair on his head, so unfortunately, he won’t
work.

In this situation, bald has no borderline cases, and adding a single hair moves one sharply from
bald to not bald. In summary, we have seen both contexts in which AAs display the characteristic
properties of vagueness and contexts in which they do not; thus, when we ask whether absolute
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adjectives are vague, it seems that the appropriate answer to this question is “sometimes (but not
always)."7
As I mentioned above, at ﬁrst glance, the behaviour of AAs appears to be different from that of
RAs, because RAs seem to be vague in all contexts. We can state this empirical observation that
links lexical subclass membership to possible lack of vagueness, which I will henceforth call the
Pinkal/Kennedy Generalization, as in (14).
(14)

The Pinkal/Kennedy Generalization
Relative adjectives are vague in all contexts; whereas, there exist contexts in which absolute
adjectives are not vague.

In other words, absolute adjectives display contextual variation in the presence of vagueness;
whereas, relative adjectives do not. However, in the next section, I will argue that (14) is false:
relative adjectives also show contextual variation.

4 Contextual variation in vagueness with RAs
At ﬁrst glance, the P/K generalization (14) appears correct: indeed, when we consider the classic
example of a vague predicate, tall, it certainly seems difﬁcult if not impossible to think of situations
in which tall can be used precisely. However, if we consider a relative adjective like expensive,
whose scale is built out of discrete units of value (i.e. cents, centimes etc.), we see a different
pattern. In fact, it appears that relative adjectives with discrete scales can also have a non-vague
use. For example, in North America, there is a certain class of candies known as ‘penny’ candies
because, historically, they were always sold for one cent in corner stores. When we’re discussing
the price of one of these candies, since the normal price is one cent, adding a single cent (the
smallest amount of change that, for this scale, we could make) to the price of an object will cause
it to move from not expensive to expensive, as shown in the felicitous dialogues in (15) and (16).
(15)

a. Speaker A: How much did you pay for your candy?
b. Speaker B: One cent.
c. Speaker A: Yeah. That’s not expensive: that’s what they usually cost.

(16)

a. Speaker A: How much did you pay for your candy?
b. Speaker B: 2 cents.
c. Speaker A: That’s expensive!

When the appropriate comparison class for expensive is the set of penny candies, this predicate has
no borderline cases, and its boundaries are sharp: one cent for a candy is not expensive, but two
cents for a candy is. Thus, we have our ﬁrst counter-example to the generalization that relative
7 Interestingly,

contextual variation in the presence of vagueness has been taken by many authors to indicate that
AAs are not (or never) vague. Under this view (as presented in, for example, Kennedy and McNally (2005) and
Kennedy (2007)), the uses described above that give rise to Soritical arguments are cases of a different phenomenon:
“imprecision." I suggest however that, at this point, it is unclear to what extent we are justiﬁed in treating vagueness and
“imprecision" as separate (possibly unrelated) phenomena, given that they share so very many non-trivial properties.
I therefore follow the philosophical tradition that searches for a uniﬁed, more complete understanding of Sorities-type
arguments and the predicates that give rise to them across adjectival classes. See Burnett (2012) for discussion.
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adjectives always display the properties of vagueness. Note that it might be tempting to propose,
in order to save (14), that expensive in (16) has been somehow transformed into a homophonous
absolute adjective; however, this analysis would predict that we have two expensives in our lexicon:
expensive1 , which is a relative adjective, and expensive2 , which is a (total) absolute adjective8 .
However, in this case, we would expect expensive2 to be licensed in the constructions that license
AAs, and, as shown in (17), this prediction is not borne out.
(17)

?This watch is almost/completely expensive.

Instead, all that we have done in (16) is provide the appropriate comparison class for the
predicate, something that is necessary for all occurrences of relative adjectives.
However, ‘sharpening up’ is not only possible with adjectives that are commonly associated
with discrete scales. A second counter-example to (14), which was suggested to me by an
anonymous reviewer in another context, involves the relative adjective long. Suppose we are in
a situation in which we are evaluating the length of trains that are composed of a number of cars,
and the cars that are concatenated to form the train are sufﬁciently long themselves such that adding
a single car can make a salient difference to the length of the train. In this situation, it might be
appropriate to say something like (18).
(18)

Train A, with 3 cars, is not long, but Train B, with 4 cars, is long.

Thus, in this context, long has no borderline cases: trains with less than four cars are not long,
trains with more than 3 cars are long, and the boundaries of long (for a train) are sharp: between
three and four cars. In other words, contra (14), long does not display the properties of vague
language in this context. A ﬁnal counter-example (which was also suggested to me) involves the
predicate hot. Suppose we want to bake a cake and, according to the recipe, we need to preheat the
oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. In this situation, it is conceivable that we might consider an oven
heated to any degree less than 350 as not hot; however, we move sharply to hot ovens as soon as
the temperature hits 350 degrees.
I therefore conclude that (14) is incorrect and that whether or not contextual variation in the
appearance of the properties of vagueness with an adjective is not directly determined by its
membership in the relative or absolute adjectival classes9 .
8 Another

option is that the absolute adjective expensive2 is actually a member of the partial class. This analysis
would predict that, like the other partial adjectives, expensive2 would have an existential meaning. Presumably, in the
same way that the partial adjectives wet/dirty/sick are generally proposed to hold of objects with non-zero degrees of
wetness/dirt/sickness (cf. Yoon (1996); Rotstein and Winter (2004), among others), it would be true of an object just in
case the object had a non-zero degree of value. However, then we would expect to be able to utter (i) using expensive2
and then to conclude (ii). But this is simply not possible.
(i) This watch is more expensive than that watch.
(ii) This watch is expensive.
Furthermore, This watch is slightly expensive only has an excessive interpretation (‘slightly too expensive’) not an
existential interpretation (‘has some small degree of value’), which is counter to our expectations if expensive2 were a
partial AA.
9 I leave to future research the analysis of which contextual factors favour or disfavour an adjectival predicate being
vague in a particular context.
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4.1 Potential vagueness
In the previous sections, we observed that vagueness (even with (at least some) relative adjectives)
is context-dependent. In other words, I argued that being vague (by which I mean “exhibiting the
cluster of properties discussed in section 3") is a stage-level property, i.e. one that is subject to
contextual variation. This picture is at odds with the traditional use of the term vague (beginning
with Peirce (1901)) which takes it to be an individual-level, context-independent property. Thus, I
propose that, in order to account for the empirical patterns described above and in the literature on
vagueness, “imprecision", and the absolute/relative distinction, we should employ a more nuanced
notion, one that makes the contribution of the context fully explicit. I therefore introduce the term
potentially vague, deﬁned in (19)10 .
(19)

Potential Vagueness:
An adjective P is potentially vague iff there is some context c in which P has borderline
cases, fuzzy boundaries, and gives rise to a Soritical argument in c.

In the next section, I will present a new empirical generalization concerning the distribution of
the potentially vague property and the absolute/relative distinction.

5 Complement-based variability in (potential) vagueness
In the previous sections, I argued that both relative adjectives and absolute adjectives were
potentially vague. However, in this section, I will argue that not all of these potentially vague
predicates are potentially vague in the same way. In short, I propose that the relative/absolute
distinction is relevant for vagueness, and we can see this by comparing positive potentially vague
predicates with their negations.
Firstly, we can observe that, for relative adjectives, there is no difference in the potential
vagueness of their positive form and their negation. We saw in section 3 that tall was potentially
vague, and we can make the same observation about not tall: At what point does adding a
millimetre to the height of a ‘not tall’ person change them into a tall person? In the contexts
in which ‘± one millimetre’ counts as an irrelevant change, then not tall will also be tolerant; that
is, we will generally assent to both the statements in (20).
(20)

Tolerant tall and not tall:
a. Tall: For all x, y, if x is tall and x and y’s heights differ by a millimetre, then y is tall.
b. Not tall: For all x, y, if x is not tall and x and y’s heights differ by a millimetre, then y is
not tall.

I will refer to the property of having both a potentially vague positive and negative form as being
symmetrically vague.
(21)

10 A

Symmetric vagueness:
A predicate P is symmetrically vague iff P is potentially vague and ‘not P’ is potentially
vague.

more formal characterization of the potentially vague property is given in Burnett (2012); however, for the
purposes of this paper, (19) will sufﬁce.
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However, absolute adjectives display a different pattern. Consider ﬁrstly total AAs like bald
and empty. We saw in previous sections that these predicates were potentially vague, and we can
think of contexts in which we would assent to the principle of tolerance using them:
(22)

Tolerant bald and empty:
a. For all x, y, if x is bald and x and y’s heads differ by a single hair, then y is bald.
b. For all x, y, if x is empty and x and y’s contents differ by a single item, then y is empty.

If adding or subtracting one hair is viewed as an irrelevant change in the context, then whether y
has one more or one fewer hair than x will not affect the application of bald. The same thing holds
for empty: if adding or removing an object from a container is viewed as an irrelevant change, then
we will always consider y empty if x is.
But we can observe that the negations of total AAs behave differently. In particular, even in the
same contexts as described above (and in section 3), the principle of tolerance is not valid for not
bald and not empty (23).
(23)

Intolerant not bald and not empty:
a. False: For all x, y, if x is not bald and x and y’s heads differ by a single hair, then y is
not bald.
b. False: For all x, y, if x is not empty and x and y’s contents differ by a single item, then y
is not empty.

The statements in (23) are falsiﬁed by the cases where we move from individuals who are at
the endpoint of the relevant scale to those who lie at the second to last degree: if x has a single hair,
it is conceivable that they would be considered not bald (cf. the Yul Brynner example); however,
if y has absolutely no hair, then they would never be considered not bald. Similarly with empty:
(b) is falsiﬁed by the case where x has one object and y has zero objects.
Thus, total AAs and their negations show a fundamental asymmetry with respect to potential
vagueness: while it may be possible to ﬁnd contexts in which an individual who is not completely
bald/empty counts as bald/empty, someone (or something) who is completely bald/empty can never
count as not bald/not empty. I will refer to the property of differing in vagueness with one’s
negation as being asymmetrically vague:
(24)

Asymmetric vagueness:
A predicate P is asymmetrically vague iff one of {P, not P} is not potentially vague.

What about partial AAs? We can immediately see a difference between adjectives like wet,
dirty etc. and empty, bald etc.: the negations of partial adjectives are potentially vague. For
example, if we are in a situation where a single drop of water does not make a difference to our
interests11 , then not wet will be tolerant (a). Similarly with not dirty: this negated predicate will
satisfy the tolerance principle in cases where one speck of dirt is perceived as irrelevant (b).
11 Consider

the following situation: I am looking for a towel to dry myself off. In this case, it is natural to refer
a towel that has one tiny drop of water on it as not wet, since a single drop of water does not affect a large towel’s
absorbency.
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(25)
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Tolerance of not wet and not dirty:
a. For all x, y, if x is not wet, and x and y differ by one drop of water, then y is not wet.
b. For all x, y, if x is not dirty, and x and y differ by one speck of dirt, then y is not dirty.

However, with partial absolute adjectives, it is the positive form of the adjective that is not
potentially vague: even if a single drop/speck is perceived as irrelevant, wet and dirty do not
satisfy tolerance. In particular, objects that are completely dry and completely clean cannot ever
be described as wet or dirty respectively.
(26)

Intolerance of wet and dirty:
a. False: For all x, y, if x is wet, and x and y differ by one drop of water, then y is wet.
b. False: For all x, y, if x is dirty, and x and y differ by one speck of dirt, then y is dirty.

In summary, I have argued that the proper distribution of the potential vagueness property
within the set of scalar adjectives is as shown in table 2.
Class
Relative
Total Absolute
Partial Absolute

P. Vague P
!
!
×

P. Vague ¬P
!
×
!

Table 2: Potential Vagueness Typology of Scalar Adjectives

6 Conclusion
In this paper, I argued that a scalar adjective’s membership in the absolute or relative class has
an important effect on whether or not they (or their negation) will exhibit the characterizing
properties of vague language. This proposal is in line with previous research on vagueness and
scale structure; however, I argued that existing proposals by Pinkal (1995) and Kennedy (2007)
that take contextual variation in vagueness to be the contribution of the absolute/relative distinction
are not empirically correct. I proposed a new empirical generalization concerning the difference
between RAs and AAs: RAs are symmetrically vague (have (potentially) vague positive and
negative forms); whereas, AAs are asymmetrically vague (have only one (potentially) vague form).
The link proposed in this paper between (a)symmetric vagueness and the relative/total/partial
distinctions raises questions concerning the interaction between the properties of vague language
and the properties of the scales associated with different kinds of adjectives. However, a full
investigation of the relationship between potential vagueness and scale structure is out of the scope
of this paper.
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F UNCTIONAL S TANDARDS
A ND T HE A BSOLUTE / R ELATIVE D ISTINCTION⇤
L ISA B YLININA
Institute of Linguistics OTS, Utrecht University

1 Introduction
This paper has two goals: first, we make a descriptive contribution to the discussion of for-phrases
in degree constructions; second, we discuss how these facts are relevant for a theoretical debate on
the nature of absolute vs. relative distinction within gradable adjectives.
Some degree-related for-phrases are shown in (1):
(1)

a. John is tall for a 3-year old.
b. This cake is tasty for Paul.
c. This hat is expensive for a 3-year old.

Though it might seem that there is no sharp semantic boundary between the uses of the forphrases in (1) (Sassoon and van Rooij, 2012), we argue that cases like (1c) are special in several
important respects that need to be documented and explained. Using the term coined by Kagan
and Alexejenko (2010) for similar uses of Russian adjectival suffix -ovat, we call this a functional
standard (FS) construction.
We will show that functional for-phrases lack the properties that have been commonly
associated with degree for-phrases, most importantly, their combination with a relative gradable
adjective is an absolute predicate (in the sense defined in Section 2). This last property will lead us
to the second goal of the paper. The nature of the absolute vs. relative distinction within gradable
adjectives has been subject to several recent studies (Kennedy, 2007, McNally, 2011, Solt, 2011,
Sassoon and Toledo, 2011). We will focus on cases of apparent ambiguity of gradable predicates
between relative and absolute interpretations. While absolute adjectives are known to have relative
uses available systematically (Kennedy, 1999, Kennedy and McNally, 2005),1 the opposite –
⇤ I would like to thank Rick Nouwen, Ora Matushansky, Galit Sassoon, Stephanie Solt, Assaf Toledo, Micha
Breakstone, Ekaterina Lyutikova, Angelika Kratzer, and Chris Kennedy for discussing this work with me, and for
helpful comments and suggestions they made. All errors are mine.
1 As an example, dry is a typical absolute adjective, but one can set up a context in such a way that a relative reading
would be available, arguably, when dry is used to describe a permanent, stable property such as the average degree of
moisture in the atmosphere, as in The glasses are dry vs. This region of the country is dry. For further discussion see
(Kennedy and McNally, 2005:6.2).
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relative adjectives appearing with absolute-like interpretation – has not been documented. We
believe that the FS construction is precisely the case of a relative-to-absolute shift (or ambiguity, to
be discussed as we proceed), and as such it can be instructive about what it takes to be an absolute
predicate. We discuss more cases of this kind of shift, and we will be particularly interested in
the so called Attributive-with-Infinitive construction (Fleisher, 2008, 2011). We observe that in all
known cases of absolute interpretation of relative predicates there is modality involved, and we
speculate about reasons why this should be so.
The paper is organized as follows: we introduce the theoretical issue first (Section 2), and
then move to the for-phrase constructions (Sections 3 and 4). We describe the FS for-phrases and
their special properties compared both to known for-phrase constructions and the too-construction.
In Section 5, we argue that the FS construction involves an absolute standard, as well as the
Attributive-with-Infinitive construction, discussed in Section 6. Then we turn to further issues.

2 Absolute and relative gradable adjectives
We will use the mainstream semantics for gradable adjectives that treats them as measure functions
of type he, di from the domain of individuals to degrees (Bartsch and Vennemann, 1972, 1973,
Kennedy, 1999, 2007): ~ tall  = λ x.tall(x), where tall(x) is x’s height. Measure functions
are converted into properties of individuals by degree morphology (comparative morphemes,
intensifiers etc.). For the unmarked positive form (as in John is tall) a null POS morpheme
is introduced, where ds is ‘contextually appropriate standard of comparison, whatever that is’
(Kennedy, 2007):
(2)

~ POS  = λ gλ x.g(x) ⌫ ds

What would be a more precise way to describe ds ? An intuitively plausible candidate for ds
would be an average degree over the comparison class. There are two problems with this option
though. First, as observed by Bogusławski (1975), under this view the following sentence should
be a contradiction, which it is not:
(3)

Nadia’s height is greater than the average height of a gymnast, but she is still not tall for a
gymnast.

The second counter-argument comes from the Sorites paradox: if the standard is an average,
we wouldn’t expect to see the positive form to create instances of the Sorites paradox, since the
average represents a crisp cut-off point.
These observations motivated the ‘significance’ component that is sometimes introduced into
the semantics of a positive form of adjectives like tall (Fara, 2000, Kennedy, 2007):
(4)

~ POS tall  = λ c 2 Dhe,ti λ x.tall(x) !& norm (tall)(c)
c = comparison class, !& = significantly exceed

There have been different alternative proposals on how the relevant facts can be captured, for
example, standard as a range rather than a point on the scale (von Stechow, 2006, Solt, 2011).
This area on the scale contains an average over the comparison class, but the width of this range is
influenced by various contextual factors.
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What is important for us is that the above is only applicable to a subclass of gradable adjectives,
namely, relative gradable adjectives like tall. There is a substantial literature on the distinction
between relative adjectives and absolute adjectives such as closed (Unger, 1975, Rotstein and
Winter, 2004, Kennedy and McNally, 2005, Kennedy, 2007, Sassoon and Toledo, 2011, McNally,
2011).
Semantically, three differences between relative and absolute adjectives have been identified
(Kennedy, 2007, Sassoon and Toledo, 2011, McNally, 2011). First, the truth value of sentences
with positive forms of relative adjectives is context-dependent, while that of absolute adjectives is
not:
(5)

a. Compared to her friend Andrea, Marta is tall.
b. ??Compared to Door #1, Door #2 is closed.

Second, absolute adjectives do not give rise to the Sorites paradox, as they yield crisp judgments
in the positive form (if we open a door which is closed even the smallest amount, we can easily
determine that the door will no longer be closed). A third, related property is the existence of
borderline cases for which it is difficult or impossible to decide whether the relative adjective
truthfully holds or not; absolute adjectives in general lack these borderline cases.
We will address certain complications to this picture later, but from what was said now it is
quite clear that there is a difference between the kinds of standards relative and absolute adjectives
make use of in the positive form. This difference manifests itself linguistically in degree modifier
distribution (Rotstein and Winter, 2004, Kennedy and McNally, 2005):
(6)

a. ??perfectly/??slightly {tall, deep, expensive, likely}
b. ??perfectly/??slightly {short, shallow, inexpensive, unlikely}

(7)

a. ??perfectly/slightly {bent, bumpy, dirty, worried}
b. perfectly/??slightly {straight, flat, clean, unworried}

(8)

a. perfectly/??slightly {certain, safe, pure, accurate}
b. ??perfectly/slightly {uncertain, dangerous, impure, inaccurate}

(9)

a. perfectly/slightly {full, open, opaque}
b. perfectly/slightly {empty, closed, transparent}

The patterns of degree modification are traditionally explained with the help of the differences
in the structure of scales encoded by gradable adjectives (Kennedy and McNally, 2005, Kennedy,
2007):
( TOTALLY )

OPEN :

LOWER CLOSED :
UPPER CLOSED :

( TOTALLY )

CLOSED :

◦—————◦
•—————◦
◦—————•
•—————•

Adjectives that make use of a scale that is closed at least at one end are absolute adjectives,
adjectives with totally open scales are relative ones. The question that still needs to be answered is
the following: what role exactly does the scale structure have in determining the kind of a standard
an adjective in its positive form will use, and what exactly the degree modifiers in (6-9) are sensitive
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to? Keeping the single semantic type he, di for all gradable adjectives, Kennedy (2007) derives the
observable differences between absolute and relative ones from a combination of conventional
properties of the adjective (scale structure) and a more general principle of interpretation:
(10) Interpretive Economy: Maximize the contribution of the conventional meanings of the
elements of a sentence to the computation of its truth conditions. (Kennedy, 2007:36)
The principle ensures that the conventionally determined standard (maximal or minimal) will
be preferred over a contextually determined standard when an adjective’s scale is closed. For
relative adjectives, there will be no conventionally provided degree to serve as a standard, and the
standard has to be chosen contextually.
Several alternative approaches to the absolute / relative distinction have been formulated
recently. (McNally, 2011) and (Sassoon and Toledo, 2011) argue that the difference lies not in
the scale structure of the predicates itself, but rather in the nature of the properties denoted by
gradable adjectives, and the scale structure just correlates with this deeper distinction.
(McNally, 2011) proposes to model the truthful predication of relative adjectives as
CLASSIFICATION BY SIMILARITY , and the truthful predication of absolute adjectives as
CLASSIFICATION BY RULE . The two kinds of classification have been described as distinct
cognitive processes by Hahn and Chater (1998). Classification by similarity requires only
partial match between the classification criterion/a and the relevant properties of the object and
involves comparing a specific individual against another specific individual. On the other hand,
classification by rule requires strict matching; a specific individual is compared (fullness of a
specific glass) against a more abstract representation (fullness for glasses in general).
Under this view, importantly, nothing forces an absolute (rule-based) standard to be a minimum
or a maximum on a scale. As McNally notes, though it would be a perfectly natural and easy rule
to use a zero or a maximum value as a standard, other cases should be attested as well. And
there are indeed several cases like that; one example is full when applied to a wine glass, which
is normally considered full if it is filled to about half of its capacity with wine. Though it is
not a maximal standard, it arguably behaves like the standard of an absolute adjective. It is not
compatible with compared to-phrases, it licences crisp judgements and thus does not give rise to
the Sorites paradox; and finally, it is argued not to yield borderline cases. Thus, it can be seen as
an instance of an absolute standard.
A related, though different approach is described in (Sassoon and Toledo, 2011). The proposed
difference between absolute and relative adjectives boils down to VARIANCE WITHIN / BETWEEN
INDIVIDUALS : an adjective is interpreted based on variance between individuals iff the
comparison class never includes different counterparts/stages of the same individual (giving rise
to a relative interpretation); an adjective is interpreted based on variance within an individual iff
the comparison class only includes different counterparts/stages of the same individual (absolute
interpretation).
Thus, absolute adjectives are essentially modal, while relative adjectives are essentially
extensional. The extent to which the two approaches are compatible can be a matter of debate,
but the important point to make is that they both analyse absolute adjectives non-extensionally.
(Solt, This volume, Sassoon, This volume) discuss low degree modifiers like slightly as tests for
the absolute/relative distinction, and types of standards they are compatible with. In line with the
discussion above, Solt concludes that it is not exactly the scale structure that slightly is sensitive to.
Rather, it is the fuzziness of the relative standard that precludes reasoning about small differences
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around the standard. She proposes that, crucially, relative standards are arbitrary, i.e. there are
multiple equally acceptable choices. The semantics for slightly A, as formulated in (Solt 2011),
makes explicit that slightly does not pick any special kind of standard (min, max or rel), it just
needs the possibility of reasoning about small differences:
(11) ~ slightly A  = λ x.d STD:A < µ DIM (x) < d STD:A + δ , for small δ
Presumably, any way of making the standard more precise would suffice to turn a relative-like
standard into an absolute-like one, without intensionality playing a role.
We believe that the FSs can provide some interesting insights relevant for this debate. We now
turn to the for-phrase data.

3 For-phrases and functional standards
Recall the sentences with for-phrases in (1), repeated here with two new examples added:
(12)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

John is tall for a 3-year old.
This cake is tasty for Paul.
The store is crowded for a Tuesday
Mia wants an expensive hat for a three year old
This hat is expensive for a 3-year old.

(Solt, 2011)
(Schwarz, 2010)

The role of for-phrases is different in sentences (12). (12a) illustrates a comparison class (CC)
for-phrase, (12b) includes a judge PP, and (12c-e) constitute a part of for-phrase landscape that has
been subject to some recent attention in the literature (Schwarz, 2010, Solt, 2011, Sassoon and van
Rooij, 2012).
CC for-phrases as in (12a) only appear with relative gradable adjectives. They overtly
restrict the set of individuals that are taken into account while computing the relative standard
(Kennedy, 2007, Bale, 2008, Solt, 2011) (for a detailed discussion on how this effect is achieved
compositionally, see (Sassoon and van Rooij, 2012)). Since absolute adjectives have a fixed
standard, CC for-phrases do not usually appear them:
(13)

a. John is tall / short for a 3-year old.
b. #This towel is wet / dry for a used towel.
c. #This glass is full / empty for a wine glass.

One more defining property of CC for-PPs is the presupposition that the subject of the gradable
predicate is a member of the set denoted by the DP inside the CC for-phrase (Kennedy, 2007, Bale,
2008):
(14)

John is tall for a basketball player −! John is a basketball player.

The last relevant property, which is related to the previous one, is that the DP inside the forphrase, cannot be an individual-denoting one:2
2 In

fact, it seems that it is not enough to require a CC for-phrase to denote more than one individual, cf. *John is
tall for John and Bill and *John is tall for my kids. We readdress that issue in the discussion section.
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*John is tall for that boy.

Judge PPs as in (12b) are limited to so-called predicates of personal taste like tasty, fun,
interesting etc., a subset of relative gradable adjectives (Lasersohn, 2005, Stephenson, 2007,
Paenen, 2011, Pearson, To appear). This class is characterized by the lack of objective ordering
of individuals on the scale lexicalized by the adjective, the ordering that would be provided by
the real world independently of any experiencer. The judge for-phrase provides the source of
the ordering of objects along some subjective scale. This lexical difference manifests itself, for
example, in the ways these adjectives are embedded under attitude verbs like English find, which
requires subjectivity in the dependant clause (Paenen, 2011):
(16)

a. John finds apples tastier than bananas.
b. *John finds Mary taller than Jane.

In contrast to CC for-phrases, judge PPs can contain an individual-denoting DP (12b) and they
do not induce a presupposition of inclusion even in case they are plural. In addition, judge for
alternates with to:
(17)

a. This food is tasty for/to teenagers.
b. What she said was very important for/to me.

Moving to more complicated cases in (12c-e), temporal for-phrases like (12c) are discussed in
(Solt, 2011), and are argued to be a special case of CC for-phrases. The comparison class is the
set of all Thursdays, and though there is no presupposition that the subject is a member of that set,
there is a similar presupposition that the event described in the sentence takes place on Thursday.
(12d) is also problematic for a simplistic view on for-phrases outlined above. It illustrates a socalled ‘mediation problem’ (Schwarz, 2010): there is an inclusion relation between the sentential
subject (Mia) and a set denoted by the for-phrase (3-year-old children), but not between the subject
of the gradable predicate (hat) and the for-phrase set, as one would expect. The two subjects are
linked by some kind of ‘mediation relation’:
(18)

a. Mia has an expensive hat for a 3-year old.
b. {x: x is a 3-year old} $ mediation $ {y: y is a hat of a 3-year old}

Schwarz gives an analysis in terms of scoping POS morpheme, which allows for a derived
gradable predicate that would satisfy the usual definition of a CC for-phrase construction:
(19)

Mia POS [λ d[has a [d expensive] hat] [for a 3-year old] ].

Thus, with some additional mechanisms, (12c) and (12d) fall under familiar CC for-phrase
class.
We now turn to the cases like (12e), which, as we will argue, are different from both CC and
judge for-phrases in several important respects and constitute a separate underdescribed class of
degree for-phrases.
(12e)

This hat is expensive [for a 3-year old].
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a. This soup is somewhat hot [for me].
b. This puzzle is complicated [for John].
c. This pool is a little bit deep [for my daughter].

We call the construction that we are describing a FUNCTIONAL STANDARD (FS) construction,
following Kagan and Alexejenko (2010) who use this term for certain uses of the Russian degree
modifying adjectival suffix -ovat. The following is their key example:
(21)

Takije kabluki dlja menja vysok-ovat-y.
such heels for me high-ovat-PL.NOM
‘Such heels are somewhat too high for me’

(21) says that the degree that the heels reach on the scale of height is slightly greater than the
highest degree that would be good for me to wear. Crucially, there seems to be a ‘purpose’ involved
(the speaker wearing certain shoes), defining a degree interval compatible with this purpose; its
maximum is used as a standard of comparison.
Similarly, in (12e) it seems that there is an implicit ‘purpose’-like proposition involved in
interpretation of the sentence, with respect to which the position of the subject individual on a
scale encoded by the adjective can be relevant. In the case of (12e), the ‘purpose’ is buying a hat
for a 3-year old child, for which the price of the hat is relevant; in (20b) the ‘purpose’ can be that
John solves the problem, etc.
(Kagan and Alexejenko, 2010) treat the FS reading as a peculiarity of lexical semantics of
-ovat, but we believe these readings to be a much more general phenomenon. We clarify their
relation to low degrees as we proceed.
The semantics of FS for-phrases cannot be reduced to that of CC- or judge for-phrases. First,
as opposed to CC for-phrases, DPs in for-phrases in (20) can denote an individual; second, there
is no inclusion presupposition between any of the participants of the situation and the for-phrase
set (even if we include times and places; and even if we postulate scoping POS). Third, as opposed
to judge PPs, FS for-phrases in (20) combine with gradable predicates with objective ordering on
a scale (objects can be ordered by price, temperature etc. independently of any observer), thus
the role of for-phrases in (20) has to be different from the role of judge PPs when combined with
predicates of personal taste.
One possibility to discuss is that the FS for-PPs can still be instances of judge PPs, but in a
slightly different sense. Paenen (2011) notes that positive forms of relative adjectives exhibit at
least some of the properties associated with subjectivity. For example, as we showed in (16),
embedding under attitude verbs differentiates predicates of personal taste from other gradable
predicates, but not in the positive form:
(22)

a. John finds apples tastier than bananas.
b. *John finds Mary taller than Jane.

(23)

a. John finds apples tasty.
b. John finds Mary tall.

(Paenen 2011) proposes that the ordering is not the only source of subjectivity in positive
constructions. The theory of split subjectivity identifies a second point of subjectivity – namely,
the standard used by relative POS. According to Paenen, the perspective for the relative standard is
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by default fixed to a speaker, but in principle nothing prevents it from being manipulated overtly.
One could argue that in (20) it is indeed introduced by the for-phrase. We think that this kind
of interpretation might be available for at least some of the examples we are discussing, but we
crucially argue that the construction we are dealing with has different properties and different
semantics. One argument for this comes from the for / to alternation that judge PPs are known to
demonstrate, but that is generally not available in sentences like (20):
(24)

a. ??This hat is expensive to a 3-year old.
b. ??The puzzle is complicated to John.
c. ??This pool is a little bit deep to my daughter.

Furthermore, semantically, a judge is usually taken to be an individual, while FS for-phrases
can not only be be individual- and set-denoting, they can also include a situation-denoting DP:
(25)

a. This puzzle is complicated for the first lesson.
b. This car is expensive for our show.

Intuitively, even those cases when the FS for-phrase contains an individual, it is an argument
in an implicit proposition which defines the standard of the gradable predicate, as discussed above.
Nothing like that is usually taken to be part of judge PP semantics in degree constructions.
One more key property of the FS for-phrase construction that we want to elaborate on a little bit
more is the distribution of low degree modifiers like slightly. Section 2 introduced degree modifier
distribution as a test for relative vs. absolute adjectives. We repeat the part that involves low degree
modifiers:
(26)

a. ??slightly {tall, deep, expensive; short, shallow, inexpensive; certain, safe, pure}
b. slightly {bent, bumpy, dirty; uncertain, dangerous, impure; full, open; empty, closed}

Relative adjectives do not easily combine with low degree modifiers. CC for-phrases and judge
PPs preserve this pattern:3
(27)

a. ??/#John is slightly tall for a basketball player.4
b. ??This soup is slightly tasty for me.

Importantly, though, the FS for-phrases make relative adjectives perfectly compatible with low
degree modifiers:
(28)

a. This swimming pool is {slightly / a little bit / somewhat} deep for a 3-year old.
b. This mountain is {slightly / a little bit / somewhat} far for me.
c. This car is {slightly / a little bit / somewhat} expensive for someone like me.

We provide an explanation for this fact in Section 5.
3 For

a discussion of what kind of interpretation can be forced for these kind of sentences by those speakers who
accept them at all, see (Sassoon, This volume).
4 The sentence is fine without the inclusion presupposition, which means it is not a CC construction under this
reading. We will further discuss sentences like this in the last section.
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Summing up the conclusions reached so far, we identify a type of degree-related for-phrase
that is clearly distinct from the other known type of for-phrases, such as CC for-phrases
and judge PPs. The key properties of this construction, which we call the FS construction,
are non-presuppositionality, implicit ‘purpose’ semantics, and compatibility with low degree
modifiers.
The next section explores how functional standards are similar and different from the tooconstruction.

4 Functional standards and too
The way we described the FS construction so far is reminiscent of degree constructions with too:
(29)

a. This swimming pool is too deep for a 3-year old.
b. This mountain is too far for me.
c. The music is too loud for me.

In (29), there is a modal ‘purpose’ involved (for (29a), it would be a 3-year old child swimming
in the pool), defining a set of possible worlds compatible with it, which, in its turn, defines an
interval of degrees compatible with it, maximum used as a standard of comparison. So far, the
semantics of too-constructions is parallel to that of FS construction.
(von Stechow, 2003, von Stechow et al., 2004) provide an explicitly modal analysis for too.
The main idea of the analysis is that there is a covert modal in the complement of too, so that,
basically, Bertha is too old means Bertha is older than she may/canH be given a circumstantial
modal base H that is determined by the context (w* stands for the actual world):
(30) Bertha is too old ⇡ Bertha is older than she may/canH be (von Stechow et al., 2004:75b)
{d | 9w : w 2 H w⇤ & AGEw (Berta) ≥ d} ⇢ {d | AGEw⇤ (Berta) ≥ d}
Crucially, the semantics of too is decomposed into a comparative morpheme and an existential
modal. So under this account, too directly binds the degree variable of the gradable predicate, thus
the positive form of the adjective is not involved in this construction.
This decision is independently supported by the facts from measure phrase (MP) distribution.
MPs are quite often assumed to be tailor-made for comparative constructions rather than for bare
gradable adjectives (Schwarzschild, 2005). Comparative constructions generally co-occur with
MPs without restrictions, while bare adjectives’ behaviour differs from language to language a
great deal, there are quite a lot of languages that completely disallow MPs with bare adjectives,
etc. The class of adjectives that allow for an MP is also quite chaotic within a language, say,
English:
(31)

a. John is 20cm taller than Mary.
b. This car is $500 more expensive than that one.

(32)

a. John is 1.80cm tall.
b. *This car is $15000 expensive.

A proposal made in (Schwarzschild, 2005) argues for a type mismatch between bare adjectives
and MPs. The rare and unpredictable alleged exceptions are a result of a type-shift of an adjective,
and a possibility for this shift is probably specified in the lexicon.
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As expected, too-constructions are known for being compatible with MPs:
(33)

a. This car is $5000 too expensive for someone like me.
b. This swimming pool is 2m too deep for a 3-year old.
c. This mountain is 5km too far for me.

Should we adopt the same comparative semantics for FSs? We believe that the answer is
negative. The fact that we would like to draw attention to is that the FS construction is not
compatible with MPs:
(34)

a. *This car is $5000 expensive for someone like me.
b. *This swimming pool is 2m deep for a 3-year old.
c. *This mountain is 5km far for me.

We propose to explain this fact by assuming that FS constructions are positive constructions
rather than comparative ones. More technically, FS constructions contain a positive morpheme,
while too binds the d-argument of an adjective directly. This means that FS- and too-constructions
are not synonymous, or at least that the similar semantics is achieved in a different way
compositionally.
Adopting the modal semantics von Stechow (2003), von Stechow et al. (2004) develop for a
standard of the too-comparative and combining it with the positive morpheme, we get something
like the following (R is a relevant relation between the the object of the for-phrase and the subject
of the gradable predicate):
(35) ~ POS expensive for a 3-year old  = λ x.PRICE(x) ≥ max{d|9w : w 2 H w⇤ & PRICEw (x) ≥
d & Rw (x)(3yo)}
In prose, for POS expensive for a 3-year old to hold of x, x’s price needs to exceed the maximum
price that would still make x fit the ‘purpose’.
Summing up what we have so far, FS construction is a positive construction (unlike
constructions with too) that is distinct from other known types of degree for-phrase construction
(with CC for-phases and judge PPs) and involves a proposition which defines a standard for the
positive relative adjective.

5 Functional standards are absolute
One of the surprising properties of FSs discussed above is their perfect compatibility with low
degree modifiers, otherwise unexpected of the relative adjectives participating in this construction,
as shown in (28).
What could one make of this fact? If we take low degree modifier distribution as a test for
an absolute standard, we may conclude that there is an absolute standard involved in sentences in
(28). Indeed, the very possibility of reasoning about small intervals around the standard indicates
that the standard is not a very fuzzy one, which has been argued to be a key property of absolute
standards.5
5 It would be wrong to say that all cases in (28) lack any vagueness.

Quite like classic absolute adjectives like clean,
they are characterized by certain indeterminacy that can have three sources: limits of our ability to measure; granularity
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Summing up, in construction with a FS for-phrase, relative adjectives behave like absolute
ones. In particular, they use a maximum of the degree interval defined by an implicit ‘purpose’ as
their absolute standard in the positive form, as indicated in (35).
There are at least two ways to achieve this effect compositionally. The first option would be to
locally combine the for-phrase and the adjective, so that the for-phrase would pick a certain point
on the adjectival scale (namely, the maximum degree compatible with the purpose), which would
make a derived predicate true of all the objects that score above this point, and everything below
will be false. One could view this as subtraction operation:
(36) ~ expensivefor-a-3yo  = λ x.PRICE(x) − max{d|9w : w 2 H w⇤ &
Rw (x)(3yo)}

PRICE w (x)

≥d &

However, this is not the only way to do it. One could go for a more contextual option, assuming
that a FS for-phrase does not need to be compositionally combined with the adjective to have an
effect on the kind of standard the adjective picks in its positive form. One could say that this effect
is more indirect and is achieved via changing the context, which is then in turn used by the positive
morpheme to infer a standard. One could assume that the FS for-phrase introduces a very salient
degree on the adjectival scale – namely, the maximum on the purpose interval – that then gets
naturally picked as a standard in the positive form.
Note that this choice is parallel to the discussion about the role of CC for-phrases in degree
constructions: they have been argued to combine with the adjective directly and restrict the
adjectival scale in some way (Kennedy, 2007, Bale, 2008, Sassoon and van Rooij, 2012), and
to affect the contextual comparison class parameter of a positive morpheme, overtly restricting the
comparison class to the CC for-phrase set (Fults, 2006, Solt, 2011).
For CC for-phrases, the latter, contextual alternative does not seem immediately unexpected, as
both the unmodified adjective and the CC for-phrase constructions exhibit the properties of relative
gradable predicates in the positive form, and the standard that is used in this case is known to be
contextual, or context-sensitive. Absolute predicates, on the other hand, use standards that are
generally conventional and not context-sensitive (recall the Interpretive Economy Principle (10)).
If this is true, the second option for integrating FS for-phrases in the derived absolute predicate is
immediately out for conceptual reasons.
In the next section, we discuss a construction that resembles the FS construction that would
help us illustrate that the latter, contextual way of shifting relative standard to an absolute one is at
least a possibility.

6 Attributive-with-infinitive construction (Fleisher, 2011)
Fleisher (2011) discusses a construction he calls nominal Attributive-with-Infinitive (AIC)
construction, illustrated in (37):
(37)

a. Middlemarch is a long book to assign.

as part of ‘loose talk’ (Lasersohn, 1999); borderline cases inherited from the non fully defined application critera in
rule-based categorisation (McNally, 2011). We believe the last source of vagueness to be particularly important in FS
construction. Consider expensive for me now evaluated over a certain rather long and vague period of speaker’s life
(the relevant factors can include his current income level etc.), and him/her having $110 in his/her wallet in the precise
moment the sentence is uttered.
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b. Bob is a short guy for the Lakers to draft.

Nominal AICs in (37) have an interpretation of inappropriateness associated with them. In
(37a), we have the sense that Middlemarch is inappropriately long for the purpose at hand, i.e.,
for an act of assigning. Given this connection to a purpose, the semantics of this construction is
very similar to that of FS constructions that we discuss. However, in nominal AICs, the purpose in
question is expressed by the gapped infinitival clause rather than a for-phrase.
The infinitival clauses found in nominal AICs appear to have structural and interpretive
characteristics of both infinitival relative clauses (IRCs) and degree complement clauses (such
as comparative than or equative as clauses), and Fleisher convincingly argues that the former and
not the latter is the correct analysis. More specifically, IRCs in nominal AICs do not form a
constituent with Adj(P)/Deg(P), rather they are low NP adjuncts, like regular IRCs. The following
minimal pairs are an easy superficial way to see this, illustrating that the infinitival clause is only
grammatical in the presence of a head noun:
(38)

a. Middlemarch is a long book to assign.
b. ??Middlemarch is long to assign.

Fleisher uses further arguments from idiom interpretation, quantifier scope, and restricted
position of IRCs to argue that IRCs in AICs are indeed regular IRCs, and the inappropriateness
semantics needs to be derived in a more flexible way than the direct composition with the adjective
would suggest.
The solution Fleisher proposes relies on the bouletic modal semantics of IRCs and the contextsensitive semantics of the positive morpheme, crucially with the ‘significance’ component. Not
going into the technical details of the analysis, we can sum up the intuition behind it as follows: if
an object significantly exceeds a degree that is highly desirable and suitable given a certain purpose
with respect to a certain dimension, it no longer fits the requirements of a desired situation; hence
the inappropriateness semantics.
We believe this analysis to make a wrong prediction about compatibility of AICs with low
degree modifiers:
(39)

a. Middlemarch is a slightly long book to assign.
b. Bob is a slightly short guy for the Lakers to draft.

If the usual relative fuzzy standard is involved in the interpretation of nominal AICs, the low
degree modifiers are expected to be out, as crisp judgments would generally be unavailable in this
situation. We also point out that the reasoning about the Sorites paradox and the (relative) lack of
borderline cases from the previous section applies to nominal AICs as well. I.e. if the infinitival
clause is crisp enough, the gradable predicate will have a crisp standard as well, quite like with
FSs. The crispness of (39b) directly depends on the crispness of criteria the Lakers have for the
height of their team members. In case there are strict rules (say, the players should be taller than
190cm), the Sorites paradox will not arise for (39b), as the precise boundary between true and false
will be crossed eventually, and the second premise will not hold.
Thus we believe that, quite like the FS construction, nominal AICs contain a source of a
salient point on the scale, defined with the help of a certain modal rule – maximum degree
compatible with a certain proposition. The internal semantic structure of infinitivals in AICs and
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for-phrases in FS constructions thus is hypothetically similar: they contain a possibility modal that
is responsible for a maximal degree reading and a circumstantial modal base H, sensitive to context
(e.g. ‘Middlemarch’ is a long book to assign ⇡ ‘Middlemarch’ exceeds the length that it may/canH
reach).6
What is important about AICs for us is that the infinitival clause is not compositionally
combined with the AdjP or DegP, thus illustrating the option of a contextual absolute standard.
This option can serve as an additional argument against a mainstream Interpretive Economy-based
accounts of the absolute/relative distinction, supporting the view that conventional scale structure
is not directly responsible for the type of standard a predicate can make use of (Solt, This volume,
McNally, 2011).

7 Discussion
We discussed one particular type of for-phrases in degree constructions (functional standard
for-phrases) and concluded that this construction has an absolute-like positive interpretation and
involves a modal ‘purpose’ contributed by the for-phrase.
Finally returning to one of the two goals of this paper, we can now ask: is it the case that
modality is always involved in the relative to absolute shift?
From what we have seen, the tendency seems clear, and it is in line with McNally’s analysis
and compatible with (Sassoon and Toledo 2011): for a standard to be absolute (=precise), there
has to be a rule involved. The idea of a rule can be naturally linked to a modal statement with
circumstantial modal base in combination with various kinds of ideals (‘root’ modal interpretations
– bouletic, deontic or teleological) as ordering sources on possible worlds. Thus, the rule would
be understood as a certain state of affairs that should hold in good worlds. Say, in all worlds where
the restaurants serve wine properly, as it should be served, the full wine glasses are half-filled with
wine.
Now, the next question is, can there still be extensional rules? McNally (2011) discusses the
adjective tall and an option of a rule that would just stipulate a specific height value as the standard.
In principle, nothing precludes such a rule from existing, though, as McNally notes, "in the context
of everyday language use this simply might not be feasible often enough."
Stephanie Solt (p.c.) suggests precisely this kind of a rule to operate in the following class of
contexts: looking at height statistics for children grouped by age, one can plausibly say something
like Mary is slightly tall for a 3-year old, meaning that Mary exceeds the particular precise height
listed in the statistics, by a small degree. We want to point out that in this context the degree of
height reported in an official statistics chart can be treated as some kind of a ‘norm’, giving rise
to a bouletic or a deontic circumstantial modal again. There are empirical points to clarify – i.e.
whether the for-phrase here has usual properties of a CC for-phrase (is it presuppositional?).
Further issues that need to be addressed in the future work are the following: how exactly
do the functional for-phrases describe the purpose (we believe that a clausal analysis of degree
for-phrases is needed)? what kinds of modality can be found in FS for-phrases and how can one
account for the observed restrictions in an enlightening way? We leave these questions open for
now.
6 For

an observation that possibility in the standard of comparison gives rise to a max reading and necessity gives
rise to a min reading see (Heim, 2001): The paper is longer than allowed (= above max) vs. The paper is longer than
required (= above min).
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C ONCLUSION , C ONSEQUENCE AND S OLUTIONHOOD :
THE SEMANTICS OF THREE C ATALAN CONNECTIVES ⇤
E LENA C ASTROVIEJO
L AIA M AYOL
CCHS-CSIC & UPF

1 Introduction
The goal of this paper is to analyze the different semantic and pragmatic behavior of three related
discourse connectives in Catalan: per tant (‘therefore’), aleshores (‘then’) and doncs (which does
not have an equivalent in English, cannot be translated as French donc, but is equivalent to Spanish
pues).
We argue that these connectives, which are often interchangeable, participate in different
rhetorical relations, namely, conclusion, consequence and solutionhood. While per tant introduces
a conclusion, aleshores and doncs introduce the consequent of a (covert) conditional. Aleshores
and doncs differ in that the former introduces a consequence while the latter can also introduce a
solution.
In a nutshell, per tant truth-conditionally conveys that two propositions hold, and is only
defined if it is usually the case that when one holds, so does the other; aleshores is a pro-adverbial
that refers back to an if -clause and triggers a contrastive topic interpretation, and doncs is a
discourse connective whose job is to keep the previous question under discussion open.
Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the data we aim to account for, section 3
analyzes the three connectives and, finally, section 4 concludes.

2 Data
The three Catalan connectives per tant, aleshores and doncs show a complex distribution pattern.
For instance, in example (1) both per tant and aleshores are acceptable, while doncs is not. In
contrast, examples (2) and (3) show a different pattern: aleshores and doncs are acceptable, while
per tant is not.
⇤ We thank the audience of SuB16 for their input.

We are responsible for any remaining mistakes. This research has
been partially funded by a Juan de la Cierva Program (JDC-2009-3922) and a Ramón y Cajal Program (RYC-201006070) from the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation, and through grant to project FFI2009-07114/FILO from
the same institution.
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(1)

a. A: A és més gran que B i B és més gran que C.
‘A is bigger than B and B is bigger than C.’
b. B:Per tant,/Aleshores,/#Doncs A és més gran que C.
‘Therefore,/Then,/#D ONCS A is bigger than C.’

(2)

a. A: Tens la tarda lliure?
‘Are you free tonight?’
b. B: Sí
‘Yes.’
c. A: #Per tant,/Aleshores,/Doncs anem al cine.
‘#Therefore,/Then,/D ONCS let’s go to the movies.’

(3)

a. A No he estudiat gens aquest estiu.
‘I haven’t studied at all during the summer.’
b. B: #Per tant,/Aleshores,/Doncs suspendràs.
‘Therefore,/Then,/ D ONCS you’ll fail.’

In fact, these two connectives (aleshores and doncs) can sometimes even co-occur, as shown in
(4), although this is not always the case, as (5) illustrates.
(4)

a. A: Està plovent
‘It’s raining.’
b. B: Doncs aleshores em quedo a casa.
‘D ONCS then I’ll stay at home.’

(5)

a. A: La Maria ha perdut la feina.
‘Mary has lost her job.’
b. B: Doncs/#aleshores ja en trobarà una altra.
‘D ONCS/#Then she’ll find another one.’

3 Three connectives
We start our study with the connective per tant (‘therefore’), continue with aleshores (‘then’) and
finish the section with doncs. First, we first give the characterization of the semantic import of
each connective and, next, we expose how our account explains the data presented in section 2.

3.1 Per tant (‘therefore’)
The meaning contribution of per tant is two-fold: (i) truth-conditionally, p per tant q asserts both
p and q, and (ii) per tant is only felicitous if it is common ground that in any p situation that is
normal, q holds (see Jayez and Rossari (2000) for a similar proposal for French donc). That is,
proposition p is taken as a true premise (and not as a hypothetical state of affairs) which leads to
the conclusion q. The semantic contribution of per tant can be seen in (6):

Conclusion, Consequence and Solutionhood
(6)

[[p per tant q]] = p & q
defined only if: p > q is common ground
where > conveys that if p, then normally q. Cf. the definition in (7).

(7)

The Truth Definition of A > B (From Asher and Lascarides 2003:p. 189)
[[A > B]]M (w) is true iff ⇤M (w,[[A]]M ) ✓ [[B]]M .
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The default use of per tant occurs when the same speaker utters the premise p to reach a
conclusion q, as it is the case in (8).
(8)

No he estudiat gens aquest estiu. Per tant, suspendré.
‘I haven’t studied at all during the summer. Therefore, I’ll fail.’

Moreover, if p > q is not part of the common ground, it is usually possible to accommodate that
this is the case. That is, if Susan says (9) to Harry and Harry did not know that Susan takes a blue
pill on Thursday, he will have to accommodate and introduce this information into the common
ground, given that Susan treated this relationship as if it were already in the common ground.
(9)

Avui és dijous. Per tant, m’haig de prendre la pastilla blava.
‘Today is Thursday. Therefore, I must take the blue pill.’

In a dialogue between A and B, the use of per tant is more constrained, since it is A who
expresses his belief in p. If, subsequently, B utters per tant q, it is B who needs to believe that p is
true, although he has never explicitly asserted that.

3.1.1 Explaining the facts in §2
In dialogues, per tant is acceptable in logical reasonings, where p > q (or even p ! q) has been
explicitly asserted, as in example (10), or is part of the common ground, as was the case in example
(1), and it is easy for the interlocutor to believe that p is true.
(10)

a. A: Si la llum està verda, l’habitació està lliure. I, mira, ara la llum s’ha posat verda.
‘If the light turns green, the room is free. Look, the light just turned green.
b. B: Per tant, l’habitació està lliure!
‘Therefore, the room is free!’

In example (2), per tant is not acceptable because generally p > q is not part of the common
ground. If it is clear that speaker and hearer have an agreement saying that they go to the movies
whenever they are free, then the use of per tant would be felicitous. Finally, in example (3),
the unacceptability of per tant stems from the fact that, in most contexts, it may be harder to
accommodate that the speaker adopts the belief in p expressed by A. Again, if we find ourselves
in a context in which it is clear that the speaker believes p (i.e., a mother talking to her lazy child),
this would render per tant felicitous.

3.2 Aleshores (‘then’)
Our starting point for analyzing aleshores is Iatridou’s (1994) analysis for English then. According
to her, then is a resumptive pro-adverbial, and the construction if p . . . then q is analogous to a left
dislocation plus a resumptive pronoun. Given that it is treated as a proform, then is interpreted as
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the restrictor of an operator (i.e., the function that would otherwise be carried out by the if -clause),
and the if -clause is a left-dislocated clause.
We follow Iatridou in treating aleshores as a resumptive pro-adverbial. However, unlike
her (see Iatridou 1994 for the details of her presupposition-based analysis), we propose that
the resumptive pro-adverbial carries a contrastive topic (CT) interpretation (see Büring 1999,
2003, Hara and van Rooij 2007, Tomioka 2008, among others, for different analyzes of the CT
interpretation). In English, a CT is usually marked by a L-H* prosody, as in (11), where the CT is
placed on the proper name.
(11)

a. A: Among John and Bill, who came to the party?
b. B: [CT John] came.

According to Hara and van Rooij (2007), a CT generates topic alternatives. For instance, the
CT in example (11) would generate the alternatives shown in (12a). Furthermore, it triggers an
implicature according to which, for each of the non-asserted alternatives, the speaker does not
know whether the alternative is true. For example (11), this amounts to (12b): the speaker does not
know whether Bill came or, in other words, it is possible that Bill did not come.
(12)

a. Topic alternatives: {John came, Bill came}
b. CT-implicature: ¬Ksp (Bill came)
Possibly Bill didn’t come.

Going back to aleshores, we propose that the resumption is about worlds instead of individuals.
We treat aleshores as a VP modifier that makes sure that the content it modifies is evaluated against
a set of worlds (or rather world-time pairs) that have been previously mentioned. This can be seen
in (13), where aleshores is not picking out the referent of an if -clause.1
(13)

a. En Joan va venir aleshoresi
‘(lit.) John came theni ’
b. 9e[come(e,j) & PAST(e) & AT(e,THENi )]
c. [[aleshoresi ]]: λ Pλ e.P(e) & AT(e,THENi )
d. [[THENi ]]: g(i)
where g is an assignment function from indices to worlds that are distant from the actual
world.

What (13) shows is that aleshores is a VP modifier that introduces the AT-relation between an
event and a state of affairs which bears an index. This index is fed the assignment function g, which
returns a world in which this event takes place. Note that we have included the requirement that the
only suitable worlds to be referred to are those considered distant. Although this demands further
research, this should be integrated in the semantics of aleshores in similar terms as the distance
1 This

aleshores should be distinguished from the discourse connective aleshores that introduces the rhetorical
relation of narration, as in (i).
(i) En Pere va arribar a casa. Aleshores, va entrar a la cuina i es va preparar un entrepà.
‘Peter arrived home. Then, he got into the kitchen and prepared a sandwitch.’
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presupposition in there (vs. here) or that (vs. this). Aleshores is thus interpreted as an anaphoric
but not indexical item, that contrasts with now.
In (14) we provide a kratzerian semantics for conditionals (Kratzer, 1977, 1981, Kratzer et al.,
1991). Following standard practice we conjoin the denotation of the if -clause with a modal base f :
for all worlds compatible with the circumstances and the meaning of the if -clause, I stay at home
at these worlds.
(14)

a. If it’s raining, I’ll stay at home.
T
b. 8w0 2 f (w) [ {w00 : it’s raining in w00 }: 9e[stay-home(w0 )(e, I)]

In (15) we see that aleshores is coindexed with the if -clause that precedes it (see (15a))
and, hence, our modal base f is intersected with the set of worlds entertained by the if -clause
irrespective of the presence of aleshores. In (15b), aleshores bears index 2, just like the if -clause,
so the variable introduced by aleshores is now bound.
(15)

a. [If it’s raining]2 , aleshores2 [I’ll stay at home]
b. [[aleshores I’ll stay at home]][2!if it’s raining]
2

In fact, aleshores does not introduce any truth-conditionally relevant differences, as shown in
(16). However, the presence of a resumptive pro-adverbial does yield a pragmatic effect. We
propose here that it is amenable to CT.
(16)

a. If it’s raining, then I’ll stay at home
T
b. 8w0 2 f (w) [ {w00 : it’s raining in w00 }: 9e[stay-home(w0 )(e, I) & AT(e, w0 )]

Consider examples (17) and (18). Their basic meaning is the same: all raining worlds are
worlds in which I stay at home. However, in (18), the presence of aleshores forces a CT reading
of the if -clause in that (i) alternatives to p-worlds are evoked and (ii) the speaker conveys that his
assertion only concerns p-worlds. That is, the difference between (17) and (18) is that, if it doesn’t
rain, the former is true regardless of whether I stay at home or not, whereas in the latter, the speaker
is not committed to saying what happens in those worlds where it doesn’t rain.
(17)

Si plou, em quedo a casa.
‘If it’s raining, I’ll stay at home.’

(18)

Si plou, aleshores em quedo a casa.
‘If it’s raining, then I’ll stay at home.’
a. CT implicature: There may be non-raining worlds, and I’m not committed to saying
what happens in those worlds.

(19) shows a general schema of the CT contribution of aleshores. First, two topic alternatives
are generated and it is implicated of the non-asserted one that the speaker doesn’t know what
happens if p does not hold.
(19)

a. Topic alternatives: {what happens if p holds?, what happens if p does not hold?}
b. CT-implicature: the speaker doesn’t know what happens if p does not hold.

This analysis allows us to explain Iatridou’s observation that then (and also aleshores) is
unacceptable in some conditionals, as shown in (20) and (21) for two conditional constructions
in English and Catalan.
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(20)

a. # If John is dead or alive, then Bill will find him.
b. # Si el Joan està viu o mort, aleshores el Guillem el trobarà.

(From Iatridou 1994)

(21)

a. # Even if John is drunk, then Bill will vote for him.
(From Iatridou 1994)
b. # Fins i tot si el Joan està begut, aleshores el Guillem el votarà.

Our account readily explains these facts. In both cases the CT implicature is incompatible with
the conditional. In (20), the antecedent of the conditional (‘If John is dead or alive’) exhausts all
possibilities and thus it is impossible to generate the alternatives required by aleshores and then.
In (21), even and fins i tot presuppose that if John is not drunk, Bill will also vote for him. This
contradicts the CT implicature, according to which if John is not drunk, the speaker does not know
whether Bill will vote for him.

3.2.1 Explaining the facts in §2
Let us go back to the data we introduced in section 2. In examples (1)–(4), aleshores was
acceptable. All these examples are fully compatible with the CT implicature. Since aleshores
targets an antecedent if -clause, if it is not overt, it will be covert. Thus, (2) is interpreted as (22),
and (3), as (23).
(22)

Si tens la tarda lliure, aleshores anem al cine.
‘If you are free tonight, then, let’s go to the movies.’

(23)

Si no has estudiat gens aquest estiu, aleshores suspendràs.
‘If you haven’t studied at all during the summer, then you’ll fail.’

We will be concerned with the co-occurrence of aleshores and doncs (examples (4) and (5))
once the analysis for doncs is introduced.

3.3 Doncs
At this point we turn to a connective that doesn’t have a counterpart in English, but whose
distribution is parallel to Spanish connective pues. The Catalan connective doncs is obviously
etymologically related to French donc, but while the French connective is translated as therefore,
doncs conveys different information.
Doncs comes from Latin tunc, which means ‘then’, and while it shares contexts of occurrence
with then and French donc, it has a wide variety of uses, which makes it a very elusive word.
It goes from being a filler word that gives the speaker time to think about what comes next, to
signaling that the proferred proposition contrasts with the one uttered previously.
Two properties are common to all uses of doncs: first, it is a particle that does not bear the
sentence stress; second, it conveys – non-truth-conditionally – that the speaker acknowledges the
interlocutor’s previous move and that the proposition it introduces relates to the previous question
under discussion (QUD) (Roberts, 1996).
In Roberts’s QUD model, conversation proceeds via raising and resolving questions, and the
current QUD corresponds to the discourse topic. Typically, we start out by posing or addressing
a very general question such as How is the state of things?, but it doesn’t get resolved in the first
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move. Alternatively, the next moves consist of posing and addressing sub-questions that are related
to the more general one via entailment (e.g. Did you have a nice weekend?, Did you hear back
from your doctor?). They pile up in the partially ordered set that constitutes the QUD, and once
they get resolved, they disappear from the set.
As for the uses we are interested in (that is, those that apparently overlap with therefore and
then), we posit posit two different doncs: “conseq-doncs” and “solution-doncs”, which are mapped
onto the two different structures in (24).
(24)

a. conseq-doncs: doncs (if p,) q.
b. solution-doncs: (if p,) doncs q.

Whereas conseq-doncs introduces a conditional construction, solution-doncs introduces the
consequent of a conditional. In both cases, the previous utterance is taken by the speaker as the
antecedent of a conditional (p) and the sentence uttered behaves as its consequent (q). In conseqdoncs, p is interpreted as the cause for the consequence q. In solution-doncs, the consequent is
interpreted as the best possible follow-up given the situation described in the antecedent.
Let’s begin with conseq-doncs by going back to sentence (3).

3.3.1 Consequence
We assume that in (3), B’s answer is short for (25).
(25)

Doncs si no has estudiat gens aquest estiu, suspendràs.
‘D ONCS if you haven’t studied at all during the summer, you’ll fail.’

Doncs forces the accommodation of a missing antecedent (Roberts, 1989) corresponding to the
previous utterance, which is treated as the antecedent of a conditional (p).
Following the dynamic perspective on conditionals, we take these constructions to involve a
two-fold process. First, the speech context is updated with the previous utterance (p) creating a
sub-common ground or derived context, and, next, the uttered sentence (q) updates this derived
context (Stalnaker, 1968, Karttunen, 1974, Roberts, 1989, Heim, 1992).
In (3), failing is evaluated against those hypothetical worlds where A hasn’t studied at all during
the summer. Following Heim’s approach in (26), the set of worlds compatible with A not studying
during the summer and failing are the exact set of worlds (very close to the actual world) where A
hasn’t studied during the summer.
(26)

For any context set c, clause φ and clause ψ:
c + [[If φ ] ψ] = {w 2 c : Simw (c + φ ) + ψ = Simw (c + φ )}
From Heim (1992)

This is the dynamic view of the static analysis such that all worlds where A hasn’t studied
during the summer are worlds where he fails in the future.
By treating the previous utterance as the antecedent of a conditional, doncs indicates that the
previous QUD has not been resolved. Take for instance a possible QUD and a possible sub-QUD
for the scenario about not studying and failing:
(27)

a. question: have you studied during the summer?
b. sub-question: what is the consequence of not studying?
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It has to be noted that taking the previous utterance as the antecedent of a conditional is, more
than anything, a rhetoric move. Since p is first asserted by A and then taken up by B’s covert
conditional without B expressing his opposition to A’s assertion, the derived context and the context
set should be very similar. However, this does not mean that doncs doesn’t have any effect. On the
contrary, in absence of doncs, as in (28), B’s utterance is evaluated against the context set (i.e., not
a derived context), and so we infer that A’s assertion has been accepted to be part of the common
ground and, crucially, that it has resolved the QUD that it was addressing.
(28)

a. A: No he estudiat gens aquest estiu.
‘I haven’t studied at all during the summer.’
b. B: Suspendràs.
‘You’ll fail.’

Since B’s utterance does not explicitly bear on the topic raised by the previous utterance, A’s
utterance can be interpreted as a move that resolves the QUD, and B’s utterance can be the answer
to a new implicit QUD. This is shown in the possible scenarios depicted below.
(29)

a. question 1: have you studied during the summer? ; resolved by A’s assertion.
b. question 2: what’s going to happen? ; resolved by B’s assertion.

What is important here is that there is no explicit marker that B’s assertion is related to the
previous QUD, so it may be addressing a new QUD, as we have illustrated, and this makes this
discourse less cohesive and natural.
A final property of conseq-doncs is that it is compatible with conditionals that occur in
causal contexts but not with indication conditionals (Copley, 2009), so the uttered sentence (q)
is interpreted as a consequence. Below are a few examples of the contrast between causal and
indication conditionals. Causal relations – such as the one in (30c) between striking a match and
the match lighting – cannot be expressed with the paraphrase “this means”. The conditionals that
can be paraphrased with “this means”, like (30d), are indication conditionals.
(30)

Copley (2009)
a. If you strike this match, it will light.
b. If the dogs run around in circles, it’s going to snow.
c. # If you strike this match, this means it will light.
d. If the dogs run around in circles, this mean it’s going to snow.

As will be shown in §3.3.3, the incompatibility of doncs with indication conditionals explains
its different distribution with respect to aleshores.

3.3.2 Solutionhood
Doncs can also be placed before q, in which case, the resulting rhetorical relation is one we have
named solutionhood after Mann and Thompson (1986).2 This case is illustrated by (5), whose
underlying structure is (31).
2 Note,

though, that Mann and Thompson use the term solutionhood in a different way.
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Si la Maria ha perdut la feina, doncs ja en trobarà una altra.
‘If Mary lost her job, DONCS she’ll find another one.’

Solution-doncs occurs after the if -clause and introduces q. As in conseq-doncs, the previous
utterance generates a derived context, since the presence of doncs involves taking the previous
utterance as an if -clause. In (31), the derived context entertains the possibility that Mary has lost
her job. The presence of doncs indicates that B is evaluating the best answer to the implicit QUD
“What is a possible follow-up of p?”, which is addressed by q.
We model solutionhood as the ranking of the possible alternatives to q in an order of preference
according to the speaker. Since the speaker chooses to utter q instead of its lower ranked
alternatives, and p is usually viewed as a problem that needs solving, q is typically considered
a solution.
This meaning is conveyed non-truth-conditionally, so we take it to be so-called projective
meaning (Simons et al., 2010), while the conditional clause contributes the at-issue meaning of
the construction. (32) shows the at-issue and projective meaning of solution-doncs. The projective
meaning is that the speaker evokes a non-empty set of alternatives, and for any of these alternatives
of type hs,ti, they have to make a plausible continuation of the if -clause. Hence, we posit that the
resulting context when updating the derived context with one of these alternatives cannot be the
empty set. Moreover, we propose that an ordering source ranks q and α, and q turns out the
preferred option, according to the speaker.
(32)

a. at-issue: For any context set c, clause p and clause q:
c + [[If p] q] = {w 2 c : Simw (c + p) + q = Simw (c + p)}
From Heim (1992)
b. projective: the speaker evokes a non-empty set Ahst,ti :
8α[α 2 A ! {w 2 c : Simw (c + p) + α} , 0/ & given an ordering source g relativized to
the speaker, q-worlds ≺ g α-worlds]

Now, with the example in (31).
(33)

a. at-issue: the set of worlds that are very close to the actual world where Mary loses her
job and finds another one in the future is the same set where Mary loses her job.
b. projective: the speaker evokes a set of alternatives to finding another job such that any
of the alternatives are ranked lower.

This can also be approached from a Kratzer-style semantics. Imagine we have a modal base f
that gives us a set of propositions that exemplify the circumstances of the context.
(34)

f (w): {Mary is hard-working, she has savings, losing your job is problematic nowadays,
...}

Then, we treat the if -clause as a restrictor of an operator over worlds, and its content is added
to f , yielding f + .
(35)

f + (w): f (w) [ {{w0 : Mary loses her job in w0 }}

The assertion of the conditional tells us that for all worlds compatible with f + and given a
future time j, Mary finds a job in these worlds in j, as shown in (36).
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(36) 8w00 2

T +
f (w)9 j , i: Mary-finds-new-job ( j)(w00 )

What would possible alternatives to q be? For example, those in (37).
(37)

α: {she will get depressed, she won’t be able to pay the rent, she will steal, she will have to
move to her parent’s place. . . }

So far, we haven’t paid attention to a short word that is doing an important job in (5) and (31),
namely ja, which literally means ‘already’. We suspect that ja in Catalan has evolved from being an
aspectual marker to a modal particle. It conveys non-truth-conditionally that the uttered sentence
is a lesser evil given the described problematic situation. Roughly, it alleviates the gravity of the
situation and prompts the addressee not to worry about it. In English, this could be achieved with
connectives such as nonetheless in “She will nonetheless find another job”. In a way, the presence
of ja indicates that q is the best option given the circumstances. The meaning of ja matches well
with solution-doncs and it isn’t a coincidence that they tend to co-occur.
However p doesn’t have to describe a problematic scenario. If this is the case, q is not
technically a solution, but it’s still viewed as the best possible outcome given a set of alternatives.
Consider (38).
(38)

a. Si fa bo, doncs me’n vaig a la platja.
‘If it is sunny, DONCS I’ll go to the beach.’
b. The speaker evokes a set of alternatives to going to the beach (e.g., going to the movies
or staying at home) such that any of the alternatives are ranked lower than going to the
beach.

Here, we don’t have ja. If it were here, we might interpret that going to the beach is less
problematic than the rest of alternatives. Without it, we just take going to the beach as the best
option in the hypothetical case that it is sunny.

3.3.3 Explaining the facts in §2
To finish this section on doncs, we have to explain the contrasts raised in section 2.
First, doncs is unacceptable in (1) and (10). Conseq-doncs is not an option, because the
conditional relation involves an indication context instead of a causal one. Recall from (30) that
conditionals that can be paraphrased as “this means” (i.e., indication ones) are incompatible with
conseq-doncs. On the other hand, it cannot be solution-doncs either, because q is viewed as the
unique result of the truth of p, so the existence of alternatives is infelicitous in this context.
Second, observe that doncs is compatible with a q that is not causally related with p, as
shown in (5). As already mentioned, conseq-doncs cannot introduce an indication conditional, but
solution-doncs introduces a solution, which does not need to obviously follow from p. In contrast,
aleshores can introduce a consequence, but not a solution. Thus, aleshores is not compatible with
the contexts that license solution-doncs.
Finally, there are contexts where aleshores is compatible with doncs. This is possible as long as
we have an instance of conseq-doncs, as shown in (4). In this case, doncs marks that the previous
QUD is not resolved by treating the previous assertion as the antecedent of a conditional, p. Thus, a
derived context where it is raining is entertained, and the proferred sentence q updates this derived
context. The consequence of it raining is that B is staying at home. Aleshores, on the other hand,
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targets this covert if -clause as its referent, and the pragmatic effect of this is a CT interpretation.
Thus, the speaker is not committed to saying how the world would look like if it didn’t rain.

4 Concluding remarks
To conclude, we have analyzed the behavior of three connectives that seem interchangeable in
some occasions, and that have in common a certain relation with conditional constructions. From
this exploratory work, we have been able to identify a number of differences and to characterize
each connective.
First, p per tant q asserts both p and q, and presupposes a conditional relation between p and
q. The use of per tant q in a reply is possible only if it is easy to assume that B can be attributed
the belief expressed by A in the previous utterance.
Second, aleshores is a pro-adverbial that refers back to an if -clause in an indication or
causal conditional, and the presence of both the dislocated element and the proform yields a CT
implicature s.t. the speaker is not committed to the possible consequent when ¬p is the case.
Third, doncs generates a derived context where the previous assertion is the antecedent of a
conditional that cannot be indication, and it comes in two flavors expressing either consequence or
solution. An interesting outcome of this research on doncs is that we have found an explicit marker
that shows that a QUD can be entertained in a middle of a complex syntactic construction, here a
conditional.
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THE SCALAR READING OF SON PROPRE (‘HIS OWN’):
EVIDENCE FOR THE EXISTENCE OF A SCALARITY
OPERATOR1
ISABELLE CHARNAVEL
University of California, Los Angeles/Institut Jean Nicod, Paris

1 Introduction
The goal of this article is to provide a new and independent argument in favor of the existence of
a scalarity operator E akin to overt even. Besides the exhaustivity operator O (akin to only; cf.
Chierchia et al.: to appear), a silent focus sensitive operator E has been proposed, mainly to
account for readings involving NPIs, in particular minimizers (cf. Heim 1984, Krifka 1995,
Chierchia 2006). In this paper, I want to extend the empirical basis for assuming the existence of
E. My argument will be based on scalar readings induced by French propre 'own' appearing in
possessive DPs. I will show that we need to assume the presence of an operator such as E in
order to derive the right scope position in which the scalarity effect induced by propre is
computed.
The scalar reading of propre2 is illustrated in (1). We observe in these examples that propre
triggers a scalarity effect in the sense that the proposition in which it occurs is very low on a
scale of expectations.
1

Many thanks to Philippe Schlenker and Benjamin Spector for really helpful discussion and comments. I am also
grateful to Craig Sailor for help with the English examples and judgments, and to the UCLA syntax-semantics
seminar for interesting comments.
2
The scalar reading of propre is one of the two main kinds of readings triggered by propre: as shown in previous
work (Charnavel: 2011), propre does not change the truth conditions but induces focus alternatives and the two
main readings of propre differ with respect to the content of the alternative, i.e. possessum or possessor, as shown
by the paraphrases in b, c and d:
(i) a. Julie compare sa PROPRE vie à celle de Louise.
'Julie compares her OWN life to Louise's.'
Julie compares her own

life to that

of Louise

b. Julie compare SA vie à celle de Louise.
c.

Julie compares her life to that of Louise
Julie compare sa vie à ELLE à celle de Louise.
Julie compares her life to her
to that of Louise

'Julie compares HER life to Louise's.'
[clitic doubling]

'Julie compares HER life to Louise's.'
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(1) a. Médée a tué ses propres ENFANTS !
Medea has killed her own
children
'Medea killed her own CHILDREN!'

b. Personne n' a essayé de défendre Luc. Sa propre MÈRE a
Nobody

neg has tried

gardé le silence !

to defend

Luc his own
mother has kept
own MOTHER kept silent!'

the silence

'Nobody tried to defend Luc. His
c. Le propre FILS de la victime a été mis en examen !
the own

son

of the victim

has been put

in examination

'The victim's own SON has been indicted!'
The ordering relation creating the scale is not based on logical entailments, but depends on world
knowledge, stereotypes or context. Thus the unexpectedness of (1a) relies on the common
assumption that it is scandalous to kill one's children (for example as compared to killing
strangers or enemies); so the proposition that Medea killed her children is the least expected
among a set of alternatives (e.g. "Medea killed strangers", "Medea killed her enemies"...etc).
This scale is similar to that at stake with même 'even': the scalarity effect in (1) also obtains by
replacing propre by même (but même is not identical in all respects ; cf. footnote 5):
(2) a. Médée a même tué ses enfants !
Medea has even

killed her children

'Medea even killed her children!'
b. Personne n' a essayé de défendre Luc. Même sa mère a gardé le silence!
nobody

neg has tried

to defend

Luc. Even

his mother has kept

the silence

'Nobody tried to defend Luc. Even his mother kept silent!'

(ii) a. Personne n' a défendu Paul. Sa propre MERE a gardé le silence.
nobody

neg has defended Paul her own

mother has kept

the silence

'Nobody tried to defend Paul. His own MOTHER kept silent.'
b. Personne n' a défendu Paul. Sa MERE a gardé le silence.
nobody

neg has defended Paul her mother has kept

the silence

'Nobody tried to defend Paul. His MOTHER kept silent.'
c. Personne n' a défendu Paul. Même sa MERE a gardé le silence.
nobody

neg has defended Paul

even

her mother has kept

the silence

'Nobody tried to defend Paul. Even his MOTHER kept silent.'
d. Personne n' a défendu Paul. Sa mère ELLE-MEME a gardé le silence.
nobody

neg has defended Paul her mother herself

has kept

the silence

'Nobody tried to defend Paul. His mother HERSELF kept silent.'
In this paper, I am mainly concerned with the second reading of propre (the alternatives target the possessum)
because only possessum propre typically triggers a scalarity effect; possessor propre (the alternatives target the
possessor) can, but need not. The possessum reading of propre can be clearly distinguished from the possessor
reading of propre: in the first case, there is focal stress on propre (focal stress will be noted by small capital letters),
while in the second case, it is the noun that is stressed (and also propre for certain speakers) and the intonation has a
specific rising contour. Even if my argumentation will hinge on the reading of possessum propre, it will be
important to keep in mind that the possessor reading usually coexists with the possessum reading to avoid confusion;
moreover, part of the argumentation will involve the possessor reading of propre. Moreover, the same observations
hold for English own, which suggests that the phenomenon is more general and does not rely on an idiosyncrasy of
French. I will nevertheless focus on French, as the comparison with même ('even') is more straightforward and will
thus make the argument clearer.
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c. Même le fils de la victime a été mis en examen !
even

the son of the victim

has been put in examination

'Even the victim's son has been indicted!'
The gist of my argument will be to show that the only way to derive the right domain of the
scalarity effect induced by propre is to assume the existence of an operator. By 'domain of the
scalarity effect', I mean the proposition targeted for an evaluation with respect to the scale of
expectations.
Three main hypotheses may be considered to account for the scalarity effect of propre:
- lexical hypothesis: the scalarity effect is an entailment of the lexical entry of propre;
- pragmatic hypothesis: the scalarity effect is derived by a general Gricean implicature;
- operator hypothesis: the scalarity effect is due to the presence of an operator (henceforth called
E).
First, I will argue against the pragmatic hypothesis by showing that the proposition targeted by
the scalarity effect can be embedded. Second, I will refute the lexical hypothesis by
demonstrating that the domain of the scalarity effect does not have to correspond to the
proposition containing propre, whether at surface structure or at LF. These counterarguments
will constitute the main argument in favor of the operator hypothesis, since this hypothesis can
on the contrary account for all the possible scopes of the scalarity effect. Further arguments such
as intervention effects with other focus particles will reinforce the operator hypothesis.
Hypothesis

Prediction

Fact

Result

Pragmatic Hypothesis:
the scalarity effect is derived by
a global Gricean reasoning

The proposition targeted by
the scalarity effect cannot be
embedded

The proposition targeted by
the scalarity effect can be
embedded

Wrong
prediction

Lexical Hypothesis:
the scalarity effect is included
in the lexical entry of propre

The proposition targeted by
the scalarity effect
corresponds to the proposition
in which propre occurs (at
surface structure or at LF)

The proposition targeted by
the scalarity effect does not
have to correspond to a
proposition that propre can
move to.

Wrong
prediction

The proposition targeted by
the scalarity effect is the
proposition in the scope of E.

The proposition targeted by
the scalarity effect does not
depend on the position of
propre and can be embedded.
Overt focus operators in the
same proposition trigger
intervention effects.

Good
predictions

Operator Hypothesis:
the scalarity effect is due to the
presence of the operator E

Table 1: Structure of the Argument

2 Against the pragmatic hypothesis
A first possible hypothesis to account for the scalarity effect induced by propre is to derive it by
a pragmatic reasoning akin to a Gricean implicature. Thus in (1), such a reasoning would amount
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to assume that if the speaker chose to stress that it is her children –as compared to other people–
that Medea killed, it is because it is scandalous to do so. From this perspective, contrastive focus
on the possessum (Medea's children) and common assumptions about world behaviors are
sufficient to derive the scalarity effect. Since my goal is to refute the pragmatic hypothesis, I will
not try to articulate the reasoning in detail.

2.1 Good prediction of the pragmatic hypothesis
This hypothesis correctly predicts that a scalarity effect also arises when the possessum is
focused by means other than propre, for instance by mere focal stress on the noun. Thus (3)
exhibits the same scalarity effects as (1) if the right prosody is used (i.e. stress and rising
intonation on enfants 'children').
(3) Médée a

tué ses ENFANTS
Medea has killed her children
'Medea killed her CHILDREN!'

!

2.2 A wrong prediction of the pragmatic hypothesis
However, the pragmatic hypothesis incorrectly predicts that the proposition targeted by the
scalarity effect cannot be embedded since a Gricean reasoning has to be global: in the tradition
stemming from Grice (1989), implicatures are considered to be a pragmatic phenomenon and
pragmatics takes place at the level of complete utterances.3 But in fact, the scalarity effect can
locally arise as illustrated in (4).
(4) a. Les parents d'Anne refusent qu' elle trahisse ses propres ENFANTS.
the parents of Anne refuse

that she betrays

her own

children

'Anne's parents refuse to let her betray her own CHILDREN.'
b. #Les parents d'Anne refusent même qu' elle trahisse ses ENFANTS.
the parents of Anne refuse

even

that she betrays her children
'#Anne's parents even refuse to let her betray her CHILDREN.'
c. Les parents d'Anne refusent qu' elle trahisse même ses ENFANTS.
the parents of Anne refuse
that she betrays even
her children
'Anne's parents refuse to let her betray even her CHILDREN.'

In this example, what is unexpected4 is that Anne wants to betray her children (based on a
stereotypical scale of this kind: betray one's children < betray one's neighbors < betray one's
enemies, with "<" meaning: less expected than), not that her parents refuse to let her betray them;
on the contrary, based on stereotypical behaviors, it is rather expected that they do so. In other

3

If we were to adopt a cyclic view of pragmatics like Chierchia (2006) attempted to do, the availability of local
implicatures or local scalarity effects would not go against a pragmatic hypothesis any more. I will ignore this
possibility in this paper, but it is worth noting that the empirical extension of focus sensitive operators that this paper
contributes to actually further raises the question of the justification for hidden operators. Even if I argue in favor of
a silent operator here, I would not be opposed at all to the idea of converting these operators into pragmatic
phenomena under an enriched view of pragmatics. I believe that proving the existence of silent operators under the
standard view is a first step in this direction.
4
"Unexpected" is here (and later on) an abbreviation to actually mean "lowest on a scale of expectations".
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words, for the sentence to be felicitous in stereotypical contexts, the scalarity effect has to scope
below the negative verb refuser 'refuse to let', not above it.
This is further suggested by the fact that in the paraphrase of (4a) involving même, même
has to occur in the embedded clause (4c); if même appears in the matrix clause, the interpretation
is not felicitous. I will make further use of paraphrases with même in the rest of this paper as it
conveniently indicates the scope of the scalarity effect. This does not mean, however, that même
and E are identical,5 nor necessarily that même always has surface scope. But it will be a
convenient and good enough tool for my purposes if used cautiously: thus (4c) is certainly
ambiguous between a reading where même scopes below refuser (surface scope) and another
reading where it scopes above it (or at least, it seems so even if this does not necessarly have to
be explained in terms of scope; cf. NPI even theory (cf. footnote 6)), but it is sufficient for my
argument that the first reading exists and corresponds to the interpretation of (4a); the important
point is that the interpretation of (4a) does not correspond to that of (4b), which is crucially not
ambiguous: under the only possible interpretation, même scopes over refuser. Therefore, based
on the stereotypical scale mentioned above, (4a) cannot be interpreted if the scalarity effect
occurs at the matrix level: it has to be embedded, which is not compatible with a global Gricean
reasoning.
So this example shows that the proposition targeted by the scalarity effect can be embedded,
which is predicted not to be possible under the pragmatic hypothesis since Gricean reasonings
are global. Now, the challenge is to argue against the lexical hypothesis by demonstrating that
the scalarity effect can actually have higher scope than propre.

3 Against the lexical hypothesis
According to the lexical hypothesis, the scalarity effect is contained in the lexical entry of
propre. This predicts that the scalarity effect occurs at the same propositional level as propre.
However, I will show that this prediction is not borne out: the scalarity effect can arise at a
position where propre does not occur whether at surface structure or at LF.

3.1 Propre and the scalarity effect can be disconnected
3.1.1 Islands
This can be first tested with sentences involving islands such as (5).
(5) a. Luc n'est jamais content ; il n'est pas content quand ses propres ENFANTS sont là
Luc neg is never

happy

he neg is not happy

when

his own

children

are there

'Luc is never happy; he's not happy when his own CHILDREN are here!'

5

In particular, contrary to what is standardly assumed for even (existence presupposition), E does not imply that the
more expected alternatives are true, as shown by the contradiction in (iiib) vs. (iiia):
(iii) a. Jean a trahi ses propres PARENTS, mais il n' a trahi personne d' autre.
John has betrayed his own

parents

but he neg has betrayed nobody

of other

'John betrayed his own PARENTS, but he did not betray anybody else.'
b. #Jean a trahi même ses PARENTS, mais il n' a trahi personne d' autre.
John has betrayed even

his parents

but he neg has betrayed nobody

of other

'#John betrayed even his PARENTS, but he did not betray anybody else.'
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b. Luc n'est jamais content ; il n'est même pas content quand ses ENFANTS sont là!
Luc neg is never

happy

he neg is even

not happy

when his children are there
'Luc is never happy; he's not even happy when his CHILDREN are here!'
c. #Luc n'est jamais content ; il n'est pas content quand même ses ENFANTS sont là!
Luc neg is never happy
he neg is not happy
when even his children
are there
'Luc is never happy; he's not happy when even his CHILDREN are here!'
d. Luc n'est jamais content ; il n'est pas content quand ses ENFANTS sont là !
Luc neg is never happy
he neg is not happy
when his children
are there
'Luc is never happy; he's not happy when his CHILDREN are here!'

In this case, the DP containing propre occurs in an adjunct island so that it arguably cannot move
out of it at LF. Moreover, the scalarity effect is interpreted at the matrix level in stereotypical
contexts: what is unexpected is not that Luc's children are present, but that Luc is not happy
when they are. That's why in the correct paraphrase, même appears in the matrix clause, not in
the adjunct clause (5b vs. 5c).6 Therefore, the scalarity effect is interpreted at a position (matrix
level) where the DP with propre cannot appear even at LF, since movement to that position
would violate the island constraint. This is an argument against the lexical hypothesis as the
scalarity effect and the DP containing propre are irreparably disconnected. Furthermore, note
that this argument is theory-neutral since there is in any case a contrast between (5c) and (5a): a
scalarity effect can occur in the highest proposition when son propre appears in an adjunct clause
(5a), but not when même does (5c); this shows that the scalarity effect induced by propre cannot
be derived in the same way as that induced by même, which most theories assume is one of the
presuppositions constituting the lexical entry of même.

3.1.2 Interaction with intermediate quantifiers
A second possible test is to examine sentences where the DP containing propre occurs in an
embedded clause and contains a variable bound by a quantifier that appears at an intermediate
position and cannot move higher. If the scalarity effect can be interpreted at the matrix level, this
is an argument against the lexical hypothesis: moving the DP with propre to the matrix level, i.e.
above the quantifier, would unbind the variable; so as in the previous case, the scalarity effect
and the DP containing propre are irreparably disconnected. In fact, this case turns out to be
attested as shown in (6).
(6) a. Les policiers refusent que quiconquei accuse soni propre AGRESSEUR !
the policemen refuse

that anybody

accuses his

own

aggressor

'The policemen refuse to let anybodyi accuse hisi own ATTACKER!'
b. Les policiers refusent même que quiconquei accuse soni AGRESSEUR !
the policemen refuse

even

that anybody

'The policemen even refuse to let
6

accuses his aggressor
anybodyi accuse hisi ATTACKER!'

It seems however that the English translation of (5c) can be interpreted like (5a) (matrix scope of the scalarity
effect) even if even occurs in the adjunct clause. This kind of sentence constitutes an argument for theories assuming
the existence of two even (regular even and NPI even; cf. Rooth 1985, Rullmann 1997, Herburger 2000, Schwarz
2005, Giannakidou 2007…) against scope theories of even (cf. Horn 1971, Karttunen and Peters 1979, Wilkinson
1996, Lahiri 1998, Guerzoni 2003, Nakanishi 2006…): the latter theories would have to assume that even moves out
of an island at LF. However, French même does not seem to behave the same (the scalarity effect cannot have matrix
scope when même occurs in the adjunct clause, cf. 5c); to my knowledge, this difference between French and
English has not been explained nor even noticed.
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c. Les policiers refusent que quiconquei accuse soni AGRESSEUR !
the policemen refuse

that anybody

'The policemen refuse to let

accuses his

aggressor
anybodyi accuse hisi ATTACKER!'

In this example, quiconque is a Negative Polarity Item and must therefore be outscoped by the
negative verb refuser. Moreover, son propre agresseur ('his own attacker') is bound by
quiconque so that it cannot have wide scope with respect to the negative verb either.
Nevertheless, the scalarity effect can be interpreted above the negative verb; this is in fact the
preferred interpretation in stereotypical contexts: what is unexpected is not that one accuses one's
attacker (this is on the contrary quite expected), but that the policemen refuse to let people do so.
Thus the paraphrase with même in the matrix clause is correct (the paraphrase would also be
acceptable if même occurred in the embedded clause: two interpretations are here possible).
The same pattern obtains if one replaces the NPI by other elements that need to remain in an
intermediate position for interpretive reasons. Thus, we reach the same result if the binder of son
propre is an indefinite that is not specific as exemplified in (7).
(7) a. La nouvelle loi interdit qu'[une victime]i dénonce soni propre AGRESSEUR !
the new

law prohibits that a

victim

denounces his

own
aggressor
'The new law prohibits [a victim]i from accusing hisi own ATTACKER!'
b. La nouvelle loi interdit même qu'[une victime]i dénonce soni AGRESSEUR!
the new
law prohibits even that a
victim
denounces his aggressor
'The new law even prohibits [a victim]i from accusing hisi ATTACKER!'
c. La nouvelle loi interdit qu'[une victime]i dénonce soni AGRESSEUR!
the new
law prohibits that a
victim
denounces his aggressor
'The new law prohibits [a victim]i from accusing hisi ATTACKER!'

Once again, under the much preferred interpretation, the scalarity effect outscopes the negative
verb interdire ('prohibit'), while the DP containing propre has narrow scope with respect to the
negation as it is bound by the indefinite une victime ('a victim') that has a non specific
interpretation (under a specific interpretation, the indefinite could however have high scope, but
this is very implausible in such an abstract context).
The effect is similar when the binder is a quantifier that is not able to move by nature. For
instance, modified numerals are claimed not to be able to move (cf. a.o. Szabolcsi: 1997) as
shown in (8a), and when this kind of quantifier binds son propre, the scalarity effect can
nevertheless scope high (cf. 8b paraphrased by 8c).
(8) a. Un professeur dirige
a

professor

plus de 5 étudiants.

(*plus de 5 > un)

supervises more than 5 students

'Some professor supervises more than 5 students.'
(*more than > some)
b. Un professeur refuse que [plus de 5 étudiants]i présentent leuri propre TRAVAIL !
a

professor

refuses that

more than 5 students

present

their own

work

'Some professor refuses to let [more than 5 students]i present theiri own WORK!'
c. Un professeur refuse même que [plus de 5 étudiants]i présentent leuri TRAVAIL !
a

professor

refuses even

that more than 5 students

present

their work

'Some professor refuses to let [more than 5 students]i present theiri WORK!'
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d. Un professeur refuse que [plus de 5 étudiants]i présentent leuri TRAVAIL !
a

professor

refuses that

more than 5 students

'Some professor refuses to let [more than 5

present

their work
students]i present theiri WORK!'

Finally, we observe the same pattern if the intermediate quantifier binding son propre gets a
different interpretation depending on its scope with respect to the matrix verb. Thus in (9), deux
tiers des étudiants ('two thirds of the students') is interpreted differently whether it scopes above
or below refuser; and in the latter option (when it is question of a proportion, not of a specific
group of students), the scalarity effect can still get interpreted at the matrix level.
(9) a. Chaque président de département refuse que [deux tiers des
each

president

présentent
present

of department
refuses that
leuri propre TRAVAIL !
their own
work

two

étudiants]i

thirds of_the students

'Each chair refuses to let [two thirds of the students]i present theiri own WORK!'
b. Chaque président de département refuse même que [deux tiers des étudiants]i
each

president

présentent
present

of department
leuri TRAVAIL !
their work

refuses even

that

two

thirds of_the students

'Each chair even refuses to let [two thirds of the students]i present theiri WORK!'
c. Chaque président de département refuse que [deux tiers des étudiants]i
each

president

présentent
present

of department
leuri TRAVAIL !
their work

refuses that

two

thirds of_the students

'Each chair refuses to let [two thirds of the students]i present theiri WORK!'
So all these examples follow the same template: the scalarity effect can be interpreted at the
matrix level, while the low scope (crucially below the matrix level, i.e. at the embedded level) of
the DP containing propre is guaranteed by different means. This demonstrates that the position
of the scalarity effect and that of the DP with propre can be irreparably dissociated, which is a
strong argument against the lexical hypothesis that predicts this situation to be impossible.

3.2 Two weaker arguments against the lexical hypothesis
Two weaker arguments also militate against the lexical hypothesis. First, given that propre
typically triggers a scalarity effect only under one of the two main possible readings, i.e. when
the focus alternatives target the possessum (cf. footnote 1), the lexical hypothesis predicts the
existence of two homonymous lexical entries for propre, one including the scalarity effect, the
other one excluding it. But this is not desirable for theory-internal reasons of economy. As we
will see, the operator hypothesis, however, does not have this consequence (I will assume that E
is independent from propre).
Furthermore, the lexical hypothesis does not provide any explanation for why the same
scalarity effect can occur without the presence of propre. Thus the following examples in (10)
are identical to some of the previous examples except that they do not contain propre; however,
a similar scalarity effect arises. This means that under the lexical hypothesis, another mechanism
is needed to explain these cases.
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(10) a. Médée a tué ses ENFANTS! (cf. 1a)
Medea has killed her children
'Medea killed her CHILDREN!'

b. Luc n'est jamais content ; il n'est pas content quand ses ENFANTS sont là ! (cf. 5d)
Luc neg is never

happy

he neg is not happy

when

his children

are

there

'Luc is never happy; he's not happy when his CHILDREN are here!'
c. Les policiers refusent que quiconquei accuse soni AGRESSEUR ! (cf. 6c)
the

policemen refuse

that anybody

accuses his

aggressor

'The policemen refuse to let anybodyi accuse hisi ATTACKER!'

4 In favor of the operator hypothesis
According to the operator hypothesis, the scalarity effect induced by propre is due to the
presence of the scalarity operator E (akin to even) proposed by Chierchia. This focus sensitive
operator implies7 that the proposition p that it scopes over is lowest on a scale of expectations
(i.e. the alternatives q are more likely):
ህEሆ(p) ≠ # iff ∀q (( q∈C ∧ q ≠ ህpሆo) ህpሆo < q). If ≠ #, ህEሆ(p) = p
# indicates presupposition failure
< means "less expected than"
C is a set of contextually given alternative propositions, such that C ⊆ህpሆf andህpሆo ∈ C
ህpሆo is the ordinary meaning of p.ህpሆf is the focus meaning of p.

4.1 First good prediction: the scope of the scalarity effect
The operator hypothesis is superior to the previous ones in that it makes correct predictions when
the pragmatic and the lexical hypotheses fail to do so. In particular, this hypothesis correctly
predicts that the scalarity effect can either have matrix scope or embedded scope disregarding the
position of propre: E derives the scalarity effect at the right level both in problematic examples
for the pragmatic hypothesis (11) and in problematic ones for the lexical hypothesis (12).
(11) Les parents d'Anne refusent que E[elle trahisse ses propres ENFANTS].
the parents of Anne refuse

'Anne's parents refuse to let

that

she betrays

her own
children
E[her betray her own CHILDREN].' (cf. 4)

(12) Luc n’est jamais content ; E[il n'est pas content quand ses propres ENFANTS sont là]!
Luc neg is never

happy

he neg is not happy

when

his own

children

are there

'Luc is never happy; E[he's not happy when his own CHILDREN are here!]' (cf. 5)
7

The following tests suggest that the scalarity effect is a presupposition:
(iv) a. Si Jean a trahi son propre PATRON, il va
être viré.
if John has betrayed his own

boss

he is_going_to be

fired

'If John betrayed his own BOSS, he is going to be fired.'
b. Est-ce que Jean trahirait
ses propres ENFANTS ?
Q

John would_betray his own

children

'Would John betray his own CHILDREN?'
The scalarity effect projects in conditional clauses and questions: (iva) conveys the presupposition that it is
unexpected that John betrayed his boss, (ivb) that it would be unexpected that he betrays his children.
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Moreover, these two cases can be combined in the same sentence. In (13), E has intermediate
scope in the sense that it has narrow scope with respect to the matrix negation (je ne pense pas 'I
do not think'), but wide scope with respect to the embedded negation (Luc n'est pas content 'Luc
is not happy'); moreover propre is further embedded in an island. This means that neither the
pragmatic hypothesis nor the lexical hypothesis could account for this case. The operator
hypothesis however can.
(13) Je ne pense pas que E[Luc ne soit pas content quand ses propres ENFANTS sont là].
I neg think

not that

Luc neg is

not happy

when

his own

children

are there

'I do not think that E[Luc is not happy when his own CHILDREN are here].'

4.2 A second good prediction: intervention effects with overt focus particles
In addition, the operator hypothesis is further supported by another array of facts concerning
multiple focus. The structure of the argument is as follows: the operator hypothesis predicts an
intervention effect with other focus sensitive particles in the same way as overt même can
intervene with other focus particles such as seulement 'only' or aussi 'also'; in fact, sentences
involving the reading of propre that is of interest here (the alternatives target the possessum) are
degraded when an overt focus particle occurs in the sentence and targets the DP containing
propre. The following example illustrates this point with the focus sensitive particle aussi 'also'.8
(14) a. ?? Pour ses 30 ans, Jean a invité sa famille et ses amis. Il a aussi invité
for

his 30 years John has invited his family
ses propres ENNEMIS.
his own
enemies

and his friends he has also

invited

'John invited his family and his friends for his 30th birthday. He also invited his own
ENEMIES.'
b. ?? Pour ses 30 ans, Jean a invité sa famille et ses amis. Il a aussi invité
for

his 30 years John has invited his family

and his friends he has also

même ses ENNEMIS. /Il a même aussi invité ses ENNEMIS.'9

even

his enemies

he has even

also

invited

invited his enemies

'John invited his family and his friends for his 30th birthday. He also invited even his
ENEMIES./He even also invited his ENEMIES '
c. Pour ses 30 ans, Jean a invité sa famille et ses amis. Il a aussi invité
for

his 30 years John has invited his family
ses ENNEMIS.'
his enemies

8

and his friends he has also

invited

I illustrate the point with aussi 'also' rather than seulement 'only', because the paraphrase with même 'even' (which
is meant to control for the existence of the intervention effect in the example at hand, as data with multiple focus do
not seem to always show intervention effects for unknown reasons, cf. Beck: 2009) would be bad for independent
reasons in the case of seulement: as we will see, même unlike E presupposes that some more expected alternatives
are true, which is in most cases incompatible with the assertion of seulement that excludes all other alternatives.
9
The second option may appear to sound better because the most salient reading is not the intended one. Under the
intended reading (which is not acceptable), both aussi 'also' and même 'even' associate with the DP ses ennemis 'his
enemies'. There is however a second reading where même targets the whole VP while aussi only associates with the
DP; there is no intervention effect in this case, but this case does not concern us here, since the scalarity effect
induced by propre necessarly targets the DP including propre.
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'John invited his family and his friends for his 30th birthday. He also invited his
ENEMIES.'
d. Pour ses 30 ans, Jean a invité sa famille et ses amis. Il a même invité
for

his 30 years John has invited his family

and his friends he has even

invited

ses ENNEMIS.'
his enemies

'John invited his family and his friends for his 30th birthday. He even invited his
ENEMIES.'
e. Pour ses 30 ans, Jean a invité sa famille et ses amis. Et il a invité
for

his 30 years John has invited his family

and his friends and he has invited

ses propres ENNEMIS !
his own

enemies

'John invited his family and his friends for his 30th birthday. And he invited his
own ENEMIES!'
In (14a), aussi is supposed to associate with ses propres ennemis. But the sentence is degraded,
while the same sentence without propre (c) or without aussi (e) is perfectly acceptable. This
suggests that there is an intervention effect induced by the presence of propre in the DP targeted
by the focus particle aussi. As a matter of fact, an intervention effect arises when propre is
absent but même associating with the possessive DP is present instead (b), while the sentence
with même but without aussi is grammatical (d). So it seems that même and propre have the
same degrading effect on the sentence in the presence of another focus particle aussi targeting
the same DP. This directly follows under the operator hypothesis, assuming that E like même
triggers an intervention effect with aussi.
The same holds if the focus particle targets a DP different from that containing propre:
(15) a. ?? [Cette année, Jean a seulement1 vu ses propres2 PARENTS2 [à NOËL]1]2.
this

year

John has only

seen his own

parents

at Christmas

'?? [This year, John only1 saw his own2 PARENTS2 [at CHRISTMAS]1] 2.'
Intended: it is unexpected that this year, John saw his parents only at Christmas.
b. Cette année, Jean a seulement1 vu ses PARENTS [à NOËL]1.
this

year

John has only

seen his parents

at Christmas

'This year, John only1 saw his PARENTS [at CHRISTMAS]1.'
c. # Cette année, Jean a vu ses propres PARENTS à NOËL.
this

year

John has seen his own

parents

at Christmas

'# This year, John saw his own PARENTS at CHRISTMAS.'
d. ??Cette année, Jean a seulement1 vu même2 ses PARENTS2 à NOËL1./
this

year

John has only

seen even
his parents
at Christmas
Cette année, Jean a même2 vu ses PARENTS2 seulement1 à NOËL1.10
this year
John has even
seen his parents
only
at Christmas
'[This year, John only1 saw even2 his PARENTS2 [at CHRISTMAS]1] 2./
'[This year, John even2 saw only1 his PARENTS2 [at CHRISTMAS]1] 2.'

In (15), seulement ('only') associates with à Noël ('at Christmas'): the intended interpretation is
that it is unexpected that John saw his parents only at Christmas this year (the bracketing is
meant to indicate that the domain of the scalarity effect (2) includes the focus effect of seulement;
10

The same remark holds as in (15b), cf. footnote 9.
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the indices clarify the target of the focus).11 But while the sentence is perfectly acceptable
without propre in (b) (the contrastive focus on parents only needs to be justified, for instance by
a continuation of that sort: "and he only saw his SISTER for NEW YEAR"), the presence of propre
seems again to yield an intervention effect similar to the intervention effect triggered by même in
(d).12
Note that the sentence without seulement is infelicitous in (c). This is only the case because
the scalarity effect was precisely made felicitous by the presence of seulement: in stereotypical
contexts, it is not unexpected to see one's parents, but it is unexpected to see them only at
Christmas. In fact, if the scalarity effect does not depend on the presence of seulement as in (16),
the sentence without seulement is fine, as in stereotypical contexts it is unexpected to invite one's
enemies to one's wedding.
(16) a. ?? [A son mariage, Jean a seulement1 invité ses propres2 ENNEMIS2]2
at his wedding John has only
vin d' HONNEUR]1.
at_the wine of honor

invited his own

enemies

[au

'?? [For his wedding, John only1 invited his own2 ENEMIES2]2 [to the RECEPTION]1.'
Intended: it is unexpected that for his wedding, John invited his enemies, though
only to the reception.
b. #A son mariage, Jean a seulement1 invité ses ENNEMIS [au vin d' HONNEUR]1.
at his wedding

John has only

invited his enemies

at_the wine of honor

'#For his wedding, John only1 invited his ENEMIES [to the RECEPTION]1.'
c. A son mariage, Jean a invité ses propres ENNEMIS au
vin d'honneur.
at his wedding

John has invited his own

enemies at_the wine of honor
'For his wedding, John invited his own2 ENEMIES to the reception.'
d. ?? A son mariage, Jean a seulement1 invité même2 ses ENNEMIS2
at his wedding John has only
invited even
his enemies
[au
vin d'HONNEUR]1./ A son mariage, Jean a même2 invité ses ENNEMIS2
at_the wine of honor
at his wedding John has even
invited his enemies

seulement1 [au

only

vin d' honneur]1.

at_the wine of honor

'?? For his wedding, John only1 invited even2 his ENEMIES2 [to the RECEPTION]1./
?? For his wedding, John even2 invited his ENEMIES2 only1 [to the RECEPTION]1.'
11

This representation implicitly assumes that focus evaluation is selective, which is one possible theory (cf. Kratzer:
1991, Wold: 1996), while Rooth (1992)'s theory rather implies that focus evaluation affects all foci in the scope of
the evaluating operator. Even if I do not mean here to take a stand on this issue, the facts that my argument is based
on seem to support the former theory (focus evaluation is selective). But as shown by Beck and Vasishth (2009), the
data are tricky and the story may need to be more complex. In any case, the important point for my purposes here is
that intervention effects indeed occur in my specific examples with overt focus particles (as controlled by
paraphrases with même) and also with hypothesized E as well. I do not aim at making a point with respect to
multiple focus in general.
12
If the DP with propre is topicalized, the intervention effect vanishes (cf. va). This is consistent with the operator
hypothesis since the same happens with même (cf. vb).
(v) a. Ses propres PARENTS, Jean les a seulement1 vus à NOËL1.
his own

parents

John them has only

seen at Christmas

'His own PARENTS, John has only seen at CHRISTMAS.'
b. Même ses PARENTS, Jean les a seulement1 vus à NOËL1.
even

his parents

John them has only

seen at Christmas

'Even his PARENTS, John has only seen at CHRISTMAS.'
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Still, the same intervention effect arises when seulement is present even if the intended
interpretation is perfectly plausible: it is unexpected that John invited his enemies to his
wedding, and he invited them only to the reception. But conversely, the sentence without propre
(16b) is infelicitous in stereotypical contexts: since it is already unexpected to invite one's
enemies at all, the downward oriented nature of seulement does not fit.
But taken together, these two examples (15) and (16) show that even if the sentences are
grammatical when only propre or only seulement is present, they are not when both occur, even
though the intended interpretation is perfectly plausible. This supports the operator hypothesis
that predicts an intervention effect similar to that occurring with même, which can explain the
degraded status of the sentences.

5 Conclusion
To summarize, several arguments support the operator hypothesis: the best way to account for
the scalarity effect induced by propre is to assume the existence of the scalarity operator E. Thus
E supports the theory of covert focus sensitive operators since it seems to fill a hole: just as O
corresponds to only, E is the covert counterpart of even; and only and even are the two main
focus sensitive particles.
I leave two further issues for my future research. The first one is the question of why
possessum propre typically cooccurs with E. The second one concerns the relationship between
E and the rising intonation associated with the noun combining with propre.
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CZECH DOKUD AND TELICITY*
MOJMÍR DOČEKAL
Department of Linguistics and Baltic Languages, Masaryk University in Brno, CZ

1 Goals of the article
There is an ongoing research concerning the English until and its proper treatment. Karttunen
(1974) argues that until is ambiguous and that we can explain its behavior if we postulate two
separate until: one durative and another one punctual negative polarity item. De Swart (1996)
claims that there is no ambiguity and that we can predict all the relevant data via different
scoping of negation and one lexical entry for until (for a careful recapitulation of the debate and
additional references see Giannakidou 2002). This paper provides a new empirical support for
analyzing until as one. The new data come from the Czech conjunction dokud which is a
counterpart of English until. Czech is a helpful data source for until debate because it is a
language with overt aspectual morphology. And one of the crucial arguments for or against the
ambiguity of until concerns the interplay of aspectual system and negation. I argue that the nonambiguity treatment of dokud and until can be pursued even if we don’t accept the stativizing
effect of negation. Concretely, I will argue that dokud can and should be analyzed as a reversed
implication with basically durative meaning, thus supporting the view of until as a nonambiguous expression, but I will do so (instead of proposals like de Swart (1996) and Krifka
(1989) where negation is treated as stativizer) sticking to the zero hypothesis, namely that
negation doesn’t have any aspect shifting properties.
In English, the preposition until is grammatical only in atelic sentences (1-a). Using until in
telic sentences yields ungrammaticality (1-b), unless the telic sentence is negated (1-c). As said
above, there is an ongoing disagreement about the proper treatment of the facts. The two existing
approaches argue either that the contrast follows from the fact that negation has a stativizing
effect (Krifka (1989), de Swart (1996)) and therefore there is only one durative until; or that
there is no principle explanation and until must be treated as semantically ambiguous, namely,
*
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the meaning of until is either durative, or punctual (Karttunen (1974), Giannakidou (2002)). The
punctual until is claimed to be a negative polarity version of the durative until, and as such can
be found only in negated sentences. The next section looks at the debate in more detail.
(1) a. The princess slept until midnight.
b. *The princess arrived until midnight.
c. The princess didn’t arrive until midnight.

2 The one until vs. two until approaches
Besides the aspectual sensitivity of until illustrated in (1), both approaches try to capture the
following basic set of facts. While atelic sentences containing negation and until are ambiguous,
telic sentences with both expression have just one meaning. Consider the atelic option first, as
illustrated in (2). Atelic sentences like (2) have two independent meanings. First meaning can be
paraphrased as: John was awake at least until midnight – until scopes above negation –
schematically as in (2-a). This reading would be falsified by any interval of time before
midnight, in which John would have slept. The second meaning where negation has wide scope
with respect to until – schematically as in (2-b) – is true in a situation where John sleeps before
midnight, but not all the way till midnight (e.g. he wakes up at 11:30). Both readings are
logically independent as one is true in situations which make the second reading false and vice
versa.
(2) John didn’t sleep until midnight.
a. until midnight > ¬sleep(John)
b. ¬ > until midnight > sleep (John)
As discussed in the previous paragraph, atelic sentences containing negation and until are
ambiguous and it is natural to capture the ambiguity via different scopes of until and negation.
Telic sentences like (3) on the other hand aren’t ambiguous in the same way. (3) can be
interpreted only as reporting that John arrived after midnight but definitely not before. (3)
cannot mean that John arrived sooner than at midnight (e.g. at 10:00). So in telic sentences it is
impossible for negation to have a wide scope with respect to until, schematically as in
grammatical (3-a) and ungrammatical (3-b).
(3) John didn’t arrive until midnight.
a. until midnight > ¬arrive(John)
b. *¬ > until midnight > arrive(John)
The theoretical solution of this intricate set of data proceeds in two possible approaches as
sketched in the previous section. I will discuss both shortly. The proper evaluation of the debate
out-scopes the goals of my article, so I will concentrate only on the main ingredients of both
approaches.
One until approach accounts for the data in the following way. Until and negation interact
scopally, therefore all the meaning differences in atelic sentences as well as the non-ambiguity of
telic sentences can be derived from their different scope possibilities. Until is basically durative
and can combine only with atelic predicates, so in case of telic predicates’ negation it acts as an
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aspect shifting operator changing accomplishments and achievements into states. If there is not
such a shifter, the ungrammaticality obtains, see (1-b). I will comment on the aspect shifting
nature of negation in the next paragraph. Let’s note that the one until approach correctly
prohibits the wide scope reading of negation in telic sentences like (3), because until would
combine here with telic predicates, which is independently known to lead to ungrammaticality.
The key ingredient of one until approach is the aspectual shifting nature of negation. A recent
defender of this approach, de Swart (1996), postulates the following semantics for aspectual
shifting negation – see (4), her examples (31) and (32) on page 235. Negation of telic predicates
in her framework describes a state which corresponds to a negative state of affairs. De Swart
(1996) follows Krifka’s (1989) proposal to interpret negative eventualities as a ‘fusion’ of all
eventualities at a given time t which are not of the type denoted by the predicate P. For (3) it
would mean that the sentence denotes such state s where the sum of all events of John not
arriving appeared. The aspectual shifting negation is defined in (4-b) – it is a function from
predicates P into state s, such that it denotes only the state where not a single event of type P
occurred. The crucial MAX operator from (4-a) which is responsible for the supremum (‘fusion’)
of all events of type P is defined in (4-b).
(4) a. λPλs[MAX(s) ∧ ¬∃e[P(e) ∧ e ⊆ s]]
b.∀e[MAX(e) ↔ ∃t[e = supe(λe'∃t'(AT(e',t') ∧ t'⊆t))]]
The two until approaches stem from Karttunen, a recent representative is Giannakidou
(2002). According to Karttunen (1974) until in negated sentences is different from the durative
until appearing in non-negated atelic sentences. The first until is a negative polarity item and as
such it must be interpreted in the scope of negation. Karttunen argues that NPI until is punctual
and its semantics is equivalent to before under negation. The ambiguity of atelic sentences like
(2) is explained in this framework differently than in the scope treatment – schematically as in
(5-a) corresponding to (2-a) vs. (5-b) corresponding to (2-b). The interpretation of (5-a) is the
same as in the one until approach. But according to Karttunen and Giannakidou (5-b) has an
inchoative meaning. The inchoative meaning illustrated for example (3) can be paraphrased as:
John fell asleep after midnight but not before. In two until approach the NPI until guarantees
entailment of the positive state of affairs after the time expressed by until NP. This actualization
is argued to be the main reason for populating lexicon with two homophonous until.
(5) a. durative until midnight > ¬sleep(John)
b. ¬ > NPI until midnight > sleep(John)
The reason for non-ambiguity of telic sentences like (3) in the two until approach is the
following: the punctual until is NPI, the sentence like (3) can have two readings schematized as
(6-a) and (6-b). The punctual until is not aspectually sensitive, it can occur both with telic as well
as with atelic predicates, but it must be in the scope of negation. The first reading is probably
filtered out in this approach because negation isn’t aspectual shifter for Karttunen and
Giannakidou, so there is a prima facie incompatibility between the durative until and the telic
predicate in (6-a). The remaining reading (6-b) entails actualization of John’s arrival after
midnight. And this prediction is considered to be the cornerstone of the argumentation for two
until by Karttunen and Giannakidou.
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(6) a. durative until midnight > ¬arrive(John)
b. ¬ > NPI until midnight > arrive(John)

3 Dokud
In the previous section I discussed the until debate. Now I will focus on dokud, its relation to
until and how can the proper treatment of dokud help us understand the one vs. two until
frameworks.
As it has been shown already in the previous sections, until requires a particular aspect. The
Czech conjunction dokud is similar in this respect. The basic empirical observation concerning
dokud is, that it occurs embedded in sentences containing atelic aspect (7-a), but it becomes
ungrammatical when its sentence is telic (7-b). But negation seems to reverse the pattern again,
as we see in (8). Sentences (7-b) and (8) form a minimal pair distinguished only by negation.
What we see is the common property of until and dokud: both expressions are sensitive to the
telicity of their sentences, they appear in atelic sentences only, but telic negated sentences are
grammatical for both – see example (1) repeated here as (9). Czech and English differ in the way
the telicity is coded – in Czech perfective aspect on verb like probudit (‘wake up’) enforces the
telicity of the sentence, in English the lexical semantics of achievements like arrive causes the
whole sentence to be telic but if we put aside this difference, dokud and until exhibit the
distribution.
(7) a. Petr
četl
knížku, dokud
Marie spala.
Petr
read.Imperf book DOKUD
Marie sleep.Imperf
‘Petr was reading a book while Mary was sleeping’
√dokud+atelic
b. *Petr četl
knížku, dokud se
Marie probudila.
Petr read.Imperf
book DOKUD
Marie sleep.Perf
‘Petr was reading a book while Mary woke up’
*dokud+telic
(8) Petr četl
knížku, dokud se
Marie neprobudila.
Petr read.Imperf book DOKUD
Marie woke_up.Perf.Neg
‘Petr was reading a book while Mary didn’t wake up’
√dokud+NEG+telic
(9) a. The princess slept until midnight.
b. *The princess arrived until midnight.
c. The princess didn’t arrive until midnight.

(=1)

Even if until and dokud act similarly with respect to their aspectual sensitivity, they are at
least on surface semantically very different. The first difference, let’s name it property 1, is a
basic semantic difference: until (without negation) denotes succession of two events (see 10-a)
but dokud (without negation) denotes subinterval relation of two events (see 10-b). For a bit
more insightful understanding of the differences, I formalize this distinction by the temporal
trace function τ (following Krifka 1989). This function maps an event to its temporal trace, or
‘run time’. For English until in (10-a) it means that the event of stirring with a metal spoon
precedes the event of dissolving the sugar. Formally the function τ mapping the event of the
main clause denotes some interval preceding the time interval of the result state following the
moment when the sugar has dissolved. But for Czech dokud¸ the intuitive meaning of (10-b) is
that the event denoted by the main clause is contained in the bigger event denoted by the
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embedded clause. Let’s model this intuition with the subset relation and say that the run time of
the embedded event is a superinterval of the run time of the main event – see (10-b). But
surprisingly with negated telic verbs in both sentences, as in (11-a), Czech dokud intuitively
denotes the succession as well. (11-a) means that the event of Petr’s finishing reading the book
follows the event of Mary’s return. A similar English sentence with both telic sentences and only
the main negated verb is in (11-b), where also the intuitive meaning is: the event of the
embedded clause must precede the event of the main clause. Let’s hypothesize that the inclusion
relation is basic meaning of dokud and that the consecution is the basic meaning for until. The
consecutive interpretation of until is particularly well visible in sentences like (1) where until
acts as a preposition (see Giannakidou 2002:ex. 6 for the formal treatment of this durative until).
My basic assumption concerning the meaning relation between until and dokud follows the data
in (10) and (11). Dokud denotes inclusion (10-b), but in negated sentences it denotes consecution
(11-a). Thus until is a mirror image of dokud – its basic meaning is the consecution (10-a). The
distinction simply follows from the negation incorporated into until which can be emulated with
sentential negation for dokud (11-a). Otherwise both conjunctions are alike but reversed by
negation.
(10) a. Stir with a metal spoon until the sugar has dissolved.
τ(stir′) < τ(dissolve′)
b. Petr četl knížku, dokud Marie plavala.
‘Petr was reading a book, while Marie was swimming.’
τ(read′) ⊂ τ(swim′)
(11) a. Petr nepřečetl tu knížku, dokud se Marie nevrátila.
‘Petr hadn’t finished reading the book until Mary returned’
τ(return′) < τ(read′)
b. The EC will not lift its sanctions until that country makes political changes.
Let’s look at another property which is especially important with respect to dokud. I will call
it property 2. Slavic languages belong to strict negative concord languages (for a recent
linguistic treatment of this phenomena see e.g. Zeijlstra 2004), so any negative indefinite
requires its main verb to be negated, otherwise the ungrammaticality obtains. Czech is a fine
example of this Slavic pattern, as you can see in (12): (12-a) containing three negative indefinites
is grammatical because its main verb is negated. Nevertheless (12-b) with non-negated main verb
is ungrammatical. Surprisingly, negative concord is disrupted in sentences with dokud and telic
embedded verb, as witnessed in (13-c). (13-a) and (13-b) show that the decisive factor for
ungrammaticality of (13-c) is really negative concord – (13-a) with the proper name Karel and
(13-b) with the indefinite někdo are grammatical. (13-c) is ungrammatical, even if the whole
embedded sentence Nikdo neumřel would be perfectly acceptable if it stood alone. But the
pattern is even more interesting because the ungrammaticality of negative concord with dokud
obtains only if the embedded sentence is telic, as in (13-c), whereas an atelic sentence as in (14)
leads to full acceptability of dokud + negative concord. A tentative empirical hypothesis
concerning negative concord and dokud is in (15).
(12) a. Nikdo nikoho
nikde
neviděl.
Nobody
nobody.Acc nowhere
saw.Neg
‘Nobody saw anybody anywhere.’
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b. *Nikdo
nikoho
nikde
viděl.
Nobody
nobody.Acc nowhere
saw
‘Nobody saw anybody anywhere.’
(13) a. Petr čekal, dokud Karel neumřel.
‘Petr waited until Karel died’
b.Petr čekal, dokud někdo neumřel.
‘Petr waited until somebody died’
c. *Petr čekal, dokud nikdo neumřel.
‘Petr waited until nobody died’
*NC+dokud+telic
(14) Petr kouřil dýmku, dokud v hospodě nikdo nebyl.
‘Petr was smoking a pipe while there was nobody in the pub’ √NC+dokud+atelic
(15) If dokud appears in a in telic sentence, it may combine only with expletive negation.
However, if dokud appears in an atelic sentence, negative concord may take place.
To summarize the current section, let’s recall the empirical generalizations we need to
account for. First property 0 which connects until and dokud – both conjunctions are aspectual
sensitive and there’s some interplay with negation concerning that. Second, even if both
expressions are acting similarly w.r.t. aspect and negation, their semantics seems to be very
different, property 1 but this difference is most probably just reflex of negation incorporated into
until but missing in the meaning of dokud. And finally if we look at negative concord and dokud,
it seems that negation and aspect interacts again in an interesting way.
1.
2.
3.

Property 0: both dokud and until basically atelic conjunctions sensitive to negation
Property 1: a meaning difference between dokud and until: subinterval vs. succession
Property 2: a syntactic observation: dokud allows negative concord only in atelic
sentences

The next section shows how the behavior of dokud can be explained in the non-ambiguity
framework. My plan is to show how the peculiar behavior of dokud can shed light on the until
debate, particularly I will argue for a variant of scope treatment of dokud.

4 Proposal
As was claimed in the previous section, there are two apparent semantics of dokud: subinterval
and succession, illustrated in (16-a) and (16-b) respectively. The subinterval semantics occurs
basically in atelic environments, the succession in the telic environments with negated verbs of
both conjoined sentences. The section 4.1 begins with the subinterval dokud and section 4.2
shows how the apparent succession variant of dokud can be derived from its basic meaning.
(16) a. Petr zpíval, dokud Marie hrála.
‘Petr was singing while Mary was playing’
τ(sing′) ⊂ τ(play′)
b.Petr nedopsal tu knihu, dokud Marie neodjela do Londýna.
‘Petr hadn’t written the book until Mary lef for London’
τ(leave′) < τ(write′)
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4.1 Dokud in embedded atelic sentences
My main claim concerning Czech dokud is that there is only one dokud, its basic semantics is
formalized in (17). The formalization based on von Stechow (2002) and his discussion of various
types of German seit. In core the lexical entry for dokud conjoins two predicates (P and Q), P and
Q have their respective running times t and t′. The running time of Q (the embedded clause) is a
subset of the running time of P (the main clause) and both events’ end at some dummy variable
(time t′′), this time t′′ is the right boundary (RB in (14)) of both events. The illustration of the
meaning for (15) is the figure (16), the lexical entry for dokud basically aligns two events such
that one is the subset of the other and both are ending in the same time.
(17) ║dokud║ = λQλP∃t∃t′∃t′′[P(t) ∧ Q(t′) ∧ τ(P) ⊆ τ(Q) ∧ RB(t,t′′) ∧ RB(t′,t′′)], Q is
homogeneous
(18) Petr zpíval, dokud Marie hrála.
‘Petr was singing while Mary was playing’

(19)
If we look at dokud in terms of propositional logic, then the conjunction denotes a reversed
implication (the main clause implicates the embedded clause), normal implication goes in the
oposite direction: the embedded clause implicates the main clause. This observation isn’t very
surprising, as implication is the propositional logic counterpart of the subset relation which is the
core of the semantics of dokud. Nevertheless I think it is very helpful to think about dokud as
about reversed implication as we will see shortly. So the sentence like (20-a) – normal
implication – claims that there are three scenarios where the whole sentence is right: Peter is
singing and Mary is playing, Peter isn’t singing and Mary is playing, and finally: Peter isn’t
singing and Mary isn’t playing. (20-b) – reversed implication – on the other hand claims that
there are three possible scenarios for the whole sentence to be true: Peter is singing and Mary is
playing, Peter is singing and Mary isn’t playing and finally: Peter isn’t singing and Mary isn’t
playing. The truth conditions for dokud are summarized in the table (21).
(20) a. If Peter was singing, then Mary was playing.
b. Dokud Petr zpíval, Marie hrála.
(21)

p

q

1
1
0
0

1
0
1
0

dokud
1
1
0
1

p⊃q
q⊃p
if
1
0
1
1
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The main conclusion of this section is demonstrated on the example (22-a): its propositional
meaning is simply the implication going from the main clause to the embedded clause – (22-c).
The more detailed meaning following from the lexical entry for dokud is in (22-b). (22-b) can be
read as: there is an event of Petr’s sleeping and an event of Mary’s singing, both happening at
times t and t′ respectively, t is a subinterval of t′ and both events end at the point t′′, the right
boundary of both events. This gets the truth conditions of (22-a) illustrated in the figure (19)
right and the whole process is totally compositional. The core meaning of dokud is quite simple
but the complications with its distribution arise because it is aspect sensitive and moreover the
negation can reverse the intervals, so we come to apparently different meanings. More about this
in the next section.
(22) a. Petr spal, dokud Marie zpívala.
‘Petr was sleeping while Mary was singing’
b. ∃t∃t′∃t′′[sleep′ (Petr′,t) ∧ sing′ (Marie′,t′) ∧ τ(sleep′) ⊆ τ(sing′) ∧ RB(t,t′′) ∧ RB(t′,t′′)],
sing′ is homogeneous
c. sleep′ ⊃ sing′
As for the aspectual sensitivity, the lexical entry for dokud constraints the predicate of the
embedded clause to homogeneous predicates. This is the way how I code the atelicity constraint,
observed with dokud. I assume, following at least Dowty 1979 a.o., that homogeneity is the way
how to formalize the atelicity of verbal predicates. Predicate P is homogeneous if it has the
subinterval property: P(t): Ѧt [t′ Ө t → P (t′)]), so e.g. the predicate zpívat from (23-a) is atelic
because it is homogeneous – if it is true that Petr was singing from 14:00 to 15:00, then it is true
that he was singing in every subinterval of the given time. The verb dohrát (‘finish playing’)
from (23-b) is telic on the other hand because it is not true that any subinterval of time where the
predicate holds has the subinterval property, the only interval where the predicate holds is the
maximal interval – from the beginning of the event till its end. Dokud is sensitive only w.r.t. to
the telicity of the embedded clause, as witnessed by (23-b) where the telicity of the main clause
doesn’t cause any ungrammaticality.
(23) a. *Petr zpíval, dokud Marie dohrála.
‘Petr was singing while Mary finished playing’
b. Petr napsal tu knihu, dokud byl Karel děkanem.
‘Peter wrote the book while Karel was a dean’

4.2 Dokud in embedded telic sentences
The second meaning of dokud, the consecutive one, intuitively denotes succession of two events
as in (24-b). (24-b) can be paraphrased as: if Honza kills the dragon, then the princess will marry
him, but not sooner. For English until the same meaning appears when until occurs in a sentence
without negation in the embedded clause – see (11-b) repeated here as (24-a). The distinction
between until and dokud is that the consecutive meaning is possible for dokud only if it occurs
with two negated telic predicates, while until can have this meaning if it occurs in a non-negated
embedded sentence as in (24-a). The distinction is probably a reflex of the different derivational
make-up of both items as was suggested above: while dokud is composed of directional
preposition and wh-element, until (at least diachronically) contains negation and conjunction.
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The straight translation of (24-a) into Czech using dokud would be (24-c) where both the main
clause and the embedded clause are negated contrary to the English source.
(24) a. The EC will not lift its sanctions until that country makes political changes.
b.Princezna si Honzu nevezme, dokud Honza nezabije draka.
‘The princess will not marry Honza until he kills the dragon’
c. Evropská unie ne-zruší své sankce, dokud tato země ne-provede politické změny.
The consecutive meaning for dokud can be illustrated on Czech sentences like (25). (25) can
be depicted as in (26): the event of the embedded clause precedes the event of the main clause –
for that we must intuitively de-negate the predicates. Even if the sentence’s truth conditions
strictly speaking refer to two negative states of affairs, its interpretation is different. It is
notoriously difficult to state whether the actualization inference is some sort of presupposition or
real entailment. Nevertheless I will try to describe the actualization in the semantics instead of
pragmatics. More about this in the next paragraph.
(25) Princezna neusnula, dokud neodbila půlnoc.
‘The princess didn’t fall asleep until the clock stroke midnight’

(26)
If we want to stick to the assumption that there is only one dokud, then the lexical entry in
(17) should deliver the right truth conditions in any context. Let’s apply the lexical entry to the
example (27-a). We obtain straightforwardly (27-b). Its core meaning says that the negation of
the event of the princess’ marrying Honza is a subinterval of the negation of the event of
Honza’s killing the dragon. In other words, when the proposition ‘Honza killed the dragon’ starts
to be true, then it would also be possible for the proposition ‘Princess maries Honza’ to be true.
So my hypothesis is that the lexical entry in (17) delivers the truth conditions right, but it’s a bit
hard to comprehend them. More on this bellow but let’s note for now that the semantics of dokud
predicts right that the negated telic predicate is grammatical with dokud, while the un-negated
telic predicate isn’t – see (28). This is so because the negation of an accomplishment like kill has
the subinterval property, although the accomplishment pure doesn’t have the subinterval property
at all. This is so, because negation reverses the entailments: the trade mark of downward
entailing (DE) contexts is the reasoning from sets to subsets. The same holds for time intervals
also: telic predicates in DE contexts are homogeneous and there’s no need for stativizing theory
of negation. Regardless to the fact that it would be possible to describe the data with the
stativizing negation, which we could do that with null hypothesis (negation doesn’t have any
special aspectual properties), let’s do the work without the aspectual shifting theory. The only
ingredients needed are the following: dokud (as well as until) can combine only with
homogeneous predicates, because negation of telic predicates is homogenous, dokud can
combine with such predicates.1
1

In fact I think that Czech conforms to the hypothesis that negation has stativizing effect. One powerful indicator of
that is the following. Even if it is possible to negate imperfective imperatives: čti! ‘read!’ ne-čti! ‘do not read!’, the
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(27) a. Princezna si Honzu nevzala, dokud nezabil draka.
‘The princess hadn’t married Honza until he killed the dragon.’
b. ∃t∃t′∃t′′[¬marry′ (princess′,Honza′,t) ∧ ¬kill′ (Honza′,dragon′,t′) ∧ τ(¬marry′) ⊆
τ(¬kill′) ∧ RB(t,t′′) ∧ RB(t′,t′′)], ¬kill′ is homogeneous
(28) *Princezna si Honzu vzala, dokud zabil draka.
As I implied in the previous paragraph, I consider the lexical entry (17) sufficient to describe
truth conditions of dokud in any context. But I assume that it is hard for native speakers to
process such meanings. As clear from the previous paragraph, implication of two negated
sentences is quite hard to comprehend, so I assume that hearers use the inferential rule of
transposition of implication as stated in (29-a). They use the rule to process the meaning of
negated telic sentences with dokud more easily. The transposition of implication belongs to the
tautologies of propositional logic and when applied to natural language, it claims the equality of
an implication with the reversed negation of its antecedent and consequent. Schematically the
sentence like (27-a) is then interpreted as the right part of the equation in (29-b): instead of
implication of two negations, the sentence is interpreted as an implication going from the
embedded clause to the main clause. In that respect negation reverses the implication of dokud
(recall that dokud in non-negated contexts implies from the main clause to the embedded clause),
so it behaves in this respect as ordinary if.
(29) a. (¬Q ⊃ ¬P) ↔ (P ⊃ Q)
b. ¬marry′ ⊃ kill′↔ kill′ ⊃ marry′
However the reversed implication in (29-b) of itself doesn’t explain why we should obtain
the consecutive interpretation for the embedded and the main clause. Of course we can rely on
some sort of Gricean reasoning which would explain why with usual implications we obtain the
time alignment of the embedded clause before the main clause. But I suppose the alignment for
dokud follows from the interplay of aspect and negation and not from such pragmatic reasoning.
What the truth-conditions of (27-b) say is that the main clause cannot be true sooner than the
embedded clause turns out to be true as well. And when are accomplishments like kill dragon
false? Simply at all the time points before the culmination point of the accomplishment, and then
they start to be true. If we follow this line of reasoning, then the telos part of accomplishments in
the embedded clause sets the earliest time of the validity of the main clause. In the framework of
von Stechow (2009) following Beaver & Condoravdi (2003) we can formalize this as in (30).
The definition of the operator the earliest time is in (31). (30) can be paraphrased as: there is an
event of princess marrying Honza and an event of Honza killing the dragon, the first event must

negation of perfective imperatives is highly constrained if possible at all. E.g. second person imperative ??ne-pře-čti
ten článek! ‘do not read the article!’ is either ungrammatical or acceptable only with a deontic modality
interpretation. I assume this follows straightforwardly from the independently known fact that imperatives are
incompatible with states and if Czech negation stativizes the verb, the prediction that only Czech imperfective verbs
(they denote activities) are admissible candidates for imperative mood is borne out. But because proper
investigations of the stativizing or non-stativizing nature of Czech negation would lead me beyond the scope of the
present article, I stick to the minimal hypothesis: negation is just the truth reversing operation we know from
propositional logic and it doesn’t have any other special properties.
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not start earlier then the second one turns out to be true. This is exactly the meaning of (27-a) and
corresponds quite naturally to the intuitions of native speakers.
(30) ∃t∃t'∃t'' [marry'(princess', Honza', t) ∧ kill (Honza , draggon , t'' ) ∧ τ (kill') <
the earliest τ (marry')] (LF of (27-a))
(31) EARLIEST║= λPit .the earliest time such that P(t) = the t, such that P(t) ∧ (∀t')[P(t') ⊃ t<t']
von Stechow (2009) and Beaver & Condoravdi (2003)
Interim summary: I presented a way how to derive consecutive meaning of dokud from its
basic subinterval version. The derivation describes the consecutive meaning as arising as a byproduct of the aspectual system combining with sentential negation. There is a similarity
between dokud and until in this respect: both seem to be ambiguous but the ambiguity can be
treated scopally or by independently justified systems of natural language.

4.3 Dokud and negative concord
In the previous section I have shown how to explain the property 0 and property 1 of dokud – its
aspectual sensitivity and its basic meaning from which the consecutive meaning can be derived.
In the present subsection I will deal with the last property discussed in the section 3: the lack of
negative concord in dokud headed telic sentences. As we saw, there is a correlation between the
scope of negation and telicity of the embedded sentence – in telic sentences the negation cannot
license negative concord. I assume that this follows from the syntactic nature of negative
concord. The verbal negation which licenses the negative indefinites must be locally enough for
the negative agreement to take place. Consequently the negation in telic sentences with disrupted
negative concord must be in a position inaccessible to negative concord. In this respect I follow
Abels (2005), who claims that when negation (in Russian and also other Slavic languages) rises
to CP, it cannot license negative concord anymore. Czech sentence demonstrating this hypothesis
is (32) – the semantics of the verb bát se (‘be afraid’) conjoined with the subjunctive forces the
negation of the embedded predicate to scope above its usual position. And as the negation ends
in the CP periphery, it cannot license negative concord from there.
(32) Petr se bál, aby *nikdo/Karel nepřišel.
‘Petr was affraid of somebody/Karel coming.’
Let’s assume that the lack of negative concord in the embedded telic sentences with dokud is
caused by the same process: negation taking scope too high for the negative concord to take
place. On the other hand, it’s not true that negation has scope over the conjunction itself:
propositional logical rendering of such scope: ¬(p⊃q) in sentences like (33) it would be true only
in a situation where the princess would marry Honza, even though he hasn’t killed the dragon. In
any other situation it would be false – a fatally incorrect prediction – see (33-a) and (33-b). So
the negation in telic sentences is for sure located somewhere under dokud, but it is higher than in
atelic sentences. This shows also that the ambiguity approach is untenable at least for Czech
dokud because it scopes above negation all the time. Consequently its behavior cannot be
explained via postulating its NPI nature.
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(33) Princezna si Honzu nevzala, dokud nezabil draka. (=(27-a))
a. . (¬p ⊃ ¬q) ↔ (q ⊃ p)
b.* ¬(p⊃q)
If we assume that the scope of negation in embedded telic clauses headed by dokud is too
high to license negative concord, the natural question to ask is why it should be so. Even if we
follow von Stechow (2009) in the assumption that negation usually takes wide scope with respect
to the time of the sentence (e.g. John didn’t sleep today is true when negation outscopes past
time, otherwise the truth conditions for this sentence would be too weak), it still doesn’t follow
why telic and atelic sentences should behave differently with respect to the scope of negation. I
think that the most probable explanation follows from the homogeneity restriction of dokud. As
dokud requires the embedded clause to be homogeneous, the negation must scope higher than
any other element in the clause (recall that telicity of the sentence is the compositional
phenomenon, all arguments of verb and of course the verb itself compose in the computation of
telicity – see Krifka 1989 a.o.), otherwise the sentence would be semantically anomalous.
(34) a. *Karel čekal, dokud nikdo neumřel.
‘Karel waited until nobody died’
b. Karel kouřil dýmku, dokud v hospodě nikdo nebyl.
‘Karel was smoking a pipe while there was nobody in the pub.’

*NC+dokud+telic
√NC+dokud+atelic

We can detect the same pattern as with the negative concord with positive polarity items. As
we saw in the previous section, negation in telic sentences has higher scope then in atelic
sentences. So high that even positive polarity items like někdo can have narrow scope w.r.t.
negation. Look at (35) with the usual behavior of PPI: sentence (35) can only have the logical
form in (35-a), the logical form (35-b) is ungrammatical for the sentence, because the negation
would scope over the existential quantifier representing the semantic contribution of the PPI
někdo. On the other hand, (36) with the same PPI někdo allows the scope of negation to be wider
than the PPI: the sentence is interpreted as: the event of Peter’s smoking the pipe was a
subinterval of the time during which nobody entered the pub. The interpretation makes it clear
that the PPI is interpreted as a non-specific indefinite in the scope of negation. It doesn’t require
any specific individual to be the one who stops Peter’s smoking the pipe: (36) is true if Petr stops
smoking his pipe when anyone enters the pub. I assume again that this follows from the higher
scope of negation in telic sentences – dokud requires its embedded sentence to be homogeneous,
negation outscopes all the elements in its sentence, so even PPI like někdo can be interpreted in
its scope.
(35) Někdo nepřišel.
‘Somebody didn’t come’
a. ∃x[person′(x) ∧ ¬came′(x)] b. * ¬∃x[person′(x) ∧ came′(x)]
(36) Petr kouřil dýmku, dokud do hospody někdo nevstoupil.
‘Petr was smoking a pipe until somebody entered the pub’
nonspecific: Petr was smoking a pipe ¬∃x[person′(x) ∧ enter′(x)]
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5 Conclusion
I argued for the unified semantics of Czech dokud. Dokud is a reversed implication: its core
meaning is an implication taking as its antecedent the main clause and as its consequent the
embedded clause. With respect to the time traces of the events denoted by the main clause and
the embedded clause, this translates as the subinterval relation between the running time of the
main clause and the running time of the embedded clause. There are two apparent interpretations
of dokud – ‘durative’ which occurs in the atelic sentences (the subinterval interpretation) and
‘punctual’ which occurs in telic sentences (the consecutive interpretation). But the second
interpretation is derived from the basic implicational core of dokud and the interplay of aspectual
and negation system. The conclusion which follows from the until debate is the following. To the
extent that dokud and until can be compared (and they behave similarly w.r.t. aspect and
negation, moreover they seem to be just mirror images of each other – until containing negation
which dokud lacks), non-ambiguity treatment of dokud supports the one until theory. And
because negation always scopes below dokud, the NPI nature of dokud is out of the question.
This shows that the Karttunen/Giannakidou style of theory is falsified at least in its cross
linguistic predictions.
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ON THE (IN)COMPATIBILITY OF NON NEUTRAL
ADJECTIVES AND MEASURE PHRASES
JENNY DOETJES
Leiden University Centre for Linguistics

1 Introduction
Measure phrases may modify certain adjectives but not others, even if the adjective has an
interpretation that at first sight seems to be compatible with a measure (cf. among others,
Kennedy 1999, Schwarzschild 2005, Barker 2002, Winter 2005, 2009, Svenonius & Kennedy
2006). Quite in general, negative adjectives do not combine with measure phrases ((1a) vs. (1b)),
and in some cases, positive adjectives also fail to combine with a measure phrase ((1c-d)).
(1) a.
b.
c.
d.

John is 1m50 tall
#John is 1m50 short
#The locket is 250 € expensive
#The locket is 250 € cheap

(2) a. John is 2 cm taller/shorter than Peter
b. The locket is 20 € more expensive/ cheaper than I thought
Whenever the measure phrase can be used, the adjective has a neutral interpretation rather than
being evaluative or non neutral, as illustrated by the examples in (3).
(3) a. John is 1m50 tall →
/ John is tall
b. The table is 50 cm wide →
/ The table is wide
c. The skirt is 50 cm long →
/ The skirt is long
If a positive adjective cannot combine with a measure phrase, as in (1c), it also seems to fail to
get a neutral reading. One can add to this that, if a non neutral interpretation of the adjective is
forced by adding for a N, adding measure phrases always results in unacceptability, as illustrated
in (4):
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(4) a. #John is 1m50 tall/short for a boy
b. #The locket is 250 € expensive/cheap for a golden jewel

Given this type of facts, theories on the incompatibility of measure phrases and negative/ non
neutral adjectives usually claim that the semantics of measures is incompatible with the
semantics of negative and non neutral adjectives.
However, this unconditional incompatibility cannot be maintained in view of the following
Dutch example, taken from a description of the Pit, a rather low cross-road in The Hague
(http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schilderswijk_(Den_Haag), August 2011):
(5) MVaak stond de Put bij regenval onder water, en regelmatig reed een vrachtwagen zich
klem onder het 3,70 meter lage viaduct.
‘When it rained, the Pit was usually filled with water, and often a truck got stuck under
the 3,70 meter low (high) viaduct’
Even though this sentence is stylistically marked (as indicated by M), it is not ungrammatical, at
least according to a large number of speakers of Dutch.1 Moreover, the sentence indicates that
the viaduct is low, which means that the adjective has a non neutral, evaluative reading.
In the rest of this paper I will focus on structures similar to the one in (5), which, besides being
counterexamples to the claim that measure phrases never combine with negative and/ or non
neutral adjectives, turn out to have a number of interesting properties. In the first place, there is a
contrast between (5), where the MP A combination is used in attributive position, and a sentence
in which the same combination is used as a predicate. In the second place, despite the non neutral
reading of the adjective in examples such as (5), for phrases are still not allowed, which shows
that the incompatibility of measure phrases and for phrases is independent from the non neutral/
neutral contrast.
The structure of the paper is as follows. I will start with a brief overview of a number of
theories on the incompatibility of measures and adjectives such as the ones in (1b-d) (section 2).
Then I will turn to a long overview of the data, showing in particular that in the relevant cases
the measure phrase and the adjective have to be interpreted as a single constituent and ruling out
some alternative ways to interpret the data (section 3). In section 4 I will turn to a discussion of
the consequences for the treatment of measures and I will give a sketch of an analysis, based on
Winter (2005, 2009). Section 5 concludes the paper, and addresses some remaining issues,
including the observation that Dutch seems to accept much more easily cases such as (5) than
English.

2 Background
The incompatibility illustrated in (1) and (2) has often been discussed in the literature. According
to Kennedy (1999), measure phrases denote bounded extents, and as such they may give a value
to the standard of comparison of a gradable adjective. Positive and negative gradable adjectives
differ in terms of the type of degree they introduce. Whereas positive degrees denote positive

1

Stefan Hofstetter independently came across similar examples in German, see Hofstetter (2011, to appear).
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extents, negative degrees denote negative extents, as illustrated in (6) below (see also von
Stechow 1984a: 169):
(6)

Given that negative degrees are not bounded, while the extents denoted by measure phrases are,
negative adjectives are incompatible with measure phrases (see also Kennedy & Svenonius
2006). As for the necessity of a neutral reading of the adjective, one can assume that pos (the
operator that introduces the non neutral interpretation, cf. Cresswell 1976 and von Stechow
1984b) and measure phrases are mutually incompatible because they both bind the degree
variable of the adjective (but see Rett 2008).
According to Schwarzschild (2005), measure phrases are predicates of intervals. Contrary to
Kennedy, Schwarzschild assumes that degrees are points rather than intervals. In principle,
adjectives are relations between individuals and degrees, and as such they are incompatible with
measure phrases. Schwarzschild assumes that adjectives that are compatible with measure
phrases have a homonym, which relates individuals to sets of degrees or intervals. The
Homonym Rule is a lexical rule. This way Schwarzschild captures the fact that it seems to be
lexically determined which positive adjectives are compatible with measure phrases and which
are not.
(7) Homonym Rule: from degrees to intervals
If A has meaning A’that relates individuals to degrees then A has a secondary
meaning relating individuals to sets of degrees (intervals)
The secondary meaning is given by: λI. λx. I = {d : A’(x,d)},
where A’(x,d) is interpreted as “x’s A-ness exceeds d”
Negative adjectives systematically fail to undergo the homonym rule, and therefore they
systematically fail to combine with measures. Consider (6). If the homonym rule applied to the
adjective short, this would result in a set with John’s height as its upper bound, but without a
lower bound, as John’s height exceedsshort the heights of all objects higher than John’s height
(Schwarzschild 2005:10):
(8) Homonym Rule applied to short:
λI. λx. I = {d : John’s height exceedsshort d}
Thus, if negative adjectives were to undergo the homonym rule, the resulting interval would lack
a lower bound, and this is why the rule does not apply.
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Within these approaches, negative adjectives are incompatible with measure phrases in a
fundamental way, as the semantics of the negative adjective is incompatible with the semantics
of the measure phrase. Moreover, pos and measures are in complementary distribution: whenever
the measure phrase is used, there is no way to use pos (see Barker 2002 for an implementation
that does not make use of pos).
A quite different perspective on the data in (1) is offered by Winter (2005, 2009). According
to Winter, illicit MP A combinations are ruled out by a triviality filter on the interpretation of
measure phrases (MPs), which are analyzed as intersective modifiers:
(9) [[ MP C ]] = set [[ MP ]] intersected with set [[ C ]]
In principle measure phrases may combine with all sorts of adjectives. However, the
combination of a measure phrase and an adjective results usually in a violation of a triviality
filter, as the result of the combination gives rise to a logically trivial statement (see also
Breakstone, this volume). A concrete example is given in (11) and (12).
(10) MP Triviality Filter:
A modified construction [MP C] is acceptable only when it is guaranteed that its
denotation is not empty.
(11)

(12) a.
b.

John is both five years old and old
John’s grandfather is both 95 years old and young

(trivially false)
(trivially false)

In case the standard for being old is above five years, as depicted in (11a), the sentence in (12b)
is trivially false. Similarly, if a 95 year old is not young given the relative standard for young,
(12b) is trivially false as well. As soon as the relative standard is present, the combination of the
measure phrase and the adjective may lead to a trivially false statement. However, for positive
adjectives, there is a way out. In the context of a positive adjective, one may take 0 as the
standard of comparison. In that case, five years old is fine, and the predicted reading is one in
which the adjective neutral, in accordance with the facts. Shifting the standard to zero is
obviously not an option for negative adjectives, as this would result in a mapping of the lower
and the upper bound of the adjective. As for positive adjectives such as expensive, which do not
combine with measure phrases either (cf. (1c)), Winter has to assume that the relative standard
for these adjectives, for some reason or other, cannot be reduced to zero.
To conclude, on the basis of the analyses of MP A combinations discussed above, negative
adjectives are not expected to combine with measure phrases and non neutral or evaluative
interpretations are supposed to not occur in this context.
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3 Licit and illicit MP A combinations in Dutch
3.1 Attributive versus predicative adjectives
In this section I will turn to a set of data from Dutch similar to (5), that show that the restrictions
on MP A combinations that are assumed in the literature are too strong. Consider first the
examples in (13), that illustrate the incompatibility of measure phrases and negative and neutral
adjectives in Dutch. The example in (13c) is based on Klooster (1972), who explicitly claims that
this type of combinations are not allowed.
(13) a.
b.
c.
d.

Het water is 20 cm diep
‘the water is 20 cm deep’
#Het water is 20 centimeter ondiep
‘the water is 20 centimeters shallow’
#Het water is 30 graden warm
‘the water is 30 degrees warm’
#Het water is 5 graden koud
‘the water is 5 degrees cold’

However, when these MP A combinations are used in attributive rather than predicative contexts,
as in (12), the result is noticeable better.2
(14) a.
b.
c.
d.

het 20 cm diepe water
the 20 cm deep water
M
het 20 cm ondiepe water
the 20 cm shallow water
M
het 30 graden warme water
the 30 degrees warm water
M
het 5 graden koude water
the 5 degrees cold water

The contrast can be nicely illustrated by a small internet search. When searching for “graden
koude water” ‘degrees cold water’ one gets pages of relevant examples similar to (14d). On the
other hand, when searching for “is * graden koud” ‘is * degrees cold’ the sentences that are
listed usually have a different syntactic structure (that is, the measure phrase and the adjective do
not form a constituent). Similarly, even though ondiep ‘shallow’ is not as easily used as some of
the other adjectives, the contrast between (13b) and (14b) is rather strong, and one can find
examples such as Mop de bodem van de 20 meter ondiepe zee ‘at the bottom of the 20 meter

2

Not all examples are equally acceptable for all speakers. There is a lot of inter speaker variation, and the structures
in (12) are easier for some lexical items than for others. For some speakers, (12b) is not acceptable (ondiep is one of
the harder adjectives to combine with measure phrases), but these speakers do perceive a difference between other
pairs. Moreover, most people also react more strongly to (11b) than to (11c) or (11d). In all cases, and for all
speakers, combinations of non neutral adjectives and measure phrases are stylistically marked as opposed to their
neutral counterparts. This is indicated by the symbol M in front of the examples. In the rest of this paper I focus on
what I consider to be the main generalizations, and I will leave a more detailed analysis of the data to future
research.
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shallow sea’, Mhet drie meter ondiepe super heldere water ‘the three meter shallow super clear
water’, Mdie vijftien centimeter ondiepe kuil ‘that fifteen centimeters shallow pit’.3, 4
Note that in all of the examples in (14) except for the first one the adjective has a non neutral,
evaluative reading. Whenever the predicative use of a MP A combination is odd and the
attributive use is much better, the latter introduces an evaluative interpretation of the adjective. In
other words, an expression such as haar 50 euro dure laptop ‘her 50 euro expensive computer’ is
strange as compared to haar 2000 euro dure laptop ‘her 2000 euro expensive computer’.
A first obvious way to explain the data and to stick to the idea that measure phrases are
always incompatible with negative and non neutral adjectives, is to assume that in the examples
in (14), the measure does not form a constituent with the adjective.5 Given that one cannot use
several modifiers in predicative position while one can in attributive position, this would offer a
straightforward explanation of the contrast between (13) and (14):
(15) a.
b.
c.
d.

the [big] [friendly] giant
*The giant is [big] [friendly]
M
het [3 meter] [lage] viaduct
the three meter low viaduct
*Het viaduct is [3 meter] [laag]
the viaduct is three meter low

In his paper on prenominal use of measure phrases, Schwarzschild (2006) discusses examples
such as a two page poem, two inch cable and a two hour trip, in which the measure phrase
directly modifies the noun. If this type of analysis of the measure phrases in (14) were possible,
the data would not show anything. However, there are a number of reasons to discard this
analysis of the facts.
In the first place, prenominal measures in Dutch are only allowed in compounds, and they
cannot be used as attributive modifiers, contrary to their English counterparts. The compound
status can be motivated by the stress pattern of these structures on the one hand, and by the large
amount of lexical restrictions that are found for these combinations on the other. Let us have a
look at the stress pattern first. In a syntactic modifier N combination, the strongest phrasal stress
falls on the noun, exactly as in English. If the a noun is a compound, however, word stress falls
on the first member of the compound, as in ijzerdraad ‘iron wire’ or zwembad ‘swimming pool’
and not on the noun (the stressed syllable is in bold face; note that Dutch compounds are
officially written as one word). The examples in (16) show that measure N combinations in
Dutch have the stress pattern of compounds. In this type of examples, a shifted stress on the
syllables bad or draad can only be interpreted as a contrastive accent.
(16) a.

3

20 centimeter 2 millimeterdraad
cf. ijzerdraad
20 centimeter 2 millimeter wire
iron wire
‘20 centimeters of 2 millimeter wire’

Sources: http://www.go2war2.nl/artikel/2233/3; http://rebelontour.blogspot.com/2010/02/union-island-trees-wordtmoeder.html; http://dasliedrecht.hyves.nl/blog/29243721/Josje_The_Story_part_1/XRW0/, december 2011.
4
Hofstetter (2011, to appear) presents similar data in German, based on questionnaires. He does not insist on the
contrast between predicative and attributive use, but also reaches the conclusion that his data are problematic for
many theories on the interpretation of MP A combinations.
5
I actually suspect some of Hofstetter’s (2011, to appear) French cases to be of this type.
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the 25 meter pool
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cf. zwembad
swimming pool

As shown in (17), there is a further contrast between Dutch and English in terms of the number
of felicitous combinations of MP N combinations. This can be understood if one assumes that
these structures are in fact compounds, and that this type of compound formation is not very
productive. In English the measure phrase is a syntactic modifier, and can be used much more
freely.
(17) a.
b.

#een twee uur-reis
a two hour trip
#een twee paginagedicht
a two page poem

cf. autoreis
car trip
cf. liefdesgedicht
love poem

Turning back to our original example in (15c), it is quite unlikely that the measure is used as an
independent modifier of the noun. As shown in (18), the adjective cannot be left out and the
primary accent falls on the noun:
(18) a.
b.
c.

#het [3 meter] viaduct
#het 3 meter lage viaduct
M
het 3 meter lage viaduct

(only corrective)

However, one might still argue that the presence of the negative adjective licenses for some
reason or other the otherwise unacceptable use of a measure in a modifier position. Without
speculating on what could be a reason for this type of licensing, I will show that this possibility
has to be rejected on independent grounds. If the measure phrase and the adjective were separate
constituents, one would expect them to be marked as separate constituents in prosody. If one
pronounces a list of attributive adjectives, it is possible to use list intonation. This intonation is
characterized by a high tone at the end of each adjective that modifies the noun. The contrast
between (19) and (20) illustrates this for the compound grijsgestreepte (one constituent) and the
adjective sequence grijze gestreepte (two constituents). In (19) there cannot be a rise at the end
of grijs, which is not at the end of a constituent. In (20), on the other hand, there has to be such a
rise, otherwise the rise on the second adjective is odd:
(19) a.
b.
c.
(20) a.
b.
c.

het grijsgestreepte, lelijke viaduct
the grey-striped ugly viaduct
het grijsgesreepte]H% [lelijke]H% viaduct
#het grijs]H% [gestreepte]H% [lelijke]H% viaduct
het grijze, gestreepte, lelijke viaduct
the grey striped
ugly viaduct
#het grijze gestreepte]H% lelijke]H% viaduct
het grijze]H% gestreepte]H% lelijke]H% viaduct

(2 adjectives)

(3 separate adjectives)

Turning now to a case with a measure phrase, one can observe that there cannot be a rise on the
measure word, which again suggests that the measure phrase and the adjective form a single
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constituent. In longer combinations of adjectives, the measure phrase always groups together
with the adjective.
(21) a.
b.
c.

M

het 3 meter lage, lelijke viaduct
het 3 meter lage]H% lelijke]H% viaduct
#het 3 meter]H% lage]H% lelijke]H% viaduct

cf. (19b)
cf. (19c)

To conclude, it has been shown in this section that measure phrases may combine with non
neutral negative and positive adjectives when these are used in attributive position in Dutch.
Moreover, there are strong arguments in favor of single constituency of the measure phrase and
the adjective in the relevant combinations. In particular, the use of prenominal measures in Dutch
is restricted to compounds, the adjective cannot be left out, and the measure phrase and the
adjective form a single unit from a prosodic point of view.

3.2 Predicative adjectives
Even though predicative uses as in (13b-d) above are not very good and clearly worse than the
corresponding attributive cases, they are not always completely out. This is in particular true for
certain combinations, such as n jaar jong ‘n years young’ which is idiomatic and emphasizes that
the person is young in spirit or in behavior rather than young age. Some attested examples of
predicative uses of normally illicit MP A combinations are given in (22).6 In my perception,
cases such as (22a) are completely fine with the very special interpretation for jong, as indicated
above (this idiomatic interpretation is not necessarily present in the corresponding attributive
cases). The examples in (22b,c) clearly indicate before the use of the MP A combination that the
girl is tiny and the laptop ultra slim. This strong contextual anchoring of the evaluative adjective
is frequent in other attested examples of this type. The use of only is also quite common, as well
as the advertisement context as in (22c).
(22) a.
b.

c.

Hans van Dijk 89 jaar jong!
Hans van Dijk 89 year young
Op 27 oktober 2010 is onze dochter Evi geboren! Ze was heel klein: 45 cm en
2230 gram licht.
‘On 27 October 2010 our daughter Evi was born! She was tiny: 45 cm and 2230
grams light’
Deze ultraslanke notebook is slechts 2,5 cm dun.
this ultra slim notebook is only 2,5 cm thin

In my view, there is a qualitative difference between these cases and the attributive cases
discussed above, in the sense that attributive cases are much easier to get than the predicative
ones and less dependent on context. The predicative cases either involve idioms, as in (22a) or
contain a lot of extra contextual information insisting on the lightness, thinness etc. of the
qualified object or individual.
6

Source of the examples: http://www.kieviten.nl/nl/tennis/hans-van-dijk-89-jaar-jong/;
http://www.tipswerkendeouders.nl/Columns/Angela-Gijzel/dit-houd-ik-nooit-vol.html;
http://www.centralpoint.nlnieuws/8692/acer-introduceert-nieuwe-aspire-timelinex-notebook-serie/.
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3.3 Non neutral readings and for phrases
A final issue I would like to address is the influence of for phrases. As illustrated in (23), an
adjective that is otherwise compatible with a measure phrase, cannot combine both with a for
phrase and with a measure phrase. This is not surprising, as the for phrase triggers a non neutral
reading, and these readings are normally excluded in the context of predicative MP A
combinations.
(23) a.
b.

Het zwembad
is vier meter diep/ diep voor een recreatiebad.
the swimming pool is four meter deep/ deep for a recreation pool
#Het zwembad is vier meter diep voor een recreatiebad.

Given that non neutral readings are acceptable in attributive position in Dutch, one would expect
this type of combination to improve when used attributively. Interestingly, however, the
unacceptability of the use of a measure in (24) shows that this is not the case. There is no
alternative reason for the unacceptability, as the for phrase can be used in this type of structure in
the absence of a measure, and can be combined with an adjective that is modified by a degree
expression such as erg ‘very’.
(24) het voor een recreatiebad erg/#vier meter diepe zwembad
the for a recreation pool very/four meter deep swimming pool
This is an important fact, as it shows that the incompatibility of for phrases and measures cannot
be reduced to the non neutral evaluative reading of the adjective. Note also, that the degree of
unacceptability of examples such as the one in (23b) and (24) is much higher than the degree of
unacceptability of normal MP A combinations. As shown in section 3.2, even predicative cases
can be found under particular conditions. As soon as a for-phrase is added, any MP A
combination becomes completely unacceptable independently of the context or idiomatic use of
the adjective.
The difference in grammatical status between cases with and without for phrases suggests
that the source of the ungrammaticality of (30b) goes beyond the non neutral reading of the
adjective. Note also that these facts are quite intriguing, given that for phrases and nouns
modified by an attributive adjective are assumed to have similar functions in the sense that they
are used to construct a context set (cf. Klein 1991). However, in the context of measures,
attributive use of the adjective and the presence of a for phrase have an opposite effect in Dutch:
while the former improves the MP A combination the latter makes it worse, and even leads to
uninterpretability. It might well be the case that for phrases and measures are incompatible
because they trigger different types of scales (cf. Fults, 2011, Sassoon, 2010, van Rooij, to
appear). Measure phrases need precise, highly informative scales (cf. Sassoon’s ratio scales),
while adding a for phrase seems to result in a ‘rough’ type of scale (cf. Fults’ analog magnitude
scales). For reasons of space, I will leave this issue for further research.
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4 Consequences for the analysis of measure phrases
The data discussed in the previous sections imply that a theory of measure phrases should allow
for combinations of measure phrases and non neutral/ negative adjectives. This seems to be hard
to derive if one assumes that the cause of the incompatibility of the measure phrase and negative
adjectives is a very fundamental one in the sense that the denotation of negative adjectives is
incompatible with the denotation of measure phrases, as in most proposals discussed in section 2.
Winter (2005, 2009) is an exception to this, as he does not assume that negative adjectives
and measure phrases are intrinsically incompatible and argues that these combinations are
prohibited because they are filtered out by means of a triviality filter. Triviality filters filter out
specific combinations of items that always lead to trivially true or false statements. Note that in
Winter’s implementation of the filter for MP A combinations, it is the mere possibility (rather
than the necessity) of a trivial result that causes the filter to become operative. In other words, a
potentially illicit MP A combination does not necessarily result in a trivially false or true
statement for all possible values of the MP. As soon as there is a possible value for MP that leads
to triviality the filter applies ((25) = (10)):
(25) A modified construction [MP C] is acceptable only if it is guaranteed that its
denotation is not empty.
On the basis of the Dutch data presented here, this condition is too strong, at least to account for
the data in this language, given that some combinations where the denotation of the MP A
combination can be empty are marked rather than excluded.
Given that a triviality filter is a condition of truth conditions, one might expect that the effect
of the triviality condition only obtains in case the truth value of the sentence is affected.
Interesting, this roughly predicts a contrast between attributive cases, in which an adjective
usually does not contribute to the truth value of the sentence, and predicative cases, in which it
does. The function of a predicative adjective is normally assertive; the property denoted by the
adjective is truly or falsely assigned to an independently defined individual in a particular
world.7 Attributive adjectives, on the other hand, combine with a noun and in combination with
this noun they provide a set of properties, that given a particular context defines a set of
individuals. The cardinality of this set depends on the context. If the set is empty, this often
results in a presupposition failure rather than in trivial truth conditions.
Consider first the two sentences in (26). The first sentence is clearly odd, as it presupposes
the existence of buckets that are both shallow and 1 meter deep. As this type of bucket do not
exist in the actual world, the sentence gives rise to a presupposition failure, similar to the one
that obtains for sentences such as The king of France is bald. The example in (26b) does not give
rise to a presupposition failure, which explains the contrast between the two sentences.
(26) a.
b.

7

M

De 1 meter ondiepe emmer is in de keuken.
the 1 meter shallow bucket is in the kitchen
M
Het 1 meter ondiepe zwembad ligt achter het huis.
the 1 meter shallow pool is situated behind the house

For sake of simplicity, I abstract away from cases with negative and positive quantifiers. Note that predication over
negative quantifiers leads to trivially true rather than trivially false statements.
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Consider now (27), in which the MP A is embedded in a non existential indefinite noun phrase:
(27) MIk zoek een 20 cm smalle boekenkast om in het hoekje naast de deur te zetten.
I look-for a 20 cm narrow book case to in the corner next to the door to put
‘I look for a 20 cm wide (narrow) book case to put in the corner next to the door’
This sentence suggests that according to the speaker a book case with a width of 20 cm would be
narrow, independently of whether such a book case exists in the actual world, and independently
of the truth conditions of the sentence. However, one might object to this that the indefinite in
this sentence can easily be interpreted as part of the focus of the sentence, and that, as such, the
MP A combination should affect the truth value of the sentence.
In other examples this is even more clearly the case. Take for instance the three sentences in
(28). In all cases, the MP A combination is part of the predicate, and is expected to contribute to
the truth conditional interpretation of the sentence. Somehow the sentence where the measure
phrase is embedded in an indefinite noun phrase is better than the other two.
(28) a.
b.
c.

M

De Heigraaf is een anderhalve meter smalle beek.
the Heigraaf is a one and a half meter narrow brook
#De Heigraaf is anderhalve meter smal.
the Heigraaf is one and a half meter narrow
#De Heigraaf is een beek van anderhalve meter smal.8
the Heigraaf is a brook of one and a half meter narrow

The contrast between (28a) and (28c) is particularly interesting, as in both cases the predicate is a
noun phrase. However, in (28c), the focal accent falls on the adjective, while it falls on the noun
in (28a).
Given this contrast, I would like to suggest that in cases such as (28a), one still has the
possibility to interpret the adjective in such a way that it contributes to the presupposition of the
sentence rather than to the assertion. Even though this might seem to be stipulative at first sight,
there are reasons to assume that part of a noun phrase that itself is part of the focus of a sentence
can be presupposed, as long as it does not carry the focal accent. Consider the small fragment in
(29):
(29) Ik zag in de verte iets gestreepts op een stoel liggen.
‘At a distance I saw something striped laying on a chair.’
a.
Het bleek een oud, gestreept overhemd te zijn.
‘It turned out to be an old, striped shirt.’
b.
Het bleek een oud overhemd met streepjes te zijn.
‘It turned out to be an old shirt with stripes’
Even though gestreept is given in the context, it can be repeated in (29b), as part of the focused
noun phrase. This example suggests that it is somehow possible to have material that is part of
the ground inside the focused constituent. In (29b), where the focal accent falls on streepjes, this
8

Thanks to Norbert Corver for drawing my attention to this type of example (see also Corver 2009). Note that if
there is no accent on the adjective, this can only be a case of a second occurrence focus (cf. Krifka 2004).
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is does not seem to be possible, given the fact that (29b) constitutes a slightly odd continuation,
while (29b) is completely fine in the given discourse. I would like to suggest that something
similar is going on in (28a) vs. (28c). Given that presuppositions are often accommodated (cf.
Beaver and Geurts, 2011 for a brief overview of the literature on this phenomenon), it seems
plausible that (28a) can be saved by presupposing the information contributed by the negative
adjective.
Turning back to triviality filters in general, one can observe that in most cases where it is
used, the filter rules out structures that are necessarily trivial, not those that are potentially trivial
(see for instance the impossibility of every NP in a there sentence by Barwise and Cooper 1981).
If the triviality filter on measure phrases were of this type, there would never be a possibility to
circumvent the results of the filter. Imagine that any combination of a measure phrase and a
negative adjective gave rise to an empty set. In that case the escape route described above
(presupposing rather than asserting the information provided by the adjective) would not be
available, as in that case the presupposition would necessarily be in conflict with the assertion.
As such two aspects of Winter’s analysis are relevant here: on the one hand, triviality filters filter
out trivially true or false structures, and as such they may not apply to presupposed material. On
the other hand, a set denoted by a given measure phrase and a set denoted by a given non neutral
adjective, may have a non empty intersection. Thus, if the non neutral adjective can be
presupposed, the sentence can, given an appropriate context, get a coherent interpretation,
without violating the triviality filter.
I would like to end with a comment on the marked status of the examples in the text. Even in
the attributive context, the examples are highly marked, and disliked by some speakers. The
marked status is in most cases correlated with the existence of a unmarked alternative (cf.
Klooster 1972). Note also that the set denoted by the measure phrase needs to be a proper subset
of the set denoted by the adjective. The sentence in (30) is not acceptable, even if twenty or thirty
cm deep water is still shallow (cf. Doetjes 2009).
(30) #het minstens 10 cm ondiepe water
the at most 10 cm shallow water
Similarly, if a positive adjective is used with a measure, it is not possible to get an interpretation
where the measure phrase denotes a superset of the set denoted by the adjective. As such, the
adjective is not adding any information. The measure phrase is thus the essential part of what
you want to add when using a MP A combination. Adding a non neutral adjective means adding
a source of potential trouble, as expressed by Winter’s filter in (25). Take again the example in
(28a). This sentence asserts that the Hijgraaf is a brook and that it is one and a half meters wide.
At the same time, the sentence presupposes that a brook of one and a half meters wide is narrow,
and this presupposition makes the sentence marked as opposed to its counterpart that contains the
neutral adjective breed ‘wide’. In (28b), on the other hand, the sentence makes two potentially
conflicting claims. Only in very special cases, this yields an acceptable result (see section 3.3
above). The clearest case is the n years young case, where young seems to loose its normal
interpretation. The use of this idiomatic combination indicates that one can be young at any age,
which solves the potential conflict between the measure phrase and the adjective.
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5 Conclusions and issues for further research
As shown in this paper, otherwise illicit MP A combinations turn out to be acceptable in Dutch,
which implies that measure phrases are not totally incompatible with non neutral adjectives and
negative adjectives. The effect depends on several factors. In the first place, the syntactic
position of the MP A combination matters, as there is a contrast between MP A combinations in
attributive and in predicative position. In the second place, it has been shown that the presence of
a for phrase always completely blocks the use of a measure phrase. Given that evaluative
interpretations can be found in combination with measure phrases, the effect coming from the for
phrase has to be independent from the effects found for the combination of a measure phrase and
a non neutral adjective in the absence of a for phrase.
It has been shown that MP A combinations with negative and/or non neutral adjectives that
occur in attributive positions have to be analyzed as a single constituent, and as such these data
show that measure phrases are not completely incompatible with negative adjectives nor with
positive adjectives with non neutral interpretations. This is in contradiction with many theories
on the interpretation of MP A combinations.
In section 4 I sketched an analysis of the data based on the theory proposed by Winter (2005,
2009). Winter claims that illicit MP A combinations are excluded because of a triviality filter.
Given that his implementation of the filter is based on the lack of a guarantee of a non trivial
result rather than on the complete lack of a non trivial result, it is possible to create conditions
under which the filter does not apply. Given that a triviality filter is concerned with trivial truth
values, it can be circumvented if it is possible to interpreted the adjective as a presupposition
rather than as part of the focus of the sentence.
An important issue for further research is the fact that the type of sentences discussed in this
paper seem to be much more easily available for Dutch speakers than for English speakers,
despite the relative similarity of the two languages. Whereas English cases can be found on the
internet, they are relatively rare (certainly as compared to their Dutch counterparts), and often
seem to come from non native sources. This raises the very interesting question of where this
difference comes from. Given that the combinations are rather infrequent in Dutch as well, it
does not seem to be plausible that this is just a matter of language use. There might be a link
between the possibility of using measures as modifiers in the prenominal domain, which is
excluded in Dutch, while it is possible in English. However, it is not immediately clear how this
could account for the observed asymmetry between the two languages. Furthermore, a larger
cross linguistic sample should be looked at in order to see whether the correlation holds cross
linguistically. Clearly, more research is needed in order to find out what the source of this
difference can be.
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B INOMINAL each AS AN ANAPHORIC
DETERMINER :
∗

COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS
JAKUB D OTLAČIL
University of California Santa Cruz

1 Introduction
For many speakers, the following sentence is ambiguous:
(1)

The boys lifted three tables.

It could be true under the collective interpretation of the subject, in which case the sentence
expresses that the boys acted as a group and together lifted three tables. It could also be true
in the cumulative reading of the sentence. In this case the boys split lifting in such a way that in
total three tables were lifted - for example, because there were three boys and each of them lifted
one table. Finally, the sentence could also be true if the subject gets the distributive interpretation,
in which case the sentence expresses that each boy lifted three tables on his own.
As is well-known, the last reading can be forced by adding the distributive quantiﬁer each, as
in the following sentence:
(2)

Each of the boys lifted three tables.

Following Choe’s terminology Choe (1987), I will call the argument that is interpreted
distributively the sorting key and the argument over which the sorting key distributes the distributed
share. In the example above the sorting key is the boys and the distributed share is three tables.
It is common that the distributive quantiﬁer attaches to the sorting key, as we have seen in (2).
However, this does not always need to be the case. In (3) each appears at the end of the sentence.
Yet, the example expresses the distributive reading in which the subject functions as the sorting
key. That is, the reading is “each of the boys lifted three tables”.
∗I

would like to thank Ash Asudeh, Chris Barker, Adrian Brasoveanu, Gianluca Giorgolo and two anonymous
reviewers of Sinn und Bedeutung 16. Lucas Champollion recently developed a different account of distance
distributivity. Comparing and discussing his and my analysis made me understand the topic much better.
Unfortunately, I do not report anything from this comparison in the current paper due to the fact that his work is still
under development. The research reported in this paper was supported by a grant from the Netherlands Organisation
for Scientiﬁc Research.
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(3)

Dotlačil
The boys lifted three tables each.

From the syntactic perspective, one can think of various analyses of (3). One possibility is that
each is a modiﬁer to the noun phrase three tables. Another possibility is that each is a modiﬁer to
the whole verb phrase or the whole clause. Saﬁr and Stowell (1988) argue convincingly for the ﬁrst
option and I will follow their conclusion. This means that (3) has the (simpliﬁed) structure shown
below, in which the distributive quantiﬁer each attaches to the distributed share. Following Saﬁr
and Stowell (1988) I call each that modiﬁes the distributed share binominal each and, following
Zimmermann (2002) and others, I call this instance of distributivity distance distributivity.
(4)
VP

NP
The men

V
NP

each

built
one boat
This structure raises one non-trivial question for semantics. How could each modify the object NP
in syntax but force the distributive interpretation of the subject? While some acccounts gave up
the compositional analysis of distance distributivity Choe (1987), Moltmann (1991, 1997), Balusu
(2005) there are two compositional analyses thereof, Zimmermann (2002) and Blaheta (2003). In
this paper I propose a novel compositional semantics for binominal each. In my approach, each
is the determiner of the distributed share and is bound by the sorting key. Such an analysis is
intuitively simple and more crucially, it is empirically superior to Zimmermann’s and Blaheta’s
approach. I show that this compositional interpretation can be straightforwardly implemented in
Plural Compositional DRT.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, I discuss problems for the previous two
analyses of binominal each. In Section 3 I propose a novel analysis. I introduce the framework
in which the analysis can be couched (PCDRT) and then I move to the semantics of binominal
each. In Section 4 I discuss syntactic restrictions that must supplement the semantic analysis and
in Section 5 I summarize the paper and mention extensions of my account.

2 Previous compositional analyses of binominal each
In this overview of previous compositional analyses of each I follow a common assumption and
treat De as the power set of the set of all entities without the empty set (Schwarzschild 1996,
among others). Plural individuals are the union of atomic individuals, e.g., Alex and Sasha are
{A LEX} ∪ {S ASHA} = {A LEX, S ASHA}. The domain is partially ordered by inclusion, ⊆. When
talking about the domain e I will refer to inclusion as the part-of relation. Atomic individuals are
those that have only themselves as part and nothing else, plural individuals have other entities as
their part. When talking about atomic individuals, I will omit set brackets for reasons of readability,
writing DAVID instead of {DAVID}.
Blaheta (2003) proposes the semantics of binominal each shown in (5). Zimmermann (2002)
assumes the same interpretation with two differences: ﬁrst, he embeds his analysis in event
semantics; second, he treats R and x as free variables in the lexical entry of each and assumes that
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∀x′ ⊆ THE MEN[|x′ | = 1 → ∃y[|y| = 1 ∧ TABLE(y) ∧ LIFT(x′ , y)]]

DP
The men

VP
λ x.∀x′ ⊆ x[|x′ | = 1 → ∃y[|y| = 1 ∧ TABLE(y) ∧ LIFT(x′ , y)]]

V
lifted
NP
λ y[|y| = 1∧ TABLE(y)]

λ Pλ Rλ x.∀x′ ⊆ x[|x′ | = 1 →
∃y[P(y) ∧ R(x′ , y)]]

one table
each
Figure 1: Annotated tree of the sentence The men lifted one table each
both of them are bound by the λ -preﬁx during semantic composition. For most cases, Blaheta’s
and Zimmermann’s analyses make the the same prediction and Blaheta’s analysis is simpler so I
will use it. When the two analyses don’t make identical predictions, I will differentiate between
them.
(5)

[[each]]= λ P)e,t* λ R)e,)e,t** λ xe .∀x′ ⊆ x[|x′ | = 1 → ∃y[P(y) ∧ R(x′ , y)]]

In words, each takes three arguments: a property, a relation and an entity. It states that each
atomic part of the entity is related by the relation to some entity which satisﬁes the property.
How this works in sentences will probably become clearer in the tree of the sentence The men
lifted one table each shown in Figure 1. One table is the property argument of each, and lift and
the men are its relation and entity arguments, respectively. I annotate the most important nodes
with their interpretation. The top node is true iff each of the men lifted a table, which is the
correct interpretation of the sentence. Notice that we derived the correct meaning even though
each appeared on the object NP.

2.1 Problems of Zimmermann (2002) and Blaheta (2003)
The semantics of each works well for the simple example discussed above. However, it has an
Achilles heel: each always needs to ﬁnd a relation which connects the distributed share to the
sorting key. The problem is that binominal each can appear in positions where no such relation
seems available. I will discuss two cases here: (i) distributed shares appearing inside an NP and
(ii) each appearing in adjuncts.

2.1.1 Distributed share embedded in an NP
The following example is provided in Blaheta (2003).
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DP

VP

Alex and Sasha
DP1
three states each

VP
V

DP

visited

capitals of t1

Figure 2: Attempted analysis of sentence (6)
(6)

Alex and Sasha visited the capitals of three states each.

As the author notes, the example can be paraphrased by the sentence ‘Each one of Alex and
Sasha visited the capitals of three states’. That is, the subject is the sorting key. What is the
distributed share? In other words, to what NP does each adjoin? It cannot adjoin to the whole
noun phrase the capitals of three states. We know this due to a peculiar restriction on binominal
each: it cannot modify deﬁnites, cf. Alex and Sasha read two/*both/*the books each (see Saﬁr
and Stowell 1988). Thus, we know that each attaches to the NP three states. This means that each
has to take the relation ‘λ xλ y.x visited the capitals of y’ as its argument. The problem is that this
relation is deﬁnitely not a constituent so it is not clear how it could be available to each in semantic
composition.
One way out would be to say that three states each moves out of the DP and attaches to the VP
visited the capitals of, see Figure 2. But this movement violates island constraints: the constituent
with binominal each moves out of a deﬁnite DP and it is known that DPs are islands for covert
movement May (1985), Larson (1985), Heim and Kratzer (1998). Thus, the movement shown in
Figure 2 seems empirically impossible. One could also try to solve (6) by stipulating that in (6)
each is of more complex type than in simple transitive sentences: it can percolate its meaning up,
taking every word in the relation visited the capitals of as its argument. This might work but even
if it is achieved it would complicate lexicon (we would have to have multiple entries for each or
a lexical rule that lifts each from one meaning to various other ones). To conclude, examples like
(6) are problematic for previous compositional accounts of binominal each.

2.1.2 Each in adjuncts
The following example is true if the subject is the sorting key. In this case the sentence can be
paraphrased as ‘each of Alex and Sasha dragged three bags through four puddles’.
(7)

Alex and Sasha dragged three bags through four puddles each.

The relation that each takes as its argument is ‘λ xλ y.x dragged three bags through y’. However,
this relation is not a constituent. One might attempt to solve this problem by saying that four
puddles each moves and attaches to the whole VP. But again, this is a problematic assumption
because normally movement out of adjuncts is impossible.
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Zimmermann (2002) proposes a different solution. To see his analysis of distance distributivity
in adjuncts, consider the following example, in which Alex and Sasha can function as the sorting
key of the distributive reading.
(8)

Alex and Sasha bought roses in two shops each.

To avoid movement out of adjuncts, Zimmermann (2002) treats in as a relational preposition. In
(8), it relates the clausal subject and the object of the preposition two shops each and for this
reason, it sufﬁces to say that each takes the relational preposition in as its argument. Alternatively,
if no preposition is present, as in (9) below, Zimmermann (2002) assumes that the relation can be
supplied by context.
(9)

The boys have knocked two times each.

Unfortunately, neither of these solutions works for (7). First, through does not relate the clausal
subject and the prepositional object four puddles each. We can see this because the sentence is
true even if Alex and Sasha themselves did not go through the puddles. The second solution is
not viable either because the prepositional object is related to the sentence by the overt preposition
through and therefore, it is not clear why and how context could force yet another relation to the
clause on which each could operate. Thus, at least some examples of binominal each in adjuncts
are problematic for Zimmermann (2002) and Blaheta (2003).

3 A new analysis of binominal each
3.1 Introduction
Consider the following sentence:
(10)

Alex and Sasha lifted two tables.

We have seen that this sentence has (at least) three readings: the collective, cumulative and
distributive one. We can represent these readings by using matrices. The ﬁrst column in each
matrix is the reference of the subject. The second column is the reference of the object. Finally
each matrix row represents the sub-context in which the relation lift between the value of the ﬁrst
column and the value of the second column is satisﬁed.
(11)

Collective reading:
Subject
Object
Alex and Sasha two tables

(13)

Distributive reading:
Subject
Object
Alex two tables
Sasha two tables

(12)

Cumulative reading:
Subject Object
Alex table 1
Sasha table 2

We have seen that binominal each forces the distributive reading, (13). My claim is that binominal
each functions as the determiner of the distributed share, i.e., in this example it is the determiner of
the NP two tables. It introduces a distributivity operator, δ , which scopes over the NP. Unlike
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standard distributivity operators (Roberts 1990, Schwarzschild 1996, Link 1998), it does not
distribute directly over entities. Rather, it distributes over sub-contexts represented by rows in
matrices above. It requires that each subcontext has an atomic value of the sorting key and includes
the distributed share. In matrices above, each therefore singles out the distributive reading because
the collective reading has no available sub-context with an atomic value of the sorting key and in
the cumulative reading each subcontext with an atomic value of the sorting key includes only one
table, not two. Thus, we correctly derive that each forces the distributive reading. Furthermore,
since each distributes this way it can be treated as an anaphoric determiner. Therefore, the DP
with binominal each is a regular quantiﬁer and we correctly expect that it can appear in positions
available to quantiﬁers, be these clausal adjuncts (Section 2.1.2) or DPs embedded inside other
DPs (Section 2.1.1).
The idea can be straightforwardly formalized in Plural Compositional DRT (PCDRT; see
Brasoveanu 2007), which is one of several frameworks that study dependencies between quantiﬁers
by using sets of assignments (for others, see van den Berg 1996, Nouwen 2003, Väänänen 2007).
PCDRT is based on Logic of Change Muskens (1996). I discuss PCDRT in the next section and
afterwards, I show the analysis of binominal each.

3.2 PCDRT
3.2.1 Types in PCDRT
The original PCDRT consists of three basic types, but here I will work, following Muskens’ Logic
of Change more closely, with four types. Thus, PCDRT includes type t (truth values), type e
(entities, i.e., constants like A LEX, S ASHA and variables of type e, notated as x, y, z), type s
(which model variable assignments of DRT, Dynamic Predicate Logic etc., whose variables are
notated as i, j etc.) and type r. The last type is called registers. As Muskens mentions, we can
think of registers as small chunks of space that carve out exactly one object. The intuitive idea
behind registers is that whenever a new discourse referent should be “introduced”, a register can
be changed. Intuitively speaking, if we encounter an indeﬁnite, say a boy, then a register tied to
this indeﬁnite can be changed in such a way that some boy can be stored in it. Pronouns can later
retrieve the value of the register. Thus, type r plays the same role as variables in DRT and other
dynamic semantics frameworks.
I discussed entities of type e in Section 2. Here, I only remind the reader that both singular and
plural individuals are of type e. Elements of type s model variable assignments and entities of type
r model variables. Names of registers are also called discourse referents (drefs), in other words,
discourse referents are constants of type r. I notate these constants as u with subscripts. There is
an inﬁnite number of drefs and an inﬁnite number of assignments.1 Following Muskens (1996),
I assume that PCDRT includes a non-logical constant function v of type r)se*. This function
gives us the occupant of a register u in an assignment i. We can think of any assignment i as
the function λ vr .v(v)(i), which closely captures the intuition that entities of type s correspond to
variable assignments, i.e., functions from variables to entities.
The crucial property of PCDRT is its use of plural information states. Each such state is a set
of assignments, i.e., type st. Variables of this type are notated with capital letters, i.e., I, J etc. The
value of a discourse referent in sets of assignments is notated as uI and deﬁned as:
1I

assume that assignments are total.
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The value of a discourse referent in the plural information state I:
uI := {v(u)(i) : i ∈ I}

3.2.2 Interpretation of sentences in PCDRT
We can now move to the interpretation of sentences and their parts in PCDRT. (15a) is a simple
intransitive sentence.2 The interpretation of (15a) is a Discourse Representation Structure, DRS,
in the box notation shown in (15b), or equivalently but with space saved as in (15c). In the latter
notation, discourse referents are introduced to the left of the vertical bar ‘|’ and conditions follow
the bar.3
(15)

a. Au1 boy sleeps.
u1
b.

BOY{u1 }
SLEEP{u1 }

c. [u1 |BOY{u1 }, SLEEP{u1 }]
In PCDRT a box is an abbreviation. It is interpreted as a function of type )st*))st*t*, i.e., it can
be thought of as a relation between plural information states. A DRS [Dref|C1 . . . Cn ] is a function
which takes a plural information state I as its argument and returns a set of states such that each
state J in the set differs from I at most with respect to the values assigned to the dref Dref and
satisﬁes the conditions C1 . . . Cn . The deﬁnition is speciﬁed below. In the deﬁnition, I[um ]J is
understood as ‘J differs from I at most with respect to um ’ and Cn (J) is understood as ‘J satisﬁes
Cn ’. If no new drefs are introduced in a DRS then I and J are identical. I will elaborate on the
interpretation of I[um ]J and Cn (J) below.
(16)

[um |C1 , C2 , . . . Cn ] := λ I st λ J st .I[um ]J ∧ C1 (J) ∧ . . . ∧ Cn (J)

A DRS can be conjoined with another DRS by dynamic conjunction, notated as ‘;’. Sequencing
of two DRSs is interpreted as a new DRS. In other words, the sequence of DRSs is again of type
)st*))st*t*, a function from a plural information state to the set of plural information states. If we
sequence two DRSs, D1 ; D2 , the interpretation can move from the input of D1 to the output of D2
only if there is an intermediary state J which serves as the output of D1 and input of D2 :
(17)

Dynamic conjunction:
D1 ; D2 := λ I st λ K st .∃J st (D1 (I)(J) ∧ D2 (J)(K))

Finally, I discuss the interpretation of conditions and updates by discourse referents. Conditions
are tests: they check that each assignment in the input plural information state satisﬁes them and
pass the information state on, see (18a). Cardinality conditions are tests: they check that all the
values of some discourse referent have a cardinality n, see (18b).
(18)

a. R{u1 , . . . un } := λ I.I ! 0/ ∧ ∀is ∈ I(R(v(u1 )(i), . . . , v(un )(i)))

2 Superscripts indicate what discourse referent a noun phrase introduces.

Subscripts indicate what discourse referent
an expression is anaphoric to.
3 The set brackets in conditions BOY {u } and SLEEP{u } are there to indicate that these predicates do not apply
1
1
directly to u1 . See below for the interpretation of conditions.
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b. |u1 | = n := λ I.| u1 I| = n
“Introduction” of discourse referents, notated as I[un ]J, is manipulation of variable assignments.
We ﬁrst specify i[um ] j, which relates two variable assignments i and j such that one differs from
the other at most with respect to un :
(19)

i[un ] j

:= ∀v(v ! un → v(v)(i) = v(v)( j))
i differs from j at most with respect to un

I[un ]J is a generalization of i[un ] j to sets of assignments:
(20)

I[un ]J := ∀i ∈ I∃ j ∈ J(i[un ] j) ∧ ∀ j ∈ J∃i ∈ I(i[un ] j)

Informally, (20) says that (i) each assignment i in I has some successor j in J which differs from i
at most with respect to un and (ii) each assignment j in J comes to existence by the modiﬁcation
of some i in I at most with respect to un . This means that I[un ]J cannot lead to loss of any values
introduced in referents other than un . Second, it also means that I[un ]J cannot destroy the structure
(dependency) holding between discourse referents u, u′ , . . . different from un .
Finally, the truth deﬁnition of a DRS is deﬁned as existence of an output plural information
state:
(21)

Truth: A DRS D is true with respect to an input info state I st iff ∃J(D(I)(J))

All these deﬁnitions will hopefully become clearer after we discuss one example:
(22)

Two boys lifted two tables.

All word meanings necessary to interpret this sentence are shown in (23). To understand these
interpretations, it is important to realize that it is standard in the tradition of Montagovian semantics
to take sentences and proper nouns as saturated expressions. In the extensional Montagovian
framework, sentences are interpreted as truth values, type t, and proper nouns as entities, type e. In
PCDRT, a sentence is interpreted as the box, that is, it is of type ))st*))st*t**. I follow Brasoveanu
(2008) and abbreviate ))st*))st*t** as t. Type e in Montagovian semantics corresponds to type r.
Types of other expressions should be derivable based on these isomorphisms: noun phrases are of
type rt, that is, )r))st*))st*t***, unary quantiﬁers are of type ))rt*t*, and so on.4
(23)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

[[boys]]= λ vr .[|BOY ( S ){v}]
[[lift]]= λ Q)rt*t λ vr .Q(λ v′ .[|LIFT{v, v′ }])
[[two]]= λ Prt λ vr .[||v| = 2]; P(v)
[[tables]]= λ vr .[|TABLE ( S ){v}]
[[ECun ]]= λ Prt λ Qrt .[un |]; P(un ); Q(un )

The annotated tree of the sentence (22) is shown in Figure 3. The top node is true if there are two
boys, two tables and the boys lifted the tables collectivey or cumulatively. It is common to represent
4I

treat numerals as modiﬁers and assume that there is a silent counterpart of a, Existential closure (ECun ), lifting
predicates to quantiﬁers. In the interpretation of plurals, I use one more convention. Since the number interpretation
is speciﬁed by numeral expressions but the English words boy and boys carry the number information, I use BOY ( S )
in metalangauge, which means that the predicate is satisﬁed by an argument that is either a boy or boys. Another way
to notate the same is to use the pluralization operator, notated as ∗ Kratzer (2008). Either way, this ensures that in
individual assignments, there could be one or more boys, and the number restriction is imposed only by numerical
conditions.
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[u1 |]; [||u1 | = 2]; [|BOY ( S ){u1 }]; [u2 |]; [||u2 | = 2]; [|TABLE ( S ){u2 }]; [|LIFT{u1 , u2 }]

λ vr .[u2 |]; [||u2 | = 2];
[|TABLE ( S ){u2 }]; [|LIFT{v, u2 }]

DP
λ Qrt .[u1 |]; [||u1 | = 2];
[|BOY ( S ){u1 }]; Q(u1 )

V
D
ECu1

NP
λ vr .[||v| = 2]; [|BOY ( S ){v}]

lift

DP
λ Qrt .[u2 |]; [||u2 | = 2];
[|TABLE ( S ){u2 }]; Q(u2 )
D

NP

ECu2

two tables

two boys

Figure 3: Syntactic tree of (22)
a plural information state in a matrix and I have already done so in Section 3.1. In this notation,
each row represents values that an assignment assigns to drefs, and each column represents the
values of drefs in all assignments. The interpretation of the sentence might be true given the output
information state shown in (24) or the output information state shown in (25).5 Notice that the ﬁrst
case represents to the collective reading: it is true if Alex and Sasha together lifted two tables. The
second case represents the cumulative reading: it is true if Alex lifted table 1 and Sasha lifted table
2.
(24)

J
u1
u2
j1 Alex and Sasha two tables

(25)

J
u1
u2
j1 Alex table 1
j2 Sasha table 2

On the other hand, the distributive reading (paraphrasable as “two boys each lifted two tables”)
does not follow under our account unless the boys lift the same two tables. Consider the matrix
representing the output plural information state:
(26)

Distributive reading:
J
u1
u2
j1 Alex table 1&2
j2 Sasha table 3& 4

The problem is the discourse referent u2 . It introduces four tables while in the interpretation of the
sentence we speciﬁed that u2 is only of cardinality two, see Figure 3. This will be remedied by
introducing the distributivity operator δ in the next section. The distributivity operator is the last
crucial ingredience for the interpretation of binominal each.
5I

ignore values of any other discourse referents in these and following matrices.
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3.3 Distributivity and binominal each
We could not derive the distributive reading because the interpretation of the object DP two
tables was checked in the whole plural information state. What we really want is to check its
interpretation in a subset of these assignments. In particular, we want to interpret it only in those
assignments in which the sorting key has an atomic value; and we want to repeat this procedure
for every atomic value of the sorting key. To this end, we use the distributivity operator δ un (see
van den Berg 1996 and Nouwen 2003). First, I introduce an abbreviation for sets of assignments
in which un has value d.
(27)

Sets of assignments in which un carries value d: I|un =d := {i ∈ I : v(un )(i) = d}

The scope of δ un is restricted to each subset of assignments in which un has an atomic value.
(28)

Distributivity operator:
!
δ un (D) := λ I st λ J st .un I = un J ∧ ∀d ∈ un I(| un I| = 1 ∧ D(I|un =d )(J|un =d ))

The work of δ will hopefully become clearer when we discuss an example of a distributive reading.
Before we do so, I want to point out that we now have all ingredients ready for the interpretation
of binominal each. Its meaning in PCDRT is provided here:
(29)

Binominal each:
[[eachum un ]]= λ Prt λ Qrt .[um |]; δ un (P(um )); Q(um )

Notice that binominal each introduces one dref (um ) and is anaphoric to another dref (un ). um is the
distributed share and un is the sorting key. The formula shows that binominal each is a determiner
(it is of the same type as the existential closure). Furthermore, it is a distributive determiner: it
forces a distributive interpretation of its restrictor.
I show on the following example how the interpretation of binominal each and δ works:
(30)

Two boys lifted two tables each.

The full derivation is shown in Figure 4. The one and only difference between the interpretation
of this sentence and the tree in Figure 3 si the presence of δ u1 taking scope over the squence of
two DRSs [||u2 | = 2}]; [|TABLE ( S ){u2 }]. This difference sufﬁces to force the distributive reading
as the only possible one. To see this, consider what δ u1 does: it selects those set of assignments in
which u1 has one value; then, it requires that in each of these assignments the value of u1 is atomic
and u2 is of cardinality two and has tables as its value. The collective reading, shown in (24), is
excluded because there is no assignment with an atomic value of u1 (Alex and Sasha together are
not an atom). The cumulative reading, (25), is false because in the subset of assignments including
one entity at the position of u1 there is only one table at the position of u2 .
On the other hand, the distributive reading, (26), is true. This is because the object NP two
tables is interpreted as tests which must be satisﬁed only in each subset of assignments that has
an atomic entity at the position of u1 . This means that the object NP is interpreted at { j1 }, where
it is true that the value of u2 is two tables, and likewise for { j2 }. Thus, we correctly derive that
binominal each forces distributive reading. Unlike Zimmermann (2002) and Blaheta (2003) this
analysis treats binominal each as a determiner and crucially, each does not need to distribute over
other lexical relations.6 Since a DP with binominal each is just a generalized quantiﬁer, it can
6 This

is due to the fact that lexical relations are unselectively distributive over plural information states (they
universally quantify over variable assignments). Therefore, in each subset of variable assignments that δ selects
lexical relations must be distributively satisﬁed even if δ itself does not distribute over these lexical relations.
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[u1 |]; [||u1 | = 2]; [|BOY ( S ){u1 }]; [u2 |]; δu1 ([||u2 | = 2]; [|TABLE ( S ){u2 }]); [|LIFT{u1 , u2 }]

DP
λ vr .[u2 |]; δu1 ([||u2 | = 2]; [|TABLE ( S ){u2 }]);
[|LIFT{v, u2 }]
λ Qrt .[u1 |]; [||u1 | = 2];
[|BOY ( S ){u1 }]; Q(u1 )
ECu1 two boys

V
lift

DP
λ Qrt .[u2 |]; δu1 ([||u2 | = 2]; [|TABLE ( S ){u2 }]);
Q(u2 )
NP
λ vr .[||v| = 2]; [|TABLE ( S ){v}]

D
eachuu21

two tables
Figure 4: Syntactic tree of (30)
appear inside other noun phrases, as in (a), repeated from above, as long as quantiﬁers can be
interpreted in this positions (see Heim and Kratzer 1998 and Büring 2005 for such analyses). The
same holds for DPs with binominal each in adjunct positions, see (b), repeated from above.
(31)

a. Alex and Sasha visited the capitals of three states each.
b. Alex and Sasha dragged three bags through four puddles each.

Similarly, it is not surprising that a DP with binominal each can be a conjunct in coordinations:
(32)

Two women got the prize money and a silver medal each. Boeckx and Hornstein (2005)

In this case as well, we expect the sentence to be grammatical because quantiﬁers can normally
appear in coordinations.

4 Restricting the analysis
From the discussion so far, one might get the impression that binominal each is completely free in
its distribution. This is not correct. The following two examples from Saﬁr and Stowell (1988) are
ungrammatical.
(33)

a. *The boys said that three women each had left.
b. *The boys expected Mary to kiss one child each.

The problem is that binominal each is separated from its antecedent by a clause boundary. We can
thus add to our analysis that binominal each is subject to Principle A: it must be bound within a
local domain. For our purposes, it sufﬁces to assume that the local domain is the inﬁnitival or ﬁnite
clause in which each appears.
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This analysis of the syntactic distribution of binominal each has been proposed in Burzio
(1986). My semantic analysis is compatible with Burzio (1986) because it treats binominal each as
an anaphoric determiner. However, there have been arguments levelled against Burzio’s analysis
and these affect my proposal as well. The most problematic issue is the fact that each cannot
appear in ECM constructions and small clauses. Notice that reﬂexives, subject to Principle A as
well, are licensed in this position.
(34)

a. *The men wanted/expected/believed one ﬁeld each to be reserved. Boeckx and
Hornstein (2005)
b. *The boys considered one girl each intelligent. Saﬁr and Stowell (1988)
c. The boys considered themselves to be smart.

I suspect that other issues than binding might explain why these examples are degraded. First,
binominal each becomes possible if it follows the predicate in a small clause, as the following
contrast from Boeckx and Hornstein (2005) shows. Zimmermann (2002) makes a similar point
regarding cross-linguistic variation.
(35)

a. The men threw out three bags each.
b. *?The men threw three bags each out.

Second, the following contrast, pointed out to me by Ash Asudeh, is important. The example (36b)
is much better than (36a).
(36)

a. *The boys consider one girl each intelligent.
b. The boys consider one girl each more beautiful than Sara.

Both of these points suggest that each can be bound in the subject position but other constraints,
possibly of prosodic nature, exclude the examples in (34a) and (34b).

5 Conclusion and outlook
I have argued that binominal each should be analyzed as a distributive determiner anaphoric to
the sorting key. This compositional analysis improves empirical coverage of Zimmermann (2002)
and Blaheta (2003) and can be straightforwardly implemented in PCDRT. As a next step it would
be interesting to see whether the proposed analysis could be extended to distance distributivity
in other languages. A possible starting point of this extension is adnominal jeweils in German.
However, this marker of distance distributivity does not require distribution to atoms in contrast
to English each Zimmermann (2002), so some modiﬁcations might be necessary. Other cases of
distance distributivity, like Hungarian reduplicated numerals or Czech po-preposition, add further
complications because they can have a distributive quantiﬁer as their sorting key. This is one reason
why these expressions were often analyzed as dependent indeﬁnites, not distributivity markers
(see Farkas 1997, a.o.). Interestingly, Szabolcsi (2011) pointed out that one does not need to go
outside of Germanic languages to see that markers of distance distributivity are compatible with
distributive quantiﬁers as sorting keys. Many speakers consider the distributive quantiﬁer every boy
a possible antecedent of binominal each and for some speakers even each boy as the antecedent is
possible:
(37)

a. Every boy had one apple each.
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b. %Each boy had one apple each.
This issue is somewhat controversial since in reported judgments of others Saﬁr and Stowell
(1988), Blaheta (2003) binominal each requires a plural non-distributive antecedent. What does
my analysis predict? Given the discussion so far, binominal each distributes in (37) inside a
predicate which is independently interpreted distributively due to the presence of distributive
subjects. Therefore, each becomes vacuous, or, if we add an assumption that distribution over
atoms is prohibited,7 it leads to ungrammaticality. The same conclusion holds for Zimmermann
(2002) and Blaheta (2003). Clearly, the precise status of (37), as well as extensions to other
languages, are issues likely to be of utmost importance when furthering compositional analyses of
distance distributivity.
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1 Introduction
Unaccented German discourse particles have received detailed formal analyses in recent literature
(e.g., Karagjosova, 2004, Kratzer and Matthewson, 2009, Zimmermann, 2008, 2011), but the
formal semantic analysis of their accented counterparts is just starting; see e.g. Zimmermann
(2011), Féry (2010), Egg (2010), Gutzmann (2010), Thurmair (1989), Abraham (1991) and
Meibauer (1994) for more descriptive accounts. This article contributes to this body of work
by providing a formal analysis of the distribution and interpretation of the accented contrastive
discourse particle doch in German. By considering the relation of accented doch (DOCH for short)
to its unaccented counterpart doch and the interaction of these particles with information structure,
we argue for a unified analysis of DOCH and doch, which assigns them the same underlying
semantics, and attributes the difference in accentuation to independent information-structural and
prosodic factors. The present analysis thus contributes to our understanding of the interface
between syntax and prosody on the one hand, and semantics and pragmatics on the other.
Section 1.1 introduces the core data and central research questions. Section 2 provides the
background of the analysis and the meaning of unaccented doch. Section 3 expounds the analysis
of accented DOCH. Following Gutzmann’s (2010) work on accented JA, the central hypothesis
is that doch must be accented in verum focus environments. While this hypothesis accounts for
the bulk of the data, we show in section 4 that accented DOCH can also occur in non-verum
environments. This leads to a generalisation of the hypothesis stating that the particle doch must
carry accent whenever pitch (focus) accent is blocked from being realised elsewhere in the clause.

1.1 The core data: Introducing doch/DOCH
As a first approximation, doch gives a contrastive flavour to the utterance it occurs in. Its presence
indicates an incompatibility, apparent or real, of this utterance with some information in the
⇤ We

would like to thank the audiences at MOSS 2 in Moscow and SuB 16 in Utrecht, as well as Chris Barker,
Daniel Gutzmann, and Patrick Grosz for discussion and valuable comments.
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context. This potentially conflicting information is often provided by an immediately preceding
utterance, similar to what is found with the anaphoric additive particle auch ‘also’. Pointing
out a conflict between different parts of information can serve various pragmatic goals, such as
the refusal to accept a preceding utterance as true, the correction of a preceding utterance, the
expression of amazement, or simply to facilitate the accommodation of information by explicitly
acknowlegding its co-occurrence with potentially incompatible information in a discourse.
(1) illustrates the simplest case of unaccented doch expressing a contrast between two
adjacent declarative utterances. (2) shows that doch-utterances can also be used as reactions to
non-declarative utterances. (3) illustrates the occurrence of doch in non-declarative sentences.
(1)

A: Max kommt mit in die Disko. B: Er ist doch krank!
Max comes with to the disco
he is doch ill
‘A: Max will come along to the disco. B: But he is ill!’

(2)

A: Seit wann hast du den „Faust“? B: Den hast du mir doch neulich geschenkt!
this have you me doch recently given
since when have you the ‘Faust’
‘A: Since when have you owned the “Faust”? B: But you gave it to me recently!’

(3)

Verklag mich doch!
sue
me doch
‘Go ahead and sue me!’

The following examples illustrate the main occurrences of accented DOCH in German: (4) is
an inter-speaker correction and in (5), a single speaker expresses a polar contrast. (6) shows that
accented DOCH is not restricted to declarative sentences either.
(4)

A: Malte ist nicht nach Utrecht gefahren. B: Er ist DOCH nach Utrecht gefahren.
he is DOCH to Utrecht gone
M. is not to Utrecht gone
‘A: Malte didn’t go to Utrecht. B: He DID go to Utrecht.’

(5)

[At first Malte refused to, . . . ]
aber dann ist er DOCH nach Utrecht gefahren.
but then is he DOCH to Utrecht gone
‘but then he DID go to Utrecht (after all).’

(6)

Ist Malte DOCH nach Utrecht gefahren?
Is M. DOCH to Utrecht gone
‘Has Malte gone to Utrecht after all?’

The parallel existence of unaccented and accented doch raises the following research questions,
which will be addressed in the subsequent sections of this paper: (i.) What is the underlying
meaning of unaccented doch and how can this meaning account for its distribution and uses? (ii.)
Do accented and unaccented doch share the same underlying meaning? (iii.) How do discourse
particles interact with information structure and its prosodic correlates?1
1 There

is another instance of accented DOCH, which can occur on its own in the prefield-position of declarative
German clauses (before the finite verb/auxiliary in the second position) with the meaning and function of the
concessive main clause conjunction trotzdem ‘in spite of, still’ (see Lerner, 1987):
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2 The semantics of unaccented doch and CG-management
In line with much of the recent literature, we assume that discourse particles refer to the common
ground (CG) in their semantics (König, 1997, Zeevat, 2004, Karagjosova, 2004, Zimmermann,
2011). Their central semantic function thus is CG management (Krifka, 2008). The CG consists
of the set of publicly shared mutual beliefs about the world (Stalnaker, 2002), where belief is
formalised as the set of propositions true in all possible worlds compatible with the believers’
beliefs. Reasoning on the contents of the CG often employs default inference patterns, which
are likewise part of the CG. These patterns are modelled by defeasible deduction (Asher and
Lascarides, 2003) in the form p > q (including defeasible Modus Ponens).
The utterance doch p as a reaction to a proposition q against the common ground CG indicates
that, according to the CG, p constitutes a potential impediment for q, because the default entailment
p > ¬q is part of the CG. I.e., in the light of p, q is unexpected due to this potential conflict between
p and q, which explains the use of doch-utterances to express amazement or doubt at q.
Furthermore, the host proposition of doch itself receives a special status in that it is
characterised as information that the speaker considers to be special in that it should be taken
for granted by the speaker (the ‘privileged information’ of Grosz, 2010, drawing on analyses of
Kratzer and Matthewson, 2009). It cannot be completely new (and, hence, debatable) information,
which can be illustrated by the inacceptability of B’s response in (7), a variant of (1), in which
Max’s illness is presented as new information:2
(7)

A: Max kommt mit in die Disko. B: *Er ist doch krank, das wußte bislang aber keiner.
he is doch ill
this knew up.to.now but no.one
Max comes with to the disco
‘A: Max will come along to the disco. B: But he is ill, but up to now no one knew.’

The lexical entry for doch in (8) captures the privileged status of its host utterance and the basic
semantic nature of doch as a contrastive element:
(8)

[[doch]](p)(q) iff p > ¬q is part of the CG and p cannot be debated by the hearer

The semantic representation in (8) takes up ideas in Abraham (1991), Lindner (1991), and
Grosz (2010), who argue that doch introduces a presupposition, leading to the activation or
accomodation of a contrast-inducing defeasible entailment in the common ground. We assume
that this entailment links the doch-utterance to a suitable antecedent in the context of the utterance.
This inherently contrastive and anaphoric nature of doch also accounts for its sensitivity to focus
(i) Es hat seit Monaten nicht geregnet und DOCH sind die Bäume ganz
grün.
it has since months not rained and DOCH are the trees completely green
‘It has not rained for months and yet the trees are completely green.’
As this conjunction DOCH has different syntactic and contextual licensing conditions, e.g., it cannot be used in
reaction to non-declarative utterances (compare for instance (2) to (ii)), we set it aside in the present discussion.
(ii) A: Seit wann hast du den „Faust“? B: *DOCH hast du mir den neulich geschenkt!
since when have you the ‘Faust’
DOCH have you me this recently given
‘A: Since when have you owned the “Faust”? B: But you gave it to me recently!’
2 Such

examples suggest that the host utterance is not presupposed material. Otherwise, one would have to explain
why it cannot be simply accommodated in case it is not yet part of the common ground.
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alternatives as diagnosed in Grosz (2010). The position of focus helps to identify the two
potentially conflicting propositions p and q.
Second, the semantic analysis differs from the one of Grosz (2010), which assumes the reverse
entailment q > ¬p. However, this (non-equivalent3 ) entailment would state something completely
different, viz., that the doch-utterance (not the utterance it reacts to) is unexpected in the light
of q, since, given q, one would expect ¬p. This entailment does play an important role in CG
management, but is introduced not by doch but by the discourse particle schon (Egg, 2012).
From a discourse-semantic perspective, the defeasible entailment of doch-utterances blocks an
automatic updating of the CG in terms of q. By pointing to a potential incompatibility, they trigger
a re-checking of the previously forwarded information, which may come in form of an assertion,
like in (1), of a felicity condition of a preceding utterance or of the doch-utterance itself, as in (2)
and (3), respectively, or of a presupposition, as in (9):
(9)

[The king of France died yesterday].
Warte mal, Frankreich ist doch keine Monarchie!
wait just France
is doch no monarchy
‘Wait a minute, but France is no monarchy.’

This flexibility is due to the fact that the semantic arguments of doch are anaphoric and must
be identified with suitable propositions from the context. The literal interpretation of the host
utterance and an utterance it reacts to are potential antecedents, but not the only feasible ones.
Third, following Egg (2010) we assume that discourse particles cannot only refer to the
propositional content, but also to the felicity conditions (Searle, 1969) of a preceding utterance
or of themselves. This flexibility in finding appropriate values for p and q explains the presence
of doch in reacton to non-declarative utterances: In (2), the doch-utterance relates to the first
preparatory condition of the preceding question, i.e., q = hearer does not know since when the
speaker has owned the ‘Faust’, p = hearer has given the ‘Faust’ to the speaker and the defeasible
CG-entailment p > ¬q (an instantiation of the general pattern X has given Z to Y > X knows since
when Y has owned Z).
In (3), doch refers to the first preparatory condition of the request, that the speaker believes that
the hearer is in a position to sue the speaker. In other words, using doch suggests to the hearer that
the speaker does not believe that he is actually capable of suing the speaker, which explains the
very provocative effect of doch in (3). Discourse particles relate to speech acts thus in a different
way than assumed in earlier work, viz., as speech act modifiers, (Jacobs, 1991, Zeevat, 2004), or
as operators on felicity conditions of speech acts, (Karagjosova, 2004).
Finally, our analysis generalises the standard assumption that the propositional content of the
doch-utterance is grounded in the CG (e.g., Thurmair 1989 or König and Requardt 1991). While
the special status of the host utterance can be due to its being part of the CG, as illustrated e.g. by
(1) and (2), this utterance need not be part of the CG, because otherwise one could not use doch
in utterances like (4). Such utterances directly contradict a preceding utterance, therefore, they
cannot be part of the CG of the interlocutors of this discourse when they are produced.
This analysis is also corroborated by (10), in which doch is licensed by the explicit presence
of (mutually incompatible) alternatives. Crucially, there are also matrix occurrences of doch that
3 Following Asher and Lascarides (2003), we define defeasible entailment α

> β as material implication α ^γ ! β ,
where γ describes conditions of being normal with respect to α. Equivalence between α > ¬β and β > ¬α would
only hold if normality was defined independently of α, as e.g. in the ‘otherwise’ conditions of Hobbs et al. (1993).
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do not require grounding, as illustrated by (11), in which doch occurs in a narrative report of new
information and is licensed by the presence of focus alternatives:
(10)

[Also, I am sure that the members of the Swedish academy, in their search for worthy
candidates, have carefully considered the issue of . . . ]
ob
nicht der Rhesusaffe
oder der Hund, wenn nicht die Maus, dann doch das
whether not the rhesus.monkey or the dog if
not the mouse then doch the
Meerschweinchen geehrt
werden müßte.
(Günter Grass, Die Rättin)
guinea.pig
honoured be
needed
‘whether not the rhesus monkey or the dog should be honoured, if not the mouse, then at
least the guinea pig’

(11)

„Sei still, du dummer Räuber!“, schrie der Räuberhauptmann. Aber ein kleines bisschen
be quiet you stupid robber
cried the robber.captain
but a little bit
(Kirsten Boie, Der kleine Ritter Trenk)
erleichtert sah
doch auch er aus.
relieved looked doch also he
‘“Be quiet, you stupid robber,” the robber captain cried. But he looked a little relieved, too.’

Since doch does not always ground its host utterance, as this effect typically only shows up
with matrix-doch in inter-speaker exchanges, we conclude that it is not part of its lexical meaning.
It is the default case of special status of the host utterance, however. We assume that this
interpretive effect arises pragmatically, because it is the most cooperative way of interpreting the
utterance: By assigning as much information of the utterance as possible to presupposition, the
assertion is minimised, which allows the hearer to make sense of the utterance in a wider range of
contexts (the ‘principle of benevolence’ of van Eijck and Pinkal 1996). I.e., if information can be
regarded as part of the CG, one should do this. But this implicature can be blocked in the case of
examples like (10) and (11), in which the doch-utterance clearly introduces new information.
This strategy would also be followed if interpretation is regarded as abduction as in Hobbs
et al. (1993): Here the hearer tries to identify as much of the content of an utterance as possible
with material from his previous knowledge. But in a context in which he does this to information
the speaker presented as not debatable, this amounts to identifying this content with knowledge
shared by himself and the speaker, i.e., knowledge from the common ground.
Alternatively, one could put down this default interpretation to politeness reasoning: Presenting
information as non-debatable is an imposition onto the hearer (a face-threatening act in the sense
of Brown and Levinson, 1987), because it threatens to restrict his liberty to assess this information
first and then decide whether he wants to accept it. However, if this information is non-debatable
because it has CG status, there is no such threat, because then the hearer has already accepted it
voluntarily. If now the hearer assumes that the speaker is as polite as possible, he will favour the
non-threatening CG status interpretation unless this is clearly ruled out by the context.
But regardless of how this CG status of doch-utterances arises, analysing it in terms of such
pragmatic reasoning predicts that it cannot show up in the case of accented DOCH, because these
introduce actual (not only potential) contrasts between the doch-utterance and previous utterances.
This difference can be explained in terms of our analysis of DOCH, to which we turn now.
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3 Extending the analysis to DOCH
In this section, we extend the analysis of unaccented doch to its accented counterpart illustrated in
(4)-(6) above, and once more in an example with VP-ellipsis:
(12)

Context: [At first Malte didn’t want to go to Utrecht, ...]
aber dann hat er es DOCH gemacht.
but then has he it DOCH done
‘(At first, Malte didn’t want to go to Utrecht,) but then he DID (after all).’

A unified analysis is motivated by the fact that the two instances of the particle share two crucial
properties: They express the notion of contrast, and they are discourse-anaphoric to a contextually
salient proposition.
Based on this, and elaborating on earlier work by Gutzmann (2010) on accented JA, our first
hypothesis summarised in (13) will be (i.) that unaccented doch and accented DOCH have the
same semantic interpretation as described in (8), and (ii.) that accent on DOCH is due to the fact
that it occurs in a verum focus environment, in which the p-proposition is given and backgrounded,
for which reason the remainder of the clausal material must be de-accented.
(13)

DOCH = doch + verum focus

This initial hypothesis (to be generalised in section 4) accounts for the bulk of the data with
accented DOCH, and for the similarities and differences between unaccented and accented DOCH.
Section 3.1 introduces verum focus, 3.2 shows how the verum focus hypothesis explains the central
properties of DOCH, and 3.3 points out several correct predictions of the proposal.

3.1 Verum focus
The information-structural category of focus induces an the bi-partition of the content of a
clause into focus and background (see e.g. Krifka, 2008), which can be conceived of as the two
components of a structured proposition:
(14)

<background, focus>

According to Höhle (1992), sentences with verum focus do not focus on the propositional
content p of the clause, which is given and backgrounded in the sense that it has been introduced
as a conceivable state of affairs in the preceding context, but not established as a true fact in the
utterance world w. The element in focus is a zero truth value operator verum, i.e. true as opposed
to false, which in German is located in the complementiser head C. As a result, verum focus is
marked by focus accent on a complementiser or the finite verb in C:
(15)

A: I wonder whether Malte went to Utrecht.
B: Malte IST nach Utrecht gefahren.
Malte is to Utrecht gone
‘Malte DID go to Utrecht.’

Hole and Zimmermann (2007) advocate a more passive role for the semantics in accent
placement. On this alternative view, there is no verum operator in the syntactic representation.
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The verum focus effect with a focus on the truth value of the clause is simply the result of
backgrounding the given proposition p, which is presupposed in the sense above. Accent placement
on C is then simply the result of deaccenting the presupposed propositional content of the clause.4
Formally, the two views on verum focus yield the same focus-background structure in (15):
(16) hλ Qhst,sti .Q(λ w.Malte went to Utrecht in w), λ phs,ti .pi
There are several typical verum-focus inducing contexts in which a proposition p is given or
entailed by the preceding discourse. Forward-looking (new information) verum focus shows up in
answers to indirect yes/no-questions, as in (17), or the confirmation of a supposed or expected path
of events, like (18):
(17)

A: I wonder if/whether Peter will come. B: He WILL come (for sure)!

(18)

He promised to write the paper and he DID write the paper.

Backward-looking (contrastive) verum focus appears in explicit contradictions, e.g., in (19) or
the denial of a negative expectation as in (20). Contrastive verum focus is also found in conditional
clauses, here it highlights the conditional possibility of p against a negative expectation, as in (21):
(19)

A: Peter didn’t finish his term paper. B: (Of course), he DID finish it!

(20)

A: I don’t think he finished the paper. B: (But), he DID finish it.

(21)

I doubt that he’ll do it, but IF Peter finishes the paper, the teacher will be surprised.

Let us now consider what happens when the particle doch occurs in a verum focus environment.

3.2 Analyzing DOCH p
Repeating the central hypothesis, DOCH is an instance of doch with the basic meaning in (8) in
a verum focus context. The unified analysis directly explains why the two instances of doch have
the same contrastive meaning and anaphoric nature. Prosodically, the nuclear pitch accent must
be realised on doch because the remainder of the clause, which expresses the core proposition, is
given in verum focus contexts and hence must be deaccented. Since the nuclear pitch accent must
be realised somewhere in the clause, and doch is the only new lexical element in the clause, the
accent must be realised on DOCH because it cannot be realised elsewhere.
Moreover, the analysis derives all the specific properties of accented DOCH from the prosodic
and contextual properties of verum focus: First, unlike doch, DOCH can occur with VP-ellipsis,
as illustrated by (12), and even as the sole expression of the utterance under sentential ellipsis, as
in (22), because it carries accent and because p is given and can be elided under verum focus:
(22)

A: Peter ist nicht krank B: DOCH.
Peter is not ill
DOCH
‘A: Peter is not ill. B: He IS ill.’

Second, the contextual licensing requirements are stricter for DOCH than for doch: Whereas
doch only requires some contrasting discourse antecedent as its second argument, verum focus
requires this antecedent to be identical to ¬p. As expected, an utterance of DOCH p is infelicitous
in (23), in which ¬p is not found expressed in the preceding context.
4 See

also Romero and Han’s (2004) analysis of verum and the counterarguments in Gutzmann and Miró (2011).
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A: I can’t stand St.Pauli. How about you?
B1: # Das ist DOCH eine gute Mannschaft.
that is DOCH a good team
B2: Das ist doch eine gute MANNschaft!
that is doch a good team
‘But they are a good team.’

In other words, DOCH introduces an actual (not only potential) contrast. Consequently,
DOCH-utterances (as opposed to doch-utterances) are never part of the CG.
Third, the identity requirement on the antecedent proposition imposed by verum focus and the
contrastive lexical meaning of doch conspire to restrict DOCH to negative contexts that express or
entail the negative antecedent ¬p. This holds for DOCH-utterances as reactions to questions, too:
(24)

A: Hast du keinen Hunger? B: DOCH.
hunger
have you no
DOCH
‘A: Aren’t you hungry? B: Well, in fact, I am.’

(25)

A: Hast du Hunger? B: #DOCH.
DOCH
have you hunger
‘A: Are you hungry? B: Well, in fact, I am.’

Fourth, as verum focus is freely embeddable, and since unaccented doch is licit in embedded
contexts in principle (see (10) and (11) above), the analysis correctly predicts that accented DOCH
is frequently found in embedded sentences as well.
(26)

Es kamen nur wenige Gäste,
it came only few
guests
‘Only few guests showed up...,’
aber die wenigen, die DOCH gekommen sind, bereuten es nicht
are regretted it not
but the few
that DOCH come
‘...but the few that DID come did not regret it.’

(27)

Ich glaube nicht, dass Pauli gegen Bayern gewinnt...,
I believe not that Pauli against Bayern wins
‘I don’t expect St. Pauli to win against FC Bayern’
aber wenn sie DOCH gewinnen, sind sie gerettet
but if
they DOCH win
are they safe
‘...but IF they win, they’ll be safe (from relegation).’

(28)

St. Pauli hat nicht gewonnen,...
St. Pauli has not won
‘St. Pauli didn’t win ’
aber Peter glaubt immer noch, dass sie DOCH gewonnen haben.
have
but Peter believes always still that they DOCH won
‘...but Peter still believes that they DID win after all.’

These data show that the presence of DOCH signals mere contrast between different parts of
the discourse and is not contingent on an independent illocutionary force of the embedded clause
(pace Coniglio, 2011).
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Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we must explain why the general inference patterns
from the non-linguistic context/ world knowledge (e.g. if somebody is ill he won’t go the disco)
that play such a prominent role in the semantics of unaccented doch are no longer relevant with
accented DOCH. E.g., in (29), B merely refutes A’s preceding assertion to the effect that Peter is
not ill by stating that he is in fact ill:
(29)

A: Peter ist nicht krank. B: DOCH./ Er ist DOCH krank.
Peter is not ill
DOCH he is DOCH ill
‘A: Peter is not ill. B: Yes, he IS.’

In our analysis, this observation falls out directly and compositionally: The inference pattern is
still in place, but gets trivialised so that it becomes irrelevant and its effect is no longer visible. This
irrelevance arises through the interaction of verum focus with the lexical meaning of the particle. In
particular, the defeasible entailment from p to ¬q is trivially satisfied in verum focus environments
given that the DOCH-proposition p and its negated antecedent q are each other’s negation.
For (29), p = ‘Peter is ill’ (the doch-proposition) and q = ‘Peter is not ill’ (the antecedent
proposition), so the defeasible entailment scheme p > ¬q returns the following:
(30)

p > ¬q , Peter is ill > ¬(¬Peter is ill) , Peter is ill > Peter is ill

In verum-focus environments that license DOCH p, the defeasible entailment condition of doch
is thus always trivially satisfied in terms of p > p, which triggers the intuition that it is no longer
there, when in fact it is only trivialised.
By contrast, the same defeasible entailment condition of doch is responsible for blocking the
occurrence of DOCH p in non-contrastive contexts. Consider e.g. the infelicitous example (31) in
which the DOCH-proposition is identical to the antecedent proposition St. Pauli won, the default
entailment leads to a contradiction of the type p > ¬p:
(31)

A: St. Pauli hat gewonnen. (= q) B: #DOCH, sie haben gewonnen. (= p)
St. Pauli has won
DOCH they have won
‘A: St. Pauli won. # But they DID win.’

(32)

p > ¬q , St. Pauli won > ¬(St. Pauli won)

3.3 Further Predictions
Our analysis of DOCH as doch + verum makes further correct predictions: First, if all instances of
DOCH p involve verum focus, the deletion of DOCH should result in a shift of the focus accent
to the complementiser or finite verb in C. What is more, all instances of accented DOCH should
be replacable with plain verum focus, but not vice versa. This prediction is so far borne out (but
see section 4 for further discussion). As an illustration, consider (33) and (34), the DOCH-less
counterparts of (4) and (26), respectively. Such counterparts can be formed for the other examples
(5)-(6) and (27)-(28) in an analogous fashion.
(33)

A: Malte ist nicht nach Utrecht gefahren. B: Er IST nach Utrecht gefahren.
M. is not to Utrecht gone
he is to Utrecht gone
‘A: Malte didn’t go to Utrecht. B: He DID go to Utrecht.’
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Es kamen nur wenige Gäste,
it came only few
guests
‘Only few guests showed up...,’
aber die wenigen, DIE gekommen sind, bereuten es nicht
but the few
that come
are regretted it not
‘...but the few that DID come did not regret it.’

Next, DOCH-utterances should only be found with some verum foci, viz., with contrastive or
corrective instances of verum focus in negative-biased contexts (whose preceding context suggests
that ¬p). This prediction is borne out. The following examples show that DOCH-utterances are
licit with preceding negative verbs like verbieten ‘to forbid’, verweigern/ sich weigern ‘to refuse’,
etc., but not with affirmative verbs, such as versprechen ‘to promise’ or erlauben ‘to allow’.
(35)

Ich habe es Peter verboten, aber er HAT/ hat DOCH geraucht.
I have it Peter forbidden but he has has DOCH smoked
‘I told Peter not to, but he DID smoke (after all).’

(36)

Ich habe es Peter erlaubt, und er HAT/ *hat DOCH geraucht.
I have it Peter forbidden and he has has DOCH smoked
‘I allowed Peter to do it, and he DID smoke.’

Next, DOCH-utterances are correctly predicted to be illicit in contrastive corrections of
affirmative antecedents, for in this case the accent is located on the negation nicht :
(37)

A: Peter went away.
B1: Er ist doch NICHT weggegangen.
he is DOCH not
gone.away
‘But he did NOT.’
B2: #Er ist DOCH nicht weggegangen.
he is DOCH not gone.away
‘But he did NOT.’

Finally, the analysis predicts that DOCH-utterances are licit in correcting responses to
statements containing negative disjunctions:
(38)

Neither Peter nor Mary nor John went away.
B: Maria ist
DOCH
weggegangen.
Mary is
DOCH gone.away
‘But Mary DID go away!’

In sum, all these correct predictions corroborate our basic analysis of DOCH, which restrict
it to contexts in which verum focus is licensed by a negative antecedent. In the last section, we
will discuss cases without such a tight connection between DOCH and verum focus and their
implications for the proposed analysis.

4 Modification of the analysis
So far we have argued for the strong claim that any instance of accented DOCH requires verum
focus and that the co-occurrence of verum focus and doch automatically triggers accenting of the
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particle. However, closer scrutiny shows that this picture is in need of refinement: There are
instances of DOCH without verum focus as well as instances of verum focus with unaccented
doch. We will argue that the tight relation of doch and DOCH can be maintained, because the
accenting or non-accenting of doch follows from general phonological or information-structural
factors in a principled manner.
We will generalise our hypothesis on the distribution of accented DOCH in the following way.
The nuclear pitch accent is realised on DOCH whenever it cannot be realised elsewhere in the
clause for general prosodic or information-structural reasons: (i.) When the rest of the clause
is given and deaccented (verum focus) (ii.) When DOCH forms a prosodic unit with another
(weaker) particle that would require accenting otherwise. (doch nur-cases) (iii.) In utterances with
a topic-focus hat-contour when there is no other locus for the placement of the obligatory focus
accent.
The remainder of this section will discuss DOCH outside verum focus environments, Section
4.1 presents the integration of DOCH into larger prosodic units, and section 4.2 is devoted to
DOCH in utterances with a topic-focus hat-contour.

4.1 Accented DOCH in prosodic units
Contrary to our hypothesis on DOCH as developed so far, (39) with DOCH does not constitute
an instance of verum focus, as the two related propositions differ in content: (p = she invited
only Max, q = she invited Paul and Max). Optionally, the expected placement of accent on the
(non-given) exclusive particle nur is also possible, as in (40). (41) shows that in the absence of
DOCH, accent is realised not on the finite verb, but on the (new) exclusive particle nur:
(39)

Sie wollte erst Paul und Max einladen, aber dann hat sie DOCH nur Max eingeladen.
she wanted at.first Paul and Max invite
but then has she DOCH only Max invited
‘At first, she wanted to invite Paul and Max, but eventually she only invited Max.’

(40)

Sie wollte erst Paul und Max einladen, aber dann hat sie doch NUR Max eingeladen.
she wanted at.first Paul and Max invite
but then has she DOCH only Max invited
‘At first, she wanted to invite Paul and Max, but eventually she only invited Max.’

(41)

*Sie wollte erst Paul und Max einladen, aber dann HAT sie nur Max eingeladen.
she wanted at.first Paul and Max invite
but then has she only Max invited
‘At first, she wanted to invite Paul and Max, but then she ONLY invited Max.’

The unexpected optional accenting of DOCH in (39), next to the expected accenting of nur in
(40), is no counterexample to the analysis, but can be captured if sequences of (prosodically weak)
particles are combined into a single prosodic domain (particle phrase) for purposes of accenting
(cf. the clitic phrase of Nespor and Vogel, 1986): If so, accent is expected to shift optionally from
weak-syllabic nur to heavy-syllabic doch as the more natural stress/accent bearer.
(42)

x
x
(DOCH nur)PartP >> (doch NUR)PartP

This analysis predicts correctly that accent is on nur when additional material intervenes
between the two particles, thus blocking optional accent shift:
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(43)

Sie wollte erst Paul und Max einladen, aber dann hat sie doch wohl/
wie du
she wanted at.first Paul and Max invite
but then has she DOCH presumably as you
weißt NUR Max eingeladen.
know only Max invited
‘At first, she wanted to invite Paul and Max, but eventually she presumably/as you know
only invited Max.’

We conclude that independent prosodic constraints on accent placement may have a
confounding effect on the distribution of accented DOCH, which provides evidence for the
interaction of independent grammatical modules (prosody, semantics), but no evidence for
postulating different lexical meanings for doch and DOCH.

4.2 Accented DOCH utterances with a topic-focus hat-contour
The second type of DOCH occurrences outside verum focus environments involves a topic-focus
hat contour as in (44) (the example is due to A. Haida, p.c.):
(44)

Eigentlich wollte ich mir ein faules Wochenende machen, aber /DANN habe ich mir DOCH\
at.first
would I me a lazy weekend
make but then
have I me DOCH
(wieder) Akten mit nach Hause genommen.
again files with to home taken
‘At first, I wanted to spend a lazy weekend, but then I took some files home after all.’

In (44), DOCH is accented even though the two propositions are not identical and the
corresponding sentence without doch has no verum focus accent on the finite verb in C:
(45)

*Eigentlich wollte ich mir ein faules Wochenende machen, aber dann HABE ich mir
at.first
would I me a lazy weekend
make
but then have I me
(wieder) Akten mit nach Hause genommen.
again files with to home taken
‘At first, I wanted to spend a lazy weekend, but then I took some files home after all.’

The accenting of DOCH in (44) cannot be put down to de-accenting under givenness of p,
following the pattern of the verum focus examples in section 3. We assume that it is due to optional
de-accenting under predictability. E.g., Bolinger (1972) gives the example (46), in which the
expected focus-induced accenting on both the subject and the verb is not realised, because the verb
is predictable:
(46)

Q: What happened? A: ROBBers have stolen from me!

In the case of (44), the expectation that the speaker did take files home is supported by various
elements in the linguistic context: the contrast between eigentlich ‘at first’ and dann ‘then’, the
contrastive conjunction aber ‘but’, and the repetitive adverb adverb wieder ‘again’, which indicates
that the event in question is stereotypical, or known from previous occurrences.
I.e., once again DOCH is accented because the rest of the clause is deaccented, but, this time,
because of the predictability of the rest. Since this deaccentuation is optional, we predict that
ordinary sentence accent (and, hence, unaccented doch) is possible in (44) without a significant
change in the meaning of particle, which is borne out:
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Eigentlich wollte ich mir ein faules Wochenende machen, aber dann habe ich mir doch
at.first
would I me a lazy weekend
make
but then have I me doch
wieder PersoNALakten mitgenommen.
carried
again personal.files with
‘At first, I wanted to spend a lazy weekend, but then I took some personal files after all.’

5 Conclusion
To sum up, we have presented an analysis of accented DOCH that explains its distribution as the
result of general prosodic or information-structural reasons. We showed that our initial analysis, in
which the behaviour of DOCH was explained in terms of the occurrence of the unaccented particle
in verum focus contexts, could be generalised to the more abstract insight that nuclear pitch accent
is realised on DOCH when it cannot be realised elsewhere in the clause.
Assuming a looser connection between verum focus and accenting of DOCH is supported by
the fact that doch can also remain unaccented in verum focus contexts, with a significant change
in the discourse semantics. We postpone the analysis of these cases to another occasion, however:
(48)

Peter hat DOCH gewonnen.
Peter has DOCH won
‘Peter has won after all, contrary to all expectations.’

(49)

Peter HAT doch gewonnen.
Peter has doch won
‘Peter did win, contrary to what you are saying.’
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ON ALTERNATIVES IN IMPERATIVES:
THE CASE OF ROMANIAN VREUN∗
ANAMARIA FĂLĂUȘ
University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

1 Introduction
Epistemic indefinites (henceforth EIs) are existential elements that convey some form of
ignorance or indifference with respect to the referent of the indefinite. EIs across languages have
received an increasing amount of attention over the last decade (e.g. Jayez and Tovena 2006,
Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito 2010, Fălăuș 2010, Giannakidou and Quer 2011, Aloni and
Port 2011, Chierchia 2011), and although their properties are still a mater of empirical
investigation, there is one dimension of variation which seems to play a crucial role in their
behavior. More precisely, EIs have been shown to differ with respect to the extent of variation
(“freedom of choice”) imposed on the domain of quantification, which can be total or partial:
(1) a. Total Variation (aka Free Choice): ∀x◊φ
b. Prendi una carta qualsiasi!
Take a card QUALSIASI
‘Take a card, any card.’
(2) a. Partial Variation (aka Modal Variation): ¬∃xφ
b. Maria deve aver sposato un qualche professore.
Maria must have married a QUALCHE professor
‘Maria must have married some professor, I don’t know who’
Whereas the EI in (1b) signals that all cards in the context under consideration qualify as equally
possible options, the EI in (2b) conveys a weaker modal inference: some, but not necessarily all
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alternatives in the relevant domain are epistemic possibilities. As such, it is compatible with the
exclusion of some of the possible options.
This paper provides further support for the relevance of the distinction between total/partial
variation by focusing on the Romanian EI vreun, whose distribution has been argued to be
restricted to epistemic contexts (Fălăuș 2009, 2010). I introduce new facts and show that vreun
can be used in certain imperatives, a behavior which doesn’t easily fit with its exclusion from
deontic contexts. To derive this new observation, I extend the alternative-based account proposed
in Fălăuș (2010) and argue that vreun is an alternative-activating existential which is uniformly
excluded from total variation contexts. Its use in imperatives will be shown to fall out from its
conjectured lexical semantics and the way it interacts with (independently established) properties
of imperatives (drawing on Aloni (2007)).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the empirical puzzle under
investigation. Section 3 is devoted to the proposal in Fălăuș (2010), couched in the alternativebased framework developed in Chierchia (2011). Section 4 shows how this account can be
extended to the distribution of vreun in imperatives, once we adopt the distinction in Aloni
(2007) between choice-offering and alternative-presenting imperatives. Section 5 concludes and
discusses some open issues.

2 The puzzle: vreun in imperatives
The distributional property of vreun that is most relevant for our present purposes is its behavior
in modal contexts. As shown in Fălăuș (2009), the determiner vreun can only be used under a
(possibility or necessity) modal if the modal receives an epistemic interpretation, a restriction
that distinguishes vreun from other EIs documented to date. The ungrammaticality of (4), where
vreun is embedded under a deontic modal illustrates this restriction:
(3) (The lights in the office are still on)
Trebuie/ Poate să fie
vreun angajat
care lucrează până târziu.
must / may SUBJ be.3SG VREUN employee who work.3SG until late
‘It must/might be some employee working late.’
(4) *Trebuie/ *Pot să trimit
vreo
propunere până mâine.
must
can SUBJ send.1SG VREUN proposal by tomorrow
‘I must/can send some proposal by tomorrow.’
Let us now examine a closely related context, namely imperatives. Farkas (2002), which
provides the first detailed discussion of the properties of vreun, shows that it is ruled out in
imperatives:
(5) a. *Ia
vreun măr!
Take.IMP.2SG VREUN apple

b. *Apasă
vreo tastă!
Press.IMP.2SG VREUN key

Given the close similarity between imperatives and deontic modal contexts, the ill-formedness of
these examples is fully expected, and seems to fit rather straightforwardly with the distribution of
vreun in modal contexts. However, a closer examination of empirical facts reveals that there are
imperatives which allow vreun:
(6) a. Verifică

pe vreun

site, poate e

o greşeală.
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Check.IMP.2SG on VREUN site maybe be.3SG a mistake
‘Check on some website, maybe it’s a mistake.’
b. Întreabă
vreun agent de voiaj care e cea mai bună alegere pentru concediu.
Ask.IMP.2SG VREUN agent of travel which is the more good choice for
holiday
‘Ask some travel agent which is the best choice for the holiday.’
The contrast between (5) and (6) is surprising and calls for an explanation. I should note right
away that the solution cannot lie in the “strength” of the imperative, i.e. the difference between,
say, an order and a suggestion. The imperatives in (5) can be construed as orders, suggestions or
advice, and yet vreun is infelicitous. Moreover, this pattern does not straightforwardly fit with
the restriction to epistemic contexts. The obvious reason is that imperatives are not epistemic
modals. To make this point more precise, let us take a brief look at the semantics of imperatives.
For concreteness, I will formulate the problem by using the modal analysis of imperatives in
Schwager (2006).1 On this account, imperatives contain a covert modal operator, which, like any
other modal, is interpreted with respect to a modal base and an ordering source. More precisely,
on the basis of the common conversational ground (i.e. what the hearer and speaker both
consider to be a possible future course of events), the speaker indicates to the hearer a certain
future state of affairs, with respect to certain rules, desires or goals of (at least one of) the
participants. More relevant for our present goals is the presuppositional meaning component,
responsible for the performativity effect associated with imperatives. This consists of the
following set of conditions which need to be satisfied in the context of utterance:
(7) (i) Authority Condition: the speaker has some authority on the addressee
(ii) Ordering Source Condition: the ordering source has to be preference-related
(iii) Ordering Source Affirmation: the speaker considers it to be better that the
proposition p expressed by the imperative comes out as true
(iv) Epistemic Uncertainty Condition: the speaker considers both p and non p to be
possible.
Among these, the “epistemic uncertainty condition” is the one that seems most directly related to
epistemic contexts. It is meant to capture the infelicity of sequences such as Do it! But I know
you will not; or I know that you are going to do it (anyway), so do it! Summarizing, the modal
operator involved in the interpretation of imperatives is closely related to deontic and bouletic
modals (in virtue of the ordering source), but also includes an epistemic component, which we
independently know to be crucial for the distribution of vreun. However, these meaning
components determine the interpretation and the use of any imperative, so we would expect
vreun to be uniformly accepted or excluded, depending on whether it is sensitive to the
preference-related or the epistemic component. The contrast between (5) and (6) above shows
that the situation is more complex, in ways which we have yet to understand.
The discussion in this section indicates that vreun is sensitive to fine-grained distinctions
among imperatives, which we need to unravel. The puzzling distribution of vreun in imperatives
thus raises two main questions: on the one hand, what is the distinction among imperatives that
determines the (non-)occurrence of vreun? On the other hand, how do imperatives square with
the exclusion from non-epistemic contexts? To put it differently, is there a way to uniformly
1

For detailed discussions of the semantics of imperatives, see e.g. Han (2000), Schwager (2006), Aloni (2007),
Portner (2007, 2009), Condoravdi and Lauer (2009).
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characterize, and derive, the distribution of the EI vreun? To provide answers to these questions,
I extend the proposal in Fălăuș (2010), which essentially argues that vreun is excluded from
contexts that sustain a total variation inference. After presenting this analysis in section 3, I
return to the distribution of vreun in imperatives and argue that the imperatives in (5) give rise to
precisely the strong, total variation inference, which clashes with the lexical semantics of vreun.

3 An alternative-based account of vreun
The alternative-based analysis of vreun proposed in Fălăuș (2010, 2012) is couched in the
unitary approach to polarity and free choice phenomena developed in Chierchia (2011). Before
focusing on vreun, let me briefly introduce the aspect of the alternative-based framework that is
directly relevant for our current purposes, namely the derivation of modal inferences arising with
ordinary scalar terms (e.g. disjunction, plain indefinites) and EIs.

3.1 Disjunction and free choice indefinites: a unitary treatment
Chierchia (2011, 2012) proposes a unitary treatment of free choice effects arising with
disjunction and free choice indefinites, a term that subsumes both universal-FCIs like English
any or Italian qualsiasi, and EIs like German irgendein or Italian un qualche. The empirical
motivation for this unified account lies in the long-standing observation that these elements have
a similar behavior in modal and downward-entailing contexts (e.g. Horn 1972, Kamp 1973,
Aloni 2007). More precisely, in modal contexts, both disjunction and free choice indefinites give
rise to free choice inferences. The examples in (8) illustrate this similarity under possibility
modals, but facts are parallel under necessity operators:
(8) a. You may have a cookie or a cupcake.
(i) Assertion: ◊ (have a cookie ∨ have a cupcake)
(ii) Enriched meaning: ◊ have a cookie ∧ ◊ have a cupcake
b. Du darfst irgendeinen Kuchen essen
You may IRGENDEIN cake
eat
(i) Assertion: ◊ (eat cake a ∨ eat cake b ∨ eat cake c)
(ii) Enriched meaning: ◊ eat cake a ∧ ◊ eat cake b ∧ ◊ eat cake c
In both cases, an arguably existential element ends up having a conjunctive interpretation,
whereby any of the relevant alternatives (cookie or cupcake, or whatever relevant cake in the
context of utterance of (8b)) is a permissible option.
To uniformly capture the observed free choice effects2, Chierchia (2012), drawing on insights
in Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) and Fox (2007), explicitly argues that (a) a unified account of
free choice disjunction and free choice indefinites is necessary, and that (b) a principled unified
2

The fact that free choice effects tend to disappear in downward-entailing contexts constitutes an additional point of
similarity between disjunction and EIs:
(1) a. To get the airport, you can’t take the bus or the subway (you can only take a taxi).
b. Niemand hat
irgendein
Buch mitgebracht
Noone had IRGENDEIN book brought along
‘No one has brought along any book’
The most natural interpretation of (1a) is that both the bus and the subway are disallowed, without any trace of free
choice enrichment. Similarly, irgendein is interpreted as a plain existential in the scope of negation.
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treatment is possible, within an alternative-based framework. The proposed account rests on the
assumption that both disjunction and free choice indefinites (be they universal-FCIs or EIs) are
alternative-activating elements. The difference lies in the fact that the activation of alternatives is
optional for disjunction (and other scalar terms), but obligatory for free choice indefinites. Once
they are active, alternatives need to be factored into meaning. One way to do this (most recently
defended in Chierchia, Fox and Spector 2011) is through the insertion of an exhaustivity
operator, a covert counterpart of only, whose role is to eliminate any alternative stronger than the
assertion:
(9) [[O]](Alt<<st>t>)(p<st>)(w) = 1 iff p(w) = 1 ∧ ∀q ∈ Alt(p)[q(w) = 1 → p ⊆ q]
With this “identity thesis” in place, let us briefly go through the derivation of free choice effects
arising with an EI like irgendein on this alternative-and-exhaustification framework. Consider a
sentence like the following:
(10) Du darfst mit irgendeinem Professor sprechen.
You can with IRGENDEIN professor speak
‘You can speak with any professor’
Irgendein is interpreted as an existential that obligatorily activates two kinds of alternatives: (i)
scalar alternatives (of the form two professors, three professors etc.) and sub-domain alternatives
(any subdomain of the quantificational restriction D, i.e. subsets of professors), as given in (11).
Assuming for simplicity a domain with three professors, this can be represented as in (12):
(11) a. ASSERTION: ◊ ∃x ∈ D[one(x) ∧ professor(x) ∧ speak to(you,x)]
b. SCALAR-ALT = {◊ ∃x ∈ D[n(x) ∧ professor(x) ∧ speak to(you, x)]: one < n}
c. DOMAIN-ALT = {◊ ∃x ∈ D’[one(x) ∧ professor(x) ∧ speak to(you, x)]: D’ ⊆ D}
(12) a.
◊ (a ∨ b ∨ c)
ASSERTION
b. ◊ (a ∧ b)
◊ (a ∧ b)
◊ (a ∧ b)
SC-ALT
◊ (a ∧ b ∧ c)
c. ◊ (a ∨ b)
◊ (b ∨ c)
◊ (a ∨ c)
D-ALT
◊a
◊b
◊c
As shown in e.g. Fox (2007) for disjunction, the free choice inference triggered by irgendein
cannot be compositionally derived from exhaustification over the set of alternatives in (12). The
proposed solution is to allow for so-called “recursive exhaustification”. Simply put, this amounts
to applying the exhaustification operator to each one of the domain alternatives in (12c). The
exhaustified domain-alternatives look as in (13), and the exhaustification over this enriched set
of alternatives leads to the result in (14):
(13) a. O ◊ (a ∨ b)
O ◊ (b ∨ c)
Ο ◊ (a ∨ c)
Exhaustified D-ALT
O◊a
O◊b
O◊c
b. O ◊ (a ∨b)= ◊ (a ∨b) ∧ ¬◊ c
O ◊ a = ◊ a ∧ ¬◊ (b ∨c)
….
(14) O ◊ (a∨b∨c) = ◊ (a∨b∨c) ∧
(= Assertion)
¬◊ (a∧b) ∧ ¬◊ (a∧c) ∧ ¬◊ (b∧c) ∧
(= Scalar Inference)
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◊a∧◊b∧◊c

(= Free choice inference3)

This derives the free choice inference triggered by irgendein: you can speak with a professor,
and each one of the professors in the relevant domain is an option, i.e. the total variation
inference mentioned in the introduction.
Summarizing, on this alternative-based approach, the behavior of elements like irgendein is
fully derivable from the assumption that, like disjunction, they activate subdomain and scalar
alternatives, the only difference with respect to disjunction residing in the obligatory character of
this activation. The proposal sketched above, rigorously motivated in Chierchia’s work, provides
the background for the alternative-based account of vreun in Fălăuș (2010, 2012).

3.2 Vreun as a partial variation item
The main insight in Fălăuș (2010) that I will adopt in this paper is that the Romanian determiner
vreun imposes a “partial variation only” condition on its context of occurrence. More
specifically, the alternatives vreun activates, once exhaustified, will clash with any modal
operator which can be independently established to give rise to a total variation inference.
Let us spell out this account in more detail. The alternative-based treatment of vreun rests on
the two assumptions in (15):
(15) (a) vreun is an existential element which obligatorily activates two types of alternatives:
(i) scalar alternatives and (ii) minimal subdomain, i.e. singleton alternatives
(b) vreun includes among its alternatives the total variation EI un oarecare.
The first assumption is shared with other EIs like algún or un qualche and is due to AlonsoOvalle and Menéndez-Benito (2010). The activation of singleton domain alternatives, as opposed
to just any subdomain of the relevant D, is responsible for partial variation inferences, i.e. the
fact that vreun is compatible with the exclusion of some alternatives in D. For concreteness, let
us briefly consider an example:
(16) Se poate ca Maria să se căsătorească cu vreun doctor.
SE may that Maria SUBJ REFL marry
with VREUN doctor
‘Maria might marry some doctor or other.’
The derivation is similar to what we have seen for irgendein in the previous section, the only
difference being the set of domain alternatives in (17c):
(17) a. Assertion: ◊ ∃x ∈ D [one(x) ∧ doctor(x) ∧ marry (Maria,x)] = ◊ (a∨b∨c)
b. Scalar alternatives

◊(a∧b)
◊(a∧c)
◊(b∧c) SC-ALT
c. Domain alternatives considered for exhaustification
i. Initial
◊a
◊b
◊c
ii. Exhaustified ◊a ∧ ¬◊b ∧ ¬◊c
◊b ∧ ¬◊a ∧ ¬◊c
◊c ∧ ¬◊a ∧ ¬◊b
(18) O ◊ (a ∨ b ∨ c) = ◊ (a ∨ b ∨ c) ∧
(= Assertion)
3

The free choice inference here is a shorthand for (◊(a∨b)→◊c) ∧ (◊(a∨c)→◊b) ∧ (◊(b∨c)→◊a) ∧ (◊a→◊(b∨c)) ∧
(◊b→◊(a∨c)) ∧ (◊c→◊(a∨b)).
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¬◊ (a∧b) ∧ ¬◊ (a∧c) ∧ ¬◊ (b∧c) ∧
i. ∧ ¬(◊a ∧ ¬◊b ∧ ¬◊c) = ◊a → (◊b ∨ ◊c)
ii. ∧ ¬(◊b ∧ ¬◊a ∧ ¬◊c) = ◊b → (◊a ∨ ◊c)
iii. ∧ ¬(◊c ∧ ¬◊a ∧ ¬◊b) = ◊c → (◊a ∨ ◊b)
(i) + (ii) + (iii) = (◊a∧◊b)∨(◊a∧◊c)∨(◊b∧◊c)
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(= Scalar Inference)

(= Partial Variation inference)

The interpretation we obtain after exhaustification is compatible with the exclusion of some
alternatives in D: at least two of the alternatives a, b and c are true in some world, but not
necessarily all of them (partial variation inference).
The more restricted distribution of vreun in modal contexts, more concretely its exclusion
from deontic modals, follows from the item-specific condition in (15b). Without getting into
details, the hypothesis is that vreun encodes, ‘grammaticizes’ if you like, an implicature that we
see in languages that have both total variation and partial variation EIs. Italian is one such case:
(19) Voglio sposare un qualche linguista ma non un linguista qualsiasi.
‘I want to marry some linguist or other, but not any old linguist.’

(Chierchia 2011)

What (19) illustrates is the fact that partial variation EIs can optionally give rise to ‘anti total
variation’ implicatures. By using un qualche, the speaker can signal that she wouldn’t be happy
with just any choice, e.g. she wouldn’t marry a phonologist. According to Fălăuș (2010), the
Romanian EI vreun encodes this implicature, by including the total variation inference usually
associated with un oarecare among its active alternatives4, as sketched in (20):
(20) a. (◊ (a ∨ b ∨ c)) = ◊ (a ∨ b ∨ c) ∧ ¬ ◊ (a∧b) ∧ ¬ ◊ (a∧c) ∧ ¬ ◊(b∧c)
∧ ◊a → (◊b ∨ ◊c)
∧ ◊b → (◊a ∨ ◊c)
∧ ◊c → (◊a ∨ ◊b)
∧ ¬ (◊ a ∧ ◊ b ∧ ◊ c )
b. = (◊a ∧ ◊b) ∨ (◊a ∧ ◊c) ∨ (◊b ∧ ◊c)
(= Partial Variation)
∧ ¬(◊a ∧ ◊b ∧ ◊c )
(= Ban on Total Variation)
The meaning we get after exhaustification is that at least two alternatives are true in some world,
but no more than two are (they cannot all be true), which tantamounts to obligatory partial
variation. Some alternative is excluded, although we do not know which one.
How does this account derive the exclusion from deontic contexts? I present the proposed
explanation only informally, and refer to Chierchia (2011) and Fălăuș (2012) for details. The
basic intuition is that the meaning of vreun interacts with operators in its context of occurrence,
and in particular with modals. It can be independently observed that certain modals, in particular
deontic and bouletic operators, have an inherent free choice flavor, i.e. when taking an existential
element in their scope, they give rise to a total variation inference. The simplest way to see that
deontic modals indeed give rise to total variation is by looking back at the free choice effects
triggered by disjunction in modal contexts (cf. (8)). If the relevant domain contains two
4

This is a simplification: what vreun actually includes among its formal alternatives is the total variation EI un
oarecare and its alternatives <[[un oarecareD]], [[un oarecareD]]ALT>. For a more detailed discussion of this matter,
the reader is referred to Fălăuș (2012).
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alternatives, a cookie and a cupcake, we see that once we put these alternatives in the scope of a
deontic modal, each one of them constitutes a possible way to satisfy the modal claim (i.e. total
variation inference). The ban on total variation, a conjectured lexical property of vreun, makes it
incompatible with such modal operators.5
Even in the absence of a formal implementation of this intuition, the underlying rationale
should be clear. EIs have their lexical properties, modals have their own. The distribution and
interpretation of EIs and modals, and more generally of alternative-activating elements, results
from the interaction of their respective lexical properties. Some EIs can sustain both total and
partial variation inferences, and as such can freely occur in any modal context. The modal will
then determine whether the EI acquires a total or a partial variation meaning. Other EIs, like
vreun, activate alternatives which are going to clash with the lexical semantics of certain modals,
e.g. deontic modals. I would now like to show that this line of thinking can be fruitfully pursued
to capture the distribution of vreun in imperatives.

4 Imperatives and modal inferences
Recall the contrast we are trying to capture: vreun is possible in some imperatives (5), but not
others (6):
(5) *Apasă
vreo
tastă!
Press.IMP.2SG VREUN key
(6) Verifică
pe vreun site, poate e
o greşeală.
Check.IMP.2SG on VREUN site maybe be.3SG a mistake
‘Check on some website, maybe it’s a mistake.’
Extending the proposal introduced in the previous section, I now argue that vreun is ruled out
from imperatives that favor a total variation inference, such as the one in (5). Taking once again
the behavior of disjunction as our guide, I start by introducing the proposal in Aloni (2007), who
argues that disjunctive imperatives (Do A or B!) can yield a stronger (choice-offering) or a
weaker (alternative-presenting) free choice effect. Having established that imperatives can
indeed give rise to different kinds of modal inferences, I present evidence that the presence of
vreun in imperatives correlates with the weak, partial variation inference: if the context
(linguistic or extra-linguistic) clearly rules out the total variation inference, vreun can be
felicitously used. Once again, the observed distribution follows from the interaction between the
lexical semantics of vreun (its active alternatives) and the semantics of the embedding
imperative.

4.1 The ambiguity of disjunctive imperatives
The free choice effect arising with disjunction in modal contexts (8) also surfaces in imperatives,
as thoroughly discussed in Aloni (2007). Crucially, disjunctive imperatives can give rise to
different free choice inferences. More precisely, they are argued to be ambiguous between (i)
choice-offering and (ii) alternative-presenting readings. On the one hand, we find readings of
5

For details on why epistemic modals do not enforce total variation, despite giving rise to free choice effects, as
well as a discussion of how the inherent free choice character of deontic and bouletic modals can be implemented,
see Fălăuş (2012).
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imperatives where the free choice effect is very similar to the one in (8) above, called choiceoffering readings. A typical example is the following:
(21) MOTHER: Do your homework or help your father in the kitchen!
(Son goes to the kitchen.)
FATHER: Do your homework!
SON: But, Mom told me I could also help you in the kitchen!
The imperative in (21) presents a choice between two equally possible actions; a continuation
restricting freedom of choice sounds inappropriate and can therefore be objected to. The key
property of choice-offering imperatives, according to Aloni, is the entailment that the addressee
is both allowed to do A and to do B. Assuming that imperatives denote compliance conditions
(which for simplicity can be treated as propositional alternatives), (22a) introduces the set
containing the two propositions in (22b), both expressing a possible way of complying with the
command expressed by the imperative:
(22) a. Post this letter or burn it!
b. {that the addressee posts the letter, that the addressee burns the letter}
c. You must post this letter or burn it.
d. You may post this letter and you may burn it.
On Aloni’s account, the imperative entails that the hearer must do A or B, which in turn entails
(22d), yielding the usual free choice effect. An interesting consequence of treating free choice as
an entailment is the incompatibility of imperatives on their choice-offering reading with
continuations like ‘don’t do B!’:
(23) Post this letter or burn it! #Don’t you dare burn this letter!
In other words, each one of the alternatives activated in the context qualifies as a possible course
of action, and none of them can be (felicitously) excluded.
In addition to choice-offering readings, disjunctive imperatives can give rise to a weaker, less
frequent interpretation, called alternative-presenting (Aquist 1965). The following example (due
to Rescher and Robison 1964) illustrates this reading:
(24) TEACHER: John, stop that foolishness or leave the room!
(John gets up and starts to leave.)
TEACHER: Don’t you dare leave this room!
Here, the second order is perceived as a clarification with respect to the first, and is meant to
show that the first imperative should not be understood as offering a choice between two equally
possible actions. In other words, on its alternative-presenting reading, a disjunctive imperative
does not entail that the addressee is both allowed to do A and to do B. More precisely, (24) is
interpreted as the singleton set consisting of the disjunctive proposition ‘that the addressee does
A or B’ (rather than a set containing two propositions, as in (22b) above). Crucially then, in the
absence of free choice entailment, the imperative is compatible with continuations overtly
excluding one of the alternatives. Alternative-presenting readings are less frequent, a state-ofaffairs which Aloni attributes to a general pragmatic preference for stronger interpretations.
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This suffices to establish the main empirical point relevant for our purposes: when they take
existentials in their scope, imperatives can yield different modal inferences. Assuming this
distinction between the readings of disjunctive imperatives, I would now like to recast this
ambiguity in terms of total/partial variation. More precisely, we can assimilate choice-offering
imperatives to total variation contexts: all relevant alternatives qualify as possible options
(which here represent possible courses of action). On their alternative-presenting interpretation,
disjunctive imperatives qualify as partial variation contexts, where some, but not necessarily all
relevant alternatives are possible courses of action. The next section argues that this
reformulation provides a solution for the puzzling distribution of vreun in imperatives.

4.2 Vreun in imperatives
The discussion so far has introduced all the elements we need to account for the contrast between
the imperatives in (5) and (6) above. First, recall from section 3 above that vreun is ruled out in
contexts that prompt a total variation inference. Second, as detailed in the previous section, we
know that alternative-presenting interpretations of imperatives yield a weak kind of free choice
inference, i.e. partial variation. Putting everything together, we expect vreun to be excluded from
choice-offering imperatives, but perfectly acceptable in alternative-presenting ones, for these are
the only cases which qualify as partial variation contexts. The remainder of this paper provides
evidence in favor of this hypothesis.
To show that this is indeed the relevant factor, let us take a closer look at the examples we
are trying to account for:
(25) *Alege
vreo carte!
Pick.IMP.2SG VREUN card
(26) Vorbeşte
cu vreun vecin,
să ia
coletul în lipsa
ta.
Talk.IMP.2SG with VREUN neighbor SUBJ take.3SG parcel in absence yours
‘Talk to some neighbor, so that he picks up the parcel in your absence.
Imperatives with existential elements, such as the ones in (25)-(26), are potentially ambiguous
between the two readings described above. The difference between the two is a highly contextdependent matter. The challenge is to understand what allows the interpretation of (26), but not
(25), as an alternative-presenting imperative, i.e. a partial variation context.
In the absence of any contextual indication to the contrary, scenarios where one would use
(5) or (25) are most likely scenarios where all relevant alternatives (the keyboard or the set of
cards at play) would be taken as possible values for the indefinite phrase. If the speaker says
nothing more than Pick a card! or Press a key!, the addressee feels entitled to choose freely any
one of the keys or cards in front of him. This is precisely the type of context that is incompatible
with vreun. To satisfy the obligatory partial variation, the meaning we obtain after exhaustifying
the alternatives activated by vreun (as in (20) above), it is crucial that not all elements in the
quantificational domain count as possible options. To put it differently, the speaker must be able
to exclude some epistemic possibilities, although he doesn’t necessarily know which ones. In
contrast to (25), the imperative in (26) is easily compatible with a partial variation scenario. For
example, imagine a context where A is expecting an important delivery, but will be away for the
next couple of days. In this set up, B could easily utter (26) even if he knows that one of A’s
neighbors is never willing to help, and so wouldn’t be a possible choice. Or without knowing
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anything at all about A’s neighbors. What matters is that there be a way to establish a partial
variation scenario, something which can be easier to do in some contexts than others.
I think that this line of reasoning can be fruitfully pursued to capture the behavior of vreun
without any construction-specific assumptions. Just like everywhere else, the distribution of
vreun is wholly derivable from the interaction between the alternatives it activates and semantic
properties of the operators in the context. The immediate problem raised by this explanation
comes from the difference between modals and imperatives. More specifically, as mentioned
above, the fact that certain modal operators (i.e. deontic and bouletic) induce a total variation
inference for an existential element in their scope is assumed to be a lexical, inherent property of
the modal in question. Imperatives cannot be claimed to have such an ‘inherent free choice’
meaning, although they can easily favor such inferences, as we have just seen. The various
readings of imperatives with existentials are highly context-sensitive and quite difficult to tear
apart. Accordingly, if we want to maintain that this is a real distinction among imperatives, and
thus substantiate the claim that it plays a crucial part in the use of vreun, we need independent
ways to identify the weak(er) modal inference arising in imperatives. In the absence of it, our
explanation runs the risk of circularity: if vreun occurs in an imperative, then it is an alternativepresenting imperative; and if it is an alternative-presenting imperative, then vreun is ruled in.
One possible solution comes from the consideration of anti-exhaustifiers like zum Beispiel
‘for example’ (Schwager 2005):
(27) How could I save money?
Kauf
zum Beispiel keine Zigaretten!
buy.IMP for example no
cigarettes
‘For example, don’t buy any cigarettes.’
The imperative in (27) can be interpreted as expressing that buying cigarettes is an inexhaustive
possibility (i.e., one possibility among others), which could be paraphrased as One of the things
you could do is not buy cigarettes. Setting aside the mechanism which underlies the contribution
of an anti-exhaustifier, I introduce an arguably equivalent construction in Romanian imperatives.
The Romanian counterpart of zum Beispiel, namely de exemplu, sounds quite strange in
imperatives. Instead, Romanian resorts to a different strategy to express inexhaustive possibility:
the insertion of an overt subject modified by the particle şi ‘and, also’, a construction I mark as
6
ADD+SUBJ:
(28) A: What should I do to make Mary feel better?
B: Du-o
şi
tu
la un film!
Take.IMP.2SG-her ADD you(SG) at a movie
‘(I don’t know, one thing you could do is) Take her to a movie!’
The presence of an overt subject in an imperative is normally disallowed in Romanian (unless it
is a stressed, contrastive subject, in sentences like YOU solve this problem (not me)!). I am not
aware of any previous observation concerning the ADD+SUBJ construction, whose analysis lies
6

In all examples with ADD+SUBJ considered here, it is important to distinguish the reading under discussion (which
brings about the weaker interpretation of the imperative) from a truly additive reading: ‘You get out of the room, just
like someone else did’. The two readings associate with very different intonational patterns and are used in different
contexts, but the details of this distinction are beyond the scope of this paper.
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beyond the scope of this paper. But there is compelling evidence that it functions as an antiexhaustifier, namely it brings about a weak (in our terms partial variation) interpretation of the
imperative, indicating one possible course of action among others. There are three empirical
facts corroborating my claim. First, the insertion of ADD+SUBJ is not possible in imperatives
interpreted as orders:
(29) Ieşi
(*şi
tu)
din cameră!
Get out. IMP.2SG ADD you(SG) of room
‘Get out of the room!’
A second, related fact is the ungrammaticality of ADD+SUBJ in imperatives which are explicitly
marked as indicating only one possible course of action:
(30) We are organizing a conference, but received very few abstracts. We are wondering
what to do and a colleague says:
Nu văd
decât o soluţie / Nu aveţi
de ales:
not see.1SG only one solution not have.2PL to choose
extindeţi
(*şi voi)
deadine-ul!
extend.IMP.2PL ADD you(PL) deadline-the
‘I see only one solution/You have no choice: extend the deadline.’
Finally, the insertion of ADD+SUBJ is not possible in imperatives that contain a free choice item
(typically licensed in choice-offering imperatives, cf. Aloni 2007):
(31) Alege
(*şi
tu)
orice carte!
Pick.IMP.2SG ADD you(SG) any card
‘Pick any card!’
Taken together, these facts indicate that ADD+SUBJ patterns with imperatives indicating one
possible course of action among others, i.e. functions as an anti-exhaustifier. If the context
clearly rules out this reading of the imperative, ADD+SUBJ cannot be used. This correlation
carries over to imperatives with existential elements, as in (32):
(32) Vorbeşte
(şi
tu)
cu
Paul sau Maria.
Talk.IMP.2SG ADD you(SG) with Paul or Maria
As we have seen before, disjunctive imperatives are ambiguous. ADD+SUBJ can be optionally
inserted, but when present, the imperative cannot convey a choice between two equally possible
courses of action (i.e. talk to Paul and talk to Maria). It simply means that the addressee could
talk to Paul or Maria, among other things. In other words, once the imperative embeds an
existential element, the presence of ADD+SUBJ patterns with the weaker, partial variation
inference.
If the hypothesis proposed above is on the right track, we predict vreun to always be possible
in imperatives that allow for ADD+SUBJ. This prediction seems to be borne out: all imperatives
where vreun occurs allow the insertion of ADD+SUBJ:
(32) Verifică

şi

tu

pe vreun

site!
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Check.IMP.2SG ADD you(SG) on VREUN site
‘Check on some website!’
As mentioned above, I am not aiming to offer an account of why ADD+SUBJ functions as an antiexhaustifier. I am simply introducing these facts as an arguably independent, albeit preliminary,
test to identify weaker readings of imperatives and support the correlation with the distribution of
vreun. More empirical investigation is necessary before reaching firm conclusions on this
correlation, and understanding the exact contribution of each element involved: imperative,
vreun and possibly constructions like ADD+SUBJ. But the main point should be clear: the
explanation for the behavior of vreun in imperatives should be sought in the semantics of
imperatives, and the arising modal inferences. More generally, I take the facts discussed in this
paper to indicate the need for more refined generalizations on the interaction between
imperatives and various kinds of indefinites.7

5 Concluding remarks
Let me summarize the main points emerging from our discussion. The starting point was the fact
that EIs cross-linguistically are known to sustain modal inferences of a stronger (total variation)
or a weaker (partial variation) type. The Romanian determiner vreun has been previously argued
to only allow partial variation. Focusing on a new context of occurrence of vreun, namely
imperatives, we have seen that they do not easily pattern with the other contexts where the
Romanian EI is used. I have argued that a more coherent picture can be drawn once we (i) pursue
an alternative-based approach to EIs and (ii) pay closer attention to the modal inferences arising
in imperatives. Once we adopt the hypothesis that the alternatives activated by vreun are
incompatible with operators that give rise to total variation inferences, the distribution of vreun
in imperatives falls into place without any construction-specific assumptions.
An important issue that remains to be explored concerns the factors responsible for satisfying
the partial variation condition imposed by vreun (e.g. lexical properties of the embedding
operator, the role of anti-exhaustifiers). Future research needs to probe further into the source of
the observed inferences (modal, EI or the interaction of the two), and test the predictions made
by the alternative-based approach I am pursuing. But I take the data introduced in this paper to
provide an interesting argument for the relevance of total/partial variation to a proper
understanding of vreun, and more generally to the typology of EIs.
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B UILDING G RADABLE A DJECTIVAL PASSIVES∗
H ELGA G ESE
V ERA H OHAUS
Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen

1 Introduction
This paper offers a semantic analysis of German adjectival passives in comparison constructions;
cf. the examples in (1) to (3). Although the occurrence of adjectival passives in comparatives and
superlatives has been put forward as an argument in favor of an adjectival analysis (cf. e.g. Rapp,
1997, Kratzer, 2000, and Maienborn, 2007), no compositional analysis specifying how to build
gradable adjectival passives has been offered to date.
(1)

Im Schatten ist die Haut geschützter.
in.the shade is the skin protected+COMP
‘Your skin is more protected in the shade.’

(2)

Immerhin war mein Hirn angeschalteter
als seins.
anyway was my brain switched.on+COMP than his
‘At least, my brain was more switched on than his.’

(3)

Saint-Exupéry ist gelesener als J. D. Salinger.
Saint-Exupéry is read+COMP than J. D. Salinger
‘Saint-Exupéry is more read than J. D. Salinger.’

The proposed analysis builds on a semantics of the adjectival passive under which it is a “ﬂexible
grammatical means of creating a potentially new ad-hoc property” (Maienborn, 2009:35), and
upon a degree-based semantics of comparison (cf. e.g. von Stechow, 1984). Both building blocks
are introduced in section 2, and then put together in section 3 to account for examples such as (1)
and to capture the context dependency and ad-hoc ﬂavor of (2) as well as the quantity reading of
(3). A brief summary and concluding remarks are offered in section 4.
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2 Background
2.1 German adjectival passives
We follow Maienborn (2009) and Gese (2011) in that the property adjectival passives ascribe to
the subject referent is context dependent (cf. Kratzer, 2000 and Gehrke, 2011 for a different view).
The zero afﬁx converting the verbal participle into an adjective introduces a free variable of type
"s, "e,t## into the composition, as in (4).
(4)

! 0/ Aff. "g = λ P"v,"e,t## . λ s"s# . λ x"e# . (g(C))(s)(x) & ∃e [P(e)(x) & RESULT(e)(s)]

If contextually licensed, C may be assigned an ad-hoc created property as its value (cf. Barsalou
(1983, 1991) for further discussion of the notion of ad-hoc properties). Evidence for such an
analysis comes from three sources, (i) from the context dependency of some adjectival passives,
as illustrated already in (2) but also in (5) and (6) below; (ii) from adjectival passives with activity
verbs and thus without a lexically provided result state, as in (9); and (iii) from adjectival passives
with readings contradicting the lexically provided result state, as in (11). Let us take a closer look
at the evidence.
(i) The ad-hoc nature and reliance on contextual information of some adjectival passives speaks
in favor of an analysis that encodes context dependency as a core component of the semantic
contribution of the afﬁx. For instance, the sentence in (5) can even be truthfully uttered if my
Japanese friend has never been to Sweden before. It merely asserts that he is pretty tough when it
comes to drinking beer.
(5)

Ich hatte Sorge wie der Japaner das Oktoberfest ﬁnden würde,
I had worry how the Japanese the Oktoberfest ﬁnd would
aber es stellte sich heraus, dass er schwedentrainiert war.
but it turned itself out
that he Sweden.trained was
‘I was worried about how the Japanese guy would like the Oktoberfest,
but it turned out that he was trained in Sweden.’
(Maienborn, 2009:42)

This interpretation does not follow directly from the linguistic material provided on the surface.
The same holds for (6), which does not only mean that I had my car inspected for road safety but
also that it passed the examination and thus has the ad-hoc property of being safe, reliable, and
roadworthy.
(6)

Mein Auto ist vom TÜV geprüft.
My car is by.the TÜV examined
‘My car is certiﬁed by the vehicle inspection organisation TÜV.’
(Maienborn et al., 2012:25)

Note that the corresponding verbal passive in (7) does not allow for this context-dependent reading,
and the continuation in (8) is thus ﬁne. For (6), on the other hand, the continuation in (8) will result
in a contradictory reading.
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(7)

Mein Auto wurde vom TÜV geprüft.
my car became by TÜV examined
‘My car was examined by the vehicle inspection organization TÜV.’

(8)

Leider
ist die Inspektion negativ ausgefallen.
unfortunately is the inspection negatively out.turned
‘Unfortunately, it did not pass the inspection.’
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(ii) Support for a free variable analysis of the adjectival passive also comes from adjectival
passives derived from verbs that do not lexically provide a result state. Take the activity verb
streicheln (‘pet’) in (9), for instance, which is modelled after an example in Rapp (1996:243).
(9)

Anna hat ihre Nachbarspﬂichten erfüllt:
Anna has her neighbor.duties fulﬁlled
Der Briefkasten ist geleert, die Blumen sind gegossen und die Katze ist gestreichelt.
the mail.box is emptied the ﬂowers are watered and the cat is petted
‘Anna has fulﬁlled her neighborly duties:
The mailbox is emptied, the plants are watered and the cat petted.’
(Maienborn, 2009:42)

The semantic contribution of the participle cannot be deﬁned solely on lexical grounds. Context
provides what has been called a job-is-done interpretation (Kratzer, 2000:388), under which the
petting of a neighbor’s cat is deﬁned as one of the jobs I believe a good neighbor has to take care
of. The sentence asserts that, by virtue of my neighbor living up to these expectations, the cat
can now be said to have a certain property. (For further discussion of job-is-done readings and a
pragmatic account of the distinction between resultant and target states, see Gese, to appear.)
(iii) Lastly, particularly strong evidence for a free variable account of adjectival passives comes
from sentences such as (11), where a result state is provided in the lexicon by the verbal base
but the participle nevertheless receives an interpretation which is incompatible with this lexically
provided result state.
(10)

Im Kontext einer Kleinanzeige: „Das Spiel ist unbespielt und absolut neuwertig.“
(In a classiﬁed ad: “The board game hasn’t been played and its condition is like new.”)

(11)

Der Karton ist geöffnet, aber sorgfältig wieder zugeklebt.
the box
is opened but carefully again together.taped
‘The box of the board game is opened but carefully packed up again.’
(Maienborn, 2011:9)

Here, geöffnet (‘opened’) again comes with a certain ad-hoc ﬂavor: Rather than denoting the result
state of being open, the participle describes a state of being without original tags and packaging.
It is thus possible to explicitly contradict the lexically given result state by asserting that the board
game is all packed up and its packaging has been taped back together.
Let us take a closer look at how the free variable analysis of adjectival passives can account
for the fact that (11) does not express a contradiction, and at the analysis at work: Interpretation
of the sentence proceeds as sketched in (13) and results in (12a). In the context of (10), the free
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variable introduced by the afﬁx is assigned the value in (12b), a relation that holds of a state and an
individual if the latter is in a state of being without its original tags and packaging, rather than, say,
having an open lid. Under this assignment, the sentence is true if and only if the box containing
the board game lacks its original packaging as a result of an event of opening it.
(12)

(13)

a. ∃s [(g(C))(s)(the-box) & ∃e [open(e)(the-box) & RESULT(e)(s)]]
b. g(C) = λ s"s# . λ x"e# . without-original-tags-and-packaging(s)(x)
∃s[C(s)(the-box) & ∃e[open(e)(the-box) & RESULT(e)(s)]]

!!

ist""s,t#,t#
is
λ P. ∃s[P(s)]

!!

!❍
! ! ❍❍

❍❍

❍❍

λ s1 .C(s1 )(the-box) & ∃e[open(e)(the-box) & RESULT(e)(s1 )]

!!

λ s1

!!

!!❍❍

❍❍

❍❍

C(s1 )(the-box) & ∃e[open(e)(the-box) & RESULT(e)(s1 )]

!!

!!

das Spiel"e#
the box

!!❍❍

❍❍

❍❍

λ x.C(s1 )(x) & ∃e[open(e)(x) & RESULT(e)(s1 )]

!!

s1"s#

!!

!❍

❍❍

❍❍

λ s.λ x.C(s)(x) & ∃e[open(e)(x) & RESULT(e)(s)]

!!

!❍
!! ❍❍

geöffnet"v,"e,t##
opened

❍❍

0/ Aff. ""v,"e,t##,"s,"e,t###

λ e.λ x. open(e)(x)

Note that this interpretative ﬂexibility is a unique feature of the adjectival passive. Genuine
adjectives, for instance, do not exhibit the same degree of dependency on context and world
knowledge. In the above context, the sentence in (14) is thus contradictory.
(14)

# Der Karton ist offen, aber sorgfältig zugeklebt.
the box
is open but carefully together.taped
‘The box is open but carefully packed up.’

Before we move on, let us brieﬂy comment on a simpliﬁcation of the analysis of adjectival
passives that we have been making so far for expository reasons. Notice that under the account
presented above, the adjectival afﬁx introduces existential quantiﬁcation over events. However,
this cannot be quite right as it would — in the case of (5), for instance — still require that an event
of training my Japanese friend in Sweden actually took place. For discussion of a more reﬁned
view of the semantic contribution of the afﬁx with respect to the event argument of the participle,
the reader is referred to Gese (2011).

2.2 The syntax and semantics of comparison constructions
The second building block of the proposed analysis is the semantics of comparison constructions
as proposed in von Stechow (1984) and as discussed more recently in Beck (2011). Among its
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key features are that comparison employs degrees in the semantics and that a number of operators
quantify over degrees; cf. the lexical entry for a comparative operator in (15). This semantics is
enriched by states here.
(15)

a. ! -er " = λ d "d# . λ D"d,t# . MAX(D) > d
b. ! MAX " = λ D"d,t# . ι d [D(d) & ∀d ′ [D(d ′ ) → d ′ ≤ d]]

Gradable adjectives introduce degree arguments and are assumed to be of type "s, "d, "e,t###, as
in (16). HEIGHT is a measure function; HEIGHT(s)(x) returns the maximal degree to which an
individual x is tall in its state s.
(16)

! tall " = λ s"s# . λ d "d# . λ x"e# . HEIGHT(s)(x) ≥ d

In the unmarked form, the degree argument introduced by the adjective is existentially quantiﬁed
over by a silent Positive operator. A comparison with a degree such as (17) has the Logical Form
in (18), with the Degree Phrase — consisting of the comparative operator and its complement, the
than-constituent — having undergone Quantiﬁer Raising.
(17)
(18)

Anna is taller than ﬁve feet.
∃s[MAX(λ d2 . HEIGHT(s)(Anna) ≥ d2 ) > 5 ft.]

!!
!
!

is""s,t#,t#
λ P. ∃s[P(s)]

!❍
!
❍

❍❍

❍❍

λ s1 . MAX(λ d2 . HEIGHT(s1 )(Anna) ≥ d2 ) > 5 ft.

!!

λ s1

!❍
!! ❍❍
❍❍

MAX (λ d2 . HEIGHT(s1 )(Anna) ≥ d2 ) > 5 ft.

!!

!!

!❍
! ! ❍❍

❍❍

❍❍

λ D. MAX(D) > 5 ft.

λ d2 . HEIGHT(s1 )(Anna) ≥ d2

!!❍❍

!❍❍
!!
❍

!!

-er"d,""d,t#,t##

❍❍

λ d2

5 ft.

!

!❍
!! ❍❍

HEIGHT(s1 )(Anna) ≥ d2

!❍❍
!!
❍
❍

than ﬁve feet

Anna"e# λ x. HEIGHT(s1 )(x) ≥ d2
!!

d2"d#

!❍
!
❍

❍❍

λ d.λ x. HEIGHT(s1 )(x) ≥ d

!!

s1"s#

!❍
❍
!

❍❍

tall"s,"d,"e,t###
λ s.λ d.λ x. HEIGHT(s)(x) ≥ d

The sentence is then interpreted as in (19). It is true if and only if there is a state s such that the
maximal degree to which Anna is tall in s exceeds ﬁve feet.
(19)

∃s [MAX(λ d. HEIGHT(s)(Anna) ≥ d) > 5 ft.]

However, not all adjectives are gradable (cf. also Bierwisch, 1984, 1987). True non-gradable
adjectives such as geological are assumed to be of type "s, "e,t##. They thus differ in type from
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relative gradable adjectives such tall and absolute gradable adjectives such as clean (cf. Kennedy,
2007). We propose that this distinction in semantic types is also present in adjectival passives.

3 Analysis
While preserving Maienborn (2007, 2009)’s original idea of the German adjectival passive as a
means of expressing an ad-hoc property, our analysis acknowledges that these properties may be
gradable and thus relations of type "s, "d, "e,t###; cf. the afﬁx in (20). We thus carry the dichotomy
between gradability and non-gradability that we ﬁnd with genuine adjectives over to adjectival
participles.
(20)

! 0/ Aff.2 "g = λ P"e,"v,t## . λ d "d# . λ x"e# . λ s"s# . (g(C))(d)(x)(s) & ∃e [P(x)(e) & RESULT(s)(e)]

Under this account, adjectival passives are predicted to participate in the entire array of degree
constructions and not only the comparative. Although we focus on the comparative here, this is
indeed what we ﬁnd. Consider for instance the superlative in (21) and the examples with the degree
modiﬁers sehr (‘very’) and halb (‘half’) in (22) and (23). (See also Gese and Hohaus (2012) for
further examples.)
(21)

Der Malariaimpfstoff wird speziell für Kleinkinder entwickelt,
the malaria.vaccine will specially for small.children developed
da
diese am gefährdetsten sind.
because these threatened+SUP are
‘We are currently developing a special Malaria vaccine for younger children
as they are the most prone to infection.’

(22)

Die Anleger sind sehr verunsichert.
the investor are very unsettled
‘Investors are currently feeling very insecure.’

(23)

So, der Rasen ist schon halb gemäht!
well the lawn is already half mowed
‘Well, half of the lawn is already mowed!’

Suitable assignments for the free variable of type "d, "e, "s,t### introduced by (20) are (i)
properties of degrees already lexically provided, e.g. in the case of degree achievements in the
sense of Dowty (1979); (ii) gradable ad-hoc properties, if pragmatically licensed; and (iii) a
particular kind of gradable ad-hoc property which is systematically available, that of quantity.
We will discuss these different types of variable assignments in turn.

3.1 Lexically provided gradable properties
If the verb underlying the adjectival passive lexically provides a degree relation, this relation is the
preferred assignment for the free variable introduced by the afﬁx. In the case of our example in
(1), repeated as (24) below, the verb describes an event of an individual being protected up to a
certain degree.
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(24)

Im Schatten ist die Haut geschützter.
in.the shade is the skin protected+COMP
‘Your skin is more protected in the shade.’

We envision a decomposition of schützen (‘protect’) into a BECOME component and a gradable
adjective in its positive form, as in (25) to (27).
(25)

schützen (‘protect’):
λ e"v# . λ x"e# . BECOMEe (λ s"s# . [(POS(adj(s)))(x)])
(26) degree relation at the core:
λ s"s# . λ d "d# . λ x"e# . PROTECTION(s)(x) ≥ d
(27) Positive operator (simpliﬁed):
λ R"d,"e,t## . λ x"e# . ∃d [R(d)(x)]
Disregarding the Prepositional Phrase im Schatten (‘in the shade’) for now, interpretation of the
example proceeds as sketched in (28) and yields the truth conditions in (29). The sentence is
true if and only if there is a state s such that the maximal degree to which the skin is protected
in s exceeds the contextually provided degree of protection, say the degree to which the skin is
protected when exposed to the full sun, with s being the result of an event of protecting the skin to
a certain degree.
(28)

"t#

!!

ist
is
λ P. ∃s[P(s)]

!❍
!
❍

❍❍
"s,t#

!❍❍
!!
❍
!❍❍
!
λ s1
!
❍
!
❍❍
!
""d,t#,t#

!❍❍
!!
❍

-er"d,""d,t#,t##

d context

"d,t#

!❍
❍❍
!!
!❍
λ d2
❍❍
!!
"e,t#
die Haut"e#
❍
!
❍
!
the skin
❍
!
d2"d# !!❍❍
s1"s# "s, "d, "e,t###

!!

!❍❍
!!
❍

geschützt"v,"e,t##
protected
(29)

❍❍

0/ Aff.""v,"e,t##,"s,"d,"e,t####

∃s [MAX(λ d 2 . (g(C))(s)(d 2 )(the-skin) &
∃e[BECOME(e)(λ s. ∃d [PROTECTION(s)(the-skin) ≥ d]) & RESULT(e)(s)]) > d context ]
with g(C) = λ s"s# . λ d "d# . λ x"e# . PROTECTION(s)(x) ≥ d

In the case of degree achievements such as vergrößern (‘enlarge’) or weiten (‘widen’), the
lexically provided relation involves a difference degree (cf. also Hay et al., 1999, Kearns, 2007,
and Kennedy and Levin, 2008). This relation, too, can serve as a value for the free variable
introduced by the adjectival null afﬁx. Consider the example in (30), where comparison is between
the respective differences in size (either absolute or relative) of the two ventricles.
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Die eine Herzkammer ist vergrößerter
als die andere.
the one ventricle
is enlarged+COMP than the other
‘One ventricle is more enlarged than the other.’

The semantics of vergrößern (‘enlarge’) is speciﬁed in (31) below. The degree relation at its core
relates an individual to the difference degrees in size between a state and its pre-state.
(31)

a. vergrößern (‘enlarge’):
λ e"v# . λ x"e# . BECOME(e)(λ s"s# . [(POS(adj(s)))(x)])
b. degree relation at the core:
λ s"s# . λ d ′ "d# . λ x"e# . SIZE(s)(x) ≥ SIZE(pre(s))(x) + d ′

The sentence is true if and only if there is a state s such that the maximal degree to which the ﬁrst
ventricle is larger in s than in the state preceding s exceeds the maximal degree to which the second
ventricle is larger in s than in its pre-state, with s being a result of an event of becoming larger to
some degree.
(32)

∃s [MAX(λ d ′ .(g(C))(s)(d ′ )(ventr.1) & ∃e [! vergrößern"(e)(ventr.1) & RESULT(e)(s)]) >
MAX (λ d ′ . (g(C))(s)(d ′ )(ventr.2) & ∃e [! vergrößern"(e′ )(ventr.2) & RESULT(e)(s)])]
with g(C) = λ s"s# . λ d ′ "d# . λ x"e# . SIZE(s)(x) ≥ SIZE(pre(s))(x) + d ′

The interpretation in (32) is based on a direct analysis of the than-constituent and on the three-place
comparative operator in (33), modelled after a suggestion in Bhatt and Takahashi (to appear:4).
(33)

! -er 3 place " = λ y"e# . λ R"d,"e,t## . λ x"e# . MAX(λ d. R(d)(x)) > MAX(λ d ′ . R(d ′ )(y))

Adjectival passives of degree achievements thus allow for the exciting possibility of building
a comparative on the differential degree argument of another comparative, an option that is
unavailable with other gradable adjectives.

3.2 Gradable Ad-Hoc properties and quantity interpretations
We now turn to those cases in which the underlying verb does not lexically provide a degree
relation. Under the analysis proposed here, we expect even those adjectival passives to be gradable
which are derived from verbs whose lexically provided result state describes a non-gradable
property: Context might nevertheless provide a degree relation as the value for the free variable
introduced by the afﬁx. This expectation is borne out. Consider the example in (2), repeated as
(34) below, in which the participle angeschaltet (‘switched on’) receives a contextually provided
ad-hoc interpretation as “alert” or “receptive”.
(34)

Immerhin war mein Hirn angeschalteter
als seins.
anyway was my brain on.switched+COMP than his
‘At least, my brain was more switched on than his.’

The verb anschalten (‘switch on’) does not provide a degree relation lexically, cf. (35). Yet,
gradability can be introduced into the composition by the adjectival afﬁx in (20) and a contextually
provided variable assignment such as (36).
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(35)

anschalten (‘switch on’):
λ e"v# . λ x"e# . BECOME(e)(λ s"s# . on(s)(x))

(36)

g(C) = λ d "d# . λ x"e# . λ s"s# . ALERTNESS(s)(x) ≥ d
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A particular type of gradable relation appears to be systematically available as a value for the
free variable introduced by the afﬁx in (20) in those cases where the verb does not provide a degree
relation. It features most prominently with activity verbs such as lesen (‘read’), as in (3) from the
introduction, repeated as (37) below.
(37)

Saint-Exupéry ist gelesener als J. D. Salinger.
Saint-Exupéry is read+COMP than J. D. Salinger
‘Saint-Exupéry is more read than J. D. Salinger.’

Intuitively, the example in (37) compares how often A. de Saint-Exupéry has been read to how
often J. D. Salinger has been read, i.e. it compares the number of having-been-read states of one
author to that of the other. In what follows, we will refer to this reading as the quantity or amount
interpretation. Further examples of quantity readings with activity verbs are provided in (38) to
(40), with the latter being a variant of the example in (9) above.
(38)

als Vilde Frang.
Hyeyoon Park ist noch preisgekrönter
Hyeyoon Park is even price.crowned+COMP than Vilde Frang
‘Hyeyoon Park is even more decorated with awards and prices than Vilde Frang.’

(39)

Der Stadtring ist befahrener
als die Autobahn.
the city.bypass is driven.on+COMP than the highway
‘The city bypass is more frequented than the highway.’

(40)

Anna hat ihre Nachbarspﬂichten mehr als erfüllt:
Anna has her neighbor.duties more than fulﬁlled
Die Blumen sind ausreichend gegossen und die Katze ist gestreichelter als ihr lieb ist.
the ﬂowers are sufﬁciently watered and the cat is petted+COMP than her liking is
‘Anna has more than fulﬁlled her neighborly duties:
The plants have been sufﬁciently watered and the cat is petted more than it prefers.’

Contra Kratzer (2000:398), adjectival passives derived from activity verbs are gradable after all,
and our analysis predicts them to be so, context permitting. The quantity reading of e.g. (37) can
easily be accounted for by assuming the variable assignment in (41).
(41)

g(C) = λ d "d# . λ x"e# . λ s"s# . read(s)(x) & |s| ≥ d

The cardinality of s, written as |s| above, is deﬁned in terms of the set-theoretic notion of
cardinality. It is a partial function that maps sums consisting of atomic states onto the number
of those atomic states of which they consist, and is thus deﬁned as |{s′ : atomic(s′ ) & s′ ≤ s}|.
States are countable because of their temporal boundedness. Existence of temporally bounded and
thus countable states is also warranted by examples such as (42) below (but cf. also Engelberg,
2005:344).
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Carol war gestern zweimal müde.
Carol was yesterday twice tired
‘Yesterday, Carol was tired twice.’
(Maienborn, 2005:301)

Under an analysis of adjectival passives as a “ﬂexible grammatical means of creating a
potentially new ad-hoc property” (Maienborn, 2009:35) and given that quantity is probably the
most basic measurable property, it is in fact not surprising that adjectival passives systematically
allow assignments such as (41). Quantity interpretations seem to be systematically available in
other areas of grammar as well. Thus, relative clauses such as (43a) and (43b) allow for both, an
identity and an amount reading, as discussed by Grosu and Landman (1998).
(43)

a. It will take us the rest of our lives to drink the champagne that they spilled that evening.
b. We will never be able to recruit the soldiers that the Chinese paraded last May Day.
(Grosu and Landman, 1998:132)

An exploration of the exact relationship between these two constructions and their semantics is
left for another occasion, however. Yet, given the considerable ﬂexibility in the interpretation of
adjectival passives, which motivated the free variable account argued for above in the ﬁrst place, it
is only natural that adjectival passives exploit this systematic possibility of natural language.

4 Concluding remarks
The paper combines an event semantics account of adjectival passives with a degree-based analysis
of comparison constructions to provide a compositional way of building gradable adjectival
passives. It relies on one simple ingredient, a second adjectival afﬁx that introduces a free
variable of type "d, "s, "e,t### and makes this degree argument available for semantic composition.
Extended this way, the free variable analysis of adjectival passives correctly predicts the availability
of quantity interpretations on the one hand and of gradable adjectival passives derived from verbs
without result states or from verbs with absolute results states on the other hand. We believe that
the ease with which we were able to account for the variety of readings observed with adjectival
passives in comparatives provides another argument in favor of the free variable analysis of the
adjectival passive in German.
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1 Introduction
The heteregenous group of expressions that contribute to conversation by adding slightly off-topic
information has recently received a lot of attention from the semantics community, especially since
the publication of Potts (2005). This is probably because, in the words of Barker et al. (2010), these
expressions “challenge traditional conceptions of compositionality”, but also because they seem to
live on both sides of the semantics-pragmatics divide. In this paper we propose an analysis of
these expressions that tries to reconcile them with compositionality and at the same time sheds
some light on the central issue of the relation between semantics and pragmatics.
The reason why these expressions are problematic for standard approaches to compositionality
is well illustrated by the following two examples:
(1) A: Most fucking neighbourhood dogs crap on my damn lawn.
B: No, that’s not true.
) No, the neighbourhood dogs don’t crap on your lawn.
6) No, there’s nothing wrong with dogs and/or their crapping on your lawn.
(2) A: John Lee Hooker, the bluesman from Tennessee, appeared in The Blues Brothers.
B: No, that’s not true.
) No, John Lee Hooker did not appear in The Blues Brothers.
6) No, John Lee Hooker was not from Tennessee.
B: True, but actually John Lee Hooker was born in Mississipi
The sentence uttered by A in (1) seems to convey the information that the majority of the dogs
in the neighbourhood defecate on the lawn of the speaker together with the fact that A has a
generally negative attitude towards the neighbourhood dogs (or just the defecating ones) and/or
⇤ This
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their defecatory habits. The information about A’s attitude is evidently conveyed by the two
expressives fucking and damn. However the reply of B seems to target only the first piece of
information. B seems to challenge only the fact that the neighbourhood dogs defecate on A’s lawn,
not the attitude of A towards the dogs.
Similarly in (2) the information conveyed by the appositive the bluesman from Tennessee
cannot be negated by B by replying with No, that’s not true, as that would target only the
proposition that John Lee Hooker appeared in the The Blues Brothers. Instead B would have
to resort to a different conversational strategy, first agreeing with A that John Lee Hooker appeared
in the movie, but then adding that the information about his birth place is wrong.
On the basis of cases like those above and other similar considerations, Potts (2005, 2007)
has proposed that expressions such as non-restrictive relative clauses, parentheticals, nominal
appositives and expressives require the postulation of more than one level of semantic content.
Potts calls these levels dimensions and identifies, for the class of expressions under discussion (at
least), two distinct dimensions:
1. an ‘at-issue’ dimension, which represents the aspect of meaning that is under discussion and
is sensitive to logical operators such as negation; in the examples above the content of the
main clauses (that is excluding the content of the expressive and the nominal appositive)
contributes to the at-issue dimension and is the target of the negative replies by B,
2. a ‘side-issue’ dimension, also known as the ‘Conventional Implicature dimension’,
represents an aspect of meaning that contributes information that is speaker-oriented, often
peripheral, and not under discussion or up for grabs; the expressives content in (1) conveys
clearly speaker-oriented information (A’s feelings towards the neighbourhood dogs) to which
the interlocutor has limited access and therefore cannot easily discuss; in the case of the
appositive in (2) the birth place of the musician is introduced as a kind of off-topic comment,
not as part of the central discussion about his appearance in a movie.
However not all dimensions are born equal. In fact, a crucial aspect of Potts’s analysis is
that the interactions between the at-issue and the CI dimensions are restricted in terms of flow of
information. According to the theory set up by Potts, semantic content can flow from the at-issue
dimension to the CI dimension but not vice versa. In other words, the interpretation of expressions
contributing to the CI dimension can reuse semantic material introduced in the at-issue dimension
but there are no lexical items that recycle material belonging to the CI dimension and introduce it
in the at-issue one.
This last claim has been recently called into question by AnderBois et al. (2010) in light of
examples like the following:
(3)

John1 , who by the way almost destroyed his1 car yesterday, has bought a motorcycle, too.

What we observe is a complex network of interactions between the two dimensions. The entity
introduced by John and the associated discourse referent are respectively used as the anchor point
for the relative pronoun heading the relative clause and as the antecedent for the anaphoric pronoun
his as indicated by the indexes. This type of interaction is expected in Potts’s theory. However,
we also have unexpected information flow from the side-issue content to the at-issue content, since
the presupposition triggered by too is satisfied by the information contributed in the side-issue
appositive, that John has another vehicle. This seems to contradict the restriction that Potts imposes
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on the direction of the flow of information, if we assume a loose, but reasonable, interpretation of
what ‘flow of information’ is and take it to include the satisfaction of a presupposition.
In this paper we argue for a treatment of conventional implicature in terms of multiple
dimensions, in agreement with Potts (2005, 2007) and contra AnderBois et al. (2010). To explain
the data discussed by AnderBois et al. (2010) we will propose a two stages analysis: during the
compositional process the two dimensions are kept separate and obey Potts’s restrictions regarding
the flow of information, while in the post-compositional phase (i.e. when anaphoric relations
are established and discourse consistency checks are performed) the interactions between the
dimensions are free.
The main challenge is to create a compositional model of this procedure and the main
contribution of this paper is the introduction of such a model. We propose to use a mathematical
construction known as monads already used in the formal semantics of programming languages,
and introduced to linguistics by Shan (2001), to model an impressively wide array of natural
language semantics phenomena. Here we show how monads can be used to analyse conventional
implicature as a purely compositional process. At the same time we show how monads can be used
to create meaning terms that include the information necessary to predict the correct restrictions on
the results of the second stage of our analysis, the one involving anaphora resolution and discourse
consistency checks. We will see that monads offer all the necessary machinery:
• they allow us to group together multiple semantic objects while retaining the same
compositional structure (in the sense of the same proof theoretical object),
• they allow us to enforce a specific order of evaluation, necessary to identify acceptable uses
of co-reference (meant here in a broad sense).
However we will also argue that the main advantage offered by monads is that of a principled
and generalized explanation. As already mentioned, Shan (2001) showed how monads can be
used to model a number of semantic phenomena ranging from focus, to question semantics and
scope, and more recently Giorgolo and Unger (2009) used them to model anaphora. We interpret
this flexibility as an indication that monads capture some deep structure of natural language
semantics, which occurs over and over again. We will argue that the mathematical components
of the definition of a monad (the functor and the two natural transformations) are the heart of this
notion of occurrence.
We will couch our monad analysis within Glue Semantics (Dalrymple et al., 1993, Dalrymple,
1999, 2001, Asudeh, 2012). This approach to treating conventional implicature in a compositional
fashion has antecedents. Potts (2005) proposes an alternative version of his theory in terms of
Glue Semantics. This implementation has been refined and fully incorporated in the LexicalFunctional Grammar (LFG) framework by Arnold and Sadler (2010, 2011). These latter proposals
are strongly tied to the LFG framework and depend on a number of LFG-specific assumptions. A
more general proposal is the one of Barker et al. (2010). Their model has many points of contact
with the one presented here and shares very similar goals. Barker et al. use a continuation-based
approach to model the restricted interaction between dimensions. While continuations are provably
equivalent to the general monadic framework we use for our model, we will argue that our approach
is preferable in that it zeroes in on the essential properties of conventional implicature and predicts
the full range of interactions without having to depend on the full power of monads.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we review the arguments in favor and against
a multidimensional semantics for conventional implicature and show why a multidimensional
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semantics is indeed necessary. In section 3 we review two previous proposals to model the
interaction between dimensions in a compositional fashion. Section 4 introduces the technical
machinery behind our analysis, which is exemplified in section 5 with a fully worked out semantic
derivation. We conclude in section 6 with some closing remarks.

2 Interdimensional Meaning Interaction
We have already discussed that AnderBois et al. (2010) reject the Potts’s multidimensional analysis
on the basis of a number of circumstances, initially discussed by Potts (2005:52ff.), in which
at-issue content seems to require access to side-issue content. We repeat here some of the cases
they analyze:
1. Presupposition
(4)

Mary, a good drummer, is a good singer too.

This example is comparable to the one previously discussed. Here the presupposition that
Mary has some additional musical talent besides being a good singer is supported by the
information conveyed by the nominal appositive a good drummer
2. Anaphora
(5)

Jake1 , who almost killed a woman2 with his1 car, visited her2 in the hospital.

In (5) the pronoun her founds its antecedent in the non-restrictive relative clause, in a way
leaking information from the CI dimension to the at-issue dimension.
3. VP ellipsis
(6)

Lucy, who doesn’t help her sister, told Jane to.

Similarly here the elided VP is first introduced in the relative clause, i.e. in the CI dimension.
4. Nominal ellipsis/anaphora
(7)

Melinda, who won three games of tennis, lost because Betty won six.

Also here the nominal ellipsis (or the pronominal use of six) seems to break the Pottsian rule
of information flowing only from the at-issue to the CI dimension.
According to AnderBois et al. (2010) this kind of data makes the analysis of Potts untenable.
The reasoning is that given that the multidimensional treatment of conventional implicatures is
founded on the intuition that the dimensions are fundamentally independent (or at least the at-issue
dimension is independent of the side-issue one) there is no way to reconcile it with the type of data
just discussed. Their conclusion is therefore that there is only one dimension of meaning and that
conventional implicatures live happily together with at-issue meaning in this dimension.
Clearly a purely one-dimensional approach is faced with major challenges when trying to
explain the other kind of data, exemplified in the introduction by the two mini-dialogues (1) and (2).
In a unidimensional approach there is in fact nothing preventing side-issue content from interacting
with logical operators such as negation. The solution that AnderBois et al. propose is that, instead
of two dimension of meaning, there are two modes of discourse update, one for at-issue material
and one for side-issue material. At-issue material is proposed and open for correction, questioning,
etc. Side-issue material is instead imposed and the update eliminates possible interpretations that
are inconsistent with the side-issue meaning. In this way, the data in (4–7) is explained on the basis
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of a full interaction between dimensions, and at the same time the fact that in (1) and (2) the replies
of B do not target the side-issue comments is accounted for on the ground of its imposed status.
Our understanding is that this analysis is however not capable of accounting for a number
of other circumstances. The first problem we encounter when trying to apply AnderBois et al.
is when conventional implicatures interact with logical operators that are not at the discourse
level. AnderBois et al. (2010) do not explain how discourse updates are generated from syntactic
structures but given their assumption of unidimensionality we assume that a single logical form is
derived. In light of this hypothesis consider the following example:
(8)

Luke Skywalker is so gullible that he believes that Jabba the Hutt, a notorious scammer, is a
trustworthy business partner.

Here clearly the information that Jabba is a scammer is not part of Skywalker’s beliefs, therefore
projecting somehow outside of the scope of believes. To obtain such an effect with a single logical
form we would have to postulate an ad hoc rule that moves the content of the appositive outside
of any logical operator above it in the derivation. Similar rules would be needed for all other
expressions conveying conventional implicatures leading to an undesirable proliferation of scopeescaping devices. Alternatively the appositive could be somehow marked in the logical form as
requiring special treatment during discourse update, but then it would be difficult to see how such
an approach would be relevantly different from Potts’s analysis.
A unidimensional approach also seems incapable of correctly predicting the patterns of
interaction between the at-issue and side-issue meaning. The interactions are in fact not completely
free, but instead seem to respect limitations that we observe at the discourse level. This is also true
for the cases in which information flows from the at-issue to the side-issue dimensions/modes.
Consider the following examples:
(9)

All Cairo taxi drivers1 , who by the way painted their1 taxis red in protest, are on strike.

(10) *Every Cairo taxi driver1 , who by the way would threaten me with his1 gun, is on strike.
If we assume a single logical form such that both relative clauses are in the scope of the respective
quantifiers, then it is not quite clear why the possessive pronoun their in (9) can be bound by the
quantifier all, while the same is not true in (10). What we observe here seems to be more in line
with an analysis in which the two pronouns are considered anaphoric (i.e. as part of two distinct
sentences), so that their acceptability is dependent on their ability to establish an anaphoric relation
with their antecedents. In the case of (9) their manages to find its antecedent (the totality of Cairo
taxi drivers) thanks to the well known ability of plurals to establish discourse referents (Nouwen,
2003). In (10) instead the pronoun his cannot be anaphorically related to referent introduced by
the universal quantifier as it is local to its scope.
We propose a different solution based on the observation that the interaction between at-issue
and side-issue content is limited to a certain class of discourse related phenomena and follows
the same patterns we observe when dealing with proper discourse fragments. We start from the
intuition that at the level of logical form generation we have two distinct semantic dimensions. The
interaction between these two dimensions follow Potts’s principle of limited interaction: at-issue
meaning resources can be re-used in the CI dimension but side-issue content never leaks into the
at-issue dimension. Once the logical form is complete (and possibly contains things like free
variables and presuppositions to be satisfied) the boundaries between dimensions are lifted and the
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resolution of discourse-related uncertainties can take place, under the condition that we have two
propositions that function at all effects as two distinct discourse segments.
This analysis correctly accounts for the data. The non-interaction between conventional
implicatures and logical operators is explained, following Potts, in terms of multidimensionality.
For instance if we apply our analysis to example (8) we obtain two distinct propositions, one
expressing the fact that Skywalker is so gullible that he believes that Jabba is a good business
partner and the other expressing the fact that Jabba is a notorious scammer. The limited interactions
we observe in examples (4–7) are instead explained as a discourse-level phenomena. This also
allows us to predict the acceptability of (9) and the non-acceptability of (10).
The next step is to explain how we can build in a compositional fashion the two meaning
components while keeping the flow of information under control. Before describing our approach
we will review two previous proposals in further detail.

3 Conventional Implicature and Compositionality
The analysis by Barker et al. (2010) builds on the idea of continuation-based semantics, a
promising approach explored by the authors in a number of settings. The use of continuations
allows them to model with a single device the full stack of operations needed to account for the data
under discussion. The analysis is quite complex and we report here only the main characteristics
of it.
The general idea is that the interpretation of a sentence is a function not only of its component
parts but also of the speaker uttering it (for instance necessary to obtain the correct attribution
of judgements in case of expressives) and the current common ground, i.e. the collection of
propositions introduced in the discourse up to the expression under consideration. The output
of the interpretation of a sentence is a pair of propositions that correspond to the at-issue and
side-issue contributions to the common ground. Therefore the return type of their semantic objects
is a function from a speaker to a function from an input common ground to a pair of propositions.
The lexical meanings are lifted to a continuation-passing form, where each semantic object is
wrapped into a function that takes its context as an argument and applies the original meaning to
it as its argument. The meaning of at-issue expressions is however in a way different from that
of expressions conveying conventional implicatures. In fact, in the first case the return type of the
context is opaque to the lexical entry; that is, the lexical entry does not contain the information that
it is a function from a speaker to a function from a common ground to a pair of propositions. The
return type is instead part of the lexical item that contributes to the CI dimension. In this way, these
lexical item can operate on it and, for example, contribute to the proposition corresponding to the
CI dimension. Therefore in Barker et al. (2010)’s approach the flow of information is completely
controlled at the level of types.
However, the system loses part of its impressive elegance due to two minor drawbacks:
1. Barker et al., following Potts (2005), try to restrict the space of possible lexical items
operating on the side-issue dimension. Their main concern is to prevent the existence of
lexical items that modify the side-issue component accumulated so far, as in the following
example:
(11) John negex read the damn book.
Side-issue: John feels good about the book.
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In order to prevent the existence of items like negex, they require lexical items to satisfy
a theorem stating the order independence of the computation of side-issues with respect to
the update function. In order to correctly prevent the problematic modifiers, they need to
stipulate a restriction on the possible context update functions. Without this stipulation, the
continuation-based semantics does not provide enough structure to exclude the existence of
the impossible modifiers.
2. The system, as it stands, does not support simultaneous treatment of quantification and
multidimensional meaning. The treatment of quantification requires the result type of the
continuation to be the type of truth values, whereas the treatment of multidimensionality
requires the result type to be a function from a speaker to an input context to a pair of types
for truth values.
This second drawback is related to the fact that the operations necessary to account for the
various semantic phenomena in the continuation-passing approach are all dependent on the single
context passed as an extra argument to each meaning. The monadic approach does not encounter
this problem. In fact, although the two approaches are equivalent (Wadler, 1992), each single
monad is capable of simulating only a single linguistic side-effect. Therefore, by showing that
a semantic phenomenon can be modelled as a monad, we manage, at the same time, to be more
precise about the specific operations that are required and to isolate these operations from those
necessary to model concurrent phenomena. The price we pay for this clear distinction between
phenomena is a more complex way of combining them. We will see below that to actually combine
monads we have to leave the nice mathematical framework they offer and move to a different
construct known in computer science as a monad transformer.1
In our opinion, the advantage of a monadic approach over a continuation-based one is not only
a matter of mental hygiene. We believe the monadic approach better captures the idea that what
we observe in natural language is the reuse of the same fundamental patterns over and over again,
applied to different settings but based on the same underlying principles.
Another approach to modeling the composition of at-issue and side-issue meaning is the one
of Arnold and Sadler (2010, 2011). Arnold and Sadler’s analysis is cast in the framework of
LFG and follows a suggestion by Potts (2005:85ff.) in capturing multidimensionality directly in
the logic for composition. In the context of the glue logic of LFG’s Glue Semantics, where the
glue logic is a non-commutative fragment of linear logic, this means that, not dissimilarly to what
Barker et al. (2010) do, the glue logic terms on the right side of glue meaning constructors are used
to distinguish lexical resources that contribute different types of semantic content. For readers not
familiar with Glue Semantics, this means that the job controlling the flow of information is deferred
to the types and the logic determining their composition. In contrast we will see that the monadic
approach leaves the type signature of our lexical items (superficially) unchanged and moves the
responsibility of keeping track of the information flow to the meaning terms. The proposal by
Arnold and Sadler also presents a number of downsides mainly related to the limited expressive
power of the logical terms of Glue Semantics. In particular the problems are all related to the fact
that to implement the coupling of at-issue and CI material we have to resort to a tensor product
connective that presents a number of problems:
1A

more promising approach that we are exploring is to use simpler objects, known as applicative functors, that
can be composed freely.
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1. In principle, it might be necessary to propose more than two dimensions. In such a case,
the commutative tensor conjunction in linear logic does not provide enough structure to
properly distinguish between dimensions or to refer to information in a particular dimension
subsequently.
2. The lack of structure in the tensor conjunction makes it difficult to control at-issue/side-issue
interactions of the kind discussed above.
3. Tensors in proof goals make it more difficult to state the correct condition on proof
termination and therefore potentially lose some of the linguistic leverage provided by linear
logic’s resource sensitivity (Asudeh, 2004, 2012).

4 Monads for Conventional Implicature
In this section we introduce the technical machinery implementing our analysis. The main
ingredients of our implementation are the notion of paired semantic values as introduced by Potts
(2005) and the monadic interface proposed by Shan (2001).
According to Potts, expressions conveying conventional implicatures denote two semantic
objects: an at-issue value (which is often empty and corresponds to the identity function) and
a side-issue component which is always a proposition. This assumption will also form the core of
our approach. The difference is that in our approach all expressions are interpreted as denoting a
pair of values. The first component of the pair denotes the at-issue contribution of the expression,
while the second component is not a proposition but rather a collection of propositions, containing
all the side-issue information conveyed by the sub-parts of which the expression is composed.
Expressions without conventional implicature-bearing items denote an empty collection of CI
propositions. The monadic framework allows us to reuse the standard compositional machinery to
compose these more complex meanings, while controlling the flow of information as desired.
Monads originated in category theory, a very general mathematical theory about structures and
mappings between them, intended in the broadest sense. They have found a successful application
in computer science in the field of programming language semantics and as a way to structure
functional programs. To get a good understanding of how we propose to use monads to deal with
conventional implicatures, we will use intuition stemming from the use of monads both in category
theory and computer science. We expect no previous knowledge of category theory, and, although
we will use some categorical notions, we will keep the discussion at an intuitive level.
Monads come in different forms, and different mathematical constructions can be understood
as following the monadic pattern. However, they can all be defined in terms of three objects:
a functor and two natural transformations. The idea behind a functor is that of a mapping
between two structures (intended as a collection of objects and structuring connections between
them) that reflects the pattern of connections of the source structure in the target structure. A
natural transformation is a more complex concept, but intuitively it can be understood as a way to
transform objects that are both images of the same starting object under two different functors
(having the same target structure) in such a way that the properties of the first structure are
conserved in both mappings to the target structure. In the case of a monad the first functor is the
identity one, intuitively a functor that does nothing, so for our purposes a natural transformation
can be understood as an additional condition of similarity between the original structure and the
target one identified by the functor.
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Another way to understand what a monad does is to think of it as a way to reproduce the
structure of a space of values and functions in a richer setting that carries more information, in the
sense that we can specify more things about the values and functions. The idea is that we can move
from the information-poor space to the information-rich space by mapping a value or function in
the poor space to an information-enriched counterpart (in a sense this is what the monad’s functor
does). We do so by associating the value or function with some sort of default information. In
this way, we get an object of the right information-rich type, without committing to any particular
enriched information (respecting the conditions imposed by the natural transformations).
More concretely, we use monads to create a structured mapping between the space of standard
isolated semantic values (i.e. things of type e, t, e ! t, etc.) to the richer space of paired values,
where the first component is any value and the second one is some type of collection (represented
as a monoid) of propositions.2 In this case the role of the default information is played by the
empty collection corresponding to the case when no conventional implicature is expressed.
Another useful way of looking at monads is in terms of their ability to structure computations.
A monad is considered a generic computation that yields a value and that can perform some other
operations in the background, the side effects of a computation. Shan’s (2001) intuition is that
we can model many (apparently) non-compositional phenomena as side effects of computing the
main value of an expression. Similarly we can consider conventional implicatures as side effects.
Specifically, expressions contributing to the CI dimension can be seen as computations that, besides
yielding a (possibly empty) value usable in the at-issue dimension, log some additional information
to a special place, the CI dimension. The operation of logging information is well known in
computer science and it is normally modelled in terms of a monad known as the Writer monad.
We will use in the rest of the presentation this metaphor of a writing device to make clear how we
intend to use monads to model conventional implicature.
The monad we will use can be defined in terms of a triple hM, η, ?i. M, the functor, brings
us from the unary values to the paired ones. It is at the same time a label for these rich values
and it can in principle be unwrapped as a product type made of an arbitrary type and the type of
collections of propositions. η (‘unit’) is the natural transformation that tells us how the single
2 For readers with some background in category theory, the endofunctor of our monad goes from the cartesian
closed category of standard Montagovian types enriched with the propositional monoids to the subcategory whose
objects are products of any value and a monoid, and the arrows are only the arrows that qualify as isotone with respect
to the second component of the pair, where an arrow f is isotone in this sense if it satisfies the following condition:

f (x) = y such that π 2 (x)  π 2 (y)

(12)

π 2 is the projection extracting the second component of the pair, while  is one of the pre-orders that we can associate
with a monoid.
Every monoid gives rise to two pre-orders  pre and  post defined as follows:
1. x  pre y iff 9z.z · x = y
2. x  post y iff 9z.x · z = y
Proposition 1.  pre and  post are pre-orders
Proof. The existence of the identity element e guarantees reflexivity, as for all x, y e · x = x, x · e = x. For transitivity
we consider two cases: (1) assume that x  pre y and y  pre z, i.e. k · x = y and h · y = z, then we have h · (k · x) = z and
by associativity of · we have also that (h · k) · x = z, i.e. x  pre z; (2) assume that x  post y and y  post z, i.e. x · k = y
and y · h = z, then we have (x · k) · h = z and by associativity of · we have also that x · (k · h) = z, i.e. x  post z.
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values are to be mapped in a consistent way into paired values. This is the operation we will use
to lift the standard meaning into the richer setting of paired values. To do so we simply couple
the original meaning with the empty collection of propositions. To simplify things, we will fix
the type of the second component of the pair to be the type of sets of propositions. ? (‘bind’) has
a more computational interpretation. We can think of it as the mechanism for extracting values
from computations and creating new computations using these values. ? also allows ordering for
side-effects of computations. ? offers a way to compose computations in an ordered fashion. In
the case of our Writer monad, ? is implemented as a binary function that takes 1) an input pair
of a variable and a collection of propositions and 2) a function f that produces a computation.
? produces a new computation whose value is the value of the computation produced by f and
a new collection of propositions that is the union of the input collection of propositions with the
collection of propositions produced by f . Formally:
hx, Pi ? f = hπ 1 ( f x), P [ π 2 ( f x)i

(13)

It is this function that has the role of threading the collection of propositions through the derivation.
Lexical items have no control over the threading of information in the CI dimension; they cannot
block it or operate on it beside writing new information. Once the compositional process ends, the
information collected in the at-issue and the CI dimension are fully exposed and become available
for further processing.
To effectively compose monadic meanings we have to show we can associate them with terms
of semantic derivation. We will work in the setting of Glue Logic, but the definitions we present
here can be trivially adapted to any other type-logical framework. In the Glue setting, we want
to keep as much as we can of the standard glue logic, but use the mapping facility of monads
to obtain the additional side-issue dimension. This means that we will restrict ourselves to an
implicational fragment of linear logic. However we need to distinguish between two different
modes of composition. On the one hand, we have standard at-issue-only lexical items that are
oblivious to the enriched setting in which they operate. From the perspective of these items only
the first component of our enriched meanings count. On the other hand, we have expressions
like appositives that instead make full use of the two dimensions by writing information in the
second one, reusing values extracted from the at-issue component of the surrounding linguistic
items. To reflect the two modes of composition, we introduce an additional implication in
the logic corresponding to the more complex form of composition associated with conventional
implicatures.
We present the logic of composition in terms of natural deduction elimination and introduction
rules. For the standard linear implication, (, the rule for elimination are the usual ones and are
shown in (14).
[η(x) : A]i
..
.
x:A
f :A(B
t :B
( Ii
(E
A( f )(x) : B
η(x) / t : A ( B
(14)
The proof terms corresponding to the two rules require some explanation. In the case of the
elimination rule we use the following special form of function application introduced by Shan
(2001):
A( f )(x) = def f ? λ g.x ? λ y.η (g y) : M (α ! β ) ! M α ! M β
(15)
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This operation takes as its arguments a monad that yields a function of type α ! β as its return
value and a monad that returns a type α. It then runs in sequence the first computation binding
the result to the variable g and the second one binding its return value to y, returning the result of
applying g to y (in the usual sense) wrapped in a new computation that adds nothing new. In the
background, ? takes care of threading the (possible) conventional implicatures associated with f
and x or their sub-expressions.
In the case of the introduction rule, a hypothetical resource corresponds to an innocuous
computation that yields a hypothetical value, which is later retracted. The meaning of the term
η(x) / t is given by the following equation:
η(x) / m = def m ? λ b.η (λ x.b) : M α ! M β ! M (α ! β )

(16)

where x must be a fresh variable not appearing anywhere else in the proof.3
The second type of implication (⇤ has very similar elimination and introduction rules:

x:A
f : A (⇤ B
(⇤ E
A⇤ ( f )(x) : B

[x : A]i
..
.
t :B
(⇤ I i
x / ⇤t : A (⇤ B

(17)

In this case the proof terms corresponding to the application of these two rules have a much simpler
interpretation. A⇤ corresponds to standard function application, but it is restricted to paired objects:
A⇤ ( f )(x) = def f x : (M α ! M β ) ! M α ! M β

(18)

x / ⇤ m is equivalent to standard abstraction:
x / ⇤ m = def λ x.m : M α ! M β ! (M α ! M β )

(19)

In the next section, we put this machinery into action.

5 Analysis
We work through the following very simple example:
(20) John, who likes cats, likes dogs also.
Here we have a non-restrictive relative clause whose content is necessary to satisfy the
presupposition introduced by also. We can construct a semantic representation that keeps the
at-issue and CI-dimensions separated and at the same time accumulates the condition imposed
by the presupposition trigger in a third independent location. To do so we combine two Writer
monads, which requires a monad transformer. We skip over the details of these here; the reader
can find a short introduction in the appendix and a fuller discussion of transformers in Shan (2001).

Lexicon
We assume fairly standard lexical entries. All the entries for lexical items not introducing
conventional implicatures or presupposition are simply lifted version (through the use of η) of
3 Here

we are perhaps overly cautious, but in this way we never risk binding a free variable.
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comma
also
John
who
likes
cats
likes
dogs

λ jλ l. j ? λ x.l ? λ f .write( f x) ? λ _ .η(x) : j (⇤ ( j ( l) (⇤ j
λ v.λ o.λ s.s ? λ x.v ? λ f .o ? λ y.check(9z. f z x ^ z 6= y) ? λ _ .η( f y x) :
(d ( j ( l) (⇤ d (⇤ j (⇤ l
η( j) : j
η(λ P.P) : ( j ( l) ( ( j ( l)
η(λ yλ x.like(x, y)) : c ( j ( l
η(ιx.cat ⇤ (x)) : c
η(λ yλ x.like(x, y)) : d ( j ( l
η(ιx.dog⇤ (x)) : d
Table 1: Lexicon for John, who likes cats, likes dogs also.

what we would expect in a traditional lexicon. The prosodic element introducing the non restrictive
relative clause (here represented as comma, following Potts 2005, 2007) and the presupposition
trigger instead have more complex entries. The lexicon is specified in Table 1. The lexical entries
of comma and also are dependent on the surface order of their respective arguments. Information
about linear order can be fed to the semantic derivation as in Asudeh (2009).
Both
and
are monadic functions recording a proposition to two different logging
to add propositions to the CI dimension.
is used to record
storages. We use
the presuppositional condition that must be checked in the post-compositional phase.4 The two
functions have type t ! M ?, where ? is a type with the single inhabitant ?, and they are both
defined as follows:
λt.h?, {t}i
(21)

Proof
The proof for example (20) is shown in Figure 1. We split the proof into two sub-proofs for
presentational purposes; the sub-proofs are connected at the point marked 1 . The result is a
pair whose first member is in turn another pair. The second component of the outer pair is the
collection of conditions on the common ground required by the presuppositional items. The first
component of the inner pair represents the at-issue meaning, namely that John likes dogs, while the
second member represents the collection of side-issue contributions so far, namely that John likes
cats. The presuppositional condition imposed by also is satisfied by the side-issue contribution
like( j, ιx.cat ⇤ (x)). Most importantly, the information necessary to compute the satisfaction of
the presupposition becomes accessible only at the end of the compositional process, since the log
produced by
cannot be examined before the monadic computation terminates.

4 To

must be lifted to the monad transformer corresponding to the side-issue logging system.
be precise,
should be read as
where
is the function that lifts a monadic computation to a
Therefore
can be implemented as follows:
monadic transformer level (see the appendix). For the case discussed here
lift(m) = m ? λ x.η(hx, { }i)
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JwhoK
( j ( l) ( ( j ( l)
j(l

1 j
JalsoK
(d ( j ( l) (⇤ d (⇤ j (⇤ l
d (⇤ j (⇤ l

JlikesK
d( j(l
j (⇤ l

(⇤ E

JlikesK
c( j(l
j(l

JcatsK
c
(E
(E

(⇤ E

JdogsK
d
(⇤ E

1

(⇤ E
l
hhlike( j, ιx.dog⇤ (x)), {like( j, ιx.cat ⇤ (x))}i, {9z.like( j, z) ^ z 6= ιx.dog⇤ (x)}i : l
Figure 1: Proof for John, who likes cats, likes dogs also.

6 Conclusion
We have presented a fully compositional analysis of conventional implicatures. We started by
discussing the necessity of keeping the at-issue and side-issue components of meaning separated
during the compositional process. Our analysis is based on the idea that the correct model of
conventional implicature requires two stages: a compositional one, during which interactions are
limited, and a post-compositional one, in which the interactions are freer and are governed by
the same principles regulating the relations between distinct discourse segments; this latter level
models the freer interactions discussed by AnderBois et al. (2010). In contrast, having the two
components in the same dimension does in fact not solve the problem of limited interaction we
observe when composing meaning.
We presented a fully implemented model of our analysis. The analysis makes use of monads
as a way to structure, in a uniform compositional way, different putatively non-compositional
semantic phenomena. Our approach offers a number of advantages over similar ones, especially in
terms of economy of theoretical assumptions and in generality of the type system.
More interestingly, we think that the monadic approach, and similar categorical constructions,
allow us to have a clearer understanding of the theoretical objects we deal with in formal semantics,
and begins to give us a way to see how these same structures and procedures are put to use
cognitively in different contexts, given the normal understanding of cognition as computation.
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A Monad Transformers
In general it is not possible to combine two monads (M 1 , η 1 , ?1 ) and (M 2 , η 2 , ?2 ) to get a third monad
(M 1 ◦ M 2 , η 1 ◦ η 2 , ?1 ◦ ?2 ).
The solution is to “lift” the monadic mappings to operate directly on informationally rich meaning
spaces.
From each monad we (mechanically) generate a monad transformer. The monad transformer
encapsulates the same type of computation performed by the original monad (writing/reading from a global
state, generating a value in a non deterministic way, etc.). However, rather than mapping from the value
space (the informationally poor meaning space) to the monadic space, we create a mapping from another
monadic (rich) space to the one representing the computation we are interested in. Effectively, each monad
transformer can be seen as a collection of monads distinguished by the monadic space from which they map.
Monad transformers are monads; thus their definition is given in terms of the standard operations η
and ?. However, we also need an additional operation, usually called
and with type M x ! MT M x,
where M is the monad indexing the specific instance of the monad transformer MT . The function
maps a specific instance of a monadic rich value to an even richer one in the space defined by the monad
transformer.

RUSSIAN I MPERFECTIVE I MPERATIVES⇤
T IMOTHY W. G RINSELL
University of Chicago

1 Introduction
Recent research has provided some evidence that the ‘flavor’ of a speech act conveyed by an
imperative–whether a command, a request, or an invitation–is partially determined by semantic,
rather than pragmatic, factors. This research has generally located the semantic factors contributing
to speech act type in the modal underspecification of the imperative. This paper argues that Russian
imperatives provide an alternative locus of semantic contributions to speech act type: a degree
variable associated with grammatical aspect.
Russian verbs carry an obligatory aspect, perfective or imperfective. This obligatory aspect
marking carries over to Russian imperatives. Normally, Russian imperatives are in the perfective
aspect, following the cross-linguistic trend (Kaufmann, 2012). However, Russian imperatives used
to offer invitations, advice, and permission are often in the imperfective aspect.
This paper provides evidence that the speech act conveyed by a Russian imperative depends,
at least in part, on the degree semantics associated with aspect. First, I present the data on aspect
usage in Russian imperatives, including the relevant semantic background on both Russian aspect
and imperatives. Second, I survey prior theories of imperative invitations and permissions, showing
how they make incorrect predictions about Russian. Finally, I present an account of the Russian
imperfective imperative that combines insights from previous imperatives research with insights
from research on the semantics of aspect. The resulting theory demonstrates that aspectual degree
semantics contribute to the flavor of the speech act in Russian.

2 Russian imperfective imperatives
This section provides a brief background on Russian aspect, imperative usage, and their interaction.
⇤I

would like to thank Anna Chernilovskaya, Maria Aloni, and Rick Nouwen for their helpful advice. I would
also like to thank the audience members at SuB 2011 for their feedback. Thanks as well to Bella Stravets, Jacob
Maydanchik, and Anna Chernilovskaya for assistance with the Russian data. All errors are in defiance of their ADVICE.
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2.1 A brief outline of Russian aspect
Traditional grammars claim that Russian verbs come in imperfective/perfective pairs, like
pisat’impf /napisat’pf ‘to write.’ See, for example, Timberlake (2004). However, this pairing is not
always morphologically transparent. Prefixation, suffixation, and suppletion all play into aspectual
pairings, and some verbs are not paired at all, like rykhnut’pf ‘to collapse’ and borot’syaimpf ‘to
struggle’ (Forsyth, 1970).
In the majority of cases, though, the aspectual pairing corresponds to a semantic distinction:
perfective verbs denote an event that has ‘completed’ in some sense, and imperfective verbs denote
an event that is ‘in progress.’ See Timberlake (2004), Forsyth (1970). The intuitive distinction is
captured in (1) and (2).
(1)

Ivan napisal domašnee zadanije.
Ivan wrotepf home
work
‘Ivan did his homework.’

(2)

Ivan pisal
domašnee zadanije.
Ivan wroteimpf home
work
(roughly) ‘Ivan was doing his homework.’

Importantly, both aspects may appear in the imperative (3).
(3)

a. Otkrojte okno!
openpf window
‘Open the window!’
b. Otkryvajte okno!
openimpf window
‘Open the window!’

The aspectual contribution to the difference in meaning between the imperatives in (3a) and (3b)
is the subject of this paper. I return to more Russian imperatives data in section 4.

2.2 Some general facts about imperatives
The theories of imperatives that I will later survey observe several cross-linguistic facts about
imperatives that also hold for Russian. Understanding these facts, especially so-called ‘functional
heterogeneity,’ is necessary to understanding the Russian data.
First, cross-linguistically, imperatives typically appear in a special mood (called ‘imperative
mood’), often with special morphology. Sadock and Zwicky (1985) classified the imperative
‘sentence type’ as one of three clause types with robust cross-linguistic realization. In English,
for example, only certain verbal morphology is compatible with the imperative clause type (4a).
The Russian imperative is subject to similar restrictions (4b).1
(4)

a. {Open/*Opens/*Opening/*Opened/*Will open} the window!
b. {Otkrojte/*Otkrojet/*Otkryl}
okno
{open.2 D . PL/open.3 D . SG/open. MASC . PAST. SG} window
‘Open the window!’

1 While

example (4b) demonstrates that Russian verbs have special imperative morphology, I will not represent this
morphology in the glosses for ease of exposition.
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Second, imperatives do not clearly have truth values (5). As Kaufmann notes, echoing many
others, “[I]mperatives simply don’t feel true or false–they may feel justified, or inappropriate, and
they may feel related to certain courses of events.” (Kaufmann, 2012:2). Imperatives mainly speak
to how the world should be, not how it is (Portner, 2007, Han, 2000).
(5)

a. A: Open the window! *B: That’s false!
b. A: Otkrojte okno! *B: Ne pravda!
not truth
openpf window
‘A: Open the window! *B: Not true!’

Third, imperatives are action-guiding with respect to future actions of the addressee. As
Portner notes straightforwardly, "[I]mperatives represent actions which the addressee should take"
(Portner, 2004). Part of this action-guiding quality is a presupposition that the action represented
by the imperative is not already complete (6). For example, Kaufmann defines an Epistemic
Uncertainty Constraint under which the speaker assumes, among other things, that the action
expressed by the imperative is still possible (Kaufmann, 2012).
(6)

* The window is already open. Open the window!

Fourth, imperatives require retraction in the face of an inconsistent imperative (Portner, 2007).
Uttered in the same context, the sequence of imperatives in (7) indicates that the speaker as changed
her mind.
(7)

Open the window!
Leave it shut!
! The first imperative has been revised by the second, so now you should leave the window
shut.

Finally–and most importantly for this paper–imperatives display ‘functional heterogeneity.’ This
is the ability of imperatives to be associated with a wide variety of speech acts (8). See Condoravdi
and Lauer (2010b) citing Schmerling (1982).2
(8)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

(Mother to child) Go to bed
Have a cookie
Go ahead
Take more vitamins
Please, don’t rain
Get well soon
Die
Don’t go to the party
...

ORDER
INVITATION
PERMISSION
ADVICE
ABSENT WISH
WELL WISH
THREAT
PROHIBITION

...

2.3 Functional heterogeneity in the Russian imperative
In the imperative form, Russian expresses most speech acts in the perfective aspect, following
the cross-linguistic trend (9) (Kaufmann, 2012). However, for some speech acts expressed by
2 Here

and below, I represent speech acts with small caps.
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the imperative, Russian speakers prefer the imperfective aspect. These speech acts include
INVITATION s and PERMISSION s (10) (Timberlake, 2004).
(9)

(10)

Otkrojte okno!
openpf window
‘Open the window!’

COMMAND

a. Vkhodite i sadites’,
požalujsta!
enterimpf and sit.downimpf , please
‘Please come in and sit down!’
INVITATION
b. ?? sjadte,
požalujsta!
sit.downpf , please
‘Please sit down!’
??INVITATION, more likely COMMAND
c. Otdykhajte v derevne!
in country
restimpf
‘Rest in the country!’
ADVICE
d. A: Možno otkryt’ okno? (‘may I open the window?’)
B: Konečno, otkryvajte!
of.course, openimpf
‘Of course, you may open it!’
PERMISSION 3

Notably, imperfective imperatives may also be used to command the addressee to perform a
repeated action (11) or to insist on an immediate action in the face of hesitation (16).
(11)

(12)

Po utram otkryvaj okno!
by morning openimpf window
‘Please open the window in the morning’

Repeated Action (Timberlake, 2004)

Berite, ne somnevajtes’!
takeimpf not hesitateimpf
‘Go ahead and take some, don’t hesitate!’

Hurried Action (Timberlake, 2004)

Russian speakers also prefer the imperfective in negated imperatives, or PROHIBITIONS (17).
(13)

Ne otkryvajte dver’!
NEG openimpf door
‘Don’t open the door!’

PROHIBITION

However, negated perfective imperatives are possible with a slightly marked meaning: these
imperatives warn against an undesirable result that the speaker considers imminent (18).
(14)

U vas est’ pistolet? Ne vzdumajte zastrelit’sya!
by you is pistol not think.aboutpf shoot.self
‘So you have a pistol? Don’t even think about shooting yourself!’

(Timberlake, 2004)

As demonstrated below, the association of different aspects with different speech acts also explains
the distribution of aspect in negative imperatives.
3 Adapted

from http://malenkiy.ru/forum/lofiversion/index.php?t1764.html.
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3 Three theories of the imperative
A DVICE , INVITATION, and especially PERMISSION readings–precisely those that Russian
expresses with imperfective imperatives–have presented a challenge to recent theories of the
imperative. This section surveys two of these theories, those of Kaufmann (2012) and Portner
(2007), to demonstrate the challenge that the Russian data presents. The Russian challenge
motivates the adoption of a theory of imperatives put forth by Condoravdi and Lauer (2010b).

3.1 Portner’s theory of imperatives
In a series of works, Paul Portner has developed a theory of imperatives in which imperatives
denote properties that are added to the addressee’s T O -D O L IST. See Portner (2004, 2007, 2009).
For Portner, this treatment falls out naturally from a theory of clause types and their dynamic
semantic analyses: for assertions, there is the Stalnakerian notion of the common ground; for
questions, there is the ‘Question Under Discussion Stack;’ and for imperatives, Portner creates the
To-Do List.
The To-Do List keeps track of an agent’s obligations in a context. Then, the ‘canonical
discourse function of an imperative clause’ is to add the property denoted by the imperative to
the To-Do List of the addressee, T (addressee):
(15) T + ~φ imp  = T [addressee/(T (addressee) [ {~φ imp })]
The operation in (19) is thus a dynamic update operation on the list of properties inhabiting the
addressee’s To-Do List.
While Portner distinguishes his ‘dynamic’ account from ‘modal’ accounts, Portner’s semantics
for imperatives still takes advantage of the intuitive connection between imperatives and modals.
In particular, the To-Do List imposes an ordering on worlds compatible with the Common
Ground, thus functioning like a Kratzerian ordering source to the Common Ground’s modal base.
This ordering determines the actions an agent is committed to take, such that an agent is not
‘cooperative’ or ‘rational’ unless he takes actions compatible with the ordering.
In addition, Portner’s semantics captures the variety of ordering sources available in modal
theories. Portner does this by dividing up the To-Do List into sections corresponding to the
different flavors of obligation–deontic, boletic, teleological–that traditionally characterize modal
subtypes (Kratzer, 1981). These different sections of the To-Do List are then responsible for
functional heterogeneity in imperatives: ORDERs add an obligation to the deontic section of the
To-Do List, INVITATIONs add to the boletic section, etc.
The problem for this treatment of INVITATIONs, however, is that Portner predicts that the
speaker informs the addressee of the addressee’s desires and directly alters them.4 In addition,
Portner treats PERMISSIONs as arising from ‘permission sentences’ that add an inconsistent
property to the To-Do List (Portner, 2009). While this approach may explain the ‘hurried action’
imperatives expressed by the imperfective imperative (as in (16), repeated from above), it does not
explain why imperfectivity would be associated with ‘permission sentences’ in the first place.
4 We

could revise this slightly and only discuss instances in which the addressee has accepted the speaker’s
imperative (silently or by saying something like ‘Ok’). But then an invitation is only an invitation when the addressee
has accepted it. This doesn’t seem right.
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Berite, ne somnevajtes’!
takeimpf not hesitateimpf
‘Go ahead and take some, don’t hesitate!’

Hurried Action (Timberlake, 2004)

3.2 Kaufmann’s theory of imperatives
In her book Interpreting Imperatives, revising an earlier work published under the name
Schwager, Kaufmann defends the idea that imperatives are modal assertions combined with certain
presuppositions. Expositing Kaufmann’s careful and detailed treatment would go beyond the scope
of this paper, and therefore I present a greatly simplified version of Kaufmann’s proposal below.
In Kaufmann’s account, imperatives are modals. Like other modals, they come with a modal
base (usually the common ground in imperatives) and an ordering source. The modal force of
the imperative is always universal.5 Unlike other modals, however, imperatives presuppose three
things. First, the speaker is an ‘Authority’ with respect to the modal base and the ordering source.
This means the speaker cannot be wrong about which worlds are optimal in the modal calculus.6
Second, the speaker takes the non-modalized proposition within the imperative–and its negation–
to be possible. Kaufmann dubs this presupposition ‘Epistemic Uncertainty.’ Third, imperatives
presuppose the ‘Ordering Source Restriction,’ which limits the types of ordering sources available
in imperatives.
While the details of the ‘Ordering Source Restriction’ are not relevant here, Kaufmann
notes that two ordering sources satisfying this restriction include ‘what the speaker orders’ (for
COMMAND s) and ‘what the addressee desires’ (for PERMISSION s and INVITATION s). Thus, an
imperative like Get up! receives the interpretation in (17).
(17)

~Get up! = 1 iff for all worlds w that are optimal with respect to a modal based defined by
the common ground and an ordering source defined as ‘what the speaker commands,’ the
addressee gets up in w

As with Portner’s treatment of PERMISSIONs and INVITATIONs, however, Kaufmann’s account
relies on an implausible view of the speaker’s power. The Authority presupposition, in conjunction
with the ordering source ‘what the addressee desires,’ produces the anomalous result that the
speaker cannot be wrong about what the addressee desires. Additionally, Kaufmann’s account
requires an additional presupposition for PERMISSIONs and INVITATIONs: that the addressee wants
to do the thing permitted. As noted by Condoravdi and Lauer (2010a), this presupposition is
probably too strong, at least with respect to invitations.

3.3 Condoravdi & Lauer’s theory of imperatives
Portner’s account and Kaufmann’s account run into similar problems in the analysis of
PERMISSION s and INVITATION s: both proposals allow the speaker to dictate to the addressee the
addressee’s own desires. Yet both proposals also tie–convincingly, in my view–the imperative’s
functional heterogeneity to a semantic feature, the modal ordering source. This subsection presents
a theory of imperatives that avoids the problems of Portner and Kaufmann’s accounts. However,
5 See

Grosz (2009) for an underspecificational account of modal force in imperatives.
Kaufmann, this presupposition explains why, even though imperatives have truth conditions, imperatives may
not be challenged as false.
6 For
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this account also avoids the insight regarding the semantic nature of functional heterogeneity. The
next section modifies this account to capture this insight.
In Condoravdi & Lauer’s account of performatives, advanced in several works, imperatives
express speaker preferences of a particular kind. First, the authors define a preference structure as
a ranking of preferences over an information state. Formally, this looks something like (18).
(18)

A preference structure relative to an information state W is a pair hPS, i where PS ✓ P(W )
and  is a weak partial order on PS

A individual may have more than one preference structure, corresponding to different types of
preferences. Thus, the information state W functions much like the modal base in Kaufmann’s
account, while the preference structure PS functions much like an ordering source.
In order to resolve the conflicts among many types of preferences an agent may have,
and thereby distinguish the preferences on which an agent should act, the authors introduce a
distinguished, consistent preference structure for an agent (Condoravdi and Lauer, 2010b). This
preference structure is called the ‘effective preference structure,’ and it consolidates the agent’s
many preference structures into a consistent whole, as defined in (19) over the set of an agent’s
preference structures P.7
(19)

The effective preference structure for agent A is hPA ,  PA i, where PA ✓

S

P

With the notion of effective preference structure in place, it is possible to define the semantics
of imperatives for a speaker S as in (20).
(20)

~IMP(φ )c = {w | φ is a maximal element of PS at w}

Thus, an imperative denotes those worlds where the speaker is committed to act as though φ is a
maximal element of her effective preference structure.8
Functional heterogeneity falls out from contextual factors like socio-cultural circumstances and
assumptions about speaker and addressee desires. An expression of speaker preference comes out
as an ORDER, for example, where the speaker has socially recognized authority over the addressee.
The same expression of preference is interpreted as a request when there is no socially recognized
authority over the addressee, as between colleagues.
While this account eschews a semantic approach to functional heterogeneity, PERMISSION
and INVITATION uses are still problematic. I NVITATIONs like (21), for example, require implicit
conditionalization of an if-you-like variety, at least where the addressee’s preference is not known
in advance. This follows because the speaker does not unconditionally desire that the addressee
have a cookie; rather the speaker desires that the addressee have a cookie if the addressee wants.
(21)

Have a cookie (if you like)

Russian imperfective imperatives provide an additional challenge to this account. By divorcing
functional heterogeneity from a semantic explanation, this account cannot explain the use of a
grammatical form like imperfective aspect to systematically express PERMISSION and INVITATION
7I

have omitted the operations intended to ensure consistency, but I assume a consistent effective preference
structure in what follows.
8 And in some contexts, the authors note, an imperative commits the speaker to act as if she prefers that the addressee
prefer φ .
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uses. And as the next section demonstrates, the use of marked grammatical forms to express these
uses is not unique to Russian.

4 Russian imperfective imperatives
In this section, I motivate a semantic solution to the problem of functional heterogeneity. Then, I
modify Condoravdi & Lauer’s account to accommodate a degree-based semantics of aspect. This
modification cashes out at least some imperative functional heterogeneity as a consequence of
aspect choice, accounting for the Russian data.

4.1 Motivating a semantic solution to functional heterogeneity
In languages like Russian, Badiotto,9 , and German certain grammatical forms appear frequently or
exclusively with certain types of imperatives.
(22)

(23)

(24)

Russian
a. sadites’,
požalujsta!
sit.downimpf , please
‘Please sit down’
b. sjadte,
požalujsta!
sit.downpf , please
‘Please sit down’

INVITATION

?? INVITATION, more likely COMMAND

Badiotto
a. Tète
ma n dè de vacanza
take-yourself ma a day of vacation
‘Take a day off for vacation’
b. * Puzenĕime ma ciamo i cialzà!
clean-me ma yet the shoes
‘Polish my shoes!’
c. Puzenĕime mo ciamo i cialzà!
clean-me ma yet the shoes
‘Polish my shoes!’
German
a. Iss #bloß/ #JA / ruhig den Spinat! Das stort
mich nicht.
eat #BLOß #JA RUHIG the spinach that disturbs me not
‘Eat [#bloß/ #JA / ruhig] the spinach! That doesn’t disturb me.’
b. Iss bloß/ JA / #ruhig den Spinat! Sonst wirst
du bestraft.
eat BLOß JA #RUHIG or.else will.be you punished
‘Eat [bloß/ JA / ruhig] the spinach! Or else you’ll be punished.’

(Portner, 2007:378)

ADVICE

COMMAND

(Grosz, 2009)

PERMISSION

COMMAND

In Badiotto, for instance, Portner suggests that ma-imperatives require an interpretation with
respect to the addressee’s bouletic or teleological ordering source, while mo-imperatives require
9A

central Rhaetoromance language.
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an interpretation with respect to the addressee’s deontic ordering source. In German, Grosz argues
that ruhrig is available in the imperative when the imperative’s modal operator bears existential
force–the type of force needed in PERMISSIONs. The Russian data, as explained in section 2.3,
suggest an association between imperfective aspect and PERMISSION interpretations. All three
languages thus correlate a grammatical form with a range of speech acts, pointing to a potential
semantic source for PERMISSION and INVITATION imperative interpretations.
Neither Portner’s nor Grosz’s semantic solution to the correlation of grammatical form with
speech act is viable for Russian. Portner’s suggestion for Badiotto translates to the following
suggestion for Russian: imperfective imperatives require an interpretation with respect to the
addressee’s bouletic or teleological ordering source, while perfective imperatives require an
interpretation with respect to the addressee’s deontic ordering source. However, this is unlikely to
be correct since Russian imperfectives may also express COMMANDs, which affect the addressee’s
deontic ordering source (25).
(25)

Ukhodite vy otsjuda
leaveimpf you from.here
‘Get out of here!’

COMMAND

For similar reasons, Grosz’s explanation for German does not account for Russian: imperfectives
may express COMMANDs as well as PERMISSIONs, and therefore imperative aspect does not
correlate with existential modal force. For Russian, a different semantic source of PERMISSION
and INVITATION interpretations is needed.

4.2 The semantics of aspect in imperatives
The semantics of the imperfective aspect itself generates PERMISSION and INVITATION
interpretations in the imperative. Moreover, the semantics of imperfective aspect still allow for
COMMAND interpretations of the imperfective imperative in some contexts.
I assume a semantics of degree for aspectual composition following Condoravdi (2009). This
analysis is in the spirit of Piñón (2008) and Kennedy and Levin (2008), and it assumes that
certain verbal predicates have argument positions for a contextual variable d corresponding to
the degree of completion of the event. The variable can range in value 0 < d  1, with a
‘complete’ event represented by d = 1 and an incomplete event represented by d < 1. Thus, the
degree-theoretic account of aspectual composition is suited to the representation of Russian aspect:
perfective predicates have ‘completed,’ and therefore the value of their degree argument is 1, while
imperfective predicates are ‘incomplete,’ and their degree argument takes a value below 1.
One of the insights of Condoravdi’s analysis is that the contextual degree variable d is
evaluated relative to a contextual standard d c . If the degree of completion exceeds the contextual
degree standard, the predicate is licensed. For Condoravdi’s analysis of the English progressive,
this degree-theoretic approach solves many problems, including the imperfective paradox. To
capitalize on these benefits, I have slightly modified Condoravdi’s analysis in accounting for the
Russian imperfective (26), which suffers many of the same problems.10
(26)

IMPF(e, P) = 1 in world w and context c with contextual standard d c iff

10 The

semantic equivalence of the English progressive and the Russian imperfective is not exceptionless. However,
Condoravdi’s analysis provides a plausible starting point that captures many of the core cases (Forsyth, 1970).
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a. for some d, P(e, w, d) and d c < d and
b. the event e would culminate at some reasonable world11

Combining this semantics of the imperfective with Condoravdi & Lauer’s preference structure
notion suggests that the expression of PERMISSION and INVITATION speech acts is a function of
the degree variable. To see how, assume the semantic representation of the imperative in (27) is
(28).
(27)

(28)

otkryvajte okno, požalujsta!
openimpf window, please
‘Open the window, please’
IMP (IMPF(e,

PERMISSION

w, open))

This is simply a combination of the degree-theoretic account of aspect with Condoravdi & Lauer’s
account of imperatives. In PERMISSION and INVITATION interpretations of the imperfective
imperative, the intuition–shared by Portner, Schwager, and Condoravdi & Lauer–is that the
addressee may engage in as much or as little of the event as he wants. This effect is captured
by setting the contextual standard d c to 0 (29).
(29)

=IMP(open(e, w, d)), where 0 < d
= {v | open(e, w, d) is a maximal element of PS at v}, where 0 < d

Then (29) expresses the speaker’s preference that the addressee open the window, to any degree
above 0. Given this expressed preference, the addressee pragmatically infers that the degree of
opening is up to him. This derives the implicit conditionalization (Open the window (if you like))
that Condoravdi & Lauer rely on for INVITATIONs and PERMISSIONs.
However, that’s not quite right: the implicit conditionalization approach allows the speaker
to express a preference that the action is performed to some degree or to no degree at all. The
approach in (29) suggests that the expressed preference requires the action to be performed to
some non-zero degree.
There are two fixes to this problem. First, one could change the requirement 0 < d to 0  d.
However, this means that the declarative use of the imperfective may denote an event that does
not happen at all, d = 0. This is clearly incorrect.12 The second fix involves biting the bullet
of requiring non-zero performance. Therefore, this approach needs to postulate some action for
addressee to perform that is compatible with the addressee not opening the window at all (for
example). The action necessary is a ‘mental action.’
I opt for the second fix because there are independent reasons to represent mental actions in the
semantics of certain verbs and because there is evidence from Russian that mental actions figure in
the semantics of imperfective imperatives. Grano (2010) and Sharvit (2003) include mental actions
in the semantics of English try. Their underlying assumption is that events are decomposable into
four stages–preparatory, inner stage, endpoint, and result. Preparatory stages correspond to mental
11 Condoravdi explains her notion of ‘reasonable world,’

but the (interesting) details are unimportant to this analysis.
In the remainder of this section, I will ignore this second requirement.
12 A slight alteration of this approach, requiring 0  d only in imperative environments, posits a difference semantics
for the imperfective in declarative and non-declarative environments. I avoid this approach because it is ad hoc.
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actions in volitional events. Intuitively, a preparatory stage is an act of consciously considering
whether to perform an action.
Including mental actions in the semantics of imperfectives also predicts the behavior of negated
imperatives. Negated imperfectives covey PROHIBITIONs (30, repeated from above).
(30)

Ne otkryvajte dver’!
NEG openimpf door
‘Don’t open the door!’

PROHIBITION

Negated perfective imperatives, however, convey WARNINGs against performing an action
unintentionally (31), what Forsyth (1970) calls ‘apprehensive warnings.’
(31)

Ne razbej butylku!
NEG breakpf bottle
‘Don’t break the bottle!’

WARNING

(Forsyth, 1970)

Thus, when the negated action involves the addressee’s volition, Russian speakers use the
imperfective imperative. When the negated action does not involve volition, Russian speakers
use the perfective imperative. This suggests that Russian imperatives are sensitive in their choice
of aspect to mental actions–acts of consciously considering whether to perform an event.
These two pieces of evidence indicate that ‘mental actions’ are among the things tracked
by the degree-of-completion variable d. This move derives the correct interpretation of negated
imperfective imperatives (32).
(32)

IMP (NEG(IMPF(e,

open)))
= IMP(NEG(open(e, w, d))), where 0 < d
= {v | ¬open(e, w, d) is a maximal element of PS at v}, where 0 < d

The imperative in (32) denotes those worlds where the speaker maximally prefers that the addressee
not open the door–not to any degree. Thus, (32) includes those worlds where the addressee does
not even consider opening the door. This is the correct result for PROHIBITIONs.
Finally, the use of preparatory stages also captures the intuition that achievability–whether the
directed action is achievable by the addressee–is important to the meaning of imperatives (Wilson
and Sperber, 1988). It does this because preparatory stages are not likely to exist for impossible
acts. That is, in most cases, the addressee will not consider performing an action that is impossible
for her to perform. Therefore, by including preparatory stages in the semantics of imperatives, this
account derives something like Kaufmann’s Uncertainty presupposition.

4.3 Deriving functional heterogeneity
None of the three accounts discussed above treat functional heterogeneity as a function of the
strength of an imperative. On those accounts, functional heterogeneity emerges from the choice
of ordering source (Portner and Kaufmann) or from the socio-cultural relationship between
addressee and speaker. However, as Portner notes, implicit in the concept of an ordering source is
gradability (Portner, 2009). This subsection advances an understanding of functional heterogeneity
in terms of an imperative’s strength, where strength is a gradable notion dependent on the
degree-of-completion variable d.
The difference between some functions of the imperative, like COMMANDs and REQUESTs, is
a matter of degree. Condoravdi & Lauer capture this insight by locating the source of functional
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heterogeneity in language-external socio-cultural factors like the degree of authority the speaker
has over the addressee. A REQUEST as uttered to a colleague might be a COMMAND as uttered to a
subordinate, though the same imperative is expressing the same speaker’s preference. Similarly, the
difference between imperative interpretations will not always lie in a difference between ordering
sources. For example, COMMAND and PERMISSION readings are both associated with deontic
ordering sources, at least as analyzed by Portner and Kaufmann. And in many cases, the speech
acts associated with imperatives may fall along a scale of strength (33).
(33)

INVITATION s

< strength

REQUESTs

< strength

COMMAND s

Therefore, a theory of imperatives must account for both the semantic source of functional
heterogeneity and the varying strength of the associated speech act.
In the present account, these effects fall out from the contextual degree variable d c associated
with imperfective aspect. The same imperfective may express a COMMAND or an INVITATION,
depending on context (34).
(34)

a. (Said to a vistor)
sadites’,
požalujsta!
sit.downimpf , please
‘Please sit down!’
INVITATION
b. (Said to a group of children who keep leaving their chairs)
sadites’!
sit.downimpf
‘Sit down!’
?? INVITATION, more likely COMMAND

Notably, the difference between the imperatives in (34a) and (34b) tracks the difference in how
much the speaker cares that the action is completed in each context. In (34a), for instance, the
speaker likely does not care too much about whether the addressee sits down; in (34b), however,
the speaker likely cares a great deal about whether the sitting action is completed. Thus, in the
context of (34a), the contextual standard variable d c might be set at 0 (36a), whereas in the context
of (34b), d c might be set at 1 (36b).
(35)

a. =IMP(sit.down(e, w, d)), where 0 < d
= {v | sit.down(e, w, d) is a maximal element of PS at v}, where 0 < d
b. =IMP(sit.down(e, w, d)), where 1  d 13
= {v | sit.down(e, w, d) is a maximal element of PS at v}, where 1  d

This suggests that the contextual standard d c determines the difference between INVITATION
and COMMAND readings. When d c = 0, the imperfective imperative receives an INVITATION
interpretation; when d c = 1, the imperfective imperative receives a COMMAND interpretation.
Finally, this approach suggests slightly different results for achievements and accomplishments.
In achievements, like the imperfective imperatives in (34), the contextual standard for degree of
completion can either be d c = 0 or d c = 1, since achievements have no intermediate degrees of
completion (Vendler, 1957).14 For accomplishments, the value of d c should be able to take the full
13 In

order to ensure that this does not derive a degree of completion greater than 1, the inequality must be changed
to d c  d when d c = 1. Alternatively, when d c = 1, this could trigger the implication that d = 1 since 0 < d  1.
14 Note, however, that this analysis requires even achievements to have preparatory stages.
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range of values 0 < d c  1. Therefore, this theory predicts that some speech acts lying between
INVITATION s and ORDER s, like REQUESTs, might result from a setting of d c in the range 0 < d c <
1.
(36)

Otkryvajte okno! (0 < d c < 1)
openimpf .IMP window
‘Open the window!’

REQUEST

More research is required to determine if this prediction holds.

5 Conclusion
The distribution of the Russian imperfective imperative suggests two things: that functional
heterogeneity is semantic in origin, and that this semantic origin is related to degrees. Previous
accounts of the imperative have recognized either the semantic origin (Portner and Kaufmann) or
the scalar nature of functional heterogeneity (Condoravdi & Lauer, at least in terms of the degree
of authority the speaker has over the addressee), but not both. In the present analysis, I have united
both insights to account for the case of Russian imperfective imperatives.
The upshot of this proposal is that the semantics of aspect in Russian involves degrees of
completion, and that the modification of the desired degree of completion in an imperfective
imperative modifies the strength of the imperative. If functional heterogeneity is often a matter
of strength, then this approach accounts for functional heterogeneity in many cases.
Throughout this paper, however, I have assumed that some cases of functional heterogeneity
lie outside the scope of variable strength. For example, this approach inherits the awkwardness of
Condoravdi & Lauer’s account with respect to ABSENT WISHes like (37).
(37)

Please be blond!

Moreover, this account’s most ambitious prediction is also its weakest: how does a speaker’s
preference that the address perform an action half-way, for example, translate into a REQUEST?
My initial response is that degrees of completion within a preference structure correlate with how
much the speaker cares about addressee performing the action. But it does not seem possible that
a speaker could COMMAND an addressee to open a window half-way by uttering (38).
(38)

Otkryvajte okno! (d c = .5)
openimpf .IMP window
‘Open the window!’

COMMAND

Rather, some measurement of the aperture (like ‘half-way’) is required in the imperative.
Finally, I expect functional heterogeneity to depend on a variety of language-specific factors.
Therefore, functional heterogeneity in English may not depend on degrees. In the Russian case,
though, there is strong evidence that degrees of completion play a significant role in deriving
functional heterogeneity.
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Kapa AS AN END - OF - SCALE MARKER IN B OLE AND
N GIZIM (W EST C HADIC )⇤
M IRA G RUBIC
SFB 632, University of Potsdam

1 Introduction
This paper discusses the particle kapa found in the West Chadic languages Bole and Ngizim. These
languages are only distantly related, Bole being of the West Chadic ‘A’ branch, Ngizim of the ‘B’
branch, but they are spoken in the same region, in and around the town of Potiskum, Yobe State,
North-East Nigeria, and share a number of lexical items, including kapa Schuh (2005:81). The
interesting fact about kapa is that part of its usage has changed during the borrowing process:
whereas in Bole, it is used as UNTIL , AS FAR AS1 , and ONLY, in Ngizim it is used as UNTIL , AS
FAR AS , and EVEN - the goal of this paper is to explain this shift in the use of kapa, by examining
how the different uses of the particle are semantically alike2 .
I suggest that the core meaning of kapa is one of endpoint marking: In its use as durative
UNTIL and AS FAR AS , kapa marks something as a ‘high’ temporal or locative endpoint - this use
of kapa will be discussed in section 3. This was extended in Ngizim to more flexible scales: In
its use as EVEN, the particle marks a proposition as the strongest true proposition of a salient set
of alternatives, and therefore as an endpoint on a scale of strength - cf. section 4. In Bole, kapa
can additionally be used as an exclusive operator, yielding uses in which kapa marks something as
‘low’ on a salient scale of strength - these cases, in which kapa is translated as ONLY and punctual
UNTIL , will be discussed in section 5. To sum up, kapa is a scalar particle indicating that a certain
alternative is at the end of a presupposed scale, a temporal or locative scale in the case of ( NOT )
UNTIL and AS FAR AS , and a more flexible scale in the case of ONLY and EVEN . The proposal thus
relates ONLY and EVEN, but also punctual and durative UNTIL, in a new way.
⇤ This research was conducted as part of the SFB 632 “Information Structure”, project A5, funded by the German
Science Foundation (DFG). I would like to thank the DFG for the funding, the audiences at SULAbar, in Tübingen,
Potsdam, and at Sinn und Bedeutung 16 for the helpful comments, my Bole and Ngizim informants, especially Malam
Ibrahim Fika, Madu Bah, Hajiya Adama Malam Boyi, and Usman Babayo Garba Potiskum for their time and patience.
1 I will write the lexeme in italics, e.g. English only, and its meaning in small capitals, e.g. ONLY .
2 Some of the data and ideas presented here will appear as a proceedings paper in the Proceedings of SULA 6
and SULA-Bar: Semantics of Under-Represented Languages in the Americas (and Elsewhere). Amherst: GLSA
Publications. The current paper focuses on the analysis - for more data, see the previous paper.
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2 Focus and focus-sensitivity
I adopt a ‘question under discussion’ approach to focus (Roberts, 1996, Beaver and Clark, 2008).
In this approach, focus/background marking plays a discourse management role: It indicates what
(explicit or implicit) hearer question the utterance answers, thus giving the hearer further clues
on how to connect the information provided in the utterance with the information provided by
the previous discourse. For example, the focus on Bill in (1) indicates that the question under
discussion is Who does John like?, rather than, e.g. Who likes Bill?, further indicating that there is
a reason not to find it debatable that John likes somebody - i.e. this is not at-issue with respect to
the question under discussion.
(1)

John likes [Bill]F .

The projective behaviour of utterances indicates what is not-at-issue, i.e. it can give us a clue
on what the question under discussion is (Simons et al., 2010). For example, when embedding
(1) under negation, John likes somebody projects, suggesting that this is not-at-issue. This will
become relevant in the next sections as a test for finding out what the question under discussion is.
(2)

It is not the case that John likes [Bill]F .

By indicating the question under discussion, the focus/background structure indicates its
alternatives, too. These are the possible alternative answers to the question under discussion.
For (1), in a situation where Bill, Peter and Sue are salient, these are the following:
(3)

[[John likes [Bill]F ]]F = [[Who does John like?]]0 =
= {John likes Bill, John likes Peter, John likes Sue, John likes Bill and Peter, ... , John likes
Bill, Peter and Sue}

Focus-sensitive elements like English only interact with these alternatives. In (4), the exclusive
only excludes all alternatives except for the prejacent, John likes Bill, whereas in (5), other
alternatives are excluded, e.g. John loves Bill, John adores Bill.
(4)

John only likes [Bill]F .
(excludes: John likes Peter, John likes Sue, ...)

(5)

John only [likes]F Bill.
(excludes: John loves Bill, John adores Bill, ...)

Similarly, in (6), the focus-sensitive operator even interacts with the focus alternatives, indicating
that the prejacent is in a sense more ‘extreme’ than the other alternatives. When the focus shifts,
the alternatives for comparison shift, too.
(6)

John even likes [Bill]F .
(e.g. more extreme than: John likes Sue)

(7)

John even [likes]F Bill.
(e.g. more extreme than: John tolerates Bill)

Whereas ONLY and EVEN are traditionally analyzed as focus-sensitive, (durative) UNTIL and
AS FAR AS are not. The next section explores a focus-sensitive analysis of these uses of kapa.
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3 A focus-sensitive analysis of U NTIL and A S FAR A S
In this section, the shared use of kapa in Bole and Ngizim will be discussed: In both languages, it
can be used as UNTIL and AS FAR AS, indicating a temporal or locative endpoint, respectively.
It will be argued that kapa marks an endpoints on a salient scale of alternatives, yielding a
focus-sensitive analysis of kapauntil and kapaas−far−as .
Example (8) shows kapauntil in Bole, (9) shows a similar example for Ngizim3 . It indicates
that a state or activity holds until a temporal endpoint indicated by the kapa-phrase, and is thus an
example for a so-called durative use of kapauntil , see e.g. Karttunen (1974).
(8)

Ga mamme ga mamme kapa cap mi’y’ya (...) takango.
(B1)
and thus
and thus
KAPA all people
finish.PL . PFV
“It keeps going like this until all the people (...) have finished.”

(9)

Nda kun
ka sau kapa w@nya da dlam@n-gara dabaku.
(N3)
3 PL continue(?) like that KAPA girl 3 SG become-ICP young.woman
“Things went on that way until the girl became a young woman.”

Similarly, in (10) in Bole and (11) in Ngizim, kapaas−far−as indicates a locative endpoint.
(10)

Po’um
a
jo
(...) kapa bo
bin Da Zonge.
(B4)
gourd.plant IPFV run.NMLZ
KAPA mouth hut sister desert.date
“The gourd plant ran (...) up to Zonge’s (‘Desert Date’s’) door.”

(11)

Akshi a
rakan
(...) kapa w@nduwa=u. (N4)
3. PL 3. AGR travel.NMLZ
KAPA house= DET
“They walk (...) all the way to the house.”

3.1 Previous accounts of durative UNTIL and AS FAR AS
Sentences with durative UNTIL indicate that a situation holds from an implicit start point until an
end point indicated by the UNTIL-phrase. De Swart (1996) formalizes this as follows (ignoring
tense): she introduces three temporal intervals (start time, run time and end time of the situation
denoted by the main clause), and states that for any time interval inbetween the start time and the
end time, a subsituation of this situation holds.
(12)

John slept until 9 = 9s9t9t 0 9t 000 [sleep( j)(s)^ AT(s,t 000 ) ^nine(t 0 ) ^ t ✓ t 000 ^
8t 00 [[t ( t 00 ≺ t 0 ] ! 9s0 [s0 v s ^ sleep( j)(s0 )^ AT(s0 ,t 00 )]]]

An equally non-focus-sensitive formalization of AS FAR AS along these lines is conceivable.
3 The

following glosses were used: 1/2/3 = first/second/third person, SG / PL = singular/plural, F / M =
feminine/masculine, AI = animate intransitive, BM = background marker, DEM = demonstrative, DET = determiner,
ICP = ‘intransitive copy pronoun’, IMPF = imperfective, NEG = negation, NMLZ = nominalization, NONAFF =
nonaffirmative, PFV = perfective, REL = relative, ∅- OBJ = zero-object marker. The following abbreviations were used
for the Bole and Ngizim texts. They can be retrieved from www.humnet.ucla.edu/humnet/aflang/Yobe/yobe.html: B1
= “Aru Bo Bole”, B2 = “Talube Leyi Kuyanga Bolewa”, B3 = “Zonge ga Ada”, B4 = “Ibilisa ga Da Zonge”, N1 =
“Ruwa Miya Ngizim”, N2 = “Ama Dagai Na Gwaigwai”, N3 = “Nen Na Amatingeri Shirin”, N4 = “Zebak Ngizim”,
N5 = “âayak”. Where no text is cited, the data stems from my own fieldwork in Potiskum and Maiduguri, NE Nigeria.
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3.2 Scalar endpoint analysis: ‘high’ endpoint
I will however argue for a different denotation than (12) for both kapauntil and kapaas−far−as , namely
a denotation that takes into account the projection behaviour of sentences with UNTIL and AS FAR
AS . A sentence like (13) has two readings, one in which the negation takes wide scope (a), and one
in which it takes narrow scope (b) (Condoravdi, 2008:11). In the wide scope reading, the meaning
component ‘John stayed (from an implicit start time t)’ projects.
(13)

John didn’t stay until 8 o’clock.
a. Not((Until(8))(J. stayed))
b. (Until(8)(Not(J. stayed)))

(not-throughout-reading)
(throughout-not-reading)

I suggest that this is due to focus on the UNTIL-phrase, giving rise to the immediate question under
discussion in (14) for sentence (13) as well as for its positive counterpart. The focus alternatives
are thus of the form {John stayed from t to t 0 }, for salient points of time t 0 (t ≺ t 0 ( 8).
(14)

How long did John stay (from implicit startpoint t)?
= {John stayed from t to 6, John stayed from t to 7, John stayed from t to 8}

Similarly, in (15), where a sentence with AS - FAR - AS, is negated, Mary walked (from a start point
x) projects, but the salient alternatives involve shorter walking distances (e.g. from x to y, or from x
to z, y and z being between x and the well). The salient alternatives in both cases are thus ‘shorter’
alternatives with the same implict startpoint.
(15)

Mary didn’t walk as far as the well.

(16)

How far did Mary walk (from implicit startpoint x)?
= {Mary walked from x to y, Mary walked from x to z, Mary walked from x to the well}

I propose to capture this as follows: Sentences with UNTIL/AS FAR AS presuppose that all
considered alternative answers to the question under discussion rank lower on a salient scale of
strength than the answer contextualy implicated by the prejacent, and assert that the prejacent is
true, thus that this most informative considered alternative is the strongest true answer to the QUD.
Example (17) shows this for a sentence with UNTIL, whereby ≥ in p ≥ p0 (‘p is stronger than p0 ’)
represents the ordering of strength.
(17)

[[John stayed until 9]]w
Contextual implication p = ‘John stayed from t to 9’.
Presupposition: 8p0 2 QUD [p ≥ p0 ]
Assertion: 8p0 2 QUD [p0 (w) ! p ≥ p0 ]

I tentatively suggest that kapa was borrowed in its uses as UNTIL and AS FAR AS from one
language to the other, since these are the only shared uses - Russell Schuh (p.c.) suggested to me
that kapa might have been borrowed from Bole into Ngizim.
In section 4, the extension of the proposal to kapaeven in Ngizim will be presented, section
5 presents the proposal for exclusive uses of kapa in Bole: ONLY and so-called punctual UNTIL.
Whereas all of these uses are analyzed as marking a scalar endpoint, the exclusive uses differ in
that they mark a low scalar endpoint.
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4 E VEN
In Ngizim, but not in Bole, kapa is used as EVEN.
(18)

Ndiwa tawanke deyau
kapa Mammadi (Ngizim)
Person every come.PFV KAPA Mammadi
“Everybody came, even Mammadi.”

(19)

Lelo
i
kele
n Ibbi, kapa Mammadi *(iwo
sa) (Bole)
everyone do.PFV greeting to Ibbi KAPA Mammadi do.PFV.∅- OBJ NEG
“Everybody greeted Ibbi, only Mammadi didn’t greet him. ”
(intended:) #“Everybody greeted Ibbi, even Mammadi.”

I suggest that kapaeven has developed from kapauntil/as−far−as in Ngizim. Crosslinguistically, there
are many particles used as UNTIL and AS FAR AS which are also used as EVEN, e.g. Greek mexri
(Giannakidou, 2007:p.46), Spanish hasta (Schwenter, 2003, Schwenter and Vasishth, 2001), Hindi
-tak (Schwenter and Vasishth, 2001), Swedish till och med (lit. ‘until and with’) (Gast and van der
Auwera, 2011) or particles meaning EVEN which developed from a particle meaning UNTIL, e.g.
Spanish aun (from Latin adhuc ‘until’) and Russian and Bulgarian daže (Gast and van der Auwera,
2011). To make this connection, the standard analysis of EVEN however has to be abandoned.

4.1 Previous accounts of EVEN
E VEN is often analyzed very similarly to additive ALSO, e.g. by Karttunen and Peters (1979),
Rooth (1985): According to this account, the difference between EVEN and ALSO lies in a second
presupposition triggered by the former, a presupposition that the prejacent ranks low on a scale of
likelihood (or high on a scale of unlikelihood) with respect to its alternatives.
(20)

Also [Mary]F came
assertion: Mary came
presupposition: Somebody else came

(additive)

(21) Even [Mary]F came
assertion: Mary came
presupposition: Somebody else came
(additive)
presupposition: That other person is more likely to come than Mary on a salient scale of
likelihood
(scalar)
However, this analysis has been challenged, e.g. by Fauconnier (1976), Kay (1990): (i)
the additive meaning component is not always available, and (ii) the scale is not necessarily a
likelihood scale. Both can be seen in (22), uttered e.g. by a person living in Berlin4 , and in (23).
(22)

We first considered going to Spain, but then we even went to Morocco.
NO presupposition: We went somewhere else
NO presupposition: Morocco is a less likely travel destination than Spain.

(23)

Leather seats in automobiles are mainly coloured dark gray, indeed mostly even black.
NO presupposition: The car seats are some other colour besides black.
NO presupposition: Black is a less likely colour for car seats than dark gray.

4 This

example was suggested to me by Manfred Krifka (p.c.).
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4.2 Scalar endpoint analysis: ‘high’ endpoint
For kapaeven , I adopt an analysis similar to Fauconnier (1976)’s analysis of French même (= EVEN).
Fauconnier suggested that a sentence like (24) only has one presupposition triggered by EVEN:
it presupposes a scale on which the focused alternative is the strongest considered alternative,
entailing the other alternatives - making it the endpoint on a salient scale of alternatives. For this,
an additional rule like (25) is needed.
(24) Even [Mary]F came
assertion: Mary came
presupposition: ‘Mary’ is the highest alternative on a scale of alternatives.
(25)

Entailment rule: If x1 is higher than x2 , then x1 came entails x2 came.

In this account, the universal (All (salient) others came) is a pragmatic implicature of the prejacent
combined with the presupposed scale. The advantages of the account are that the scale is a scale
of strength, and not of likelihood, and that there is no additive presupposition.
There is however one main disadvantage of the account, namely that an additional rule has to
be stipulated to make e.g. ‘Mary’ a stronger alternative than e.g. ‘John’5 . I thus adopt the proposal
by Gast and van der Auwera (2011), who suggest that it is enough if there is an entailment relation
between contextual implications of the prejacent and its alternatives. Contextual implications are
inferences drawn from the sentence together with its context (Wilson and Sperber, 2004). So,
under this account, an utterance like Even Mary came in (26) would have a contextual implication
John, Peter and Mary came, which is stronger than all its alternatives, e.g. John and Peter came,
on a presupposed scale.
(26)

a. Who came?
b. Context: John and Peter came, and...
even Mary came.

The alternatives on the scale are alternative answers to the question under discussion, e.g. Who
came?. Stronger alternatives entail weaker alternatives, i.e. in the case of (26), an alternative
5 Kay

(1990:89) additionally criticizes this account for another reason: he suggests that EVEN cannot mark a scalar
endpoint, due to the existence of examples like (i), where even associates with semi-finals, which has a stronger
alternative, finals. Note that Fauconnier (1976:108) himself made a similar point with examples like (ii).
(i) Not only did Mary win her first round match, she even made it to the semi-finals.
(ii) Paul ou même Pierre ou même à la rigueur Philippe ferait l’affaire.
“Paul or even Pierre or even in the worst case Philippe would do.”
I consider this to be unproblematic: Fauconnier’s account remains valid if one considers even and même to mark the
endpoints of scales of considered alternatives, which are variable, rather than inherent endpoints. Recent work by
Schwenter and Vasishth (2001), Schwenter (2003) shows that additive-scalar operators differ with respect to whether
this is possible, cf (iii). Further fieldwork will tell what the behaviour of kapaeven is in these contexts.
(iii)

No sólo X, incluso/#hasta vino Y e incluso/#hasta Z.
not only X evenrel /evenabs came Y and evenrel /evenabs Z
“Not only X, even Y came and even Z came.”
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answer like e.g. Mary and Peter came is not possible. I assume, adapting similar proposals
from Beaver and Clark (2008) and Coppock and Beaver (2011) for ONLY, that the question
under discussion is modified by the use of the focus-sensitive operator EVEN: the presupposition
triggered by the focus/background structure would usually be the full range of possible answers
to the question under discussion, including Mary and Peter came. The use of EVEN however
additionally constrains the question under discussion in a way that certain alternatives are not
under consideration any more, i.e. stronger alternatives than the one contextually implicated by
the prejacent, and alternatives not entailed by this contextual implication. Coppock and Beaver
(2011) call this the discourse presupposition of the focus-sensitive operator.
The nature of the question under discussion can be quite varied. For example (22) above, Gast
and van der Auwera (2011) would assume a question under discussion and alternatives like in (27).
Example (23) analogously indicates a question under discussion ‘How dark are the seats?’.
(27)

a. How far did you go?
b. We even went to Spain
Contextual implication: We went d-far,
entails all salient alternatives of the form ‘we went d 0 -far’.

The proposal for EVEN is thus as follows6 :
(28)

[[Even]]w (q)
Contextual implication: p
Presupposition: 8p0 2 QUD [p ≥ p0 ]
Assertion: 8p0 2 QUD [p0 (w) ! p ≥ p0 ]

This proposal captures the relatedness of kapaeven and kapauntil/as−far−as above: Both
presuppose a scale on which the alternative indicated by their prejacent is the strongest considered
alternative, and assert that this is the strongest true alternative. Under this account, there is no close
relation between EVEN and ALSO: EVEN has no additive meaning component7 .
In the following section, the relation between these inclusive uses of kapa and the exclusive
uses of kapa, punctual UNTIL and ONLY, will be discussed.
6 Note

that there are examples in which scale reversal takes place, cf. (i). I will assume that these are elliptical
sentences (the non-elided sentence being ‘kapa Mammadi deyi bai’), and that kapa takes scope over the negation - the
alternatives being of the form x didn’t come, with the contextual implication of Mammadi didn’t come ranking highest
on the scale. There is then no need to assume the existence of a NPI kapaeven (Rooth, 1985, Giannakidou, 2007).
(i) Na
n@n wara deyi
bai, kapa Mammadi.
there.is person REL come.PFV NEG KAPA Mammadi
“Nobody came, even Mammadi (didn’t come).”
(Consultant comment: you are expecting Mammadi to come even if the others don’t, but even he didn’t come.)
7 I suggest that this is the reason for the following difference between EVEN and ALSO : ALSO cannot include
alternatives that are in some way entailed by the prejacent, EVEN often does, cf. Jacobs (1983).

(i) Sogar / #Auch ALLE Kinder sind gekommen
“Even / #Also ALL children came”
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5 N OT UNTIL , ONLY
In Bole, but not in Ngizim, kapa can be used as punctual UNTIL and as ONLY. Punctual UNTIL
occurs in sentences describing accomplishments or achievements, and indicates (i) that the event
took place at the time indicated by the UNTIL-phrase, and (ii) that this is unexpectedly late,
indicating an exclusion of alternative earlier times. In the Bole example in (29), a hyena is
threatening to eat the children of her former friend, the dog, but not before the dog comes home.
(29)

Kala in ngaâa-ku sa kapa non-ku
ndingo. (B3)
but 1 SG eat-2 PL NEG KAPA mother-2 PL come.PFV
“But I won’t eat you until your mother comes."

(30) is a Bole example of so-called ‘non-scalar’ kapaonly , in which it is excluded that Bamoi called
other people apart from Mammadi - I will later argue that these uses are scalar, too. (31) shows
a so-called ‘scalar’ or ‘evaluative’ use, which expresses that going home is a less eventful way to
end a ritual than the possible alternatives.
(30)

Bamoi undu
Ibbi sa, kapa Mammadi.
Bamoi call.PFV Ibbi NEG KAPA Mammadi
“Bamoi didn’t call Ibbi, only Mammadi.” (‘non-scalar’ use of kapaonly )

(31) Kapa ita
mem
bon-to
za ishin deyi
(B2)
KAPA 3 SG . F come.back. PFV house-3 SG . F then 3 SG . M stop. NMLZ
“She just comes back to her house, then it [the ritual] is finished.” (‘scalar’ use of kapaonly )
In Ngizim, in the available data, se/sai (= ‘only’, ‘until’) is used instead of kapa in these contexts.
This is shown in (32) for punctual UNTIL, and in (33) and (34) for ONLY.
(32)

Na baru
bai se ka tatkani ruwa-k@m karak t@nu. (N2)
1 SG give.PFV NEG SE 2 SG show.1 SG song-2 SG . F nice DEM
“I won’t give him up until you show me that nice song of yours.”

(33)

Akshi a
dlama
nana nana yaye, z@gaya
se S@ku (N5)
3 PL 3 AGR do.NMLZ how how even knowledge SE God
“Whatever they might have done, only God knows.””

(34)

#Na n@n wara deyi
bai, kapa Mammadi (Ngizim).
there.is person REL come.PFV NEG KAPA Mammadi
(intended:) # “Nobody came, except for Mammadi.”
(Comment: This means “Nobody came, even Mammadi didn’t come.”)

Bole and Ngizim aren’t the only languages in which the close relation between ONLY and punctual
UNTIL is apparent. Other languages in which exclusive particles can be used as punctual UNTIL
English only in (35) (Declerck, 1995), French ne... que (De Swart, 1996), and Greek para monon8 .
(35)

John only woke up at nine.

Declerck (1995), König (1991), who also analyze not... until and its crosslinguistic equivalents (e.g. German
erst) as exclusive focus-sensitive particles.
8 Cf.
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In some languages, ONLY can receive a EVEN-reading in scale-reversing contexts, e.g. e.g.
German auch nur, Dutch ook maar, Italian anche solo/soltanto, Slovak i len, Czeck i jen, all
meaning ALSO ONLY, Spanish tan solo/solamente and Catalan tan sols meaning SO ONLY (Gast
and van der Auwera, 2011:p.32), and Blackfoot ikak- meaning ONLY (Bliss, 2010). In Bole, in
these contexts the particle le (=EVEN) is used instead of kapa:
(36)

Le lowa-to
kuâattukko.
(B6)
LE answer.3 SG . F refuse. TOT. PFV
“She refused even to answer her.”

So, whereas a close relation between ONLY and punctual UNTIL was found in both languages, no
direct relation was found between ONLY and EVEN - The development of kapa to include EVEN in
Ngizim and ONLY in Bole indicates that they are in a sense more closely related usually assumed,
but I believe that it is an indirect relation, mediated by durative and punctual UNTIL.

5.1 Previous accounts of punctual UNTIL and ONLY
Kapaonly and punctual kapauntil should thus also be analyzed as scalar endpoint markers. The
standard analyses of ONLY and punctual UNTIL are however non-scalar9 . Under such a standard
account, a sentence like (37) has an asserted exclusive meaning component (‘No other alternative
is true’) and a presuppositional meaning component, the exact nature of which has not been agreed
upon. Horn (1969)’s influencial proposal takes the prejacent to be presupposed10 :
(37)

Only Mary came
assertion: Nobody else came
presupposition e.g. Mary came

Punctual UNTIL, on the other hand, was initially not distinguished from durative UNTIL discussed
above (Klima, 1964, Heinämäki, 1978, Mittwoch, 1977), it was assumed that negation renders
eventive predicates durative, and that the proper interpretation of an utterance like (38) is therefore:
There was an interval of John not waking up ranging from an implicit startpoint to the endpoint
indicated by the UNTIL-phrase.
(38)

John didn’t wake up until nine.

Most recently, punctual UNTIL is however analyzed as an NPI (De Swart, 1996, Giannakidou,
2002, 2003, Condoravdi, 2008). The reason for this is that in contrast to durative UNTIL, the
change of state indicated by a sentence with punctual UNTIL has to take place for it to be uttered
felicitously - this can be seen in negative sentences with durative and punctual UNTIL.
(39)

a. # Nancy didn’t get married until she died. (Punctual)
b. Nancy remained a spinster until she died. (Durative)

An analogous example for this in Ngizim is (40): One can see that this is a durative use of UNTIL,
because the indicated event does not take place - this is not possible with punctual UNTIL. Punctual
and durative UNTIL can thus not be the same.
9 Notable exceptions include Horn (1969), who assumed a scalar meaning for VP-only, and Jacobs (1983), who
assumed a unified, scalar approach to German nur.
10 Other proposals include that the prejacent is entailed (Atlas, 1993), that an existential ‘John likes someone’ is
presupposed (Horn, 1996, von Fintel, 1997), and many more.
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(40)

Da nawi
da w@nyi,
sa
am bai bare
ab@n kapa
from spending.the.day from spending.the.night drink.PFV water NEG let.alone food KAPA
d@l. (N2)
maya da t@katu
hunger 3 SG kill.3 SG . F d@l
“She spend day and night (singing), she didn’t drink any water much less (eat) food until
hunger killed her.”

The second kind of evidence for an NPI analysis stems from crosslinguistic data, cf. e.g.
Giannakidou (2002, 2003): in many languages, they are realized differently, as seen in this paper
for Ngizim. In an early NPI analysis of punctual UNTIL, Karttunen (1974:p.294) proposes that
a sentence like (41) has a presupposition that the event in question either happened at the time
indicated by the UNTIL-phrase or earlier, and asserts that it didn’t happen earlier, thereby indicating
that the event happened at the time indicated by the UNTIL-phrase. Evidence for this comes from
the projection behaviour of these sentences, cf (42).
(41)

John didn’t arrive until 9.
presupposition:
John arrived before 9 or he arrived at 9.
assertion:
John didn’t arrive before 9.
entailment of (i) & (ii): John arrived at 9.

(42)

If John hadn’t arrived until 9, he would have missed the fireworks.
! John arrived before 9 or he arrived at 9.

This analysis is very close to the one I will eventually propose, but like the standard account of
ONLY above does not take scalarity into account.

5.2 Scalar endpoint analysis: first attempt
This section shows why the analysis proposed for the inclusive uses of kapa above cannot be
extended to ONLY and punctual UNTIL. An analysis like this for ONLY would go as follows: A
sentence with ONLY presupposes that the contextual implication of the prejacent is the strongest
endpoint on a scale, and asserts that it is the maximal true alternative. This however does not work
in the case of ONLY, since in some cases, the prejacent is not asserted, but projects, cf. (43).
(43)

It is not the case that only Alceste came
! Alceste came.

In addition, cancellability tests show that whereas the exclusion of stronger alternatives in
the case of EVEN , AS FAR AS, and durative UNTIL is only an implicature, in the case of ONLY and
punctual UNTIL, the exclusion of alternatives is stronger (cf. e.g. Kay (1990) for even, Giannakidou
(2003) for until, Beaver and Clark (2008) for only).
(44)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Even Mary came, in fact, even Sue came.
She went as far as the door, in fact, she even went outside.
She was awake until 8 o’clock, in fact, she only went to bed at 9.
Only Mary came, # in fact, Sue also came.
She didn’t fall asleep until 8 o’clock, # in fact, she fell asleep at 7/9.
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Thirdly, ONLY actually marks its prejacent as weak with respect to the considered alternatives
(Zeevat, 2009, Beaver and Clark, 2008), cf. example (45) from Roberts (2010): Here, the surprise
of the speaker concerns the fact that Sarah did not have more than two children. The considered
alternative answers to the question under discussion are thus stronger alternatives. I propose that
the ‘unexpected lateness’ indicated by sentences with punctual UNTIL is actually also an indication
of weakness with respect to the considered alternatives, cf. (45 c).
(45)

a. You look surprised. What’s up?
b. Sarah only had twins.
(Expectation: Sarah had more children)
c. Sarah didn’t have her baby until this morning!
(Expectation: Sarah had her baby earlier)

So, like with durative UNTIL, the alternatives are earlier intervals of time with the same
startpoint, but whereas these alternatives are weaker in the case of durative UNTIL, cf. (46), they
are stronger with punctual UNTIL, cf. (47). The reason lies in the aktionsart of the verb: because
durative UNTIL occurs with atelic verbs, longer intervals entail shorter intervals. With the telic
verbs punctual UNTIL occurs with, this is reversed.
(46)

John was awake between t and 9 o’clock
! John was awake between t and 8 o’clock.

(47)

John arrived between t and 8 o’clock
! John arrived between t and 9 o’clock.

For this reason, I will propose an analysis where punctual UNTIL and ONLY mark an alternative as
the low endpoint on the scale of considered alternatives.

5.3 Scalar endpoint analysis: ‘low’ endpoint
I propose that both punctual UNTIL and ONLY are best analyzed by adapting the account proposed
by Beaver and Clark (2008) for ONLY: A sentence with punctual UNTIL or ONLY presupposes a
scale on which the contextual implication of the prejacent is the low endpoint, all other considered
alternatives being stronger. It then asserts the prejacent, indicating that this lowest endpoint is the
strongest true answer to the question under discussion.
For example, (48) presupposes possible answers to the question under discussion, ranked on an
entailment scale such that John and Peter came is the weakest considered answer. It then asserts
that no stronger alternatives are true. Like in the case of EVEN, the answer dynamically changes the
question under discussion, such that no weaker alternatives (e.g. John came), and no alternatives
that do not entail the prejacent (e.g. Mary and Peter came) are under consideration. The considered
scales are very similar to those discussed in the section about EVEN, cf also (49).
(48)

a. Who came?
b. Only John and Peter came.
presupposition:
‘John and Peter came’ is the weakest considered alternative.
assertion:
‘John and Peter came’ is the strongest true alternative.
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(49)

We first considered going to Morocco, but then we only went to Spain.

Similarly, (50) presupposes that ‘John arrived between t and 9’ is the weakest considered answer to
the question under discussion, stronger ones being ‘John arrived between t and t 0 (t 0 being between
t and 9). It then asserts that no stronger alternatives are true, entailing ‘John arrived at 9’, like
in Karttunen (1974)’s proposal. The main innovation with respect to Karttunen’s approach is the
scalar endpoint marking, which accounts for the similarity between punctual UNTIL and ONLY on
the one hand, and durative UNTIL on the other.
(50)

a. When did John arrive?
b. John didn’t arrive until 9.

This will be captured by the following denotation for ONLY / punctual UNTIL:
(51)

[[Only]]w (q) / [[UntilP ]]w (t)(q)
Contextual implication: p
Presupposition: 8p0 2 QUD [p0 ≥ p]
Assertion: 8p0 2 QUD [p0 (w) ! p ≥ p0 ]

To summarize, sentences with punctual UNTIL and ONLY presuppose an entailment scale of
considered alternatives with their contextual implication ranked lowest, and assert that this is the
strongest true alternative, thereby excluding all stronger alternatives.

6 Conclusion & further work
We have seen the following uses of kapa: a shared use as durative UNTIL and AS FAR AS, a further
inclusive use as EVEN in Ngizim, and exclusive uses as punctual UNTIL and ONLY in Bole.
Ngizim
Bole

only

untilP

X

X

untilD
X
X

as far as
X
X

even
X

I proposed that kapa presupposes a scale on which the considered answers to the question under
discussion (i.e. the different focus alternatives) are ranked in a certain way, such that the alternative
indicated by the utterance is a scalar endpoint. This alternative is then asserted to be the maximal
true alternative. The difference between the inclusive uses of kapa (UNTILD , AS FAR AS , EVEN)
and its exclusive uses (UNTILP , ONLY) lies in which endpoint is marked: inclusive kapa marks a
high scalar endpoint, exclusive kapa marks a low scalar endpoint.
In further fieldwork, I will investigate the proposed meanings, including tests for absolute vs.
relative end-of-scale marking (Schwenter and Vasishth, 2001, Schwenter, 2003). It might also be
fruitful to examine the scalar operators sai/se (= ONLY, UNTIL) and har (= EVEN , UNTIL), which
are widespread in this region and are similar in meaning and use to kapa.
There is also another use of kapa which is not included in the discussion yet: in Bole, it can
be used as a strong or weak necessity modal (52). This also does not seem accidental - in the
related language Hausa, sai (= ONLY, UNTIL) can be used as a necessity modal, too (Kraft, 1970).
It remains to be seen whether this can be analyzed as a scalar endpoint marker.
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(52) kapa ka oppu
boz ga bon=ko
KAPA 2. SG dig- PFV. M well at house=2. SG . POSS
“you have to dig a well in your house”
(53)

Sai mù
tàfi gidaa.
SAI 1 PL . SBJV go home
“We should go home.”
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'ONLY' IN IMPERATIVES
ANDREAS HAIDA
SOPHIE REPP
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

1 Imperatives
Imperatives are well-known to show quantificational inhomogeneity. Commands like the one in
(1), warnings, wishes, requests and advices are related to necessity. Permissions like the one in
(2), and concessives are related to possibility (e.g. Davies 1986; Donhauser 1986; Platzak &
Rosengren 1997).
(1) Close the door!
 close(addressee, door)
(2) Take an apple (if you like)!
◊ take(addressee, apple)
Quantificational inhomogeneity effects also occur in imperatives with the focus particle only, see
(3) & (4). Although for some speakers the permission reading preferably comes with just rather
than with only, only is certainly possible both in the permission and in the command reading.1
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank the audiences at Sinn und Bedeutung 16 (Utrecht, 2011), at Theoretical
Pragmatics (Berlin, 2011), and at the Internal Workshop of the SFB 632 (Potsdam, 2011) for helpful comments,
especially Nicholas Allot, Chris Barker, Hans-Martin Gärtner, Jacopo Romoli. We also thank Philippa Cook and
Chris Wright for discussion of the data. This work was supported by the German Research Foundation DFG as part
of the Collaborative Research Centre (Sonderforschungsbereich, SFB) 632 ‘Information Structure’ at the HumboldtUniversität zu Berlin and the University of Potsdam.
1
In Haida & Repp (2011a,b) we discussed some data which indicated that for some speakers the position only takes
in the imperative makes a difference. Whereas imperatives with clause-initial only, see (3B) &(4B) in the main text,
easily receive a command or a permission reading some speakers of British English report that imperatives with only
in the post-verbal position illustrated in (i) are only felicitous as commands.
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(3B) is a command to paint no tables but the round table. (4B) is a permission to paint no tables
but the round table.
(3) A:
B:
(4) A:
B:

Oh, I feel like doing something really useful today. I think I'll paint the tables over
there.
Only paint the [ROUND]FOC table!
You've asked me to paint those tables but I'm really tired and don't feel like doing
something really useful today.
(OK.) Only paint the [ROUND]FOC table!

Current theories of imperatives like Kaufmann's (Schwager 2006, Kaufmann 2012) or
Portner (2010) reject ambiguity of the imperative operator as a source for the quantificational
inhomogeneity effect. Essentially, they assume that the effect is due to the same operator
occurring in different contexts, so that the utterance of an imperative will have different effects
on the subsequent development of the common ground. In this paper we show that the
occurrence of the focus particle only in an imperative is not an innocent addition: the role of
focus alternatives for the interpretation of only and the presupposition triggered by the particle
require a very careful evaluation of these theories. Kaufmann's approach as a truth-conditional
account enriched with pragmatic conditions makes clear predictions for the interpretation of
imperatives with only. We shall argue that these predictions produce a favourable outcome.
Portner's discourse update approach which assumes that next to the common ground there are
additional semantic-pragmatic objects (so-called To-do Lists), requires some stipulations for
which it remains to be seen whether they can be motivated by independent considerations.
Furthermore, we argue that Portner in general must allow quantificational elements to scope over
the update operator, which requires a broader empirical and theoretical discussion of whether this
is an appropriate assumption.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the theory of Kaufmann and
discusses imperatives with only in this framework. Section 3 does the same for Portner's
approach. Section 4 discusses the scope interaction of the focus particle with speech act
operators other than the imperative operator. Section 5 concludes.

2 The imperative operator as a graded necessity modal
2.1 Schwager / Kaufmann
Kaufmann (in Schwager 2006; Kaufmann 2012) suggests that imperatives always contain a
graded necessity operator that comes with a number of presuppositions, which inter alia
contribute to the performative effect of imperatives. The most important presupposition for the
permission case, which we shall discuss below, is the authority presupposition, which says that
the conversational backgrounds are such that they are under the epistemic authority of the
(i)

Paint only the round table!

In Haida & Repp (2011a,b) we suggested that this restriction can be explained if we assume that clause-initial only
may c-command the silent imperative operator or be c-commanded by it, whereas post-verbal only due to its low
syntactic position cannot c-command the imperative operator. We shall not discuss this issue here as more empirical
work is required to substantiate the data base.
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speaker: the beliefs of the authoritative speaker with respect to the common ground and its
ordering are taken to be true so that the proposition put forward by the authoritative speaker is
not evaluated for addition to the common ground but is straightaway made part of the common
ground (= self-verification).
The different uses of imperatives (as commands, wishes, advices) are mainly put down to
different ordering sources of the necessity operator, such as what the speaker commands for
commands, or what the speaker wants for wishes. Let us first consider commands. For these, the
modal base of the necessity operator is formed by the mutually joint beliefs of speaker and
addressee, i.e. the common ground. The ordering source is, as just indicated, what the speaker
commands. Example (1) from above is interpreted as follows.
(1) Close the door!
In all the worlds conforming best to what the speaker commands the addressee closes
the door.
It is presupposed that the speaker has epistemic authority over modal base and ordering
source (, that it is possible that the addressee closes the door, that the interlocutors
accept the ordering source...).
For permissions, which are possibility-like, Kaufmann suggests that the necessity operator
comes with the addressee's wishes as ordering source. The modal base is again the common
ground. Importantly, permissions are highly restricted with respect to the contexts they can occur
in. The imperative in (2) from the introduction can be used felicitously as a permission in a
context like the following:
(2) Take an apple!
(5) Context conditions for permission reading
(i) CG ⊆ addressee wants to take an apple
(ii) CG ⊆ addressee is prohibited by the speaker to take an apple
(iii) CG ⊆ addressee wants to please the speaker (which is incompatible with taking
an apple)
We see that the context is one where the wishes of the addressee are not all compatible with each
other. So there is not the one ideal world where all his/her wishes can come true. Still, there are
worlds that better conform to his/her wishes and there are worlds that conform to his/her wishes
less. There are two types of optimal worlds: those where the addressee takes an apple and where
the speaker is displeased, and those where the addressee does not take an apple and the speaker is
pleased. Furthermore, the common ground contains non-optimal worlds where the addressee
does not take an apple and the speaker is displeased anyway. The common ground does not
contain worlds where the addressee takes an apple and the speaker is pleased due to the
prohibition to take an apple. In this context the speaker utters (2).
(2) Take an apple!
= 'In all the worlds of CG that conform best to the wishes of the addressee the addressee
takes an apple.'
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This is false in the current context. Schwager (2005, 2006)2 suggests that due to the authority
presupposition, i.e. the presupposition that the speaker has authority over the conversational
backgrounds, (2) must be taken to be true. This obviously produces an inconsistency. Since the
addressee is a cooperative interlocutor s/he revises her beliefs about the common ground. S/he
adds worlds where the addressee takes an apple and the speaker is pleased. These worlds are then
the optimal worlds. The new common ground does not entail the prohibition for the addressee to
take an apple anymore. Note that the revision of the common ground is a belief revision: the
addressee changes his/her beliefs about what would please or displease the speaker. It is not a
revision of the wishes of the addressee. The speaker could not have authority over these wishes.

2.2 Imperatives with only and graded necessity
Let us investigate next how Schwager (2005, 2006) would account for imperatives with only. We
shall start with the permission reading. Here is example (4) from the introduction, which is a
permission to paint no tables but the round table. The context, partly explicitly given in (4A), is
summarized in (6):
(4) A:
B:

You've asked me to paint those tables but I'm really tired and don't feel like doing
something really useful today.
(OK). Only paint the [ROUND]FOC table!

(6) CG before the utterance of (4B):
(i) CG ⊆ addressee is required to paint the tables
(ii) CG ⊆ addressee wants: not to paint the tables
(iii) CG ⊆ addressee wants to please the speaker (which is incompatible with not
painting the tables)
Since we are dealing with quantification here we need to pay special attention to the relation
between painting individual objects and pleasing the speaker. If the speaker requires the
addressee to paint the tables (in the situational context), then for everyone of these tables, the
addressee is required to paint it, and for everyone of these tables, the speaker can be pleased with
the addressee a because a paints the table, or s/he can be displeased with a because a does not
paint the table. Likewise, if the addressee does not feel like painting the tables this means that
s/he does not feel like painting any of these tables. To illustrate, imagine a context with two
tables, a round one and a square one, see figure 1, where paint(round) means that the addressee
paints the round table, and please(s, round) means that the addressee pleases the speaker with
respect to painting the round table. In this context there are four (types of) worlds, which are all
equally optimal according to the addressee's wishes. For none of these (types of) worlds is it the
case that the set of wishes fulfilled in it is a proper subset of any of the other three types. The
thumbs-up and thumbs-down in figure 1 mark whether a proposition is a fulfilled wish or not.

2

Kaufmann (2012) offers a different account. This came to our attention too late to evaluate for the purposes of this
paper.
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Figure 1: CG ordered by the addressee's wishes in the context for example (4):
 paint(round), please(s, round) 
 paint(square), please(s, square) 
 ¬paint(round), ¬please(s, round) 
 paint(square), please(s, square) 

 paint(round), please(s, round) 
 ¬paint(square), ¬please(s, square) 
 ¬paint(round), ¬please(s, round) 
 ¬paint(square), ¬please(s, square) 

Now the speaker utters (4B), which says that in all the worlds that conform best to the
addressee's wishes the addressee paints the round table and no other table. This is false but by
authority it must be taken to be true. What is the expected revision of the common ground in this
case? We could assume that the addressee adds worlds where s/he paints the round table and no
other table with the speaker still being pleased. However, the new worlds are only better than the
worlds in the upper semi-circle: worlds are only better than others if they make 'desired'
propositions true that are not true in the other worlds but do not make 'desired' propositions false
that are true in the other worlds. So with this type of revision there would be three types of
optimal worlds: the worlds in the bottom semi-circle and the new worlds. (4B) is still false.
So far, we have not considered the presupposition of the focus particle. Let us assume that
(4B) comes with the presupposition the addressee paints the round table. By presupposition
accommodation this restricts the common ground to those worlds where the addressee does
actually paint the round table: the worlds in the upper semi-circle. So the worlds in the bottom
semi-circle are excluded from the common ground. This means that the update that we just
sketched is actually the right update. It introduces worlds where it is no longer prohibited not to
paint all the tables, but where the addressee paints the round table (which satisfies the
presupposition), and these are indeed the optimal worlds.
It seems that this account can handle imperatives with only that have a permission reading.
What about commands? Here is again example (3) from the introduction.
(3) A:
B:

Oh, I feel like doing something really useful today. I think I'll paint the tables over
there.
(OK, but) only paint the [ROUND]FOC table!

The imperative in (3B) expresses that all the worlds that conform best to what the speaker
commands, make true that the addressee paints no table but the round table. We classified this as
a command to paint no tables but the round table. Another way of looking at this example is to
classify it as a prohibition reading: the addressee is prohibited to paint any other table but the
round table. This is insubstantial here, however, since Kaufmann analyzes prohibitions
essentially as commands where the speaker commands the addressee not to make an event
happen.

2.3 Presupposition troubles
Above we argued that the presupposition of only is an important ingredient in the derivation of
the permission reading in the account proposed by Schwager (2005, 2006). Let us next consider
the presupposition of only in the command reading, viz. (3B). As it turns out, the presupposition
seems to cause a problem in this case. Note that, intuitively, the addressee in (3) is not required
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to paint the round table. Rather s/he is allowed to paint the round table. If we assume – as before
– that the presupposition of only imposes a condition on the common ground we cannot capture
this intuition: the common ground would only contain worlds where the addressee paints the
round table. So the addressee would actually be required to paint the round table.
One might wonder if the presupposition of only that we have assumed so far is the right one.
We have assumed that the presupposition of only projects outside the imperative. Maybe this is
wrong. Let us assume for the sake of the argument that the presupposition would be In all the
worlds that conform best to the speaker's commands the addressee paints the round table. This is
not given in the present context. If the addressee accommodates this presupposition s/he is
(again) required to paint the round table, which goes against intuitions.
Note that a non-projecting presupposition would pose a problem in the permission reading.
There the presupposition would read: In all the worlds that conform best to the addressee's
wishes the addressee paints the round table. Again, this is not given in the context. It seems that
the accommodation of this presupposition should consist of a removal of the worlds where the
addressee does not paint the round table from the set of optimal worlds. But this is like a revision
of the wishes of the addressee. This might be co-operative but it is an unlikely form of cooperation. Also, we would not want to assume that an authoritative speaker has authority over
the wishes of the addressee. So we propose that the presupposition of only indeed projects to the
global level. A look at other presuppositions corroborates this. Consider (7).
(7) Check out the cafeteria in the main building!
(7) can only be uttered felicitously if there is one and only one cafeteria in the main building. So
the presuppositions of the definite are not restricted to the optimal worlds.
So why is the addressee in (3) not required to paint the round table even though the
imperative comes with the presupposition that the addressee paints the round table? We suggest
that (3B) is an imperative in a modal subordination context (see Kaufmann 2012 for a discussion
of imperatives in modal subordination contexts). The imperative is evaluated with respect to a
subset of the common ground, i.e. those worlds where the addressee will actually paint (the)
tables: if the addressee paints tables s/he is required to paint only the round table and no other
table. We can see that this is the right approach if we add a response by speaker A to the example
in (3):
(3') A:
B:
A:

Oh, I feel like doing something really useful today. I think I'll paint the tables over
there.
Only paint the [ROUND]FOC table!
Ok. IF I do some painting.

In the response to B, A says that s/he will paint the round table and no other table provided s/he
does any painting at all. S/he says that there is indeed no general requirement to paint the round
table but that this requirement only holds for worlds where s/he paints. Compare this to an
imperative without a presupposition like the one of only. In this case, A's response sounds
inadequate.
(8) A:

Oh, I feel like doing something really useful today. I think I'll paint the tables over
there.
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B:
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Don't paint the [SQUARE]FOC table!
#Ok. IF I do some painting.

We conclude that Kaufmann's account in the Schwager (2005, 2006) version can handle both
permission and command imperatives with only provided that only scopes under the imperative
operator, and provided that the presupposition of only projects to the global level except in cases
of modal subordination, where the subordinating context filters the presupposition.

3 Imperatives and To-Do Lists
3.1 Portner
Portner (2004, 2010) suggests that imperatives do not add information to the common ground but
add tasks (= requirements) to a To-do List. The imperative operator in Portner's view is an
update operator which tells the addressee: add to your To-do List the following requirement... A
To-do List imposes an ordering on the worlds that are compatible3 with the common ground.
Permission readings arise from conflicting requirements on the To-do List. Let us illustrate this
with example (2) from the introduction, viz. Take an apple!. We already heard in section 0 that
the context in which an imperative is interpreted as a permission typically contains a prohibition.
So a To-do List before the utterance of (2) could look as given in (9). When the addressee hears
the imperative s/he will update his/her To-do List to the one in (10).
(9) To-do List of addressee a before the utterance of Take an apple!
• a doesn't take an apple
• a cleans the kitchen
(10) To-do List of addressee a after the utterance of Take an apple!
• a doesn't take an apple
• a cleans the kitchen
• a takes an apple
The new To-do List is inconsistent and therefore offers a choice. The common ground ordered
by the To-do List contains two types of optimal worlds: those where the addressee cleans the
kitchen and where s/he does not take an apple, and those where the addressee cleans the kitchen
and where s/he takes an apple.

3.2 Imperatives with only and To-do Lists
Let us start with commands and consider again example (3).
(3) A:
B:

3

Oh, I feel like doing something really useful today. I think I'll paint the tables over
there.
Only paint the [ROUND]FOC table!

Portner takes the common ground to be a set of propositions. We will stick to the equivalent view here that the
common ground is the set of worlds in the intersection of these propositions.
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There are no specific contextual requirements for uttering commands. Prima facie it seems then
that the To-do List (whatever it looks like, assuming that it does not contain the prohibition only
to paint the round table) will be updated to contain the requirement for the addressee to paint no
table but the round table. We will show below that things are not quite that easy.
Before, however, let us consider the permission example in (4), repeated once more below
for convenience. The addressee's To-do List before the utterance of (4B) looks like in (11). After
the utterance of (4B) it looks as given in (12).
(4) A:
B:

You've asked me to paint those tables but I'm really tired and don't feel like doing
something really useful today.
(OK.) Only paint the [ROUND]FOC table!

(11) To-do List of a before the utterance of (4B)
• a paints (all) those tables
(12 ) To-do List of a after the utterance of (4B)
• a paints (all) those tables
• a paints no table but the round table
Again, the addressee has a choice. However, if we assume that in this particular context there are
three tables there is a problem. The problem is that the corresponding ordering of worlds does
not correspond to our intuitions about the permission reading. According to this ordering the
addressee is required to paint all tables OR just the round table. Intuitively, however, worlds
where the addressee paints the round table and e.g. the square table are also good for the speaker
and hence permitted.
So it seems that quantificational elements like only require some closer attention. In a
discussion of an example with a universal quantifier, see (13), Portner (2010) remarks that it
might be interesting to consider the option that quantificational elements take scope over the
imperative operator. Still, he suggests that the problems arising from the presence of the
universal quantifier in this example can be solved without this assumption. Let us look at the
problem and Portner's solution for it.
(13) Carry rocks every day! [. . .Tuesday comes along . . . ] Tomorrow, take the day off!
After the first imperative is uttered the To-do List is something like (14).
(14) To-do List of a after Carry rocks every day!
• For every day, a carries rocks
When the second imperative in (13) is uttered, the addressee takes Wednesday off is added to the
To-do List. The addressee now has a choice of, on the one hand, taking Wednesday off and even
never carry rocks again, and, on the other hand, of carrying rocks every day. This is clearly not
what the speaker of (13) had intended. To solve this problem, Portner suggests that To-do Lists
can be expanded by logical inference. So the list in (14) can be extended to something like (15):
(15) To-do List of a expanded by inference
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For every day, a carries rocks
a carries rocks on Monday
a carries rocks on Tuesday
a carries rocks on Wednesday
...

Now, the utterance of the second imperative in (13) produces an inconsistency with only the
fourth requirement on the To-do List. The permission reading arising is the one that the speaker
intended.
In what follows we argue that quantifiers in general should not end up on the To-do List.
Rather, quantifiers must scope over the imperative operator and consequently over the To-do
List. For instance, the first imperative in (13) must be interpreted as indicated in (16b), and the
To-do List must be updated to the one in (16c).
(16) a.
b.
c.
•
•
•
•

Carry rocks every day!
For every day x, update the To-do List with: carry rocks on x.
To-do List of a after utterance of Carry rocks every day!
a carries rocks on Monday
a carries rocks on Tuesday
a carries rocks on Wednesday
...

The difference between our proposal and Portner's is that Portner allows inferences to be drawn
from, and added to, the To-do List whereas we do not. Why do we take a different position than
Portner? Assume a To-do List like the following:
(17) To-do List of a
• a doesn't take an apple
From the requirement on this list we can draw the inference the addressee does not take an apple
or the addressee takes a pear. By what Portner says, it should be possible (and even required) to
add this inference to the To-do List. Assume next that an authoritative speaker addressing a
utters the imperative Take an apple!. As a consequence the To-do List looks as follows:
(18) To-do List of a
• a doesn't take an apple
• a doesn't take an apple or a takes a pear
• a takes an apple
There is an inconsistency now between the first and the third requirements on the list. As a result
there are two types of optimal worlds. In the first type of worlds the addressee (i) does not take
an apple and (ii) does not take an apple or takes a pear. In the second type of worlds the
addressee (ii) does not take an apple or takes a pear and (iii) takes an apple. In the first type of
worlds the addressee can meet the two requirements by not taking an apple. In the second type of
worlds the addressee can meet the two requirements by taking an apple and a pear. So the choice
is between not taking an apple on the one hand, and taking an apple and a pear on the other. This
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outcome is not what would be normally expected from the utterance of the Take an apple! in the
context in (17). Note that the problem is more severe than this particular example suggests
because we can add any kind of proposition to the To-do List by disjunctive inference. This also
concerns things for which it cannot be plausibly argued that they are implicitly prohibited in
permission contexts like one could argue in the case of taking a pear. Consider touching one's
earlobe or looking to the left. These can be added to the To-do List by disjunctive inference, so
that the addressee's taking an apple as a reaction to the imperative Take an apple! would have go
along with the addressee also touching his/her earlobe or looking to the left. This is certainly not
what the imperative means. So the assumption that inferences can (must) be drawn from, and
added to, To-do Lists makes the wrong predictions. This means that the quantification problem
Portner set out to solve this way cannot be solved like this. We therefore suggest that quantifiers
must generally scope over the imperative operator in this framework.
Let us examine what happens when only scopes over the update operator – which is what we
claim it does – and let us return to our painting example. With only having wide scope, the
imperative in (19a) should be interpreted as given in (19b). However, this is not the meaning of
the imperative. (19b) is an empty update instruction. It does not instruct the addressee to do
something. We must therefore assume that the only that scopes over the imperative operator has
a meaning like the one given in (20).
(19) a. Only paint the [ROUND]FOC table!
b. For all table shapes P ≠ round, do not update the To-do List with: a paints a table
with that shape P.
(20) [[ only [ IMP ϕ(αFOC)] ]] = ∀x∈ Alt([[αFOC]]) [[[IMP]](¬[[ϕ(x)]])]
The meaning of (19a) then is the one given in (21a). For the permission context (4), the updated
To-do List then looks as given in (21b). We see that there is a choice to paint individual tables
other than the round table.
(21) a For all table shapes P ≠ round, update the To-do List with: don't paint a table with
that shape P.
b. To-do List before utterance of (19a) (full bullets), and after (empty bullets), in the
permission context
• a paints the round table
• a paints the square table
• a paints the triangular table.
○ a doesn't paint the square table
○ a doesn't paint the triangular table
Commands can be treated in the same way with wide scope of only. In the command context the
To-do List does not contain the first three requirements. So after the utterance of the imperative,
there are only prohibitions with respect to painting the square table and the triangular table on the
To-do List. This seems to be the desired result. We shall return to the issue of scope interactions
with speech act operators in section 0.
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3.3 Presupposition troubles
In our discussion of Kaufmann's account we suggested that the presupposition of only needs to
project out of the imperative. How do presuppositions interact with To-do Lists? Presuppositions
impose conditions on the common ground. To-do Lists impose an ordering on the common
ground. So it seems that the common ground should contain worlds that are compatible with a
given presupposition, and that these worlds are ordered with respect to the To-do List. For
instance, example (7) above (Check out the cafeteria in the main building!), adds the requirement
on the To-do List that the addressee check out the one and only cafeteria in the main building,
which presupposes that the common ground only contains worlds where there is one and only
one cafeteria in the main building.
The case of only is somewhat more complicated. Recall that we just argued that only must
scope over the imperative operator in Portner's framework. In the case of Only paint the round
table! the presupposition of only therefore plausibly is that there has been an update of the To-do
List with Paint the round table! so that the To-do List already contains the requirement the
addressee paints the round table. Let us call this presupposition update presupposition. This
presupposition creates a problem for the command reading. Recall from the discussion in the
previous section that the To-do List before the utterance of the command does not contain any
(relevant) requirements. The imperative adds the requirements the addressee doesn't paint the
square table and the addressee doesn't paint the triangular table. By accommodation of the
update presupposition the requirement the addressee paints the round table is added. Painting the
round table becomes a real requirement (and not just an option) because it is not in conflict with
any other requirement. This is against our intuitions as laid out above in section 0. Note that the
modal subordination account that we proposed in that section does not work with the update
presupposition of only but with an 'ordinary' presupposition, viz. that the common ground entails
that the addressee paints the round table. Modal subordination in Kaufmann's account has the
effect that this ordinary presupposition imposes a condition on a subset of the common ground.
However, as we have just laid out the update presupposition is not a condition on the common
ground. So modal subordination does not have the same effect in Portner's account.
There is a way out of this problem, which consists in extending the stipulation about the
meaning of only to its presupposition. Just as the negation does not apply to the entire scope of
the focus particle but only to the proposition embedded under the speech act operator, the
presupposition can also be assumed to 'ignore' the speech act operator. Consequently it imposes a
restriction on the common ground, as presuppositions do in the ordinary case, and does not
interact with the To-do List directly. This discrepancy between the scope of the particle and the
contents of the presupposition requires further research.
Since To-do Lists are ordering sources let us briefly return to Schwager (2006) and
investigate the role of the presupposition of only with respect to the ordering source in
commands in her account. As laid out in section 0 the ordering source for commands is what the
speaker commands. With the speaker having epistemic authority over the conversational
backgrounds – which, recall, is a presupposition of the imperative operator – s/he knows what is
in the ordering source, i.e. what s/he may or may not command. For instance, if Andreas is in
Sophie's office she is probably entitled to command him to leave her office. She is certainly not
entitled to command him to go home. If she issues the latter command Andreas may point out the
presupposition failure, basically telling her that she does not know what she is entitled to
command. So it is a plausible assumption that the proposition embedded under the imperative
operator is in the ordering source. Therefore, in our painting example the addressee paints only
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the round table is in the ordering source. The presupposition takes effect when the ordering
source is evaluated with respect to the modal base of the imperative (which in the modal
subordination context discussed above is the subset of the common ground where the
presupposition is satisfied). There are no complications comparable to those in Portner's account
here.

4 Scope over speech act operators
One of the main differences between Kaufmann's and Portner's frameworks with respect to the
focus particle only is whether or not the focus particle scopes over the speech act operator. We
argued that in Portner's account only necessarily scopes over the imperative operator. For
Kaufmann we showed that only can scope under the imperative operator. We did not investigate
the other option since this was not required to account for the data. Let us investigate how
plausible it is to assume that only indeed takes wide scope (if that is what is required by a
framework).
Krifka (2001), who mainly investigates questions, proposes that quantifiers can scope over
speech act operators. He argues that only universal quantifiers can scope over speech acts. The
reason is that the algebra for speech acts only contains conjunction, and not disjunction or
negation. The way we have defined only is universal quantification. So it is expected that only
can scope over a speech act operator. This also means that only should be able to scope over the
question operator yet this prediction does not seem to be borne out. (22) illustrates how the
universal quantifier every guest scopes over the question operator. (23) illustrates that only
cannot do this in the same way.4
(22) Which dish did every guest make?
= For every guest x, which dish did x make?

(Krifka 2001: 3)

(23) Who will only paint the [ROUND] FOC table?
≠ For all table shapes P ≠ round, who will not paint a table with that shape?
≠ For only the round table, who will paint it?
This, however, is expected considering that Krifka argues that the wide-scope quantifier needs to
be topical. This is clearly not given here. Neither is only a topic nor is the associate.
It is worth pointing out in this context that German has a modal particle which is
homophonous with the German focus particle nur ('only'), and which can occur in questions, see
(24). (24) is ambiguous between a reading where the speaker asks who will paint the round table
and no other table, and a reading where the speaker has thought about all sorts of answers for the
question who will paint the round table, but cannot come up with an answer that is appropriate.
The ambiguity is resolved by intonation. The first reading requires a falling (= focus) accent on
runden ('round'), the second reading does not require this accent but usually comes with an
accent on the question word or on the finite verb.
(24) Wer wird nur den runden Tisch streichen?
who has only the round table painted
4

(23) is probably best in a quiz context where the behaviour of various candidates is to be predicted by other
candidates.
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i. Who will only paint the [ROUND]FOC table?
ii. Who (on earth) will paint the round table?
Bayer & Obenauer (2011) suggest that only does its ordinary job of elimination of alternatives
here: it eliminates the values for the wh-variable that the speaker has been able to consider. This
is not quite the meaning that only would have if it scoped over the speech act operator. Still, it
comes close to a paraphrase like The only thing I want to know (now) is who will paint the round
table. We will leave the case of questions as an open research issue here.
Consider next the case of assertions. For these, the assumption that only may scope over the
speech act operator seems to deliver the right result (even though only is not a topic).
(25) John only painted the [ROUND]FOC table.
= For all table shapes P ≠ round: Update the common ground with: John did not paint
the P table.
If we assume that the presupposition is an update presupposition, i.e. if it is presupposed that
there has been an update of the common ground with the proposition John painted the round
table the common ground will only contain such worlds. Together with the meaning of the
assertion of (25) this will have the effect that the common ground only contains worlds where
John painted the round table and no other table. If the presupposition is an ordinary
presupposition the effect it has is the same. So for assertions it does not actually make a
difference whether the presupposition is an update presupposition or an ordinary presupposition.
Furthermore, leaving the topic issue aside, both wide scope and narrow scope of only with
respect to the speech act operator seem to deliver the same meaning in this case.
The result of this brief discussion is somewhat undecided. There is no direct evidence for the
assumption that only scopes over speech act operators in the general case but neither is there
direct counterevidence. If Krifka's topic assumption is correct only should not take wide scope.
We leave the details of this to further research.

5 Conclusion
We have investigated the meaning contribution of the focus particle only to the command
reading and the permission reading of imperatives. We have shown that both the theory of
Kaufmann and that of Portner can explain the basic facts, viz. that in the command reading the
addressee is required not perform the actions induced by the focus alternatives, and in the
permission reading s/he is allowed not to perform these actions. We have paid special attention
to the presupposition of only, which emerges as a permission in the command reading and as a
requirement in the permission reading. We have argued that in the approach of Kaufmann the
presupposition facts follow from the standard assumptions with regard to presupposition
projection. This result can be put down to the fact that, at its core, the imperative semantics of
Kaufmann is a standard truth conditional semantics. The semantics of Portner, in contrast,
traverses the boundary of truth conditional semantics and context change semantics. In Portner's
theory the essence of an imperative is that it induces an update operation, which is not a truth
conditional operation. We have argued that as a consequence only in imperatives cannot be a
purely truth conditional operator since it must take scope over the update operator. We have
proposed a lexical entry for imperative-only which seems to account for the observed facts in a
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descriptively adequate way. Future research must show if the stipulations necessary in Portner's
framework can be motivated on independent grounds.
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REQUANTIFICATION AND PARTIAL FOCUS IN
INDEFINITES1
STEFAN HINTERWIMMER
DAVID SCHUELER
University of Osnabrueck
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

1 Introduction
This paper argues that a pattern which creates severe problems for situation semantic analyses of
adverbial quantifiers (von Fintel 1994, Elbourne 2005, etc.) can naturally be accounted for by
combining a neo-Davidsonian event semantic account (Herburger 2000, Beaver and Clark 2008)
with plausible pragmatic principles, thus showing that the two accounts are not as similar with
respect to their treatment of adverbial quantification as is sometimes assumed. The issue
concerns the contrast between the sentences in (1a) and (2a), on the one hand, and (1b) and (2b),
on the other: While in (1a) and (2a) the indefinites in the when-clause and those in the matrixclause necessarily introduce distinct individuals, the matrix-indefinites in (1b) and (2b) are most
naturally understood as picking up the individuals introduced by the indefinites in the respective
when-clause (capitals indicate focus marking via intonational prominence of the respective
syllable).
(1) a. When Alan talks to a student, he usually PRAIses a student.
b. When Alan praises a student, he usually praises a SMART student.
(2) a. When Mary receives a book as a gift, she usually READS a book.
b. When Mary reds a book, she usually reads a NON-fiction book.
Consequently, (1b) and (2b) have prominent readings that can be paraphrased as “On most
occasions where John praises a student, the student that he praises is smart” and “On most
1

We would like to thank the audiences at Sinn und Bedeutung 16, at NELS 42, at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, at
the University of Osnabrueck, at the University of Bielefeld, and at the University of Minnesota, as well as Andreas
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occasions where Mary reads a book, the book she reads is a non-fiction book”, respectively. (1a)
and (2a), on the other hand, have no such readings. That is, (1a) does not have a reading that can
be paraphrased as “On most occasions where John talks to a student, he praises the student that
he is talking to”, and (2b) does not have a reading that can be paraphrased as “On most occasions
where Mary receives a book as a gift, she reads the book that she received”. Rather, with respect
to each occasion, the student that is praised by John is understood to differ from the one that
John is talking to, and the book that Mary reads is understood to differ from the one that she
receives as a gift, in spite of the fact that the resulting readings describe circumstances in the It
says that Alan tends to talk to students in twos, praising at least one of them. Due to this clash
between what would be plausible in terms of general world knowledge and what is enforced by
the pragmatic principles that we will discuss in detail in this paper, the sentences in both (1a) and
(2a) sound slightly odd (though they are definitely acceptable). The structurally similar example
in (3), in contrast, is perfectly fine, since there a reading according to which the individual
introduced by the indefinite in the main clause is different from the one introduced by the
indefinite in when-clause corresponds to a typical circumstance: cutting down one tree and
planting a different one.
(3) If Mary cuts DOWN a tree, she usually PLANTS a tree.
We will argue in this paper that an analysis of the phenomenon exemplified by the contrast
between (1a), (2a) and (3), on the one hand, and (1b) and (2b), on the other, will give us insights
into (a) the interaction of semantics, pragmatics and information structure as far as the
interpretation of adverbially quantified sentences is concerned, (b) factors that determine the
choice between definite and indefinite determiners, and (c) important differences between event
and situation semantic treatments of adverbially quantified sentences.

2 Background
In this section, we give a short overview over situation and event semantic treatments of
adverbial quantification, indicating what options the two frameworks offer for dealing with the
phenomenon introduced in section 1. In section 3, we present our own proposal, which combines
an event semantic treatment of adverbial quantification with independently motivated pragmatic
assumptions. Before we turn to the details of the respective approaches, however, let us first give
a bit of general background concerning adverbial quantification in general, and the interaction of
adverbial quantifiers and indefinite DPs, in particular.
Quantificational adverbs (henceforth: Q-adverbs) differ from quantificational determiners in
two important respects: First, they quantify over abstract entities like situations or events in
contrast to individuals. Second, while in the case of quantificational determiners the domain of
quantification, the restrictor, is always provided by the syntactic complement (i.e. by the
respective NP) of the determiner, the restrictor of Q-adverbs may, but need not be, given overtly,
such as in the form of an if- or when-clause. In cases where no if- or when-clause is present, the
restrictor is determined on the basis of information structure, contextual clues and world
knowledge. Consider the sentences in (4) and (5):
(4) When Mary goes to the beach, she usually takes Paul with her.
(5) a. Mary usually goes to the beach with PAUL.
b. Mary usually goes to the BEACH with Paul.
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In the case of (4), to know the restrictor of the Q-adverb, it does not matter where the main
accent is put; the sentence always receives an interpretation that can (very roughly) be
paraphrased as given in (6), i.e. the when-clause is interpreted as the restrictor of the Q-adverb,
and the main clause (minus the Q-adverb itself, of course) as the nuclear scope.
(6) Most situations/events where Mary goes to the beach are situations/events where she is
accompanied by Paul.
In the case of (5a,b), in contrast, information structure plays a decisive role: While the ordinary
semantic value of the sentence in both cases provides the nuclear scope, the restrictor varies with
the focus marking. Accordingly, (5a) is interpreted in the same way as (4), i.e. the paraphrase in
(6) applies to it as well. (5b) receives an interpretation that can be paraphrased as in (7):
(7) Most situations/events where Mary goes somewhere with Paul are situations/events
where she goes to the beach with him.
A natural way to account for this dependence on focus marking is to assume that the restrictor of
a Q-adverb in the monoclausal case (i.e. in the absence of an if- or when-clause) is determined on
the basis of the focus semantic value (Rooth 1985; 1992) of the whole sentence (at least by
default; see von Fintel 1994 and Beaver and Clark 2008 for discussion). Since the focus semantic
value of a sentence consists of a set of propositions that only differ from the proposition provided
by its ordinary semantic value insofar as the focal constituent has been replaced by one of its
contextual alternatives (where alternatives to Paul are other salient individuals, alternatives to
beach are other plausible locations like cinema, park, etc.), and since the restrictor is obtained by
applying set union to the focus semantic value (equivalently: existential quantification over the
alternatives), the truth conditions are expected to vary with the focus marking.
All accounts according to which Q-adverbs unambiguously quantify over abstract entities
like situations or events are challenged by the existence of examples like (8a,b), which are
interpreted as paraphrased in (8c):
(8) a. When a dolphin is from Florida, it is usually smart.
b. A dolphin from Florida is usually SMART.
c. Most dolphins from Florida are smart.
We set aside unselective binding approaches, according to which indefinites only provide
predicatively restricted free variables, while Q-adverbs are capable of binding any free variable
they c-command at LF (as in Heim 1982; see Lewis 1975 and Kamp 1981 for similar
approaches); such approaches make problematic predictions for donkey sentences (Heim 1990).
There are then basically two remaining options to meet this challenge:
A. Q-adverbs are assumed to quantify over minimal situations exclusively, i.e. situations that
contain nothing more than what is strictly speaking necessary to make the respective
situation predicate true, which sometimes amounts to just the individuals involved
(Berman 1987; Heim 1990; von Fintel 1994).
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B. Q-adverbs quantify over neo-Davidsonian (Davidson 1967) eventualities (events or
states), whose participants are then fortuitously also quantified over (Parsons 1990;
Landman 2000; Herburger 2000).

The first approach is henceforth called “situation semantics analysis”, the second “event
semantics analysis”. Let us turn to the situation semantics analysis first.

2.1 The situation semantics analysis
Following Kratzer (1989), situations are conceived of as parts of possible worlds (with worlds
being maximal situations, i.e. situations that are not parts of any other situation); they consist of
individuals, properties (the respective individuals have) and relations (holding between the
respective individuals). Verbal as well as nominal and adjectival predicates are assumed to
contain additional situation arguments that may in principle either be resolved on the basis of
contextual information or be bound by overt or covert operators, with Q-adverbs being instance
of the former, and the covert generic operator being an instance of the latter.
Concerning the situations quantified over by Q-adverbs (as well as by the covert generic
operator), the minimality condition mentioned boven in A ensures a 1:1-relation between those
situations and the individuals introduced by the respective indefinites (note that for the time
being it is only the restrictor situations that are minimal, not the nucleus situations, i.e. we are
talking about restrictor minimization exclusively). This 1:1-relation accounts for the illusion of
direct quantification over individuals. Crucially, however, since, for example, a minimal
situation of a dolphin being from Florida cannot at the same time be a situation of a dolphin
being smart, extensions of the respective minimal situations have to be employed in the nucleus,
as shown schematically in (9b) for the example (8b) from above, repeated here as (9a):
(9) a. A dolphin from Florida is usually SMART.
b. Most s [min(s, λs1. ∃x[dolphin(x)(s1) ∧ from_Florida(x)(s1)])]
[∃s2[s≤s2∧ ∃x[dolphin(x)(s2) ∧ from_Florida(x)(s2) ∧ smart(x)(s2)]]],
where min(s, P) iff P(s) ∧ ¬∃s1[s1< s ∧ P(s1)]]
There is a problem with the analysis as it stands, however: It predicts readings that are far too
weak. In the case of (9a), for example, the existence of one smart dolphin in the whole world of
evaluation would be sufficient for the sentence to be true, which is absurdly incongruent to the
meaning of the sentence. This arises because an extension of a minimal situation of there being a
dolphin from Florida to a situation where a dolphin from Florida is smart may well contain other
dolphins from Florida besides the one that is part of the respective restrictor situation. Assuming
that the world of evaluation contains exactly one smart dolphin from Florida, Flippy, we could
map every restrictor minimal situation, one for every dolphin from Florida D, to an extended
situation containing D and Flippy. This would predict that (9a) is true in a world which contains
one smart dolphin and any number of dolphins total. In order to overcome this problem, which is
dubbed the requantification problem, von Fintel (1994) proposes scope minimization in addition
to restrictor minimization, i.e. he assumes the nucleus situations to be minimal extensions of the
restrictor situations that make both restrictor and nucleus true, as shown in (10) for the example
in (9a):
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(10) Most s [min(s, λs1. ∃x[dolphin(x)(s1) ∧ from_Florida(x)(s1)])]
[∃s2[s≤s2 ∧ min(s2, λs3. ∃x[dolphin(x)(s3) ∧ ∧ from_Florida(x)(s3) ∧ smart(x)(s3)])]]
This way, each of the situations containing only a dolphin from Florida is extended minimally to
one containing a smart dolphin from Florida. Because of minimality, that situation must contain
a single smart dolphin and nothing else; since it is an extension of the restrictor situation, it must
contain the dolphin from that situation. Thus, it is only the property of being smart that is added,
not a new dolphin. Crucially, monoclausal and biclausal sentences are in principle treated alike
in this analysis. In both cases, a minimal extension of the respective restrictor situation is added
that satisfies both restrictor and nucleus, the only difference being that in the biclausal case the
restrictor predicate is provided by the if- or when-clause, while in the monoclausal case it is
determined on the basis of the focus semantic value (at least by default).
Therefore, nucleus minimization creates a new problem. It makes wrong predictions for
biclausal sentences containing (partially) identical indefinites in both when- and main clause like
the ones introduced in section 1, that are repeated here as (11) and (12):
(11) a. When Alan talks to a student, he usually PRAIses a student.
b. When Alan praises a student, he usually praises a SMART student.
(12) a. When Mary receives a book as a gift, she usually READS a book.
b. When Mary reds a book, she usually reads a NON-fiction book.
Due to scope minimization, the individuals introduced by the respective indefinites are
necessarily identical not only in the case of (11b) and (12b), where this is in accordance with
intuitions, but also in (11a) and (12a), where it is not. To see this, consider the slightly simplified
formal representations of the readings that (11a) and (11b) receive in (13a) and (13b),
respectively:
(13) a. Most s1[min(s1, λs. ∃x[student(x)(s) ∧ talk_to(x)(Alan)(s)])][∃s2[s1 ≤ s2∧ min(s2, λs.
∃x[student(x)(s) ∧ talk_to(x)(Alan)(s)] ∧ ∃y[student(y)(s) ∧ praise(y)(Alan)(s)])]]
b. Most s1[min(s1, λs. ∃x[student(x)(s) ∧ praise(x)(Alan)(s)])] [∃s2[s1 ≤ s2∧ min(s2, λs.
∃x[student(x)(s) ∧ praise(x)(Alan)(s)] ∧ ∃y[student(y)(s)∧ smart(y)(s) ∧
praise(y)(Alan)(s)])]]
The problem arises because a minimal situation containing a student that Alan talks to and a
student that Alan praises contains one student, not two, and likewise for a minimal situation
containing a student that Alan praises and a smart student that Alan praises. Let us dub this
problem the underquantification problem. While von Fintel (1994) does not discuss cases like
(11b) and (12b) with adjectival focus, he already noticed that his analysis as it stood, with both
restrictor and scope minimization, makes wrong predictions for sentences like (11a) and (12a). In
order to rule out the predicted but unavailable interpretations for such sentences, he suggests that
the Novelty Condition (Heim 1982) applies at the syntactic level exclusively. Very informally
stated, the Novelty Condition requires each indefinite to introduce a new discourse referent, i.e.
one whose existence is not already entailed by the context. While this allows us to distinguish
between monoclausal sentences, where underquantification is welcome, and biclausal ones,
where it is not, it incorrectly predicts (11a) and (11b) to behave alike, and likewise for (12a) and
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(12b): If in one of them the Novelty Condition requires the indefinite in the main clause to
introduce a novel discourse referent, it should do so in the other one as well.
Apart from that, it is not clear how the solution suggested by von Fintel should work in principle.
The desired meanings for sentences such as (11a) and (12a) – namely ones according to which
the respective indefinites introduce different individuals with respect to each of the situations
quantified over - simply are not derived by the semantics. So if the role of the novelty condition
is to strengthen the literal meaning of the sentence, as most pragmatic principles do2, it will have
no effect here. At the very least, it seems safe to say that the conjunction of the following
assumptions is incompatible with an explicit novelty condition, however it should be formally
stated: (a) The minimality operator is part of the semantics of the Q-adverb, (b) The Q-adverb
can semantically scope over all indefinites contained in the sentence where it occurs (otherwise
the readings under discussion would not be derived to begin with), (c) There is no concretely
represented discourse and, hence, no tracked set of discourse referents, (d) Indefinites are
quantificational, not unselectively bound.
Taking everything together, the situation semantics analysis is unable to deal with the
phenomenon that is the main topic of this paper. Without scope minimization, the
requantification problem arises, while adding scope minimization leads to the
underquantification problem. Even if the latter could be solved via some version of the Novelty
Condition, this would not help, since we would then predict that (partially) identical indefinites
would necessarily introduce distinct individuals with respect to the situations quantified over in
all cases. Let us therefore turn to the event semantics analysis.

2.2 The event semantics analysis
The basic assumption of the neo-Davidsonian event semantics is that verbs are predicates of
eventualities (events or states) that are linked with their individual arguments via thematic roles.
Importantly, eventualities stand in a 1:1-relation to the respective thematic roles, i.e. each
eventuality can have at most one agent, theme, goal etc. (We follow Herburger’s (2000) analysis
closely here, though she too did not consider cases of adjectival focus, or the underquantification
problem in general.) In episodic sentences, the event variables introduced by the respective verbs
are assumed to be either bound by a covert existential quantifier, while in adverbially quantified
or generic sentences they are assumed to be bound by the respective Q-adverb or by the covert
generic operator, similarly to the situation semantics analysis. Concerning monoclausal
sentences, the assumption is, again, that the whole sentence minus the Q-adverb is interpreted in
the nuclear scope, while the restrictor is determined on the basis of the focus semantic value –
only the non-focal part of the respective eventuality predicate is interpreted as the restrictor
predicate. In the case of biclausal sentences, in contrast, the restrictor predicate is provided by
the when-clause, while the nucleus predicate is provided by the main clause – just as in the
situation semantics analysis. Crucially, however, because of the 1:1-relation between
eventualities and thematic roles, no minimality condition is required. Consequently, no
2

An exception might be the Maxim of Quality, which when applied to literal contradictions like (i) might be said to
weaken the meaning to something completely different, like “I’m finished with one section but not the whole thing.”
However, the mechanism by which this happens seems not to be systematic, so we would gain no insight into the
facts discussed in the paper if we proposed that the novelty condition acted in a similarly nonsystematic way.
(i) Well, I’m finished and I’m not finished.
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additional eventualities need to be introduced in the nuclear scope of a Q-adverb. A sentence
such as (9a), repeated here as (14a), is accordingly interpreted as shown in (14b), where In is an
unspecified cover term for the single thematic role assigned by a stative predicate such as (be)
smart (see Parsons 2000).
(14) a. A dolphin from Florida is usually SMART.
b. Most e [∃x[dolphin(x) ∧ In(e)=x)]]
[∃x[dolphin(x) ∧ smart(e) ∧ In(e)=x]]
In biclausal sentences, in contrast, the respective verbs introduce their own eventuality
predicates, thus imposing potentially contradictory requirements on the respective eventualities.
Therefore, existential quantification over related events is required in the nucleus. For the
purposes of this paper, let us make the simplifying assumption that the relevant relation is
temporal overlap. (11a) and (11b), which are repeated here as (15a) and (16a), are thus
interpreted as in (15b) and (16b), respectively:
(15) a. When Alan talks to a student, he usually PRAIses a student.
b. Most e [∃x[student(x) ∧ talk_to(e) ∧ agent(e)=Alan ∧ theme (e)=x]] [∃e1[o(τ(e), τ(e1))
∧ ∃x[student(x) ∧ praise(e1) ∧ agent(e1)=Alan ∧ theme (e1)=x]]],
where o means overlaps and τ(e) is the temporal trace (i.e. the running time of e).
(16) a. When Alan PRAIses a student, he usually praises a SMART student
b. Most e [∃x[student(x) ∧ praise(e) ∧ agent(e)=Alan ∧ theme (e)=x]][∃e1[o(τ(e), τ(e1))
∧ ∃x[student(x) ∧ smart(x) ∧ praise(e1) ∧ agent(e1)=Alan∧ theme (e1)=x]]]
At first sight, this analysis seems to run into the mirror image of the problem that the situation
semantics analysis discussed in the last section ran into, since, again, both sentences are treated
alike. Thus, whereas the situation semantics analysis (without some version of the Novelty
Condition, that is) works fine for (16b) and fails for (16a) (see section 2.1), it seems at first to be
just the other way round for the event semantics analysis: Since the individual introduced by the
existential quantifier in the nuclear scope is not the theme of the respective restrictor event, but
rather the theme of a temporally overlapping event introduced by the existential quantifier in the
nuclear scope, it correctly predicts that (16a) involves potentially two students. Concerning
(16b), in contrast, it might seem to fail, the presence of the additional event in the nuclear scope
seems to preclude a reading according to which the individuals introduced by the respective
indefinites are identical (since they are the themes of distinct events).
This is not the case, however. Since temporal overlap is compatible with identity, and since
nothing else forces the nucleus events to be distinct from the respective restrictor events (as we
will argue in section 3), restrictor and nucleus events might in principle be identical. If the events
are identical, however, the individuals introduced by the respective indefinites are automatically
identical as well, because of the 1:1-relation between eventualities and thematic roles. The event
semantics analysis is thus in principle compatible with both readings in each case.
As we will see in section 3, this flexibility is actually an advantage that the event semantics
analysis has over the situation semantics analysis, since it allows additional factors (pragmatic
ones, among others) to decide which reading is actually available in each case. The situation
semantics analysis, in contrast, either only allows the “identity-reading” (without the Novelty
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Condition), or it only allows the “non-identity reading” (if some version of the Novelty
Condition can be added consistently3). But before we turn to the details of how we propose to
account for the contrast exemplified by (16a) vs. (16b) in terms of an event semantics analysis,
let us first briefly address a potential worry raised by the fact that monoclausal and biclausal
sentences are treated differently in the event semantics analysis discussed in this section, while
they are treated alike in the situation semantics analysis discussed in section 2.1.
First of all, the introduction of an additional situation in the nucleus not only in the biclausal
case, but also in the monoclausal one, is an unavoidable consequence of the fact that the situation
semantics analysis needs to assume Q-adverbs to quantify over minimal situations in order to
ensure the required 1:1-relation between individuals and situations. In the case of the event
semantics analysis, in contrast, matters are different, as already said above: Co-variation of
individuals and eventualities is ensured because of the 1:1-relation between thematic roles and
eventualities. It is only in the biclausal case that the introduction of an additional nucleus
eventuality is unavoidable (because of potentially contradictory verbal predicates). Secondly,
both the situation and the event semantics analysis have to assume that there is some difference
between the monoclausal and the biclausal case: In the former, the restrictor has to be determined
indirectly, while in the latter it is overtly given by a syntactic constituent. In our view, it is quite
natural to encode this difference in the meaning of the respective Q-adverb, i.e. we assume that
each Q-adverb comes in two closely related variants. One of them takes two arguments (namely
the main clause it is contained in and the respective if- or when-clause), while the other one takes
only the respective main clause as its argument, the restrictor initially only being present in the
form of a free variable whose value is determined on the basis of the focus semantic value of the
main clause by default. Which variant is chosen in each case depends on the context, i.e. if the
wrong version is chosen, the computation simply does not succeed. To make this more concrete,
consider the two variants of the Q-adverb usually in (17a,b):
(17) a. [[usually1]] = λQ. Most e [C(e)] [Q(e)]
b. [[usually2]] = λQ. λP. Most e [P(e)] [∃e1[o(τ(e), τ(e1)) ∧Q(e1)]
We assume that in both cases the Q-adverb is adjoined to vP, which, after the subject has been
reconstructed into the specifier of vP, provides the first argument of the Q-adverb. While in the
case of usually1, this is all, as far as compositional semantics is concerned, in the case of usually2
the object resulting from the application of the Q-adverb to the main clause is applied in a second
step to the respective if- or when-clause, which we assume to have been adjoined to TP. With
these assumptions in place, let us now turn to the details of our proposal.

3 The proposal: separating verbal from adjectival focus
Let us consider again the sentences in (15a) and (16a) and their semantic representations in (15b)
and (16b), repeated here as (18a,b) and (19a,b), respectively:

3

Recall that if we give up nucleus minimization and do not introduce any novelty condition, we get similar
flexibility to what we derive here, but we do so also for monoclausal cases, incorrectly.
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(18) a. When Alan talks to a student, he usually PRAIses a student.
b. Most e [∃x[student(x) ∧ talk_to(e) ∧ agent(e)=Alan ∧ theme (e)=x]] [∃e1[o(τ(e), τ(e1))
∧ ∃x[student(x) ∧ praise(e1) ∧ agent(e1)=Alan ∧ theme (e1)=x]]],
(19) a. When Alan PRAIses a student, he usually praises a SMART student
b. Most e [∃x[student(x) ∧ praise(e) ∧ agent(e)=Alan ∧ theme (e)=x]] [∃e1[o(τ(e), τ(e1))
∧ ∃x[student(x) ∧ smart(x) ∧ praise(e1) ∧ agent(e1)=Alan ∧ theme (e1)=x]]]
As already said above, in no case does the existential quantifier in the nucleus in and of itself
force the restrictor- and nucleus-events to be distinct. In the case of (18a), however, the fact that
the respective verbal predicates are different forces the events to be distinct as well. (See
Landman 2000 for arguments that the events introduced by distinct verbal predicates have to be
distinct even if they occupy exactly the same spatiotemporal location.) Since the events are
distinct, identity of the individuals introduced by the respective indefinites is not guaranteed. At
the same time, it is not excluded either. But here, an additional pragmatic factor comes into play:
If the speaker had intended an interpretation according to which the individuals are identical in
each case, she could have indicated this overtly by employing a definite description or a pronoun
instead of an indefinite in the main clause. To see this, consider the variant of (19a) in (20) and
the variant of the parallel example (12a) (repeated here as (21a) in (21b):
(20) If Alan talks to a student, he usually PRAIses the student/him.
(21) a. If Mary receives a book as a gift, she usually READS a book.
b. If Mary receives a book as a gift, she usually READS the book/it.
Now, following Heim (1991), many authors (Percus 2006, Schlenker 2006, Sauerland 2008,
Singh 2011) have argued on the basis of contrasts like the one in (22) that there is a pragmatic
principle, Maximize Presuppositions! which requires that whenever a non-presuppositional item
can be replaced by a presuppositional one without altering the truth conditions of the respective
sentence, it must be so replaced.
(22) John climbed *a/the highest mountain in Canada.
In principle, there is nothing wrong with using the indefinite determiner instead of the definite
one in (22). The only reason for the oddity of the former variant seems to be that the existence
and uniqueness presupposition associated by the definite determiner are fulfilled by the predicate
highest mountain in Canada, thus enforcing the choice of the definite determiner instead of the
indefinite one. Let us adopt for concreteness the version of Maximize Presuppositions!
(henceforth: MP) proposed by Percus (2006):
(23) Maximize Presuppositions! (Percus 2006)
i. Alternatives are only defined for lexical items. For any lexical items, the alternatives
consist of all presuppositionally stronger items of the same syntactic category.
ii. Do not use a sentence φ if a member of its Alternative-Family ψ is felicitous and
contextually equivalent to φ,
where the Alternative-Family of a sentence is the set of sentences that you get by
replacing at least one of the alternative-associated expressions it contains with an
alternative.
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Our claim now is that if a non-distinct interpretation for the respective indefinites was intended,
MP would apply and force the replacement of (19a) by (20), and of (21a) by (21b), since both
(20) and (21b) are felicitous, belong to the Alternative-Families of (19a) and (21a), respectively,
and are equivalent to the respective “identity readings”. But how does this work exactly, i.e. how
do the relevant readings of (19a) and (21a) come about, and how do we ensure that the
uniqueness presuppositions associated with the definite determiner are relativized in the right
way in (20) and (21b)?
There are many independent reasons for assuming that the domains of both quantificational
and definite determiners are determined not only by their respective syntactic complements, but
also by contextually salient information (see von Fintel 1994 and Stanley and Szabo 2000 and
the references cited therein for discussion). One of the standard ways of accounting for this is via
the postulation of covert variables whose value may be determined by the context. Let us adopt
Stanley and Szabo’s (2000) proposal for concreteness. They assume that the NPs serving as the
restrictors of either quantificational or definite DPs are associated with covert individual and
functional variables which both may either be bound by some c-commanding operator or receive
their value from the context. An NP consisting of the noun student as it occurs in (19a) and (20),
for example, is thus interpreted as shown in (24):
(24) [[<student, f(i)>]]c = [[student]] ∩ {x: x ∈ c(f)(c(i))},
where c(f)(c(i)) is the predicate obtained by applying the value assigned to the functional
variable f to the value assigned to the individual variable i by the contextually
determined assignment function c.
Assuming that an event is just a special kind of individual, resolving f to λe. λx. theme(e)=x, and
i to an event variable which gets bound by the c-commanding Q-adverb is thus a legitimate
option. If it is employed in (19a) and (20), it not only gives us the “identity reading” of (19a)
(repeated here as (25a)) we are after, as shown in (25b), but it also ensures that the uniqueness
condition associated with the definite determiner in (20) (repeated here as (26a)) is relativized in
the right way, as shown in (26b).
(25) a. When Alan talks to a student, he usually PRAISES a student.
b. Most e [∃x[student(x) ∧ talk_to(e) ∧ agent(e)=Alan ∧ theme (e)=x]] [∃e1[o(τ(e),
τ(e1)) ∧ praise(e1) ∧ agent(e1)=Alan ∧ ∃y[student(y) ∧ theme (e)=y ∧ theme (e1)=y]]]
(26) a. When Alan talks to a student, he usually PRAISES the student.
b. Most e [∃x[student(x) ∧ talk_to(e) ∧ agent(e)=Alan ∧ theme (e)=x]] [∃e1[o(τ(e), τ(e1))
∧ praise(e1) ∧ agent(e1)=Alan ∧ theme (e1)=ιx[student(x) ∧ theme (e)=x]]]
Since (26a) is not only a member of the Alternative-Family of (25a) and felicitous, but also
equivalent to (25a) if the two sentences are interpreted as in (25b) and (26b), respectively, MP
applies and forces the replacement of (25a) by (26a), and the same reasoning applies to (21).
Concerning the variants with pronouns instead of definite DPs, we follow Elbourne (2005) in
assuming that pronouns are just the overt spellout of a definite DP whose NP-complement has
been elided under identity. Consequently, the reasoning just outlined applies to them, too.
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We have now explained why (21a) and (25a) do not receive “identity readings”, or rather
why, if they did, they would have to be replaced by the variants in (21b) and (26a), respectively.
Now, if the speaker utters (21a) instead of (21b) and (25a) instead of (26a), the only reasonable
conclusion for the hearer is that she did not intend such a reading, but rather one according to
which the individual in the respective restrictor and nucleus events are distinct. In terms of our
analysis, this means that the free variables associated with the NPs in the main clause are not
resolved as shown above, but rather to some trivial property.4
Let us now return to the examples in (15a) and (16a), repeated here in (27).
(27) a. When Alan praises a student, he usually praises a SMART student.
b. When Mary reads a book, she usually reads a NON-fiction book.
Since here the verbal predicates are identical, an interpretation according to which the events
introduced by the existential quantifiers in the nucleus are identical to the respective restrictor
events is possible, though not required. Recall that if the events were identical, the respective
indefinites would automatically be interpreted as introducing identical individuals, due to the
1:1-relation between events and individuals via thematic roles. However, it is not possible to
indicate that the individuals are meant to be identical here by employing a definite DP or a
pronoun instead of an indefinite. This is because the resulting interpretation would either lead to
a presupposition violation, or would be tautologous. Consider the variants of (27) in (28).
(28) a. ??When Alan PRAIses a student, he usually praises the SMART student/him.
b. ??When Mary reads a book, she usually reads the NON-fiction book/it.
Concerning the versions with the pronouns, they are obviously tautologous and thus (even if they
were felicitous) not contextually equivalent to (27a) and (27b) in any of their readings. As for the
versions with the definite DPs, their oddity is presumably due to the fact that the existence
presupposition associated with the definite determiner is not satisfied relative to each of the
nucleus events. Assuming that the free function and individual variables are resolved in the same
way as in (26b) above, existence with respect to each of the events quantified over is only
guaranteed for the predicate student, but not for the predicate smart student, and likewise for
(28b). Consequently, MP does not apply, since the sentences resulting from replacing the
respective indefinite determiner by a definite one are neither felicitous, nor do they have a
reading according to which they are equivalent to the original sentences in any of their reading.
A potential worry that might arise in this context is that in many cases accommodating a
presupposition that is not already entailed by the context is unproblematic, as shown by the
acceptability of the mini-discourse in (29):
(29) A cat entered the room. The beautiful animal had shiny black fur.

4

Some speakers do not report a strong implication of (25a) and such that the individuals must be distinct, only that
they can be. For those speakers, MP may have weaker force. This predicts that those speakers should give judgments
suggesting the weakness of MP in other areas. Though this seems to be the case for judgments of adjectival focus
(27), we do not know if it is the case for the action of MP in other domains.
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Unlike (29), however, accommodation would not help in (28), since it would have to apply either
globally (Heim 1983) or at the highest level possible (van der Sandt 1992). Consequently, it
would have to be accommodated that either all students or all students praised by Alan are smart,
or that either all books or all books read by Mary are non-fiction books. No matter which option
is chosen, the resulting propositions are tautologous, and MP would not apply since equivalence
would not hold. Consequently, “identity readings” of (27) are not blocked by the existence of
presuppositionally stronger alternatives. At the same time, however, they are not enforced,
either: Resolving the respective function and individual variables and such a way that the
relevant readings emerge is only an option.
Likewise, the mere fact that is in principle possible to identify the nucleus events with the
respective restrictor events does not guarantee that this option is chosen. Still, an “identity
interpretation” seems to be the only one that is available for both (27).5 Why should this be? We
propose that this, too, is due to MP. An intended non-identity could have been indicated overtly,
namely by adding too to the respective main clause, as shown in (30):
(30) a. If Alan praises a student, he usually praises a SMART student, too.
b. If Mary reads a book, she usually reads a NON-fiction book, too.
Both (30a) and (30b) only have readings according to which Alan praises two students in each
case, a non-smart one and a smart one, and Mary reads two books, a fiction book, and a nonfiction book. The reason for this contrast between (27) on the one hand and (30) on the other is
presumably that the adverb too presupposes the existence of a contextually salient event that only
differs from the event introduced by the vP it adjoins to in the following way: The object denoted
by the focal constituent has been replaced by one of its focus-alternatives. Simplifying somewhat
(see Krifka 1998, Rullmann 2003 and Saebo 2004 for discussion), the semantics of too can be
stated as follows (based on Rullmann 2003: 339):
(31) a. ordinary semantic value: [[α too]]o = [[α]]
b. focus value: [[α too]]f = {[[α]]o}
c. presupposition: [α too] presupposes that there is at least one contextually salient event
predicate p ∈ [[α]]f - {[[α]]o} such that p is satisfied in the local context of α.
Let us consider the sentence in (30a). Since the adjective smart is focal, the relevant alternatives
are presumably event predicates like the one given in (32):
(32) λe. ∃x[student(x) ∧ stupid(x) ∧ praise(e) ∧ agent(e)=Alan ∧ theme(e)=x]
Now, if the respective restrictor and nucleus predicates are interpreted as distinct in each case,
the following assumption is plausible: One of the relevant alternatives is satisfied in the local
context of the event predicate denoted by the matrix vP. In other words, it is plausible to assume
that in each case there is an event of John praising a student that satisfies one of the alternatives
to smart. Consequently, if the alternative to too is ∅, MP forces the replacement of (27a) by
(30a) and of (27b) by (30b) if the respective restrictor and nucleus events are meant to be
5

As mentioned in note 4, this may not hold for all speakers, for whom MP may be weaker.
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distinct. MP thus works in the opposite direction from the cases of verbal focus: While identity
cannot be indicated via linguistic means, non-identity can be. Since the speaker did not make use
of this option, the hearer assumes that she did not intend an interpretation according to which
restrictor and nucleus events are distinct. Consequently, an interpretation is enforced according
to which they are identical. As a result, the participants introduced by the respective indefinites
must be identical as well.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have argued that the question of whether (partially) identical indefinites
contained in biclausal adverbially quantified sentences receive distinct or non-distinct
interpretation depends on an intricate interplay of semantic, pragmatics, and information
structural factors. In particular, we have shown that the Novelty Condition (Heim 1982) does not
exist as an independent principle, since there are cases where it clearly does not apply. Rather,
the facts it captures correctly can be derived from MP (cf. Singh 2011, who argues for a similar
conclusion, without presenting actual counterexamples to the Novelty Condition).
In addition, the phenomena discussed in this paper provide arguments for favoring event
semantics over situation semantics as far as adverbial quantification is concerned. This is due to
the fact that the pragmatic story presented in section 3 is simply not compatible with the situation
semantics treatment of adverbial quantification, since scope minimization always enforces
(partially) identical indefinites to introduce identical individuals. Omitting scope minimization,
on the other hand, is not an option either, since it makes wrong predictions for monoclausal
adverbially quantified sentences with indefinites.
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JAPANSE DEMONSTRATIVE SO-NO AS A MODIFIER
LACKING DEFINITENESS
MAKOTO KANEKO
Okayama University

1 Introduction
This paper1 aims to clarify the semantics of one of Japanese demonstratives, so-no, by comparing
it with German ‘strong article’ which displays apparently similar distribution. Although
demonstratives have been one of the most often discussed subjects in the Japanese linguistics,
very little is known about their differences with respect to demonstratives and other definite
determiners in other languages. The main proposal is that Japanese demonstrative so-no should
be analyzed not as a definite determiner, but as a NP-adjunct modifier semantically functioning
as a domain restrictor in Etxebberia & Ginnakidou’s (2010) terms. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 will present, by referring to Löbner (2011), similarities and differences
between Japanese so-no and German strong article: it will especially be shown that Japanese sono does not necessarily induce uniqueness or maximality presupposition, contrary to German
strong article. Section 3 will account for these similarities and difference by establishing the
semantics of the two expressions, and point out some morphological and syntactic peculiarities
of so-no which militate in favor of the proposed semantics. Section 4 will recapitulate the results
of the paper.

2 Japanese demonstrative so-no and German strong article
This section begins by reviewing Löbner’s (2011) proposals concerning the interaction between
basic noun types and determination types (2.1), against the background of which I will next show
similarities between German strong article and Japanese so-no (2.2), and their differences
concerning uniqueness or maximality presupposition (2.3).

1
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2.1 Congruent and incongruent definite determination
Löbner (2011) first distinguishes four basic noun types, that is, sortal, individual, relational and
functional nouns: i) sortal nouns are unary predicate terms (of type <e,t>), like man; ii)
individual nous are individual terms (of type e) uniquely identified in a context of utterance, like
US president; iii) relational nouns are binary predicate terms (of type <e,<e,t>>), characterize
their referents by a particular relation (not necessarily one-to-one) to its external argument and
are illustrated by nouns, like brother (x’s brother is not necessarily uniquely determined with
respect to x); iv) functional nouns are unary function terms (of type <e,e>) lexically involving an
external argument whose value constitutes the uniquely determined referent, like father (x’s
father is uniquely determined with respect to x). By representing inherent uniqueness and
inherent relationality respectively by features [±U] and [±R], this author characterizes i) sortal
nouns as [-U][-R], ii) individual nouns as [+U][-R], iii) relational nouns as [-U][+R], iv)
functional nouns as [+U][+R].
He next shows which mode of determination is natural with which noun type: singular
definite determiner is natural with [+U] nouns (i.e. individual nouns, like US president, and
functional nouns whose external argument is filled, like father of Obama), while [-U] nouns (i.e.
sortal nouns, like man, and relational nouns, like brother of Obama) should be coerced (typeshifted) with the help of contextual information to be compatible with singular definite article.
To clarify these natural and coerced relations, Löbner (2011) introduces a distinction between
“congruent” and “incongruent” determination: determination is congruent if it does not change
noun type; otherwise (if it needs some contextual support), it is incongruent. A bridging use of
definite article associated with a functional noun is between congruent and incongruent definite
determination in that such a noun is disposed with [+U] feature but its external argument should
be contextually fulfilled by way of anaphoric relation with the antecedent. Furthermore,
according to Löbner (2011), “incongruent determination receives more salient expression, such
as strong v. weak marking, marking v. non-marking, additional morphemes” (p.307). He then
proposes the following scale indicating degrees of congruence of various uses of definite
determiners.
(1)

Ћ incongruent definite determination (requiring contextual support)
deictic with sortal or relational nouns
> anaphoric with sortal or relational nouns
> bridging with functional nouns > with individual nouns
congruent definite determinationЍ
                     (adapted from Löbner 2011: 320)

English demonstratives, which may receive strong marking by stress, are incongruent markers,
while definite article the, which cannot be stressed, is essentially a congruent marker, although it
covers wide range of uses from left to right edges on the scale in (1). Thus, English the surely
allows a deictic use, but requires, in singular cases, the uniqueness of the referent in a relevant
situation, and is not acceptable in contexts where the same DP denotes different objects in the
same situation, as in (2a) where the same DP, the man, should denote two different men. English
demonstratives are acceptable in such cases, as in (2b).
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*The man is dumb and the man isn’t2.
This man is dumb and this man isn’t. (Löbner 2011: 18)
Every singer complained that {the /#that} accompanist played too loudly. (adapted
from Lyons 1999: 273)
{The / #That}moon was very bright last night. (idem.3)

The bridging use is expressed in English by definite article the, as in (3), but not by
demonstratives: that in (3) should need, as an incongruent marker, a heavy contextual support,
that is, high saliency of the referent of accompanist, which however is not obtained in (3). [+U]
individual nouns, like moon in (4), are compatible with definite article the, but normally not with
demonstrative that.

2.2 Similarities between Japanese so-no and German strong article
German definite article may be either contracted or not with a preposition preceding it. Schwarz
(2009) observes that the contracted form, called ‘weak article’, conveys, like English the,
uniqueness of the referent in a relevant situation, while the non-contracted form, called ‘strong
article’, is used primarily in anaphoric cases. Löbner (2011) claims that the contracted weak and
non-contracted strong articles respectively express congruent and incongruent definite
determination, while a cut off point between the two types of determination is different between
English and German. German strong article conveys i) deictic reading where the same DP may
denote different objects in a relevant situation, as in (5), ii) anaphoric reading including bound
variable reading, as in (6), and moreover, differently from English demonstratives, iii) bridging
reading based on producer - product relation, as ‘a novel-the author’ in (7) 3 . According to
Schwarz (2009: 267), this use is in principle limited in cases involving [+R] nouns: in (7), a [+R]
functional noun, Autor ‘author’ cannot be replaced by a [-R] sortal noun, Schriftsteller ‘novelist’.
All of these three readings are incompatible with the weak article, which marks the definiteness
of [+U] individual nouns, as in (8). Strong article is not appropriate in this case.
(5)

(6)

2

Hans ist {#im
/in DEM} Auto gecommen, nicht {#im
/ in DEM} Auto.
Hans is in-theweak / in thestrong car come
not in-theweak / in thestrong car4
‘Hans came in that car, not in that car.’ (Schwarz 2009: 34) [deictic]
In jeder Bibliothek, die ein Buch über Topinambur hat, sehe ich
In every library  that a book about topinambur has, look I
{#im
/in dem} Buch nach, ob
man Topinambur grillen kann.
in-theweak /in thestrong book PART whether one topinambur grill can
‘In every library that has a book about topinambur, I check in the book if one can grill
topinambur.’ (idem.242)
[anaphoric]

In the examples cited, definite determiners in English and German, Japanese demonstrative so-no and similar
expressions are put in bold types, and the NP following these expressions are italicized. The antecedent, if there
exists, is underlined.
3
It however is the weak article that expresses a bridging reading based on a part / whole relation, as ‘a church–the
tower’.
4
The abbreviations used in this paper are the following: ACC: accusative; CL: classifier; COMP: complementizer;
COP: copular; DAT: dative; GEN: genitive; LOC: locative; NEG: negation; NOM: nominative; PART: particle; PL:
plural; PROG: progressive; PST: past; Q: question marker; SG: singular; TOP: topic.
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(7)

(8)

Jeder,
der einen Roman gekauft hat, hatte schon einmal eine Kurzgeschichte
everyone that a novel
bought had had already once a short story
{#vom / von dem} Autor gelesen. (idem.247)
[bridging]
by-theweak /by thestrong author read
‘Everyone that bought a novel had already once read a short story written by the
author.’
Armstrong flog als erster {zum
/#zu dem} Mond. (adapted from idem.40)
Armstrong flew as first one to-theweak / to thestrong moon
‘Armstrong was the first one to fly to the moon.’[congruent with [+U] individual]

Japanese has three pre-nominal demonstratives whose singular forms are a-no, ko-no and so-no5.
According to Hoji, Kinsui, Takubo & Ueyama (2003: 115), “a ko-NP is marked as [Proximal]; a
a-NP is marked as [Distal]”, while “a so-NP is neither [Proximal] nor [Distal]”. Moreover, for
so-no, “a linguistic antecedent is necessary” (p.103), which is not the case for a-no and ko-no.
so-no is thus essentially anaphoric, like German strong article. so-no may further manifest
apparently similar distribution with German strong article: i) it may be deictically used to refer to
something closer to the hearer6. In this use, so-no is acceptable, like German strong article, when
the same DP denotes different objects in a relevant situation, as in (9); ii) it allows a bound
anaphoric use, as in (10); iii) it also allows a bridging use based on producer - product relation,
as in (11), where the producer and the product are respectively expressed by sennsee ‘Professor’
and tyosyo ‘work’. According to Iori (2007: 146), this use is in principle only possible with [+R]
nouns, but not with [-R] sortal nouns: in (11), if the [+R] functional noun, tyosyo ‘work’, is
replaced by a [-R] sortal noun, hon ‘book’, we cannot get the bridging interpretation; iv) so-no is
not natural with [+U] individual nouns, as in (12), which are normally zero-marked in Japanese.
(9)

(10)

(11)

5

Hans-wa so-no kuruma-de-wa naku, so-no kuruma-de kita. [deictic]
Hana-TOP SO-NO car-with-TOP NEG SO-NO car-with came
‘Hans came in that car, not in that car.’
Do-no zidoosya-gaisya-mo so-no zidoosya-gaisya-no
ko-gaisya-o
which automobile-company-䳪SO-NO automobile-company-GEN subsidiary-ACC
suisensita [anaphoric]
recommended
‘Every automobile-company recommended one, some or all subsidiary(ies) of that
automobile-company’s.’ (Hoji, Kinsui, Takubo & Ueyama 2003: 104)
A: Ko-no aida, gakkai-no kaizyoo-de sensee-ga
so-no tyosyo-ni me-o
Last day meeting-GEN place-LOC Professor-NOM SO-NO work-DAT eye-ACC

In this paper, the nature of –no is not fully discussed, and is approximately analyzed as a genitive marker. It may
be compared with –no taking part in pre-nominal numeral classifiers, as san-nin-no gakusee ‘three-CL-GEN student’,
whose nature is controversial: different analyses are advanced by previous studies in terms of i) contextual case
marker; ii) linking element inserted only morphologically and semantically inert; or iii) pre-nominal form of copular
–da, etc. For more discussion, see Saito, Lin & Murasugi (2008), Miyamoto (2009), among others.
6
Hoji, Kinsui, Takubo & Ueyama (2003: 113) argue that the deictic use of so-no (referring to something closer to
the hearer) is relevant only when a conflict exists between the speaker’s and hearer’s viewpoints in a way that “the
speaker construes the relevant object as distal, and the speaker thinks that the hearer would construe the relevant
object as proximal”. In this sense, the deictic use of so-no is not basic. They in effect suggest that “a marked
operation creates, on the basis of ‘visual contact’ with an object, what corresponds to a linguistic expression that can
serve as an antecedent […] and this is what underlies the deictic use of so-NPs.” (ibid.)
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toosi-teorare-ta yo.
pass-PROG-PST you know
B: E, do-no
tyosyo ? (Iori 2007: 146)
Oh, which-GEN work
‘A: Last day, at the meeting (of Linguistic Society), Professor was reading one, some
or all work(s) of his. – B: Oh, which work?’ [bridging]
Saku-ban (#so-no) tuki-wa totemo akarukat-ta.
Last night SO-NO moon-TOP very bright-PST
‘(#That/The) moon was very bright last night.’ [congruent with [+U] individual]

(13a) and (13b) respectively summarize the semantic domains expressed by English that and the,
and German strong and weak definite articles. The semantic domains expressed by Japanese sono and non-marked form recapitulated in (13c) seem to well correspond to those of German
strong and weak articles in (13b). These similarities suggest a possibility of analyzing Japanese
so-no and Japanese zero form respectively as incongruent and congruent definite determiners. I
will however show in the next section that there is a crucial semantic difference between
Japanese so-no and German strong article.
(13)

Ћ incongruent
congruentЍ
deictic > anaphoric > bridging (producer-product) > with [+U] nouns
a. ------English that--/-----------------------English the------------------------------b. ------------German strong ------------------------------/--------German weak----c. ------------Japanese so-no------------------------------/---------Japanese zero-----

2.3 Differences between Japanese so-no and German strong article
A bridging use of German strong article is possible only with [+R][+U] functional nouns, while
Japanese so-no is compatible not only with functional nouns, but also with [+R][-U] relational
ones: in (14a), a bridging so-no is attached to a [+R][+U] functional noun, hyoosi ‘cover’, and
refers back to the antecedent, zassi ‘magazine’ (a magazine has only one cover), while in (11), it
is attached to a [+R][-U] relational noun, tyosyo ‘work’, and refers back to the antecedent, sensee
‘Professor’ (Professor may publish more than one work). In the latter case, so-no allows a nonmaximal, partitive reading, as shown in the English translation of (11). Recall that Japanese does
not have obligatory plural marker and Japanese nouns, like tyosyo ‘work’, may a priori convey
either singular or plural readings. In (11), B’s replay meaning ‘which work?’ confirms that a
unique work among them is not presupposed between A and B. Plurality of animate nouns in
Japanese may be clarified by a suffixe –tati. Now, <so-no + NP-tati> does not necessarily induce
maximality: in (14b), so-no is attached to a noun, gakusee ‘student’, which is lexically typeshifted from a [-R] sortal noun to a [+R] relational one, and refers back to ‘Professor Hata’. Now,
so-no student-tati’ can denote some or all of Professor Hata’s students.
(14)a. Boku-ga aidokusi-teiru zassi-ga
atte [...] ko-ndo so-no hyoosi-ni [....]
me-NOM adore-PROG magazine-NOM exist, this time SO-NO cover-LOC
‘I adore a magazine, and this time, on its cover…’ [with functional noun]
(Iori 2007: 159)
b. Hata … kyoozyu to so-no gakusee-tati-wa […] KG broadband station-nituite
Hata professor and SO-NO student-PL-TOP
KG broadband station-about
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happyoosimasu. (http://www.jearn.jp/2003conference/news/kwansei.html)
give.a.talk. [with coerced relational noun]
‘Professor Hata and some or all students of his will give a talk about KG broadband
station’

The same is true for anaphoric and deictic uses of so-no: in (15a) including an anaphoric so-no,
the referents of so-no koinu ‘puppy’ may be not maximally identified with the seven puppies
introduced in the preceding discourse, which is confirmed by B’s question meaning ‘how many
puppies?’; in (15b) including a deicitc so-no, the propositional contribution of so-no koinu is not
maximally identified with the seven puppies indicated by A’s gesture, which is confirmed by B’s
question meaning ‘how many ones?’. Taking into account of these observations, we can
conclude that Japanese so-no, lacking uniqueness or maximality presupposition in all its uses,
cannot be analyzed as a definite determiner7.
(15)a. A: Pet shop-ni totemo kawaii koinu-ga nana-hiki imasita. watasi-wa so-no
pet-shop-LOC very pretty puppy-NOM seven-CL were me-TOP SO-NO
koinu-o
kaimasita.
puppy-ACC bought
B: Nan-biki katta-no
desu-ka?
what- CL bought-COMP COP-Q
‘A: The pet shop has seven very pretty puppies. I bought one, some or all of those
puppies – B: How many ones did you buy?’
b. [In a pet shop, a client A says to a shop assistant B, in pointing out seven puppies he
finds there]
A: so-no koinu-o
kaimasu.
SO-NO puppy-ACC buy
B: Nan-biki desu-ka?
what- CL COP -Q
‘A: I buy one, some or all of those puppies! – B: How many ones?’

7

In (15a,b), the plural form of so-no, sore-ra-no, is not impossible. Nakanishi & Tomioka (2004) point out that
Japanese plural markers, -tati and –ra, convey basically heterogeneous plurality whose individual members are not
uniform. Kobayakawa (2004: 42) observes that, when denoting plural referents, <sono+NP> represents a group of
entities conceived as belonging to the same category, while <sore-ra-no+NP> represents a group of entities
conceived as belonging to different subcategories of the same category. Turning back to (15a,b), <so-no+puppy>
seems to be more natural than <sore-ra-no+puppy>, since there is no contextual information indicating different
subcategories of puppies. On the other hand, in (i), <sore-ra-no+pen> is natural because two different types of pens
(felt pens and ball-point pens) are mentioned. It is to be noticed that <sore-ra-no+pen> should denote objects
including both of the two types of pens, but not necessarily all of the two felt pens and all of the three ball-point
pens previously introduced.
(i) Taro-wa feruto pen-o
ni-hon to booru
pen-o
san-bon katta. Sikasi sore-ra-no pen-wa,
Taro-TOP felt
pen-ACC two-CL and ball-point pen-ACC three-CL bought but
SORE-RA-NO pen-TOP
amari yoku kake-nakat-ta.
very well write-NEG-PST
‘Taro bought two felt pens and three ball-point pens. But SORE-RA-NO pen (one or all of the two felt pens and
some or all of the three ball-point pens) didn’t write very well.’
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3 Proposals
In this section, I will try to account for the similarities and differences examined in Section 2
between German strong article and Japanese so-no by referring to Elbourne’s (2008) analysis of
demonstratives and Etxebberia & Ginnakidou’s (2010) idea of grammatically encoded domain
restriction (3.1). I will next examine some morphological and syntactic correlations of the lack of
uniqueness or maximality presupposition (3.2).

3.1 Japanese so-no as a domain-restricting modifier
Schwarz (2009) proposes, to account for differences between German weak and strong articles,
that the latter, but not the former, evokes an extra individual argument, noted by 1 in (16a). A
similar idea is advanced by Elbourne (2008) for the semantics of demonstratives, according to
which, demonstratives take three arguments, index, relation and a NP, as in (16b): i) index (noted
by i) is a salient individual on the basis of which the actual interpretation of a demonstrative is
computed 8 , and may be considered as corresponding to Schwarz’s (2009) extra individual
argument; ii) Relation (noted by R) constrains the relation between index and propositional
contribution of the demonstrative phrase. Applying this analysis to German strong article, the
semantics of DEM Auto ‘thestrong car’ in (5), including its deictic use, is represented by (16c),
where the value of index is given by an assignment function g and is determined by gesture. The
propositional contribution of this definite phrase is related to the demonstratum (noted by g(i))
by identity Relation (noted by =). The referent of the whole demonstrative expression is
uniquely determined by the iota operator. Almost the same is true for its anaphoric use except
that the value of index is determined by the antecedent. In cases of bridging use based on
producer-product relation, a [+R] functional noun denoting the producer (ex. author) lexically
has an external argument, which is identified with the value of index provided by the antecedent
(ex. a novel), as in (16d)9.
(16)a. [DP 1 [D’ D NP]] (Schwarz 2009: 270)
b. [DP [that i] R] NP] (Elbourne 2008: 430)
c. deictic use
[[DEM Auto (in (5))]]g = ιx (car’(x) & x = g(i))
d. bridging use
[[DEM Autor (in (7))]]g = ιx (author’(x)(y) & y = g(i))
Now, how to represent the semantics of Japanese so-no, which manifests similar deictic,
anaphoric and bridging uses, but allow wider range of readings from indefinite partitive reading
to definite maximal one? Curiously, a similar ambiguity between definite and indefinite
interpretations is shown by a demonstrative determiner <ti…a> in St’át’imcets (Lilooet Salish).
Thus, in (17a), the first occurrence of the sequence, ti smém’lhats-a, is translated in English by ‘a
girl’, while the co-referring second one is translated by ‘the girl’. Matthewson (2009) analyzes
this determiner as a wide scope indefinite, on the basis of the observation that it should take wide
scope with respect to negation, as in (17b).
8

In deictic uses, index may further be spatially specified as [proximal] or [distal].
Elbourne (2008) deals with demonstratives in the framework of situation semantics. I however do not mention the
situation variable in the semantic representations of German strong article and Japanese so-no for simplicity of
exposition.
9
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(17)a. Húy’-lhkan
ptakwlh, ptákwkh-min
lts7a [ti smém’lhats-a]
going.to-1SG.subject tell.story tell.story-applicative here DET girl-DET
wa7
ku7
ítal láti7 [ti smém’lhats-a]
IMPERFECTIVE REPORT cry deictic DET girl-DET
‘I’m going to tell a legend, a legend about a girl. The girl was crying there.’
(Matthewson 2009: 28)
b. Cw7aoz kw-s
áz’-en-as
[ti
sts’úqwaz’-a] kw-s
Sophie.
NEG
DET-NOM buy-DIRECTION 3.SG DET
fish –DET
DET-NOM Sophie
‘Sophie didn’t buy a fish.’ (=’There is a fish which Sophie didn’t buy.’) (idem.29)
Etxebberia & Ginnakidou (2010) claim that this determiner does not introduce the iota operator,
and should be analyzed a modifier (of type <<e,t>,<e,t>) serving as a domain restrictor. The
semantics of domain restriction is formalized in terms of a context set variable C. It is to be
noticed that, although domain restriction is often considered as a purely pragmatic phenomenon,
Etxebberia & Ginnakidou (2010) analyze it as grammatically encoded. A domain restricting
determiner yields an intersection of the set of individuals denoted by the NP (represented by a
property P) and the set of individual provided by a property C, as in (18a).
(18)a. [[[ti NP-a]]]=λPetλx.P(x)ҏC(x) (idem.18)
b. [[(17a)]]g =䳭y [y 䳲 λx [girl’(x)ҏC(x)]&I’m-going-to-tell-a-legend about’(y)]
c. “Ambiguous DPs [between definite and indefinite readings] in such languages
[lacking definite and indefinite article] are simply indefinites. They are semantically
equivalent to English indefinites, but have a wider range of felicitous uses because
they do not compete with definites and therefore do not induce the same [quantity]
implicature”. (Heim 2011: 1006)
The semantics of the first sentence of (17a) is computed, as in (18b), thanks to a contextually
introduced existential quantifier, and boils down to saying that there is a woman among
contextually relevant women such that the speaker is going to tell a legend about her. A similar
analysis is proposed by Heim (2011). As in (18c), she suggests that definites and indefinites form
a scale of competing alternatives: “I buy the book” thus entails “I buy a book”. The quantity
principle requires in article-languages that a use of the latter implicates the falsity of the former
stronger proposition. Since such a formal distinction between definites and indefinites is absent
in St’át’imcets, <ti…a> may be used either indefinitely or definitely. The latter case is observed
when the set of the relevant alternative members is narrowed down until a singleton member,
which is further mentioned in the previous discourse, as in the second sentence of (17a).
I propose to combine Etxebberia & Ginnakidou’s (2010) idea of grammatically encoded
domain restriction and Elbourne’s (2008) framework, to represent the semantics of Japanese sono. I first propose to clarify the effect of the context set variable C in terms of Relation between
index and the propositional contribution of <so-no+NP>. The semantics of so-no is then
represented by (19). The semantics of deictic and anaphoric uses of so-no koinu ‘puppy’ is
represented by (20a) where the value of index (noted by g(i)) is interpreted as the seven puppies
introduced by the preceding discourse in (15a), or as those demonstrated by A’s gesture in (15b).
The restricted domain thus boils down to the set of these contextually relevant seven puppies.
These contextually relevant members are related to the propositional contribution of so-no koinu
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in terms of identity Relation. The difference from German strong article, represented in (16c), is
that the iota operator is not evoked. The semantics of the whole sentence of (15a,b) is computed
thanks to a contextually introduced existential quantifier, as in (20b), which boils down to saying
that in the restricted domain consisting of the relevant seven puppies, there is / are some
member(s) such that A buys it (them). Now, the maximal definite reading “A buys the seven
puppies” surely entails the partitive indefinite reading “A buys some of the seven puppies”. But,
because of lack of formal definite / indefinite distinction in Japanese, the quantity implicature is
not invoked. so-no then allows both of definite and indefinite interpretations, just like
St’át’imcets demonstrative <ti…-a>.
(19)
(20)
a.
b.

[[so-no…]]g =λPetλx (P(x) & R(x)(g(i)))
deictic and anaphoric use
[[so-no koinu (in (15a,b))]]g =λx (puppy’(x) & x = g(i))
[[(15a,b)]]g =䳭y [y 䳲 λx [puppy’(x) & x = g(i)] & buy’ (A)(y)]

As regards bridging use of so-no, we observed two cases: one case includes lexically [+R]
relational or functional nouns, like so-no typsyo ‘work’ in (11) and so-no hyoosi ‘cover’ (14a),
while another case includes nouns type-shifted from [-R] sortal noun to [+R] relational one, like
so-no gakusee-tati ‘students’ in (14b). The semantics of the former case is represented by (21a),
where [+R] relational noun, tyosyo ‘work’, is disposed with two arguments, the external one of
which is related, by way of identity Relation, to the value of index provided by the antecedent.
The semantics of the latter is represented by means of a contextually salient Relation variable
(Barker 2011: 1114), as in (21b). In the context of (14b), Relation between the value of index
(Professor Hata) and students may be most naturally considered as ‘supervise’ Relation. The
semantics of the whole sentence of (11) including bridging so-no is computed, just like in cases
including deictic or anaphoric so-no, in terms of a contextually introduced existential quantifier,
as in (21c) (where g(i) is identified as the denotation of the antecedent, Professor Hata).
(21)
a.
b.
c.

bridging use
[[so-no tyosyo (in (11))]]g = λx (work’(x)(z) & z = g(i))
[[so-no gakusee-tati (in (14b))]]g = λx (students’(x) & R(x)(g(i)))
[[(11)]]g =䳭y [y 䳲λx [work’(x)(z) & z = g(i)] & was-reading’ (g(i))(z)]

One observation in the field of L2 acquisition indirectly supports the hypothesis that Japanese sono does not necessarily induce maximality. Kaneko (1996) observes that L1 Japanese learners
overuse English definite article the in partitive indefinite contexts. Thus in (22), pencil is
interpreted as one of the pencils introduced by the antecedent, some pencils. In such partitive
contexts, native speakers choose the indefinite article, a, while Japanese learners tend to mis-use
the. It is to be noticed that anaphoric and bridging uses of English the are sometimes translated in
Japanese by so-no, as in (23a,b) which are found in English-Japanese dictionaries: in (23a), the
dog is co-referent with the antecedent, a dog; in (23b), the mark is understood, through bridging
inference, as the mark left on the telegraph pole after the traffic accident described by the first
sentence. If we assume that the acquisition of English the by L1 Japanese learners is somehow
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influenced by L1 transfer due to lack of maximality of Japanese so-no 10 , we may naturally
account for their overuses of English the in partitive indefinite contexts.
(22)

(23)a.

b.

Once there was a boy. He wanted to write a letter. He went to his mother. She
showed him some pencils. So he took (a / the /-- ) pencil. And he wrote his letter.
(Kaneko 1996)
anaphoric
We keep a dog, and are all fond of the dog. (the translated with so-no in
Kenkyusya’s English-Japanese Dictionary for the General Reader: 2246)
bridging
His car struck a telegraph pole; you can still see the mark on the pole. (the
translated with so-no in Genius English-Japanese Dictionary: 1940)

3.2 Morphological and syntactic correlations
The hypothesis that Japanese so-no does not induce uniqueness or maximality has some
correlations in syntactic and morphological fields. Lyons (1999) suggests that the syntactic head
D is the locus of the semantic feature of uniqueness / maximality, and is absent in article-less
languages. In a similar vein, Bošković (2009) claims that article-less languages, like Japanese,
Korean, Serbo-Croatian, etc. lack DP projection, and that determiner-like expressions (ex.
possessives, demonstratives, etc.) in these languages are syntactically adjunctive modifiers11. Leu
(2008) observes that in some Germanic languages, demonstratives take the same form as the one
that the definite article takes when followed by an adjective modifier, like di in Swiss German in
(24a), and that in colloquial Swedish, demonstratives consist of <definite article + locative ‘here’
or ‘there’>, as in (24b). Based on these observations, this author claims that demonstratives have
a complex structure consisting of <definite article + implicit or explicit modifier>. Leu (2008:
26) further analyzes Japanese demonstratives as corresponding to his modifier component by
noting that “the Japanese way of saying ‘this book’ is something like ‘book of here’”.
(24)a. d rosä / di rot rosä / di- rosä (Leu 2008: 19) [Swiss German]
the rose / the red rose / this rose
b. det här
/ der där (idem.21)
[colloquial Swedish]
the here ‘this one / the there ‘that one’

10

Ko, Ionin & Wexler (2010) show, based on systematic empirical investigation, that another article-less L1,
Korean, learners equally misuse English the in indefinite partitive contexts both in anaphoric and bridging cases. To
account for this observation, they first assume i) that not only definiteness, but also existential presuppositionality
are semantic universals provided by Universal Grammar: definiteness is defined as a combination of existential
presupposition + uniqueness / maximality presupposition, while presuppositionality is not necessarily accompanied
with uniqueness / maximality. They further assume that “L2 learners have access to semantic universals provided by
Universal Grammar, just like child L1 learners” (p.214), and ii) that, fluctuating among possible parameter settings,
they mis-set English the as a marker of existential presuppositionality, rather than definiteness. Kaneko (2012)
points out that the lack of maximality is systematically observed with Japanese determiner-like expressions
including not only so-no, but also the other two demonstratives, a-no and ko-no, and pre-nominal possessives, like
watasi-no ‘my’, and propose to reinterpret Ko, Ionin & Wexler’s (2010) fluctuation hypothesis in terms of L1
transfer of parameter-setting (for presuppositionality) itself.
11
He however does not provide convincing evidence for the modifier analysis of demonstratives.
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Inspired by these previous studies, I assume that Japanese so-no does not project DP responsible
for uniqueness / maximality and should be analyzed as a NP adjunct corresponding to a modifier
part of Leu’s structure, as in (25). At least three syntactic and morphological arguments come in
favor of this hypothesis. First, so-no is decomposed into the demonstrative prefixe, so-, and the
genitive marker –no. The same decomposition is possible for pre-nominal WH word, do-no, as in
(26), which lacks, as well known, its own quantificational force and requires to be associated to
some quantificational expression, like universal particle –mo in (26). Now, the demonstrative
prefix so- takes the same forms with the WH prefix do- in pronominal, locative, directive and
adverbial cases, as in (27a-d). These parallel morphologies suggest that demonstrative prefix solacks, like WH prefix do-, its own quantificational force.
(25)
(26)

(27)a.
b.
c.
d.

[NP so-no (=Leu’s modifier component) [NP gakusee (student)]]
Do-no zidoosya-gaisya-mo so-no ko-gaisya-o suisensita
which automobile-company-䳪SO-NO subsidiary-ACC recommended
‘Every automobile-company recommended one, some or all subsidiaries of its.’
{so-re / do-re}
[pronominal]
that / which
{so-ko / do-ko}
[locative]
there / where
{so-tira
/ do-tira}
[directive]
that direction / which direction
{so-o
/ do-o}
[adverbial]
in that way / in which way

Second, as observed by Miyamoto (2009) among others, Japanese so-no may be preceded,
contrary to English demonstratives in (28a), by other modifiers. In (28b), the superlative, itiban
‘the most’, inside the relative further forces the restrictive reading. The possibility of being
preceded by a restrictive modifier clearly indicates that so-no is not a determiner closing nominal
projections.
(28)a. *expensive this car (Bošković 2009: 195)
b. Toyota-wa [itiban gyoosekinoyoi] so-no ko-gaisya-o
suisensita
Toyota-TOP [most productive]
SO-NO subsidiary-ACC recommended
‘Toyota recommended its most productive subsidiary.’12
12

Differently from the bridging so-no in (28b), the anaphoric so-no is not easily preceded by a restrictive modifier,
as shown by the contrast between (ia) and (ib). I assume that this difficulty is due to the pragmatic constraint that the
antecedent of so-no should be as near as possible (Iori 2007). It is to be noticed that so-no may refer to the content of
a modifier just preceding it, as in (ii). When the intended antecedent is far from so-no, and a modifier intervenes
between it and so-no, as in (ib), the antecedent of so-no cannot be so clearly identified. On the other hand, in
bridging uses, as in (28b) where the antecedent is in the same clause as so-no, the identification of its antecedent is
not so heavily disturbed by an intervening modifier.
(i) Pet shop-ni koinu-ga nana-hiki imasita.
pet-shop-LOC puppy-NOM seven-CL were
‘I found seven puppies in the pet-shop’
a. Watasi-wa so-no [itiban kawaii] koinu-o
kaimasita.
me-TOP
SO-NO [most pretty] puppy-ACC bought
b. ??Watasi-wa [itiban kawaii] so-no koinu-o
kaimasita.
me-TOP
[most pretty] SO-NO puppy-ACC bought
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Third, Saito, Lin & Murasugi (2008) argue that a pre-nominal no-marked phrase in Japanese is
analyzed as situated either i) in an argument position when allowing an ellipsis of the following
NP, or ii) in an adjunct position when the ellipsis is not accepted. Thus, Bill-no ‘Bill’s’, which
allows an ellipsis of the following NP, hon ‘book’, in (29a), is in an argument position, while
ame-no ‘rainy’, which does not allow an ellipsis of the following NP, hi ‘day’, in (29b), is in an
adjunct position. Now, as shown by (30a,b), so-no doesn’t allow ellipsis of the following NP in
deictic uses as well as in bridging uses, which indicates that it behaves as a NP-adjunct.
(29)a. Taro-wa [John-no hon]-o
katta ga, Hanako-wa [Bill-no hon]-o katta.
Taro-TOP John’s book- ACC bought but Hanako-TOP Bill’s book- ACC bought
‘Taro bought John’s book(s), but Hanako bought Bill’s (books).’
b. *[Hare-no hi]-wa yoi ga, [ame-no hi]-wa otikomu.
clear-NO day-TOP good but rain-NO day-TOP feel depressed
‘Clear days are ok, but I feel depressed on rainy (days).’
(Saito, Lin & Murasugi 2008: 253)
(30)a. *[so-no hon]-wa omosiroi ga [so-no hon]-wa omosiroku-nai. [deictic].
SO-NO book-TOP interesting but SO-NO book-TOP interesting-NEG
‘That book is interesting, but that (book) is not interesting.’
b. *Toyota-wa [so-no ko-gaisya]-o suisensita
ga, Honda-wa
Toyota-TOP SO-NO subsidiary-ACC recommended but Honda TOP
[so-no ko-gaisya]-o
suisensi-nakatta. [bridging]13
SO-NO subsidiary -ACC recommend-didn’t
‘Toyota recommended one, some or all of its subsidiaryies, but Honda didn’t
recommend one, some or all of its (subsidiaries).’

‘I bought the most pretty puppy (among them).’
(ii) “Anata nasi dewa iki-rare-nai” to
itteita
sono Junko ga ima hoka-no
otoko-no
“you without if alive-can-NEG COMP was.saying SONO Junko-NOM now another-GEN guy-GEN
kodomo-o huta-ri mo un-deiru. (adapted from Iori 2007: 98)
child-ACC two-CL even give.birth.-Resultative
‘The same Junko who used to say that she could not be alive without me gave birth to two children with
another guy.’
13
Iori (2007) analyzes the bridging so-no as abbreviated form of the pronominal possessive, sore-no (demonstrative
pronoun sore ‘that’+ genitive no) and as basically different from the anaphoric so-no. If this analysis is on the right
track, we predict that the bridging so-no syntactically behaves similarly to sore-no and differently from the deictic or
anaphoric so-no. Now, Kinsui (1999: 81) points out that the pronominal possessive sore-no in (i) allows an ellipsis
of the following NP, similarly to the no-marked possessives, as Bill-no ‘Bill’s’ in (29a) and contrary to the deictic
and bridging so-no, as in (30a,b) and in (i). The facts concerning the ellipsis thus indicate that the bridging so-no
should be analyzed as parallel to deictic or anaphoric so-no, rather than to the pronominal possessive sore-no.
(i) Zoo-no
sinzoo-wa totemo ookii. Ippoo
nezumi-ni-mo sinzoo-wa aru ga,
Elephant-GEN heart-TOP very
big on the other hand mouse-LOC-also heart-TOP exist but
{sore-no sinzoo-wa / *so-no sinzoo-wa} totemo tiisai. (Kinsui 1999: 81)
that-GEN heart-TOP / SO-NO heart-TOP very small
‘The heart of an elephant is very big. A mouse too has a heart. But, its (heart) is very small.’
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4 Conclusion
In this paper, I first showed that although both of German strong article and Japanese so-no seem
to equally manifest characteristics of incongruent definite determiner in Löbner’s (2011) terms,
this analysis is not appropriate for Japanese so-no which does not necessarily induce, contrary to
German strong article, uniqueness or maximality presupposition in all its uses. I next proposed to
capture this difference by analyzing so-no as an NP-adjunct modifier semantically functioning as
domain restrictor in Etxebberia & Ginnakidou’s (2010) terms. I further suggested, following
Heim (2011), that if so-no allows either unique / maximal definite or partitive indefinite readings,
this is because, although these two readings form a scale of competing alternatives (the former
entails the latter), the quantity implicature is not evoked due to the lack of formal definite /
indefinite distinction in Japanese, and that the more informative definite reading is not excluded
by a use of the form conveying the less informative partitive reading.
In addition to naturally accounting for mis-uses of English the in indefinite partitive contexts
by L1 Japanese L2 English learners, this hypothesis finds its correlations in three morphological
and syntactic phenomena: i) the demonstrative prefix so-, taking part in pre-nominal
demonstrative, so-no, systematically displays the same morphologies with the WH prefix do- in
pre-nominal WH do-no, which is known as lacking its own quantificational force; ii) so-no may
be preceded by a restrictive modifier, like other adjective modifiers and differently from definite
determiners in other languages; iii) so-no manifests, concerning an ellipsis of the following NP,
the same distribution with other no-marked pre-nominal adjuncts.
It will be the subject of another study to examine if a similar analysis is applied to the two
other Japanese demonstratives, ko-o and a-no, as well as generally to other determiner-like
expressions in Japanese14.
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D ISCOURSE UPDATE AND SEMANTIC COMPOSITION
OF PARTICLES :

T HE CASE OF nen IN O SAKA JAPANESE∗
T OMOHIDE K INUHATA
Y URIE H ARA
Fukuoka University and City University of Hong Kong

1 Introduction
This paper discusses the sentence-final particle nen in Osaka Japanese. As is often the case with
particles, nen has no obvious contribution to the truth conditions of a sentence in which it occurs.
For example, the sentence in (1) has the same truth conditions as the sentence without nen.
(1)

ame futteru nen.
rain be.falling NEN
‘It is raining.’

The first issue we address in this paper is the nature of nen’s non-truth-conditional semantic
contribution.
Another issue we will address in this article is how particles are composed when they occur in
one clause simultaneously. One run-of-the-mill hypothesis would be to assume that each sentencefinal particle (SFP) takes the immediately adjacent clause and projects another clause as in (2).
(2)

ame futteru nen de.
rain be.falling SFP SFP
‘It is raining.’

de
ame futteru nen

∗
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This paper offers a different view from (2): Nen is not syntactically integrated into the main text,
but paratactically associated to it. That is, nen functions as a kind of floating morpheme which
attaches to the at-issue or implicational content after computing the whole meaning of the sentence.
This paper is organized as follows. After looking at the basic function of this particle in section
2, we present examples where nen is used with another sentence final particle de and propose that
nen is associated to the implicature induced by de in section 3. In section 4, we offer an apparatus,
i.e., paratactic association, which allows a compositional account of the proposal in section 3 and
explains the use of nen in interrogatives as discussed in Hara and Kinuhata (To appear). Section 5
concludes the paper.

2 Basic function
2.1 Two characteristics
In this section, we look at the use of nen in declarative sentences and observe two characteristics.
The first characteristic of nen is that the prejacent proposition seems to be part of the speaker’s
knowledge. For example, while the use of nen is natural with a first person subject as in (3-a), the
speaker sounds like a prophet or appears to force the addressee to do the activity when the second
person occupies the subject position as in (3-b).1
(3)

a.

b.

watashi konban furansu ryoori taberu nen.
NEN
tonight France cuisine eat
I
‘I’ll eat French cuisine tonight.’
anta konban furansu ryoori taberu nen.
you tonight France cuisine eat
NEN
‘You’ll eat French cuisine tonight.’

If the sentence represents a proposition about which the speaker could not have gather
knowledge than the addressee, the use of nen is infelicitous. One such class of examples are
sentences which have an experience adjective as its predicate: While the first person subject again
makes the sentence natural as in (4-a), the sentence with nen sounds deviant with a second person
subject as in (4-b).2
(4)

1

(i)

a.

A:
B:

b.

A:

Why do you leave so early?
ha-ga
itai nen.
tooth-NOM ache NEN
‘I have a toothache.’
I cannot eat a steamed bun because of my toothache.

There is a phonological variant en after the past-tense morpheme t/d:
kinoo
furansu ryoori tabe-t en.
yesterday France cuisine eat-Past NEN
‘I ate French cuisine yesterday.’

2

When followed by the copula verb ya, nen is naturally used in (3-b) and (4-b), that is, the first characterization
of nen does not hold for the sequence nen-ya. We have not found any account to this pattern, and therefore we will
ignore those instances of nen in the rest of this article.
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B: #sonnani ha-ga
itai nen.
such
tooth-NOM ache NEN
‘You have such a toothache.’
The second characteristic is that it is not appropriate to use nen in a context where the speaker
intends to suggest an act for the addressee. This is surprising given the first characteristic of nen,
since it is usual for the speaker to use what she knows in advising the addressee. In general, the
speaker should be able to suggest an act which the addressee should take by communicating some
fact that she has observed. However, nen cannot be used in contexts like (5).
(5)

(The speaker goes out of the house, notices that it’s started to rain and tries to suggest to
the addressee that he take in the laundry.)
#ame futteru nen.
rain be.falling NEN
‘It is raining.’

Another particle de fits the context better than nen, as illustrated in (6).3
(6)

(The same context as (5))
ame futteru de.
rain be.falling DE
‘It is raining.’

Note that this does not mean that the sentence with nen cannot stand in a causal relation with
a particular action in general. If the action triggered by the sentence with nen has already taken
place, the sentence in (5) becomes felicitous, as shown in the following example.
(7)

(B has already taken in the wash and is hanging it in the house)
A: Why did you take in the laundry?
B: ame futteru nen.
rain be.falling NEN
‘It is raining.’

This pattern can be observed in the following examples as well; the sentences in the following
examples are construed as a trigger of an action such as taking the road to the gas station in (8) or
preparing for the meeting in (9). While the use of nen is infelicitous when the relevant action has
not yet been performed, as in (8-a) and (9-a), it is natural to use nen in contexts where the action
has already been completed as in (8-b) and (9-b). Examples (8) and (9) are adapted from Davis
(2009).
(8)

3

a.

(A man is standing by an immobilized car, the speaker approaches him and tries to
suggest to him that he take the road to the gas station.)
#mukoo-ni
gasorinsutando-ga aru nen.
over.there-DAT gas.station-NOM exist NEN

De is an Osaka Japanese counterpart of yo used in Tokyo Japanese, though de is not used with imperatives and
interrogatives, unlike yo. See Takubo and Kinsui (1997), McCready (2009) and Davis (2009) for the analyses of yo in
Tokyo Japanese.
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b.

(9)

‘There is a gas station over there.’
(B walks down the road to the gas station.)
A: Why are you going down this road?
B: mukoo-ni
gasorinsutando-ga aru nen.
over.there-DAT gas.station-NOM exist NEN
‘There is a gas station over there.’

a.

(The speaker and the addressee have a meeting starting at 3, it is ten minutes to 3 and
the speaker tries to suggest to the addressee that he prepare for the meeting.)
#san-ji
kara kaigi ya
nen.
3-o’clock from meeting Copula NEN.
‘The meeting starts at 3.’
b. (A and B have a meeting starting at 3 and B is busy getting ready for the meeting.)
A: Why are you so busy now?
nen.
B: san-ji
kara kaigi ya
3-o’clock from meeting Copula NEN.
‘The meeting starts at 3.’

Note that it is not obligatory for the use of nen that the prejacent proposition of nen stands in a
causal relation with a particular action, cf., (3). Therefore, our approximation for the distribution
of nen is the following: If the information conveyed by the sentence with nen is connected to a
particular action, as in examples (5) to (9), it is necessary for that action to have already occurred,
or to be taken for granted to occur, before the utterance. In other words, if that action has not even
been initiated as in (5), (8-a) and (9-a), then the sentence cannot naturally be used with nen.4 If
the speaker does not intend to utter the sentence to give a reason for a particular action as in (3), it
only implies that the prejacent proposition is part of the speaker’s knowledge.

2.2 Formalization
In formally characterizing the discourse function of nen, we employ the model of discourse
contexts developed by Stalnaker (1978). Stalnaker (1978) argues that assertive acts operate over a
common ground (CG), which is a set of propositions (10).
(10)

Common Ground
A set of propositions each of which is a mutual belief of the participants in the discourse.

To model the dynamic update performed by nen, we adopt Heim’s (1982) context change potential
(CCP). In Heim (1982), a speech act is regarded as a function, i.e., a CCP, which takes the current
context as an input and returns an updated context. Based on this, nen is defined as a function
from a proposition to a CCP as in (11), in which CG(C)+p is an updated context with p which is
identical to the pre-update context C except that CG(C)+p now contains p.5
4

Hara and Kinuhata (To appear) entertain a different explanation for the infelicity of nen in (5), (8-a) and (9-a).
That is, the use of nen is blocked by the existence of the particle that fits the context better, namely de. See also
footnote 6.
5
Hara and Kinuhata (To appear) adopted Gunlogson’s (2003) model of discourse update, which defines the
common ground as the intersection of the public beliefs of the discourse participants. This paper does not derive
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(11)

JnenK=λ p.λ C. (CG(C) + p)

The two characteristics observed in section 2.1 are now expressed as the update constraint in
(12).6
(12)

JnenK(p)(C) is defined iff:
access(addr, p) ≤ access(spkr, p) in C & if p � q ∈ CG(C), then q ∈ CG(C).

The constraint on the update consists of two parts conjoined by ‘&’: The first conjunct indicates
that nen’s prejacent is part of the speaker’s knowledge, and the second corresponds to our
generalization that the action inferred from the prejacent of nen must be taken before the utterance.
Let us closely look at these conditions one by one.
The access function is implemented to represent the priority of knowledge between the speaker
and the addressee about the proposition. access is a function taking a cognitive agent and a
proposition as the input and returning a degree of familiarity of the agent about the proposition. In
(12), nen is defined when the speaker’s familiarity with p is at least as great as the addressee’s in
the pre-update context.7,8
This straightforwardly explains the contrast in (3) and (4). Since one usually knows more about
her schedule or her toothache than the others, the speaker knows more about the schedule or the
toothache than the addressee in (3-a) and (4-a) but not in (3-b) and (4-b). This makes the use of
nen in (3-a) and (4-a) natural. If nen is attached to a sentence expressing the addressee’s activity
as in (3-b), the presupposition of nen entails that the speaker is more familiar with the addressee’s
schedule than is the addressee himself, which deviates from the typical context and, for example,
gives rise to a nuance of enforcement on the addressee’s activity. When nen is used with an
experience predicate, the subject of the sentence cannot be second person since the speaker is not
able to know more about the addressee’s internal state than the addressee himself. Thus, (4-b),
which is about the addressee’s toothache, is inappropriate.
An alternative account for data like that in (3) and (4) would be to hypothesize that p-nen can be
used when the speaker directly knows p, since, for example, the toothache is directly experienced
by the speaker in (4-a) but not in (4-b).9 Nen can be used, however, when the speaker obtains the
information not by direct experience but by inference. It is natural to use nen in a context such as
the common ground from other primitive concepts like public beliefs for simplicity, but this choice does not affect the
discussion of this paper.
6
The analysis in Hara and Kinuhata (To appear) is simpler in that the definition of nen does not involve the
presuppositional requirement specified in (12). In other words, nen simply performs an assertive update and the
distributional pattern is explained by an interaction of optimality theoretic constraints (Zeevat 2004). Since a particle
de which marks a suggestion context is available in this variety of Japanese, the use of the default assertive marker nen
is blocked. See Hara and Kinuhata (To appear) for detailed discussion.
7
The reason why we use ≤ rather than < in the definition (12) is that the use of nen by one interlocutor does not
prevent the other to use nen for the same proposition. If they use nen for the same proposition without any conflict in
knowledge between those interlocutors, then their respective familiarity with the proposition must be the same.
8
In Hara and Kinuhata (To appear), we considered nen as a realization of a default assertive act. Thus, the infelicity
of (4-b) would be due to the violation of the general pragmatic principle, i.e., the preparatory condition for the
assertion: The speaker should assert what is informative to the addressee (Grice 1975, Searle 1969). In the current
paper, this constraint is lexicalized in the meaning of nen and implemented by ‘access(addr, p) ≤ access(spkr, p)’.
9
See Takubo and Kinsui (1997) for the direct/indirect distinction of experience encoded in Japanese particles and
demonstratives.
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(13), where B reaches the conclusion by inference from the circumstantial evidence provided by
A.10
(13)

A:
B:

My girlfriend isn’t answering my calls these days, and she’s always busy, even on
holidays...
sore, uwaki shiteru nen.
that affair be.doing NEN
‘That means, she’s having an affair with someone.’

Since the conclusion that A’s girlfriend is cheating on A is not noticed by A, it is more accessible
for B than for A. Thus, the update using nen is licensed according to our account.
‘�’ in the second conjunct represents the causal or inferential relation held between p and q.
We adopt Kratzer’s (1981) definition of conditionals for this relation. Kratzer (1981) does not
define conditionals as mere material implication but defines it within her framework of graded
modality that relies on conversational backgrounds. Using her definition, we can define p � q as
follows: p � q is true in a context C just in case, with p added to the current context C and an
ordering source g selecting from it those worlds which are at least just as good, according to the
ordering source, as all the other worlds, q is true in every world thus selected.11 To illustrate, ‘it
is raining � the addressee takes in the laundry’ is true in a context C just in case: ‘It is raining’ is
first added to the current context; propositions such as ‘the laundry is dry’, ‘the addressee is near
the laundry’, etc. selects the better worlds in which the consequent is evaluated: better than the
worlds where the laundry is wet or the speaker takes in the laundry; in every world thus selected
‘the addressee takes in the laundry’ is true.
Given the above definition of ‘�’, the second conjunct reads as follows: If there is a salient
inferential or causal relation p � q in the common ground, then q must also be in the common
ground in the pre-update context;12 if there is no salient inferential relation which p causes in the
discourse, nen only updates the context with the proposition familiar to the speaker.
This explains the data in 2.1. In (3), the second conjunct is not relevant if those sentences are
not uttered to give a reason for a particular proposition: nen only indicates that the prejacent is
familiar more to the speaker than to the addressee. In the examples from (4) to (9), there is an
inferential relation involving the prejacent of nen. In those examples such as (5), (8-a) and (9-a),
the action taken by the addressee, represented as a proposition q in (12), has not been shared by the
discourse participants, since the action is just indicated and has not been taken. Thus, the update by
10

The example (13) is pointed out to us by Sanae Tamura (personal communication). We thank her for bringing our
attention to the fact that the use of nen cannot be accounted for by ‘direct experience’.
11
p � q is formally defined with respect to a context C and an ordering source g (Kratzer 1981) as follows.
(i)

a.
b.

For all wi ,wj : wi ≤ C wj iff {p� p ∈ g(C) & wj ∈ p} ⊆ {p� p ∈ g(C) & wi ∈ p}
′
p � q in C iff for all wi ,wj ∈ ∩CG(C ), if wi ≤ C wj , then wi ∈ q.
where CG(C′ )=CG(C)∪{p}

q in (i-b) is considered to be an optimal action in the sense defined in Schwager (2010), though the addition of p to
the common ground is not relevant in her definition. See also Davis (2009) for another definition of an optimality of
an action.
12
The fact that, given p implies q, q must be shared is reminiscent of ‘haigo no jijoo (background reasons)’ which
have been associated with the meaning of noda in Tokyo Japanese (Kuno 1973,Tanomura 1990, Noda 1997): If the
speaker wants to give an explanation for some fact, the explained fact must be given in the discourse.
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nen is blocked. In (7), (8-b) and (9-b), on the other hand, the speaker and the addressee recognize
that the speaker has already taken the action, which licenses the use of nen in those contexts.

3 Puzzle: Nen used with De
3.1 Data
We saw in section 2.1 that the use of nen is infelicitous in contexts where the speaker intends to
suggest a discourse-new action for the addressee. This fact is explained in section 2.2 by nen’s
requirement that the action inferred from nen’s prejacent must be shared by discourse participants
before the utterance. In this section, we present data in which nen used with another sentence-final
particle de such as (14) can be felicitous in such contexts.
(14)

ame futteru nen de.
rain be.falling NEN DE
‘It is raining.’

In order to show the puzzle, let us first look at the data given in (5) and (6), repeated here as
(15): While de is adequately used in indicating an optimal act for the addressee, nen is not.
(15)

(The speaker goes out of the house, notices that it’s started to rain and tries to suggest to
the addressee that he take in the laundry.)
ame futteru {#nen/de}.
rain be.falling NEN / DE
‘It is raining.’

Since nen and de behave contrastively in contexts like (15), one may wonder what
interpretations the particle cluster of nen and de, henceforth nen-de, has in such contexts. The
answer to this question is that nen-de is used in the same way as nen. For example, nen-de is
infelicitous in the same situation as (15), as shown in (16). Other examples are given in (17) and
(18), which correspond to examples (8-a) and (9-a) where the use of nen was infelicitous.
(16)

(The speaker goes out of the house, notices that it’s started to rain and tries to suggest to
the addressee that he take in the laundry.)
#ame futteru nen de.
rain be.falling NEN DE
‘It is raining.’

(17)

(A man is standing by an immobilized car, the speaker approaches him and tries to suggest
to him that he take the road to the gas station.)
#mukoo-ni
gasorinsutando-ga aru nen de.
over.there-DAT gas.station-NOM exist NEN DE
‘There is a gas station over there.’

(18)

(The speaker have a meeting starting at 3, it is ten minutes to 3 and the speaker tries to
suggest to the addressee that he prepare for the meeting.)
nen de.
#san-ji
kara kaigi ya
3-o’clock from meeting Copula NEN DE
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‘The meeting starts at 3.’

This seems to show that the same constraint as nen is active in the meaning of nen-de: If the action
indicated by the prejacent proposition of the nen-de has not been taken before the utterance, the
use of nen-de is prohibited.
Surprisingly, however, a slightly different context, which still induces the interpretation of
suggesting an act to the addressee, makes the use of nen-de natural. Compare the examples (19)(21) to (16)-(18): The former are different from the latter in that the speaker repeatedly urges the
addressee with an accusing tone. The sentences in (19) to (21) are most naturally uttered with an
expanded pitch range on the accented syllable before nen, represented by boldfaces.
(19)

(The speaker informs the addressee that it is raining, the addressee does not initiate any
action of taking in the laundry and the speaker accuses the addressee, saying:)
ame futteru nen de.
rain be.falling NEN DE
‘It is raining.’

(20)

(The speaker informs the addressee which road takes him to the gas station, the addressee
does not initiate any action of going there and the speaker accuses the addressee, saying:)
gasorinsutando-ga aru nen de.
mukoo-ni
over.there-DAT gas.station-NOM exist NEN DE
‘There is a gas station over there.’

(21)

(The speaker informs the addressee that the meeting starts very soon, the addressee does
not initiate any action of preparing for the meeting and the speaker accuses the addressee,
saying:)
nen de.
kara kaigi ya
san-ji
3-o’clock from meeting Copula NEN DE
‘The meeting starts at 3.’

In sum, when the speaker first suggests an act to the addressee, it is not appropriate to attach
nen-de to the sentence. When the speaker suggests an act repeatedly with an accusing tone,
however, the attachment of nen-de becomes acceptable. To put it another way, the use of nen-de
is felicitous when the speaker wants to remind the addressee of a suggestion that the speaker
has already made, e.g., ‘you should take in the laundry’ in (19). The speaker is re-asserting the
suggestion by using nen. In the next section, we propose that the propositional argument of nen
in the felicitous examples is not the prejacent surface proposition but the implicature about the
addressee’s action engendered by de.

3.2 Proposal
We analyze the effect of nen-de as a composition of the individual meanings of two particles, i.e.,
nen and de. Nen has the meaning argued for earlier, i.e., (12), repeated here as (22).
(22)

JnenK(p)(C) is defined iff:
access(addr, p) ≤ access(spkr, p) in C & if p � q ∈ CG(C), then q ∈ CG(C).
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Since de is natural in contexts where the speaker suggests an act to the addressee, we assume that
the use of de has the effect of projecting an implicature about an action that the addressee should
take. For example, the output of ‘ame futteru de (it is raining-DE)’ in (6) is the at-issue proposition
‘it is raining’ and the implicature ‘the addressee takes in the laudry.’13
Given the two dimensional outputs of the particle de, we attribute the difference in felicity of
examples of nen-de observed in section 3.1 to the difference of objects to which nen is attached.
That is, we propose:
(23)

Nen in nen-de can attach either to the at-issue content or to the implicature generated by
de with the prejacent proposition.

Let us first consider the interpretation obtained by attaching nen to the at-issue content of the
sentence. If nen attaches to the at-issue proposition, the sentence is predicted to be infelicitous
both in non-reproaching contexts like (16) to (18) and reproaching contexts like (19) to (21).
For example, when nen takes the at-issue proposition ‘it is raining’ in (16) and (19), nen’s
presupposition in (22) entails that the proposition ‘it is raining’ is more familiar to the speaker
than to the addressee and that, since there is an obvious inferential relation from ‘it is raining’ to
‘the addressee takes in the laundry’ in the context, the act ‘the addressee takes in the laundry’ must
be shared by both conversational participants before the utterance. But the latter requirement is
not satisfied in (16) and (19), since the act is only indicated by the speaker’s utterance and is not
established in the pre-update contexts.
Let us consider the other possibility: attachment of nen to the implicature raised by de. If
nen attaches to the implicated act ‘the addressee takes in the laundry’, the second conjunct of
the nen’s presupposition in (22) is not relevant to the interpretation of the sentence, since, in
both (16) and (19), there is no contextually salient inferential relation which have the addressee’s
action as the antecedent: ‘the addressee takes in the laundry’ is not the causer but the causee of
the relation. Thus, (22) only requires that the speaker be more familiar with the addressee’s act
than the addressee himself. This requirement explains why nen-de is used only in contexts where
the speaker accuses the addressee as in (19). As noted on the example (3-b), while nen is most
natural with the first person in the subject position, it sounds as if the speaker is trying to force
the addressee to do the activity when the second person appears in subject position. Since the
proposition denoting the suggested action of the addressee always has the addressee as its subject,
nen, attaching to this proposition, is accompanied by a sense of enforcement on the addressee’s
activity. This means that the sentence with nen-de is allowed in contexts where the speaker urges
the addressee as in (19) to (21) but not in contexts without such a sense of urgency as in (16) to
(18).
We have seen in this section that the use of nen-de is only felicitous in indicating an act for
the addressee when the sentence is uttered with an accusing tone. Our analysis to the puzzle is to
attach nen not to the at-issue meaning of the sentence but to the implicature induced by the particle
de. This analysis presupposes that de must be composed with the prejacent proposition before
the calculation of the meaning of nen. Then, the next question is: What mechanism reorders the
attachment of nen and de and allows nen to attach to the implicature?
13

The term ‘at-issue’ is borrowed from Potts (2005), who argues for multidimensionality of meanings in natural
language.
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4 Paratactic association
4.1 Nen in Nen-de
In the previous section, we proposed a solution to the puzzle arising from the cluster of particles
consisting of nen and de by maintaining that nen can attach not only to the at-issue content of its
host but to the implicature raised by de. The current section offers a mechanism which enables this
kind of flexible attachment, viz. paratactic association.
(24)

Nen is attached to its host by paratactic association in the sense of Lyons (1977) and
Bartels (1999).

The particle nen is not syntactically integrated into the main text, but is a kind of floating morpheme
which attaches to the at-issue or implicational content after calculating the whole meaning of the
sentence.
Let us take (19) as an example, repeated here as (25). According to our proposal, the syntactic
structure of the sentence in (25) is not the one in (26-a) but instead the one in (26-b) where the
symbol ‘�’ denotes the paratactic association.
(25)

(The speaker once informs the addressee that it is raining, the addressee does not initiate
any action of taking in the laundry and the speaker accuses the addressee, saying:)
ame futteru nen de.
rain be.falling NEN DE
‘It is raining.’

(26)

a.

ame futteru-nen-de
ame futteru-nen de

b.

ame futteru-de�nen
ame futteru de

ame futteru nen
The semantic composition goes as follows. De takes the proposition and returns two
propositions, one of which is the same as its complement as in (27-a), and the other the implicature
that the addressee takes in the laundry as in (27-b).14 Then, nen can attach to either of the two
meaning dimensions, paratactically associated to the main text.15
14

This implicature is conversational rather than conventional, since other contexts can give the same sentence a
different instruction for the addressee. For example, ‘it is raining’ would mean ‘the addressee should not go out’ given
another context. We do not think, however, that the meaning of de is totally irrelevant to this implicature. We assume
that the meaning of de indicates the existence of an optimal act for the addressee while updating the discourse with
the at-issue proposition. This is the characterization which Davis (2009) proposes for the meaning of yo, a counterpart
of de, in Tokyo Japanese. Hence, the relevant implicature results from the combination of the meaning of de and the
current context.
15
To simplify the discussion, we assume that de returns propositional types, the proper argument of nen in (11). If
de is assumed to return a CCP type (cf., McCready 2009, Davis 2009), we need an adjustment to the semantic type of
nen so that nen can take CCPs as its argument as in (i): (i-b) replaces the first line of (12). ‘X’ is a function from a
proposition to a CCP.
(i)

a.
b.

JnenK=λ CCP.λ C. (CCP(C))
JnenK(X(p))(C) is defined iff:
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In examples like (25), since nen cannot take the at-issue proposition as discussed in 3.2, it has
to attach to the implicature ‘the addressee takes in the laundry’ as in (27-d). The superscripts ‘a’
and ‘i’ represents the at-issue meaning and the implicature respectively.
(27)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Jame futteru-deKa � it is raining
Jame futteru-deKi � the addressee takes in the laundry
Jame futteru-de�nenKa � it is raining
Jame futteru-de�nenKi � λ C. (CG(C)+the addressee takes in the laundry)

Consequently, the sentence in (25) updates the discourse with two propositions, i.e., the at-issue
proposition and the implicature triggered by de, adding the presupposition that the implicated
proposition is more familiar to the speaker than to the addressee. The paratactic association thus
enables the calculation of particles to be reordered and nen to attach not only to the at-issue content,
but also to the implicature of the sentence.

4.2 Evidence from interrogatives
In 4.1, we saw that paratactic association can make sense of examples with the particle cluster
nen-de. This section shows that paratactic association is not stipulated only to explain the examples
of nen-de in reproaching contexts, but has good motivation also in other uses of the particle nen.
We look at the use of nen in interrogatives in this section, reviewing the discussion in Hara and
Kinuhata (To appear).
In section 2, we saw that nen indicates that the prejacent proposition is part of the speaker’s
knowledge and defined the function of nen as assertively updating the common ground with a
proposition that is familiar to the speaker. This characterization is also supported by the fact that
nen is not acceptable in rising yes-no questions as in (28).16
(28)

*ano hito yoo warau nen↑
%H H∗ +L H∗ +L %H L%H%
‘Does that person often laugh?’

If the words in (28) are uttered with a falling intonation as in (29), it can only be an assertion, not
a question.
(29)

ano hito yoo warau nen↓
%H H∗ +L H∗ +L %H L%
‘That person often laughs.’

Surprisingly, however, nen can be used with wh-interrogatives, although there is a restriction
on the type of questions. Hara and Kinuhata (To appear) observe that wh-interrogatives with nen
16

We adapted Venditti’s (2005) J_ToBi notation for Osaka Japanese.
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express either biased/rhetorical questions or express an accusing/reproaching tone17 , and shows
that paratactic association can explain the data of nen in interrogatives.
What particularly concerns us here is the wh-question with an accusing/reproaching tone.
While nen is not acceptable in purely information-seeking questions as in (30-a), it becomes
appropriate when used in a reproaching context as in (30-b).
(30)

a.

b.

(A goes to a restaurant with B, sits at a table and as soon as they open up a menu asks
B:)
A: #nani taberu nen↓
NEN
what eat
‘What are you going to eat?’
(A goes to a restaurant with B, sits at a table, looks at a menu, quickly decides what
to order, waits for B to decide for more than 10 minutes and asks B:)
A: nani taberu nen↓
NEN
what eat
‘What are you going to eat?’

Since (30-b) is not a rhetorical question and has an information-seeking nature, nen cannot
attach to the at-issue question ‘what are you going to eat?’ due to semantic anomaly as well as
type mismatch: Questions entail the lack of knowledge of the speaker and the semantic type of
questions is more complex than propositions, e.g., a set of propositions (Hamblin 1973).
As argued in 4.1, paratactic association enables nen to attach to other semantic objects than the
at-issue meaning. In Hara and Kinuhata (To appear), the speaker who utters a question is assumed
to have a background assumption that the addressee knows the answer to the question, which is the
proposition that nen takes in the semantic calculation as follows.
(31)

a.
b.
c.

Jnani taberuKa � {p: p is the complete true answer to what are you going to drink}
Jnani taberuKi � T he addressee knows the answer
Jnani taberu�nenKi � λ C. (CG(C)+T he addressee knows the answer)

As the result, the wh-interrogatives with nen performs two updates in parallel: One is an inquisitive
update by the wh-interrogative and the other is an assertive update by the particle nen.
The accusing tone in interrogatives can be explained in a similar fashion to that in declaratives.
Since the subject of the proposition to which nen attaches is the second person as in (31-c), it gives
rise to a connotation of enforcement on the addressee’s knowledge: the speaker considers it to be
taken for granted that the addressee knows the answer. But, at the same time, the addressee has not
yet answered the question. This conflict brings about an implication that enough time has passed
for the addressee to answer the question. Thus the accusing tone arises.
In sum, in order to make the proposal in 3.2 feasible, we offer an apparatus in this section that
enables nen to reorder its application and attach freely to the at-issue or impilcated content. We
17
Davis (2011) observes that the same restriction can be found on the type of questions used with yo in Tokyo
Japanese. Davis’ (2011) analysis derives the accusing tone from the speaker’s bias toward the answer to the embedded
question. However, yo can be used in contexts where the speaker does not have a bias toward the answer: nani
taberu-nda yo↓ (What are you going to eat-YO?) is possible in (30-b). This means that the analysis of interrogatives
with yo must, at least in part, incorporate the view presented here for the analysis of nen in Osaka Japanese.
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also show that the utility of this mechanism, i.e., paratactic association, is supported by its use in
interrogatives, in which nen cannot attach to the at-issue question.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we defined the discourse update of nen in Osaka Japanese. Nen updates the discourse
with a proposition p which is more familiar to the speaker than to the addressee, and if there is
an inferential or causal relation from p to q, q must be shared by interlocutors in the pre-update
context. We then saw that the problem arising from the use of nen in nen-de can be solved by
considering nen as paratactically associated to the main text. Since paratactic association allows
the particle to freely compose with the at-issue or implicated content of the entire sentence, it can
explain the use of nen in interrogatives, in which nen cannot attach to the at-issue meaning.
Paratactic association was first employed in Lyons (1977) analysis of English performative
verbs, and Bartels (1999) independently supports its utility in the analysis of intonation. Our study
thus shows that intonation tunes and particles resemble each other in terms of their composition as
well as their discourse functions.
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P OSITIVE AND C ONDITIONAL
S EMANTICS FOR
∗
G RADABLE M ODALS
P ETER K LECHA
University of Chicago

1 Introduction
This paper presents a semantics for gradable modal adjectives (GMAs), focusing particularly on
likely. Lassiter (2010, 2011) argues that the adjectives possible, likely, and certain have a common,
gradable, probability-based semantics, on the basis of entailment relations between these terms.
This claim contradicts Kennedy’s (2007) Interpretive Economy which predicts that adjectives with
the same scales should have the same positive interpretations. I argue that these adjectives do not
provide a counterexample to Interpretive Economy, and give a semantics for them which preserves
the entailment relations discussed by Lassiter, while also preserving the general theory of modality
(Kratzer 1981, 1986); to this end I show that one important aspect of Kratzer’s analysis, the analysis
of conditionals as domain restrictors (Kratzer, 1986) can be preserved for gradable modals.

1.1 Interpretive economy
Kennedy & McNally (2005) argue scales come in four types: upper-closed, lower-closed, fully
closed, and fully open.
(1)

a.
b.

[0,1]
UPPER - CLOSED SCALE : (0,1]

FULLY CLOSED SCALE :

c.
d.

[0,1)
FULLY OPEN SCALE : (0,1)

LOWER - CLOSED SCALE :

According to Kennedy’s theory, there is a single (null) positive morpheme, pos, which
combines with the gradable adjective, which denotes a simple measure function, and derives a
property. The pos morpheme picks out a standard on the scale associated with the measure function
it combines with, and returns the property of having a greater degree of the relevant gradable
property than the standard. The standard is denoted by pos as being the lowest degree on the
relevant scale which stands out on that scale.
∗ Thanks

to Rebekah Baglini, Max Bane, M. Ryan Bochnak, Adrian Brasoveanu, Lucas Champollion, Itamar
Francez, Tim Grinsell, Chris Kennedy, Greg Kobele, Dan Lassiter, Lisa Matthewson, Ora Matushansky, Yaron
McNabb, Galit Sassoon, Stephanie Solt, Malte Willer, and my SuB 16 audience.
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It is this notion of stands out, in combination with Interpretive Economy, which derives the
apparent variation in positive meanings.
(2)

a.
b.
c.

The cup is full. (=totally full)
The boy is tall. (=relatively tall)
The nail is bent. (=not totally straight)

(MAXIMAL)
(RELATIVE)
(MINIMAL)

Kennedy’s Interpretive Economy says that if the stands out notion can be derived from only the
conventional aspects of the meanings of the expressions in play, then the value for pos will be
determined according to those conventional aspects. Only in the absence of such conventional
touchstones will interlocutors resort to context to determine the value of the positive standard.
Closed scales have such conventional touchstones which interlocutors can reliably converge
upon to determine what value on the scale stands out most. Thus if an adjective is associated with
a scale with a maximum, its positive meaning is maximal; if an adjective is lower-closed and not
upper-closed its positive meaning is minimal; and if an adjective is fully open it is relative, i.e., its
positive meaning is determined by context.
Since scale type entirely determines positive meaning, this analysis predicts that no two
adjectives should ever share a scale but have different positive readings. Lassiter (2011), however,
argues that the trio possible/certain/likely falsify this prediction. Lassiter argues that all three have
a common scale: the probability scale, which is a fully closed scale. However he argues that rather
than all three having maximal positive readings, possible is minimal and likely is relative.
(3)

a.
b.
c.

That scenario is possible. (prob > 0)
That scenario is likely. (prob ≥ sc )
That scenario is certain. (prob = 1)

(MINIMAL)
(RELATIVE)
(MAXIMAL)

This paper argues against Lassiter’s claims about the scale structural properties of these three
expressions. In Section 2, I argue against the treatment of possible as a gradable adjective, arguing
that its apparently gradable behavior can be explained without appeal to a measure function
analysis. In Section 3, I argue that certain and likely do not share a common scale, as certain
should be instead associated with a confidence scale. In Section 4, I argue that likely is not
lexically associated with a closed scale, although it may underlyingly relate to a closed scale like
the probability scale. In Section 5 I will explore the consequences of the claims about likely’s scale
structure for theories of modality and conditionals, and conclude in Section 6.

1.2 Diagnostics
Before presenting my arguments, I summarize the diagnostics I will apply in determining the status
of the various expressions under discussion.
Gradability is determined by assessing the compatibility of the expression with degree
modifiers. Gradable expressions crucially are of a type hα, di, whereas non-gradable predicative
adjectives are of type hα,ti. Degree modifiers (DMs) are of the right type to combine only with
gradable adjectives. Thus, gradable expressions should be robustly acceptable with a wide range
of DMs, and non-gradable adjectives should not.
(4)

a.
b.

The ball is {bigger/very big/too big/so big/etc...}
The linguist is {*deader/*very dead/*too dead/*so dead/etc...}
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Big is judged to be good with a wide range of DMs, dead is judged to be bad with the same DMs;
so we may conclude that big is gradable and dead is not. To supplement this judgment data, a
corpus search was conducted to determine the relative frequencies of each DM with a sample of
adjectives; see Appendix A for details.
Degree modification with dead and other non-gradable adjectives is not totally unattested,
however, (see Appendix A) and attestations of NGAs with degree modification cannot all be
explained as speech errors. I propose that such attestations are cases of coercion, where NGAs
behave like GAs so long as some kind of scale can be readily associated with their conventional,
non-gradable interpretations. Consider, for example, (5).
(5)

The patient cannot be resuscitated; he is too dead.

Here it can be imagined that the speaker means something like “it has been too long since he died",
or “his body is too damaged”. Conversely, the speaker might mention a patient who is not too dead
to resuscitate, i.e., the patient has no heartbeat but could be defibrillated.
Scale type, the second major semantic property of interest, is determined by compatibility with
scale-specific degree modifiers. The semantics of these modifiers depends crucially on a particular
scale structure; so compatibility with them is diagnostic of that structure.
Upper-closed-scale adjectives are acceptable with maximizing degree modifiers (MDMs),
which pick out the maximum on the adjectival scale. MDMs are therefore infelicitous if the scale
has no maximum. The MDMs I examine are totally, completely, perfectly, and absolutely.
(6)

a.
b.
c.
d.

The cup is totally {full/dry/#big/#dirty}.
The cup is completely {full/dry/#big/#dirty}.
The cup is perfectly {full/dry/#big/#dirty}.
The cup is absolutely {full/dry/#big/#dirty}.

Crucially, compatibility must be assessed with respect to the maximizing reading of the modifiers.
For example, totally and completely can have partitive readings; e.g., (6-b) can mean something
like “all of the nail is bent”. These readings must be excluded from this diagnostic.
Next, fully-closed-scale adjectives are acceptable with proportional degree modifiers (PDMs).
PDMs take proportions of scales, which require the scale to be fully closed. The PDMs I examine
are n percent, fractions like three-quarters and half (Bochnak, 2010), and modifiers like all-theway and partially. As with maximizing modifiers, partitive uses must be excluded.
(7)

a.
b.
c.
d.

The cup is {10/50/100}% {full/#dry/*big/*dirty}.
The cup is {three quarters/half/one third} {full/#dry/*big/*dirty}.
The cup is {all/most/half}-(of)-(the)-way {full/#dry/*big/*dirty}.
The cup is mostly/partially {full/#dry/*big/*dirty}.

Finally, lower-closed scale adjectives (which are not also upper-closed) are compatible with
minimizing degree modifiers (MinDMs) slightly and a little. MinDMs crucially can also take an
excessive reading with any kind of adjective (Bylinina 2011, Solt 2011) which must be excluded.
(8)

a. #The cup is slightly {#full/#dry/#big/dirty}.
b. #The cup is a little {#full/#dry/#big/dirty}.
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Open-scale adjectives do not comport with any of these diagnostics. Thus, these diagnostics show
that full and dry are upper-closed adjectives, full is fully-closed, dirty is lower-closed, and big is
fully open.

2 Against a common probabilistic core
In this section I argue against the claim that possible, certain, and likely share a common scale, the
probability scale. I will do this by arguing that possible is not a gradable adjective at all, and that
certain, while gradable, does not map to the probability scale.

2.1 Possible
Lassiter claims possible to be a minimum-scale gradable adjective on the data in (9), among others.
(9)

a.
b.

It is slightly possible that the Jets will win.
It is possible the Jets will win, but it could be more possible.

Lassiter (2010:203) notes: “Many speakers accept the comparative more possible, though some
express discomfort, preferring more likely [...] I do not know the source of this preference, but it
does not seem to be grammatical in nature: more possible is robustly attested in corpora.”
However, this finding conflicts with judgment data I have collected, and the corpus data Lassiter
mentions could not be reproduced; cf. the attestation frequencies in Appendix A.
(10)

It is {*more/*very/*so/*too/OK quite/*rather/etc...} possible that the ball is in his left hand.

Note that the attestation values presented in Appendix A are much closer to the average for nongradable adjectives than for gradable ones; for example, only 0.18% of uses of possible were in
the comparative, compared to 9% for all gradable adjectives searched and 18% for likely. On the
other hand, non-gradable adjectives appeared with the comparative morpheme 0.15% of the time,
bearing a striking resemblance to possible.1
Given this finding, a defender of the proposal that possible and its antonym are gradable bears
an extraordinary explanatory burden. And while Lassiter demonstrates that more possible is indeed
attested, this does not contradict the finding: every other non-gradable adjective, with the exception
of existing, was attested at least once with many degree modifiers. However, as discussed above,
this can be accounted for as cases of coercion.
One exception to the generalization, interestingly, is quite. Acceptability judgments with quite
possible show that it is indeed acceptable, and this is confirmed by attestation data. However, a
few things in the corpus findings are worth pointing out: first, the average non-gradable adjective
appears with quite 0.08% of the time; the average gradable adjective appears with quite 0.15% of
the time, around twice as frequently. This is the narrowest margin of any degree modifier, which
suggests that quite is not a very good predictor of gradability. Moreover, possible appears with
quite 1% of the time, which is not only much more than any other non-gradable adjective examined,
1 Lassiter

also points to impossible, the antonym of possible as a gradable expression. Corpus findings for
impossible are similar to possible, however (see Appendix).
(i)

*It is {more/very/too/etc...} impossible that the ball is in his left hand.
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but in fact it is much more than any gradable adjective examined. This suggests quite possible is a
relatively idiosyncratic case. Note that, expectedly, quite impossible is also more frequent than the
average for gradable adjectives, though still much less frequent than quite possible.
Further discussion of quite possible is beyond the scope of this paper, but I will point out
that an analysis which treats quite in quite possible as an idiosyncratic modifier not derivationally
related to the more general DM quite is much simpler than positing possible as gradable, but
idiosyncratically not combining with 13 of the 14 major English DMs.
This homophonous, idiosyncratic quite might have the effect of an overt ordering source,
narrowing the modal base of a traditional quantificational modal, giving rise to a stronger modal
claim. This would explain the apparent similarity to intensification.
(11)

~possible = λ p . λ ms,st . λ w . 9v 2 m(w) . p(v)

(12)

~quite2  = λ M hst,hhs,sti,hs,tiii . λ p . λ ms,st . λ w . M(BEST(p)(m))(w)

I leave aside a number of issues, such as: what the precise semantics for the ordering is (see
Kratzer (2012), Lassiter (2011)), whether unmodified possible has its own ordering source apart
from quite, and what role context plays in all of this; these go beyond the scope of this paper; for
a more detailed discussion see Klecha (forthcoming). The analysis as given here is sufficient to
demonstrate that a non-gradable semantics can plausibly be given for possible. One outstanding
issue is the entailment relations between possible and likely; I discuss these in Section 4.

2.2 Certain
Lassiter (2010) argues that certain is a GMA relying on a probability scale, and having a maximum
positive reading, consistent with Kennedy (2007). He observes the following data.
(13)

a. It is completely certain that the Jets will win.
b. #It is certain that the Jets will win, but it could be more certain.

This comports with my own diagnostics for gradability and upper-closed scales, although
diagnostics for fully-closed scales are less clear. First, note robust acceptability with degree
modifiers2 , acceptability with MDMs, and unacceptability with MinDMs, consistent with
Lassiter’s claims.
(14)

a. It is {more/very/too/etc...} certain that the ball is in his left hand
b. It is {totally/completely/perfectly/absolutely} certain that Herman Cain will lose.
c. #It is {slightly/a little} certain that Herman Cain will lose.

Interestingly, acceptability judgments for proportional modifiers are far less certain.
(15)

2A

a. ?It is {10/50/100}% certain that Herman Cain will lose.
b. ?It is {three quarters/half/one third} certain that Herman Cain will lose.
c. ?It is {all/most/half}-(of)-(the)-way certain that Herman Cain will lose.

corpus search for certain was not conducted due to confusability with the homophonous adjective certain, as
in a certain book. This certain appears to be highly frequent and thus would muddle any searches which only restrict
by grammatical category. However, the acceptability of certain with degree modifiers is not a subject of present
controversy.
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d. ?It is mostly certain that Herman Cain will lose.

Consider particularly that as the values for n% decrease, so does acceptability. It is not even clear
what (16-c) is intended to mean. 3 It is unclear to me what the correct analysis of this phenomenon
is; but it does at least throw into question certain’s status as a fully-closed scale adjective. Compare
with full, which is clearly acceptable with any value for n%.
(16)

a. It is 95% certain.
b. ?It is 60% certain.
c. *It is 30% certain.

(17)

a.
b.
c.

It’s 95% full.
It’s 60% full.
It’s 30% full.

Moreover, Lassiter’s claim that likely and certain share the same (probability) scale seems
problematic. Consider the following.
(18)

a.
b.

Obama’s victory couldn’t be less certain → Obama’s defeat couldn’t be less certain
Paul’s victory couldn’t be less likely → Paul’s defeat couldn’t be more likely

If couldn’t be less is a kind of minimizing modifier4 which picks out the lowest point on a scale,
this seems to suggest the following: zero certainty of p entails zero certainty of ¬p, while zero
likelihood of p entails maximal likelihood of ¬p. This would strongly suggest that certainty and
likelihood are not synonymous; rather, certain and likely denote different scales.
I propose that certain employs a confidence scale, whereas likely employs something closer
to probability scale (more on that below). I propose that the confidence scale orders propositions
which some agent already believes or considers plausible or likely and ranks them by that agent’s
confidence in the evidence for each proposition. An alternative, pointed out to me by Lucas
Champollion (p.c.) and developed in some detail by Lassiter (2011) in response to the arguments
made here, is to analyze certain in terms of the information-theoretic notion of entropy5 .
Deciding among these alternatives is beyond the scope of this paper; see Klecha (forthcoming).
In any case it remains clear that likely and certain are not associated with the same scale.

3 Likely
Since possible is not gradable and certain uses a different scale, there is no longer a counterexample
from GMAs to the prediction that there should never be scalemate gradable adjectives which have
differing positive readings. However, there is still the claim by Lassiter that likely is a fully-closedscale adjective but also a relative adjective, apparently contrary to Kennedy (2007). However,
degree-modification evidence shows that likely is an open-scale adjective.
3 A limited corpus search seems to confirm this; a search was conducted for percent certain, which yielded 44 hits.
Because the total number of hits for the sense of certain we are concerned with is unknown, it is hard to evaluate the
meaning of this. However, of the 44 hits, all but one were for values between 90 and 100, and the last remainder was
for 80 percent certain. In other words, there were no hits for sixty percent certain, forty percent certain, etc.
4 Lassiter (2011) rightly points out that couldn’t be less is not a perfect device for getting at the minimum value on
a scale, based on sentences like He couldn’t be less friendly, since it is not obvious that friendly has a lower bound.
However, the intuition that (17) gets at is sound, namely that certainty and likelihood do not not perfectly correlate.
5 Lassiter also considers using the information-theoretic notion of surprisal, but rejects this possibility owing to the
fact that it would derive an upper-closed scale, rather than a fully-closed scale as desired. However, given the data
above, it seems plausible that certain is in fact only upper-closed, in which case Lassiter’s proposal regarding surprisal
may become more attractive.
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3.1 Degree modification
First, it is widely agreed that likely is gradable, and is not a lower-closed adjective.
(19)

a. It is {more/less/very/too/so...} likely that Santorum will lose.
b. #It is {slightly/a little} likely that Mitt Romney will lose.

Consider likely with MDMs and PDMs, which are diagnostic of upper- and fully-closed scales,
respectively.
(20)
(21)

#It is {totally/completely/perfectly/absolutely} likely that Herman Cain will lose.
a.
b.
c.
d.

?It is {10/50/100}% likely that Herman Cain will lose.
#It is {three quarters/half/one third} likely that Herman Cain will lose.
#It is {all/most/half}-(of)-(the)-way likely that Herman Cain will lose.
#It is mostly likely that Herman Cain will lose.

First, likely is bad with maximizing degree modifiers, contrary to what is expected if it is a fully
closed scale adjective. Lassiter (2010) actually points this out as well, but argues that maximizing
degree modifiers do not diagnose scales with maxima (more on this claim below).
Furthermore, likely is also clearly bad with most proportional modifiers. One potential
exception is n%, which Lassiter argues to be acceptable with likely and in fact to be crucially
diagnostic of a fully-closed scale. Intuition judgments vary, but there are indeed attestations of n%
likely.6 However, even if n% is acceptable with likely, it is unclear why other PDMs don’t work;
e.g., why shouldn’t (22-a-c) and (23-a-c) have the same acceptability?
(22)

a. ?It’s 50% likely.
b. *It’s half likely.
c. *It’s halfway likely.

(23)

a. ?It’s 75% likely.
b. *It’s three-quarters likely.
c. *It’s three-quarters-of-the-way likely.

I argue that in the case of likely, n% is a measure phrase rather than a proportional modifier. In
other words, n% denotes some number of a unit of likelihood, rather than denoting a proportion.
This means that n% is not a diagnostic for a closed scale7 . This explanation might also be
applicable to certain, which displayed a puzzling pattern with regard to n% modification, although
it is still unclear how exactly to explain that phenomenon.
Lassiter (2010) attempts to explain contrasts like (22-a-b), by arguing that DMs select not only
for scale type but for positive meaning – thus n% is the only true diagnostic of closed scales because
it selects only for a closed scale adjective; the other proportional degree modifiers, and apparently
all the maximizing ones, select for fully-closed-scale adjectives whose positive meanings are
maximal. Since likely idiosyncratically has a relative positive meaning (all positive meanings are
6A

corpus search could not conclusively decide this matter. A search for “percent likely” yielded 2 hits, out of
8,402 total hits for likely; however, a search for “percent full” yielded only 12 hits out of 11,760 total hits for full.
This means that percent full is about 5 times more common than percent likely; however, a statistical analysis has not
been run on these terms and the overall numbers are quite small, so gauging significance is difficult. In the absence of
conclusive evidence against it, I will continue on the assumption that n% likely is acceptable and must be explained.
However, if it can be shown that n% likely is not acceptable, this would only simplify my case.
7 The measure phrase n% is taken to be homophonous with the PDM n% which has the usual semantics.
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determined idiosyncratically on Lassiter’s take, which follows from Kennedy & McNally (2005))
it cannot combine with any other maximizing or degree modifiers outside of n%.
This raises some questions, however. First, why is n% the only such modifier? It would
strengthen Lassiter’s claim if even one other such modifier could be found. Moreover, likely seems
to be the only adjective with a fully-closed scale and a relative positive meaning. Lassiter’s theory
is unmotivated on this count and therefore is disprefered to the one presented here.

3.2 Bounds and maxima and minima
By the diagnostics given, likely appears to have an open-scale, which has the virtue of aligning with
Kennedy (2007) in light of it being a relative adjective. However, there is the apparent drawback
that the proposed semantics for likely seems to not relate to the intuitive, albeit mathematically
sophisticated notion of probability which involves a closed scale; indeed, Lassiter seems to take this
intuitive notion of probability as being the primary motivator for pursuing a closed-scale analysis.
But ultimately the “intuitive scale” associated with an adjective does not always align with its
lexical scale, nor should we expect it to. An adjective may have as its basic scale something fairly
intuitive, but then build arbitrary (or non-arbitrary) presuppositions or constraints which alter the
scale (structure). Or an adjective’s meaning may simply be unintuitive.
Particularly, consider short and inexpensive, which Lassiter (2010) cites as further
counterexamples to Kennedy (2007). Lassiter argues that short’s scale has a maximum value,
since there is obviously (intuitively) a maximum to shortness (likewise a minimum for tallness;
in other words there is a minimum height, namely 0). Since these terms are relative, not minimal
and maximal respectively, these may seem like counterexamples to Kennedy (2007). Likewise,
inexpensive has an obvious maximum, namely a cost of 0, but is not a maximum adjective.
However, just because these intuitive scales are closed, we should not conclude that the lexical
scales are. First of all, maximizing modifiers do not work with short or inexpensive.
(24)

a. #The boy is {totally/completely/perfectly/absolutely} short.
b. #The car is {totally/completely/perfectly/absolutely} inexpensive.

Certainly these cannot mean “the boy has a height of 0” or “the car is free”, respectively. This is
troubling for an account which says these adjectives’ scales have maxima. Second, elements that
occupy the apparent endpoints of these scales are not obviously admissible with these expressions.
In the case of short, it seems very clear that elements with zero height are not ordered; after all,
these items do not take up space.
(25)

#That blade of grass is very short, but taller than dignity (since dignity does not have
physical extent).

While short may be upper-bounded, it does not have a maximum element, which is the crucial
factor8 . This requires a modification to Kennedy & McNally’s (2005) typology of scales; in
addition to the usual categories discussed in Section 1.1, scales may be upper-bounded but lack
a maximal element; lower-bounded but lack a minimal element, or both.
(26)

a.

8 Similar

FULLY BOUNDED :

(0,1)

things can be said about any gradable adjective relating to spatial extent: long, wide, small, etc.
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d.
e.
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UPPER - BOUNDED / LOWER - OPEN :

(-∞,1)
UPPER - BOUNDED / LOWER - CLOSED : [0,1)
LOWER - BOUNDED / UPPER - OPEN : (0,∞)
LOWER - BOUNDED / UPPER - CLOSED : (0,1]

As for inexpensive, Dan Lassiter (p.c.) points out that compared to (25), it doesn’t seem quite
as bad to use it to refer to something which has no cost.
(27)

?Breathing air is inexpensive; in fact, it’s free.

I argue, however, that inexpensive really does exclude free objects from its ordering, but examples
like (27) are really cases of coercion – i.e., scales with no inherent maxima or minima can be
coerced to include such end points in the ordering to the extent that it is intuitive to do so. This can
also explain the contrast between Dignity is short and Breathing air is inexpensive; it is far less of
a stretch to imagine breathing air as being subject to cost than to imagine dignity as having height,
thus, coercion is easier in the first case than the second. Non-gradable adjectives are subject to the
same ease-of-coercion cline; prime is very hard to coerce, pregnant relatively easy.
(28)

a. ?Carissa is very pregnant (in fact, she’s almost due.)
b. ??This patient is not very dead (he could easily be resuscitated.)
c.???6 is less prime than 8. (...?)

So if likely relies upon a fully-closed scale with no minimum or maximum (a scale from 0 to 1
exclusive, or (0,1)) we can preserve likely as using something like a probability scale but whose
extremes are excluded from the ordering (see Section 4.4). This predicts the oddity of (29).
(29) ??It is more likely that Obama will be reelected than that 2+2=5.
As with inexpensive, (29) is good to the extent that the expression can be coerced to include
maximum or minimum values in the ordering.

4 Likelihood and modality
The biggest question surrounding any scalar modal semantics is: how, if at all, does it relate to the
non-scalar quantificational modal semantics established in the work of Kratzer? Lassiter (2011)
argues for a strong rejection of Kratzer’s theory on the basis that a scalar modal semantics cannot
easily be related to a quantificational one, and that even if it could, a uniform theory is preferred,
going as far as to even argue for a scalar approach to modal auxiliaries like must and might. I argue
for a more conservative approach which maintains Kratzer’s theory.

4.1 Core Kratzer
The general theory of modality outlined by Kratzer (1981, 1986) says the following: modals
are essentially relations between a modal base9 and a prejacent proposition; the modal base is
a highly contextually variable element (Relative Modality); the modal base can be subject to scalar
9 In strict Kratzerian terminology, the modal base is a contextually derived set of propositions, which are intersected

to yield a set of worlds which form the quantificational domain, modulo the effect of ordering sources and if -clauses,
for a quantificational modal. Here I will mostly use “modal base” in a looser sense, simply meaning the domain
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restrictions (Ordering); and conditionals are derived by restricting the modal base (Conditionals as
Restrictors). These core proposals have formed the backbone of significant research in modality.
Additional claims were made by Kratzer as well which have since been shown inadequate. One
is Kratzer’s apparent claim that all modal expressions could be reduced to simple quantificational
expressions involving ∀ or ∃; another is her denotation for likely which does not allow for a
compositional account of degree modification. Neither of these are core claims of Kratzer’s,
but they are consequences of the analysis presented in Kratzer (1981) which have been carried
forward in much research on modality. However, as discussed in Yalcin (2010), Lassiter (2011),
and Kratzer (2012), these two proposals are inadequate for dealing with clearly gradable modal
expressions like likely, which must denote measure functions.

4.2 The denotation
Nevertheless, the existence of gradable modals is not a problem for this core Kratzerian approach
to modality. I argue for the denotation for likely in (30-a). This denotation, and the denotations of
other gradable modals which may follow its schema, is parallel to the basic schema for categorical
modals in (30-b). In (30-a), lhood is an additive10 measure function taking a modal base m(w) and
a prejacent p and returning the likelihood of p in m(w).
(30)

a.
b.

~likely = λ p . λ ms,st . λ w . lhood(m(w))(p)
~categorical modal = λ p . λ ms,st . λ w . Q(m(w))(p)

Both kinds of expressions take a prejacent p, an accessibility relation m, and an evaluation world
w, where m(w) is a modal base; gradable modals return a degree, categorical modals a truth
value. Categorical modals relate the modal base and prejacent by a generalized quantifier; gradable
modals, on the other hand, denote a measure function, which maps modal base-prejacent pairs to
a degree on a scale. Gradable modals may differ in terms of what exactly the ordering is, and in
terms of what modal base-prejacent pairs are included in the ordering.

4.3 Entailment relations
One major argument Lassiter (2011) uses in trying to argue for a unified-scale approach to possible,
likely, and certain is the entailment patterns they show.
(31)

a.
b.

p is certain → p is likely
p is likely → p is possible

c.
d.

p is not possible → p is not likely
p is not likely → p is not certain

If these three adjectives make use of the same scale, and their positive forms indicate different,
ordered points on that common scale, these entailment relations fall out naturally. However, these
entailment patterns can also be derived quite naturally without such an assumption.
of a modal, the set of worlds which represent the background information against which a prejacent proposition is
evaluated; for a quantificational modal, this means that “modal base” = “quantificational domain”.
10 See Yalcin (2010) and Lassiter (2011) for discussion of and arguments for Additivity, which they also impose as a
constraint on likely’s ordering. I define Additivity as follows, diverging slightly from Yalcin and Lassiter in including
the modal base in the formulation:
(i)

Additivity: p ∩ q ∩ m(w) = 0/ → lhood(m(w))(p ∨ q) = lhood(m(w))(p) + lhood(m(w))(q)
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First, (31-a) can be derived if the scales for likely and certain relate in some way. I proposed
briefly that certain only orders propositions taken by some individual to be likely in the first place.
Lassiter’s (2011) entropy proposal discussed above builds a complex measure function out of the
more basic probability measure used by likely – also ensuring a natural relation between the two.
The bigger issue is the entailment relation between likely and possible – we cannot rely on a
common scalar core to derive these entailments. In fact, Lassiter uses other such entailments to
argue for uniform scalarity across the modal domain, including modal auxiliaries like must and
might. He argues that while these terms are not of the right type to be gradable for arbitrary
syntactic reasons, their core semantics is indeed scalar.
However, as we have seen, possible is not gradable. This fact cannot be blamed on its syntactic
category, which undercuts Lassiter’s argument that modal auxiliaries are only non-gradable for
syntactic reasons. (I do not discuss Lassiter’s approach to auxiliaries any more here, but see Klecha
(forthcoming).) Moreover, a common scalar core is clearly not required to derive entailment
relations (e.g., universals entail existentials without reference to degrees), although the measure
function for likely needs to have the right properties. In fact, given the denotation above, it does.
First, since lhood is additive, if q ∩ m(w) ⊆ p ∩ m(w) then lhood(m(w))(p) > lhood(m(w))(q);
in other words, if p is entailed by q in the modal base m(w), then its likelihood is greater than q’s
(given m(w)). Put yet another way, bigger sets of worlds receive higher lhood values. It follows
directly from Additivity, then, that if p ∩ m(w) = 0,
/ then lhood(m(w))(p) has the lowest value that
lhood could assign, say, 0. In other words, if p is not possible in the classical sense (there are no
worlds in the modal base in which p is true), then p has no likelihood.
Second, as discussed by Lassiter (2011), likely is a relative adjective, so the truth of φ is likely
depends on the contextually determined threshold or standard. However, regardless of the choice
of standard, exceeding the standard would entail a non-zero likelihood, which in turn entails truth
in at least one world. These facts, then, derive the entailments in (31-b-c).

4.4 Conditionals
Any theory of gradable modals must account for their behavior in the conditionals, like in (32).
(32)

If Drew picks black, he is likely to win.

On my analysis, this can be accounted for within the Restrictor Theory of Conditionals. Crucial
to this fact is the presence of the modal base in my analysis, which is targeted by if. Assuming the
modal base is present (but silent) in the tree, the denotation for if in (33) suffices.
(33)

~if = λ q . λ m . λ w . m(w) ∩ q

if as defined above combines with its complement, then with the modal-base-denoting variable in
the syntax, intersecting the modal base with the antecedent clause11 , giving a conditional reading.
Yalcin (2010) argues that Kratzer’s (1986) Restrictor Theory must be amended slightly to
account for likely. He argues that the evaluation function, for all expressions, is indexed to a
modal domain and to a probability measure. The function of if is to restrict this modal domain in
11 This

simplifies the picture somewhat, by excluding discussion of the ordering source and its potential effect on
which antecedent worlds are included in the modal domain.
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the usual Kratzerian way, but to also “conditionalize” the probability measure on the truth of the
antecedent.
The first issue with this approach is that it applies the solution to conditional probability to
if itself; this is a case of overfitting, since this conditional probability measure is vacuous for all
expressions except likely and perhaps a few others which involve probability, as Yalcin (2010)
himself points out. Second, this conditionalized probability measure is not needed given the
restriction of the modal base. Restriction of the modal base is sufficient if the probability measure
has the right properties.
In fact, the probability measure proposed by Yalcin (2007), amended to derive probability
relative to a modal base rather than all worlds, is just such a measure. Yalcin’s proposal is that
likely is associated with a partitioning function Π which, given a prejacent p, partitions W such
that in every partition ι, p is either true throughout ι or false throughout ι; a probability measure
Pr then assigns each partition a probability such that probabilities of the partitions sum to 1. The
likelihood of p is then the sum of the probabilities of all the p-partitions. I adapt this proposal so
that Π partitions the modal base (X in (34-a)) rather than the set of all words, W .
(34)

a.
b.

Πp,X partitions X such that ∀ι 2 Πp,X .[ι ⊆ p] ∨ [ι ∩ p = 0]
/ and ∑ ι∈Πp,X Pr(ι) = 1
lhood(m(w))(p) = ∑ ι∈Πp,m(w) ∩Pow(p) Pr(ι)

The result is that restricting the modal base via the conditional means that Pr will assign
probabilities to the partitions of the restricted modal base in such a way that the sum of these
partitions’ probabilities is 1. So if q is true in all m(w) ∩ p-worlds, i.e., if if p then q in w is
true, then lhood(m(w) ∩ p)(q) = 1, the desired result for conditional probability. The probability
measure itself need not be conditionalized; rather, probability is always relative to a domain.
The contrast with Yalcin (2010) is a subtle one, but it is important to show a) that conditionals
work the same for gradable and nongradable modals, rather than stipulating an additional effect
for likely and b) that the modal base/modal domain is crucial and its role in the modal semantics
must be made clear. In doing so it can be shown that gradable and nongradable modals, despite
their differences, share the basic properties of modals established in Kratzer’s work.
Finally, returning to the discussion of scale structure in the previous section, note that if we
also constrain Π such that there must always be at least one partition in which the prejacent is
true and one in which the prejacent is false, we derive the constraint against propositions ever
being mapped to what are in principle the maximum and minimum values on the scale, 1 and 0,
respectively, giving us the scale structure consistent with the distribution of likely discussed above.
Thus likelihood is associated in some sense with a probability scale [0,1], but its lexical properties
prohibit maximum or minimum values, deriving a bounded scale (0,1).

5 Conclusion
This paper shows that the scalar properties of gradable modal adjectives do not present
counterexamples to Kennedy’s (2007) theory of Interpretive Economy. Moreover, semantics
can be given for these expressions which allow for some modal expressions to be gradable and
others non-gradable without sacrificing any empirical ground, particularly regarding entailment
relations between gradable and non-gradable properties, and while maintaing a uniform approach
to conditionals.
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A Corpus Search Results for Adjectives
A series of corpus searches were conducted using the Corpus of Contemporary American English
(COCA) (Davies, 2008). The corpus data in COCA is sorted by source-type, i.e., spoken, fiction,
etc; all searches are done only on spoken data. COCA is annotated for grammatical category; so
all searches exclude homophonous expressions of different categories. Below are the results for
the searches conducted. Each figure in the table represents the percentage of uses of the adjective
which were coupled with the degree modifier. For example, when assessing the ability of dog to
combine with the definite determiner the, a percentage is given, indicating the percent of instances
of dog which are preceded by the, in this case 0.290. Averages are given for gradable adjectives
(AVG:GA) and non-gradable adjectives (AVG:NGA); both averages exclude expressions under
discussion, namely likely, possible, and impossible.
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big
small
tall
long
short
important
likely
impossible
possible
dead
American
right
pregnant
alive
existing
AVG:GA
AVG:NGA

big
small
tall
long
short
important
likely
impossible
possible
dead
American
right
pregnant
alive
existing
AVG:GA
AVG:NGA

Klecha

TOTAL
23961
21857
1959
29559
10099
36900
8402
24113
16250
10768
56702
51657
3567
6495
1198

Table 1: Adjectives with common degree modifiers.
more/-er
very
most/-est
how
too
0.0717 0.0561 0.0392 0.0277 0.0268
0.1469 0.0657 0.0205 0.0030 0.0116
0.1210 0.0470 0.0755 0.0311 0.0133
0.0779 0.0425 0.0248 0.0059 0.0113
0.0616 0.0696 0.0129 0.0007 0.0123
0.0607 0.1796 0.1250 0.0219 0.0037
0.1790 0.0390 0.0865 0.0061 0.0012
0.0018 0.0002 0.0008 0.0021 0.0005
0.0018 0.0095 0.0001 0.0003 0.0000
0.0027 0.0007 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000
0.0030 0.0008 0.0011 0.0010 0.0002
0.0006 0.0006 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
0.0008 0.0048 0.0006 0.0014 0.0000
0.0022 0.0022 0.0015 0.0005 0.0002
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0900 0.0767 0.0497 0.0151 0.0132
0.0015 0.0015 0.0006 0.0005 0.0001

so
0.0232
0.0086
0.0112
0.0184
0.0051
0.0352
0.0010
0.0020
0.0002
0.0003
0.0004
0.0010
0.0008
0.0018
0.0000
0.0169
0.0007

Table 2: Adjectives with less common degree modifiers.
TOTAL
as
pretty
that
this
quite
rather
23961 0.0160 0.0130 0.0041 0.0009 0.0005 0.0004
21857 0.0033 0.0039 0.0009 0.0001 0.0021 0.0017
1959
0.0158 0.0056 0.0031 0.0015 0.0031 0.0005
29559 0.0015 0.0016 0.0034 0.0001 0.0005 0.0010
10099 0.0030 0.0025 0.0003 0.0000 0.0011 0.0016
36900 0.0146 0.0021 0.0025 0.0000 0.0016 0.0003
8402
0.0171 0.0011 0.0001 0.0000 0.0050 0.0000
24113 0.0026 0.0005 0.0011 0.0000 0.0027 0.0001
16250 0.0020 0.0001 0.0016 0.0000 0.0100 0.0000
10768 0.0020 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0001
56702 0.0014 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000
51657 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0045 0.0000
3567
0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003
6495
0.0009 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1198
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0090 0.0048 0.0024 0.0005 0.0015 0.0009
0.0008 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0008 0.0001

enough
0.0161
0.0021
0.0061
0.0008
0.0003
0.0023
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002
0.0000
0.0046
0.0000

less
0.0003
0.0000
0.0015
0.0000
0.0002
0.0040
0.0551
0.0003
0.0002
0.0000
0.0001
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0010
0.0000

ON

THE STRUCTURAL AND TYPAL DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN MASS AND COUNT NOUNS :
E VIDENCE FROM ROMANCE∗
I VONA K U ČEROVÁ
A NNA M ORO
McMaster University

1 Introduction
There is an ongoing debate regarding the syntactic and semantic nature of the mass versus
count-noun distinction. If we concentrate solely on the semantic side of the debate, we can
distinguish two families of approaches. The ﬁrst approach, represented, for instance, by Link
(1983) and Chierchia (1998), among others, argues that the difference between mass and count
can be reduced to homogeneity or vagueness. According to the other approach, the difference is
typal (Krifka, 1989, Rothstein, 2010). This paper contributes to the debate by considering new
data from Romance dialects which provide empirical support for the latter family of approaches.
Our starting position is based on two assumptions. First, we assume – following Borer (2005)
and Rothstein (2010), among others – that real world homogeneity (or cumulativity for that matter)
does not necessarily correspond to a grammatical representation of homogeneity (or cumulativity,
respectively). Furthermore, we assume that there is no one-to-one mapping between real world
countability and semantic countability.
Once we take the stand that homogeneity and countability are encoded in the grammar, the
question that arises is whether the encoding happens at the level of the lexicon or whether it
arises through derivation. Speciﬁcally, if the difference between mass and count is typal, does
it mean that typally distinct nouns must have a distinct syntactic structure? The answer to such a
question is not trivial. For example, Borer’s position is that a typal difference necessarily arises
out of differences in the syntactic structure, whereas Rothstein defends the position that typal
differences are in principle independent of structural differences, and that semantically distinct
nominal structures can in principle be syntactically identical.
∗ We would like to thank Bronwyn Bjorkman,

Mojmír Dočekal and the audiences of BWTL 2010 held at University
of Toronto, of the Syntax Project meeting of University of Toronto (March 2011) and of the CLA Annual Meeting in
New Brunswick (May 2011) for their helpful comments, questions and suggestions. All remaining mistakes are solely
our responsibility.
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The empirical focus of our paper lies in the investigation of non-homogeneous agreement
patterns in a large group of Italo-Romance dialects. Even though the gender system in Romance
is mostly binary (M and F), some Italo-Romance (and Ibero-Romance) dialects1 exhibit properties
of a three-way gender system. Interestingly, the three-way gender system is attested only with
a subset of nouns, namely, certain mass nouns ( MN), and a certain productive class of deverbal
nouns. Furthermore, unlike the binary gender system, the trinary gender system gives rise to
surprising morphological mismatches in the agreement domain. We will argue that to understand
the morphological properties of MN we must analyze them as NPs, i.e., nominal projections
lacking a D layer encoding number and gender. Although our proposal refers directly to the
syntactic structure, we will place the burden mainly on semantic types. Concretely, we will
argue that there is a relation between the semantic type of the noun and its structure. Here we
follow Winter (2000) in assuming that there is no type-shifting without D’. Interestingly, if D is
semantically or syntactically required, a structure extension takes place and triggers morphological
or morphophonological alternations. We will use the observed correspondence between syntactic
processes (agreement) and semantic interpretation to argue that the semantic distinction between
mass and count indeed has a structural counterpart. Moreover, we will go one step further and
argue that since the differences in the interpretation of mass/count map onto syntactic structures,
the distinction itself cannot be reduced to vagueness, but rather must be typal.
The broader questions that lie behind our investigation (and which unfortunately remain mostly
unanswered due to limitations of space) concern the nature of nominal structures and their inherent
morphological features; the relationship between a morphological structure and its semantic
interpretation; and the very nature of type-shifting in natural languages.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we present the basic data (Section 2), then a new
semantic generalization motivated by the data. Section 3 presents the actual proposal and section
4 explores some further predictions the proposal makes.

2 The data
The surface realization of the mass versus count noun distinction in many non-standard Romance
varieties shows a wide range of variation. What is common to this wide-ranging variation is
the existence of a special morphological realization that is distinct both from masculine singular
(M . SG .) and feminine singular (F. SG .), and which is best characterized as a ‘third’ gender category.
This third category often reveals itself in agreement relations. While some agreement relations
exhibit a default morphological agreement (typically M . SG .), other agreement relations exhibit a
marked morphological realization.
If we survey the relevant Italo-Romance dialects we can group the types of marked
morphological realization into three general patterns based on their morphological and
morphophonological properties. We call Pattern 1 the pattern that is attested in the Rome-Ancona
1 The

Italo-Romance dialects in question are those in south-central Italy, in particular, varieties along the so-called
Rome-Ancona corridor (northern boundary) to those found in Puglia and Basilicata to the south: the area includes,
aside from varieties spoken in Puglia and Basilicata, dialects spoken in Campania, the southern Marche, southern
Umbria, Lazio, Abruzzi, and Molise. Ibero-Romance varieties that display a similar mass-count phenomenon are
located in north-western Spain, in Asturias and Cantabria. For reasons of space, this paper addresses only the properties
of Italo-Romance dialects; for a complete analysis accounting for the Ibero-Romance data as well, see Kučerová and
Moro (In preparation).
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corridor (e.g., in the dialect of Servigliano). In this pattern mass nouns exhibit an afﬁx which
is distinct from the afﬁx attested for masculine singular count nouns. This pattern is often
characterized by morphophonemic alternations in the determiner system (stemming from the
presence or absence of metaphony2 ), namely on demonstratives, and sporadically in the noun stem
itself. Thus, two lexically related nouns may or may not exhibit a morphophonemic alternation
depending on whether the intended interpretation of the noun is mass or count, but we do ﬁnd
distinct determiners (deﬁnite articles, demonstratives) used with mass nouns. Examples (1)–(3)
exemplify these basic properties. The Italo-Romance examples presented in this section are drawn
from various sources. Examples from Celano (Abruzzi) are our own; all other examples are drawn
from Andalò (1991), Leonard (1978), Maiden (1991, 1997), Penny (1994), Rohlfs (1966, 1968).
(1)

(2)

Demonstratives (distinct afﬁxes + morphophonemic alternation)
a. kwístu, kwíssu, kwíllu
b. kwésta, kwéssa, kwélla
c. kwésto, kwésso, kwéllo
‘this’, ‘that’, ‘that (over there)’
Morphophonemic alternation in nouns
a. /ferru/ ‘iron implement’
b. /fErro/ ‘iron’

M . SG
F. SG
MN

(Servigliano, Marche)

M . SG
MN

(Borgorose, Lazio)
(3)

Deﬁnite articles
a. lu
b. lo

M . SG
MN

(Servigliano)
Patterns 2 and 3, typical for dialects south of the Rome-Ancona corridor, usually have
no overt afﬁxes because of general ﬁnal atonic vowel neutralization.3 Thus, on the noun
itself gender and number distinctions are marked only by morphophonemic alternations (tonic
vowels). Consequently, the mass versus count distinction is overtly expressed mainly through
the inﬂectional morphology of determiners (deﬁnite articles and demonstratives) and direct object
pronouns (cf. Maiden 1997 and Maiden 2011).
Pattern 1 and Pattern 2 may be characterized as having distinct determiners (deﬁnite articles and
demonstratives). In Pattern 3 the surface realization of deﬁnite articles, demonstratives and direct
2 Metaphony

is an assimilatory process whereby ﬁnal vowels (afﬁxes) exert pressure on, and ultimately change
(raise or diphthongize), preceding tonic vowels. In the south-central Italian dialects, metaphony gave rise to a
morphological system quite different from the system of Standard Italian: tonic vowel alternations, stemming from
changes brought about historically by widespread metaphony, generally mark number and gender on the noun (and
person on the verb), rather than ﬁnal atonic vowels, as is the case in Standard Italian. For a detailed discussion of
Italian metaphony, and the relationship between phonologically-conditioned metaphony and the morphologization of
metaphonic alternations, see Maiden (1985, 1987, 1989, 1991) and Savoia and Maiden (1997).
3 There are some exceptions to the general pattern of ﬁnal vowel neutralization. For example, in many varieties the
feminine singular afﬁx is overtly realized under certain conditions, as in la rosa bbEll@ ‘the beautiful rose’.
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object pronouns appears to be the same for mass nouns and their masculine singular counterparts,
but mass noun and masculine forms differ crucially in that the mass form produces raddoppiamento
sintattico (lengthening of the initial consonant of the subsequent word), while the masculine does
not. In Pattern 3 varieties raddoppiamento sintattico is normally triggered by feminine plural and
mass determiners and pronouns.4 The following examples from the dialect of Celano (Pattern 2)
and Neapolitan (Pattern 3) illustrate the basic characteristics. Forms that trigger raddoppiamento
sintattico are labeled [+RS] .
(4)

Pattern 2: Demonstratives (three-way distinction)
a. kwíst@ líbbr@
‘this book’
b. kwEsta kás@
‘this house’
c. kwEst@ pép@
‘this pepper’

M . SG
F. SG 5
MN

(Celano, Abruzzi)
(5)

Pattern 3: Demonstratives
kistu, kissu, killu
kisto, kisso, killo
‘this, that, that (over there)’

M . SG

[+RS] MN
(Neapolitan)

As mentioned above, the three way distinction reveals itself also in the form of direct object
clitic pronouns. As witnessed by examples (6)–(7), there are two non-feminine forms, unlike in
the rest of the pronominal system, for a total of three distinct forms (M , F, MN).
(6)

(7)

Pattern 2: Direct object pronouns
a. i véd@
‘I see him/it’
b. l@ véd@
‘I see it’

Pattern 3: Direct object pronouns
a. o
vid@
‘I see it (the dog).’
it.M . SG see.1 SG
b. o
bbid@ ‘I see it.’
it.MN see.1 SG

M . SG

pro

pro
(Celano, Abruzzi)
MN

M . SG

pro

[+RS] MN pro
(Neapolitan)

4 For

an overview of raddoppiamento sintattico in the south-central Italian dialects, see Agostiniani (1976),
Fanciullo (1986, 1997) and Loporcaro (1997).
5 The F. SG pronominal form of the demonstrative would be kwEst@.
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The crucial properties of these two patterns are captured by the forms of the deﬁnite article:
there are three distinct forms of the deﬁnite article in Pattern 2, and the mass noun deﬁnite article
is distinct from the masculine singular deﬁnite article; in Pattern 3 the distinction between mass
nouns and masculine singular nouns is expressed solely by means of raddoppiamento sintattico.
Examples demonstrating the principal differences between Patterns 2 and 3 are given in (8)–(11).
The table in (12), adapted from Penny (1994), is intended to convey the range of attested deﬁnite
article forms: the ﬁrst four examples show cases where the difference between mass and masculine
singular is achieved by a distinction in the deﬁnite article; the latter four cases show varieties in
which the masculine singular and mass deﬁnite article appear to be the same, but where the mass
deﬁnite article triggers raddoppiamento sintattico.
(8)

Pattern 2: Deﬁnite article
a. i líbbr@
‘the book’
b. l@ pép@
‘the pepper’
c. la vaLLOl@
‘the girl’

M . SG
MN
F. SG

(Celano, Abruzzi)
(9)

(10)

(11)

Pattern 3: Neapolitan
a. o kaffé
‘the (cup of) coffee’
b. o kkaffé
‘the coffee’
Pattern 3: S. Campania
a. lu lúpu
‘ the wolf’
b. lu llátti
‘the milk’
Pattern 3: Puglia
a. u pá:n@
‘the loaf’
b. u ppá:n@
‘bread’

M . SG
MN

[+RS]

M . SG
MN

[+RS]

M . SG
MN

[+RS]
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Summary: deﬁnite article
variety
Norcia (Umbria)
Rieti (Lazio)
Nemi (Lazio)
Celano (Abruzzi)
Naples (Campania)
Bari (Puglia)
Bisceglie (Puglia)
Avigliano (Basilicata)

MN

M . SG

lo
lo
o
l@
o+
u+
r@+
lu+

ru
lu
u
i
o
u
r@
lu

Even though the special marking of mass nouns in Italo-Romance dialects has attracted a lot
of attention in the Romance linguistics literature, to our knowledge there is no synchronic account
of the data that takes into consideration the theoretical syntax-semantics literature on mass nouns.
The existing accounts approach the data either from a diachronic perspective or from a Romanceinternal synchronic perspective. The historical view on the Romance mass noun is that it is either
a residue of the Latin neuter gender, since many mass nouns are reﬂexes of the Latin neuter,
(Lausberg, 1965–1966, Merlo, 1906, Politzer, 1957, Maiden, 1991, 1997, 2011), or that the marked
mass forms are evidence of the survival of a third Romance case, beyond the nominative and
accusative (dative, genitive, ablative or syncretized form) (Hall, 1968, Leonard, 1978, Messing,
1972, Penny, 1994, 2009). Despite attempts to reconstruct the origins of the Italo-Romance and
Ibero-Romance mass noun, it is not clear that a uniﬁed diachronic account is possible (one that
can explain the facts of both areas): it is not entirely clear whether we have a case of separate but
parallel innovations or common origin (cf. Lüdtke 2003 and Penny 1994). However, the focus
on the origins of the Romance mass noun has relegated into the background some important facts
about the phenomenon.
First of all, the special marking of mass nouns is both a productive and highly stable feature
of the Romance varieties in question. As Romance linguists have noted, the special marking is
found not only on mass nouns inherited from the Latin neuter (such as the words for ‘honey’
or ‘partially fermented grape juice’, respectively MEL and MUSTUM), but has been extended to
‘newer’ lexical items, such as the words for ‘coffee’ and ‘tea’ (Neapolitan), or for ‘sugar,’ ‘rum’
and ‘saffron’ (dialect of Celano). Furthermore, the special marking is not restricted to mass
nouns but is found on nominalized adjectives and inﬁnitives as well (which were neuter in Latin).
What’s more, the productivity of the special formation continues in contact-induced borrowing.
Moro (In preparation) reports that speakers of Celano (Abruzzi) living in Canada derive new
nominalized inﬁnitives (corresponding, for example, to ‘driving’ and ‘checking’); the special mass
noun marking extends to various lexical items adapted from English, such as nativized forms for
‘copper,’ ‘nickel,’ ‘titanium,’ ‘peanut butter,’ ‘cottage cheese,’ ‘brown sugar,’ ‘baby oil,’ ‘baking
powder,’ ‘hot chocolate,’ ‘cornstarch,’ and ‘Crisco.’6
6 While

for some of these borrowed forms the mass designation can be viewed as an extension or transfer of
the category of the native equivalent (e.g., ‘copper’, ‘butter’ and ‘cheese’ are mass nouns in the native variety),
such a strategy does not allow us to account for all examples. Assuming English headedness plays a role in
borrowed compounds (and it is not clear that this should be the case, since Italo-Romance compounding seems to
be predominantly left-headed; see Vogel 1990 on Italian), then ‘cottage cheese’ and ‘peanut butter’ can be explained
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In addition to the high level of productivity of these forms, the pattern raises two additional
theoretical and empirical challenges that remain unaddressed. First of all, the morphophonological
realization of the ‘third’ gender is in several respects unlike the morphophonological realization
of any other φ -feature(s) in Romance. Thus, for example, we observe metaphony and
raddoppiamento sintattico instead of a single identiﬁable discrete morpheme as otherwise typical
for Romance.
Crucially, an additional empirical challenge is raised by a related set of data, to our knowledge
not addressed in the existing literature, namely, by agreement mismatches with mass nouns.
While masculine and feminine nouns in these varieties uniformly trigger masculine and feminine
agreement, respectively, the agreement patterns attested with mass nouns is not homogeneous.
Concretely, in these dialects one mass noun can trigger two distinct agreement patterns within the
same structure, as exempliﬁed in (13).
(13)

So kumbrat@ l@
vin@.
L@
so kumbrat@ p@rkE E bbon@.
aux bought the. MN wine.MN. It. MN aux bought because is good. M . SG
‘I bought wine. I bought it because it’s good.’
(Celano, Abruzzi)

The noun vin@ ‘wine’ is a mass noun. As we can see, the referential pronoun indeed realizes the
mass noun agreement. However, the predicative adjective exhibits the M . SG . agreement. This is
rather puzzling from a theoretical perspective because (i) the agreement pattern is not homogenous,
(ii) the less marked agreement or perhaps even default agreement, i.e., M . SG ., is not likely to be the
result of a non-local syntactic relation because the non-local referential pronoun is still realized by
the mass-noun form, and (iii) as we will see later, the M . SG . agreement is sometimes attested even
within the noun phrase headed by a mass noun. To sum up, this is a rather unexpected, yet very
systematic pattern. Consequently, an empirically adequate theory of mass nouns need to account
for it. As far as we can tell, none of the existing theories does, hence a new account is needed.

3 Proposal
Irrespective of whether one adopts a syntactic or post-syntactic view of agreement (Chomsky 1995
vs. Bobaljik 2008, among others), the agreement pattern exempliﬁed in (13) is puzzling because
it cannot be described in terms of syntactic locality. We argue that the most empirically accurate
generalization needs to be stated in semantic terms. The leading idea is that the agreement reﬂects
differences in semantic types that closely correlate with the size of the syntactic structure necessary
for the relevant semantic interpretation to be available. The semantic generalization we propose is
given in (14).
(14)

A new empirical generalization:
If a mass noun may be predicative, it triggers a “default” vocabulary insertion. If a mass
noun must be referential, it triggers a “marked” vocabulary insertion.

by noting that ‘cheese’ and ‘butter’ are mass in the native variety; however, ‘baby powder’ and ‘hot chocolate’ would
elude such an explanation, since both ‘powder’ and ‘chocolate’ are feminine in the speakers’ ﬁrst language. In the
borrowed compounds a native term never substitutes either member of the compound adapted from English, even
though it may dominate elsewhere: in other words, [kaS@] ‘cheese’ is used more than [tSiz@], but never substitutes
‘cheese’ in ‘cottage cheese.’
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If this generalization is correct, the question that immediately arises is whether and how the
semantic generalization may be related to differences in the syntactic structure. We argue that
indeed there is a correlation, namely, we argue that the nominal projection of mass nouns is
structurally deﬁcient in that it lacks a D layer. In other words, we argue that a mass noun
is structurally an NP and as such has no number projection (Borer 2005, among others).7
Consequently, since gender is dependent on number, mass nouns are necessarily genderless, in
the sense they are neither speciﬁed for masculine nor feminine gender, a fact which is crucial for
our account of the agreement pattern.
As for the semantic properties of NPs, we closely follow Winter (2000) in that we assume
that DPs are rigidly quantiﬁcational, while NPs are rigidly predicative. Furthermore, we assume
that type shifting is freely available (via choice function) but crucially only if D’ is present in the
structure. Thus if D’ is present, type shifting may take place and consequently the noun can be
interpreted as referential. If there is no D’ present, the referential interpretation is not available.
What does this mean for mass nouns? If mass nouns were always NPs they would be restricted
only to certain argumental positions and they would never combine with determiners such as
deﬁnite articles. This is clearly false. We would like to suggest that mass nouns are indeed NPs
by default but the grammar can employ a last resort structure extension that allows the noun to
integrate with the syntactic structure. This happens only if the mass noun is selected by something
that requires D’ (or equivalently, type < e >8 ).
For concreteness, we follow Wurmbrand (2007) who proposed a similar structure-building
operation for inﬁnitives. Wurmbrand observed that the exact size of embedded inﬁnitives depends
on the c-selection properties of the matrix verb. Consequently, further functional projections
may be inserted in the structure if required by the c-selecting head. We argue that an analogous
mechanism can be implemented for mass nouns. Whenever the structure requires something larger
than NP, either for syntactic or semantic reasons, an additional structure-building operation takes
place.
How does the last resort extension strategy relate to the agreement facts? We argue that
the observed agreement pattern reﬂects the structural and semantic duality of mass nouns in the
following way: If a mass noun can be interpreted as <e,t> it follows that there is no D’ projection,
consequently there is no gender and number feature present. Without these features no Agree
valuation takes place and consequently the overt agreement is realized as the morphological default
(the elsewhere). In our case we obtain M . SG . on predicative adjectives.
In contrast, if the structure requires type <e>, for instance when the φ -feature values are
morphologically realized on a referential pronoun, an additional structure must be introduced. The
marked morphological realization we see in these cases – our ‘third’ gender – is a direct reﬂex of
the last resort semantic process implemented as a structural adjustment. Crucially, if the higher
structure is introduced because of the selectional requirements of a higher head, the NP still lacks
number and gender features. Yet, valued number and gender features are required by the higher
projections as this projection contains unvalued features.
We assume – in the line of Distributed Morphology – that for structure adjustment to be
possible, feature insertion must take place (Noyer, 1992, Embick, 2000) and be followed by
7 The

limited space does not allow us to address here the question of the semantic interpretation of mass nouns as
such. We assume the view of plurality articulated in Landman (2000). It is not obvious how our proposal could be
executed in semantic systems such as that of Chierchia (1998, 2010).
8 For the sake of simplicity of the presentation we will assume that referential interpretation corresponds to type e.
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vocabulary insertion (Halle and Marantz, 1993). We argue that since the valuation process cannot
be successfully resolved – as there is no valued feature present, yet the features need to be
valued for the derivation to pass interface ﬁlters, the system resorts to a morphologically-marked
realization – our ‘third’ gender (which in many dialects is morphophonologically identical to F. PL).

4 Further predictions
The proposal makes certain predictions. First of all, if a mass noun NP gets modiﬁed by something
that is of type <e,t> it should be irrelevant whether the modifying element is locally adjacent
(or attached) to the noun or whether it is non-local. Thus quantiﬁers as possible NP modiﬁers
should pattern as predicative adjectives rather than demonstratives or deﬁnite articles, irrespective
of whether they are merged within the nominal projection of the mass noun or whether they are in
a predicative position. This prediction is indeed borne out as witnessed by (15).
(15)

pok@
vin@
‘little.M . SG . wine.MN’

(Celano, Abruzzi)

Another prediction concerns non-quantiﬁcational adjectival modiﬁers. Non-quantiﬁcational
adjectival modiﬁers in Romance can be either post-nominal or pre-nominal. Usually, the
post-nominal adjectives are analyzed as adjoined to NP, while the pre-nominal position is the result
of movement to a higher functional projection. According to our proposal, since post-nominal
adjectives combine directly with NP, they should reﬂect the D-less NP structure and as such should
show an <e,t> type of agreement, i.e., M . SG. In contrast, since pre-nominal adjectives need to
adjoin to a structurally adjusted nominal structure, we expect them to display the marked mass
noun agreement. This prediction is borne out as well, as witnessed by the following Neapolitan
examples from Andalò (1991), (16). As we can see, the post-nominal adjectives do not trigger
raddoppiamento sintattico exactly as we expect under the default masculine singular like behavior.
In contrast, the pre-nominal adjective, unlike its masculine singular counterparts, does trigger
raddoppiamento sintattico.
(16)

a. pan@ pOv@r@
bread poor
b. pOv@ru ppan@
poor bread

M . SG /[− RS ]
MN /[+ RS ]

One could even strengthen this prediction and argue for the following conclusion: if an
adjective is never semantically required to combine with a a type other than < e,t >, we expect
the adjectival morphology to show only the M/F contrast. Such an adjective should never inﬂect
for the ‘third’ gender. For reasons of space and because the dialectal data are so varied we cannot
elaborate on this prediction, but it is indeed the case that certain intersective adjectives lack the
three-way inﬂectional morphology that interests us here.
In addition to these predictions, our proposal might shed light on the intuition of native
speakers who tend to describe mass nouns as ‘feeling’ masculine singular despite the fact that
their surface realization often displays properties of the feminine gender: in the dialect of Celano
the surface realization of the MN and F. SG . demonstrative pronoun ‘this’ is the same, [kwEst@]
(see (4) and note 5), and the morphophonological patterns of the demonstrative series overall
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shows greater similarity between MN and F. SG . categories. Moreover, both in the dialect of
Celano and in Neapolitan, the MN category shares surface characteristics with F. PL .: in the ﬁrst
case the MN deﬁnite article and F. PL . deﬁnite article are identical, [l@]; in Neapolitan only the
MN and F. PL . determiner system can trigger raddoppiamento sintattico. We believe that the
discrepancy between these surface similarities and native speaker intuition stems from the fact
that at the level of the lexicon mass nouns are structurally rather small, having no number and
gender projection. Since in these dialects a lack of gender corresponds to masculine (default), and
a lack of number corresponds to singular, it is not surprising that native speaker perception is that
mass nouns are really masculine singular. This basic lexical feature seems to be unaffected by the
overt morphologically-marked realization which reﬂects the additional structure-building process.
Presumably this is because the morphological readjustment happens only at the PF-branch of the
derivation and as such has no effect on the interpretation.
To conclude, we have provided evidence from Italo-Romance dialects that there is a structural
difference between mass nouns and count nouns and this difference has a direct semantic
counterpart. Consequently, it follows from our proposal that the difference between mass nouns
and count nouns is typal and, as such, cannot be reduced to homogeneity or vagueness. The open
question is whether it is always the case that a typal difference has to translate into a structural
difference. We believe that the answer is in principle negative since the observed Italo-Romance
pattern results from a conspiracy of several morphosyntactic and morphosemantic factors, but the
question remains open to further investigation.
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O N THE PRAGMATICS OF PRAGMATIC SLACK∗
S VEN L AUER
Stanford University

1 Introduction
Speakers often assert sentences that are not, strictly speaking, true. For example, there are many
contexts in which of (1)–(3) can be blamelessly asserted, even though the indicated facts hold and
are known to the speaker.
(1)

Mary was here by three.
Fact: Mary arrived at 3:02.

(2)

I am going to a conference in Berlin next week.
Fact: The conference is Potsdam, which abuts Berlin, but is not part of it.

(3)

There were five hundred people at the rally.
Fact: There were exactly 489 people at the rally.

Lasersohn (1999) drew the attention of semanticists to this phenomenon of loose talk, or pragmatic
slack, but he did not talk at all about the pragmatics of the phenomenon. He argued that pragmatic
slack needs to be represented in the compositional semantics, on the grounds that there are
operators that interact with it (what he calls SLACK REGULATORS), and proposed a modification
of the felicity conditions on assertions to go with this compositional representation of slack, that is,
he proposed an analysis of the conventional aspects of loose talk, remaining silent on the broadly
Gricean, non-conventional aspects of the phenomenon.
This paper lays out the beginnings of an account of the pragmatic account of loose talk. Thus,
while Lasersohn was concerned with the question When does linguistic convention permit a
speaker to speak loosely?, this paper instead asks When will a speaker (be expected to) speak
loosely?
Examining the pragmatics of loose talk, besides being interesting in itself, is useful because
loose talk is a phenomenon in which the communicated content is weaker than the semantic
content, in the sense that the communicated content is asymmetrically entailed by the semantic
content of the utterance. Virtually all well-studied pragmatic phenomena are cases of pragmatic
∗I

am grateful to Cleo Condoravdi and Chris Potts, as well as the audiences at California Universities Semantics
and Pragmatics (CUSP) 3, Sinn und Bedeutung 16, and a talk at the Goethe University at Frankfurt am Main for
helpful discussion and comments.
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strengthening, that is, cases in which the communicated content is stronger than the semantic
content of the utterance. Examining cases of pragmatic weakening instead will allow us to ascertain
whether semantic content has an effect that is independent from its contribution to communicated
content. Obviously, cases of pragmatic strengthening will not help us to answer this question, for
in these cases, semantic content is part of the communicated content, and thus any putative effect
of semantic content could also be ascribed to the fact that this content is communicated.
And indeed, as we will see in Section 2, there is an effect of literal semantic content that is
present even if this content is not communicated. This has implications for how we construe the
basic force of assertions and other speech acts, laid out in Section 3. The paper concludes with
demonstrating that our preliminary account of the pragmatics of loose talk presented in Section 4
can explain a number of reliable generalizations about the use of pragmatic slack.

2 Loose talk in discourse: A surprising observation
A natural first reaction to examples like the ones in (1)-(3) is to assume that the sentences
simply can be true in the indicated circumstances, i.e., that by three is polysemous (or vague)
and has a reading on which it means something like around three (and similarly for the other
examples). This solution is attractive, because it let’s us maintain the assumption that speakers
generally feel compelled to speak truly, either by a felicity condition on assertions (such as Searle’s
(1969) SINCERITY CONDITION), a general convention of language use (such as Lewis’s (1975)
C ONVENTION OF TRUTHFULNESS), or by a general pressure on cooperative behavior (such as
Grice’s (1975) MAXIM OF QUALITY).
Attractive as it may be, this solution cannot be right. Lasersohn convincingly argues that the
sentences in question are literally false in the described circumstances, on the grounds that they
cannot be conjoined with a more precise statement contradicting the ‘strict’ truth conditions:
(4)

# Mary was here by three, but she did not arrive until a few minutes after three.

If (1) had a reading on which it is literally true if Mary arrived a few minutes after three, (4) should
be felicitous, but it is not. On the assumption that (1) always has very strict truth conditions, we
can explain the infelicity of (4), because the sentence comes out as contradictory.
The fact that these sentences are literally false is what distinguishes loose talk from the truthconditional vagueness, exhibited by predicates like bald: (5b) is perfectly coherent and can be
felicitously uttered, indicating that (5a) can be literally true even if Homer has some hairs left.1
(5)

1 It

a. Homer is bald.
b. Homer is bald, he has, like, three hairs left.

has recently been argued that bald and other predicates referencing an upper-bounded scale are not vague in
the same sense as predicates like tall are, which reference open scales. To distinguish the two phenomena, predicates
like bald are said to allow for imprecision. While this may be adequate, I am not sure what to make of Kennedy and
McNally’s (2005) suggestion to treat this kind of imprecision as instances of loose talk in the sense of Lasersohn. The
contrast in felicity between (5b) and (4) shows that these are not instances of the same phenomenon, and in particular
suggests that (5a) can be literally true if Homer has hairs left.
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2.1 Loose talk in multi-sentence discourses
Turning our attention to multi-sentence (and multi-turn) discourses, we find that an assertion that
is only loosely true cannot be felicitously followed up by a more precise one without further ado:
(6)

(Yes,) Mary was here by three. # When she wasn’t here five minutes after three, I got
worried, but then she arrived in time.

(7)

A: I am going to this conference in Berlin.
B: Oh, where in Berlin is it held?
A: # In Potsdam (, which is just outside of Berlin).

(8)

A:
B:
A:
B:

Do we have enough coffee for the council meeting? How many people will be there?
Thirty.
Oh, great, then we’ll have a quorum.
# No, because only 27 people will be there.

These discourses improve dramatically if we insert an expression that acknowledges the falsity of
the previous assertion, such as actually:
(9)

(Yes,) Mary was here by three. Well, actually, she wasn’t here until five minutes after three,
and I got worried, but then she arrived in time.

(10)

A: I am going to this conference in Berlin.
B: Oh, where in Berlin is it held?
A: Actually, it is in Potsdam (, which is just outside of Berlin).

(11)

A:
B:
A:
B:

Do we have enough coffee for the council meeting? How many people will be there?
Thirty.
Oh, great, then we’ll have a quorum.
No, because (I was speaking loose and) actually, only 27 people will be there.

At first glance, this may seem unsurprising: After all, we have just seen that there is good reason to
believe that the first assertion in all these examples is literally false if the second one is true. So, of
course, a speaker who wants to make the second assertion has to acknowledge this contradiction.
Indeed, if the first assertion is appropriately hedged, no such acknowledgement is necessary:
(12)

(Yes,) Mary was here around three. When she wasn’t here five minutes after three, I got
worried, but then she arrived in time.

(13)

A: I am going to this conference in the Berlin area.
B: Oh, where is it held?
A: In Potsdam (, which is just outside of Berlin).

(14)

A:
B:
A:
B:

Do we have enough coffee for the council meeting? How many people will be there?
About thirty.
Oh, great, then we’ll (likely) have a quorum.
No, because only 27 people will be there.
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2.2 Mutually expected slack: A puzzling observation
The aim of this section is to convince you that the observation made in the previous section is, after
all, quite surprising, at least in a large number of cases.
Consider (1), repeated below, in a context in which interlocutors expect a certain amount of
slack, say +/ − 5 minutes. In such a context, the communicated content is weaker than the asserted
content: What is communicated, that is, what the audience comes to believe if it trusts the speaker,
and what the speaker intends his audience to come to believe, is the proposition expressed by (16).
(15)

Mary was here by three.
Fact: Mary arrived at 3:02.

(16)

Mary was here by some time between 2:55 and 3:05.

=(1)

Nota bene that the proposition expressed by (16) is true if Mary arrived at 3:02, unlike the asserted
content of (15). Crucially, even in this situation, a speaker must acknowledge the falsity of his first
assertion if he wants to follow up with a more precise statement:
(17)

(Yes,) Mary was here by three.
a. # When she wasn’t here by 3:01, I got worried . . .
b. XWell, actually, she wasn’t here until a few minutes after. When she wasn’t here ...

This is indeed very surprising. Given that what is communicated by the first utterance is the weak
proposition expressed by (16), why should the discourse not be able to proceed as if this sentence
had been uttered?
To reiterate: The speaker uttered (15), intending to communicate something along the lines of
(16). The hearer correctly recognized this intention, and communication succeeded. All parties are
in agreement that (16) is what has been communicated. And yet, the speaker cannot simply proceed
as if this was what he said, he has to acknowledge the falsity of his statement using actually or
something similar, even though no party to the conversation considers the false proposition to
have been communicated. This is what I meant when I said, in the introduction, that examining
cases in which communicated content is weaker than the asserted content can unveil important and
surprising facts about literal meaning: Prima facie, it is plausible to assume that all effects that
semantic meaning has in an utterance are due to its contribution to communicated content: On its
own, semantic meaning is inert, only in being employed to convey a certain communicated content
does it have an effect.
But we have seen that this is not so: Literal (semantic) content has an effect beyond its
contribution to the determination of communicated content. If this were not so, there would be
no reason to acknowledge the literal falsity of a prior assertion if the content communicated with
this assertion was true.

3 The essential effects of utterances of declaratives
In order to explain the somewhat puzzling observations made in the last section, I adopt Condoravdi
and Lauer’s (2011) proposal, which can be seen as a generalization ‘commitment slate’-based
approaches (cf. Hamblin (1971), Gunlogson (2003)):
The basic idea is that the recursive system of grammar compositionally determines (often
jointly with context) a certain semantic object (say, an intensional proposition for declaratives; a
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set of those for interrogatives), and, in addition to that, there are conventions of use that specify the
effect of uttering a sentence of a particular type (or, a sentence with a particular type of denotation).
Of particular relevance is, of course, the convention specifying the effect of declaratives:
(18) Declarative Convention
When a speaker utters a declarative S with denotation ~Sc in a context c, he thereby
commits himself to act as though he believes that ~Sc is true.
For the purposes of this paper, I will stick with this informal natural language statement of the
Declarative Convention. See Condoravdi and Lauer (2011, in progress) for a formalization of the
relevant notion of ‘acting as though one believes’ and ‘being committed to act in a certain way’.
I want to briefly contrast this conception with two popular alternatives:
Compositionality All The Way There are (usually silent) ‘illocutionary operators’ in the syntax
or logical form which, somehow, specify illocutionary effects of the utterance (Ross, 1970,
Sadock, 1974, Davis, 2009, Trinh and Crnič, 2011, Krifka, 2001)2 .
Pragmatic Determination Of Force The recursive system of grammar only determines a
semantic object, and it is up to properly pragmatic processes to guide the hearer to the
intended effect (Portner, 2005, Kaufmann, 2012)3 .
The architecture advocated here (which is implicit in Condoravdi and Lauer (2011)) is an
intermediate position between these two extremes: It agrees Compositionality All The Way
approaches that the form-force mapping is a matter of (semantic) convention, but it sides with
Pragmatic Determination Of Force approaches in insisting that semantic composition ends at the
sentence level. That is, embodied in the architecture is the assumption that conventional meaning
is not exhausted by compositional meaning: There are semantic conventions that are not part of
the system of compositional interpretation.
One crucial aspect of the Declarative Convention as formulated in (18) is that it specifies
commitments as the conventional consequences of assertions, i.e., the Declarative Convention is
essentially normative in character. Hence, the Declarative Convention cannot be a convention in
the sense of Lewis (1969): Lewis-conventions are mere regularities in behavior, and as such do not
give rise to commitments in any direct way. von Savigny (1988) proposes a notion of commitment
that is adequately normative, and also applies it to mediate the form-force mapping.4
Space prevents me from establishing here that my proposed conception is superior to the
alternatives. I do want to note, however, that the Compositionality All The Way approach, in
principle, could be made to match the predictions relevant to the present paper, if the illocutionary
operators in question can be linked up with commitments in the correct way. The same does not
2 While early instantiations of this view (Ross’s (1970) ‘Performative Hypothesis’) have been largely rejected (see,
e.g. Sadock (2004) for an overview of early refutations), more recent versions of this view generally avoid the pitfalls
of the early ones (but see Trinh and Crnič (2011) for a very traditional implementation).
3 Many earlier accounts could be described as adhering to this view, but few are as explicit about their ambition as
Portner and Kaufmann. These two authors implement the basic idea in very different ways, and, to my mind, Portner’s
implementation ends up invoking a a set of structures that need to be assumed to exist by convention. For reasons of
space, I will not argue this point here.
4 Indeed, von Savigny (1988) (and with him, Heim (1977)) can be seen as an early proponent of the
‘extra-compositional convention’ view of the form-force mapping advocated here. However, the content of his
convention for declaratives is quite different from the Declarative Convention.
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seem to be true for Pragmatic Determination Of Force accounts: If the effects of an utterance
are exhausted by what arises pragmatically, it seems that the effects of an utterance need to be
confined to the communicated content. However, as we saw in the previous section, the literal
semantic content of an utterance has an effect even when the communicated content diverges from
it.
Finally, a note of the content of the Declarative Convention, i.e. on the content of the
commitments it specifies: Condoravdi and Lauer (2011) show that, assuming this particular
content, a very simple and attractive account of explicit performatives is possible. In principle,
however, their account would be workable even if the commitment to act as though ~Sc is true
were only a secondary effect that arises (in context) on the basis of a different essential effect of
declaratives (though this secondary effect would have to be guaranteed at least on all occasions of
the utterance of an explicit performative). The considerations in the present paper strongly favor the
view that the Declarative Convention in (18) indeed specifies the essential effect of declaratives that
is always present. This is so because the content of the Declarative Convention will be instrumental
in explaining the discourse constraints on loose talk.

4 The pragmatics of pragmatic slack
4.1 Modeling the discourse constraint
Given the hypothesis advanced in the previous section, it should be clear how the discourse
constraint discussed in Section 2 is to be accounted for: Among the actions that are subject to
the commitment created with an assertion are the speaker’s linguistic actions. Further, asserting
something that is (contextually) incompatible with p is surely not a way of acting as though one
believes that p. Even more seriously, the second assertion will create a commitment of its own,
so a speaker of (6), repeated below for convenience, would commit himself to both the claim that
Mary was there by three and that she was not.
(19)

(Yes,) Mary was here by three. . . . # When she wasn’t here five minutes after three, I got
worried, but then she arrived in time.
=(6)

It surely is never a wise move to commit oneself to act as though one believed in a contradiction,
for this would mean committing oneself to act irrationally.
In this view of things, what items like actually do in these discourses is rescinding commitment
incurred by the previous, contradictory assertion: The speaker indicates that his new assertion is
supposed to ‘replace’ the previous one: That is, he rescinds the earlier commitment and incurs a
new one, all with one utterance. It should be stressed that the commitments we are talking about
here are, in most normal contexts, very ‘cheap’: The speaker can easily rescind them. But rescind
them, he must, if he wants to make another assertion that is incompatible with them.

4.2 The risky nature of loose talk
We are now in the position to examine the (broadly Gricean) pragmatics of loose talk. As pointed
out in the introduction, this means asking a very different question from the one that Lasersohn
(1999) concerned himself with. He asked When is a speaker licensed to assert something that
is literally false (or not known to be literally true)? Instead, when investigating the pragmatics
of loose talk, we ask When will a speaker (be expected to) speak loosely? The short answer to
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this question is: When he thinks he can get away with it, when he does not expect ill effects from
his loose assertion. That is, in deciding whether to speak loosely, a speaker has to ask himself two
distinct questions:
Question 1 Does making this utterance that I know to be false (or do not know to be true) suit my
immediate conversational goals?
Question 2 Will committing myself to something that is not strictly true (or that I am not certain
is strictly true) get me into trouble later?

4.2.1 Question 1: Immediate conversational goals
Question 1 is what is addressed in many of the recent game-theoretic accounts of pragmatic
reasoning (Parikh (2001), van Rooy (2003), Ross (2006), Benz and van Rooij (2007), Jäger (2007),
Franke (2009), among others): By assumption, assertions are made to serve certain (immediate)
goals, represented by means of a utility function. Game-theoretic reasoning determines which is
the optimal move to make, given these goals. The relevant kind of game situation in the case of
loose talk is what is sometimes called White Lie scenarios (Franke, 2008):
Assume a standard signaling situation with three (kinds of) of worlds (w1 , w2 , w3 ), two receiver
actions a13 and a2 and three messages (m1 , m2 , m3 ). As usual, the sender S knows the true state of
the world, and he can send one of the three messages to the receiver R before the receiver chooses
which of the two actions to perform. Further, assume an extrinsically given denotation function
~· that is such that ~mi  = {wi } for all i, and that the preferences of speaker and hearer are such
that a13 > a2 in both w1 , w2 and a2 > a13 in w2 . Finally, assume that m1 is slightly cheaper to send
for S then m3 : Both messages have cost, which gets subtracted from S’s payoff, but the cost of m3
is slightly higher than that of m1 .
In this situation, if a speaker thinks that his messages will be ‘believed’, he will send m1 in both
w1 and w3 —even though in the latter case, what he says is ‘literally false’ (i.e. w3 < ~m1 ).
This may seem like a problematic prediction, and it is one that any game-theoretic account
makes, unless ‘saying something that is untrue’ is excluded (or punished with high cost) by
stipulation. I want to suggest that this prediction, in itself, is not very problematic: These are
simply cases in which Question 1 has a positive answer. With respect to the example scenario,
assume that m1 = Mary was here by three, m2 = Mary was here by four and m3 = Mary was
here by 3:02—on this assumption, the prediction does not seem too problematic anymore.

4.2.2 Question 2: The enduring effect of commitments
Question 2 is unanswered by one-shot game scenarios. If it is to be treated at all in a game-theoretic
setting, one would have to move to the theory of repeated games—something that no pragmaticist
has done so far.
Note that the ‘trouble’ referenced in Question 2 may, on occasion, be only very slight: The
cost of rescinding a commitment is often quite small. It may be small, but it still exists: At the
very least, it will, however briefly, interrupt the smooth flow of conversation. In addition, even
in low-stakes contexts, a speaker who has to go back on his commitments all to often will risk to
annoy his audiences: Imagine a speaker always speaking with a generous amount of slack, and
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then rescind the commitments. After a while, such a person will not be regarded as a very pleasant
conversant.
To a first approximation (and that is all we need at present), we can say that a speaker will
not speak loosely if he takes it to be unlikely that the strict truth will become relevant later. So
Question 2 is about expectations of future relevance, while Question 1 is about present relevance.
What Question 2 brings to the fore is the fact that loose talk is risky: There will (almost) always
be a non-zero chance of the strict truth becoming relevant later, and there will always be a non-zero
cost to be paid if it does.
That is to say, the fact that assertions create commitments translates into a pragmatic pressure
to stay ‘close’ to the truth. Speaking loosely, and other ‘white lie’ utterances will only be made if
the speaker has reason to do so: If there is nothing to gain from talking loosely, taking on the risk
is not worth it.5

4.2.3 Reasons for employing loose talk
Benefits of speaking loosely come in many forms: For one thing, there are the usual ‘manner’
reasons: The loose assertion may be shorter, easier to produce, or simply more standard than the
strict one. Similarly, the shorter expression may be preferable on other grounds, such as cognitive
economy, processing cost, or even politeness.
Finally, a loose assertion may be preferable precisely because the hearer expects a certain
amount of looseness: In this case, being very exact may well trigger unwanted inferences on part
of the hearer, as he will infer a reason why the more precise statement is relevant. The last is a kind
of meta-pragmatic reasoning that I think plays a role in many cases of loose talk.
Being very precise will only trigger these unwanted inferences, of course, if the hearer picks
up on the speaker’s intended exactness. It is here were the facts discussed by Krifka (2002, 2006)
come into play: In the domain of number terms, there is a tendency to interpret ‘round’ numbers as
approximate and ‘non-round’ numbers as precise. Hence employing a precise number will indicate
that the speaker intends to communicate that his assertion is strictly true. Krifka’s (2006) account
is largely compatible with what I have laid out in this paper, seeing as it is mostly concerned with
how communicated content is determined if there is a possibility of ‘loose interpretation’. A fully
integrated version of the two proposals must be deferred to a later occasion.

5 The pragmatics of loose talk: Three predictions
While an investigation of the pragmatics of loose talk may be interesting in itself, ideally, we want
to be able to use it to predict reliable generalizations about the use of loose talk. And indeed, there
are such generalizations, which our account of the pragmatics, preliminary as it may be, can help
explain. All three of these are generalizations that Lasersohn’s unamended account cannot explain.
5 Note

that the game-theoretic approaches, by themselves, will not predict such an incentive to speak the truth, even
if the true signal (m3 ) and the false signal (m1 ) are not associated with different costs: In this case, the game-theoretic
accounts predict that the sender will be ambivalent which message to send: He may send the true one just as much as
the false one, unless a basic preference for the truth is built into the game situation.
Now, of course, a game-theoretical account may stipulate such a (weak) preference for the truth and justify it on
the grounds discussed here, that is, because there are (game-extrinsic) consequences of making assertions. This may
adequate for modeling some phenomena, but it would still be a stipulation, which is legitimate only based on the
considerations like the ones we are investigating in the present paper.
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Before laying out these generalizations, and showing how the present account can explain them,
I need to briefly recap the basic facts about Lasersohn’s account, so as to be able to explain why
his account (without a pragmatic amendment) does not predict these generalizations: Lasersohn
proposes a novel dimension of meaning: Every expression has a ‘pragmatic halo’, which is a set of
semantic objects of the same type as the denotation of the expression. Atomic expressions get their
halos assigned by the context, and the halo of complex expressions get determined compositionally
from the halos of the constituents of the expression. A sentence will thus end up with a halo that
is a set of propositions, which is to be thought of as those propositions that come ‘close enough
for practical purposes’ to the proposition expressed by the sentence. A sentence is only assertable
if its pragmatic halo contains at least one true sentence (and thus the proposition expressed by the
sentence ‘comes close enough to the truth for practical purposes’).

5.1 No spurious loose talk
This prediction has been mentioned already in the last section: On the assumption that loose talk
gives rise to strict commitments, a speaker will need an incentive to speak loosely. And indeed, we
see this constraint reflected in some hard and fast regularities of language use.
Suppose A and B are in a context in which all that matters is what country A is from. A is from
Germany, more specifically, from Frankfurt am Main. A cannot (or at least, will not (be expected
to)) answer B’s question as in (20).
(20)

B: Where are you from?
A: (I am) From Berlin.

Note that A’s answer would entail the relevant answer to B’s question (that A is from Germany)
and, by hypothesis, that is all that matters in the context at hand. And yet, A cannot give this
answer. On Lasersohn’s unamended account, this is not explained: Recall that all that matters is
that one of the propositions in the ‘halo’ of the asserted sentence is true. Given that all that matters
is the country A is from, we presumably can assume that ~I am from Berlin c is in this halo. And
yet, A’s answer is not felicitous, or at least unexpected, if she is from Frankfurt.
On the present account of the pragmatics of loose talk, this is explained by the availability of
alternative expressions that are equally short/standard/easy to process etc., viz., (21a,b):6
(21)

a. I am from Frankfurt.
b. I am from Germany.

That is, there simply is no incentive for A to speak so loosely as to say she is from Berlin, and
hence she should not and will not do so (and hence is not expected to do so). Furthermore, it will
be, in most contexts, quite likely that the difference between Frankfurt and Berlin (which ware ca.
340 miles apart) will become relevant in the future.
Of course, in order to deal with facts such as these, Lasersohn could stipulate that ‘coming
close enough to the truth for practical purposes’ is sensitive to the possible future relevance of the
difference between loose and strict content. However, here, we are interested in illuminating what
counts as ‘close enough to the truth’: Namely, what a speaker thinks he can ‘get away with’.
6 Additional

considerations will determine which of these A will select. She may opt for (21b), for example, if she
is not sure that B knows that Frankfurt is in Germany. On the other hand, she might opt for (21a) if thinks that the
more precise location will become relevant shortly.
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5.2 Contradictions are always infelicitous
This generalization may seem patently obvious: Contradictions are never felicitous (unless
interpreted as instances of insincere or figurative language use). However, given his setup,
Lasersohn notes that he is in a predicament: He does not predict that this is so.
On his account, a contradiction should be assertable, if only its halo contains a true proposition.
This is quite possible, and indeed quite likely, in the very cases that inspired his account:
Reconsider (4), repeated here for convenience.
(22)

# Mary was here by three, but she did not arrive until a few minutes after three.

=(4)

Given how halos arise in composition, this should be felicitous if only the halo of the
sub-expression May was here by three has in its halo propositions saying that Mary arrived a few
minutes after three. Lasersohn bites the bullet and claims that such sentences are not infelicitous
because they are contradictions. Instead he suggests that they are infelicitous because the speaker
implicitly shifts the standards of precision in the middle of the utterance.
I don’t think this solution works in general. After all, sentences like (4) are perfectly fine with
a hedged expression in the first sentence—if only the context is right:
(23)

A: Was Mary here around three?
B: She was here around three, but she did not arrive until a few minutes after (three).

On the present account, however, it is guaranteed that contradictions always come out as
infelicitous: This is so because it is never rational to commit oneself to act as though one believes
in a contradiction.

5.3 There are no (‘pure’) slack wideners
Perhaps the most interesting consequence of the account of the pragmatics of loose talk sketched
here is that it explains a rather curious asymmetry with respect to what Lasersohn calls SLACK
REGULATORS . Slack regulators are Lasersohn’s main reason to include his pragmatic halos in the
system of semantic composition: They are expressions like on the dot in (24) and proper in (25):
(24)

Mary was here by three o’clock on the dot.

(25)

Mary lives in Berlin proper.

Recall that Lasersohn argued (convincingly) that Mary was here by three o’clock already has
the strictest possible truth conditions. If this is so, we cannot but conclude that on the dot is
truth-conditionally vacuous in this sentence, even though it may appear that it strengthens the
assertion by making the predication more strict.
Of course, on the dot still has an influence on the interpretation: In terms of loose talk, we
can state its contribution as signaling that the sentence is to be interpreted with less slack than it
otherwise would (or, in Lasersohn’s terms, that its felicity conditions are met even with respect to
less slack than would otherwise be expected). Lasersohn models this by assuming that, in terms of
truth-conditional content, these ‘slack regulators’ denote the identity function, and only in the ‘halo
dimension’, they have a non-trivial effect: They serve to restrict the halos by excluding elements
that are ‘farther from the truth’, resulting in a smaller set of propositions on the sentence level.
An interesting generalization, noticed already by Lasersohn himself, is that while there are
numerous slack regulators like on the dot and proper that are truth-conditionally vacuous but
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restrict the halo of the expression they combine with, there do not appear to be any slack regulators
that are truth-conditionally vacuous but extend the halo of the expression they combine with. That
is, there are no ‘slack wideners’, there are only ‘slack tighteners’.
Of course, there are expressions that force a looser interpretation of a sentence—namely,
hedges. However, hedges always have truth-conditional effect: They always weaken the asserted
proposition. We have seen examples illustrating this fact already:
(26)

B: She was here around three, but she did not arrive until a few minutes after (three).

Suppose for a moment that around worked like slack tighteners do, i.e. that around is truthconditionally vacuous, but only adds to the expected/allowed amount of slack, indicating that the
expression is only loosely true. Then (26) should be just as infelicitous as (4), for it, too, would
express a contradiction. So around cannot be a slack widener (or at least, it cannot be a ‘pure’ slack
widener, i.e. be truth-conditionally vacuous). This observation generalizes: At least in English,
there do not seem to be any slack wideners that do not impact truth-conditional content. Lasersohn
admits that he has no explanation why this should be so, as in his system, slack wideners are just
as natural to define as slack tighteners.
We can, again, explain this generalization pragmatically: I claim that if such expressions
existed, there would be no context in which they could be rationally used (which we may capture
by saying that these would be ‘pragmatically contradictory’). Here is why: Slack wideners increase
the length and complexity of the sentences they occur in. Hence, a speaker should have a reason
for using them. That is, a speaker who uses a slack widener takes the difference between the
truth-conditional content of the sentence and the (near-by) truth to be relevant (for otherwise, why
does he feel the need to signal that the sentence is only loosely true?). At the same time, he
chooses an expression that leaves the commitment he incurs untouched, i.e. he commits himself to
the strict truth. This would only be a rational move if he does not take the difference between the
loose content and the strict content to be relevant.
Obviously, both conditions cannot be true of the same context: Either the speaker takes the
deviation from the truth to be relevant, or he does not. This means that, at least in the presence of
truth-conditional hedges, a speaker never would use a pure slack widener. So even if we assume
that a language, say, by official decree, were suddenly to have pure slack wideners, these would
never be used (or, more likely, they would be reinterpreted as truth-conditional hedges).
While it is still an open question whether the declarative convention (18) is valid in all speech
communities, it is quite conceivable, if not likely, that it is. If so, our explanation of the nonexistence of slack-wideners constitutes the explanation of a substantive linguistic universal on
pragmatic grounds.

6 Conclusion
This paper has explored the pragmatics of loose talk and proposed a preliminary analysis of it.
This account has been shown to explain reliable generalizations about pragmatic slack that had
previously been unaccounted for. At the same time, the investigation of pragmatic slack, as
a phenomenon in which the communicated content is weaker than the semantic content of the
utterance, has been shown to provide crucial evidence for deciding between various proposals of
the essential effect of declarative utterances: We have seen that the essential effect must be such
that the effect of literal semantic meaning goes beyond its contribution to communicated content.
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It was further shown that the discourse constraints on loose talk can be straightforwardly explained
on the assumption that the essential effect of declaratives is that proposed by Condoravdi and Lauer
(2011).
Much remains to be done. Firstly, it would be preferable to have an explicit, formal account of
the pragmatics of loose talk, perhaps in a framework like that of Beaver (2002), ideally integrating
what has been proposed here with the work of Krifka (2006). Secondly, this paper has focussed
exclusively on loose talk in utterances of declaratives. Other sentence types should be investigated
to see whether they allow for looseness in the same sense, and what discourse constraints arise
from loose talk in these. Thirdly, it should be investigated whether the discourse effects of
loose talk investigated here hold cross-linguistically, and, consequently, whether the Declarative
Convention stipulated in this paper applies for other languages as well. Finally, now that we have
the beginnings of an account of the pragmatics of loose talk, we may wonder whether a purely
pragmatic account of loose talk is possible, dispensing with Lasersohn’s (1999) ‘halo’ dimension.
The crucial challenge here is to develop an adequate account of the semantics of slack regulators,
which seem to crucially interact with the system of semantic composition. I think such an account
can be given, allowing us to treat loose talk as just another instance of speaker’s asserting things
they do not believe to be true (others include lying, bullshitting and ‘you know what I mean’ uses).
The development of such an account, however, has to await another occasion.
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T HREE WAYS TO AVOID C OMMITMENTS :
T HE P RAGMATICS OF D ECLARATIVE F ORCE M ODIFIERS∗
S OPHIA M ALAMUD
TAMINA S TEPHENSON
Brandeis University and Yale University

1 Introduction
We discuss three constructions which seem to modify the illocutionary force of an utterance:
reverse-polarity tag questions [RP-tags] (1a), same-polarity tag questions [SP-tags] (1b), and
non-interrogative rising intonation [NI-rise] (1c). Rising intonation is indicated with a question
mark (“?”).1 Rising intonation on syntactically declarative sentences (1c) has been discussed in
Gunlogson (2003, 2008), among others.
a.
[RP-tag] Sue likes licorice, doesn’t she?
b. [SP-tag] Sue likes licorice, does she?
c.
[NI-rise] Sue likes licorice?
The three markers we examine all seem to indicate some kind of uncertainty of the speaker, and/or
a desire to seek conﬁrmation from the addressee, but as we will show, they differ in numerous and
ﬁne-grained ways. To account for their behavior and the ﬁne-grained distinctions between them,
we will give an analysis within a dynamic approach to pragmatics, in which conversational moves
are deﬁned by the effects they produce on a multi-faceted conversational scoreboard.
The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows: in the next section, we discuss taste
predicates and their relevance for the three markers we discuss, introducing the core examples
involving taste. §3 discusses the relevant features of vague scalar predicates, and introduces a core
example that uses one. In §4 and §5 we introduce and develop a model of conversational context,
and §§6–8 present the consequences that this model has for the three constructions. Finally, §9
presents our concluding discussion, with a summary of results and comparison with prior work.
(1)

∗ Thank

you to the audience at Sinn und Bedeutung 16, as well as audiences at WPSI 4, SemDial 15, and the Yale
Linguistics Department, for extremely helpful comments and discussion.
1 We’re concerned here with RP-tag examples that are “rising” and “post-nuclear,” that is, the entire utterance has
a ﬁnal-rising tune, with a rise on the tag itself (Ladd, 1981, Reese and Asher, 2007). We leave both “nuclear” tags and
“falling tune” tags to future work.
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2 Taste predicates
Contexts involving taste predicates such as tasty and attractive are useful because they provide
a more clear-cut way to distinguish which participant(s) a particular discourse commitment
belongs to. As observed by Lasersohn (2005) and others, when X says, e.g., that Y is attractive,
this typically conveys that Y is attractive as judged by X, but not necessarily as judged by
X’s interlocutors. In other words, X being committed to p is effectively equivalent to X being
committed to ‘p as judged by X.’ Stephenson (2007) sketches a pragmatic system built largely
around this observation, a version of which we will adopt in §4.2. The important point for now
is simply that when the content conveyed with a taste predicate seems to involve the judgment
of one particular participant in a conversation, this generally means that a commitment of that
participant is involved.2 Note, though, that there is an asymmetry between discourse commitments
and evidence. For instance, if person A has seen person C and judged C to be attractive, of course
A is in a position to commit herself to the proposition that C is attractive. If A then tells B that C
is attractive, then B is also in a position to make the same commitment, even without any basis for
direct judgment, provided B has some reason to defer to A’s judgment. This could happen because
B believes A’s taste to be similar to B’s, or because B is just presupposing similarity of taste for
the purposes of conversation. Crucially, we will assume in this case that this counts as a discourse
commitment of B’s. In the terminology of Gunlogson (2008), this is a “dependent” commitment;
we’ll discuss this and related notions further in §9.1.
Let’s turn now to some examples. First consider (2), which we’ll call “Blushing/Innuendo.”
(2)

“Blushing/Innuendo” Context: A and B are gossiping. A doesn’t know anything about B’s
neighbor. B says, blushing, “You’ve GOT to see this picture of my new neighbor!” Without
looking, A replies:

a. # A: He’s attractive, isn’t he?
b. OK A: He’s attractive, is he?
c. OK A: He’s attractive?
d. #A: He’s attractive.
In (2), B’s judgment of attractiveness is at issue and A’s is not. Here an RP-tag is infelicitous (2), as
is a plain declarative (2), while an SP-tag or NI-rise is ﬁne (2, 2). This suggests that both SP-tags
and NI-rises involve independent commitments of the addressee, and may or may not involve
dependent commitments of the speaker.
Next consider (2), “Seeking agreement.”
(3)

“Seeking agreement” Context: A and B are discussing various traits of their mutual
acquaintances. B says, “I think Bill, more than anything else, is just a really nice guy.”
A replies:

a. OK A: (But) he’s attractive too, isn’t he?
b. # A: He’s attractive too, is he?
c. # A: He’s attractive too?
d. OK A: He’s attractive too.
Here, both A’s and B’s judgments are at issue. An RP-tag or plain declarative is felicitous (2, 2),
while an SP-tag or NI-rise is not (2, 2), suggesting that RP-tags and plain declaratives involve
independent commitments of both speaker and hearer.
2 Note

that this observation does not apply to “exocentric” uses, which will not be relevant here.
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Finally, consider (2), “Unsure of move.”
(4)

“Unsure of move” Context: B hasn’t met A’s neighbor, and asks, “What do you think of
your new neighbor?” A isn’t sure if B wants to know about neighborliness or suitability for
dating. A replies:

a.
# A: He’s attractive, isn’t he?
b. # A: He’s attractive, is he?
c. OK A: He’s attractive?
d. OK ✷ A: He’s attractive.
Here only A’s judgment is at issue, but A is unsure what sort of judgment is called for. An NI-rise
is felicitous (2) while tags are not (2, 2). A plain declarative (2) is ﬁne but doesn’t express A’s
intended uncertainty (indicated by OK ✷ ). This suggests that NI-rises and plain declaratives both
involve independent speaker commitments (and possibly dependent hearer commitments).

3 Vague scalar predicates
Vague scalar predicates such as tall or red are useful because they allow for cases where discourse
commitments pertain to the appropriate standards of application rather than to objective facts (see,
e.g., Barker, 2002). In some situations, making sure two people apply the same standard is more
important than what exactly that standard is. In that case, a speaker may be free to commit to a
standard with conviction or to tentatively suggest one and check that the hearer approves before
committing to it. In particular, consider “Borderline paint” (3).
(5)

“Borderline paint” Context: A and B are sorting paint cans in a store into a “red” bin and
an “orange” bin. B points to orangish-red paint and says, “What color would you say this
is?” A replies:

a. OK A: It’s red, isn’t it?
b. # A: It’s red, is it?
c. OK A: It’s red?
d. OK ✷ A: It’s red.
In (3) A and B are trying to agree on a classiﬁcation for a borderline case. Here an RP-tag or NI-rise
is ﬁne; the RP-tag suggests a higher degree of conﬁdence about the judgment (3) than the NI-rise
(3), but both indicate some lack of conﬁdence. A plain declarative is ﬁne but indicates essentially
total conﬁdence. An SP-tag is not felicitous (3). This crucially differs from the otherwise similar
taste example in “Seeking agreement” (2), where only the RP-tag was felicitous (2).
The pattern of felicity for the three markers is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Summary
(2) “Blushing/Innuendo” (uninformed speaker)
(2) “Seeking agreement”
(2) “Unsure of move” (uncertain re: speech act)
(3) “Borderline paint” (uncertain standard)

RP-tag
#

SP-tag

NI-rise

OK

OK

Decl.
#

OK

#
#
#

#

OK

#
OK

OK

OK ✷

OK

OK ✷
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4 Pragmatic background
We turn now to the pragmatic framework we will be using. Our point of departure will be the model
presented by Farkas and Bruce (2010) (henceforth F&B), building on Hamblin (1971), Gunlogson
(2003), Ginzburg (forthcoming) and others, and further developed in Farkas and Roelofsen (2011).

4.1 The conversational scoreboard
F&B’s representation of the “conversational state” (or Lewis-style “scoreboard”) includes the
elements in (4.1).
(6)

a.
b.
c.
d.

DCX : for each participant X, X’s public discourse commitments.
Table: stack of propositions/questions to be resolved (the top issue ﬁrst).3
Common Ground (CG): the set of propositions in the Stalnakerian CG.
Projected CGs (F&B’s “Projected Set”): set of potential new CGs, i.e., possible
resolution(s) of the top issue on the Table in the next stage of the conversation.

In effect, the commitment sets and the Table completely determine the other elements of the
scoreboard: the CG consists of propositions that both (all) participants are committed to, while
the Projected CG consists of these joint commitments updated with all possible resolutions to the
issues on the Table.
In F&B’s system, conversational moves (including assertions or questions) are distinguished
by where their associated propositions are added in the scoreboard. For example, if A asserts a
proposition p, then p is added to DCA (along with any presuppositions it carries), to the top of the
Table, and (as a consequence of its presence on the Table) to each Projected CG (4.1.i). If B accepts
the assertion (a separate move), this removes p from the Table and adds it to the CG (4.1.ii).4
(7) (For purposes of illustration, assume that previously in the discourse, A has committed to
some proposition r and the CG includes some proposition q.)
A asserts: The king is here.
(previously)
(i) A asserts
(ii) B accepts
DCA
{r}
{r, ∃ king, king is here}
{r}
DCB
{}
{}
{}
Table
"#
"king is here#
"#
CG
{q}
{q}
{q, ∃ king, king is here}
Proj. CGs
{ {q} }
{ {q, ∃ king, king is here} } { {q, ∃ king, king is here} }
In contrast, the corresponding yes/no question creates projected CGs containing p as well as ones
containing ¬p (4.1.i).
3 This is a slight simpliﬁcation. For F&B, an item on the Table is a pair of a syntactic representation and a denotation,

where crucially the syntactic part includes a core sentence representing propositional content, which is then available
for discourse purposes such as anaphora. Farkas and Roelofsen (2011) use sets of propositions, one of which may be
“highlighted” and thus similarly available. On our formulation, the proposition added to the Table corresponds to the
denotation of the core sentence or the highlighted proposition. This makes no difference here since we only consider
cases where just one proposition is highlighted (ignoring, e.g., wh-questions).
4 Following F&B, propositions added to the CG are removed from individual commitment sets, since anything in
the CG is, by deﬁnition, a public commitment of all participants.
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(8) (Similarly, A has previously committed to r and the CG includes q.)
A asks: Is the king here?
B answers: Yes.
(previously)
(i) A asks
(ii) B answers (iii) A accepts
DCA
{r}
{r, ∃ king}
{r}
{r}
DCB
c
{r}
{king is here}
{}
Table
"#
"king is here#
"king is here#
"#
{q, ∃ king,
CG
{q}
{q}
{q, ∃ king}
king is here}
Proj.
{ {q, ∃ king, king
{ {q, ∃ king,
{ {q, ∃ king,
{ {q} }
is here}, {q, ∃ king, king is here} } king is here} }
CGs
king is not here} }
The framework constrains the way that propositions and issues enter and leave various parts of the
scoreboard. For instance, there are two ways for a proposition to enter the CG — either (i) through
the Projected CG, or (ii) by becoming an independent commitment of every discourse participant.
As noted above, propositions in the Projected CG are resolutions to the issues on the Table; issues
can remain on the Table only until they are resolved in the CG (cf. Ginzburg, forthcoming).

4.2 Taste and standards
We assume a view of assertion of taste judgments based on the view of Stephenson (2007), with
some adaptations and simpliﬁcations. On this view, propositions are true or false relative not only
to a world but also to an individual “judge.” For present purposes, this just means if a statement of
taste, e.g., the cake is tasty, is added to a speaker A’s public commitments, this is equivalent (only)
to A having the commitment that the cake tastes good to A; however, if ‘the cake is tasty’ is added
to the Common Ground, then this is equivalent to making it common ground that the cake tastes
good to the whole group of participants in the conversation.5
Turning to vague scalar predicates, we follow Barker (2002:p. 4) in that “part of the ignorance
associated with a use of a vague predicate is uncertainty about the applicability of a word.”
Scalar predicates like tall need a contextual standard to be fully interpreted. The lexicon includes
restrictions on standards, which are based on scalar properties — e.g., “if John is taller than Bill,
then we disallow standards that count Bill as tall but not John.”
For the sake of presentation, we will add to the scoreboard a set of Common Standards
(CS), which represents the standards compatible with what has been accepted for the purpose
of conversation. Thus, if ‘John is tall’ is in the CG, the CS will be restricted to standards where
the threshold for tallness is no higher than John’s height (Barker, 2002). In an empty context, then,
all sorts of standards are possible, provided they meet lexical restrictions on scale structure. If
someone asserts John is tall in a context where we know John is 6 feet tall, the speaker becomes
committed to the standard being no higher than 6 feet. When the hearer(s) accept this move, all
standards are removed from the CS that don’t count John as tall. (Because of lexical restrictions on
scales, anyone taller than John will then count as tall, too.) As Barker (2002) discusses, an assertion
like John is tall can target the “factual” CG or the standards in place (CS), or both.
5 For

one recent opposing view, see Pearson (To appear).
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5 A modiﬁcation
The F&B framework is not ﬁne-grained enough to capture the behavior of the three markers.
Thus, we suggest a modiﬁcation: in addition to projected CGs, we posit “projected” versions
of the other parts of the conversational state. Unlike F&B’s system, this allows for moves that
give tentative commitments (by adding propositions to the speaker’s projected, rather than present,
commitments), or to offer the speaker’s best guess of commitments of other participants (by adding
to others’ projected commitment sets). It also allows speakers to tentatively raise issues (by adding
them to the projected Table).
This modiﬁcation complicates the scoreboard in two different ways. First, obviously, it adds
more parts to the scoreboard (projected commitments and the projected Table). But importantly,
more of the parts are primitives as well. For example, F&B’s Projected CG can be deﬁned in
terms of the current CG and the Table, while ours cannot. We will try to show that both of these
complications are justiﬁed.
In the modiﬁed system, the effect of an assertion that p is given in (5), without the move
whereby the hearer(s) accept the assertion.
(9) A asserts p (no vague predicates):
Current
CG {. . .}
CS {. . .}

Projected
{{. . . , p}, . . . , {. . . , p}}
{. . .}

CG*
CS*

DCA {..., p}

DCA * {{. . . , p}, . . . , {. . . , p}}

DCB {. . .}
DCC {. . .}

DCB * {{. . .}, . . . , {. . .}}
DCC * {{. . .}, . . . , {. . .}}

Table !p, . . ."

Table* {!. . .", !. . .", . . . , !. . ."}

(proposes to add p to the CG)
(no change to common standards)
(adds p to A’s current and
projected commitments)
(no change to B’s commitments)
(no change to C’s commitments)
(adds p to the top of table;
proposes that it be resolved)

It should be noted that projected speaker commitments in our system are similar to “contingent
commitments” in the framework of Gunlogson (2008), to be discussed in §9 below. Projected
hearer commitments, on the other hand, have no equivalent in Gunlogson (2008).

6 RP-tags
At ﬁrst glance, it might seem as if RP-tags could be analyzed straightforwardly in F&B’s system.
One might suggest that an assertion with an RP-tag differs from a normal assertion only in that
p is not added to the speaker commitments. However, in a conversations with more than two
participants, e.g., (6), C is contradicting both A and B, rather than just B — that is, both A and B
are on the hook, committed to p. Thus, the unmodiﬁed F&B system which does not commit the
utterer of the RP-tag to the tagged proposition is insufﬁcient to capture this scenario.
(10) Speaker A: It’s raining, isn’t it?

Speaker B: Yes.

Speaker C: No it isn’t!

In our richer system, we can model RP-tags using the speaker’s projected commitments rather
than their current commitments. We propose, then, that a declarative p with an RP-tag adds p
to the projected CGs, to the speaker’s projected commitments, and to the Table. Like a regular
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assertion, it also removes p from the Projected Table (thus proposing that the issue be resolved).
The analysis is shown schematically in (6).
(11) A utters p with an RP-tag:
Current
CG {. . .}
CS {. . .}
DCA {...}
DCB {. . .}
Table !p, . . ."

Projected
CG* {{. . . , p}, . . . , {. . . , p}}
CS* {. . .}
DCA * {{. . . , p}, . . . , {. . . , p}}
DCB * {{. . .}, . . . , {. . .}}
Table* {!. . .", !. . .", . . . , !. . ."}

This would mean that if B answers Yes, then both A and B are publicly committed to p. Since p
is added to the CG anyway, this would yield the same results as the F&B system in a simple case,
but allows us to cover conversations with more than two participants as well (6).
The modiﬁed system also captures the distinct behavior of RP-tags in our core examples
(2)–(3). In “Blushing/Innuendo” (2), the speaker is uninformed, so she cannot commit to a
judgment of taste, even tentatively, without relying on the hearer’s testimony for this commitment.
(That is, the commitment is “dependent” in the sense of Gunlogson, 2008, as discussed in §2.)
However, the hearer did not directly say anything regarding the neighbor’s attractiveness. A
projected, rather than present, commitment can be justiﬁed if the speaker simultaneously signals
that this is an imperfect inference based on prior context, e.g., on the hearer’s utterance and
blushing. However, none of the effects of the RP-tagged utterance (adding p to the projected
speaker commitments, to the Table, and to the projected Common Ground) are suitable for such
a “commitment-weakening” signal. Thus, the move whereby the speaker projects a commitment
to the associated proposition is infelicitous. Anticipating our analysis of NI-rises, note that the
rise is felicitous here. Our explanation for this contrast between the two markers concerns exactly
the presence of an imperfect-inference signal among the effects of the NI-rise, which licenses a
projected commitment. In essence, then, the use of an RP-tag results in a stronger level of speaker
commitment to the associated proposition than the use of an NI-rise.
Next, consider the contrast between two cases involving judgments of taste, one where the
speaker is seeking agreement and the marker is appropriate, “Seeking agreement” (2), and another
where the speaker is uncertain about the whole speech act, and the marker is inappropriate, “Unsure
of move” (2). Since the relevant taste-related proposition is added to the speaker’s projected
commitments, in both cases the speaker succeeds in expressing her opinion. By placing this
proposition on the Table and into the Projected CG, she also invites the hearer to express her
opinion in “Seeking agreement” (2). However, in a situation where the hearer’s opinion is not at
stake and cannot be solicited, as in “Unsure of move” (2), the marker is infelicitous.
Finally, consider the effect RP-tagged vague predicates have on the standards. The utterence in
“Borderline paint” (3) puts the proposition ‘it’s red’ on the Table, in the projected CGs, and revises
the standard of redness in the projected CSs, but instead of committing to all of this, ‘it’s red’ (and
the corresponding standard) is added to the projected commitments. An obvious reason for this
failure to commit to one’s own proposal is if the speaker does not want to commit to a standard
unless that standard is acceptable to the hearer as well. This is similar to what would happen as a
result of an RP-tagged “factual” utterance — failure to fully commit in this case would cause the
hearer to infer that the speaker is uncertain about the content of the projected commitment. With
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the vague predicates, there is a salient source of this uncertainty — the standard. Thus, the hearer
infers that the speaker is uncertain about the standard.
As we will argue in §9, our analysis of RP-tags has broader empirical coverage than the
SDRT-based approach of Reese and Asher (2007), which makes wrong predictions for cases such
as “Unsure of move” (2). In addition, our analysis favorably compares to that of Beyssade and
Marandin (2006) — while they can account for the behavior of RP-tags, their representation of the
conversational context is too simple to capture the full range of commitments conveyed by plain
declaratives, polar questions, and the three constructions considered here.

7 SP-tags
We propose that A asserting p with an SP-tag makes no change to A’s commitments or any CGs,
but adds p to B’s projected commitments, as shown in (7). This signals a guess by A as to B’s
beliefs. If B accepts this move, p is added to B’s commitments.
(12) A utters p with an SP-tag:
Current
CG {. . .}
CS {. . .}
DCA {...}
DCB {. . .}
Table !. . ."

Projected
CG* {{. . .}, . . . , {. . .}}
CS* {. . .}
DCA * {{. . .}, . . . , {. . .}}
DCB * {{. . . , p}, . . . , {. . . , p}}
Table* {!. . .", !. . .", . . . , !. . ."}

Since an SP-tag projects a commitment of the addressee, rather than the speaker, this predicts that
SP-tags are acceptable when only the hearer’s judgment is at issue, as in “Blushing/Innuendo” (2),
but not when the speaker is expressing her own judgment and/or seeking agreement, as in “Seeking
agreement” (2), “Unsure of move” (2), and “Borderline paint” (3).
Our analysis of SP-tags makes this construction “attributive” in the sense of Poschmann (2008)
— the expressed commitment is attributed by the speaker to someone else. However, unlike the
attributive echo-questions discussed in Poschmann (2008), an SP-tagged utterance is not an echo
of the hearer’s explicit assertion, but rather an inferred commitment of the hearer. Its update is a
projected, rather than present, commitment of the hearer. Thus, it can be used in a situation like
“Blushing/Innuendo” (2), where the speaker is essentially putting words in the hearer’s mouth, but
cannot be used to double-check an explicit commitment of the hearer.
The contrast between the RP-tag and the SP-tag in “Seeking agreement” (2)–(2) is especially
revealing. The context calls for A to commit to a judgment of personal taste, which B may agree
or disagree with. In our modiﬁed F&B system, the dependence of the taste predicates on the
judge parameter (Stephenson, 2007) will in effect set that parameter to be the “owner” of the
corresponding part of the scoreboard (X for DCX , and the group of participants collectively for
the CG). This predicts that an RP-tag (2) serves both to assert A’s opinion and at the same time to
solicit B’s by adding ‘Bill is attractive’ to the Projected CG. In contrast, the SP tag cannot serve to
express A’s own opinion, and thus is infelicitous.
Similarly, A’s judgment of taste is called for in “Unsure of move” (2), and A’s judgment on a
standard-dependent borderline case is required in “Borderline paint” (3). In both of these cases, A’s
commitments fail to be changed, and the SP-tag is infelicitous. In fact, we’ll see in §9 that SP-tags
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pose a serious challenge for previous compositional approaches to tags. This is because the only
differences between SP-tags and RP-tags are in the polarity — SP-tags must be positive and be
attached to positive clauses. Any approach that builds up the meaning of tagged declaratives from
the contributions of the declarative, the tag, and the intonation (cf. Reese and Asher, 2007) will
need to locate the striking differences between SP-tags and RP-tags in the tag itself.

8 NI-rises
We propose that if A utters p with an NI-rise, a metalinguistic issue concerning the utterance
of p (indicated for convenience by “MLI p ”) is added to the Table,6 p is added to A’s projected
commitment set and to the projected Table. If B accepts the move and resolves the metalinguistic
issue on the Table, p is added to A’s present commitment set and to the Table. This is almost the
effect that would have arisen from asserting p — the difference is only that a plain assertion adds p
to the projected CGs; here, A suggests no potential resolutions for the issue on the projected Table,
but gives a clue that she’d be willing to go along with adding p to the CG, since she adds p to her
projected commitments.This is shown schematically in (8).
(13) A utters p with an NI-rise:
Current
CG {. . .}
CS {. . .}
DCA {...}
DCB {. . .}
Table !MLI p , . . ."

Projected
CG* {{. . . , p}, . . . , {. . . , p}}
CS* {. . .}
DCA * {{. . . , p}, . . . , {. . . , p}}
DCB * {{. . .}, . . . , {. . .}}
Table* {!p, . . .", !p, . . .", . . . , !p, . . ."}

By putting p on the projected Table, the speaker is, roughly speaking, seeking approval to make
the move that would have been made if the rising intonation were absent, thereby deferring the
effects of this move. Thus NI-rises are possible whenever the speaker isn’t sure if a plain assertion
is appropriate. The uncertainty licenses the speaker in putting a metalinguistic issue about such
an assertion on the Table. These are all issues that can be raised as Clariﬁcation Requests by
the hearer of an utterance (Ginzburg, forthcoming). For example, in “Blushing/Innuendo” (2),
A infers that the neighbor is attractive only indirectly; the issue there is whether the speaker’s
inference regarding hearer’s blushing is correct (note that this is exactly the source for the contrast
between the NI-rise and the RP-tag in (2)). In “Unsure of move” (2), A is unsure whether her
opinion is called for; thus the metalinguistic issue is whether p addresses the issue on the Table. In
“Borderline paint” (3), A is not conﬁdent about her judgment, and thus the metalinguistic issue is
whether the standard of redness implicit in p is acceptable. In contrast, in “Seeking agreement” (2),
a plain assertion (2) is clearly warranted, since it is established that any opinion of A is called for
6 Poschmann

(2008) cites examples like (i) below, arguing that ‘conﬁrmative’ NI-rises cannot raise metalinguistic
issues. We disagree — the infelicity of this example is due to other factors. Metalinguistic matters can very well be
at issue in such utterances, as illustrated in (ii), as long as B does not follow the NI-rise with a commitment to an
alternative pronunciation, resolving the metalinguistic issue she just raised.
i. A dials a telephone number. B: *You’re calling the POlice? I’d rather call the poLICE.
ii. A: What are the capitals of New England states? B: The capital of Vermont is /montpilir/?
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(cf. 2), and A has privileged access to her own taste (Lasersohn, 2005). No plausible metalinguistic
issue is licensed in this case, and no reason exists for the speaker to defer making a plain assertion.
Thus, the NI-rise is infelicitous, in contrast to the RP-tag.7
Notice that the appropriateness of an NI-rise in the application of a vague predicate to a
borderline case (3) supports a modiﬁcation of the basic F&B system. The effect of an NI-rise
on the scoreboard for F&B does not involve any change to the Projected CG, and thus, we assume,
to the projected standards. Yet, the utterance in (3) is interpreted as a tentative (pending hearer
approval) suggestion to revise the standard of redness to include the borderline paint.
Using projected commitments in our enriched system, we can model this effect by manipulating
the standards in a more indirect way than the projected CS. When a speaker says John is tall?, this
expresses her projected commitment to a standard that makes John, in this context, count as tall.
If the hearer conﬁrms, both are now publicly committed to such a standard. As a result of these
public commitments, the standard in the CS is revised.
S̆afár̆ová (2007) discusses three different interpretations for NI-rises: ﬁrst, those that do not
result in a commitment from either the speaker or the addressee, such as “Blushing innuendo” (2).
In our framework, by expressing a projected, rather than present commitment of the speaker, the
utterance conveys a tentative bias towards p, but fails to commit anyone.
Second, S̆afár̆ová cites NI-rises that result in a speaker commitment, as in “Unsure of move”
(2). On our analysis, failure to fully commit to information on which the speaker is obviously an
authority tells the hearer that there is another reason for the speaker’s tentativeness (compare this
to Poschmann (2008), who proposes that tentativeness is the effect of rising intonation). The hearer
infers that the speaker is unsure about the speech act itself, rather than about its content. As a result,
the speaker succeeds in conveying new information (e.g., that the new neighbor is attractive).
Finally, as Gunlogson (2003) points out, some NI-rises occur in contexts where there is
a previous commitment from the addressee, such as when double-checking a presupposition,
“Presupposition” (8) (see also Gunlogson, 2008, Poschmann, 2008 for more on these cases).
(14) “Presupposition”
Speaker B: John’s picking up his sister at the airport.

Speaker A: John has a sister?

In “Presupposition” (8) A’s NI-rise double-checks B’s presupposition — something that never
made it to the Table prior to A’s utterance. If followed by acceptance, this information is added
to the CG, resolving the issue. The NI-rise delays the addition of this information to the CG,
demanding the hearer’s attention during that time. However, such an NI-rise can also hint to B that
7 Some

uses of NI-rises have more speciﬁc preconditions, as in “Court” (i). (Thank you to an anonymous SemDial
referee for bringing up this example.) The utterance in (i) communicates the assumption that the defendant has already
confessed her guilt; if prior context does not support this inference, the utterance is infelicitous.
i. “Court” Context: In court, the prosecuting attorney A begins cross-examining the defendant B.
A: You committed the crime?
In contrast, the NI-rises in (2, 3) are ﬁne without any prior reason to infer p. We won’t account for this contrast here,
but one possibility is to link it to the licensing of a metalinguistic issue concerning the utterance of p. In the weakerprecondition cases (2, 3), the issue could relate to any property of the utterance (“Is this the correct pronunciation?,”
“Is this kind of move appropriate at this point in the conversation?,” etc.). In contexts where all issues of moveappropriateness, pronunciation, etc. are mutually known, the only option is for the NI-rise to raise the issue of whether
the speaker can infer the content of the NI-rise itself from prior context. In this case, e.g., “Court” (i), the NI-rise must
be reacting to the prior state of the scoreboard.
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A has information that makes her doubt that John has a sister. In this case the NI-rise may serve to
prevent this information from ever reaching the Common Ground.
S̆afár̆ová (2007:p. 6) observes that NI-rises “usually elicit a response from the addressee or give
the impression of the response being welcome.” We explain this effect by the presence of p on the
projected Table, which indicates that the speaker would like to make this an open issue. In addition,
the metalinguistic issue on the Table directly calls for a hearer response, in a way fully parallel to
a Clariﬁcation Request (Ginzburg, forthcoming) or an echo question (Poschmann, 2008). In sum,
our account captures an essential element that is common to all NI-rises, namely that they add a
projected commitment of the speaker.

9 Concluding discussion
We now turn to a brief comparison of our view with some previous work speciﬁcally addressing
rising intonation and tag questions.

9.1 Comparison with Gunlogson (2008)
Gunlogson (2008) considers a very speciﬁc subset of NI-rises — rising declaratives used as
discourse-initiating questions (IQ-rises henceforth). These utterances occur discourse-initially, and
the main goal behind them is to elicit a response from the addressee. Gunlogson’s analysis of
IQ-rises involves several pragmatic concepts. First, she uses the notion of speaker and hearer
commitment — identical to the notion of public discourse commitments that we adopt. In addition,
she deﬁnes two crucial new concepts. The ﬁrst is that of a source for commitments. To be a source
for a commitment to p, essentially, is to have reasons to believe p other than someone in the
conversation saying that p. When the participant has a commitment without being a source for it,
this is called a “dependent” commitment. The second new notion is that of a contingent discourse
move, and contingent commitment as a subtype of that. A discourse move is contingent if the
speaker presents it as linked to a subsequent move — the update effected by the contingent move
is retained only if it still obtains after that subsequent move.
IQ-rises are analyzed as follows. First, the effect of the declarative syntax is to commit
the speaker as a source to the associated proposition8 . Second, the rising intonation marks this
discourse move as contingent. This means that the hearer must be a better source for the associated
proposition than the speaker, and this inequality must be clear in the context of the IQ-rise.
The broader empirical coverage of our account (we consider all declarative NI-rises, rather
than just IQ-rises) means that none of our core examples ﬁt the description of initiating declarative
questions.9 The rise in “Blushing/Innuendo” (2) is not discourse-initial, but it does solicit a
response. The speaker is not in a position to give her judgment, while the hearer is, creating the
required evidence differential that Gunlogson demands for “use as questions.”
8 Note

that the proposal in Gunlogson (2008) departs signiﬁcantly from her earlier work. A key claim in Gunlogson
(2003) was that rising intonation shifts the commitment from the speaker to the hearer. A number of authors have
argued against this view, including, e.g., S̆afár̆ová (2007) and Poschmann (2008), in addition to Gunlogson herself
(2008), so we won’t discuss it further here.
9 It is not clear that Gunlogson’s framework can account for the infelicity of the IQ-rise in the cross-examination in
“Court” (fn. 7). The conditions are met: the hearer’s confession makes her a source, and it seems likely that the hearer
has better information on whether she committed the crime than the prosecutor. Yet the example is infelicitous.
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While our examples (2)–(3) neither ﬁt the description of declarative questions, nor fully
conform to Gunlogson’s proposal, it seems plausible that Gunlogson’s account could be extended
to cover them.
Gunlogson (2008) achieves greater empirical adequacy than her previous work, and can
perhaps be extended to successfully account for the NI-rise examples here. Still, it lacks sufﬁcient
dimensions to model all three markers we address. For instance, both NI-rises and RP-tags involve
(tentative) speaker commitments, which we model as projected public commitments, and which
can be perhaps approximated as contingent commitments. Additionally, since RP-tags involve an
interrogative, we can model them in Gunlogson’s framework as granting authority to the hearer —
the hearer is a better source for p or ¬p than the speaker. However, this analysis fails to distinguish
between RP-tags and NI-rises used as questions, as in “Blushing/Innuendo” (2), where the RP-tag
is infelicitous, while the NI-rise is ﬁne. Moreover, SP-tags, which we model by using projected
hearer commitments, cannot be modeled at all.

9.2 Comparison with Beyssade and Marandin (2006)
Building on the work of Ginzburg (1996, forthcoming), Beyssade and Marandin (2006) (henceforth
B&M) propose an analysis for a range of speech acts, including French conﬁrmation requests,
which they translate using RP-tags. Each participant has her own scoreboard, termed the Discourse
Game Board (DMG). The relevant parts of the DMG, as used by B&M, are the Shared Ground
set (SG) for factual commitments, and the Question Under Discussion set (QUD), tracking
commitments to issues to be resolved. B&M add a new part representing the demands that a move
places on the hearer: the Call on Addressee (CoA)10 . In B&M’s framework, an assertion that p
updates the speaker’s SG, indicating a public commitment to p, and calls on the hearer to do the
same. Similarly, a question q updates both participants’ QUD, indicating speaker commitment to
the issue q and calling on the hearer to also commit to the issue.
A conﬁrmation request involving a proposition p adds p to the speaker’s SG while calling on the
hearer to add the issue whether p to her QUD. Adopting this as an analysis of RP-tags successfully
accounts for their behavior. This framework is too simple to capture the ﬁne-grained distinctions
between the speech acts we consider. For instance, B&M note the similarity of the NI-rise to
questions and to French conﬁrmation requests. It seems fair to represent this question-like effect
as a CoA to add the issue whether p to the hearer’s QUD. For the rest of the DGB, we have four
options for analyzing NI-rises in B&M’s system.
(1) An NI-rise could leave the speaker’s SG and QUD unchanged. This would not capture the
fact that NI-rises involve a tentative commitment of the speaker, as in “Seeking agreement” (2).
(2) An NI-rise could update the speaker’s QUD with p. This would make NI-rises identical to
neutral polar questions. Yet, as B&M note, the two constructions differ — for instance, NI-rises
are infelicitous in contexts requiring neutrality.
(3) An NI-rise could update the speaker’s SG with p. This would make NI-rises identical to
RP-tags, contrary to the facts observed in our examples (2)–(3).
(4) An NI-rise could update both SG and QUD of the speaker with p, using the speaker’s QUD
to weaken the commitments in her SG, indicating that the issue whether p is still unresolved for
the speaker. This makes incorrect predictions about cases like “Unsure of move” (2), where the
10 Ginzburg’s

framework involves several other parts besides ones used in B&M, such as a record of conversational
moves to-date, which enables the raising of metalinguistic issues, e.g., as clariﬁcation requests.
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speaker is uncertain about the speech act itself; in such cases, the speaker is, in fact, not committed
to resolving the issue whether p (e.g., whether the neighbor is attractive), and thus cannot add this
issue to her QUD.
What enables us to model these differences is our notion of projected speaker commitments.
This allows for a distinction between the full commitments involved in plain assertions from the
tentative commitments involved in NI-rises.

9.3 Comparison with SDRT
Reese and Asher (2007) offer an analysis of RP-tags with falling and rising ﬁnal tune, couched
in the framework of SDRT. In SDRT, speech acts are inferred using defeasible logic. For Reese
and Asher (2007), the intonational rise entails that the speaker believes that the core content of the
associated proposition is possible.
In an RP-tag, the declarative p is an assertion, which defeasibly means that A wants B to believe
p. The rising negative tag defeasibly means that A wants B to believe that ✸¬p. One of these
contradictory intentions must cancel the other. If the assertion is canceled, the tag is interpreted as
a conﬁrmation question: A believes p is possible, and asks B to conﬁrm. If, however, the effect of
the rise is canceled, the assertion persists, and B infers that the rise is there for some other reason.
This account makes wrong predictions: in contexts where the effect of the rise is canceled,
RP-tags should pattern with plain declaratives. This is falsiﬁed by “Unsure of move” (2) — A
cannot be asking for conﬁrmation, since she is informed on the matter, and B isn’t. Yet, the RP-tag
is infelicitous, while the declarative is acceptable.

9.4 Summary
We have offered an analysis of RP-tags, SP-tags, and NI-rises in a dynamic framework. The
representation of context in this framework contains present and projected versions of participants’
commitments, the Table, and the Common Ground. We argue that all these “moving parts” are
necessary to model the distinctions between the various constructions.
In an important sense, our system is non-reductionist compared to the original F&B framework
which we took as our starting point. Recall that for F&B, the CG was simply the intersection of
the sets of propositions in the public commitment sets of all participants; while the Projected
CG contained the present CG updated with alternative expected resolutions of the issues on the
Table. Thus, the only truly independent parts in the original framework are the commitment sets
and the Table. In our modiﬁed system, the projected commitment sets and the projected Table
represent truly new parts of the conversational scoreboard. As we have seen from comparisons
with other approaches, this greater number of independent components in the framework seem to
be empirically necessary, and are also not without precedent.
In sum, we have presented a felicity pattern which brings out a commitment scale among
declarative forms, from plain declaratives (most committed), to RP-tags (committed enough to
project a CG), to NI-rises (projected speaker commitment), to SP-tags (no speaker commitment;
projected hearer commitment instead). The pattern motivates a model of conversation which makes
ﬁne-grained distinctions among speech acts.
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L ICENSING BY MODIFICATION :

THE CASE OF POSITIVE POLARITY PRONOUNS⇤
S ALVADOR M ASCARENHAS
New York University

1 Introduction
1.1 Generic readings and unselective binding
Carlson (1981) observed that English indefinite pronouns can only get generic readings when
modified by a relative clause.
(1)

a. Someone should be punctual.
b. Someone who respects others should be punctual.

# generic
generic

As Carlson points out, this pattern is reminiscent of the licensing constraints on free-choice any.
In the absence of an appropriate modal environment, free-choice any is only licensed if modified
by a relative clause, in which case it is said to be subtrigged (LeGrand, 1975).
(2) (Last night, at a party,)
a. *John talked to anyone.
b. John talked to anyone who would listen.
The behavior of indefinite pronouns in (1) contrasts with that of a NP indefinites (henceforth plain
indefinites), which can typically have generic readings, and some NP indefinites, which never can.
For both plain indefinites and some NP indefinites, relative-clause modification has no effect on
the availability of generic readings.
(3)
(4)

a. A person should be punctual.

gen

b. A person who respects others should be punctual.

gen

a. Some person should be punctual.
b. Some person who respects others should be punctual.

# gen
# gen

⇤I

am greatly indebted to Anna Szabolcsi for extensive discussion of virtually every aspect of the work presented
in this paper. I would also like to thank Philippe Schlenker, Chris Barker, Alec Marantz, and Tim Leffel, as well as the
audience of SuB 16, for very helpful comments and discussion.
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Genericity is not a crucial aspect of the contrast. Under (overt) adverbial quantifiers, the
same indefinites that can participate in generic readings can be unselectively bound and acquire
(something akin to) universal force (5)–(7). Table 1 summarizes these facts. To the best of my
knowledge, the extant literature offers no account of the subtrigging effect observed with indefinite
pronouns, or of the distribution of the three patterns in Table 1.1
(5)

(6)
(7)

#∀

a. Someone is always / usually on time.
# ‘Everyone is always / usually on time’
b. Someone who respects others is always / usually on time.
‘Everyone who respects others is always / usually on time’

∀

a. A man is always / usually on time.

∀

b. A man who respects others is always / usually on time.

∀

a. Some man is always / usually on time.
b. Some man who respects others is always / usually on time.

#∀
#∀

generic readings /
unselective binding
subtrigged not subtrigged
indefinite pronouns
a NP
some NP

×
×

×

Table 1: Primary data to be explained
English indefinite pronouns are well known positive polarity items (PPIs), as illustrated in (9).
For the purposes of the discussion in this paper, only the property of PPIs stated in (8) need concern
us.
(8) In monoclausal structures, a positive polarity item cannot scope immediately under an
anti-additive operator, such as negation.2
(9) John didn’t notify someone.
(can only mean: ‘there is someone John didn’t notify’)

# ¬∃

Surprisingly, indefinite pronouns appear perfectly capable of scoping under negation, in the
configuration described in (8), just in case they are modified by a relative clause.3 Sentences
(10a) and (10b) demonstrate this contrast.
1 Becker (1999) is a notable exception, as she gives an account of the data in (4) and (7). Our accounts of these two
pieces of data share some analytical intuitions.
2 Meta-linguistic negation constitutes a confound, as sentences like (9) are acceptable, with stress on didn’t, when
they immediately follow an assertion of “John notified someone.”
3 Szabolcsi (2004:footnote 9) observes that “the presence of a postnominal modifier (as in something interesting)
often enables the PPI to scope directly below negation.” Szabolcsi’s datum can be incorporated into the proposal in
this paper, if we assume that postnominal modifiers in English are in fact reduced relative clauses (see among others
Cinque (2010)).
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(10)

a. John doesn’t attack someone.
b. John doesn’t attack someone he respects.

# ¬9
¬9

The account in this paper takes the behavior of plain indefinites to be the paradigmatic behavior
of indefinites. The task is therefore to explain
1. how unmodified indefinite pronouns differ from plain indefinites,
2. and how some NP indefinites differ from plain indefinites and from indefinite pronouns.
Interestingly, the accounts of points 1. and 2. will turn out to be independent from each other. I will
justify this characteristic of my proposal by giving independent evidence in favor of the important
distinctions between classes of indefinites it suggests.
The contrast in (10) will come out as a corollary of my account of the facts summarized in
Table 1, while allowing us to keep the generalization about PPIs in (8) as is.

1.2 The account, informally
What semantic mechanism gives rise to the generic and unselectively bound readings examined
above? I propose that under well-defined conditions an indefinite can restrict an operator that
quantifies over situational variables. This includes the covert generic operator and overt adverbial
quantifiers. The discussion in this paper will concentrate fully on the special case of the generic
operator, but it should be clear that it extends to adverbial quantifiers in general.
This manner of restriction is only possible if the indefinite has a spatial-temporal (situational)
parameter, otherwise the indefinite is unsuitable to restrict a quantifier over spatial-temporal entities
due to vacuous quantification over a spatial-temporal variable.
I argue that pronominal bases, and thus unmodified indefinite pronouns, lack a spatial-temporal
parameter. In the spirit of Dayal (1998, 2005), I propose that relative-clause modification
introduces a spatial-temporal variable.
This accounts for the contrast in (11). Only the modified indefinite pronoun in (11b) is a
suitable restrictor for the covert generic operator.
(11)

a. Someone should be punctual.

# gen

b. Someone who respects others should be punctual.
gen
‘Typical / generic situations containing an individual who respects others are such that
that individual should be punctual’
As the paraphrase under (11) suggests, I will assume that the indefinite effecting the restriction
of the adverbial quantifier dynamically binds an individual variable in the scope of the adverbial
quantifier. However, nothing in this account hinges crucially on this particular point.
Because NPs have their own spatial-temporal parameter (Enç, 1986), plain indefinites are
suitable restrictors irrespective of relative-clause modification. Some NP indefinites seem suitable
restrictors as far as parametrization to a spatial-temporal variable, but they obligatorily trigger an
epistemic inference which prevents them doing so.
(12)

Mary is dating some guy.
inference: ‘The identity of the guy Mary is dating is unknown to the speaker / irrelevant
for this conversation / uninteresting’
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As (12) illustrates, this inference contains definite descriptive material from the minimal clause
containing the some NP indefinite. The obligatory presence of this inference about a particular
individual is incompatible with generic quantification. Intuitively (for the time being), the
sentences in (13) lack generic readings for roughly the same reason (14) is nonsensical.
(13)

a. Some student should be punctual.
b. Some student who respects others should be punctual.

# gen
# gen

(14)

?? Every student should be punctual. The identity of the student who should be punctual
doesn’t matter.

How do suitable indefinites get to restrict adverbial quantifiers in the paradigm above? I
propose that adverbial quantifiers, including the covert generic operator, are alternative sensitive
and that indefinites contribute alternatives, rather than generalized quantifiers, to the computation.
Adverbial quantifiers must have access to the alternatives contributed by indefinites. This justifies
a move from simple alternative semantics to structured alternative semantics.

2 Structured alternative semantics
Following the insight of the Hablin semantics (or alternative semantics) of Kratzer and Shimoyama
(2002) (henceforth K&S), I take it that indefinites contribute something like sets of individuals
(alternative sets) to the semantic computation, rather than generalized quantifiers. However,
I propose to add a minimal amount of structure to the interpretation of alternative-carrying
sentences. Instead of interpreting a sentence like (15) as a (possibly existentially quantified)4
set of propositions, a structured alternative semantics interprets them as pairs
hbackground, alternativesi.
The background is an open proposition, the alternatives list the individuals that can saturate the
background open proposition, and correspond to K&S’s proposed interpretation for indefinites.
Compare the two kinds of interpretation in (15a) and (15b).
(15)

Mary saw someone.
a. K&S-style alternative semantics: {λ s.saw0 (s)(x)(m) : x a person}
b. This proposal:
hλ sx.saw0 (s)(x)(m), λ s.person0 (x)i

An intuitive way to look at these meanings is as instructions to build a (K&S style) propositionset meaning. The background gives us a function from (situations to functions from) individuals
to truth-values, and the alternatives provide the domain restriction of this function. Applying
each individual in the alternatives to the background and collecting all the results gives us the
K&S style proposition set in (15a). Crucially, in the structured meaning (15b), but not in the
proposition-set meaning (15a), the alternatives contributed by the indefinite are fully accessible for
further computations. This will allow the generic operator and adverbial quantifiers to bring these
alternatives into their restrictors.
4 For K&S, sets of propositions are always eventually quantified over,

bringing them to the level of truth conditions.
The framework of Inquisitive Semantics however (Groenendijk, 2008, Mascarenhas, 2009) argues that there is much
to be gained from exploring the proposition-set interpretation of sentences, without quantification of any kind over
these sets. The proposal in this paper is silent about this particular issue.
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Meanings as in (15b) were proposed by Krifka (2001) within a structured-meanings account of
questions. Krifka argues that they are necessary to account for certain focus phenomena in answers,
as well as to distinguish between questions that are indistinguishable for a standard (structureless)
question semantics. To give but a brief example, in a standard proposition-set account of questions,
the meanings of some pairs of polar question / alternative question are indistinguishable:
(16)

a. Is the door open?
{open, ¬open}
b. Is the door open or closed?
{open, closed}

But clearly these questions are answered differently. Assuming it is desirable for the distinction
to be reflected in the semantics, Krifka’s account offers a solution. The questions in (16) are
interpreted as in (17); notice how the alternatives (determining what counts as an answer to the
question) in (17a) differ from those in (17b).
(17)

a. Is the door open?
hλ f [ f (open)], {λ p[p], λ p[¬p]}i
b. Is the door open or closed?
hλ p[p], {open, closed}i

Interestingly, Szabolcsi (2003) gives a variable free dynamic semantics that relies on a
treatment of indefinites that is isomorphic to Krifka’s work on questions and the structured
alternative semantics proposed in this paper.5 Structured alternative semantics can therefore be
seen within a broader context of proposals that add structure to the interpretation of indefinites and
questions.
There is naturally more than one way to implement structured alternatives compositionally. A
modification of Szabolcsi’s (2003) dynamic semantics gives a variable-free categorial grammar for
structured alternatives. Krifka (1995, 2011) gives a compositional treatment of focus and questions
in a structured meanings approach. In the interest of space, I refrain from presenting the specifics
of any of these implementations in this paper. It is however important to see examples of the kinds
of sentence interpretations that my proposal assumes.
Recall that sentences are interpreted as pairs hbackground, alternativesi. Backgrounds are
functions of type s(et), where s is the type of situations, or spatial-temporal locations.6 Alternatives
are also functions from situations to predicates of individuals.7 Alternatives are fully determined
by properties of the indefinite.
Because pronominal bases lack a situational parameter, indefinite pronouns contribute
functions constant with respect to their situational argument (18a). Modified indefinite pronouns
(2003) interpretation of a sentence like “Someone entered the room” is λ px.enter0 (x) ^ p, for x a
variable ranging over people. Ignoring the abstraction over the continuation variable p (which is however needed for
the dynamic properties of Szabolcsi’s system), we see that this interpretation consists of a background — the lambda
term itself — and a set of alternatives — hidden in the restriction of the domain of the function to the set of people.
6 For the case of sentences with multiple indefinites, the types will become more complex, as further abstractions
over variables of type e will be present in the background.
7 For the case of indefinites like somewhere or sometime, they will be functions from situations to predicates of
locations respectively times.
5 Szabolcsi’s
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(18b), plain indefinites (18c), and some NP indefinites (18d) contribute alternatives that
(potentially) vary with the situational argument they are given. In the next section, I give my
account of the paradigms reviewed in section 1 and motivate the proposal about pronominal bases.
(18)

a. Mary saw someone.
hλ sx.saw0 (s)(x)(m), λ sx.person0 (x)i
b. Mary saw someone who seemed interesting.
hλ sx.saw0 (s)(x)(m), λ sx.person0 (x) ^ interesting(s)(x)i
c. Mary saw a person.
hλ sx.saw0 (s)(x)(m), λ sx.person0 (s)(x)i
d. Mary saw some person.
hλ sx.saw0 (s)(x)(m), λ sx.person0 (s)(x)i

3 Indefinite pronouns and plain indefinites
3.1 Indefinite pronouns
Recall the contrast in (19)
(19)

a. Someone should be punctual.

# gen

b. Someone who respects others should be punctual.

gen

I make the standard assumption (see Carlson and Pelletier, 1995, and references therein) that the
interpretation of (19b) involves a covert occurrence of the generic operator G EN. Let G EN be
defined as in (20), abstracting away from the specific quantificational force of the generic quantifier
and interpreting it as a universal quantifier over situations, for simplicity. In (20), the existential
quantifier is dynamic and thus donkey-binds x in the consequent.8
(20)

G EN(hB, Ai) is true iff

8s.(9x.A(s)(x)) ! B(s)(x)

The interpretation of (19b), with a covert application of G EN, is as in (21).
(21)

Someone who respects others should be punctual.
hλ sx.should be punctual0 (s)(x), λ sx.person0 (x) ^ respects others0 (s)(x)i
G EN(hλ sx.should be punctual0 (s)(x), λ sx.person0 (x) ^ respects others0 (s)(x)i)
= 8s.(9x.person0 (x) ^ respects others0 (s)(x)) ! should be punctual0 (s)(x)
In words: ‘Every (generic) situation s containing some person x who respects others in s is
such that x should be punctual in s.

8 This

is a design choice, and by no means a crucial aspect of this proposal. The following definition would work
just as well.
G EN(hB, Ai) is true iff

8sx.A(s)(x) ! B(s)(x)

The dynamic version in (20) is arguably more intuitive, as it maintains the essentially existential nature of the indefinite.
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This produces the desired truth conditions. What about unmodified indefinite pronouns as in (19a),
which cannot get generic readings?
Recall the proposal that pronominal bases lack a situational parameter. This amounts to saying
that the predicate contributed by the pronominal base effects a very weak kind of restriction to the
meaning of the indefinite. Pronominal bases like -one and -thing allow indefinites to range over
different sorts of entities like people and objects, but that is as specific as one is allowed to get
simply with a pronominal base. In particular, it is impossible to interpret an unmodified indefinite
pronoun like someone as restricted to, say, the people in New York City at the time of writing of
this paper. I return to this issue shortly.
Following the spirit of Dayal’s (1998) account of free-choice any, I propose that in (19a)
the generic operator cannot apply because the alternatives supplied by the indefinite cannot be
parametrized to a situation.
(22)

Someone should be punctual.
hλ sx.should be punctual0 (s)(x), λ sx.person0 (x)i
G EN(hλ sx.should be punctual0 (s)(x), λ sx.person0 (x)i) =
∀s.(∃x.person0 (x)) → should be punctual0 (s)(x)

As seen in the underlined portions of (22), the indefinite pronoun contributes a predicate without
a situational argument (the lambda abstractor over s in the alternatives is there purely for
compositional reasons). The result of applying G EN will involve vacuous quantification by the
generic quantifier into its restrictor. The need for parametrizable material in the restrictor is
ubiquitous with adverbial quantifiers, as demonstrated by the sharp deviance of the sentences in
(23).
(23)

a. *?Whenever I am hungry now, I always tend to eat.
b. *?Whenever Callas died in 1977, I usually feel nostalgic.

In (23), the whenever-clauses, functioning as overt situational restrictors, contain material whose
situational variables are already saturated. The adverbial quantifiers always and usually thus
quantify vacuously into their own restrictors, and deviance obtains. Similarly, in (22), vacuous
quantification of the generic quantifier into its restrictor yields sharp deviance, and the reading
with G EN present is ruled out.9
The proposal that unmodified indefinite pronouns cannot be parametrized to a situation has
independent motivation. It predicts that the schema in (24), instantiated in (25), cannot be observed
with unmodified indefinite pronouns.
(24) Op1 (s)
(25)
9I

Op2 (s0 ) (Qx ∈ P(s))R(s0 )(x)

Someday, everybody now alive will be dead.
(∃t > now) (∀x. ∈ alive0 (now)) → dead0 (t)(x)

cannot at this point definitively answer the important question of whether the requirement that adverbial
quantifiers have non-vacuously quantified restrictors is a well-formedness constraint or a pragmatic one. The sharp
deviance of (23), as well as the complete unavailability of a generic reading for (22), suggest that it is a well-formedness
constraint, but a more comprehensive look at the effects of violating this constraint elsewhere in language might be
needed to decide.
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The crucial feature of the schema in (24) is that the restrictor P of a quantifier Q low in the structure
contains a variable bound by a distant operator Op1 and not the closer Op2 . In (25) (a kind of
sentence discussed at length in Cresswell, 1990), the role of Op1 is played by the conversational
context and that of Op2 by the adverb someday. Notice that the restrictor of the universal quantifier
everybody contains the contextual now as an argument, and not the variable t bound by someday.
If unmodified indefinite pronouns do not take situational parameters, we predict that it should
be impossible to manipulate directly the situation at which the predicate contributed by the
pronominal base is evaluated. These kinds of configurations are indeed unavailable to unmodified
indefinite pronouns. Compare the sentences in (26), where the prefixed judgments indicate the
availability of the reading where the indefinite is interpreted with respect to the context of utterance.
(26)

a.
b.
c.
d.

If, in 200 years, someone who is now old is still alive, the world will be shocked.
?If, in 200 years, an old man is still alive, the world will be shocked.
?If, in 200 years, some old man is still alive, the world will be shocked.
# If, in 200 years, someone is still alive, the world will be shocked.

Sentence (26a), with an unmodified indefinite pronoun, forces the relevant reading. Although
ambiguity creeps in, this reading is also available for (26b) and (26c), with a plain indefinite,
respectively a some NP indefinite. Sentence (26d) contrasts sharply with any of the preceding
three, in that the relevant reading is completely impossible.

3.2 Plain indefinites
Plain indefinites are interpreted just like modified indefinite pronouns in the relevant respects. Their
NP provides material that can be parametrized to a situation (Enç, 1986), and thus the generic
readings of the sentences in (27), as well as the fact that relative-clause modification makes no
relevant difference, are readily accounted for. Compare the underlined portions of the sentences
in (28), highlighting the differences in the analyses of plain indefinites, indefinite pronouns, and
modified indefinite pronouns.
(27)
(28)

a. A person should be punctual.

gen

b. A person who respects others should be punctual.

gen

a. Someone should be punctual.
hλ sx.should be punctual0 (s)(x), λ sx.person0 (x)i

# gen

b. A person should be punctual.
hλ sx.should be punctual0 (s)(x), λ sx.person0 (s)(x)i

gen

c. Someone who respects others should be punctual.
hλ sx.should be punctual0 (s)(x),
λ sx.person0 (x) ^ respects others0 (s)(x)i

gen

3.3 Positive polarity pronouns
This account extends to data as in (29), where a modified positive polarity item appears to be able
to take scope under negation, violating the generalization in (30).
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# ¬9
¬9

(29)

a. John doesn’t attack someone.
b. John doesn’t attack someone he respects.

(30)

In monoclausal structures, a positive polarity item cannot scope immediately under an
anti-additive operator, such as negation.

I propose that in (29b) the generic operator is present. The interpretation of (29b) is therefore
as in (31).
(31)

John doesn’t attack someone he respects.
G EN(hλ sx.¬attack0 (s)(x)( j), λ sx.person0 (x) ^ respects0 (s)(x)( j)i)
= 8s.(9x.person0 (x) ^ respects0 (s)(x)( j)) ! ¬attack0 (s)(x)( j)

In (31) negation isn’t scoping above the indefinite and violating the constraint in (30). Rather, the
indefinite is restricting the generic quantifier, away from the negation, and dynamically binding into
the nuclear scope of the generic quantifier. This gives the illusion of a ¬ > 9 scopal configuration,
without actually instantiating one.10 Sentence (29a) lacks the corresponding illusory ¬ > 9 scope
reading because it lacks a generic reading.
Since G EN is incompatible with episodic sentences (see among others Menéndez-Benito,
2005), this analysis predicts that in episodic sentences the illusion of ¬9 readings does not arise.
This prediction is borne out. Contrast (29b) with (32).11
(32)

Yesterday at 5:00pm, John didn’t attack someone he respected.
# ¬9
(can only mean: ‘yesterday at 5:00pm, there was someone John respected whom he didn’t
attack’)

4 Some NP indefinites
Recall that some NP can never get generic readings, irrespective of relative-clause modification:
(33)

a. Some person should be punctual.
b. Some person who respects others should be punctual.

# gen
# gen

This is puzzling because some NP indefinites do take a spatial-temporal argument. Why then do
some NP indefinites not behave like plain indefinites?
It is interesting to observe first that in some languages the correlates of some NP indefinites
are clearly more morpho-syntactically complex than plain indefinites. Portuguese algum NP is a
good example, as shown in (34).12 Portuguese thus gives us some reason not to be too surprised if
English some NP indefinites turn out to have features that are absent from plain indefinites.
(34)
10 It

a. alguém
— alg + ém
‘someone’ some one

can be thought of as an instance of 8¬, rather than ¬9. See footnote 8.
usual caveats about PPI judgments apply. That is (32) can be used with a ¬9 interpretation, but only with the
focus on didn’t that is characteristic of meta-linguistic negation.
12 A similar case could perhaps be made for German irgend + ein Student, but the distribution of German irgend
doesn’t track that of English some quite closely enough (see for example Kratzer and Shimoyama, 2002). Portuguese
alg corresponds much more closely to English some in the relevant respects.
11 The
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b. um estudante
a student
c. algum estudante — alg + um estudante
some + a student
‘some student’

Some NP indefinites indeed have a property absent from both plain indefinites and indefinite
pronouns. They are epistemic indefinites, and obligatorily trigger an epistemic inference, roughly
to the effect that the identity of the NP is unknown to the speaker, irrelevant to the conversation, or
intrinsically uninteresting.13
(35)

Mary is dating some guy.
inference: ‘the identity of the guy Mary is dating is unknown / irrelevant / uninteresting’

Within the framework of structured alternative semantics, and glossing over issues of the semantics
of questions and of predicates of questions such as be irrelevant, the general formulation of this
inference is as in (36). Importantly, the inference contains a definite description with material from
the clause containing the indefinite, namely the B (background) part:
(36) hB, Ai
inference: the identity of the x with A(x) such that B(x) is unknown / irrelevant /
uninteresting
While the exact nature of this inference is unclear (entailment, presupposition, conversational
implicature), it can clearly be embedded. In the discourse in (37), the last sentence is most naturally
interpreted with this epistemic inference as a part of the antecedent of the conditional.14
(37)

Someone may drop by today. If it’s the plumber, let him in. If it’s some guy, don’t.

Crucially, this epistemic inference is absent from plain indefinites and indefinite pronouns.
Accordingly, the discourses in (38) are very odd.15 The examples in (39) further corroborate
this contrast.
(38)

Someone may drop by today. If it’s the plumber, let him in.
a. ?? If it’s a guy, don’t.
b. ?? If it’s someone, don’t.

(39)

a. Whenever Mary is dating John I am happy, but when she’s dating some guy I’m not.
b. ?? Whenever Mary is dating John I am happy, but when she’s dating a guy I’m not.
c. ?? Whenever Mary is dating John I am happy, but when she’s dating someone I’m not.

13 See

Jayez and Tovena (2006) and Aloni (this volume) for an overview of the functions of epistemic indefinites in
French, respectively German and Spanish. For English some NP, Becker (1999).
14 While all speakers agree that this reading exists, there is variation with respect to whether a particular intonation
is required to get it. This casts strong doubts on the possibility that it is an entailment. One of the difficulties in
pinpointing the exact nature of the inference is the positive polarity aspect of some NP, which makes the usual tests
for presupposition and implicature somewhat harder to evaluate. Fortunately, the account in this paper doesn’t depend
on the nature of the inference.
15 The discourses in (38) are also odd for the speakers that report a need for a particular intonational contour to get
the intended reading of (37).
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The question is then: what would happen if the covert generic operator were present in the
interpretation of a sentence like (40)?
(40)

Some student should be punctual.
inference: ‘the identity of the student who should be punctual is unknown / irrelevant /
uninteresting’

The intuition behind this approach is the following. The G EN operator (and other adverbial
quantifiers), because it uses the alternatives provided by the indefinite to form its restrictor, is
incompatible with the persistence of an inference about a particular individual, such as the
obligatory inference of epistemic indefinites as discussed here. This is cashed out in the following
way.
Suppose we attempt to apply G EN to (the LF of) (40). Irrespective of the exact nature of the
epistemic inference, there are two possibilities. First, the inference may follow the fate of the
alternatives generated by some student and be embedded in the restrictor of G EN.
(41)

GEN (Some student should be punctual)
∀s.(9x.student0 (s)(x)^
the identity of the student who should be punctual is irrelevant)
! should be punctual(s)(x)
‘All situations containing a student and such that the identity of the student that should be
punctual is irrelevant are such that that student should be punctual’

The underlined portion in (41), containing a definite description, is clearly a presupposition failure,
as no such student has been established in the antecedent clause.
The other possibility is that the inference projects all the way to the top:
(42)

GEN (Some student should be punctual)
8s.(9x.student0 (s)(x)) ! should be punctual(s)(x)
inference: the identity of the student who should be punctual is irrelevant
‘All situations containing a student are such that that student should be punctual; the
identity of the student that should be punctual is irrelevant’

This yields a presupposition failure as well. All possible derivations of (40) where G EN is present
yield very strong presupposition failures, and are therefore blocked.

5 Concluding remarks
This paper set out to explain the paradigms summarized in (43).
(43)

Summary of facts accounted for:
generic readings /
unselective binding
subtrigged not subtrigged
indefinite pronouns
a NP
some NP

⇥
⇥

⇥
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The account is couched in a structured alternative semantics, combining a Kratzer and Shimoyama
(2002) approach to indefinites with Krifka’s (2001) analysis of questions as structured meanings. A
structured alternative semantics adds to a classical alternative semantics the possibility of accessing
the alternatives generated by the indefinite later on in the computation. Adverbial quantifiers,
including the covert generic operator G EN, are alternative sensitive, and can potentially use these
indefinite-generated alternatives to form their restrictors.
This process is blocked in two classes of cases. 1. Unmodified indefinite pronouns lack a
spatial-temporal parameter, and therefore cannot restrict a quantifier over situations. Quantifiers of
this sort require restrictors that can be parametrized to a situation. 2. Some NP indefinites trigger an
obligatory epistemic inference with definite descriptive content that is incompatible with the purely
quantificational force that an indefinite acquires by virtue of restricting an adverbial quantifier.
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ON THE (NON-)FUTURE ORIENTATION OF MODALS
LISA MATTHEWSON
University of British Columbia

1 Introduction1
Some modals appear to impart future semantics; the phenomenon is illustrated in (1). In (1a), the
described event (your push-ups) will occur after the time at which the deontically accessible
worlds are calculated (the utterance time). Similarly in (1b), Sally’s possible going to the party
follows the utterance time.
(1) a. You must do fifty push-ups.
b. Sally may go to the party if she finishes her work.

(Enç 1996:349)
(Enç 1996:349)

The source of future orientation in modals is a matter of some debate; see Enç (1996),
Condoravdi (2002), Laca (2008), among many others. In this paper I bring data from Gitksan
(Tsimshianic) to bear on the correct analysis of future orientation. I propose that future
orientation on both epistemic and circumstantial modals comes from a separate prospective
aspect morpheme. This prospective aspect is overtly spelled out in Gitksan, and is in this
language obligatory on circumstantial modals (correlating with the cross-linguistic tendency for
circumstantial modals to be future-oriented).2 The analysis to be proposed has consequences for
the analysis of actuality entailments; it leads to an account of AEs which relies not on the
addition of perfective aspect (as in Hacquard 2006, 2009), but on the absence of prospective
aspect (as in Kratzer 2011). The analysis predicts the following possible and attested systems:

1

Many thanks to Gitksan consultants and teachers Barbara Sennott and Vincent Gogag. Thanks also to Valentine
Hacquard, Angelika Kratzer, Tyler Peterson, Bruce Rigsby, Marie-Lucie Tarpent, and especially Henry Davis, and
to audiences at the University of British Columbia, WSCLA 16, SULA 6, the 46th ICSNL, and Sinn und Bedeutung
16 for discussion of related work. This research was supported by a Jacobs Research Fund grant and by SSHRC
grant #410-2011-0431.
2
The prospective aspect analysis was independently developed by Angelika Kratzer (2011) for English, even though
in English the relevant aspect is phonologically null. See also Stowell (2006).
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Language
Actuality entailments are:
English
optional
Blackfoot
optional
Gitksan
absent
St’át’imcets
absent
Table 1: Types of modal systems

Because PROSPECTIVE is:
optional
optional
obligatory
obligatory

PROSPECTIVE

is also:

covert
overt
overt
covert

Before proceeding, I review some terminology from Condoravdi (2002). The temporal
perspective of a modal is the time at which the worlds in the modal base are calculated. For an
epistemic modal, this is the time at which the knowledge of the relevant agent is evaluated; for a
circumstantial modal, it is the time at which the relevant facts hold. The temporal orientation of
a modal is the relation between the temporal perspective and the time of the described event.
These two notions are illustrated in (2) for unembedded epistemic modals.
(2) a. He might have been sick yesterday.
b. He might be sick now.
c. He might be sick soon.

PRESENT TP
PRESENT TP
PRESENT TP

PAST TO
PRESENT TO
FUTURE TO

Various factors affect TO in English, including the perfect auxiliary have, the stative vs. eventive
nature of the embedded predicate, the perfective vs. imperfective status of the embedded
predicate, whether the modal is a possibility or a necessity modal, and the type of modality
(whether epistemic or circumstantial); see the references above for discussion. There is also a
tendency, both within English and cross-linguistically, for circumstantial modals to be more
likely to be future-oriented than epistemic ones. See Enç (1996), Condoravdi (2002), Stowell
(2004:624), Copley (2006), Werner (2006:235), Borgonovo and Cummins (2007), Kratzer
(2010:29), Van de Vate (2011), among others.

2 Prior analyses of future orientation
One common approach to the future orientation of modals is to assign an inherently future
semantics to the lexical entry of the modal itself. For example, Enç (1996:349) writes that
‘shifting to the future is a property common to a number of intensional expressions, derived from
the lexical meaning of those expressions.’ See Condoravdi (2002), Butler (2006), Hacquard
(2006), Arregui (2007), Abusch (2008), Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria (2008), Kaufmann
(2011), Van de Vate (2011), among others, for similar claims and/or for lexical entries of
individual modals which contain future semantics. One of the most worked-out analyses along
these lines (indeed, of the temporal interpretation of modals generally) is that of Condoravdi
(2002). I will now outline the basics of Condoravdi’s analysis of English possibility modals, as I
will be adopting many of her main ideas in my own analysis.
Condoravdi proposes that the temporal perspective for possibility modals is given by (a) the
present tense, when the modal is unembedded, and (b) the perfect operator (introduced by have)
when it scopes over the modal (so, PERF > MOD gives a past TP). Temporal orientation is affected
by (a) a forward-shifting semantics in the lexical entry of the modal, (b) Aktionsart (such that
eventives are obligatorily future-oriented in some contexts where statives may be either present
or future-oriented), and (c) the perfect, when it scopes under the modal (so, MOD > PERF gives a
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past TO). Condoravdi’s lexical entries are given in (3-4). In (3), [t,_) gives futurity: it denotes the
interval beginning at t and extending to the end of time (cf. Abusch 1998).
(3)
(4)

= λP λw λt ∃w’ [w’ ∈ MB(w,t) & AT([t,_), w’, P)]
AT (t,w,P) = ∃e [P(w,e) & τ(e,w) ⊆ t] if P is eventive
∃e [P(w,e) & τ(e,w) o t] if P is stative
P(w),(t)
if P is temporal

MAY/MIGHTMB

(Condoravdi 2002:13)

(Condoravdi 2002:12)

According to (4), eventive predicates require the event to be included within a relevant time
interval, while stative predicates only require overlap. Condoravdi’s analysis is applied to an
eventive and a stative predicate in (5) and (6) respectively.
(5) a. He might run.
b. PRES(MIGHTMB(he run)) = λw ∃w’ [w’ ∈
⊆ [now,_)]]

MB(w,now)

(6) a. He might be sick.
b. PRES(MIGHTMB(he be sick)) = λw ∃w’ [w’ ∈
τ(e,w’) o [now,_)]]

& ∃e [[he run](w’,e) & τ(e,w’)
(Condoravdi 2002:15)

MB(w,now)

& ∃e [[he be sick](w’,e) &
(adapted from Condoravdi 2002:14)

(5b) says that in at least one world compatible with the speaker’s knowledge at the utterance time
(PRESENT TP), he runs at a time which is included within the interval between now and the end of
time (FUTURE TO). (6b) says that in at least one world compatible with the speaker’s knowledge
at the utterance time (PRESENT TP), he is sick at a time which overlaps the interval between now
and the end of time (PRESENT or FUTURE TO). We see that the temporal properties of epistemic
might are affected by the future orientation embedded inside its lexical entry, as well as the
Aktionsart of the embedded predicate. See also Zagona (1990), Laca (2008), among others, for
proposals which derive the temporal properties of modals at least in part from Aktionsart.
With regard to the extra tendency for circumstantial modals to be unambiguously futureoriented (even with stative predicates), several authors propose that this derives from general
mechanisms. For example, something about the structure of branching worlds combined with the
type of modal reasoning involved is claimed to derive at least some subset of circumstantial
future orientations. See Condoravdi (2002), Werner (2003, 2006), Copley (2006), among others,
for suggestions along these lines.
The final class of approach to future orientation is to postulate that viewpoint aspect is
responsible. Kratzer (2011) suggests that certain modals are themselves not future-oriented, but
optionally co-occur with silent prospective aspect. In the next section we will see evidence,
independently gathered from Gitksan, which supports this approach.

3 Evidence for a prospective aspect analysis: Gitksan
Gitksan is a Tsimshianic language spoken in north-western British Columbia, Canada. It has
fewer than 200 remaining speakers. For discussion of the grammatical properties of Gitksan, see
Rigsby (1986). Peterson (2010) presents an analysis of Gitksan epistemic modals, and
Matthewson (in press) gives description and preliminary analysis of the entire modal system.
Data presented here come from original fieldwork unless otherwise noted.
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First, some background about temporal reference in Gitksan. The language does not overtly
distinguish past vs. present tense (Jóhannsdóttir and Matthewson 2007). This is shown in (7).
(7) a. bax=t
Yoko
run=DM Yoko
‘Yoko ran’ / ‘Yoko is running.’

(Jóhannsdóttir and Matthewson 2007)

b. siipxw=t James (k’yoots)
sick=DM James (yesterday)
‘James was sick (yesterday)’ / ‘James is sick.’
For future time reference, the marker dim is necessary and sufficient, with both eventive and
stative predicates. (See also Rigsby 1986:279.) This is shown in (8).
(8) a. *(dim)
limx=t
James tʼaahlakw
*(FUT)
sing=DM
James tomorrow
ʻJames will sing tomorrow.ʼ
b. *(dim)
siipxw=t
James t’aahlakw
*(FUT)
sick=DM
James tomorrow
‘James will be sick tomorrow.’
I assume a phonologically null non-future tense morpheme, as in (9):
(9) [[ NON-FUTi ]]g,c is only defined if no part of g(i) is after tc.
If defined, [[ NON-FUTi ]]g,c = g(i).
(Jóhannsdóttir and Matthewson 2007)
The NON-FUT tense is present in sentences like (7a,b), restricting the temporal reference to nonfuture. This null tense optionally co-occurs with dim, exactly as proposed by Abusch (1985) for
English WOLL. Note that this means that dim is actually a marker of prospective aspect: it places
the event time after the reference time.3
The Gitksan modal system is presented in Table 2. The language lexically and grammatically
distinguishes circumstantial from epistemic modality; distinctions of modal strength are made
only in the circumstantial domain.
Table 2: The Gitksan modal system (Matthewson in press)
VERBS / PREDICATIVE
PLAIN

CIRCUMSTANTIAL
EPISTEMIC

PARTICLES

DEONTIC

SECOND-POSITION
CLITICS

PLAIN
REPORTATIVE

POSSIBILITY

da’akhlxw
anook

(WEAK) NECESSITY
sgi
ima(’a)
gat

Let us now consider the predictions for the temporal perspective of Gitksan modals, dealing
first with the general epistemic modal ima(’a). Condoravdi’s (2002) proposal that the TP of an
3

This analysis predicts that ‘future-in-the-past’ interpretations can arise with dim – cases where the event-time is
placed after some past reference time. This is correct; see Jóhannsdóttir and Matthewson (2007).
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unembedded modal is given by the tense, combined with my assumption that Gitksan possesses a
null non-future tense, predicts that ima(’a) should allow both present and past TPs. That is,
ima(’a) should be felicitous either when the evidence for the claim holds at the utterance time, or
when it held prior to the utterance time. This prediction is upheld, as shown in (10-11).
(10) Context: You hear pattering, and you’re not entirely sure what it is.
yugw=imaa=hl
wis
IMPF=EPIS=CN
rain
ʻIt might be raining.’
PRESENT TP
(11) Context: The Canucks were playing last night. You weren’t watching the game but you
heard your son sounding excited and happy from the living room where he was watching
the game, so you thought they were winning. You found out after the game that the
Canucks lost 20-0, and your son was happy about something else that his friend had told
him on his cellphone.
yugw=imaa=hl
xsdaa-diit
IMPF=EPIS=CN
win-3PL.II
PAST TP
‘They might have been winning.’ [according to my evidence last night]
The possibility of a past TP for epistemics in Gitksan is significant, given that many researchers
propose that epistemic modals scope over tense and receive their TP only from the evaluation
time (Cinque 1999, Stowell 2004, Hacquard 2006, 2009, Borgonovo and Cummins 2007,
Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria 2008, Zagona 2008, Van de Vate 2011, among others).
Gitksan on the contrary supports Condoravdi’s view that tense provides the TP.4
What about temporal orientation? Condoravdi’s analysis predicts that epistemic possibility
modals always allow future orientation, due to the inherent future semantics of the modal. Stative
predicates should in addition allow a present TO (see 5-6 above). Here, Gitksan diverges from
Condoravdi’s predictions. In Gitksan, epistemic modals show no evidence for an inherent future
semantics. On the contrary, the overt prospective aspect dim is both necessary and sufficient for
a future orientation of the modal. This is shown for an eventive in (12-13). Exactly the same
temporal facts hold for stative predicates; there is no Aktionsart effect.5
(12) yugw=ima’=hl
wis
IMPF=EPIS=CN
rain
‘It might have rained.’ / ‘It might be raining.’ / ≠ ‘It might rain (in the future).’
√ Context: You see the flowers looking fresh and damp and puddles.
√ PAST TO
√ Context: You hear pattering on the roof.
√ PRES TO
# Context: You hear thunder, so you think it might rain soon.
# FUT TO
(13) yugw=ima’=hl
IMPF=EPIS=CN
4

dim
PROSP

wis
rain

If no extra stipulations are added, this predicts that even in English, past TPs should be possible for epistemic
modals. This runs counter to the majority view in the literature, but see section 6 below.
5
The reportative epistemic modal gat similarly requires dim for a future orientation (i.e., when the time of the
described event follows the time of the report the speaker heard). See Matthewson (in press).
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≠ ‘It might have rained.’ / ≠ ‘It might be raining.’ / ‘It might rain (in the future).’
# Context: You see the flowers looking fresh and damp and puddles.
# PAST TO
# Context: You hear pattering on the roof.
# PRES TO
√ Context: You hear thunder, so you think it might rain soon.
√ FUT TO

I turn now to circumstantial modals, illustrating with the possibility modal da’akhlxw. (1416) show that da’akhlxw has pure circumstantial, ability, and counterfactual readings.
(14) nee=dii
wan=hl maa’y go’osun ii ap
da’akhlxw dim wan-t
NEG=CNTR sit.PL=CN berries LOC.here and EMPH CIRC.POSS PROSP sit-3SG.II
‘There are no berries around here, but they could grow here.’
(15) da’akhlxw-i-s
Henry dim jam-t
CIRC.POSS-TRA-PN Henry PROSP cook-3SG.II
‘Henry is able to cook.’ / ‘Henry was able to cook.’
(16) Context: You were watching the Canucks and at one point in the first period they were
up 2-1. At that point, they might have still won (but they didnʼt).
kʼay daʼakxw-diit
dim
xsdaa-diit, ii
ap
nee=dii
xsdaa-diit
still CIRC.POSS-3PL.II PROSP win-3PL.II and EMPH NEG=CNTR win-3PL.II
ʻThey still could have won, but they didnʼt win.ʼ (adapted from Condoravdi 2002)
Just like with the epistemics, we predict that da’akhlxw will allow both past and present TPs in
aspectually unmarked sentences. This is because the TP is given by the tense, which in Gitksan is
non-future. We thus predict that the relevant circumstances or ability should be able to hold at
any non-future time.
This prediction is upheld. (14) has a present TP, (16) has a past T.P., and (15) is accepted in
contexts corresponding to either present or past TPs. A further past TP case is given in (17).
(17) Context: You are talking about some land you used to have. I ask you ‘What was the soil
like? Could berries have grown there?’
da’akhlxw-i=hl
maa’y=hl
dim limxs-t
CIRC.POSS-TRA=CN berries=CN
PROSP grow.PL-3SG.II
‘Berries could have grown.’
What about temporal orientation for the Gitksan circumstantials? I briefly mentioned above
that both Condoravdi (2002) and Werner (2003, 2006) propose general mechanisms which
derive an obligatory future TO for (at least some) circumstantial modals. Condoravdi’s analysis
predicts that the counterfactual interpretation of da’akhlxw (as in (16)) allows only a future TO;
Werner’s analysis would predict only a future TO for all readings of da’akhlxw.
It turns out that da’akhlxw does allow only a future TO, in all its readings – but it encodes
this overtly via dim, which is always obligatorily present with da’akhlxw (whether the TP is
present or past). The future TO of da’akhlxw is illustrated in (18): an ability claim with a present
temporal perspective entails that it is possible for the event to happen after the utterance time.
(18) da’akxw[-i]-’y
dim ayee=hl
bax-’y
CIRC.POSS[-TRA]-1SG.II
PROSP go.fast=CN
run-1SG.II
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‘I can run fast.’
Rejected in context: You were a fast runner, but you’ve become permanently paralyzed.
The Gitksan facts provide preliminary evidence against a Werner/Condoravdi-style generalmechanism analysis. If future orientation followed for free from general conditions on
interpretation, why would we need to spell out that future orientation with an overt morpheme?
I have not yet discussed the potential for future temporal perspective with da’akhlxw.6 Can
da’akhlxw have a future TP, where the claim is about a possibility which does not yet hold at the
utterance time, but will hold in the future? If tense provides the TP for modals, we actually
predict that a future TP with da’akhlxw will require two dims: the lower dim which gives a future
TO, and a higher dim which gives a future TP. This prediction is upheld, as shown in (19).
(19) Context: He can’t cook now, but he will be able to cook (after taking a cooking
course).
dim
daʼakxw-i-t
dim jam-t
PROSP
CIRC.POSS-TRA-3SG.II PROSP cook-3SG.II
ʻHe will be able to cook.ʼ
In sum, we have seen that the circumstantial possibility modal da’akhlxw obligatorily cooccurs with dim, which gives a future temporal orientation. It allows either past or present
temporal perspective, and future TP just in case another dim precedes the modal. The same
temporal facts hold for the other circumstantial modals in Gitksan (the deontic possibility modal
anook and the general circumstantial necessity sgi). See Matthewson (in press) for those data.

4 Analysis
Based on the data given above, I argue that Gitksan modals have no inherent future orientation.
The prospective aspect marker dim can freely attach below any modal (this correlates with the
surface word order). When dim appears under a modal, it gives future orientation by placing the
described event time after the temporal perspective (which is provided by tense).
Since the modals are restricted to certain types of modality, I assume that the individual
modals are lexically restricted with respect to the modal bases they allow (Rullmann et al. 2008,
Peterson 2010, among others). Lexical entries for ima(’a) and da’akhlxw are given in (20-21).
(20) [[ ima(’a)MB ]] is defined only if MB is epistemic. If defined,
[[ ima(’a)MB ]] = λP ∈ D<i,st> λt λw . ∃w’ [w’ ∈ MB(w,t) & P(t)(w’) = 1]
(21) [[ da’akhlxwMB ]] is defined only if MB is circumstantial. If defined,
[[ da’akhlxwMB ]] = λP ∈ D<i,st> λt λw . ∃w’ [w’ ∈ MB(w,t) & P(t)(w’) = 1]
I have removed Condoravdiʼs future temporal extension [t,_) from the modal denotations, since
any futurity is contributed by dim. Condoravdi’s AT predicate is also unnecessary, since Gitksan
displays no difference between stative and eventive predicates with respect to temporal
6

Nor did I discuss it for the epistemic modals. A future TP for an epistemic modal gives a pragmatically odd
interpretation whereby the speaker is predicting that something will be compatible with/follow from their knowledge
at some future time. I have found these readings very difficult to elicit in Gitksan.
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orientation under modals.
We also need denotations for the various aspectual operators. Gitksan stacks aspectual
operators (e.g., prospective overtly co-occurs with imperfective). In order to keep a uniform
lexical entry for the aspectual morphemes (whether they are attaching directly to the VP, or to a
phrase which already contains an aspectual operator), I separate out the existential closure over
events which is usually part of aspectual heads (e.g., Kratzer 1998). Every clause will contain a
bleached ASP head, as in (22a), which is merely a type-shifter. Contentful aspectual operators
appear above ASP, and the modals appear higher still.7
(22) a. [[ ASP ]] =
λP<ev,st> λt λw . ∃e [P(e)(w) & (e) = t]
b. [[ dim ]] = λP ∈ D<i,st> λt λw . ∃t’ [t < t’ & P(t’)(w) = 1]
c. [[ yukw ]] = λP ∈ D<i,st> λt λw . ∃t’ [t’ t & P(t’)(w) = 1]
Let us now apply the analysis to some examples. (23) involves a present or a past TP, and a
present TO.
(23) yugw=imaa=hl
wis
IMPF=EPIS=CN
rain
‘It might be raining.’ / ‘It might have been raining [based on my evidence at that time].’
[[ima(’a)MB yukw ASP wis ]] = λt λw . ∃w’ [w’ ∈
rains](w’)(e) & (e) = t’]]]]

MB(w,t)

& ∃t’ [t’

t & [∃e [[it

If the NON-FUTURE tense gives a present Reference Time, (23) will assert that there is a world w’
which is epistemically accessible at the Utterance Time, such that it rains in w’ at a time which
includes UT. If NON-FUTURE gives a past RT, (23) will assert that there is a world w’ which is
epistemically accessible at that past RT, such that it rained in w’ at a time which includes RT.
(24) applies the analysis to a sentence with a present or past TP and a future TO.
(24) yugw=imaa=hl
IMPF=EPIS=CN
‘It might rain.’

dim
PROSP

wis
rain

[[ ima(’a)MB yukw dim asp wis ]] = λt λw . ∃w’ [w’ ∈ MB(w,t) & ∃t’ [t’

t & ∃t’’ [t’ <

t’’ & ∃e [[it rains](w’)(e) & (e) = t’’]]]]
If the NON-FUTURE tense gives a present RT, (24) will assert that there is a world w’ which is
epistemically accessible at UT, such that there is a time t’’ which follows a time t’ which
includes UT, such that it rains in w’ at t’’. The analysis works similarly for a past RT.8
Now we turn to cases with a past temporal orientation. Like future TO, past TO crucially
requires a precedence relation between two times: the time at which the modal base is calculated,
and the time of the potential event. To achieve past TO, I therefore postulate a null perfect
7

All circumstantial modals syntactically take scope over clauses containing aspectual heads (they are either higher
verbs, or predicate operators which introduce dependent clauses). I assume that the epistemic modals, which are
second-position clitics, also take scope over everything except tense.
8
This analysis of the interaction between the imperfective and the prospective is reminiscent of Copley’s (2002)
analysis of be going to.
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operator, as in (25) (cf. Van de Vate 2011). The sentence in (23), if interpreted with a null PERF,
receives the denotation in (26).
(25) [[ PERF ]] = λP ∈ D<i,st> λt λw . ∃t’ [t’ < t & P(t’)(w) = 1]
(26) [[ ima(’a)MB PERF yukw ASP wis ]] = λt λw . ∃w’ [w’ ∈ EPIS(w,t) & ∃t’ [t’ < t & ∃t’’ [t’’
t’ & ∃e [[it rains](w’)(e) & (e) = t’’]]]]]
With a present RT, (26) asserts that there is a world w’ which is epistemically accessible at UT,
such that there is a time t’ which precedes UT, and it rains in w’ at a time which includes t’. With
a past RT, we will get a doubly back-shifted reading, such that at some past RT, it was
epistemically possible that it rained before that RT.9
For circumstantial modals, the temporal facts are the same as for the epistemics, and the
analysis works in a parallel fashion. The only difference is that with circumstantials, dim is
obligatory, so only future-oriented interpretations arise. A double dim case is analyzed in (27).
(27) dim daʼakxw-i-t
dim jam-t
PROSP CIRC.POSS-TRA-3SG.II PROSP cook-3SG.II
ʻHe will be able to cook.ʼ
[[ dim da’akhlxwMB dim ASP jamt ]] = λt λw . ∃t’ [t < t’ & ∃w’ [w’ ∈

MB(w,t’)

& ∃t’’

[t’ < t’’ & ∃e [[he cooks](w’)(e) & (e) = t’’]]]]]
If NON-FUTURE gives a present RT, (27) asserts that there is a future time t’ and a world w’ which
is circumstantially accessible at t’, such that there is a time t’’ which follows t’, and he cooks in
w’ at t’’. Similar results obtain if NON-FUTURE gives a past RT.
The analysis of dim as prospective aspect correctly accounts for the Gitksan data. In
particular, it captures the facts that (a) dim allows ‘future in the past’ readings (see footnote 3);
(b) dim is necessary and sufficient for a modal to be future-oriented; (c) circumstantial modals
with future temporal perspective have double dim; and (d) dim takes away actuality entailments.
I turn to actuality entailments in the next section.

5 Actuality entailments
Actuality entailments are when a perfective/past tense circumstantial modal gives rise to an
entailment that the relevant event took place (Bhatt 1999/2006, Hacquard 2006, 2009, Mari and
Martin 2007, among others). A French example is given in (28). Hacquard (2006:13) notes that
‘[f]or [28] to be true, Jane must have taken the train in the actual world.’
(28) Pour aller au zoo,
to go to the zoo
9

Jane
Jane

a pu
prendre le train.
can-PAST-PFV take the train

(Hacquard 2006:13)

The reader might be wondering whether the null perfect operator incorrectly over-generates perfect readings in
unmarked sentences. Preliminary results suggest that although there are ways to facilitate perfect meanings
(elements roughly corresponding to ‘already’, ‘ever’, ‘yet’, etc.), aspectually unmarked sentences can be used in
contexts in which English would use either the simple past or the perfect.
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Gitksan da’akhlxw lacks actuality entailments, as shown in (29-30).
(29) da’akhlxw-’y dim
hahla’alsd-’y k’yoots, ii ap
nee=dii
wil-’y
CIRC.POSS-1SG.II PROSP work-1SG.II yesterday and EMPH NEG=CONTR be-1SG.II
‘I was able to work yesterday, but I didn’t.’
(30) da’akxw-i-s
Jane dim-t
yuxw=hl
train ji
yee-t
CIRC.POSS-TRA-PN
Jane PROSP-3SG.II follow=CN
train IRR
go-3SG.II
goo=hl Vancouver, ii
ap
nee
dii-t
yuxw=hl
train
LOC=CN Vancouver
and
EMPH NEG
CONTR-3SG.II follow=CN
train
‘Jane was able to take the train to get to Vancouver, but she didn’t take it.’
Hacquard’s (2006, 2009) analysis of AEs relies on the idea that perfective aspect comes with a
world argument.10 When perfective scopes over a modal in a matrix clause, the world argument
picks out the actual world, forcing the event to actually take place. Hacquard’s analysis accounts
for the fact that only some modals give rise to AEs, in terms of independently-motivated
syntactic differences. Epistemic modals and ‘true’ (addressee-oriented) deontics are located
above viewpoint aspect (and therefore don’t give rise to AEs), while ability modals, goaloriented modals, and subject-oriented deontics scope under aspect (and can give rise to AEs).
In Gitksan, there are no obvious relevant height differences between different types of
modals, and all the modals take complements which contain their own viewpoint aspect (see
footnote 7). So an analysis relying on differing heights of perfective aspect seems unlikely for
this language. What Gitksan suggests instead is that there is a correlation between prospective
aspect and the absence of AEs. Observe that AEs are the only case where a circumstantial modal
is not future-oriented (cf. Mari and Martin 2007). In (28) above, Jane’s ability/opportunity and
the actual taking of the train happen at the same time. And recall that the circumstantial modals
in Gitksan, which lack AEs, always co-occur with prospective aspect. These facts are accounted
for if prospective aspect removes actuality entailments. Or to put it more broadly, perhaps any
form of future orientation removes actuality entailments. This future orientation comes from
prospective aspect in Gitksan, and perhaps from the imperfective in languages like French.11
This idea requires us to assume that without prospective aspect, a circumstantial modal gives
rise to AEs. Interestingly, Kratzer (2011) has independently proposed exactly this for English.
She argues that circumstantial possibility modals use counterpart relations (cf. Lewis 1968).
They can co-occur with complements containing either perfective or prospective aspect (both of
which are phonologically null):12
(31) a. [[can]] = λR λx λt ∃x’ ∃t’ [<x’, t’> ∈ f(<x,t>) & R(x’)(t’)]

(Kratzer 2011)

b. [[ [perfective] ]] = λP λt ∃e [P(e) & e ≤ t]
c. [[ [prospective] ]] = λP λt ∃e [P(e) & e ≤ futuret]
Suppose for example that the sentence in (32) contains a perfective aspect. Kratzer’s analysis
10

See Bhatt (1999/2006) for an alternative non-modal analysis.
Thanks to Valentine Hacquard (p.c.) for discussion.
12
Modal alternatives are pairs of individuals and time-slices of worlds. ‘f(<x,t>)’ is short for the set of individualtime-slice pairs that are counterparts of <x,t>.
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gives rise to the meaning paraphrased below:
(32) Mary could climb those stairs yesterday.
‘There is a counterpart of Mary who lives in a world very much like ours, whose
circumstances yesterday exactly matched those of Mary yesterday, and who climbed a
counterpart of those stairs yesterday’ (Kratzer 2011).
Kratzer then observes that ‘Any counterpart of Mary whose circumstances exactly match those
of Mary at t does exactly what Mary does at t!’ Thus, we derive actuality entailments for
perfective circumstantial modals in the presence of perfective aspect.
Prospective aspect is predicted under this analysis to take AEs away. This is because when
prospective aspect is present, Mary’s counterpart is only asserted to have (had) the potential to
do something after the RT. This does not entail that she does it. We thus arrive at the four-way
set of possibilities in (33), with (33a,b) giving rise to AEs, and (33c,d) not giving rise to AEs.
(33) a.
b.
c.
d.

[Present
[Pastn
[Present
[Pastn

[Mary
[Mary
[Mary
[Mary

canλn
canλn
canλn
canλn

[Perf
[Perf
[Prosp
[Prosp

[xn
[xn
[xn
[xn

climb Everest]]]]
climb Everest]]]]
climb Everest]]]]
climb Everest]]]]

(Kratzer 2011)

The reader has probably already worked out the punch line to this comparison with Kratzer’s
analysis of English: Kratzer’s covert prospective aspect is overtly spelled out in Gitksan as dim.
The languages thus receive the same analysis, with Gitksan providing cross-linguistic support for
the idea that AEs are present unless removed by prospective aspect. In the next sub-section I turn
to some further cross-linguistic predictions.13

5.1 Cross-linguistic predictions of the analysis
I have argued so far that circumstantial modals inherently give rise to actuality entailments, and
that AEs are removed by prospective aspect. This analysis was independently developed on the
basis of Gitksan, where the prospective aspect is overt, and of English, where it is covert
(Kratzer 2011). There is however another difference between the two languages. Recall that in
Gitksan, prospective aspect is obligatory on all circumstantial modals; hence we never have AEs.
In English, prospective aspect is optional, according to Kratzer. This predicts that AEs may or
may not be present, depending on which covert aspect is chosen.
13

AEs arise with necessity modals, too; see for example Hacquard (2006:14). As we expect, the Gitskan necessity
modal sgi does not give rise to AEs, because it obligatorily co-occurs with dim:
(i) sgi

dim

t’ee’l-t
dim
ha’w-’y,
fast-3SG.II PROSP go.home-1SG.II
‘I was supposed to leave early, but I didn’t.’

CIRC.NECESS

PROSP

ii
ap
nee=dii
wil-’y
and EMPH NEG=CONTR do-1SG.II

If we adopt the counterpart analysis also for necessity modals, the three-way distinction between possibility,
necessity, and a non-modalized claim is semi-neutralized in the perfective aspect. In the perfective, a possibility
modal, a necessity modal, and a non-modal claim all entail that the event happened in the actual world. They differ
in whether the relevant agent was able to and did, had to and did, or simply did, perform the event (cf. discussion in
Hacquard 2006:67).
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This proposal makes a cross-linguistic prediction: whenever prospective aspect can be
removed, we will have actuality entailments. In particular, we should find that languages which
have overt, optional prospective aspect on circumstantial modals should display AEs just in case
the prospective aspect is not there. This prediction is supported by data from Blackfoot
(Algonquian).
In Blackfoot, the circumstantial possibility modal ohkott always gives rise to AEs in the
absence of prospective aspect (Davis et al. 2010, Reis Silva 2009a). This is true whether we have
perfective aspect, or imperfective:
(34) a.# omá isttoan iihkott / á-ohkott-ooht-yistsini-’p
om-istsi sitokihkiitaan-ists
DEM knife
CIRC.PFV / IMPF-CIRC-means-cut-UNSPEC DEM-PL pie-PL
kiwa
máát-ooht-yistsini-’p om-istsi sitokihkiitaan-ists
even.though NEG-means-cut-UNSPEC DEM-PL pie-PL
(Davis et al. 2010)
‘That knife can cut those pies, even though it wasn’t used to cut those pies.’
b. Context: Joe was climbing The Chief. He was almost at the top when he got a phone
call from his wife, who told him that she was going into labor. He rushed back down
the mountain to go to the hospital. He didn’t reach the top, but he could have.
# iihkott / á-ohkott-waamis-áát-oo-m
omi miistaki
CIRC.PFV / IMPF-CIRC-ascend-move-go.VAI-3>in DEM mountain
máát-waamis-áát-oo-m-aatsiks
annisk ot-óhkíímaan
NEG-ascend-move-go.VAI-3>INAN-3:NONAFFF.SG DEM
3-wife
ááwattamohsi-yíni-ayi
go.into.labour.VAI-3’-DTP
(Davis et al. 2010)
‘He was/is able to climb that mountain. He didn’t climb it; his wife was in labour.’
The presence of AEs even with imperfective aspect in Blackfoot is a puzzle for a Hacquard-style
analysis. However, AEs are removed in Blackfoot by the future morpheme áak (which is actually
a prospective aspect, parallel to Gitksan dim; see analysis in Reis Silva 2009b). This is just as
predicted by the current analysis.
(35) omá isttoan áák-ohkott-ooht-yistsini-’p
om-istsi
sitokihkiitaan-ists
dem knife PROSP-CIRC-means-cut-UNSPEC
DEM-PL
pie-PL
kiwa
máát-ooht-yistsini-’p
om-istsi
sitokihkiitaan-ists
even.though NEG-means-cut.UNSPEC DEM-PL
pie-PL
‘That knife can/will be able to cut those pies, even though it wasn’t used to cut those
pies.’
(Davis et al. 2010)
The analysis proposed here enables us to resolve the apparent paradox between the fact that
ohkott appears to be a modal (having a range of modal readings; Reis Silva 2009a), yet gives rise
to AEs in all cases which lack prospective aspect. It also brings to light a cross-linguistic
parallelism, because Blackfoot, with its optional overt prospective aspect, is an overt version of
Kratzer’s analysis of English. This is shown in Table 3. Table 3 also shows that there is a fourth
logically possible type of language, one which has obligatory, covert prospective aspect.
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Language
Actuality entailments are:
English
optional
Blackfoot
optional
Gitksan
absent
?
absent
Table 3: Cross-linguistic typology for AEs
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Because PROSPECTIVE is:
optional
optional
obligatory
obligatory

PROSPECTIVE

is also:

covert
overt
overt
covert

I would like to argue that St’át’imcets (Lillooet Salish) is an example of the fourth predicted
language type. Davis et al. (2009) show that the St’át’imcets circumstantial modal ka…a lacks
AEs, even when there is no overt prospective aspect:
(36) ka-q’ém-s=kan-a
aylh n-kál’wat=a,
t’u7 cw7áoz=t’u7
CIRC-swallow-CAUS=1sG.SUBJ-CIRC then 1SG.POSS-medicine=EXIS but NEG=ADD
múta7 kw=en=s=xát’-min’,
nilh s=7ús-ts-an
(Davis et al. 2009:218)
again DET=1SG.POSS=NOM=want-RED FOC NOM=throw.out–CAUS-1SG.ERG
‘I was able to swallow my medicine, but I didn’t want it any more, so I threw it out.’
St’át’imcets can thus be viewed as a null version of Gitksan – a language with obligatory
prospective aspect, albeit null. This means that all four expected possibilities are attested.

6 Consequences and remaining issues
The Gitksan modal data have implications for a range of theoretical issues; for space reasons I do
not have time to address these in depth. The first implication is actually the take-home message
of the paper, namely that in at least some languages, the future orientation of modals comes
neither from the lexical entry of the modal itself, nor from general mechanisms, but rather from a
separate prospective aspect which appears under the modal. This accords with Kratzer’s (2011)
independently-developed analysis of English.14
A second consequence of the Gitksan data concerns the possibility for epistemic modals to
have past temporal perspectives. The majority opinion in the literature is that epistemic modals
cannot scope under tense, and a large part of the motivation for this claim is the absence of pastTP readings for unembedded epistemics (Cinque 1999, Abraham 2001, Drubig 2001, Fagan
2001, Condoravdi 2002, Stowell 2004, Hacquard 2006, Borgonovo and Cummins 2007,
Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria 2008, Laca 2008, among others). However, Gitksan does
allow past TPs with epistemics, as shown in (11) above. The analysis I have proposed involves
the epistemic modal scoping under tense; we achieve this simply by removing the stipulation that
such scopal configurations are impossible. This may suggest that it is worth re-looking at the
minority of literature which argues that such readings are possible (e.g., Eide 2001, Boogaart
2007, von Fintel and Gillies 2010).
A third issue is the cross-linguistically stable preference or requirement for circumstantial
modals to be future-oriented. As noted above, Condoravdi (2002) and Werner (2003, 2006)
derive this result from universal general mechanisms. The discussion above suggests that there
are reasons to doubt this approach. First, we have seen that Gitksan overtly spells out the future
orientation in a separate morpheme; why would a language do this, if it followed for free?
14

It also accords with comments in Stowell (2006), who writes that ‘the future-shifting interpretation commonly
associated with modals is actually a covert FUTURE tense within the complement of the modal.’
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Second, some languages allow prospective aspect to be absent from circumstantial modals, with
a corresponding absence of future orientation (and presence of AEs); see the discussion of
Blackfoot above.15
Within the analysis advanced here, the question can be rephrased as why it is that
circumstantial modals prefer to co-occur with prospective aspect, rather than perfective. Kratzer
(2011) addresses this question. She observes that of the four possible combinations listed in (33)
above, the two with perfective aspect are both pragmatically odd. The present + perfective case
in (33a) is odd because it requires a very long present time stretch which can completely include
the event. And the past + perfective case in (33b) is odd because it gives rise to an AE, and the
meaning is very close to having no modal at all. What’s the point of having the modal, then?
Based on Gitksan, I propose that languages can elevate this pragmatic oddity into a
grammaticalized requirement for prospective aspect with circumstantial modals.
Finally, something which deserves further investigation is the possible connection between
Gitksan dim and a covert counterfactual modal proposed by Hacquard (2006). Haquard’s covert
CF introduces quantification over metaphysically accessible worlds, and a time interval that
expands into the future (Hacquard 2006:111). Hacquard proposes that the futurity contributed by
16
CF is overtly marked by the ‘conditionnel’ morphology usually associated with it. Interestingly,
Hacquard’s CF is like Gitksan dim in being a separate element which imparts future orientation to
certain overt modals. Hacquard also proposes that the covert CF is present even in cases like
(37a,b), which are not obviously counterfactual; this derives the desired future orientation:
(37) a.

b.

Elisabeth
Elisabeth

doit
must-PRES

prendre le train
take the train

Cette voiture
this car

peut
can-PRES

faire du 200 km/h
go 200 kph

(pour aller à Londres)
(to go to London)

(Hacquard 2006:109)

Hacquard raises the issue of whether the presence of CF in cases like (37) is an ad hoc feature of
her analysis. However, it is supported by Gitksan, which as shown above has an overt dim in
sentences corresponding to (37).17
My overall conclusion is that modals are not inherently future-oriented, in at least some
languages. Future research might reveal that the Gitksan pattern is valid in a wider range of
languages.
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S TANDARD FIXING AND CONTEXT MANIPULATION :
A N EXPERIMENTAL
INVESTIGATION OF DEGREE
⇤
MODIFICATION
YARON M C NABB
University of Chicago

1 Introduction
The core meaning of gradable adjectives involves a relation to a scalar concept on the basis of
which objects can be ordered (e.g. height, weight, cost). The focus of this study is the meaning
and use of gradable adjectives in their positive form, which lacks any overt degree morphology (1),
and the semantic input of intensifiers like very to the positive form (2).
(1)

a. The cord is short.
b. This table seems light.
c. The cheap coffee is surprisingly
good.

(2)

a. The cord is very short.
b. This table seems very light.
c. The very cheap coffee is surprisingly
good.

The meaning of the positive forms of the adjectives in (1) is typically tied to the context:
what counts as short, light, or cheap can vary, so the extension of short, light, and cheap is
correspondingly context dependent. In light of that, gradable adjectives can be characterized either
as context-sensitive properties (e.g. Klein 1980) or as relations between individuals and degrees
(e.g. Cresswell 1976, von Stechow 1984, Kennedy 1997). The goal of this study is to tease apart the
crucial distinctions between the two main views, utilizing an experimental paradigm that examines
the effect of context on the use of positive and intensified forms of various gradable adjectives.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the details of the two analyses are
discussed, followed by a description of the experimental task in Section 3, as well as the predictions
the two main views make for the task. The results of the experiments will be given in Section 4,
followed by the implications of the study and future directions (Section 5).
⇤I

am indebted to Chris Kennedy, Ming Xiang, and Mogran Sonderegger for all their help, ideas, and advice. I
would also like to thank Rebekah Baglini, Micha Breakstone, Anna Chernilovskaya, Peter Klecha, Rick Nouwen,
Francesca Panzeri, Galit Sassoon, Stephanie Solt, Assaf Toledo, and audiences at the University of Chicago, the
Annual LSA Meeting in Pittsburgh, and Sinn und Bedeutung16 in Utrecht for their valuable comments. Thanks to
SurveyGizmo for letting me use their online survey service. Any remaining inaccuracies and errors are my very own.
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2 Gradable adjectives and degree modification
2.1 The two competing analyses and relative adjectives
The VAGUE PREDICATE analysis (Klein 1980) treats gradable adjectives as vague properties,
which, like other predicates, denote functions from objects to truth values. The difference
between gradable adjectives and non-gradable adjectives is that the domain of gradable adjectives
is partially ordered with respect to some property that permits gradation, such as length, weight, or
cost. The gradable adjective denotes a function that induces a partitioning on a partially ordered
set into objects ordered above and below some point. For example, Figure 1 depicts the domain,
and the trees in the figure can form the comparison class in (3).

Figure 1: Partitioning of Trees into Tall and non-Tall Trees
(3) Ktall = { . . . , Tree D, Tree A, Tree C, Tree B}
For example, consider Figure 1, and suppose that the 20 feet line is the threshold, and every tree
taller than 20 feet is tall. In this context, Trees A, B, and C count as tall. Tree B can be described
as very tall, as it is tall in comparison with other tall trees (Trees A and C, in this case).1
(4)

posc (tall) = {Tree A, Tree B, Tree C}
Jvery(tall)K = JtallKc[X] , where X = posc (tall)

The fundamental difference between the vague predicate view and the SCALAR ANALYSIS
view (e.g. Cresswell 1976, Hellan 1981, Hoeksema 1983, Kennedy 1997), is that unlike the
vague predicate approach, which assumes that the domain of a gradable adjective has an inherent
ordering, most scalar analyses construct an abstract representation of measurement, a SCALE, and
define the interpretation of a gradable adjective in terms of this representation. The scale consists
of a set of points or intervals ordered by the relation , whereby each point represents a measure
or degree of A-ness. Under this analysis, gradable adjectives are relations between an object in a
domain and degrees on a scale. For example, tall in (5) denotes a measure function that takes an
entity (x) and returns its height, a degree (d) on the scale associated with the adjective.2
(5)

JtallK = λ dλ x.tall(x) = d

1 The

partitioning of the domain in gradable predicates actually involves three-way partitioning in order to account
for borderline cases , in which, for example, some trees are neither tall nor not tall. I abstract away from the extension
gap here in order to focus on intensification.
2 Kennedy (1997) argues that gradable predicates denote measure functions—functions from individuals to degrees
(type he,di), in contrast with the standard view that a gradable predicate is a function from degrees to properties of
individuals, type hd,eti (Cresswell 1976, von Stechow 1984, Heim 1985, Bierwisch 1989, Kennedy and McNally
2005b, inter alia). Since both views are scalar in nature, the comment about the derivation from the measure function
or relational meaning to a property meaning is valid for both.
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In order to determine whether the property denoted by the gradable adjective is true of an
individual, it has to be related to a degree on a scale that exceeds a contextually determined standard
of comparison. In the vague predicate analysis, the comparison class introduces the set partitioned
by the adjective. Following Cresswell 1977 et seq., I assume a null degree morpheme pos (for
POSITIVE FORM ), whose function is to relate the degree argument of the adjective to the standard
of comparison. The relation holds of a degree d just in case it meets a standard of comparison
for an adjective G with respect to a comparison class determined by C, a contextual variable over
properties of individuals. The composition of pos with the adjective tall returns the denotation of
a gradable predicate, as in (7).
(6)

JposK = λ Gλ x.∃d[standard(d)(G)(C ∧ G(d)(x)]

(7) JposK(JtallK) = λ x.∃d[standard(d)(JtallK)(C) ∧ JtallK(d)(x)]
Returning to Figure 1, suppose that the contextually-determined standard of tallness for trees
is 20 feet. Tree D will be mapped onto a degree (≈15 feet) smaller than the standard, and therefore
the sentence Tree D is tall would be false. On the other hand, Trees A, B, and C will be related to
points on the scale of tallness that are greater than the standard degree (40 feet for Trees A and C,
and 80 feet for Tree B) and therefore count as tall.
There are two plausible strategies to derive the intensified form of the gradable adjective under
the scalar analysis. The CONTEXT MANIPULATOR strategy is similar to the analysis of degree
modification in the vague predicate account, whereby Tree B can be described as very tall if its
comparison class consists of just the trees whose degree of tallness is greater than the contextuallysalient standard (e.g. 20 feet). Thus, as in (8) below, very A is true of an object if the degree to
which it is A exceeds a norm on the A-scale for a comparison class based on those objects that have
the property A in the context of utterance (Kennedy and McNally 2005a).
(8)

JveryKc = λ Gλ x.∃d[standard(d)(G)(λ yJpos(G)(y)Kc ) ∧ G(d)(x)]

(9)

JveryKc (JtallK)c = λ x.∃d[standard(d)(JtallK)(λ yJpos(JtallK)(y)Kc ) ∧ JtallK(d)(x)]

In the STANDARD FIXER view, on the other hand, a very tall tree would be mapped onto a
degree that is considerably greater than the degree of a tall tree. Note that the ‘considerably greater’
interval that sets very tall and tall apart would depend on a contextually-dependent very-standard
value, represented in (10) by the LARGE function (Kennedy and McNally 1999, Cresswell 1976).
(10)

JveryK = λ Gλ x.∃d[standard(d)(G)(C + d ∧ LARGE(d)) ∧ G(d)(x)]

(11)

JveryK(JtallK) = λ x.∃d[standard(d)(JtallK)(C + d ∧ LARGE(d)) ∧ JtallK(d)(x)]

While the vague predicate and the scalar analyses greatly differ in the semantic type they
ascribe to gradable adjectives like tall how they derive degree modification, they both rely on the
comparison class. However, Kennedy and McNally (2005a) show that not all gradable adjectives
are like tall; some adjectives map individuals onto scales with a fixed minimum or maximum
standard value irrespective of the context.3 In those adjectives, the potential role of the comparison
class can be set against a fixed standard and thus help adjudicate between the analyses.
3 Rotstein

and Winter (2004) refer to the two classes of absolute gradable adjectives discusses here (maximum and
minimum standard) as total and partial gradable predicates, respectively.
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2.2 Absolute adjectives
2.2.1 Minimum standard adjectives
Minimum standard adjectives relate a property to an individual just in case the individual has some
non-zero degree of that property. For example, a nail is bent only if it possesses some non-zero
degree of bend. Figure 2 depicts a possible domain that includes nails in various degree of bentness.
Nails B through G have some degree of bend, while Nail A doesn’t.

(a) Nail A

(b) Nail B

(c) Nail C

(d) Nail D

(e) Nail E

(f) Nail F

(g) Nail G

Figure 2: The Ordered Domain of Bent
The vague predicate analysis would treat minimum standard adjectives as it does relative
adjectives. The comparison class in Figure 2 is Nails A-G, and the partitioning can be intuitively
drawn somewhere between Nail A and Nail B. Since Nail A is below the cut-off point, the sentence
Nail A is bent is false, and because Nails B-G are above the threshold, they count as bent.
(12)

posc (bent) = {Nail B, Nail C, Nail D, Nail E, Nail F, Nail G}
negc (bent) = {Nail A}

However, under the vague predicate analysis, the domain could theoretically be partitioned in a
different way such that the threshold could be between, e.g., Nail B and Nail C (for example, if
one recycles used nails and looks for the nails that are too bent to be used again).
Since all types of gradable adjectives are assume to behave similarly under the vague predicate
analysis, then intensified minimum standard adjectives would be derived by context manipulation.
And so, in order for a nail in the domain to count as very bent, the comparison class is manipulated
so as to include only the nails that already count as bent, as expressed in the partitioning in (13).
And in comparison with the class of bent nails, a nail such as Nail E will have what it takes to be
very bent. Note, however, that there is no reference to the threshold between bent nails and very
bent nails, and a naive interpretation of this analysis would predict that Nails C and E could both
count as very bent. Thus, context manipulation in minimum standard adjectives seems semantically
vacuous.
(13) Jvery(bent)K = JbentKc[X] , where X = posc (bent)
posc (bent) = {Nail B, Nail C, Nail D, Nail E, Nail F, Nail G}
Under the scalar analysis, the nails are mapped onto a scale of degrees of bentness, and
each nail is associated with a degree on that scale. The property bent will be true of a nail
(or any other object) if it is related to a degree on the scale that exceeds the minimal point
(14). Unlike the standard in relative adjectives, the standard of minimum standard adjectives is
context-independent. Kennedy & McNally (2005) analyze minimum standard adjectives as in
(15), in which SA stands for the scale associated with the adjective, and mA is the measure function
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introduced by the adjective. In the AP denotation given in (16), bent combines with pos, and the
degree d satisfies the standard relation just in case it is greater than the minimum value of the scale
associated with the adjective, as shown in (16).
(14) JbentK = λ x.∃d[d " min(Sbent ) ^ bent(x) = d]
(15) JAPmin K = λ x.∃d[d " min(SA ) ^ mA (x) = d]
(16) JposK(JbentK) = λ x.∃d[standard(d)(JbentK)(C) ^ JbentK(d)(x)]
Under the context manipulator strategy for very, the computation of the very standard is a
function of the computation of the pos standard (17). Note, however, that the standard for
minimum standard adjectives is context-independent, and so the comparison class (as well as the
very standard) seems to yield the same semantics for bent and very bent.
(17) JveryKc (JbentK)c = λ x.∃d[standard(d)(JbentK)(λ yJpos(JbentK)(y)Kc ) ^ JbentK(d)(x)]
The context manipulator strategy under the scalar analysis, therefore, encounters the same
problem of semantic vacuousness as the vague predicate analysis does, and Kennedy & McNally
(2005) see it as the source of anomaly of some cases of minimum standard adjectives modified by
very. However, the many felicitous cases of minimum standard adjectives modified by very (e.g.
very bent nails) suggest that minimum standard adjectives (and, in fact, many absolute adjectives)
are ambiguous between an absolute and a relative reading. Under this view, very only modifies
minimum standard adjectives when used in their relative interpretation.
Under the standard fixer strategy, the intensifier meaning of minimum standard adjectives is
derived by fixing the standard associated with very bent in a similar way to how the standard
for bent is fixed. For example, a nail that is bent relates to a degree greater than 0 on the scale of
bentness, and a nail that is very bent relates to a degree on the scale of bentness that is ‘considerably
greater’ than 0. Under this view, the calculation of the positive-standard and the very standard
depends on different factors, as the minimum standard is context-insensitive.
(18) JveryK(JbentK) = λ x.∃d[standard(d)(JbentK)(C + d ^ LARGE(d)) ^ JbentK(d)(x)]

2.2.2 Maximum standard adjectives
Maximum standard adjectives denote properties that are true of an individual if the individual
possesses a maximal degree of the relevant property. Figure 3 depicts a possible domain that
includes doors in various degree of closedness. Doors A-F don’t have the maximal degree of
closedness, while Door G does.

(a) Door A

(b) Door B

(c) Door C

(d) DoorD

(e) Door E

(f) Door F

Figure 3: The Ordered Domain of Closed

(g) Door G
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Under the vague predicate view, the domain depicted in 3 is partitioned to doors that possess
the property closed and to doors that lack it. The comparison class is Doors A-G, and a strict
partitioning can be drawn between Door F and Door G.
(19)

posc (closed) = {Door G}
negc (closed) = {Door A, Door B, Door C, Door D, Door E, Door F}

As is the case with relative and absolute minimum standard adjectives, the partitioning of the
domain under the vague predicate analysis can be done differently. In a context in which the
cupboard door is closed just in case it’s closed enough as to conceal its contents, the domain can
be partitioned as in (20).
(20)

posc (closed) = {Door E, Door F, Door G}
negc (closed) = {Door A, Door B, Door C, Door D}

The meaning of intensified maximum standard adjectives would be achieved by manipulating
the comparison class, similarly to relative and minimum standard adjectives. A very closed door
would be compared to other closed doors, as illustrated in the denotation in (21). However,
the composition in (21) below predicts that a maximum standard adjective like closed could be
felicitously modified by very and thus would predict that (22) isn’t anomalous.
(21) Jvery(closed)K = JclosedKc[X] , where X = posc (closed)
posc (closed) = {Door E, Door F, Door G}
(22)

#Door G is very closed

But while closed cannot be felicitously modified by very, other maximum standard adjectives
can be modified without producing semantically anomalous sentences. For example, consider the
a domain that includes glasses in various degrees of fullness. If the comparison class includes only
glasses that are 3/4 full and fuller, then compared to these glasses, a 9/10 full glass would count as
very full. In sum, even though the vague predicate analysis seems plausible for the meaning and
vagueness of maximum standard adjectives, it doesn’t account for the lexical distinction between
maximum standard adjectives that can be felicitously modified with very, such as full, and ones
that are not, such as closed.
Under the scalar analysis, the doors are mapped onto a scale of degrees of closedness, and
each door is associated with a degree on that scale. In the case of the maximum standard adjective
closed, the standard for closed is, on the face of it, context-independent and set at the maximum
point of the scale (23).
(23) JAPmax K = λ x.∃d[d " max(SA ) = mA (x) = d]
As mentioned in the discussion of the vague predicate analysis of maximum standard
adjectives, there can be some room for tolerance of imprecision (an intuition that is experimentally
supported in Barner and Snedeker 2008, Syrett et al. 2009, Foppolo and Panzeri 2009). While the
vague predicate view accounts for imprecision by a context-sensitive partitioning of the domain,
the scalar analysis would include rigid semantics for maximum standard adjectives and then have
pragmatic principles to allow for imprecision (e.g. Lasersohn (1999)’s theory of PRAGMATIC
HALOS).
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Under the context manipulation view, if only the objects that are 100% full count as full, no
manipulation of the comparison class to include just the full objects is possible. The standard fixer
view likewise rules out the modification of maximum standard adjectives by very. And so, very
full, under the scalar analysis and both intensification strategies, is infelicitous.
However, it is quite easy to find occurrences of very modifying a maximum standard adjective,
which challenge the strict scalar view, as illustrated in (24).
(24)

a. Why does my bladder hurt when it’s very full?4
b. San Gabriel River runs very full this week.5

Kennedy and McNally (2005a) take this apparent contradiction as evidence that some maximum
standard adjectives have both relative and absolute uses. In the case of the glasses, the proposition
the glasses are very full implies the proposition the glasses are full, “indicating that whatever
standard is being raised, it is not the absolute one (Kennedy and McNally 2005a, 371).”
The goal of this study is to tease apart the crucial distinctions between the two main views
using an experimental paradigm that examines the effect of context on the use of positive and
intensified forms of various gradable adjectives. Both views predict an effect of context on the
use of both the positive and intensified forms for relative adjectives. In minimum and maximum
standard adjectives, however, the potential role of the comparison class can be set against a fixed
standard to illustrate the difference between the two views with respect to the effect of context on
the use of positive and intensified forms.

3 Methods
The goal of the experiment is to determine whether context, namely the composition of the
comparison class, affects the use of gradable adjectives in their positive and intensified forms,
taking very as a representative. An additional research question is whether distinct types of
gradable adjectives would be affected by the context differently.

3.1 Materials
Four types of adjectives were used in the experiment: (i) 8 relative adjectives, (ii) 7 absolute
minimum standard adjectives, (iii) 7 absolute maximum standard adjectives, and (iv) 8 colour
adjectives6 , to a total of 30 adjectives.
The relative adjectives used in this study were: tall, big, long, wide, thin, thick, short, and
small. For each adjective, seven picture stimuli depicting an object were created. The pictures
differed in the degree to which the depicted object had the property denoted by the adjective. For
relative adjectives, it was the degree of, for example, shortness, as illustrated in Figure 4.
The minimum standard adjectives used in this study were: curved, dirty, bent, bumpy, open,
fast, and slow.7 For minimum standard adjectives, the first stimulus depicted an object that lacks
4 Source::

http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20110226235828AAlCtOl
http://blogging.la/2010/12/20/san-gabriel-river-runs-very-full-this-week/
6 Unfortunately, there’s not enough space to discuss the colour stimuli results.
7 The adjectives fast and slow are classified as minimum standard because they pattern with other adjectives of this
type in their ability to be modified by slightly, e.g. slightly fast/slow. Relative and maximum standard adjectives cannot
combine with slightly (e.g. *slightly thin or *slightly clean), unless an expected maximum standard is contextually
devised (e.g. maximum of thinness or of cleanliness).
5 Source:
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Figure 4: The Shortness Continuum Used in the Experiment
the property, for example, a straight nail for bent, and the rest of the stimuli depicted nails in
increasing degrees of bentness, as illustrated in Figure 2 in Section 2.2.1. The target stimuli for
bent—as well as for the other adjectives—was always the fourth picture in that continuum; that is,
it always had some degree of the relevant property.
The maximum standard adjectives used in this study were: full, closed, clean, empty, straight,
flat, and smooth. In the absolute maximum adjectives, because the fourth largest degree in the
continuum of stimuli of, e.g., the adjective closed or clean was not the maximal degree, the target
item then never counted as closed or clean, as illustrated in Figure 3 in Section 2.2.2.

3.2 Design
In every stimulus, the target item was presented together with three other objects that differed from
the target object and from each other in their degree with respect to the relevant property. For
example, for the property tall, four ladders in varying degrees of tallness were shown, with one
ladder circled, as shown in the pictures in Figure 5.
Participants were then asked to describe the circled ladder, choosing only one sentence from a
list of four sentences. The instructions for the tall stimuli are given in (25). All of the stimuli had
the same sentences in the same order, with the object in the stimulus and the property in question
(tall, empty, etc.) varying depending on the stimulus.8
(25)

Choose the sentence that best describes the circled ladder in the picture above.
⇤
⇤
⇤
⇤

The circled ladder is tall.
The circled ladder is very tall.
The circled ladder is not tall.
The circled ladder is neither tall nor not tall.

In order to determine whether the context affects the use of gradable adjectives and degree
modification, the comparison class was manipulated with respect to a the circled target item,
which remained constant across context conditions. In the first context condition (Condition S,
for ‘small’), the target item has the smallest degree of the target property out of the four objects in
the stimulus (Figure 5a). In the second context condition (Condition M, for ‘middle’), the target
item had the third largest degree of the target property out of four objects (Figure 5b). In the third
context condition (Condition G, for ‘greatest’), the target object had the greatest degree of the
target property (e.g. the tallest) among four objects (Figure 5c).
8 Francesca Panzeri (p.c.) pointed out that the equation of four objects in the stimulus and four responses may cause
participants to map each object to a unique response. For example, the leftmost ladder could be mapped onto not tall,
the second from the left to neither tall nor not tall, the target, circled ladder to tall, and the rightmost ladder to very
tall. The response patterns presented in Section 4 show that this worry is not borne out.
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(a) Cond. S

(b) Cond. M

(c) Cond. G

Figure 5: The Three Conditions for Relative Adjectives
Participants saw all stimuli in all conditions. The stimuli were organized in three blocks, each
of the three conditions for the same target adjective was placed in a different block, and the blocks
as well as the stimuli were randomized.

3.3 Predictions
Both analyses predict an important role of context (here, the comparison class) in the use of relative
adjectives and degree modification. If participants calculate the standard according to the context
given to them in each stimulus, the ladder in Condition M will likely be described as ‘tall’, as it
is above the contextual standard or above the partition point for the objects that count as tall and
those that do not. Whether the same object is likely described as ‘very tall’ in Condition M depends
on what participants decide the standard is and whether the target ladder is tall in comparison with
the other tall ladders. In Condition G, the ladder is the tallest of the four, so as long as participants
fixed the standard or drew the partition between tall and not tall ladders below the target ladder, it
would be described as ‘tall’ or ‘very tall’.
The vague predicate analysis predicts that context would affect the use of minimum standard
adjectives and degree modification. Since the target object for minimum standard adjectives has
some degree of the relevant property (e.g. bentness), the two possible responses for minimum
standard adjectives are either the sentence ‘bent’ or ‘very bent’. But as discussed in Section 2.2.1,
the vague predicate analysis would also allow for an effect of context such that when the target
object is the least bent (Condition S), participants would be less likely to describe the nail as
bent. Likewise, under the context manipulation analysis, participants are more likely to use the
intensified form of adjectives in Conditions G and M than in Condition S, as degree modification
relies on the same contextual parameters that are involved in fixing the truth conditions for the
gradable adjectives.
Under the scalar analysis, however, there would be no effect of context on the use of the positive
forms of gradable adjectives. The two strategies of degree modification, on the other hand, make
slightly different predictions. Under this analysis, very’s semantic contribution is no different than
the contribution of pos, which provides the standard. Following Kennedy & McNally’s proposal
that cases in which very can modify a minimum standard adjective are in fact cases in which they
are interpreted as relative adjectives, an effect of context on the response rate of very A entails an
effect of context on the positive form as in relative adjectives.
If degree modifiers like very are standard fixers, the difference between a bent nail and a very
bent nail is the degree to which it is bent; any nails with some degree of bend would be described
as bent, but nails whose degree of bend is greater that a minimum standard for very bent, e.g. more
than 90 degrees bent, would be described as very bent, regardless of context.
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(a) Condition S

(b) Condition M

(c) Condition G

Figure 6: The Three Conditions for Minimum Standard Adjectives
As for maximum standard adjectives, under the vague predicate analysis, the comparison class
can partition the domain such that those objects that count as possessing the relevant property, e.g.
full, are not completely full, allowing for an effect of context. Recall that the target object never
had the maximum degree of the relevant property, e.g. the glass of milk is never completely full.
Participants are then more likely to describe the target glass of milk as full in Condition G, when
it’s the most full in the comparison class than in Conditions M and S, in which the fullest glass
in the comparison class, which is not the target object, is also completely full. Participants are
likewise more likely to use the intensified form in Condition G rather than in Conditions M and S.

(a) Condition S

(b) Condition M

(c) Condition G

Figure 7: The Three Conditions for Maximum Standard Adjectives
Under the scalar analysis, however, the target object never, strictly speaking, possesses the
relevant property. The prediction is therefore that, in aggregate, the use of the positive form of
maximum gradable adjectives is not likely. In addition, degree modifiers are incompatible with
maximum standard adjectives. If degree modifiers are context manipulators, since the maximum
standard is not strictly speaking context-sensitive, the adjective wouldn’t be modified, as the degree
to which the target object has the relevant property is mapped onto a maximum standard and
therefore cannot be further boosted. However, as discussed before, purported maximum standard
adjectives that are interpreted as relative adjectives could be modified by very, but then the response
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rate for the positive forms of those adjectives should match that of relative adjectives. If degree
modifiers are standard fixers they are likewise incompatible with maximum standard adjectives, as
the standard for the positive form is already at a maximum point, precluding a further boosting of
the maximum point on the associated scale.

3.4 Participants and procedure
30 native speakers of English from the University of Chicago community participated in this
experiment (mean age: 25.59; 20 females, 9 males, 1 unknown). The task was given in the form
of an online survey. Participants were remunerated for their participation.

4 Results
4.1 Relative adjectives
Recall that in the relative adjectives stimuli, the depicted objects didn’t include a reference for the
size of, e.g. the ladder (in the tall stimuli) or the sofa (in the wide stimuli). I hypothesize that
participants had to use the comparison class (i.e. the three other objects) in order to decide which
response most accurately describes the target object. Therefore, all four responses were possible.
The bar plots in Figure 8 show that in Condition G, in which the target project has the greatest
degree of the relevant property, most participants described the object as having the property,
judging from the total responses that entail A (i.e. A and very A): 82.08%. Among these responses,
48.33% participants described the target as very A and 33.75% described it as A. In Condition
M, still most participants described the object as having the property (60% total of A and very
A responses), and among those responses, more participants thought that the target object was A
(50.42%) than it was very A (9.58%). In Condition S, in which the degree of relevant property
was the smallest, most participants didn’t describe the target object as A or very A. Rather, almost
half of the participants described it as not A (44.58%) and some described it as neither A nor not A
(28.75%).

Figure 8: Responses for Relative Adjectives
In sum, the context condition had an effect on the choice of response (χ 2 (6, N = 30) = 374.18,
p < 0.001), such that participants were more likely to judge the target object as possessing the
property if it had the largest or the third largest degree rather when it was the smallest, in which
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participants were not likely to judge the object as possessing the target property. In addition,
participants were more likely to use very when the target object had the largest degree (Condition
G).

4.2 Minimum standard adjectives
In the stimuli for minimum standard adjectives, the target object always had some degree of the
relevant property. Therefore, the two possible choices should be A and very A.
The bar plots in Figure 9 show the indeed the great majority of participant judge the target
object to possess the relevant property, as the response rates for A and very A, both entailing A,
with a combined mean of above 98% in all conditions. However, participants were significantly
more likely to describe the object as very A (rather than just A) when the object had the greatest or
the third greatest degree, i.e. in Conditions G and M, respectively (R2 = 0.77, F(8, 12) = 9.52, p <
0.001).

Figure 9: Bar Plots of Responses for Absolute Minimum Adjectives
In conclusion, context had an effect on the choice between A and very A, but not on the other
responses (not A and neither A nor not A). That is, the vast majority of participants judged the target
object as possessing the relevant property, regardless of context condition. Participants’ choice of
the intensified form (very A), on the other hand, was affected by context, as they were more likely
to do so in Conditions G and M, in which the target object had the greatest or third greatest degree
of the relevant property, than in Condition S.

4.3 Maximum standard adjectives
The target object in the maximum standard adjective stimuli never had the maximum degree of
the relevant property and therefore would likely be judged as not A. Figure 10 shows that indeed
more participants described the target object as not A across conditions (61.43% in Condition G,
66.19% in Condition M, and 75.24% in Condition S). There was some effect of context (χ 2 (6, N
= 30) = 13.06, p = 0.04), which will be addressed when the responses for the individual adjectives
are discussed.
In conclusion, the effect of the comparison class is marginal in aggregate. While participants
in Condition S described the target object as not A than in other conditions, very few participants
(18.57% for A and 4.76% for very A) described the target as A even when it was the closest to
having the property (in Condition G).
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Figure 10: Bar plots of Responses for Absolute Maximum Adjectives

5 Discussion and conclusion
The goal of this study was to distinguish between the the vague predicate and scalar analyses by
examining the effect of the comparison class on participants’ use of positive and intensified forms
of gradable adjectives. Four types of adjectives were used: relative adjectives, minimum standard
adjectives, maximum standard adjectives, and colour adjectives.
For relative adjectives, there was an effect of context on the use of positive and intensified
adjectives. Thus, both analyses correctly predict that context would have an effect on the use of
positive and intensified gradable adjectives, as expected. For minimum standard adjectives, there
was no effect of context on the use of the positive form, but there was an effect of context on
the use of the intensified form. The surprising results for degree modification suggest that very
is context-sensitive—and more specifically, sensitive to the internal ordering of objects within the
comparison class—even when modifying context-insensitive adjectives. For maximum standard
adjectives, there was some effect of context on the use of positive and intensified adjectives but
this effect was stronger for some adjectives and their arguments, suggesting that the maximum
point on the scale depends on the argument the predicate combines with (e.g. straight for a road
vs. a rod)
In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that participants employ different strategies
for fixing the standard denoted by the gradable adjective and for using intensifiers, depending on
the different role of context in fixing the standard in various types of adjectives. The results as
a whole lend support to the scalar analysis, because it predicts that adjectives differ in the way
the standard of comparison denoted by the gradable predicate is calculated, whereas the vague
predicate analysis does not. When degree modification is concerned, very seems to behave like
a context manipulator, but the contextual parameters it calculates seem to differ depending on
whether it’s modifying relative or absolute adjectives. In relative adjectives, degree modification
relies on the calculation of the standard for the adjective, lending support to the context manipulator
analysis. In minimum standard adjectives, for which the standard is context-independent, degree
modification seems to be affected by the ordering of the members in the comparison class; not only
by the facts that they all possess the relevant property.
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ADVERBIAL COMPARATIVES: EVIDENCE FROM
MALAYALAM

*

MYTHILI MENON

University of Southern California

1 Introduction
There are two ways of forming comparatives in Malayalam as shown in (1)- the kaaɭ-um
comparative and the il-um comparative. On the surface, the kaaɭ-um/ kaaʈ-il-um1 comparative
takes a DP complement [enn-e ‘me-ACC’]. However, kaaɭ does not occur anywhere as a
postposition. In the il-um comparative, the DP standard of comparison is marked locative2.
(1) a. nina-kkə
enn-e kaaʈ-il-um/(kaaɭ-um)(kuuʈuttal)
you-DAT
me-ACC than-LOC-UM/than-UM more
‘You are taller than me’
b. nina-kkə
enn-il-um
you-DAT
me-LOC-UM
‘You are taller than me’

*(kuuʈuttal)
more

pokkam
tall

pokkam
tall

uɳʈə

uɳʈə (kaaɭ-um)
COP

(il-um)

COP

The difference between (1a) and (1b) can be seen in the case marker on the standard. In
(1a) the standard is marked accusative whereas in (1b) the standard is marked locative. Crucially,
(1b) requires an overt ‘more’, which appears optional with the kaaɭ-um construction. The twoway distinction in marking standards in comparatives is usually seen as a difference between a
phrasal versus clausal comparative. This syntactic distinction is often argued to reflect a semantic
*

I would especially like to thank Roumyana Pancheva, Rajesh Bhatt, Christopher Kennedy, and Barry Schein for
their invaluable comments. Thanks are also due to Jason Merchant, K.A Jayaseelan, Elena Guerzoni, the audiences
of Sinn und Bedeutung 16 and FASAL at UMass, Amherst where an earlier version of this work was presented. Any
remaining errors are solely mine.
1
kaaʈ-il-um is a colloquial variant of kaaɭ-um, the latter being a phonologically reduced form.
2
il is a locative marker.
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difference in the ‘mode of comparison’ (Kennedy 2007), i.e., whether comparison is between
individuals or degrees. In this paper, I will show that the two types of comparatives in (1) do not
correspond to a difference between phrasal and clausal comparatives. In fact each of the two
Malayalam comparatives may be phrasal or clausal. Rather, I argue that one of the comparatives
is strictly an adverbial comparative, even when it seemingly appears to be an adjectival or
nominal comparative. To arrive at this, In 1.1 I will begin by looking at the distribution of the
two comparative constructions.

1.1 The distribution of kaaɭ-um and il-um comparatives
1.1.1 Adjectival comparatives
The kaaɭ-um comparative and the il-um comparative can appear in both predicative positions
(1a,b) and attributive positions (2a,b):
(2) a. nii
enn-e
kaaɭ-um(kuuʈuttal) pokkam
you
me-ACC than-UM more
tall
‘ You are a taller person than me’
b. nii
enn-il-um
*(kuuʈuttal)
you
me-LOC-UM
more
‘You are a taller person than me’

pokkam
tall

uɭɭ-a manuʃyan
COP-REL person

uɭɭ-a
manuʃyan
COP-REL person

aaɳə (kaaɭ-um)
COP

aaɳə

(il-um)

COP

In (2a,b), the adjective ‘pokkam’ tall is attributed on the NP ‘manuʃyan’ via the
mediation of a non-finite copula to which the relativizing marker –a has attached3. The copula is
also sensitive to this alternation. The existential copula uɳʈə is used in (1) whereas the equative
copula aaɳə is used in (2). There is one more noticeable difference between (1) and (2) - the case
on the subject. In (1), the subject gets dative case, whereas in (2), the subject gets nominative.
Similar to (1), in the predicative position as well the ‘more’ is optional with kaaɭ-um.

1.1.2 Nominal comparison
Unlike the adjectival comparisons, in nominal comparison, both kaaɭ-um and il-um obligatorily
need the ‘more’ kuuʈuttal.
(3) a. njaan ninn-e kaaɭ-um
*(kuuʈuttal)
I
you-ACC than-UM
more
‘I ate more bananas than you’

pazham
banana

b. njaan nii
kazhi-cc-at-ine
kaaɭ-um
I
you eat-PAST-NOML-ACC than-UM
‘I ate more bananas than you ate ’

3

kazhi-ccu
eat-PAST

*(kuuʈuttal)
more

pazham
banana

(kaaɭ-um)

kazhi-ccu
eat-PAST

The way adjectives are formed in Malayalam and Dravidian in general is a controversial question. Amritavalli and
Jayaseelan (2003), Jayaseelan (2007) has claimed that Dravidian in fact has no adjective. See Menon (to appear) for
a recent analysis of the issue.
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(4) a. njaan ninn-il-um
kuuʈuttal
I
you-LOC-UM more
‘I ate more bananas than you’

pazham
banana

b. njaan nii
kazhi-cc-at-il-um
kuuʈuttal
I
you eat-PAST-NOML-LOC-UM more
‘I ate more bananas than you ate ’

(il-um)

kazhi-ccu
eat-PAST

pazham
banana

kazhi-ccu
eat-PAST

In addition to being a DP, the standard can also be a nominalized clause as in (3b) and
(4b). The nominalized verb is kazhi-cc-at ‘how much you had’ where ‘atə’ is a nominalizer. Note
that kaaɭ-um assigns accusative case to the nominalized form of the verb. In (4b) as well, the ilum attaches to the nominalized verb.

1.1.3 Adverbial comparatives
In adverbial constructions, only kaaɭ-um is licit. This is reminiscent of the genitive of
comparison in Greek which can only attach to the synthetic comparative form of a degree
adjective and not to adverbs of any kind (Merchant 2010).
(5) a. njaan ninn-e kaaɭ-um
I
you-ACC than-UM
‘I ran faster than you’

veegam
fast

b. njaan nii
ooʈ-unn-at-ine
kaaɭ-um
I
you run-PRES-NOML-ACC than-UM
‘I run faster than you ran’
(6) a. *njaan ninn-il-um
kuuʈuttal
I
you-LOC-UM
more
‘I ran faster than you’

veegam
fast

b. * njaan nii
ooʈ-unn-at-il-um
I
you
run-PRES-NOML-LOC-UM
‘I ran faster than you ran’

(kaaɭ-um)

ooʈ-i
run-PAST

veegam
fast

ooʈ-i
run-PAST

ooʈ-i
run-PAST

kuuʈuttal
more

veegam
fast

(*il-um)

ooʈ-i
run-PAST

1.1.4 VP comparatives
Similar to nominal comparatives, VP comparatives require ‘more’, both with kaaɭ-um and il-um.
‘More’ is obligatory with VPs since they are not inherently gradable, thus ‘more’ contributes a
measure function and introduces the degree argument.

(7) a. john-inə
mary-e
kaaɭ-um kuuʈuttal
syntax iʃʈam aaɳə
john-DAT
mary-ACC than-UM more
syntax like COP
‘John likes syntax more than Mary’
b. john-inə
mary-il-um kuuʈuttal
syntax
iʃʈam aaɳə
john-DAT
mary-LOC-UM more
syntax
like COP

(kaaɭ-um)

(il-um)
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‘John likes syntax more than Mary’

1.1.5 Measure phrase comparatives
In measure phrase comparatives, only il-um is licit. The inability of measure phrases such as
‘five feet’ to be case marked prohibits kaaɭ-um from assigning accusative case in (8b).
(8)a. john-inə anja aʈiy-il-um
kuuʈuttal
john-DAT five feet-LOC-UM more
‘John is taller than five feet’
b. * john-inə anja aʈiy-e kaaɭ-um
john-DAT five feet-ACC than-UM

pokkam
tall

kuuʈuttal
more

(il-um)

uɳʈə
COP

pokkam
tall

uɳʈə

(*kaaɭ-um)

COP

1.1.6 Inanimate comparison
il-um cannot be used for inanimate comparisons. There are other instances of animacy
restrictions in the language. Plural marking is restricted only to [+animate] DPs and so is
accusative case marking. Given this, we would predict inanimates to occur with il-um
comparatives and not with kaaɭ-um comparatives, since kaaɭ-um always has to assign accusative
case and inanimates anyway need not be obligatorily case marked. In fact, we see the opposite of
this. Kaaɭ-um is allowed with inanimates and il-um is not.

kaaɭ-um
than-UM

pokkam
tall

b. *ii
maratt-inə
aa
maratt-il-um kuuʈuttal
this tree-DAT
that
tree-LOC-UM MORE
‘This tree is taller than that tree’

pokkam
tall

(9) a. ii
maratt-inə
aa
marattin-e
this
tree-DAT
that
tree-ACC
‘This tree is taller than that tree’

c. ii
pustakatt-inə aa
pustakatin-e
this
book-DAT
that
book-ACC
‘This book is thicker than that book’

kaaɭ-um
than-um

d. *ii
pustakatt-inə aa
pustakatt-il-um
this book-DAT
that
book-LOC-UM
‘This book is thicker than that book’

uɳʈə

kaʈʈi uɳʈə
thick COP

kuuʈuttal
more

(kaaɭ-um)

COP

uɳʈə

(il-um)

COP

(kaaɭ-um)

kaʈʈi uɳʈə
thick COP

(il-um)

Outside comparatives, inanimates can occur with the locative marker. Thus the animacy
restriction with il-um is only in the case of comparative structures.
(10) pustakatt-il-um
maʃi viiɳu
book-LOC-UM
ink
fall-PAST
‘The ink fell even on the book’
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The crucial points of difference between the two comparatives lie in the presence and
absence of ‘more’, and the inability of il-um comparative to combine with adverbials.

2 Background assumptions
There are two kinds of comparatives- clausal comparatives and phrasal comparatives. The
analysis of clausal comparatives has become fairly standard (Bresnan 1973, Heim 2000) and is
known as the process of comparative deletion. In (11), an example of the clausal comparative,
the LF has a wh-operator that binds a variable d1-tall. At the PF, the wh-operator is not
pronounced and the variable is deleted:
(11) a. Mary is taller than John is
a’. LF: Mary is taller [PP than [CP wh1 John is d1-tall]]
a’’. PF: Mary is taller [PP than [CP Ø John is d1-tall]]
Phrasal comparatives have remained a matter of dispute in recent literature. There are two
opposing analyses. The direct analysis (Hanckamer 1973, and more recently Bhatt and Takahashi
2007) postulates that the complement of the than-phrase is a DP. Here the comparative than
semantically composes with an individual. The lexicon has two thans, one selecting a clausal
complement and the other selecting a DP. The second approach is the reduced clause analysis with
two variants- the reduced full clause analysis (Bresnan 1973, Hackl 2000, Lechner 2004, and
Merchant 2001) and the reduced small clause analysis (Pancheva 2006, 2009). Both variants
contend that the complement of the than-phrase is a clause and reduction of the clause involves
ellipsis. In the reduced full clause analysis, the wh-operator is unpronounced and the variable is
elided, along with the ellipsis of the subordinated predicate. In the reduced small clause analysis,
the than-phrase selects a small clause, and the wh-operator and the variable are elided.
(12) a. Mary is taller than John
Direct Analysis
a’. LF and PF: Mary is taller [PP than [DP John]]
Reduced full clause analysis
b. LF: Mary is taller [PP than [CP wh1 John is d1-tall]]
b’. PF: Mary is taller [PP than [CP Ø John is d1-tall]]
Reduced small clause analysis
c. LF: Mary is taller than [SC wh1 John d1-tall]
c’. PF: Mary is taller than [SC John wh1 d1-tall]
Semantically, this distinction is encoded using different semantic types in the standard.
Degree comparison expects a standard that is already a degree of type d whereas individual
comparison takes a standard of type e and deriving a degree by applying the meaning of the
gradable adjective to the individual. Given this, does kaaɭ-um and il-um correspond to the
distinction between a clausal and a phrasal comparative?

2.1 Are Malayalam comparatives clausal or phrasal?
It is very tempting to analyze kaaɭ-um and il-um as instantiating the clausal and phrasal
distinction since they are two different markers. Slavic languages distinguish this difference with
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two different markers. In Polish, the markers are niż (clausal) and od (phrasal) (examples from
Pancheva (2009)).
(13) a.

b.

Jan wazy wizcej niż Agnieszka
(wazy).
Jan weighs more than Agnieszka-NOM (weighs)

(Polish niż)

Jan wazy wizcej od
Agnieszki.
Jan weighs more from Agnieszka-GEN
‘Jan weighs more than Agnieszka (does).’

(Polish od)

In Malayalam, each of the kaaɭ-um and il-um comparatives can be clausal or phrasal.
When a clause appears as the standard ((3b) and (4b) repeated here below), the clause appears
with nominal properties. This nominalization is a typical property of Dravidian languages and is
an embedding strategy4.
(14) a. njaan nii
kazhi-cc-at-ine
kaaɭ-um
I
you eat-PAST-NOML-ACC than-UM
‘I ate more bananas than you ate ’
b. njaan nii
kazhi-cc-at-il-um
kuuʈuttal
I
you
eat-PAST-NOML-LOC-UM more
‘I ate more bananas than you ate ’

kuuʈuttal
more

pazham
banana

kazhi-ccu
eat-PAST

pazham
banana

kazhi-ccu
eat-PAST

Moreover in (15) which can only be expressed as a clausal comparative, the clause
appears nominalized. The nominalization is also seen in correlative constructions as in (16).
(15) a. john-inə
njaan vicaaric-at-ine
kaaɭ-um
john-DAT
I
think-NOML-LOC-UM more
‘John is taller than I expected’

pokkam
tall

b. john-inə
njaan vicaaric-at-il-um
kuuʈuttal
john-DAT
I
think-NOML-LOC-UM more
‘John is taller than I expected’

pokkam
tall

uɳʈə
COP

uɳʈə
COP

(16) a. [marykk-ə
ethrə pokkam uɳʈə][john-inə atin-e kaaɭ-um
pokkam
mary-DAT how much tall COP john-DAT that much-ACC than-UM tall
‘John is taller than Mary’
b. [marykk-ə
mary-DAT

ethrə

pokkam uɳʈə][john-inə ati-il-um

how much tall

COP

4

Many thanks to Rajesh Bhatt for bringing this to my notice.

COP

kuuʈuttal pokkam uɳʈə]

john-DAT that much-LOC-UM more

‘John is taller than Mary’

uɳʈə]

tall

COP
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Thus, the kaaɭ-um comparative and the il-um comparative can both express clausal and
phrasal comparison and the difference in the markers cannot be taken as an indication of the
different semantic strategies. Are kaaɭ-um or il-um then equivalent to than phrases or are they
more closely related to instances of “contextual” or “implicit” comparison in English as argued
by Beck et al (2004) for Japanese, (see also Kennedy 2007)?

2.2 Comparison as implicit or contextual
Kennedy (2007) argues for a distinction between comparatives in Japanese and in English by
appealing to inherent context dependence and implicit ordering properties of the unmarked
positive form. The positive form is semantically context dependent and lacks overt degree
morphology. Thus, implicit comparison is an ordering between objects x and y with respect to a
gradable property g such that the positive form is true of x and false of y.
The semantics of implicit comparison can be seen by looking at English constructions
involving the positive form of the adjective and adverbial modifications such as compared to,
and with respect to. “Compared to” can appear with both the positive and comparative version of
an adjective.
(17) a. Compared to John, Mary is tall.
b. Compared to John, Mary is taller.
If A is the positive form of a gradable adjective then compared to constructions have the
following truth conditions (Kennedy 2007, 49):
(18)

[|compared to y]] ([[A]]) is true of x in a context c iff [[A]] is true of x in any context c′
just like c except that the domain includes just x and y.

The semantics of implicit comparison thus construed entails that when x is A compared to
y, y is not A or in other words, when John is tall compared to Mary implies that Mary is not tall.
To test this, I will use diagnostics from Kennedy (2007) and show that the difference between
kaaɭ-um and il-um comparatives is not that of implicit versus explicit comparison.

2.2.1 Kennedy’s (2007) diagnostics for implicit and explicit comparison
Explicit comparison requires only an asymmetric ordering between degrees to which the object
possesses that property. On the contrary, in implicit comparison “Compared to x, y is A”
commits the speaker to the truth of “x is A” and the falsity of “y is A”. Kennedy (2007) calls this
‘crisp judgments’. In (20), the implicit comparison forces long to be true of both the 600-word
essay and the 597-word essay. This is infelicitous since the non-trivial partitioning of the domain
is violated.
(19) a. Context: a 600-word essay and a 200 word essay
a’. This essay is longer than that one.
b’. Compared to that essay, this essay is long.
(20) a. Context: a 600-word essay and a 597 word essay
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a’. This essay is longer than that essay.
b’. #Compared to that essay, this essay is long.

If kaaɭ-um and il-um are similar to compared to, we expect the equivalent of (20b’) to be
infelicitous. The comparable construction in Malayalam (21a) is acceptable in the described
context with kaaɭ-um and without an overt ‘more’5.
(21) a. Context: a 600 word essay and a 597 word essay
a’. ii upanyaasam aa
upanyaasattin-e
this essay
that essay-ACC
‘This essay is longer than that essay’

kaaɭum
than-UM

valiy-atə
big-NOML

aaɳə
COP

Secondly, compared to in English has a wide distribution and it can occur with
superlatives. This is not true for kaaɭ-um or il-um.
(22) a. *avar-e
kaaɭ-um, john-inə aaɳə
they-ACC than-UM
john-DAT COP
‘John is tallest than them’
b. *avar-il-um,
john-inə
they-LOC-UM john-DAT
‘John is tallest than them’

aaɳə
COP

ettavum
most

ettavum
most

pokkam
tall

pokkam
tall

uɭɭ-atə
COP-NOML

uɭɭ-atə
COP-NOML

The last diagnostic looks at measure phrases and their interaction with the positive form.
Differential Measure phrases cannot appear in compared to constructions without ‘more’. In
explicit comparison, measure phrases denote the difference between two degrees on a scale. The
composition of the measure phrase and a gradable adjective results in a predicate that is not
context dependent and implicit comparisons should be rendered infelicitous. This prediction is
again not borne out in Malayalam.
(23) a. ninakkə
enn-e
kaaɭ-um
you-DAT
me-ACC than-UM
‘You are 10 cms taller than me’

pattu
ten

b. ninakkə enn-il-um pattu centimeter
you-DAT me-LOC-UM ten
centimeter
‘You are 10 cms taller than me’

centimeter
centimeter

pokkam
tall

uɳʈə

kuuʈuttal
more

pokkam
tall

uɳʈə

COP

COP

The diagnostics above show that the kaaɭ-um and il-um constructions behave like
comparatives with than phrases and not compared to constructions. Thus, they must involve
explicit comparison. Moreover, there is another “compared to” construction, which can be used
for implicit construction.
(24) a. ninn-e
5

vaccə nokk-um-poɭ eni-kkə

pokkam

Because il-um always needs an obligatory ‘more’, this test cannot be used.

uɳʈə
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you-ACC
keep look-UM-WHEN I-DAT
tall
COP
‘Compared to you, I am tall’ (literally:‘When I compare myself to you, I am taller’)
b. ningaɭ ellavarey-um vaccə nokk-um-poɭ eni-kkə
you-PL everyone
keep look-UM-WHEN I-DAT
‘Compared to all of you, I am the tallest’

ettavum pokkam
most
tall

uɳʈə
COP

I have shown that the distinction between the two comparatives is not syntactic- a phrasal
comparative versus clausal comparative, nor is it context dependence- implicit versus explicit. In
the next section, I will analyze the il-um comparative as an adverbial comparative and motivate
this semantically and syntactically.

3 The analysis
I am essentially going to claim that the il-um comparative is always an adverbial comparative
and thus express meanings similar to (25). I will follow Nakanishi (2004) who proposes a
measure function following Hackl’s (2001) MANY that associates degrees with events. Crucially,
these are defined for domains that may be non-trivially ordered and their measurements are
monotonic (Nakanishi 2007).
(25) a. John is tall [more than Mary is].
b. John ate apples [more than Mary did].
To illustrate, consider the following scenario describing John and Mary’s banana-eating
habits.
(26) Context: John and Mary love eating bananas. John eats a banana every day. Mary only eats
bananas three times a week, and she eats 3 bananas on those days. Thus, in a given week, John
eats 7 bananas total and Mary eats 9.

Mary

(3 * 3= 9 bananas)
T

M

T

Th

W

Th

Sa

F

Sa

Su

(7 * 1= 7 bananas)
John
A. #John mary-e kaaɭ-um kuuʈuttal
pazham
john mary-ACC than-UM more
banana
‘John ate more bananas than Mary’
(False: John did not eat more bananas than Mary)
B. John

mary-il-um

kuuʈuttal

pazham

kazhi-ccu
eat-PAST

kazhi-ccu
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John mary-LOC-UM more
banana
eat-PAST
‘John ate bananas more (often) than Mary’
(True: Since, there were more events of John eating bananas than Mary eating bananas)

Given the context in (26), the kaaɭ-um comparative is infelicitous since John ate only 7
bananas whereas Mary ate 9. There are however more events of John eating bananas than Mary
since he ate a banana every day which makes the il-um comparative felicitous. Here, the VP is
taken to denote a plurality of events and John and Mary are taken to satisfy the predicate more
than once. This suggests that monotonicity constrains the adverbial ‘more’ the same way as it
does in the nominal ‘more’. Following Hackl (2000, 2001), I assume that the nominal determiner
‘more’ decomposes into a measure function ‘MUCH/MANY’ and the comparative quantifier –er.
MANY involves a non-trivial, orderly mapping of individual sums to degrees of cardinality and –
er compares the maximum degrees of NPs. The semantics for the determiners are given below,
where µ is a measurement along a non-cardinal scale, e.g., amount, temporal/spatial length.
(27) a. [|much|] = λd ∈Dd . λx ∈ De . µ (x) = d
(determiner ‘much’)
b. [|many|] = λd ∈Dd . λx ∈ De . |x| = d
(determiner ‘many’, from Hackl 2001)
c. [|much|] = λd ∈Dd . λe ∈ Dv . µ (e) = d
(adverbial ‘much’)
d. [|many|] = λd ∈Dd . λe ∈ Dv . |e| = d
(adverbial ‘many’, from Nakanishi 2004)
e.[|-er|] = λD ∈ D<d,t> . λD′ ∈ D<d,t> . max(D′) > max(D)
The kuuʈuttal ‘more’ is the overt instantiation of ‘much/many + -er’. kuuʈuttal is the
comparative form of kuree which means ‘a lot’. Similarly, kuravu ‘less’ is also formed from the
same root ‘kur’. In an adverbial comparative therefore the ‘more’ always has to be obligatorily
present. In kaaɭ-um comparatives the ‘more’ is not obligatory since the adjective is gradable and
the nominal ‘more’ is obligatory while doing nominal comparisons.
(28) a. John ate more bananas than Mary.
b. [ λd. John ate d-MANY bananas] [-er [than [ λd. Mary ate d-MANY bananas]]
c. The number of bananas that John ate exceeds the number of bananas that Mary ate
d. John ate bananas more than Mary
e. [ λd. John ate bananas d-MANY (times)] [-er [than [ λd. Mary ate bananas d-MANY (times)]
f. The number of events of John eating bananas exceeds the number of events of Mary eating
bananas
Thus, there is a plurality of events in (28d) ranging over degrees of cardinality. The
measure function incorporated into ‘more’ maps all the individual denotations to the degree one.

3.1 Adverbial vs determiner ‘more’
The verbal domain has been shown to be similar in respects to the nominal domain. The
count/mass distinction has been said to parallel telicity in the verbal domain (Krifka 1989,
Rothstein 2004). To further show that there is indeed a semantic difference between the two
comparatives, I will use three diagnostics from Wellwood et al (To appear).
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The first diagnostic comes from telicity. Perfective telic predicates like ‘reach the top’
and ‘climb the mountain’ cannot combine with adverbial ‘more’ because they denote singular
events. This is paralleling the ungrammaticality of the nominal determiner ‘more’ in the nominal
domain. Our prediction that il-um comparative should not combine with perfective telic
predicates is borne out.
(29) a. *Yesterday, John climbed the mountain more than Mary did.
b. *raaman
sitay-il-um kuuʈuttal
malay-ute
mukalil
raman
sita-LOC-UM more
hill-GEN
top
‘Raman reached the top of the mountain more than Mary’

ethi-iʈʈ-uɳʈə
reach-PERF-COP

The scale for comparison of perfective and progressive marked atelic predicates is
variable and constrained by monotonicity. Thus, in (30) the comparative measure maybe by
cardinality, temporal duration, or length of spatial path.
(30) a. Last Monday, John ran in the park more than Mary
b. raaman
sitay-il-um kuuʈuttal
raman
sita-LOC-UM more
‘Raman ran more than Sita’

ooT-iʈʈ-uɳʈə/ooʈ-uka-aaɳə
run-PERF-COP/run-INF-COP

The last diagnostic, tests the scale for comparison of VPs with
terms of cardinality.

IMPF-HAB

morphology in

(31) a.. In those days John ran in the park more than Mary did
(John ran in the park more often/more times than Mary did)
b. raaman
sitay-il-um kuuʈuttal
ii
cinema
kaaɳ-um (Habitual)
raman
sita-LOC-UM more
this
cinema
see-UM
‘Raman watches the film more than Sita’ (Raman watches the film more often/more times
than Sita’)
In (31b), the only reading available is in terms of cardinality, i.e. there were more events
of Raman watching the film than Sita.

3.2 Structural considerations
I have shown in the previous sections that the two comparatives behave differently semantically.
In this section, I will consider some structural differences between them suggesting they are
indeed two different entities. Malayalam is a language which has scrambling. When the thanphrase and the standard of comparison are scrambled in the kaaɭ-um comparative, they can be
done so separately.
(32) a. vidhyaarthi-kaɭ professor-maar-e
kaaɭum
student-PL
professor-PL-ACC
than-UM
‘Students visited more cities than professors’

kuuʈuttal nagaraŋŋal sandarshi-ccu
more
city-PL
visit-PAST
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(Literally: Students visited more cities than professors visited cities)
b. vidhyaarthi-kaɭ
professor-maar-il-um kuuʈuttal
nagaraŋŋal
student-PL
professor-PL-LOC-UM more
city-PL
‘Students visited more cities than professors’
(Literally: Students visited cities more than professors visited cities)

sandarshi-ccu
visit-PAST

In il-um comparatives, on the contrary, scrambling is allowed only if the standard of
comparison is moved along with the than-phrase.
(33) a. [professor-maar-e
kaaɭ-um
kuuʈuttal]vidhyaarthi-kaɭ nagaraŋŋal sandarshi-ccu
professor-PL-ACC
than-UM
more
student-PL
city-PL
visit-PAST
‘More students than professors visited the cities’
b. [professor-maar-e
kaaɭ-um]
vidhyaarthi-kaɭ kuuʈuttal nagaraŋŋal sandarshi-ccu
professor-PL-ACC
than-UM
student-PL
more
city-PL
visit-PAST
‘Students visited more cities than professors’
c. [professor-maar-il-um
kuuʈuttal] vidhyaarthi-kaɭ
professor-PL-LOC-UM
more
student-PL
‘Students visited more cities than professors’
d. *[professor-maar-il-um]
professor-PL-LOC-UM

vidhyaarthi-kaɭ
student-PL

nagaraŋŋal
city-PL

kuuʈuttal nagaraŋŋal
more
city-PL

sandarshi-ccu
visit-PAST

sandarshi-ccu
visit-PAST

This suggests that in il-um comparatives the ‘more’ and the than-phrase form a
constituent unlike in kaaɭ-um comparatives. The second structural test is pied piping which is
allowed with kaaɭ-um, and not with il-um.
(34) a. innale
aar-e
kaaɭ-um nallavaɳam mary guitar vayi-ccu?
yesterday
who-ACC than-UM
better
mary guitar read-PAST
‘Yesterday, who did Mary play the guitar better than?’
b. *innale
aar-il-um
kuuʈuttal
john
pazham
yesterday
who-LOC-UM more
john
banana
Intended: ‘Yesterday, more than whom did John eat bananas?’

kazhi-ccu
eat-PAST

This suggests that in (34a) extraction is possible since the than-clause is a PP. However, in
(34b) an adverbial is an island for extraction and thus pied piping is not allowed.
(35) a. Yesterday, John ate more bananas [PP than Mary]

(nominal)

b. Yesterday, who did John eat more bananas than?

(36) a. Yesterday, John ate bananas [∆ more than Mary]

(adverbial)
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b* Yesterday, who did John eat bananas more than?
The last diagnostic comes from reflexives and their inability to be standards with
adverbials. This is borne out by the il-um comparative.
(37) a. aar-kk-um
tann-e
kaaɭ-um
who-DAT-UM himself-ACC than-UM
‘No one is taller than himself’
b. *aar-kk-um tann-il-um
who-DAT-UM himself-LOC-UM

pokkam
tall

kuuʈuttal
more

illya
NEG

pokkam
tall

illya
NEG

4 Conclusion
In this paper, I have closely looked at the two different comparative constructions in Malayalam
arguing that the distinction between the two comparatives is not a phrasal versus clausal
distinction, or an implicit versus explicit comparison. The il-um comparative is always an
adverbial comparative requiring an obligatory ‘more’ which decomposes into ‘MUCH/MANY’ and
–er. Thus, kaaɭ-um- (‘more’) + standard quantifies over the degree argument of gradable
predicates, or the degree argument introduced by the ‘MUCH/MANY’ measure function relating
individuals and degrees. The il-um – ‘more’ + standard quantifies over the degree argument
introduced by a ‘MUCH/MANY’ measure function relating events and degrees.

4.1 Forming comparatives in the other Dravidian languages
In Tamil, Kannada and Telugu there is only a single way of forming comparatives, by using the
postposition ‘from’. The three languages use the same form for both adjectival/nominal
comparative and adverbial comparative. Independently ‘viDa’, ‘agaa’ and ‘ginta are
postpositions in the language. They show no animacy restriction unlike Malayalam.
(38) nii
yenn-ai
viDa
you
me-ACC
from
‘You are taller than me’

uyaram
tall

(39) a. nuuvvu
naakante
you
me-ACC
‘You are taller than me’

ethugaa
tall-than

(40) a. neenu
ninaginta
you
me-THAN
‘You are taller than me’

ethira iddini
tall
COP

Tamil

unaavu

Telugu

COP

Kannada

So is it then an accident that Malayalam developed two different comparatives? Probably not, the
answer is more deep rooted and hinges on the semantics of the locative used in the il-um
comparative.
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P OSITIVE P OLARITY I TEMS :
A N ALTERNATIVE – BASED ACCOUNT∗
A NDREEA C RISTINA N ICOLAE
Harvard University

1 Introduction
The focus of this paper is on the polarity–sensitive indefinite someone, whose distribution has been
shown by Szabolcsi (2004) to be restricted in ways similar to that of other polarity–sensitive items
(henceforth PSIs). Taking her observations as a starting point, I propose that the distributional
restrictions of these indefinites, commonly referred to as positive polarity items (henceforth PPIs),
can be explained once we couch them in an alternative–based semantics, i.e. Hamblin semantics
(Hamblin, 1973). In doing so, we will accomplish three things: (i) offer an analysis of PPIs that
can account for their varying distributional restrictions, (ii) capture the connection between PPIs
on the one hand, and negative polarity items (henceforth NPIs) on the other, and (iii) provide
independent support for the view that the polarity system should be analyzed in an alternative–
semantics framework. The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the distribution
of PPIs and the parallels between these items and NPIs. Section 4 introduces an analysis of NPIs
couched in an alternative–based framework. In Section 5, I propose an analysis of PPIs that allows
for a sensible integration of these items within this framework and straightforwardly derives their
distributional restrictions. The last section concludes and discusses some open issues.

2 The distribution of PPIs in English
The distribution of PPIs in English has been carefully plotted out by Szabolcsi (2004). This section
reviews her presentation of the distributional constraints that some–type indefinites exhibit.

2.1 Clausemate negation
PPIs in the scope of clausemate negation can only receive a wide scope reading, as seen in 1. The
surface scope reading is unavailable, unless explicitly used in a denial context with a metalinguistic
negation, as illustrated in 2.
∗ This

work has benefited greatly from conversations with Gennaro Chierchia, Amy Rose Deal and Anamaria
Fălăuş. I would also like to thank Lauren Clemens, Julie Li Jiang, Hazel Pearson, Greg Scontras and Hedde Zeijlstra,
as well as the audiences at SuB16, SNEWS 2011, Harvard’s Practicum series and NYU’s semantics group.
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(1)

(2)

Nicolae
I didn’t see something.
a. X There is a thing such that I didn’t see it.
b. *There is nothing that I saw.
A:
B:

X some>not

*not>some

I heard John talked to someone at the party yesterday.
No, actually. John didn’tF talk to someone.1

However, not all negative environments disallow PPIs from their immediate scope at LF, as
shown in 3. Descriptively, the operators that someone resists scoping under are those that qualify
as strongly negative: clausal negation, negative quantifiers and ‘without.’
(3)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

John didn’t call someone.
No one called someone.
John came to the party without someone.
I rarely get help from someone.
At most five boys called someone.
Few boys talk to some girls.

*not>some
*no one>some
*without>some
X rarely>some
X at most>some
X few>some

In addition to the cases in 3(d-f), also note that PPIs are allowed to take narrow scope with
respect to an extra–clausal negation. I illustrate this in 4.
(4)

a. I don’t think that John called someone.
b. Nobody thinks that he called someone.

X not>[

some
CP some
CP

X nobody>[

To summarize, these indefinites cannot survive in the scope of a strongly negative element such
as clausal negation, negative quantifiers and ‘without’ unless the negative element is extra–clausal.

2.2 Intervention effects
Szabolcsi (2004) further observes that PPIs can scope below a local negation as long as the
indefinite is not in the immediate scope of the negative operator. In 5 the universal quantifiers
‘every’ and ‘always’ intervene at logical form between the negative operator and the indefinite.
(5)

a. Not every student said something.
b. John didn’t say something at every party.
c. John doesn’t always call someone.

X not>every>some
X not>every>some
X not>always>some

2.3 Rescuing effects
Lastly, note that an otherwise infelicitous structure (*neg>some) can be rescued if it is embedded
in a negative environment, regardless of the strength of the negative operator.
(6)

1I

a.
b.
c.
d.

I don’t think that John didn’t call someone.
I doubt that John didn’t call someone.
I’m surprised that John didn’t call someone.
Only John didn’t call someone.

use the subscript F to represent a focused element.

X not>not>some
X doubt>not>some
X surprise>not>some
X only>not>some
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These distributional restrictions call for a comparison between PPIs and NPIs given the fact
that the contexts that license NPIs overlap with those that disallow, or “anti–license,” PPIs. The
next section presents an overview of these parallels.

3 Parallels between PPIs and NPIs
This section offers a side-by-side comparison of PPIs and NPIs, looking specifically at how these
indefinites converge and diverge with respect to their felicity in specific environments.

3.1 Convergence
It is a well–known property of NPIs that they are only acceptable in the scope of a downward
entailing (DE) operator (Kadmon and Landman, 1993).2 DE expressions guarantee the validity
of inferences from general statements to more specific statements, i.e. from sets to subsets. They
contrast with upward entailing (UE) expressions which only allow inferences from subsets to sets.
In other words, DE–expressions reverse entailment patterns. When any, an NPI, appears in a DE
environment, the only possible reading is that of an existential indefinite in the scope of negation.
This reading is ruled out when PPIs, also existential indefinites, occur in the scope of negation.3
(7)

a. I didn’t see anything/*something.
b. Nobody brought anything/*something.

These data show that both NPIs and PPIs are sensitive to the monotonicity of their environments,
albeit in opposite ways: NPIs can only occur in the scope of a DE operator, while PPIs cannot.
These indefinites also converge with respect to the effect of intervening quantifiers. NPIs
become ungrammatical in the scope of negation if there are any intervening quantifiers, as first
discussed in Linebarger (1980). By contrast, the same elements that disrupt the DE environment
required by the NPI can shield PPIs from negation, and thus allow for a narrow scope reading
of the indefinite. In other words, both PPIs and NPIs are sensitive to the presence of intervening
quantifiers, as shown in 8.
(8)

a. John didn’t always read *anything/X something.
b. Anna didn’t tell everyone *anything/X something.

3.2 Divergence
While prima facie it looks as though PPIs and NPIs are in complementary distribution, there are
certain environments that do not discriminate between these two types of indefinites. One such
environment is extra–clausal negation. Unlike for PPIs, the locality of negation is irrelevant for
NPI–licensing. In other words, an NPI is licensed in the scope of a DE operator regardless of
whether or not they belong to the same clause, contrary to PPIs which only resist narrow scope
with respect to a local negation.
2 What I focus on here are ‘weak’ NPIs like any and ever, as opposed to ‘strong’ ones like in weeks. These are the
most liberal in their distribution in that they occur in all types of DE environments unlike in weeks which is restricted
to the scope of anti–additive operators (van der Wouden, 1997).
3 The ‘*’ here refers to the unavailability of the narrow scope reading of the indefinite.
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(9)

Nicolae
a. I don’t think that John called anyone/someone yesterday.
b. Nobody believes that Bill called anyone/someone.

Next, observe in 10 that NPIs are not sensitive to the presence of a second negation, which is
in contrast with the facts presented in 6, where we saw that a second negation can rescue a PPI
already in the scope of negation.
(10)

a. I doubt that Mary didn’t talk to anyone/someone at the party yesterday.
b. Nobody said that Mary didn’t bring anything/something to the party.

Lastly, note that the strength of negation is also a point of divergence between polarity sensitive
items. NPIs are licensed in the scope of DE operators like ‘few’ and ‘at most five’ that are not also
anti–additive. On the other hand, PPIs can take narrow scope with respect to these DE operators,
as shown in 11.
(11)

a. Few people talked to anyone/someone yesterday.
b. At most five people said anything/something to me.

3.3 Interim conclusion
The previous two subsections showed that while PPIs and NPIs are in complementary distribution
in some environments, seen in 12a, there are certain contexts where the two types of indefinites
overlap, in terms of both their distribution and the overall meaning, as shown in 12b.

(12)

Environment
[ . . . PSI ]
a. CP
[CP neg . . . PSI ]
[CP neg . . . Q . . . PSI]

PPIs
X
*
X

NPIs
*
X
*

Environment
neg [CP . . . PSI]
b.
[CP few . . . PSI ]
neg . . . neg . . . PSI

PPIs
X
X
X

NPIs
X
X
X

Any analysis that hopes to unify these items would need to address the following issues. In
some instances PPIs and NPIs appear to have complementary distributions, suggesting that they
are sensitive to the same properties. At the same time, PPIs, but not NPIs, are sensitive to locality
restrictions and require the presence of a second DE operator.
In the following section I introduce a new approach to PSIs, one which takes these items to
be dependent indefinites that, unlike regular scalar indefinites, obligatorily activate alternatives
that need to be integrated into meaning. More specifically, this analysis derives the restricted
distribution of these dependent indefinites as a result of the interaction between a syntactic
requirement – PSIs need to enter into an agreement relation with an exhaustifying operator – and
a semantic requirement imposed by the exhaustifying operator.

4 A unified approach to the polarity system
For the remainder of this paper I adopt an analysis of polarity–sensitive items that takes their
restricted distribution to be a product of the interaction between the semantics of these items and
the contexts in which they occur, following in large part the work in Chierchia (2011). Before
delving into the realm of polarity–sensitive items, however, let’s first consider the case of scalar
implicatures, a phenomenon closely related to the matter at hand.
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4.1 Scalar implicatures & silent exhaustification
The main insight that I will adopt for this analysis is that scalar implicatures (henceforth
SIs), should be viewed as a form of exhaustification of the assertion, an approach rigorously
defended in Chierchia, Fox, and Spector (to appear). The authors argue that SIs come about as
a result of active alternatives and the way the grammar chooses to use up these alternatives, via
covert alternative–sensitive operators that must apply at some point in the derivation in order to
“exhaust” the active alternatives. Two such operators are assumed to be at work when calculating
implicatures: O (covert counterpart of only) and E (covert counterpart of even).4
(13)

a. O(p) = p ^ 8q2ALT(p) [p*q ! ¬q]
(the assertion p is true and any alternative q not entailed by p is false)
b. E(p) = p ^ 8q2ALT(p) [pCc q]
(‘Cc ’=less likely in context C)
(the assertion p is true and any alternative q is at least as likely as p)

Consider the examples below, where the relevant alternatives are brought about by association
with focus (Rooth, 1992):
(14)

John talked to [a few]F of the students.
a. Alternatives: {John talked to a few of the students, John talked to many of the students,
John talked to most of the students, John talked to all of the students}
b. O(John talked to [a few]F of the students) = John talked to a few of the students and he
didn’t talk to many/most/all of the students.

(15)

A: Was the party well–attended? B: Yes, people were dancing [in the hallway]F !
a. Alternatives: {People were dancing in the hallway, People were dancing in the dining
room, People were dancing in the living room}
b. E(People were dancing [in the hallway]F ) = (People were dancing in the hallway=1) ^
(People were dancing in the hallway=1 is less likely than People were dancing in the
dining/living room=1)

In 14, exhaustification proceeds via O and thus it eliminates all non–entailed alternatives, i.e.
it negates all statements which, upon replacing the focused element with its alternatives, entail the
assertion. Exhaustifying with E is more emphatic than exhaustification with O, and we can see this
in 15 where exhaustifying via E strengthens the speaker’s assertion by adding the implicature that
people dancing in the hallway is less likely than people dancing in any other place.
Focus is not a prerequisite for active alternatives, however. Scalar items, which are lexically
endowed with alternatives, are also prone to this type of semantic enrichment. Relevant examples
include the elements of a Horn–scale: <one, two, . . . >, <or, and>, <some, many, all>, <few,
no>, <sometimes, often, always>. If the context is such that the alternatives are relevant, then
they will be activated and thus will have to be factored into the meaning via an exhaustification
operator. Take for example 16 where we see that the scalar elements one and or have the potential
to give rise to enriched meanings.
(16)

a. I talked to two boys yesterday.

I didn’t talk to three or more boys.

4 The only difference between the overt O and its covert version is that it asserts rather than presupposes that its
prejacent is true. For the purposes of this exposition I will ignore this difference.
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b. I talked to Mary or John yesterday.

I didn’t talk to both of them.

Beyond scalar alternatives, scalar items are also optionally endowed with sub–domain
alternatives. Fox (2007) convincingly argues for their presence based on the free choice effects
observed with disjunction in the scope of possibility modals. That is, aside from the scalar
alternative of the disjunction, the conjunction, we also have to take into account its sub–domain
alternatives, i.e. the individual disjuncts. Deriving the implicature in 17 would not be possible
without also having access to the sub–domain alternatives. I refer the reader to Fox (2007) for the
details of how these alternatives are exhaustified so as to derive this implicature.
(17)

You can eat ice cream or cake. You can eat ice cream and you can eat cake.
a. ⌃[eat ice cream ∨ eat cake] ⌃eat ice cream ∧ ⌃eat cake
b. Scalar–alt: ⌃[eat ice cream ∧ eat cake]
c. Sub-Domain–alt: ⌃ eat ice cream, ⌃ eat cake

What we saw in this section is that we can derive SIs in a purely compositional way by
looking at the interaction between alternatives and the method by which they get factored into
meaning. We saw above two sources of alternative activation: focus on the one hand, and the
lexical semantics of the scalar item on the other. In the above cases the alternatives, whatever their
source, are only optionally available, as is supported by the fact that these SIs are cancelable. This
optionality is precisely the dimension along which NPIs, and PSIs more generally, differ from
their regular indefinite counterparts — NPIs must obligatorily activate alternatives. This analysis
of NPIs, pursued in Krifka (1995) and further advanced by Chierchia (2006) and Chierchia (2011),
takes their distribution to be a product of the alternatives they activate and the way the grammar
takes these alternatives into account.

4.2 NPIs from an alternative–based perspective
For the purposes of this overview I will focus on NPIs, noting however that this framework is
equally capable of accounting for the distribution of free choice items. Krifka (1995) and Chierchia
(2011), among others, assume that NPIs are minimally different from regular indefinites in that they
obligatorily activate alternatives, which, like all instances of active alternatives, need to be factored
into the meaning of the utterance. NPIs are commonly split into two main classes, the any type
and minimizers like sleep a wink. The differences among them can be classified based on the type
of alternatives they activate and the method in which these alternatives get factored into meaning.
The remainder of this section deals with each type of NPI in turn.
Consider the following dialogue, and in particular B’s response which contains the NPI any.
(18)

A: Did Mary read books during her summer vacation?
B: No, Mary didn’t read any books.

In using an NPI in her response, B conveys the meaning that Mary didn’t read any of the books in
the domain of discourse. In a sense, this response brings into discussion the existence of all types
of books (books about cats, logic, cooking, etc.) and asserts that none of them are such that Mary
read them. These “types” of books are precisely the sub–domain alternatives claimed to always
be active when an NPI like any is used.5 I take NPIs to be existential indefinites that obligatorily
5 NPIs

also have a scalar alternative, the conjunction of the disjuncts. However, in the scope of negation this
alternative will always be weaker, and thus its role in the derivation negligible.
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activate smaller domain alternatives. Schematically, the alternatives can be represented as in 19,
with D containing three books, and its six sub–domains containing one or two books each.6
(19)

a. any book = 9x2D. x is a book.
b. ALTs: {9x2D0 . D0 ⇢D and x is a book}
c.

a_b_c
a_b b_c a_c
a
b
c

cat book _ logic book _ cook book
cat
logic logic
cook
cat
cook
book _ book book _ book book _ book
cat book
logic book
cook book

Recall the discussion on SIs where it was argued that activating alternatives means having to
incorporate them into the meaning. NPIs like any do so via the covert operator O. Syntactically,
one can think of NPIs as involving a form of agreement with this operator: NPIs bear the feature
[+ D] which must be checked by an operator carrying the same feature. Chierchia (2011) claims that
this is precisely what the exhaustifying operator is. In doing so, he encodes the need to exhaustify
alternatives in the syntax. Semantically, NPIs must occur in a DE environment in order to satisfy the
requirements of the exhaustification operator. This operator targets the alternatives and eliminates
them just as long as they are stronger than (entail) the assertion; otherwise exhaustification by O is
vacuous and simply returns the original assertion. Observe that in the scope of sentential negation
the alternatives are all entailed by the assertion, since not reading any book whatsoever entails not
reading a specific kind of book. Thus 20 turns out to be interpreted as a plain negative existential
statement. In fact, all environments that license inferences from sets to subsets will allow NPIs to
appear in their scope since the alternatives (the subsets) are entailed by the assertion (superset),
hence the general description of NPI licensors as DE operators.7
(20)

Mary didn’t read any book.
a. Assertion: ¬9x2D[book(x) ^ read(Mary,x)]
b. Alternatives: {¬9x2D0 [book(x) ^ read(Mary,x)]: D0 ⇢D}
c. O(Mary didn’t read any book) = Mary didn’t read any book.

In UE contexts, the alternatives are stronger than the assertion; entailments hold from subsets
to supersets since reading a book about cats entails reading any book whatsoever. Since the
alternatives entail the assertion, exhaustification by O requires them to be negated. Negating these
stronger alternatives amounts to saying that for any possible book, Mary didn’t read it, which is
in clear contradiction with the assertion which says that Mary read a book. So while the syntactic
requirement of NPIs is met, i.e. the [+ D] feature is checked by O, the semantic requirement is not.
Another class of NPIs, discussed largely by Lahiri (1998), consists of those of the “emphatic”
variety, exemplified by Hindi ek bhii ‘even one’ and English minimizers give a damn, sleep a wink,
etc. What distinguishes these NPIs from the any–type is the fact that they activate not sub–domain
alternatives, but rather degree alternatives (e.g. degree of care, of sleep). They also differ in terms
of what method of exhaustification they appeal to, namely E, which requires the assertion to
be the least likely among its alternatives. As with O, exhaustification with E is contradictory in
UE contexts. In these environments, the alternatives entail the assertion since for any d 0 > d, if
6I

use a, b, c as shorthand for the alternatives ‘Mary read book a.’
are certain NPIs that require a stronger form of negation — anti–additivity. This issue is orthogonal to the
analysis pursued in this paper, but see Gajewski (2011) for a proposed account.
7 There
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something is true of d 0 , then it must be true of d, given the monotonic structure of degree semantics.
Since the alternatives entail the assertion, the requirements of E are not met. In DE, on the
other hand, the entailment relations are reversed and the result of exhaustification is semantically
coherent since all the alternatives are weaker, and hence more likely than the assertion, as in 21.
(21)

Mary didn’t sleep a wink.
a. Assertion: ¬sleep(Mary, dmin )
b. Alternatives: {¬ sleep(Mary, d’)]: d0 >dmin }
c. E(Mary didn’t sleep a wink) = ¬ sleep(Mary, dmin ) ^ 8d0 >dmin
[¬ sleep(Mary, dmin )] Cc [¬ sleep(Mary, d0 )]

One see then how these distributional restrictions can be explained straightforwardly as soon as
a compositional semantics of NPIs is adopted. Essentially, what such an alternative–based account
says is that NPIs are low elements on a scale and, unlike regular indefinites, obligatorily activate
alternatives. Their need to be in negative contexts falls out automatically once one looks at the
interaction between the types of alternatives being activated and the way they are factored into
meaning. For the purposes of this overview I assumed that the different types of PSIs are specified
for which exhaustifier is invoked, i.e. they carry either a [+DE ] or a [+DO ] feature, which dictates
which exhaustifying operator they can enter a checking relation with.8 While this choice can be
thought of as a form of agreement, the hope is to have a more principled analysis in the end.9

5 Integrating PPIs within the polarity system
In this section I turn to PPIs and argue for an alternative–based account of their meaning, similar
in nature to that presented for NPIs presented above. I begin by presenting the analysis of PPIs as
dependent indefinites and follow by demonstrating how this analysis can straightforwardly explain
the distributional restrictions I noted in Section 2.

5.1 PPIs as dependent indefinites: the ingredients
The goal of this paper is to argue that PPIs are just another type of PSI and thus should be offered
an account that can be couched in a unified, alternative–based approach to polarity–sensitivity.
As reviewed above, the variation among different dependent indefinites can be reduced to two
ingredients: the types of alternatives activated and the way they are factored into meaning.
The main claim I want to advance in this paper is that PPIs, like NPIs, have active alternatives
that require exhaustification. Unlike NPIs, however, they must activate a different set of alternatives
from NPIs, since appealing to sub–domains will not give us the attested distributional patterns.
Given the existence of sub–domain alternatives it is not inconceivable that some PSIs activate
super–domain alternatives instead.10 This is precisely the direction I will pursue here. Essentially,
we want PPIs to behave like minimal scalar items in the scope of negation. As far as their
8 Thanks

to Hedde Zeijlstra (p.c.) for this suggestion.
(2011) proposes an ‘optimal fit’ principle that would take O as the default exhaustifier unless the
alternatives being acted upon are linearly ordered with respect to entailment, as is the case with minimizers.
10 It remains to be determined if this can be argued for elsewhere in the polarity system, but one place we could
begin with is the observation that free–choice items that are otherwise restricted to non–negative modal environments
can, if stressed, be embedded in the scope of negation (Fălăuş (p.c.)).
9 Chierchia
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alternatives are concerned, what this means is that they form a sequence of larger domains such
that, when negated, each of them entails the assertion. One way to visualize this is as in the figure
below in 22 where the smaller the domain, the fewer individuals it contains.
(22)

a. DE: entailment ()) holds from sets to subsets
8D0 . D⇢D0 (¬9x2D0 [P(x)]) ) (¬9x2D[P(x)])
all alternatives entail the assertion
b. UE: entailment from subsets to supersets
8D0 . D⇢D0 (9x2D[P(x)]) ) (9x2D0 [P(x)])
all alternatives are entailed by the assertion

D0

D00
D
D000

Turning to the second component of this analysis, I argue that PPIs appeal to the same
method of alternative–exhaustification as minimizers do, i.e. via the E operator. As discussed
in the previous section, there are two different types of exhaustification operators: any–NPIs are
exhaustified by O while minimizers are exhaustified by E. Assuming that the choice of operator is
encoded in the feature carried by the PSI, I submit that PPIs carry the feature [+DE ] which can only
be checked by a c–commanding operator carrying the same feature, i.e. E.11 With these ingredients
in place we can now move on to the account of the distributional restrictions presented in section 2.

5.2 Positive environments
We saw before that PPIs are acceptable in any type of positive context, including plain episodic
sentences. Consider the example in 23. Whenever a PSI is present in a structure we need to check
that both the syntactic requirement – checking the feature on the indefinite – and the semantic
requirements – those imposed by the exhaustifying operator – are satisfied.
(23)

John saw someone[+DE ] .
a. Assertion: 9x2D[saw(John,x)]
b. Alternatives: {9x2D0 [saw(John,x)]: D⇢D0 }

Since PPIs are endowed with the [+DE ] feature, an operator carrying the corresponding feature
must be inserted in order to check the PPI’s feature, namely E. In order for 23 to be semantically
coherent, we need to check that the requirements of the E operator are satisfied. Recall that
exhaustification via the E operator results in the assertion that all propositions containing an
alternative of the PPI are more likely than the original proposition, with likelihood being defined
in terms of entailment (see 24).
(24)

p Cc q if p ) q and q ; p

(p is less likely than q if p entails q and q does not entail p)

Given that the alternatives of the PPI are super–domains and the entailments in 22 say that in UE
contexts if something holds true of a domain it will hold true of any super–domain (e.g. I saw a or
b entails I saw a or b or c), it follows that the assertion will entail all the alternatives and thus be
less likely than any of them, satisfying the requirement of the E operator. I formalize this in 25:
(25) E[DE ] John saw someone[+DE ] =
= 9x2D[saw(John,x)] ^ 8D0 . D⇢D0 (9x2D [saw(John,x)]) Cc (9x2D0 [saw(John,x)])
11 I

leave it to the reader to verify that exhaustification by O would give us the wrong results.
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5.3 Clausemate negation
Let’s turn next the problematic case of PPIs in the scope of a clausemate negation. Consider
the deviant sentence in 26. As before, we need to verify that both the syntactic and semantic
requirements are met. The E operator is adjoined in order to check the feature on the indefinite,
satisfying the syntactic requirement. Semantically however, this configuration is inconsistent given
the entailment patters discussed in 22. Consider below what happens when we try to exhaustify.
(26)

*John didn’t see someone[+DE ] .
a. Assertion: ¬9x2D[saw(John,x)]
b. Alternatives: {¬9x2D0 [saw(John,x)]: D⇢D0 }
c. E[DE ] John didn’t see someone[+DE ] =
= ¬9x2D[saw(J,x)] ^ 8D0 . D⇢D0 (¬9x2D [saw(J,x)]) Cc (¬9x2D0 [saw(J,x)])

Unlike in the positive case, the alternatives acted upon by the E operator are now negated, and thus
a contradiction will arise in virtue of the assertion being entailed by the alternatives (e.g. I didn’t
see a or b or c entails I didn’t see a or b). To reiterate, this is contrary to the requirement of E,
which calls for the alternatives to be entailed by the assertion, i.e. be more likely than the assertion.
Exhaustification operators are assumed to be propositional and therefore adjoin at the IP level,
above the locus of negation. In the case of metalinguistic negation where the PPI can be interpreted
with narrow scope as long as the negation is focused, the present analysis would predict that
the negation has to undergo movement to a focus position, higher in the clause than the IP, thus
allowing for the exhaustification of the PPI to occur below negation where it proceeds coherently.

5.4 Intervention effects
Observe the contrast in 27 where we see that a universal quantifier intervening between the PPI
and the negation at LF can rescue the otherwise deviant configuration [neg. . . PPI].
(27)

a. *John didn’t give Mary something.
b. X John didn’t give everyone something.

*neg>PPI
X neg>8>PPI

The only cases of intervention that have been dealt with in the framework of alternative–based
semantics for PSIs are those involving an implicature–inducing element intervening between the
DE operator and an NPI. Relevant examples are provided below in 28.12
(28)

a. John didn’t (*always) read any novels.
b. Anna didn’t tell (*everyone) to eat anything.

The proposal, as advanced by Chierchia (2006) and Gajewski (2011), says that in the sentences
above universal quantifiers such as always and everyone disrupt the DE–ness required by the NPI
to survive. Being scalar items with the potential of having active alternatives, these quantifiers find
themselves in a structural position where they must obligatorily activate their scalar alternatives,
i.e. the scope of an exhaustifying operator.13 Once these alternatives are taken into account, the
12 Intervention by presuppositional elements is also attested. For details on a possible approach to the integration of
presuppositional elements within the domain of interveners, I refer the reader to Homer (2011b) and Chierchia (2011).
13 I assume this obligatory activation of alternatives is due to a syntactic checking condition which states that
whenever an alternative–bearing element finds itself in the scope of an exhaustifying operator its alternatives need
to be taken into account in the calculation of implicatures.
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previously DE environment created by the negation is no longer DE due to the implicatures brought
about by the intervening quantifiers, as shown below.
(29)

John didn’t always read any novels.

John sometimes read any novels.

In effect, what happens in this case is that the NPI ends up being exhaustified in an UE environment,
which results in semantic deviance.
Returning to the cases involving PPIs and intervention, I will now show how this analysis
carries over. Unlike with NPIs, an intervening universal rescues the otherwise illicit configuration,
allowing the PPI to scope under the negation. As before, the idea is that the universal quantifier,
being in a DE context, gives rise to an SI that reverses the entailment inferences, from DE to UE.
(30)

John didn’t always call someone.

John sometimes called someone.

We see then that once the SIs of the quantifier are taken into account, the PPI finds itself in a UE
context, a context that allows for the consistent exhaustification of the PPI.

5.5 Extra–clausal negation
A crucial characteristic that distinguishes PPIs from NPIs is the fact that PPIs, and not NPIs, exhibit
what appears to be a locality restriction. I repeat the relevant data below where we see that the
locality of negation with respect to the PPI is critical to the availability of a narrow scope reading.
(31)

a. John didn’t hear someone.
b. I don’t think that John heard someone.

*neg>some
CP some

X neg>[

This locality restriction can be shown to fall out immediately under this present approach which
takes the distribution of PPIs to be the result of their semantic and syntactic requirements. The
reason why the PPI can be interpreted as a narrow scope indefinite in 31b but not 31a rests on the
fact that the exhaustification operator can adjoin below the negation in 31b but not in 31a, allowing
the PPI to be interpreted as a regular indefinite in the former but not the latter. Given that E is
an IP–level operator, in the case of an extra–clausal negation there exists an intermediate position
above the PPI and below the negation where E can adjoin, a position not available with clausemate
negation. In other words, we have the following LF scope relations for these cases:
(32)

a. scope relations at LF for 31a: E > neg > PPI ! semantic deviance
b. scope relations at LF for 31b: neg > E > PPI ! narrow scope reading

Let’s consider in more detail what happens in 31b. The PPI someone carries the [DE ] feature
which needs to be checked by an operator carrying the same feature, namely E. Syntactically, this
operator could enter the derivation at any IP–level position above the PPI. Semantically, however,
it needs to be lower than negation, otherwise the requirements of the E operator would not be
satisfied since the alternatives of the PPI, if negated, would all be stronger and thus less likely than
the assertion. In the case of 31b, E can adjoin at the IP–level of the embedded clause, above the PPI
and yet under the negation. Once exhaustified, the PPI’s assertive component will be equivalent to
that of an indefinite, and 31b will end up being interpreted as having an indefinite in the scope
of negation. In 31a, on the other hand, the IP–level where E can adjoin ends up being above the
negation, and as discussed in detail in the previous section, this ‘E > neg > PPI’ configuration
leads to a semantic crash. The reason why the NPIs I have considered so far do not exhibit similar
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locality restrictions is because in their case, the semantic requirement is satisfied as long as the
exhaustification operator can adjoin higher than the negation, a condition which will never be
incompatible with the syntactic requirement.

5.6 Other DE environments
Given the analysis I presented up to this point, one would be in a position to draw the following
descriptive generalization regarding the distribution of PPIs: any clausemate entailment–reversal
operator, i.e. DE operator, precludes PPIs from taking narrow scope. However, looking at the data
below one can see that this generalization falls apart since another environment where NPIs and
PPIs overlap in their distribution is in the presence of DE operators such as ‘few’ and ‘at most five.’
(33)

a. Few/at most five students talked to anyone yesterday.
b. Few/at most five students talked to someone yesterday.

X few>anyone
X few>someone

In subsection 5.3 I showed that in the presence of clausemate negation, a DE operator, PPIs cannot
have a narrow scope reading. Since ‘few’ is a DE operator, we would expect PPIs to exhibit similar
behavior in the scope of this operator as well, contrary to the data in 33. If we look back at the
account I provided for extra–clausal negation, we can see why this generalization breaks down.
The reason has to do with the fact that DE operators such as ‘few’ on one hand, and ‘not’ on
the other, occupy different positions in the clause. More specifically, while sentential negation
occurs somewhere between the IP and VP level, i.e. lower than the target of adjunction of E,
operators such as ‘few’ and ‘at most five’ are generated in the subject position, meaning that the
nominal constituent which contains them must undergo EPP–driven movement to a position higher
in the clause, above the adjunction target of E. We see then that the difference between these
two classes of operators is not due to a semantic divide (DE versus anti–additive operators), but
rather to their syntactic position. ‘Few’ and the like are interpreted high enough in the clause that
the exhaustifying operator can adjoin and check for semantic consistency below them, in an UE
context where no deviance arises.14

5.7 Rescuing by negation
In this section I discuss the rescuing by negation facts. We see that if we further embed
the sentence in 34 in a DE context as in 35, and then proceed with the exhaustification, the
result will be consistent. Being embedded under two DE operators is equivalent to being in a
positive environment since the entailment relations are restored. Given that the alternatives are
super–domains, the requirements of E are satisfied as every alternative is weaker and thus more
likely than the assertion. The derivation is illustrated below.
(34)

John didn’t see someone[+DE ] .

(35)

I doubt that John didn’t see someone[+DE ] .15
a. Assertion: ¬(¬9x2D[saw(John,x)])
b. Alternatives: {¬(¬9x2D0 [saw(John,x)]): D⇢D0 }

*neg>some
X neg>neg>some

14 We know independently from scope interactions that quantified subjects are interpreted in the highest position and

do not reconstruct to their base position except to produce an inverse scope reading.
15 ‘Doubt’ creates a DE environment, as supported by its ability to ‘license’ NPIs.
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c. ED [I doubt that John didn’t see someone[+D ] ] =
= ¬(¬9x2D[saw(John,x)]) ^ 8D0 .D⇢D0 (¬(¬9x2D [saw(John,x)])) Cc
(¬(¬9x2D0 [saw(John,x)]))
= 9x2D[saw(John,x)] ^ 8D0 .D⇢D0 (9x2D[saw(John,x)]) Cc (9x2D0 [saw(John,x)])
It’s worth noting that the second layer of negation does not have to be a sentential negation as
long as it can support entailment–reversal inferences. So while few and at most five are ruled out as
PPI “anti–licensers” on syntactic grounds, i.e. not being low enough to disallow an operator from
exhaustifying the PPI directly, they do qualify as good rescuers since they have the capacity of
reversing the entailment inferences, and therefore feed a consistent exhaustification via E as long
as the operator is adjoined higher than them. The idea is that any higher DE operator will be able
to reverse the entailment inferences and revert back to a situation where the alternatives are all
entailed by the assertion, as imposed by the exhaustifying operator.
Lastly, it appears that DE operators are not the only ones capable of salvaging an otherwise
illicit configuration. Homer (2011a) presents the data in 36 as evidence against an analysis à la
Szabolcsi’s “double licensing” which takes PPIs to be rescued by two stacked NPI–licensers.
(36)

a. I’m glad you didn’t buy me something.
b. I hope he didn’t steal something.
c. Make sure that he didn’t steal something!

glad>neg>some
hope>neg>some
make sure>neg>some

Prima facie it appears to be the case that glad, hope and make sure are not DE and thus cannot
license NPIs. Crnič (2011), however, notes that overt instances of even are often attested in the
scope of non–negative desire statements, as well as in imperatives. He even goes so far as showing
that these types of operators can also license stressed any, which according to Krifka (1995) should
be analyzed as being exhaustified via E. The relevant examples are provided in 37.
(37)

a. I hope to someday make even ONE video of that quality.
b. Show me even ONE party that cares for the people.
c. I am glad that ANYONE likes me.

The details of Crnič’s analysis are beyond the scope of this paper, but in a nutshell, his analysis
shows that if we allow even to scope above the relevant operators (whether in its overt or covert
instantiations), the interaction between its semantics and that of the desire and imperative operators
will yield consistent inferences, i.e. have the prejacent be less likely than its alternatives. What this
means for the present analysis is that inserting E above these operators will allow for consistent
exhaustification of the PPI since, in effect, this analysis predicts that the ‘neg > PPI’ configuration
will behave like an NPI in need of exhaustification by E.
Given that in the current analysis the acceptability of PPIs rests on their ability to be
consistently exhaustified via E, the data in 36 are not only consistent with this alternative–based
account, but in fact offer independent support for the choice of exhaustifier (E over O).
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6 Conclusion
In this paper I have argued that PPIs can and should be integrated into the more general polarity
system by adopting a framework that analyzes the dependency of these items as an interaction
between their lexical semantics, activation of super–domain alternatives, and the method in which
they compose with the other elements of the structure, by exhaustification via a covert operator E.
Adopting this analysis allows us to account for the distributional differences noted in Sections 2
and 3, namely a PPI’s behavior with respect to negation, the syntactic position of an entailment–
reversing operator, intervention and rescuing facts. This proposal enables us to see what PPIs have
in common with, and how they differ from other polarity sensitive items. Future research needs to
probe further into the distribution of exhaustification operators and provide independent support
for the claim that they should be analyzed as IP–level operators. This paper has also not touched
upon cross–linguistic variation within the domain of PPIs, an area which will undoubtably shed
more light on this topic.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, I present empirical evidence from Lebanese Arabic showing that cardinalcontaining DPs are not necessarily semantically plural, and suggesting that cardinals are of type
n (Zabbal 2005), and against a semantics of cardinals as modifiers of type <<e,t>,<e,t>> (Ionin
and Matushansky 2006). Syntactically, I propose a DP structure in which cardinals are not
merged in a unique dedicated functional projection. Rather, more than one functional projection
takes an n-type argument and thus has the potential to host a cardinal numeral. In this structure,
the host of the cardinal numeral determines the order of composition and thus the interpretation
of the DP as a whole. The next section introduces the core empirical observation of this paper
after a brief overview on number marking in Lebanese Arabic. Section 3 lays out the proposal
and motivates it, section 4 discusses a puzzle and its explanation, and section 5 concludes.

2 Empirical observations
2.1 Basic facts
Nouns in Lebanese Arabic overtly mark number. Adjectives, verbs, and pronouns agree. This is
illustrated in (1).
(1) a. Plural:
b. Singular:

l-wleed
š-šaaTr-iin/*-ø ?amal-u/*-ø deuvoir-on/*-u
the-kid-PL the-smart-PL/*-ø did-PL/*-ø homework-their/*-his
l-walad
š-šaaTer-ø/*-iin ?amal-ø/*-u deuvoir-u/*-on
the-kid-ø the-smart-ø/*-PL did-ø/*-PL homework-his/*-their

1

I am very grateful for very useful discussions to Hagit Borer, Roumyana Pancheva, Barry Schein, Lina Choueiri,
David Pesetsky, Irene Heim, Sabine Iatridou, Tania Ionin, Elena Guerzoni, Maria Polinsky, Kai von Fintel, Jan
Anderssen, Sergei Tatevosov, Gennaro Chierchia, Audrey Li, Andrew Simpson, and Kevin van Bladel. I am also
grateful to the audiences of LFRG and LingLunch at MIT, and of Sinn und Bedeutung in Utrecht. All errors, typos,
and oversights, are entirely my own
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Following cardinals ‘three’ through ‘ten’, nouns are plural marked (2), and verbs, pronouns, and
adjectives are also all plural-marked (3).
(2) a. tlat
mhands-iin/*mhandes
three engineer-PL/*engineer-ø
‘three engineers’

b. xams baneet/*bent
five girl-PL/*girl-ø
‘five girls

(3) a. tlat mhands-iin/*mhandes
ej-ou/*eja
three engineer-PL/*engineer-ø arrived-PL/*arrived-ø
‘three engineers arrived’
b. xams baneet/*bent
wa’a?-uu/*wa’?et
five girl-PL/*girl-ø fell-PL/*fell-ø
‘five girls fell
Unlike nouns following numerals ‘three’ through ‘ten’, nouns following cardinals larger than
‘ten’ in Lebanese Arabic, or the quantifier kam ’how many’/’small number of’, are never plural
marked. This is illustrated in (4).
(4) a. tleetiin mhandes/*mhands-iin
c. tleeteh w ?eshriin mhandes/*mhands-iin
thirty engineer-ø/*engineer-PL
three and twenty engineer-ø/*engineer-PL
‘thirty engineers’
‘twenty three engineers’
b. xamsta?shar shanta/*shanat
d. xamseh w ?eshriin shanta/*shanat
five
and twenty bag-ø/*bag-PLBR
fifteen
bag-ø/*bag-PL
‘fifteen bags’
‘twenty five bags’
Interestingly, following DPs such as those in (4), verbs can be either plural-marked or unmarked
(whereas they must be plural marked when the noun itself is plural marked as in (2). This is
illustrated in (5). Similarly, adjectives modifying the head noun in DPs containing a cardinals
larger than ‘ten’ can be plural-marked or unmarked, and pronouns whose antecedent is a DP
containing a cardinal larger than ‘ten’ can be plural or singular. This is illustrated in (6) and (7),
respectively.
(5) a. Plural-marked verb:
b. Unmarked verb:

xamsta?shar bent
fifteen
girl-ø
xamsta?shar bent
fifteen
girl-ø
‘Fifteen girls fell’

wa’a?-u
fell-PL
wa’a?-et
fell-F-ø

(6) a. Plural-marked adjective: xamsta?shar shanta T’aal
fifteen
bag-ø heavy-PL
b. Unmarked adjective:
xamsta?shar shanta T’iil-eh
fifteen
bag-ø heavy-F-ø
‘Fifteen heavy bags’
(7) a. Plural pronoun:

sa’alt
asked.1s

xamsta?shar
fifteen

sabi ?an
mashrou?-on
boy-ø about project-their
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sa’alt
xamsta?shar sabi ?an
mashrou?-uh
asked.1s fifteen
boy-ø about project-his
‘I asked fifteen boys about their project’

Notably, the presence vs. absence of plural agreement on adjectives, verbs, and pronouns,
correlates with a semantic effect: availability vs. absence of a collective reading.

2.2 Semantic effects
Given a pre-verbal subject DP containing a cardinal larger than ‘ten’, if a verb is plural
marked in agreement with the subject, both a collective and a distributive reading of the subject
are available. In the absence of plural marking on the verb, however, the only interpretation
available is one in which the verb distributes over the subject DP (i.e. is true of every atom).
This is illustrated by the contrast between (8) and (9).
(8) tleetiin walad akal-u gateau keemel
whole
thirty child-ø ate-PL cake
‘Thirty children ate a whole cake’
[distributive] True in a scenario in which thirty children each ate a whole cake, and
where no thirty children shared a cake
[collective] True in a scenario in which thirty children shared a cake and where it
was not the case that any thirty children each ate a cake.
(9) tleetiin walad akal gateau keemel
thirty child-ø ate-ø cake
whole
‘Thirty children ate a whole cake’
[distributive] True in a scenario in which thirty children each ate a whole cake, and
no thirty children shared a cake
[*collective] False in a scenario in which thirty children shared a cake and where it
was not the case that any thirty children each ate a cake
Similarly, plural marking on adjectives modifying the head noun in DPs containing a
cardinals larger than ‘ten’ allows a collective reading that is unavailable for unmarked adjectives,
as illustrated in the contrast between (10) and (11), and pronouns whose antecedent is a DP
containing a cardinal larger than ‘ten’ receive, when plural, a collective reading of the DP that is
unavailable when the pronoun is singular. This is illustrated in the contrast between (12) and
(13).
(10) Hmelet
xamsta?shar shanta xfeef
carried.1s fifteen
bag-ø light-PL
[distributive] True in a scenario in which I carried fifteen bags (that are each light and)
whose cumulative weight is small
[collective] True in a scenario in which I carried fifteen bags that are each light
but whose cumulative weight is heavy
(11) Hmelet
carried.1s

xamsta?shar
fifteen

shanta
bag-ø

t’iil-eh
heavy-F-ø
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[distributive] True in a scenario in which the bags I carried were each heavy
[*collective] False in a scenario in which the cumulative weight of the bags I
carried is high, but they included one or more light bags
(12) sa’alt
?eshriin benet ?an
mashuu?-ah
asked.1s twenty girl-ø about project-her
‘I asked twenty girls about their project’
[distributive] True in a scenario in which I asked twenty girls about their personal
projects and it was not the case that I asked any twenty girls about a joint
project of theirs
[*collective] False in a scenario in which I asked twenty girls about their joint project
and where there are no twenty girls who I asked about their personal
projects
(13) sa’alt
?eshriin benet ?an
mashuu?-un
asked.1s twenty
girl-ø about project-their
‘I asked twenty girls about their project’
[distributive] True in a scenario in which I asked twenty girls about their personal
projects and it was not the case that I asked any twenty girls about a joint
project of theirs
[collective] True in a scenario in which I asked twenty girls about their joint project
and where it was not the case that I asked any single girl about her project

In fact, inherently collective verbs like ‘gather’ must be plural-marked following DPs
containing cardinals larger than ‘ten’. This is illustrated in (14) where (a) but not (b) is
acceptable. Note that this is not a morphological restriction on such verbs, as (c) illustrates:
collective nouns such as ‘couple’ can be followed by an unmarked collective verb, because one
couple can engage collectively in ‘meeting’ or ‘fighting’. Similarly, adjectives that can only
modify predicates true of plural individuals like ‘aligned’ or ‘scattered’ must be plural-marked,
as illustrated in (15).
(14) a. tna?shar lee?eb txaana’-u/tjamma?-u
twelve
player-ø fought-PL/gathered-PL
‘Twelve players fought’/‘Twelve players gathered’
b. *tna?shar lee?eb
txaana’ /tjamma?
twelve
player-ø fought-ø/gathered-ø
‘Twelve players fought’ /‘Twelve players gathered’
c. l-coupl
txaana’/jtama?
the-couple-ø fought-ø/met-ø
‘the couple fought’ / ‘The couples met’
(15) a. shefet tleetiin gharad
maSfouf-iin/*maSfouf
saw.1s thirty thing-ø
aligned-PL/*aligned-ø
‘I saw thirty aligned objects’
b. kam walad-ø mfarTa?-iin/*mfarTa?
za?aj-u-ni
s.n.o. kid-ø
scattered-PL/*scattered-ø bothered-PL-me
‘A small number of scattered kids bothered me’
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Thus, when no agreement is triggered on verbs and pronouns, only a distributive reading is available
of the DP. I propose that the absence of a collective reading means the DP as a whole appears to not
be interpreted as plural at all, and that no predicate of pluralities is formed within the DP in those
cases, and what I have so far been referring to as a distributive reading is in fact a predication of
singular individuals.

3 Towards a proposal
3.1 Main idea
Taking the availability of a collective interpretation to be an indicator of a semantically plural
DP (cf. Landman 2000), these facts suggest that a cardinal containing DP, as a whole, is not
always semantically plural. Rather, I propose, semantic plurality come from a pluralizing
functional projection inside the DP, call it # that can, but does not have to be present in the
presence of a cardinal. Without #, no predicate of pluralities is formed, and thus, no collective
reading is available: the available reading, though called distributive, is not the usual distributive
reading. Rather, it is simply predication to singular individuals. I also propose that # is
responsible for triggering plural agreement when there is no plural marking on the noun.
That cardinal-containing DPs are not always semantically plural falls out naturally from the
unavailability of a collective reading: Despite the presence of a cardinal in the DP in (9) and (12)
the verb (or pronoun) is necessarily interpreted as true of atoms, and does not find a plural
subject (or antecedent). Treating cardinals as modifiers that form predicates of plurality when
they compose with nouns (Ionin & Matushansky 2006) or as determiners (e.g. Montague 1974)
would always result in a semantically plural subject or antecedent. Given a semantics for
cardinals as modifiers (16), when a cardinal, e.g. twenty, appears in a DP, the DP necessarily
denotes a plurality that can be partitioned into twenty parts each. Thus, as (18) illustrates, such a
semantics of cardinals as pluralizing modifiers predicts that a sentence like (17) would be at least
ambiguous, when that is not empirically the case2.
(16) [[20]] = λPet . λxe . ∃Set [π(S)(x) and |S| = 20 and ∀s∈S P(s)]
(i.e. 20 takes a predicate P, and returns another predicate true of individuals that,
partitioned to two, each partition is such that P is true of it)
2

One can propose that, maintaining Ionin and Matushansky’s (2006) semantics of cardinals, the unavailability of a
collective reading is due to a covert distributor that also blocks plural agreement (Heim p.c. and Ionin p.c.). Such a
proposal is unlikely to be true for several reasons. One of them is that, if such a covert distributor existed, one would
expect it to appear with cardinals 3-10 as much as it occurs with cardinals 11+, predicting sentences like (i) to be
grammatical, which is not the case. Moreover, an overt distributor is ungrammatical with indefinite cardinal
containing DPs in Arabic in general, as illustrated in (ii).
(i) *tlatt
wleed akal gateau keemel (rather, akal-ou ‘ate-PL’ is required)
three child.pl ate-ø cake
whole
‘Three children ate a whole cake each’
(ii) a. tleetiin walad Hakka emm-uh
thirty child talked mother-his
b. *tlat wleed Hakkou emm-on
kell weeHed
three child.pl talked-pl mother-their every one
c. *tlat wleed Hakka emm-uh
kell weeHed
three child.pl talked-ø mother-his every one
d. *tleetiin walad Hakkou emm-on
kell weeHed
thirty child.pl talked-pl mother-their every one
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(17) ?eshriin benet akalet gateau keemel
twenty girl-ø ate-ø cake
whole
‘Twenty girls ate a whole cake each’ (‘distributive’, predicated of singular girls)
(18) [[20 girl-ø ate-ø cake whole]] = 1 iff
∃x: ∃Set [π(S)(x) and |S|=20 & ∀s∈S s is a girl] and x ate a whole cake
i.e. a plurality of twenty girls ate a whole cake  Undesirable collective reading

A claim that a collective reading is made possible through the formation of a predicate of
pluralities inside the DP is desirable because the effects are independent of the position of the DP
in the sentence, whether it is a subject (recall (8)-(9)), or an object (recall (12)-(13)). It is also
supported empirically by restrictions in the presence of multiple agreeing elements: Any plural
agreement within the noun phrase (e.g. adjectives) forces plural-agreement outside it (e.g. verbs
and pronouns), but not vice versa. This is illustrated in the contrast between (19) and (20).
Moreover, any agreement outside the DP, be it pronouns and verbs, multiple verbs, or multiple
pronouns, must be homogeneous. This is illustrated in (21) and (22). (Agreement within the DP
will be addressed in section 4)
(19) a. xamsiin sabi
mnazzam-iin wesel-ou/*wessel-ø
fifty
boy-ø organized-PL arrived-PL/*arrived-ø
‘fifty organized boys arrived’ (an orderly squad)
b. sa’alt
tleetiin telmiiz mnazzam-iin ?an
saff-on/*saff-uh
asked.1s thirty
student organized-PL about class-their/*class-his
‘I asked thirty organized students about their class(es)’
(20) a. xamsiin sabi
mnazzam(-iin) wesel-ou
fifty
boy-ø organized-ø/-PL arrived-PL
‘fifty organized boys arrived’
b. sa’alt
tleetiin telmiiz mnazzam(-iin) ?an
saff-on
asked.1s thirty student organized-ø/-PL about class-their
‘I asked thirty organized boys about their class(es)’
(21) a. sa’alet ?ešriin sabi ?an
mashrou?-uh ablma arrer
?aleemt-uh/*on
asked.1s twenty boy about project-his
before deciding grade-his/*-their
‘I asked twenty boys about their projects before deciding on their grades’
b. sa’alet ?ešriin sabi ?an
mashrou?-on ablma arrer
?aleemt-on/*uh
asked.1s twenty boy about project-their before deciding grade-their/*-his
‘I asked twenty boys about their project(s) before deciding on their grade(s)’
(22) a. ?ešriin sabi xabbar emm-uh/*-on
(w rteeH/*rteeH-ou)
twenty boy
told-ø mother-his/*-their (and relaxed-ø/*relaxed-PL)
‘Twenty boys told their mothers (and eased their conscience)’
b. ?ešriin sabi xabbar-ou emm-on/*-uh
(w rteeH-ou/*rteeH)
twenty boy
told-PL
mother-their/*-his (and relaxed-PL/*relaxed-ø)
‘Twenty boys told their mother(s) (and eased their conscience)’
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3.2 Execution
I assume that plural marking does not entail the formation of a predicate of plurality (cf.
Sauerland et al. 2005, Ionin and Matushansky 2006, Borer 2005), and argue that the presence of
a cardinal does not either (cf. also Landman 1989, 2000). I propose that a predicate of pluralities
is formed when a (modified) star operator, call it #, ((23)a) composes with the nominal predicate.
(23) a. [[#]] = λnn. λNet. λxe. |Atoms(x)|≠1, |Atoms(x)|=n, and ∀y∈Atoms(x), N(y)=1
b. Paraphrase: Given a cardinal n and a predicate N, return a predicate true of all
individuals of cardinality n that N is true of every atomic part of (cf. Hackl,
2000:82/105)
I take the structure in (24), from Borer (2005), to be the structure of a singular count DP, and
propose that the structure in (25) is the structure of a plural count DP.
(24) Synt.: [D
Sem.: [DP

[Q

[DIV
[COUNT NOUN

[N
[NOUN

____ ]]]]]
[ROOT

(25) Synt.: [D
[Q
Sem.: [PLURAL DP

[#
[DIV
[PLURAL NOUN [COUNT NOUN

[N
[NOUN

____ ]]]]]
[ROOT

Moreover, I take cardinals to be of type n (Zabbal 2005) and to be arguments to a determiner or
to #, and propose the existential quantifier to be a distributor, as in (26), adapted from Hackl’s
(2000:83) entry for many.
(26) a. [[ DE]] = λnn. λNet. λVet. ∃ S s.t. |S|=n and ∀x, x∈S entails N(x)=1 & V(x)=1
b. Paraphrase: Given a cardinal n, a predicate N, and a predicate V, there are
n-many individuals x such that N is true of x and V is true of x.
The composition of a cardinal-containing DP that does not contain # (singular DP) with a VP
would therefore be as in (27), and the composition of a cardinal-containing DP containing # with
a VP would be as in (28).
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(27) i.

(c)
(b)
<<e,t>,t>

<e,t>
ate a cake

(a)
<<e,t>,<<e,t>,t>>
DE
<n, <<e,t>,<<e,t>,t>>>

boy
<e,t>

fifteen
n

(a) [λnn. λNet. λVet. ∃ S s.t |S|=n & ∀x, x∈S entails N(x) & V(x)=1] (fifteen)
(b) [λNet. λVet. ∃ S s.t.|S|=15 & ∀x, x∈S entails N(x)=1 and V(x)=1] (λx. x is a boy)
(c) [λVet. ∃ S s.t.|S|=15 & ∀x, x∈S entails x is a boy & V(x)=1] (λx. x ate a cake)
which, after function application is:
∃ S s.t. |S|=15 & ∀x, x∈S entails x is boy & x ate a cake
ii. Paraphrase: There are fifteen individuals that are each a boy, and each ate a cake
As (27) illustrates, no predicate of pluralities is formed at any point of the derivation. Rather, the
sentence describes fifteen events of a boy eating a cake (on his own).
(28) i.

(c)
(b)
<<e,t>,t>
(bb)
<e,t>

(a)
<<e,t>,<<e,t>,t>>
DE
<n, <<e,t>,<<e,t>,t>>>

ate a cake
<e,t>

(aa)
<<e,t>,<e,t>>

ø1
n
#

boy
<e,t>

fifteen
n

(aa) [λnn. λNet. λxe. |Atoms(x)|≠1, |Atoms(x)|=n, and ∀y∈Atoms(x), N(y)=1](15)
(bb) [λNet. λxe. |Atoms(x)|≠1, |Atoms(x)|=15, and ∀y∈Atoms(x), N(y)=1](λx. x
is a boy)
= λxe. |Atoms(x)|≠1, |Atoms(x)|=15, and ∀y∈Atoms(x), y is a boy
(a)
(b)

[λnn. λNet. λVet. ∃ S s.t. |S|=n & ∀x, x∈S entails N(x)=1 & V(x)=1] (1)
[λNet. λVet. ∃ S s.t. |S|=1 & ∀x, x∈S entails N(x)=1 & V(x)=1] (λxe.
|Atoms(x)|≠1, |Atoms(x)|=15, and ∀y∈Atoms(x), y is a boy)
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[λVet. ∃ S |S|=1 and ∀x, x∈S entails |Atoms(x)|≠1, |Atoms(x)|=15, and
∀y∈Atoms(x), y is a boy and V(x)=1] (λk. k ate a cake)
 ∃ S |S|=1 & ∀x, x∈S iff |Atoms(x)|≠1, |Atoms(x)|=15 and
∀y∈Atoms(x), y is a boy and x ate a cake

ii. Paraphrase: There is a plural individual of fifteen atomic parts that are each a boy, and
the plurality ate a cake
As (28) illustrates, in the presence of # in a carinal-containing DP, a predicate of pluralities
whose size is the cardinal, is formed in the structure. In this case, since the cardinal is
composing with the pluralizer, there is no cardinal to fill the n-type argument position of DE, so
the latter takes a default ‘1’ to fill its n-type argument position. In the presence of #, the cardinal
must compose with it because unlike DE, being a pluralizer, #’s lexical semantics does not allow
it to take a default ‘1’ as its first argument.
So in (28), corresponding to the structure in (25) (but not in (27), corresponding to the
structure in (26)), the DP is plural (contains a predicate of pluralities) and can result in a
collective reading.

4 Adjective puzzle: heterogeneous agreement
Unlike verbs and pronouns following a cardinal-containing DP, when a cardinal-containing DP
contains multiple adjectives, the different adjectives can show heterogeneous agreement. This is
illustrated in (29). Note, however, that this heterogeneity is restricted: All unmarked adjectives
must be closer to the noun than all plural marked adjectives3. This is illustrated by the
ungrammatical (30).
(29) tleetiin telmiiz
kesleen majmou?-iin Htajj-u
?a-l-?alemeet
thirty student-ø lazy-ø gathered-PL complained-PL on-the-grades
Thirty assembled lazy students complained about the grades
(30) *tleetiin telmiiz
majmou?-iin kesleen Htajj-u
?al-?alemeet
thirty
student-ø gathered-PL lazy-ø complained-PL on-the-grades
 Word salad
This behavior of adjectives that separates them from verbs and pronouns is actually predicted
given the proposal in section 3. Given that it is the function # that introduces plurality into the
DP, anything merging lower than # is predicted to be singular: to show non-plural agreement,
and to be interpreted as true of atoms. This is illustrated in (31)

3

Pesetsky (2010), Asarina (2010), propose something very similar for mixed gender agreement in Russian. For
more on mixed gender agreement, see these references, as well as Matushansky (2011) and references therein.
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(31)
D
adjective-PL

predicate of pluralities
#
adjective-ø

predicate of singularities
noun-Ø

…

5 Conclusion
In this paper, I presented empirical evidence from Lebanese Arabic showing that the presence of
cardinals does not entail the formation of a predicate of pluralities (Landman 2000), using truth
conditional contrasts between DPs allowing a collective reading and DPs not allowing one. I
proposed a DP structure in which cardinals do merfge in a unique dedicated position. Rather,
more than one functional projection takes an n-type argument and has the potential to host a
cardinal numeral. I showed that whether a cardinal merges in one position or another has
significant effects on the interpretation.
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BRAZILIAN BARE NOUNS IN SUBJECT POSITION OF
EPISODIC PREDICATES
ROBERTA PIRES DE OLIVEIRA
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina/CNPq/CAPES-COFECUB

1 Introduction
1.1 The nominal system in Brazilian Portuguese
Brazilian Portuguese (BrP) has a rich noun phrase system, which grammatically distinguishes
between mass and count nouns, and between singular and plural. Mass nouns - ‘farinha’ (flour)
in (1a) - cannot be counted and do not combine with the plural morpheme, whereas ‘menina’
(girl) is countable and combines with the suffix ‘-s’ to indicate plurality (1b). The absence of
morphological mark, in (1c), is interpreted as a null morpheme that expresses singularity, as in
Müller (2002):
(1) a. * Dua-s farinha-s1
two-PL flour-PL
b. Dua-s menina-s
two-PL girl-PL
c. Uma menina
A/One girl-SG
It is probably the absence of the plural morpheme that named the noun phrase ‘menina’ (girl)
in (2a) bare singular, in contrast with the bare plural, in (2b):
(2) a. Menina brinc-a
girl
play-PRS.3SG
b. Menina-s brincagirl-PL play-PRS.3PL

de boneca.
of doll.
de boneca.
of doll.

1

The glosses follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules available at http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossingrules.php
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However, it is misleading to call the noun phrase in (2a) singular. As has been pointed out since
the first descriptions of the bare noun phrases in BrP, ‘menina’ (girl) in (2a) is not semantically
singular; in fact, it may be recovered by a plural pronoun as shown by Schmitt & Munn (1999).
This is the reason why these authors, among others, claim that the so-called Bare Singular is in
fact number neutral. Thus, it seems at first sight that BrP has singular, plural, and number neutral
count nouns, besides mass nouns. Indeed this is the suggestion found both in Müller (2004) who
uses the label Number Neutral Noun for the so-called Bare Singular and in Dobrovie-Sorin
(2010), who names it Number Neutral Count Noun. Just for convenience we shall use the label
Bare Singular. However, Pires de Oliveira & Rothstein’s (2011) show that the Bare Singular is
not number neutral; they advance the hypothesis that it is always kind denoting. This paper gives
further support to their claim that the Bare Singular is not number neutral and that it is always
kind denoting even when in subject position of episodic predicates, our aim concern.

1.2 The data
Since the first approaches to the Bare Singular in BrP – Saraiva (1997), Schmitt & Munn (1999)
and others – it has been noticed that it is degraded in subject position of episodic predicates.
There is a contrast of felicity between (2a), a generic statement, and (3):
(3) # Ontem,
menina brinc-ou
de boneca.
Yesterday, girl
play-PST.PRF.3SG of doll
Both Saraiva and Müller claim that (3) is ungrammatical, whereas Schmitt & Munn consider that
it requires particular contexts of use. Thus, there is disagreement concerning the grammatical
status of the Bare Singular in subject position of episodic predicates; we shall argue that the
sequence in (3) is grammatical and clarify which context licenses it.
The Bare Plural, on the other hand, happens naturally as subject of episodic predicates. The
sentence in (4) does not need a particular context of interpretation:
(4) Ontem,
menina-s brinca-ram
de boneca.
yesterday, girl-PL play-PST.PRF.3PL of doll
The first generation of authors who analyzed bare nouns in BrP paid little attention to the
object position, assuming that there were no constraints in such a position. Only recently, it has
been shown (Pires de Oliveira & Rothstein (2011), Donazzan & Gritti (2011)) that there is the
same a constraint blocking the Bare Singular in object position of some verbal heads when they
are episodic – (5a) does not naturally report an event, whereas (5b) does:
(5) a. # João ganh-ou
João win-PST.PRF.3SG
b. João ganh-ou
João win-PST.PRF.3SG

corrida ontem.
race
yesterday
corrida-s ontem.
race-PL yesterday
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In this paper our focus is the subject position, thus we want to explain contrast between (3)
and (4), although as conclusion we shall say some words about the contrast in (5).2

1.3 An outline of the paper
Our aims are: (i) to explain why the Bare Singular is not always natural in the subject position of
episodic predicates, (ii) to clarify licensing contexts, (iii) to explain the contrast between the Bare
Singular and the Bare Plural. We develop the hypothesis that these facts follow from Pires de
Oliveira & Rothstein’s (2011) claim that the Bare Singular, but not the Bare Plural, is always
kind denoting.
Bare nouns in BrP were analyzed as names of kinds, as indefinites, or as ambiguous between
the two approaches. Schmitt & Munn (1999), among others, understand that bare nouns in BrP
are names of kind, and explain their occurrence in episodic contexts by applying D(erived)
K(ind) P(redication) (Chierchia (1988)). Müller (2002) takes bare nouns to be indefinites, and
Dobrovie-Sorin (2010) claims that the Bare Singular is ambiguous; it is a name of kind in subject
position and an indefinite in object position. Müller cannot endorse the ambiguity view, because,
in disagreement with several authors (Saraiva (1998), Schmitt & Munn (1999) and others), she
judges the sentence in (6) to be ungrammatical:
(6) Dinossauro está extinto.
dinossaur be.PRS.3SG extinct.PTCP
Despite their theoretical disagreements, all these approaches consider that the Bare Singular is
Number Neutral.3 In the second section, we show that this cannot be the case. That both the
classical kind view and the indefinite approach lead to incorrect predictions concerning the Bare
Singular in BrP. In the third section we present Pires de Oliveira & Rothstein’s view that the
Bare Singular is always a name of kind. The radical position, according to which there are no
type shift operations that allow for instantiations of the kind, follows Landman & Rothstein’s
(2010) proposal for understanding how kinds are related to individuals. We extend their
approach to account for the Bare Singular in subject position of episodic predicates.

2 The number neutral view
Although the kind view was the first to appear in the literature – Munn & Schmitt (1999) -, we
review the theories starting with the indefinite approach, proposed by Müller (2002). The reason
for this is that the approach we develop also claims that the Bare Singular is a name of kind,
though in a radical way.

2.1 The indefinite approach
Müller (2004) claims that bare nouns in BrP are indefinites in Heim’s sense (1982), i.e. they
introduce a variable that is free to be bound by different operators. If this were the whole story,
then one would expect the sentence in (3) to be grammatical, and to have an existential
interpretation, since it is about a particular event. The sentence in (3) should convey that there
2
3

See Pires de Oliveira & Rothstein (in preparation) for an analysis of the object position.
Expect from Saraiva (1997) who considers the Bare Singular to be a universal. We will not discuss this approach.
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was an event of playing with dolls the agent of which was some girl(s) or other. However Müller
(2004) claims that sentence (3) is not grammatical. When in subject position of an episodic
predicate, the Bare Singular can only have generic interpretation. In order to block the
combination of an episodic predicate with the Bare Singular, she argues that the Bare Singular is
not in a truly subject position; the noun phrase in (3) is in fact above Inflectional Phrase – it is in
a higher position. The author shows, via different syntactic tests, that the Bare Singular is in a
topic position. In such a position, it cannot but be bound by the generic quantifier. Relying on
Diesing’s mapping, the author claims the Bare Singular must move to the higher topic position,
where it must be bounded by the generic operator. The idea is that the Bare Singular cannot
remain inside IP because it is always a topic. But it is surprising that we have a structure that
must be a topic, and this is certainly not the case for the Bare Singular. Moreover, there is no
explanation for why this is so, why only the Bare Singular, but not the Bare Plural has this
property. It is even more puzzling because the Bare Singular denotes as the Bare Plural, since
both denote pluralities.
Be as it may, according to this approach, the sentence in (7) is fine, because it is closed by
the generic operator, whereas sentence (8) is ungrammatical, because the noun phrase is forced
to remain inside the IP, and must then be bound existentially:
(7) Judeu está
fazendo
jew be.PRS.3SG do-GER

jejum hoje.
fasting today

(8) * Menino está
com fome.
Boy
be.PRS.3SG with hungry
Needless to say that one of the difficulties is the notion of (un)grammaticality itself. Though
it is certainly the case that out of the blue the sentence in (8) is not natural, there are contexts
where it may be used, as we will see in the last section. But, before dealing with this issue, let’s
consider the interpretation of (7), since there is consensus that this is a grammatical sequence in
BrP. Müller proposes that (7) has the following logical form:
(9) Gen (x;) [Jew (x); Fasting (x)]
To make things easier suppose that ‘today’ is the Yom Kippur day. As it stands such a logical
form hides the issue about the denotation of the Bare Singular even if we consider it to be a
predicate. Notice that if ‘judeu’ (Jew) is an atomic predicate, then we don’t expect that it is
recovered by a plural pronoun. But contrary to this expectation, the plural pronoun is the best
alternative:
(10) a. ??Ele guarda
He keep.PRS.3S
b. Eles guarda-m
They keep.PRS-3P

a lei judaica.
the law jewish
a lei judaica.
the law jewish.

As we have mentioned, in Müller (2002), the Bare Singular is described as denoting both
atoms and pluralities, whereas the Bare Plural denotes only pluralities – the atoms are stripped
off. Thus, let’s suppose that ‘judeu’ (Jew) denotes the number neutral lattice structure. If this is
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indeed the case, then we expect the Bare Singular to have the same distribution as the Bare
Plural, and also the same interpretation, since it is plural besides being singular. However, as
shown by Pires de Oliveira & Rothstein (2011) this prediction is not fulfilled: the Bare Singular
does not have the same distribution as the Bare Plural, as we saw: the Bare Plural combines
naturally with episodic predicates, whereas the Bare Singular does not. Moreover, they do not
have the same interpretation. The plural version of (7), in (11), could be interpreted as about subkinds of Jews – i.e. Jews from different traditions -, and it could have an existential
interpretation, where only some Jews are fasting:
(11) Judeu-s estão
faze-ndo jejum.
Jew-PL be.PRS.3PL do-GER fasting
None of these interpretations is available for (7). Why should this be so if the Bare Singular
denotes pluralities as well as singularities as proposed by Müller?
Moreover the logical form in (9) says that in general, if one is a Jew, then one is fasting at
Yom Kippur. But this is not what the sentence in (7) says. That sentence is not an inductive
generalization about the behavior of particular individuals. If the truth conditions of (7) were as
those in (9), then the sentence should be true only if fasting at Yom Kippur was a pattern of
behavior of Jews. There is a lot of discussion about how many instances should be true to make a
statement count as a pattern, so let’s be naïve and consider that ‘geralmente’ (generally), the
open version of the generic operator, means that a contextually significant amount of Jews are
fasting. But the sentence in (7) can be true even if only few Jews are fasting at Yom Kippur,
because it is not a generalization, but the statement of a law.
Finally, Müller’s proposal predicts that the sentence below is either ungrammatical or has a
generic interpretation. None of these is true:
(12) Ontem
rato com-eu
a comida do
cachorro.
Yesterday rat eat-PRF.3S the food of+the dog.
This is not a generic sentence, since the introduction of the generic adverb ‘geralmente’
(generally) engenders an infelicitous sequence. Moreover, Brazilians do use (12) to talk about a
particular episode. Thus, (12) is grammatical. In fact, it is the natural way of reporting what
happened. No doubt it is puzzling that sentence (8) is not out of the blue fine whereas sentence
(12) is. We shall explain why this is so.
With respect to the object position, in Müller’s framework, one doesn’t expect any
restrictions to the Bare Singular, since it is a number neutral predicate which may be bounded by
different operators. Given that in (5a) the Bare Singular is in the internal object position, we
expect it to have an existential interpretation. But if this is indeed the case, then how the contrast
in (5) is to be explained? Why we do not get the interpretation that there was a race which was
won by João? If one may explain the contrast between (3) and (4) by postulating that the Bare
Singular must move to a position higher than IP, this cannot be the explanation for the contrast in
(5).

2.2 The classical kind view
It is certainly the case that one can only suggest that bare nouns are names of kind if they can be
arguments of kind predicates. This is the importance of the data in (6). If the Bare Singular is
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ungrammatical with kind predicates, then we can be sure that they are not names of kind. But,
different authors consider that the sentence in (6) is fine: Saraiva (1997), and Munn & Schmitt
(1999) are examples. Pires de Oliveira et al. (2010) found data from corpora where the Bare
Singular is the subject of a kind predicate; moreover, they conducted an experiment of evaluation
which supports the claim that at least for some speakers of BrP the sentence in (6) is
grammatical. We consider (6) to be grammatical. Suppose this is indeed the case, then the Bare
Singular is a kind denoting term. Going back to Carlson’s (1977) insight that the English BP
denotes the kind, Schmitt & Munn, Munn & Schmitt among others argue that the Bare Singular
is built by the down operator, as suggested by Chierchia (1998) for the Bare Plural in English.
The same idea appears in Dobrovie-sorin & Pires de Oliveira (2010).
Thought Munn & Schmitt (2004), among others, claim that the Bare Singular is marked
when in subject position of episodic predicates, as exemplified in (13), they do not explain why
this is the case (the following example is example (6b) in Schmitt & Munn (2002)):
(13) ?? Mulher discut-iu
a-s
eleiçõ-es.
woman discuss-PST.PRF.3SG the-PL election-PL.
They claim that “in subject position of strongly episodic sentences bare singulars are somewhat
degraded” (Schmitt & Munn, 1999), though they are compatible with true kind predicates, even
if temporally located: “true kind predications are actually compatible with temporally located
eventualities without focus reading” (Munn & Schmitt 2002), as exemplified below:
(14) Na
década de 70, relógio digital pass-ou
a ser fabric-ado
In+the decade of 70, watch digital pass-PST.PRF.3SG to be.INF fabricate-PTCP
em Manaus.
in Manaus
The authors point out that the infelicity of the combination of the Bare Singular with, what
they call, “strong” episodic predicates disappears when we have focus, example (15), when they
are in the scope of a focus term, (16), and when they are in a list context, (17):
(15) MULHERF discut-iu
a-s
eleiçõ-es.
woman
discuss-PST.PRF.3SG the-PL election-PL.
(16) Só mulher discut-iu
a-s
eleiçõ-es.
Only woman discuss-PST.PRF.3SG the-PL election-PL.
(17) Mulher discut-iu
a-s
eleiçõ-es, homem discut-iu
futebol.
woman discuss-PST.PRF.3SG the-PL election-PL, man discuss-PST.PRF.3SG soccer.
Thought they correctly point to the infelicity of combining the Bare Singular with an episodic
predicate, and the different mechanisms for rescuing the construction, they have no explanation
for the infelicity nor for the role of mechanisms. What is the role of focus? What is the list
context doing? We shall answer these questions in the next section.
As already said, they assume Chierchia’s (1998) proposal for the English Bare Plural
according to which the down operator applies and returns the maximal intensional individual, i.e.
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the kind. Moreover, when it combines with stage level predicates, the kind is upped to its
instantiations and there is existential closure – the famous D(erived) K(ind) P(redication) applies.
This is indeed Chierchia’s explanation for the existential interpretation of sentences such as:
(18) Dogs are barking.
Munn & Schmitt assume Chierchia’s DPK to explain the existential uses of bare nouns without
realizing that if this were the case then we expect their sentence in (13) to be as natural as (18) is.
Moreover we expect it to have the same existential interpretation.The reason is clear: the down
operator applies and the result is the kind, to which DPK applies and returns the assertion that
there are instantiations of that kind. Thus, the prediction is that sentence (13) should mean: there
was at least one woman who discussed politics. This is a pretty straightforward meaning, but it is
not what the sentence in (13) means. The truth of (13) entails that some women discussed
politics, but from the assertion that some women discussed politics one cannot infer (13). Thus,
(13) is not synonymous of some women discussed politics.
Moreover, there is no explanation for the need of focus. Nor why in some cases, as in (12)
there is no need of focus even if the predicate is not a kind predicate. Answers to these questions
cannot be found in their approach.
Their proposal is not better than Müller’s with respect to the object position: it predicts that
the Bare Singular can always get an existential interpretation. But then how do we explain (5a)?

3 The radical kind view
As a summary, let’s review the data to be explained: (i) the Bare Singular is sometimes
infelicitous when in subject position of an episodic predicate, as exemplified in (3), (8) and (13);
(ii) however this is not always the case; (12) shows the combination can be felicitous even if the
predicate is not about the kind; (iii) focus, and list are ways of increasing the felicity of the Bare
Singular in episodic sentence; (iv) there is a contrast between the Bare Singular and the Bare
Plural; finally, (v) the interpretation of sentences such as (12), or those from (15) to (17), an issue
that was not discussed in the literature yet; we claimed that sentences with the Bare Singular are
not synonymous of existential sentences.
Pires de Oliveira & Rothstein (2011) suggest that the data from (i) to (iii) follows from the
kind interpretation of the Bare Singular. In this section, we show that this is indeed the case.
Moreover this same hypothesis explains (iv) and gives us the correct interpretation. The radical
hypothesis is that the Bare Singular always denotes the kind, that is, there is no type shifting to
instantiations. 4 This hypothesis directly explains its combination with kind predicates, as in (6),
and all its generic uses, which may be generated either by considering the distinction between
gnomic and episodic predicates as in Landman & Rothstein (2010) or by generic quantification
over instances of the kind relation. For the “strong” episodic interpretations, we also follow
Landman & Rothstein’s (2010) proposal for the Bare Plural. They propose that the Bare Plural
can always denote the kind, even when it is object of an episodic predicate as in:
4

Very briefly – for the details see Pires de Oliveira & Rothstein (2011): root nouns, type <e, t>, denote lattice
structures the atoms of which are vague (in Landman’s sense (2010). Brazilian Portuguese is a language that allows
the count and the down operator to apply freely (differently from English, a count or down language. If the down
operator applies we get a kind, type <s, e>. If the count operation applies we get a singular predicate, type <eXd, t>,
where there is a pairing of an individual and a sometimes contextually given unity.
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John ate apples.

According to their analysis, the sentence in (19) states that John entertained an episodic relation
to the kind Apple. Their insight is the characterization of what a relation between an individual
and a kind is. The sentence in (19) does not entail that there were apples that John ate, but rather
that there was at least an event that can count as a witness of John having an eating relation with
the kind Apple. Thus, (19) is true even if John ate apple pills as long as what happened can count
as an event of apple eating. Notice that these are loose truth conditions.
This seems to be precisely what happens when one uses the Bare Singular in BrP: one wants
to establish a relation to a kind or to attribute a certain property to a kind, based on enough
relevant witness events. Let’s see this in more details.
If Derived Kind Predicate were to apply to sentence (12), which is felicitous without any
need of focus or context, the interpretation would be: there was at least one rat that ate the dog’s
food. Thus, it should be synonymous of the sentence:
(20)

Algum rato com-eu
a comida do
cachorro.
Some rat eat-PST.PRF.3SG the food
of+the dog.

But it is not. Although one may infer (20) from (12), the other way around is not the case, and
they are not true in the same situations. From the event with kind agent one may infer episodic
witness events, but from an episodic event the agent of which is an individual one cannot infer
the participation of the kind in the event. Thus, they are not synonymous. Sentence (12) is true
even if the speaker has an indirect indication that rats have eaten the dog’s food. Notice that if
the sentence meant that there were rats who stole the dog’s food, the speaker could not truly
assert sentence (12) given that she had only indirect evidence. In such a situation, strictly
speaking sentence (20) is false. Thus, it is not that only a single rat can make (12) true, that
would be the case if DKP applied, but rather that any single evidence of a rat makes it true, and
this is ruled out by DKP, since it asserts that there were rats involved in the event. Thus, the truth
conditions of (12) are very loose, because the agent of the event is a kind: the sentence is true if
there is enough evidence of the participation of the kind in the event. But what count as enough
evidence remains open to discussion and the semantics cannot say anything about it. This is the
importance of the notion of witness in Landman & Rothstein (2010): an event involving the kind
either as subject or as object requires the realization of some event that can count as witness.
Thus, if we suppose Pires de Oliveira & Rothstein (2011) are right and the Bare Singular
always denotes the kind, we may apprehend correctly the truth conditions of sentence (12). We
can also explain why the sentence in (13) is infelicitous out-of-the-blue. The predicate ‘discutiu
política’ (discussed politics) is an episodic predicate in Carlson’s sense: it is about stages of an
individual. Thus, it is not normally a temporally located predicate of a kind. The sentence asserts
that there was a total or complete event of discussing politics with the woman-kind as its agent.
But this is normally a bizarre assertion since it is difficult to see what such a total event involving
the kind could be. This is the explanation for the infelicity of the sentences presented above, (3),
(8) and (13). Their infelicity comes from their semantics, which imposes the kind as the agent of
an episodic predicate normally attributed to individuals.
Bare Singulars are licensed when the context allows one to interpret the predicate as a
predicate of kinds and they are otherwise infelicitous. Focus and lists are contexts which license
one to interpret the predicate as a predicate of the kind. Sentences from (15) to (17) are
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acceptable because these are contexts where the sentences can naturally be taken as assertions
about the woman-kind participating in a complete event: in the context of the party, there was a
bounded event of discussing politics which the woman-kind (relative to the party) participated in,
while the man-kind did something else. Only the woman-kind participated in the event of
discussing politics. The woman-kind but no other kinds participated in the event of discussing
politics. In all the examples, the appropriate alternatives are always kinds. Notice, moreover, that
if a kind context is created, then one may utter (13) felicitously. This happens when the speaker
wants to convey that what she is reporting is something extraordinary, something that can count
for the kind, where the individual that performed the event is taken to be the representative of the
kind. If normally women do not discuss politics, but in the party this happened, then this is an
extraordinary fact can count as a property of the kind. Thus, the fact that women discussed
politics in the party is presented linguistically as an event that counts for the kind. Choosing the
Bare Singular, the speaker imposes a certain perspective on the event: the event is described as
an event of the kind. Prosodic prominence and list are ways of foregrounding the kind
interpretation.
Recall that the bare noun system in BrP is complete, as we saw in section 1.1. Thus, a
speaker who chooses to report such and such a situation using the Bare Singular – and not the
indefinite nor the definite articles, nor the bare plural – is committing herself to the assertion that
what happened in the world is to be taken as an event of the kind. No doubt this can only happen
if what is reported is considered to be something extraordinary, something that is not only true of
the individual as such but that is true of the individual as a representative of the kind. This is
precisely the case with sentence in (12), what one is reporting is an unexpected event. Since per
se the appearance of rats in our urban contemporary society is something considered to be
unusual, we understand why the sentence is felicitous even without focus.
Consider the sentence below, which, out of the blue, is infelicitous, because, as we said,
normally it is weird to attribute to the kind a complete event of writing a letter:
(21) Menino escrev-eu
carta.
Boy
write-PST.PERF.3S letter
Here is a context where it is natural. Suppose the speaker is describing how successful the protest
campaign she is running was. By uttering (21), she asserts that there were events of the kind boy
taking part in the campaign, without making any specific claim about how many or how general
these events were. But they count as event of the kind. Thus they are not ordinary events. This is
the reason why she chooses to report what happened by using the Bare Singular.
We briefly pointed out that the Bare Plural is always felicitous with perfective predicates.
This is a clear indication that it is not specialized for kind denoting. Cases like (4) can, then, be
explained by existential closure, because it may be interpreted as about some girls who played
with dolls. The kind interpretation is also available, but we do not get the extraordinary reading.
These are all indications that the Bare Plural in BrP seems to be a plural predicate which may be
bound by different operators as proposed by Pires de Oliveira & Rothstein (2011).

4 Conclusion
We have shown that the Bare Singular is not number neutral, in the sense that it denotes atoms
and pluralities, because if it were so, we do not expect it to contrast with the Bare Plural, in
particular in object position. Both should be fine. The contrast is explained if the Bare Singular
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always denotes the kind, and the Bare Plural is a plural predicate. The infelicity of the Bare
Singular with episodic predicates is due to the fact that normally we do not ascribe a complete
event to the kind. But Bare Singulars are licensed when the context allows one to interpret the
predicate as a predicate of kinds and they are otherwise infelicitous. The constraint does not
apply to the Bare Plural because it is a plural predicate. Moreover, we cannot account for the
truth conditions of the Bare Singular in subject position of episodic predicates if we allow type
shifting operations as DKP, because it gives us the wrong interpretation. Thus, it seems that we
are better off assuming the radical hypothesis according to which the Bare Singular is always
kind denoting.
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1 Introduction
This paper is about particle verbs that predicate endpoints to the events described by the complex
verb. An example is the German particle-verb ausspielen that is built from the particle aus- and
the verb spielen, s. (1) from an internet-forum of a radio station.
(1)

Songs ausspielen! Neuerdings breitet sich die Unsitte Songs abzuschneiden immer mehr
aus!
(Play songs to their ends, please! We have had to experience the bad habit of cutting songs
short!)(http://www.mysnip.de/forum-archiv/thema/8773/34067/Songs+ausspielen.html.)

The semantic commitment of the event not ending before its full temporal extension is also
contributed by other German particles, e.g. with auf -, ab-, ein-, and is familar from corresponding
engl. up, dutch op- and from particles in other Germanic languages. Moreover, verb-formation
of particle verbs with this semantic commitment is semi-productive. One aim of this paper is to
demonstrate that the semantics of these particle verbs can be reconstructed compositionally from
the semantic contribution of the particle and the contribution of the verbal kernel. In this respect
this paper is one out of a series.1 For ease of representation I will confine myself to German
aus-particle verbs with this one of the many readings of aus-particle verbs on the one hand and out
of auf - ab-, etc. particle verbs that follow the same composition pattern on the other hand. The
working examples of aus-verbs of the main four verb-formation-patterns in German are listed in
(2). A handful of further instances of the respective types are listed in Table 1. (The open list is not
exactly representative, but a longer list does not not require any conceptual or formal adjustments.)
(2)

a. ausschlafen (sleep until you have slept enough),
b. ausreifen (become fully ripe)
c. ein Fahrzeug auslasten (to load a vehicle to its capacity)

∗ This paper developed in the Project B4 Lexical Information in Word-formation, Sentence and Discourse of SFB732 Incremental Specification in Context. I gratefully thank Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for funding. I wish to
thank the project members Boris Haselbach, Hans Kamp, Tillmann Pross and Sylvia Springorum.
1 s. (Roßdeutscher, 2011) and references therein.
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d. ein Buch auslesen (to read a book to the end)

Although the semantics construction is different for each of the four types, the contribution
of aus- to the verbal kernel and the verbal arguments is the same and follows variants of the
same interpretation mechanism for inferring endpoints. These rule-based interpretations will be
demonstrated in the next subsection by way of contrasting aus-verbs with their corresponding
’simple’ verbs. Then I will sketch the strategy to account for them.
ausschlafen (from schlafen, ’sleep’), (to
sleep until you have slept enough); ausreden
(from reden, ’talk’), (to talk until you have
made a point); ausweinen (from weinen,
’weep’), (to weep until you cannot weep
anymore); auslernen (from lernen, ’learn’),
(to finish your education); ...

ausreifen, (from reifen, ’ripe’) (become
fully ripe);
(eine Wunde) ausheilen
(from heilen, ’heal’), ((the wound) heal
completely); (die Haare) ausdünnen (from
dünn, ’thin’), ((your hairs) becoming
thinner, getting bald); ...

(ein Buch) auslesen (from lesen, ’read’),
(to read a book to its end); einen Song
ein Fahrzeug auslasten (from Last, ’load’),
ausspielen (from spielen, ’play’), (to play a
(to load a vehicle to capacity); etwas /
song to its end); (ein Thema) ausdiskutieren
jemanden ausbeuten (from Beute, ’loot’),
(from diskutieren, ’discuss’), (to fully
(to exploit sth. or so.); etwas / jemanden
discuss a topic); (ein Programm) austesten
ausplündern (from plündern, ’loot’),(to
(from testen ’test’), (to do sufficient
completely plunder sth. or so.); etwas
debugging of a program); jede Blödelei
ausdeuten (from deuten, ’interpret’), (to
ausreizen (from reizen ’provoke’), (to max
provide every possible interpretation); ...
out every silly joke); ...
Table 1.

1.1 The difference that aus- makes. Some contrasts
Importantly, aus-verbs cannot combine with the adverbial-like element weiter (to continue to).
Their corresponding ’simple’ verbs can, and weiter directly combines with the verbal kernel, then.
According to (Kratzer, 2004) this clearly indicates that aus-verbs are achievements, whereas the
corresponding simple verbs are accomplishments. (Kratzer mentions the ungrammatical *wir
wollten weitergewinnen (we wanted to continue winning) as a witness. Table 2 displays this
behaviour of aus-verbs for the four verb formation patterns.
er will [weiter]schlafen,
* er will weiterausschlafen
(he wants to sleep on)
sie ließen die Banane [weiter]reifen,
b.
* sie ließen die Banane weiterausreifen
(they let the banana become riper)
sie wollen das Fahrzeug [weiter]belasten,
c. (they want to charge the vehicle with more * sie wollen das Fahrzeug weiterauslasten
load)
er will das Buch [weiter]lesen
d.
* er will das Buch weiterauslesen
(reading the book, he wants to read on)
Table 2.
a.
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However, aus-verbs are not like gewinnen (to win) or den Gipfel erreichen (to reach the summit).
The way they differ from ordinary achievements makes itself felt when we negate the sentences,
as displayed in Table 3. The right colum displays paraphrases of the negated sentences. The
paraphrases demonstrate that all aus-verb descriptions of an event presuppose that a sequence of
sub-events is already in progress and they assert a further sequence of sub-events culminating
in some final point. For this reason, I will refer to the aus-verb descriptions as sequential
achievements.
a. er hatte nicht ausgeschlafen
b.
c.
d.
e.

(’he had a sleep, but less sleep than he
needed’)
die Banane war nicht ausgereift
(’the banana had ripened to some degree,
but was not ripe enough’)
sie hatten das Fahrzeug nicht ausgelastet
(’they had loaded the vehicle, but not up to
its maximal load’)
sie hatten den Song nicht ausgespielt
(’they had played parts of the song, but
hadn’t played it to its end’)
er hatte das Buch nicht ausgelesen
(’he had read parts the book, but had not
read it to its end’)
Table 3.

This special presupposition/assertion structure of the verbal predicates involving a sequence of
sub-events and the culmination condition indicates that aus- induces an operation to the following
effects: (i) a partition of the event described by the simple verb, (ii) quantifying over things and
thereby determining the endpoints. What things are quantified over is different for the four types of
word-formation. But for every type the two aspects of the operation can be given formal substance
within a root-based account of word-formation.

1.2 Background theory: verb formation from their roots
The analysis I will present builds on earlier works of word formation in a framework that combines
methods from Distributive Morphology (DM) (Marantz, 2005), and Discourse Representation
Theory (DRT). The general idea of combining the methods is the conviction that verbs are
constructed from their roots. (cf. (Roßdeutscher and Kamp, 2010), (Roßdeutscher, 2011) and
references therein). According to DM, there is one syntactic engine for forming words and forming
constituents. The basic elements of word formation are roots bearing lexical or encyclopedic
information and functional heads that undergo MERGE and MOVE-operations. (Examples of
syntactic and semantic structural descriptions are displayed in the Figures in section 4.)
As shown in detail in those papers there are two disjoint types of verbal constructions, called
bi-eventive and mono-eventive, which correspond more or less to Levin’s dichotomy of Result
vs. Manner verbs cf. (Levin, 1999). Bi-eventively constructed verbs involve a causal connection
between the referential argument of the verb and a brought about state that is contributed by the
semantics of a sub-lexical projection merging from a root. Typical instances are (i) de-adjectival
verbs like reifen (to ripe) from the adjective reif (ripe) and (ii) de-nominal verbs like belasten from
Last (load).
Mono-eventively constructed verbs are built from event-types, or ’manner’-denoting verbal
kernels. Typical instances are schlafen (to sleep), lesen (to read). Transitive instances of the
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latter example, such as ein Buch lesen (to read a book) or einen Song spielen (to play a song) are
known as ’non-core-transitive verbs’ (cf. (Levin, 1999)) or ”verbs that enter syntactic structure
as activities” (cf. (Kratzer, 2004)); we follow the particular syntactic DM-implementation of this
widely accepted notions by (Marantz, 2005) (N.B. In German, bi-eventively constructed verbs
have ung-nominalisations, mono-eventively constructed don’t.) Particle verbs in general and ausparticle verbs in particular, usually share the constructive type with their corresponding simple
verbs.

1.3 Hidden quantification in the root-based account
Let me sketch how the semantics of the ’simple’ verbs come about and how the particle ausoperates on the simpler structures to make sequential achievements out of them. The formal
implementation of the syntactic and semantic sub-lexical analyses in a DM/DRT-based architecture
will be provided in semantic construction algorithms, cf. section 4.

1.3.1 De-nominal aus-verbs
p
p
The verb phrase ein Fahrzeug belasten (to load a vehicle) = ’ein Fahrzeug be + last +
v(erbalizer)’ means to apply load to a vehicle. An agent brings about that the vehicle has load
on it, where the relation ’have sth. on’ is contributed by the prefix be-. The event described by
ein Fahrzeug auslasten also describes an event with these conditions but with stricter entailments:
the described event is the sum of sub-events such that every sub-event results in a state where the
vehicle has more load; the final sub-event results in a state where the vehicle has the sum of all
loads on it which is at the same time the maximal load that this vehicle can the charged with. As
a consequence the hidden quantification contributed
by aus- is a quantification over loads, that is
p
quantification over the denotation of the root load, which is an entity. The sequence of sub-events
that sums up to the whole event corresponds to the sum of entities. This correspondence between
the temporal partition of the event resulting in the final state and the partition on the side of the
things quantified over is decisive for aus- in general.

1.3.2 De-adjectival aus-verbs
p
The sentence eine Banane reifte (the banana became ripe) = ’eine Banane
reif
(ripe)+v(erbalizer)’ describes an event that brings about the state of the banana bearing the property
of being ripe. Similar to the de-nominal auslasten the de-adjectival ausreifen describes an event of
the banana becoming ripe, but on top of that it describes the riping as the sequence and the sum
of sub-events such that each sub-event results in a state where the banana has a higher degree of
ripeness than before. The final sub-event results into a state where the banana has the maximal
degree of ripeness. Here and in all de-adjectival aus-verbs quantification involves degrees of
properties.
The verbal constructions in 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 are bi-eventive. In these patterns the culmination
condition of the simple event description and the respective culmination conditions of the subevents are transparently constructed from the contribution of the roots. The roots provide what is
quantified over: entities, or sets of entities with de-nominal verbs — degrees of properties with
de-adjectival aus-verbs. Note that the culmination conditions are dependent of the arguments of
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the verb, of how ripe the banana may get and how much load the vehicle can bear. I will take this
dependency as decisive for the sub-lexical syntactic analyses.
With mono-eventively constructed aus-verbs cf. 1.3.3 and 1.3.4 the analyses are less
straightforward.

1.3.3 Non-core transitive verbs
p
ein Buch lesen
p = ’ein Buch les + v(erbalizer)’ describes a reading process which is contributed
by the root les, denoting an event type of some agent’s activity with the book as its incremental
theme. Culmination of the described event, i.e. telicity, is inferred wrt. the quantized accusative NP
functioning as the internal argument of the transitive verb lesen. The event-description culminates
wrt. the theme. (cf. (Kratzer, 2004) building on algebraic accounts of Aktionsart composition as
in (Krifka, 1998)).
Following our strategy in 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 of defining the surplus of aus- as quantification over
sub-events that result in states of the theme bearing a property that changes by and by, we are
led to the following condition: ”ein Buch aus-lesen denotes the sum of sub-events such that every
sub-event has its part of the theme getting read”, that is to say ”more and more of the book becomes
read”. But this condition, though correct, is not at all satisfactory, because the semantics of ein
Buch lesen and the semantics of ein Buch auslesen come out the same. What we are led to is merely
the condition of telic event descriptions with incremental themes, well-known since Krifka’s work
from the early nineties: telic descriptions induce a homomorphism between sub-events in the event
domain (e.g. reading activities) and mereological parts in the domain of the denotation (e.g. pages
or chapters of a book). As a consequence, Krifka’s notion of an incremental theme cannot tell
apart the difference between simple transitive verbs with ’manner’-roots and their corresponding
aus-verbs. How can we define the difference on top of Krifka’s notion? At this point, I can
only say this much: I will solve this puzzle by strengthening Krifka’s homomorphism between
event-part-structures and mereological part-structures of the theme’s denotation in aus-lesen. This
will be done in section 2.

1.3.4 Unergative aus-verbs
Things become even more involved with unergative
p aus-verbs like ausschlafen. The sentence
der Mann schlief (the man slept) = ’der Mann + schlaf + v(erbalizer)’ describes an activity or
process of sleeping as atelic; der Mann schlief aus describes a (sequential) achievement. Trying
to follow our strategy of explicating the culmination conditions we get already stuck with the
plain idea that ”culmination means culmination wrt. an argument” (cf. (Kratzer, 2004)). There
is no internal argument with unergative verbs. The subject is external, which according to widely
accepted assumptions isn’t a true semantic argument and is introduced in a Voice-projection above
vP (or above VP in (Kratzer, 1996)). As the subject is no option for measuring out the event (or
the sub-events the sequence of which makes the whole event) the event type itself must provide
measuring conditions somehow. Indeed, there have been proposals in the literature to connect
termination conditions to the event variable directly. (Filip, 2000) and subsequent work proposes
to define the contribution of Russian prefixes such as na-, that form perfective verbs out of atelic
unergatives, via with the help of such measures.
This solution, however, as will be argued in section 3, cannot be applied to verbs like
ausschlafen. Instead, I will tackle the puzzle of gaining measures for culmination condition
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directly from the event types as follows: Performing actions characterised by agentive event types
like reading, playing, weeping, talking, require the following: desire, power, enthusiasm, and
capability. I subsume these four requirements under the notion of stamina. In the onset of an action
stamina is high, decreasing and fading away as the action is pursued. With these characteristics,
stamina is a thing that can be assigned degrees. Degrees in turn can be assigned measures, i.e.
numbers, decreasing sub-event by sub-event. We can characterise the result state conditions of
the sub-events in terms of decreasing degrees (just as we did with degrees of properties for the
adjectival type) and the final sub-event of ausschafen as resulting in a state where degree of
stamina is zero: the agent either doesn’t want to perform the action any longer or has no longer the
capability of doing so. I will go into this matter in section 3.
As already mentioned section 4 will be devoted to construction algorithms.

2 The algebraic puzzle of ein Buch auslesen
Decisive for the explication of telicity in (Krifka, 1998) is that the verb — by thematic role
assignment Θ to the denotation of its argument — induces a ’one-to-one’-mapping between parts of
the theme and parts of the described event. The former is a relation in a mereological part-structure
P and the latter in an event-structure E. The description, i.e. the thematic assignment function Θ,
fulfils the condition that (a) any proper part y of x stands in the theme-relation to some unique
proper part of e’ of e; and (b) (reversely) a given temporal proper part e’ of e stands in the
theme-relation to some proper part y of x. The formal requirements are usually referred to as
Θ shows mapping of sub-events (MSE) and uniqueness of sub-events (UE) on the one hand and Θ
shows mapping of sub-objects (MSO) and uniqueness of sub-objects (UO) on the other hand. The
conditions from (Krifka, 1998), sec. 3.2, are displayed in Table 4.
MSE. ∀x,y ∈ UP ∀e∈ UE [ Θ(x,e) ∧ y < p x
MS0. ∀x ∈ Up ∀e, e’∈ UE [ Θ(x,e) ∧ e’ < E e
→ ∃ e’ [ e’ < E e ∧ Θ(y,e’) ] ]
→ ∃ y [ y< P x ∧ Θ(y,e’) ] ]
U0. ∀x ∈ Up ∀e, e’∈ UE [ Θ(x,e) ∧ e’ ≤ E e
UE. ∀x,y ∈ UP ∀e∈ UE [ Θ(x,e) ∧ y ≤ p x
→ ∃!y [ y ≤ p x ∧ Θ(y,e’) ]]
→ ∃! e’ [ e’ ≤ E e ∧ Θ(y,e’) ]]
Table 4
The reader is referred to the model-theoretic axioms for the algebraic event structure E with its
universe UE and ’proper part’ < E e and ’improper part’ ≤ E , defined within E (and for the
mereological part-structures P as well) in (Krifka, 1998):206,199.
I will confine myself here to circumscribe the mapping between the respective structures,
compare Table 5, second row, below. Think of an event e of the type ’reading a book’. This
event e is assumed to contain two non-overlapping, but abutting sub-events e’ and e”, such that
L
e is the sum of the two (written as the condition e = e’ e”). For the denotation of the book y
undergoing reading there exist parts of the book y’ and y” such that y’ undergoes reading in e’
and y” undergoes reading in e”. The definition of telicity in (Krifka, 1998) and in earlier works
relies much on the intitution that a description of an event is telic, if there are no initial or final
parts of the events that qualify for the description to be true yet. It is only the entire event that
makes the description true.2 Applying the concepts to ein Buch lesen and to ein Buch auslesen
both predicates qualify as telic. (The complication that ein Buch auslesen has the presupposition
2 ”It

is obvious that quantized predicates are telic: If a quantized predicate X applies to some event e, then it does
not apply to any proper part of e, hence the only e’ such that X(e’) and e ≤ E is e itfelf” (Krifka, 1998):207
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that a book-reading event must be underway to apply the predicate to the event as a whole has no
impact on this).
The additional condition that makes an event to qualify for a true ein Buch auslesen-description
rather than for a true ein Buch lesen description concerns temporal order-relations that the
denotation of the theme must fulfil. To put it briefly, the parts of the theme are not only
mereological parts, but temporally ordered merological parts.
ein Buch lesen
E: event structure
L
e = e’ E e”
T: time structure
e’ < E e

y is (strictly) incremental theme
Θ

E,P
mτ

P: merelogical part structure
L
y = y’ P y”

T,P

P: merelogical part structure

7!

τ

7 τ(e’) ≺ t τ(e\e’)
!
7!
y’ ≺ t,P y”
ein Buch auslesen
y is sequential theme
Table 5. Strengthening the algebraic structure for sequential achievements.

This additional requirement doesn’t make itself felt very often. But it does so in ein Buch
auslesen as opposed to ein Buch lesen and einen Song ausspielen as opposed to einen Song spielen:
books and songs come with a pre-determined temporal order of their parts, i.e. the order in which
the parts participate in an action. That order must be respected in the aus-verb-description.
As for the former think of a scenario of reading a dissertation of five chapters. Chapter 3
is the most substantial, so you read it first. As you do not understand it, you read the first
two chapters, and then, in order not to miss anything, you read chapter 4 and 5. This scenario
makes (3.a) and (3.b) true, but (3.c) is not true in this scenario. This is because the predetermined
order of the parts of the dissertation is not respected. As for the latter playing a song backwards
(= rückwärts) doesn’t respect the order of the parts either. This is why (4.b) is uninterpretable.
(3)

a. Ich habe die Dissertation gelesen.
b. Ich habe die ganze Dissertation
(the whole dissertation) gelesen.
c. Ich
habe
die
Dissertation
ausgelesen.

(4)

a. Sie hatten den Song rückwarts
gespielt
b. # Sie hatten den Song rückwarts
ausgespielt

Naturally there are not many verb- direct object- pairs where the theme involves such temporal
ordering of its parts to undergo the action. But where this is not so, such a temporal ordering on
parts of the incremental theme will be accommodated; the temporal ordering will be induced by
the temporal ordering of the sub-events that make up the sequential achievement.
Let’s explicate these intuitions in formal terms. The strengthening of the Krifkanian
homomorphism is as follows:
Θ induces a one-to-one-mapping between temporally ordered parts of the event and
temporally ordered mereological sub-parts of the theme
The notion of a ’temporally ordered mereological sub-part’ if defined recurring to the temporal
order ≺ t of time-structure T. T is set of run times of the events of event-structure E. The part-whole
relation < P in the merological structure respects in addition a temporal predence relation ≺ t :
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Definition of ’≺ t,P ’. Let y’ be a mereological proper part of y”, i.e. y’ < P y”.
y’ ≺ t,P y” iff y’ and y” are naturally determined to be theme in e in the temporal order
≺ t of run-time τ(e)

Table 5 displays the one-to-one-homomorphisms that define these algebraic structures of an
Θ
’incremental theme’ as defined in (Krifka, 1998), i.e. the mapping ”, on the top (respecting
the conditions in Table 4) and the strengthened condition in the bottom.
The ordering ≺ t,P is induced via the one-on-mapping m, known as the trace function τ between
the event structure E and the time-structure T. τ maps an event onto its run-time t = τ(e). For
L
an event e which is the -sum of e’ and e” (and therefore e’ is a proper part of e wrt. event
structure (cf. < E ) ), e’ is mapped (by the one-one homomorphism m) onto its run-time τ(e’) which
temporally precedes (cf. ≺ t ) the run-time of the rest of e, i.e. τ(e\e’). The run-times of the proper
parts of e are then mapped onto the temporally ordered proper parts of y. This is how the semantic
requirement of aus- comes out as strengthening the algebraic structures of incremental themes.

2.1 Semantic representation for the type ein Buch auslesen
With those homomorphisms at hand, we are now in the position to present a vP-representation
for the non-core transitive aus-verbs, exemplified in ein Buch auslesen. A vP-representation is
presented in Table 6.
P n m P’

8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
*>
>
<

P = Partition(e) |P| = n m < n
P’= Partition(y) |P’| = n
L
0
e=e
E e’
e0 y0
READ (e0 )

e0 i y0 i

>
>
∑ L E 0im ei
>
e0 :
>
>
>
participant(ei )= y0 i
>
>
>
>
y0 i < t,P y
>
:

9
>
>
>
book(y)
>
>
>
>
>
READ (e’) res(s,e’)
>
>
*
>
=
ei yi
, e’, y , s,
m+1in
L
>
ei
>
>
e’: ∑ E
>
>
>
participant(e
)=
yi
i
>
>
>
>
yi < t,P y
>
;
e0 ≺ e’ s

++

Table 6. Semantic representation of the vP (= Kratzers’s VP) ein Buch auslesen
The event e described by the verb phrase is the sum of the presupposed event e0 (cf. structure
in curly brackets) and the asserted event e’, which is listed in a binding store to the left of the
assertion, together with the discourse referent y for the book and the resultant state s of e, see
‘res(s,e)’.3 As the event culminates, we can apply the notion of a partition P of e (of cardinality
n), i.e. a set of non-overlapping ein that sum up to e. The sequence e0 to em sums up to e0 and
the sequence em+1 to en sums up to e’. Moreover, there is a structure identical partition P(y) of the
3 The

notation with the binding store is due to the background theory. All discourse referents in the store will be
existentially quantified on some DRS-level in a sentence representation, though not all at top-level, because not all can
be referred to by pronouns.
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same cardinality for the theme’s representation y. The partition is a set of disjoint parts yi≤n that
sum up to y. Moreover the proper parts yi are temporally ordered sub-part of y, see the condition
‘yi < t,P y’ that formulates the additional requirement for the thematic relation ‘participant(ei ) =
yi ’ on the sub-events ei that are quantified over.

3 Semantics for the ausschlafen-type
When I sketched my solution of the representation puzzle for agentive intransitive aus-verbs, I
eluded to the fact that I was influenced by (Filip, 2000) to overcome representation puzzles for
the semantics of Russian prefixes such as na- in perfective descriptions (cf. p on the verb) (5)(cf.
(Filip, 2000):22)
(5)

Ivan naguljálsjaP
po
górodu
Ivan ACM.ACC-walk.past.refl. around town.
‘Ivan walked a lot / enough / to his heart’s content around the town’

The theoretic turn in (Filip, 2000) and subsequent work is to yield quantized predicates by imposing
a measure over the event-variable introduced by some of the arguments of the predicate. E.g. in
(5) the event is measured by its associated path argument; the path is long wrt. some standard
of comparison. This representation strategy, however, doesn’t apply to the German predicates
ausschlafen or ausweinen. Different from motion predicates, where a hidden or overtly expressed
path argument can be measured, no such argument is conceptually given in those verbal predicates.
As indicated in the introduction, inducing a measure of decreasing stamina that drives the
agent’s action doesn’t commit us to represent arguments for measuring the event. The eventuality
structure involving summation of a sub-events ei is analogous to the representation in Table
6. (Compare also the vP-node representation in Figure 1, below). The characterisation of
the sub-events ei that sum up to the whole event is formulated in terms of degree. As a
background assumption we have to assume that for at least a set of event-predicates introduced by
a ‘manner’-root an abstract event predicate stamina can be applied to the action specified by the
root. In addition, though less delicate, some function DEGREE must map sub-events of this action
to decreasing natural numbers, where zero determines the final resultant state. The reader must be
put up with my conjecture that according to my experience my analysis fits enough examples to
indicate semi-productivity4 .

4 Semantics Construction Algorithms
4.1

Aus-in unergative verbs

With these considerations semantics constructions in the DM/DRT architecture is presented in
Figure 1 with the syntactic analysis to the left and semantic interpretation of the nodes to the right
4 As

is common with particle verbs, novel instances, — sometimes surprising ones — are also found. Here is an
example from a narrative, speaking of a woman that had lost all power for living, a conceptualisation that justifies
forming an aus-verb of the reading we are focusing on, although leben (to live) wouldn’t come into our mind as
involving stamina.
(i) Für sie war keine Quelle mehr, die den müden, abgetragenen Wanderer am schwülen Tag ergötzt. Kein Trunk
mehr kühlte sie! Sie hatte ausgelebt! Den letzten Lebenstropfen kostete ihr dieser Vorfall.’
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(up to vP-level). A sentence like ein Mann
schlief aus has a syntactic representation where the
p
particle aus- is adjoined to vP. The root aus in this syntactic context contributes an event-property
of a sequential achievement (which becomes predicated over the referential argument e’). Please
read ‘’DEG(STAMINA)(ei ) = di ’ as “degree of stamina of the action ei is the natural number di ”.
(The order ‘’>N ’ is the order of natural numbers). Lack of space doesn’t allow me to represent the
presupposition/assertion-structure.
vP
Pn

*
voiceP
!H
!
H
HH
!!

!
ein Mann

e’, s,

Partition(e) = P |P| = n res(s,e’)
+
SLEEP (e’)
ei di

e’:

H
voice’
!HH
!!
H
voice
vP
!!HH
vP
p
H
!
p
p
schlaf
aus v

L
ei
∑m+1<i
E
DEG ( STAMINA )(ei ) = di
di >N di+1

!HH
H
!!
HH
!!

!
!
p
p
aus
Pn

Partition(e’) = P |P| = n res(s,e)
*

ei di

λ e. s,
e:

∑ L E 1<i<n ei
DEG ( STAMINA )(ei ) = di
di > N di+1

H
H
vP
*
e’,

SLEEP (e’)
!
! HHH
+
p
v !
*
+ schlaf
λ e.
e’,
SLEEP (e)

+

Figure 1. Semantic composition of ausschlafen.

4.2 Transitive aus-verbs vs. non-core-transitive verbs with plain accusative
arguments
In non-core transitive aus-verbs as in ein Buch auslesen the theme is thematically marked by the
particle. For it is the particle that requires the temporally ordered mereological part-relation on the
theme’s denotation and introduces the partition on the event and theme discourse referents. For
this reason the particle, being a two-place-relation, is the head of a projection where the direct
object is introduced as a slot-filler, see the lambda abstract at the aus-root node in Figure 2. (The
summation condition is as displayed in Table 6.)
In transitive aus-verbs the culmination is predicated overtly by the particle. This is not
so with the corresponding simple verbs with plain accusative NPs. Interpreting the latter wrt.
culmination is a matter of world-knowledge inference. Moreover, as (Kratzer, 2004):418 mentions
in a footnote, there is also some contextual flexibility about the coarseness of the underlying
mereological part structure. This allows for, say, ‘to read a book’, to be true if the book was
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not really read to its end. With aus- particle verb there is no flexibility of this sort. Neither is there
a way to coerce the transitive description to an interpretation according to termination without the
natural endpoint being reached, as in drei Stunden lang ein Buch lesen (to read a book for three
hours) or drei Minuten lang einen Song spielen (to play a song for three minutes). The respective
predicates with aus-verbs are all infelicitous.
vP
*

e’, s, y, book(y) READ(e’) res(s,e’)

+

e’: ∑ s.T.6
!H
!
H
HH
!!
HH
!
!
!
H
!
H
pP
vP
E
D
e’,
READ
(e’)
*
+
!H
λ e. s, y, book(y) res(s,e)
vD ! E pH
les
e’,
λ
e.
e: ∑ s.T.6
!H
H
!
HH
!
H
!!
READ (e)
H
!
p
DP
p
aus
ein Buch
D
E
*
+
y, book(y)
λ y.λ e. s,
res(s,e) e: ∑ s.T.6

Figure 2. Semantic composition of ein Buch auslesen.

4.3 Bi-eventive aus-verbs
4.3.1 De-nominal aus-verbs vs. simple de-nominal verb
Figure 3 displays the syntactic analyses of the respective verb phrases in the DM-framework of
the de-nominal type. In auslasten the projection headed by aus is adjoined to a bi-eventive vPstructure, which is like the corresponding be-prefix-verb, except for a silent P-head and a trace
t1 for the theme in the projection of P. The word-syntactic analyses predict the ung-formation,
i.e. die Belastung des Fahrzeugs, Auslastung des Fahrzeugs. We have an instance of multiple
thematic marking: in the sub-lexical PP, headed by a silent P (which has the same semantics
as the
p
prefix be- ) the theme is predicated to be in an application relation have with a load ( last); in the
p
aus-projection the theme is predicated to deliver the information with respect to which entity the
load is a maximal load.
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ein Fahrzeug belasten

ein Fahrzeug auslasten

vP
!H
!
HH
!!
H
PP
v
!HH
!
!
H
ein Fahrzeug
P’
!H
!
H
p
P
last
p
be

vP
!
! HHH
!!
H
!
H
vP
pP
!
H
!
H
!
HH
!
!! HpH
v
PP
ein Fahrzeug1 p
aus
!H
H
!
t1
P’
!H
p
last
P
0/

Figure 3.
The construction algorithm based on the syntactic representation to the right in Figure 3 is
displayed in Figure 4.
vP

*

e’,s, y2 , η,

vehicle(y2 ) LOAD(η) e’ CAUSE s
s:HAVE(y2 ,η)
+
ηi

η:

∑

iL

ηi

s:MAXIMAL(η)(y2 ) res(e’,s)
!HH
!!
HH
!
!
H
!
HH
!!
H
!
HH
!
!
H
!
HH
!
!
H
vP
pP
+
*
!H
LOAD (η)
!
HH
!
e’,s,y1 ,η, e’ CAUSE s
!
HH
!
!
H
s:HAVE(y1 ,η)
!
H p
ein
Fahrzeug
1
p
!
H
D
E
!! HH
aus
HH
y2 , vehicle(y2 )
!!
vD
PP
E
e’,
*
+
9 *
res(s,e)
*8
++
< z =
s,y1 ,η,
LOAD (η)
λ y.λ e.
, s,
z
i
:
;
s:
HAVE
(y1 ,η)
z:
Li
∑ zi
s: MAXIMAL(z)(y)

Figure 4
Lack of space forces me to forgo the semantics construction of the PP step by step. The reader
is referred to (Roßdeutscher and Kamp, 2010) for a detailed description. The presentation starts
with the semantic representation of the PP as a whole. I will confine myself to the refinements
that come in from the particle. The trace t1 in the PP introduces a discourse referent y1 going into
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the binding store, where y1 is awaiting identification p
with the discourse referent y2 , introduced
by the accusative DP ein Fahrzeug. The sortal root last introduces the discourse referent of
an entity sort, η (which is underspecified wrt. being individual or sum (cf. Greek letter)). As
sketched in the introduction the vP has a semantics that a state s is brought about by e’ where yi
is applied some load η. The semantics of aus- is two-place-relational wrt. entities (or three-place
relational taking into account that the projection headed by ausp delivers an event predicate (cf.
λ -abstracts λ y and λ e in front of semantic representation of aus). The quantification is over
some implicit discourse referent z, which is represented in a presupposition (s. curly brackets).
As a rule such presuppositional discourse referents must be either resolved within some level of
linguistic representation or represent discourse referents from the context. Here the presupposed
discourse referent
will be resolved word-internally by η, representing the entity contributed by the
p
entity-root last. Quantification is quantification over mereological parts of z and is dependent
on the theme. Aus requires that the event that the aus-projection modifies culminates at the point
when the implicit argument z is maximal wrt. (the λ -bound) y. At pP we have an event property
(without node-representation) where y2 satisfies the λ -abstract by conversion, thereby substituting
the occurrence of y with y2 (while the presupposition of z still obtains). Three things happen
when, at the vP-level of adjunction, the event predicate λ e.[...] applies to e’, where the latter is
the referential argument of the verb. (i) The presuppositional argument z becomes resolved by
η. This specifies η as the maximal sum of loads. (ii) The variable y1 from the trace becomes
unified with y2 ; it s a vehicle y2 that gets a maximal load, see condition ’s:HAVE(y2 ,η)’. (iii) The
culmination condition ’s:res(s,e)’ and the brought about state s from the bi-eventive de-nominal
verb are identified. It should be easy to verify that e’ has the temporal structure of a sequential
achievement. e’ is the sum of sub-events ei corresponding to a sub-part of the maximal load,
which sums up as the event develops, where sub-event by sub-event (and run-time by run-time) the
vehicle becomes charged with a heavier load.

4.4 De-adjectival aus-verbs
I can be brief here and I confine myself to the conjuncture that there are no particular additional
challenges with de-adjectival aus-verbs. The semantics construction algorithm is much like the
one for de-nominal aus-verbs. I end my analyses by presenting the vP-presentation in Table 7.
Pn
Partition(e) = P
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
*>
>
<

e0
ei di

∑ e1<i<m : BEC(
0:
>
e
>
>
>
si :DEG(RIPE)(y2 ))=di
>
>
>
>
di < N di+1
:

e = e0

9
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
*
>
=
, e’, s, y2 ,
>
e’:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
;

L

e’

banana(y2 ) e’ CAUSE s
res(s,e’) s:RIPE(y2 )
ei di
∑ m<i<n ei :BEC(
si :DEG(RIPE)(y2 )) = di
n = max(di ) di+1 < N dn
e0 ≺ e’s

Table 7. Semantic representation of the vP eine Banane ausreifen

++
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5 Conclusion and outlook
I presented a compositional semantics for sequential achievements built with the particle aus-. The
compositional theory was developed for the four main verb-formation classes in German. For each
class aus- induced a temporal partition of the described event in a one-to-one correspondence with
a temporally ordered set of quantified values determining the endpoint.
There are still further challenges for aus-verbs the paper didn’t touch, yet. Compare (6.a,b).
(6)

a. Jussi ließ Wein (aus dem Fass) auslaufen
Jussi let wine (out of the barrel) [out]run
’Jussi let wine run out of the barrel’
b. Jussi ließ das Fass (* von Wein) auslaufen
Jussi let the barrel (* of wine) [out]run
’Jussi let the barrel empty’

The contributions of aus- in both sentences are the same in that they both contribute a topological
relation. But in (6.b) we have hidden quantification in addition. For (6.b) but not (6.a) is a
sequential achievement. Moreover, in (6.b) we have syntactic demotion of the figure argument
and promotion of the ground-argument of the topological relation aus (≈ out), cf. (Svenonius,
2003). Instead of a syntactic description of the alternation, however, I advocate an analysis where
hidden quantification plays its role in the syntax-semantics-interface.
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NUMERICALS:COUNTING, MEASURING AND CLASSIFYING
SUSAN ROTHSTEIN
Bar-Ilan University

1x Basic properties of number words
In this paper, I discuss three different semantic uses of numerical expressions. In their first use,
numerical expressions are numerals, or names for numbers. They occur in direct counting
situations (one, two, three…) and in mathematical statements such as (1a). Numericals have a
second predicative interpretation as numerical or cardinal adjectives, as in (1b). Some
numericals have a third use as numerical classifiers as in (1c):
(1)

a. Six is bigger than two.
b. Three girls, four boys, six cats.
c. Hundreds of people gathered in the square.

In part one, I review the two basic uses of numericals, as numerals and adjectives. Part two
summarizes results from Rothstein 2009, which show that numericals are also used as numerals
in measure constructions such as two kilos of flour. Part three discusses numerical classifiers. In
parts two and three, we bring data from Modern Hebrew which support the syntactic structures
and compositional analyses proposed. Finally we distinguish three varieties of pseudopartitive
constructions, each with different interpretations of the numerical: In measure pseudopartitives
such as three kilos of books, three is a numeral, in individuating pseudopartitives such as three
boxes of books, three is a numerical adjective, and in numerical pseudopartitives such as
hundreds of books, hundreds is a numerical classifier.

1.1x Basic meanings for number word
1.1.1x Number words are names for numbers
Numericals occur bare as numerals in direct counting contexts in which we count objects (one,
two, three) and answer questions such as how many N are there? and in statements such as (1a)
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and (2). They name numbers and semantically are analogous to proper names which name
individuals:
(2)

a. Two, four, six and eight are the first four even numbers.
b. Two is the only even prime number.
c. Two times two is four. / Two plus two is four.

I assume that numbers are abstract entities and numerals are proper names for numbers at type n.
(1a) and (2) shows that numbers, like other individuals, have properties. (2c) shows that plus,
and times denote operations on numbers and are of type <n,<n,n>> as illustrated in (3).
(3)

times: λnλn.n £ n
times two: λn.n £ 2
two times two: 2 £ 2

The singular agreement in the verb in (2c), as opposed to the plural agreement in (2a) is an
indication of the fact that two times two is a complex numeral, denoting the number 4. Numerals
can also be conjoined with and as in (4a-c). In this case, plural agreement on the verb is
common in English, although this is not an absolute requirement. In other languages (e.g.
Dutch) agreement must be singular (4d). This means that and in English is not normally an
expression of type <n,<n,n>>, but denotes a function from pairs of numbers into pluralities.
(4)

a. "Two and two make five." (Orwell, 1984: Part III, chapter 4)
b. "Two and two are four, four and four are eight…"(Danny Kay, Inchworm)
c. "Now one and one is two mama, two and two is four," (Robert Johnson:
Sweet Home Chigago)
d. Twee en twee is
vier. (Dutch)
Two and two is-SG four.

Numericals also have a nominal interpretation at the predicate type and behave like normal
nouns. In (5a), the N predicate four combines with a determiner, and in (5b) twos is pluralized
and modified by a cardinal adjective. In this too, they look like proper names, see (6):
(5)

(6)

a. Move the four on the right of the equation to the left hand-side.
b. Two twos are four, three twos are six.
c. "What are twelve sevens?" (Roald Dahl, Matilda)
There are two Johns in the class. The John I am talking about sits on the right.

Numericals like hundred, thousand, million must combine with another numerical in order to
form a numeral, as shown in (7):
(7)

a. Two/one hundred people stood in line.
b.*Hundred people stood in line.

Note that there is a contrast between two hundred which is a numeral, and two hundreds,
analogous to two twos in (5b), which counts instances of one hundred. This shows up in (8):
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(8)
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a. Nine hundreds are nine hundred, ten hundreds are a thousand.
b. Nine hundred is nine hundred

While both the examples in (8) are tautological, (8a), with plural agreement on the verb, is
informative in the same way that The Morning Star is the Evening Star is informative, while
(8b), where the verb has singular agreement, is uninformative, analogous to The Morning Star is
the Morning Star.
There is thus good evidence that numerals are grammatically names for individual numbers,
and are analogous to proper names which denote singular individuals. I assume that a number n
(i.e. the denotation of a numeral) is an equivalence class of entities with cardinality 2, i.e. entities
constructed out of two atomic parts: 2 = {x:│x│= 2}. A numeral n has the denotation in (9a),1
and thus a simple numeral, such as two, has the interpretation in (9b). The corresponding
predicate nominal interpretation at type <d,t> is the set {x:│x│= 2}. There are also complex
numerical expressions such as hundred, which are of type <n,n> and combine with a numeral to
form a complex numeral denoting the number n £ 100, as in (9c). We will call these
'multiplicative numerals', and discuss them further in section 3.
(9)

a. n = {x:│x│= n} = λx.│{y: y vATOM x} │= n
The numeral n denotes the set of entities with n non-overlapping atomic parts.
b. 9 two 0 = {x:│x│= 2} = λx.│{y: y vATOM x}│= 2
c. 9 hundred 0 = λn. {x: │x│= 100 £ n}

1.1.2 Numericals as cardinal adjectives
Numericals have a predicative use as cardinal adjectives, exploiting the meaning in (9):
(10) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The guests are two.
The two guests arrived.
Two guests arrived.
The musicians are two of our friends.
Two of the guests arrived.

Following Landman 2003, we assume that in (10c), the numerical is an adjective which raises to
determiner position if there is no determiner. The adjective two has a predicate denotation
derived from (9), and given in (11a): it denotes the property an entity has if the cardinality of the
set of its atomic part is 2. Raising to determiner position induces type-shifting to the type of
generalized quantifiers, as in (11b):
(11) a. two<d,t>: λx.│x│= 2
= λx. │{y: y vATOM x} │= 2
b. two<<d,t>,<<d,t>,t>>: λQλP.∃x[P(x) ˄ Q(x) ˄ │x│= 2]
The meanings in (11) are used in the interpretations of (10-c) as follows:
1

More properly, the numeral n at type n denotes the individual correlate of the equivalence class, or set of entities
with n atomic parts, in the sense of Chierchia 1984, Chierchia and Turner 1988. So two denotes ∩{x:│x│= 2} and
∪∩
{x:│x│= 2}= {x:│x│= 2}. I work out the semantics of this explicitly in work in progress.
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(12) a. The guests are two:
│σ{x: GUESTS(x)}│ = 2
"The cardinality of the unique maximal sum of the set of guests is two."
= "Being two is a property that the maximal sum of guests has."
b. The two guests arrived:
ARRIVED( σ{x: GUESTS(x) ˄ │x│= 2})
"The maximal sum of guests, whose cardinality is two, arrived".
c. Two guests arrived
∃x[GUESTS(x) ˄ ARRIVED(x) ˄ │x│= 2]
"There is a plural individual in GUESTS with two atomic parts who arrived."

Rothstein 2010a shows that a numerical in a partitive construction such as (10d,e) has its
standard adjectival interpretation. Two of the guests denotes the set of parts of the plural entity
denoted by the guests which have two atomic parts. See Rothstein 2010a for details.

2x Number interpretation in pseudopartitives:
2.1x Counting vs. measuring
The main use of a cardinal adjective is to modify a count (but not a mass) noun:
(13) three flowers/four books/*three flour(s) .
However, cardinal adjectives also modify classifiers as in (14):
(14) a. Container classifiers: two cups of flour/two cups of beans/two glasses of water
b. Measure classifiers: two kilos of flour/two kilos of beans/two glasses of water
Selkirk 1977, Doetjes 1997, Chierchia 1998, Landman 2004, Rothstein 2009 and others have all
showed that classifier phrases like two glasses of water are ambiguous between an
‘individuating’ reading, illustrated in (15a) and a measure reading in (15b):
(15) a. Mary, bring two glasses of water for our guests!
b. Add two glasses of water to the soup!
Despite the surface similarity of these pseudopartitive constructions, Rothstein 2009, 2010b
shows that different grammatical constructions are associated with each reading, and that the
numerical is interpreted differently in each case. In (15a) two glasses of water is interpreted with
its individuating or container reading, and denotes pluralities of glasses whose cardinality is 2
which contain water. On this reading, two is a predicate expression, giving the cardinality
property of the plurality of glasses. (15b) illustrates the measure reading. Here two glasses of
water denotes quantities of water, whose measure on the scale of volume, calibrated in terms of
glass-measures, is two. Two is a numeral interpreted at type n, and denotes a number, indicating
a value on the scale.
Rothstein 2009 shows that these readings can be disambiguated by a variety of tests. For
example, on the measure readings, a classifier expression can be marked with –ful and on an
individuating reading this is not possible (16). Distributive expressions such as each distribute
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over individuals in the denotation of individuating classifier expressions and are unacceptable
with measure phrases (17):
(16) a.
b.
(17) a.
b.
c.

Bring two glasses(#ful) of wine for our guests! (individuating/container reading)
Add two glasses(ful) of wine to the soup! (measure reading)
Two packs of flour cost 2 euros each.
#Two kilos of flour cost 2 euros each.
The two glasses of wine (#in this soup) cost 2 Euros each.

Container-classifiers are ambiguous between a measure and an individuating interpretation, as
shown in (15). Classifier constructions with explicit measure heads such as kilo and litre are
most naturally given a measure interpretation, but can be coerced into the individuating reading.
On the individuating reading, twenty litres of soda is reinterpreted as twenty litre-containers of
soda. (Dutch marks this reinterpretation morphologically: twintig liter frisdrank denotes softdrinks to the measure of 20 litres, while twintig liters frisdrank, with plural morphology on the
measure expression liters, denotes twenty litre-containers of soft-drink. See Doetjes 1997).
Measure and individuating pseudopartitives reflect two different ways of assigning
numerical values to entities. Counting is putting atomic entities in one-to-one correlation with
the natural numbers. The counting operation presupposes a set of atomic entities, and Rothstein
2010a argues that this presupposition is grammatically encoded in the meaning of count nouns,
which for this reason denote sets of countable entities. Measuring is giving a value to a quantity
on a calibrated dimensional scale, as in ten kilos of flour/books.
While count nouns are directly countable, classifier constructions, or pseudopartitives, are
used to express measuring and indirect counting. Container classifiers, such as three boxes of N
allow indirect counting of pluralities and mass entities by repackaging the denotations of plural
count nouns and mass nouns into atomic containers which can then be counted. We call this the
'individuating' or 'counting' interpretation of classifiers, since we individuate higher-order entities
such as boxes and count them. Thus in container classifier constructions, the numerical is
interpreted as a cardinal adjective at type <d,t>, as in ordinary count noun modification, and
modifies the nominal denoting the container. Measure classifiers such as three kilos of N, three
litres/bottles of N do not count, but give measure properties. A measure property is the property
of having a particular measure value on a dimensional scale. A measure value is an ordered pair
<n, U>, consisting of a number n and a unit, U, the unit in terms of which the dimensional scale
is calibrated. In measure constructions, the numerical is a numeral interpreted as type n, and it
combines with a measure head at type <n,<d,t>> to form a measure predicate. Rothstein 2009,
following Landman 2004, shows that individuating and measure interpretations have different
compositional interpretations: (18) gives the structure of three glasses of water on the
individuating reading. Glasses is the nominal head, and two is an adjective giving the cardinality
of the relevant pluralities of glasses.
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(18)

DP

D
twoi

NumP

NUM
ti

NP

N
glasses

(of)

DP
water

In order to give the interpretation, we first define the RELcontain operation which shifts the
nominal glasses from a set of individual to a relational nominal. RELcontain uses the CONTAIN
relation2. The CONTAIN relation is given in (19a), and RELcontain in (19b).
(19) a. ∀x,y: CONTAIN(x, y) → ∀z: z vATOM x : ∃y': y'vy: CONTAIN(z,y').
“x CONTAINs y if the atomic parts of x CONTAIN parts of y”
b. RELcontain(λx.P(x)) = λyλx.P(x) ˄ CONTAIN(x,y)
The interpretation of (18) is given in (20). Note that for simplicity, we treat the bare noun in DP
position as a kind-denoting term (Carlson 1977, Chierchia 1998).
(20) vglassesb = GLASSES = PL(GLASS) = {x: ∃Y:Y⊆GLASS: x=tY}
RELcontain(vglassesb) = λyλx.x ∈GLASSES ∧ CONTAIN(x,y)
vglasses of wineb = λx.x ∈ GLASSES ∧ CONTAIN(x, WINE)
vthree glasses of wineb = λx.x ∈ GLASSES ∧ CONTAIN(x, WINE) ∧ jx j = 3
Measure pseudopartitives have the structure in (21), and the interpretation in (22)/(23):
(21)

DP
NP

MeasP

NUM
three

2

Nmeas
litres
glasses

{

N

} (of) water

For discussion of the relation between the simple nominal glass, the relational nominal glass and the measure head
glass see Partee and Borschev, in press.
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The measure head litre is interpreted at type <n,<d,t>>, and combines with the numeral at type n,
to give three litres, which expresses the measure property λx.MEASVOLUME(x) = <3, LITRE>.
(22) three litres of water:
litre:
λnλx.MEASVOLUME(x) = <n, LITRE>
three litres: λx.MEASVOLUME(x) = <3, LITRE>
three litres of water: λx. WATER(x) ˄ MEASVOLUME(x) = <3, LITRE>
Three litres of water denotes the set of quantities of water which measure three litres. Crucially,
the interpretation makes no reference to individuable litre units of water, and this is as it should
be. The NP denotes a set of quantities of water whose overall measure value on the volume scale
is 3 litres. (22) extends naturally to measure interpretations of container classifiers such as three
glasses of water. Glass is assigned the same type as explicit measure phrases such as kilo or litre,
i.e. at type <n, <d,t>>. It combines first with the numeral three, interpreted at type n. The
complex modifier three glasses then applies to the nominal head water. Plural morphology on
glasses is morphological agreement and does not reflect the operation of semantic pluralization
which operates in the nominal domain. As in (18), of -insertion is a late phenomenon satisfying
surface constraints, and of is not semantically interpreted.
(23)

three glasses of water:
glass: λnλx.MEASVOLUME(x) = <n, GLASS>
three glasses: λx.MEASVOLUME(x) = <3, GLASS>
three glasses of water: λx.WATER(x) ˄ MEASVOLUME(x) = <3, GLASS>

2.2 xSyntactic support for this analysis
Rothstein 2009 shows that in individuating partitives as in (18), the classifier and the
complement form an NP constituent and the numerical expression modifies this constituent. In
contrasts, in the measure constructions in (21), the numerical and measure classifier form a
constituent. This predicts that in the individuation constructions, an adjective modifying the NP
should be possible between the numerical and the NP, while this should be impossible in the
measure construction. This prediction is correct, as shown in (24):
(24) a. The waiter brought three expensive glasses of cognac.
b. #She added three expensive glasses(ful) of cognac to the sauce3
Further, in the individuating constructions, where the numerical expression raises to determiner
position, it must be the highest element in the NP. In the measure constructions, since the
numerical is part of a measure predicate, it should be able to scope under another modifying
adjective. This is also borne out:
(25) a. You drank/spilled an expensive three glasses of wine!
b.#The waiter brought an expensive three glasses of wine!
c. An expensive ten seconds of silence on the international telephone line followed.
(Sarah Caudwell: Thus was Adonis Murdered )
3

An adjective in this position is possible if it modifies the measure unit e.g. Add three heaped teaspoonfuls of sugar.
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Stronger support for the different compositional analyses based on data from Modern Hebrew is
presented in Rothstein 2009. There it is shown that the expression in (26) is ambiguous between
an individuating and a measure interpretation:
(26) šloša bakbukey yayin
three bottles
wine
"three bottles of wine"
Rothstein 2009 shows that (26) is a construct state form, following Borer 1999, 2008. The two
nouns babkukey and yayin are part of a construct state, or syntactic word, and this is indicated by
the morphological marking on the first noun bakbukey, which has the marked phonologically
reduced form, instead of the free absolute plural form bakbukim. In (26), the complement yayin
is an NP predicate, and the relation between bakbukey and yayin is not thematically constrained.
Rothstein argues that in the construct state, the string [Num N1 N2] can be analysed either with
N1 as the head and N2 as the complement as in (27a), giving the individuating reading, or with N2
as the head and Num + N1 modifiying the head as in (27b), giving the measure reading.
(27) a. individuating reading: [ šloša [bakbukeyHEAD yayinCOMPLEMENT]]
b. measure reading:
[[ šloša bakbukey]MODIFIER yayinHEAD]
The analysis predicts that if the numerical and the measure expression cannot be combined to
form a complex predicate, only the individuating reading should be possible. This is borne out in
two constructions, both involving definiteness.
First, definite numerical constructions, unlike the indefinite construction in (26), are
necessarily right branching. In both the indefinite NP šloša bakbukim 'three bottles' and the
indefinite classifier construction in (26), šloša, 'three' is a simple prenominal adjective. However,
all definite numerical NPs must be in the construct state. In (28a), the numerical is
morphologically marked for the construct state form šlošet, and heads the simple definite
numerical. Definite classifier constructions are illustrated in (28b). In both cases, the definite
clitic ha- appears only on the most deeply embedded nominal, but percolates semantically to all
elements in the complex nominal.
(28) a. šlošet ha- bakbukim.
three DEF-bottles.
"the three bottles".
b. šlošet bakbukey ha-yayin
three
bottles
DEF-yayin
"The three bottles of wine"
c. [šlošet [bakbukey ha-yayin]CS]CS
In the definite classifier nominal (28b), both šlošet ‘three’ and bakbukey are morphologically
marked for the construct state form, and as such must be followed by constituents. Thus the only
possible analysis is right branching, as in (28c), with the construct state bakbukey yayin ‘bottles
of wine’ embedded as the syntactic complement of šlošet. As a consequence, bakbukey cannot be
construed with šlošet and cannot form a measure modifier, and only the individuating reading is
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possible. We can show this as follows: suppose I invite 20 guests and make soup for them, in a
big pot. Only seventeen guests arrive, and I say, using a measure construction with a numerical,
"The last three bowls of soup were left in the pot". If I try to express this using a definite
numerical construct state, šaloš ka’arot ha- marak 'the three bowls of soup' as in (29), the result
is infelicitous:
(29) #šaloš ka’arot ha- marak (ha- axaronot) nišaru
b- a- sir.
three bowls DEF soup
DEF last
remained in DEF pot
The only possible reading is the improbable individuating/container reading, where I claim that
three bowls, each filled with soup, are still in the pot.
The second prediction is that definite measure constructions are ungrammatical. If a definite
construct state nominal does not allow a measure reading syntactically but the content of the
construct state only allows a measure reading semantically, then we will get a conflict between
syntax and semantics which will result in an ungrammatical construction. This is illustrated in
(30). (30a) shows that indefinite measure constructions are possible with measure heads such as
kilo, and (30b) shows that the definite forms are not grammatical.
(30) a. xamiša kilo kemax
5
kilo
"five kilos of flour"
b. *xamešet kilo ha- kemax
five kilo DEF- flour
intended reading: "the five kilos of flour"
We see that we can distinguish grammatically between individuating and measure
pseudopartitive constructions. Individuating pseudopartitives have the semantics of complex
count nouns, and the numerical is interpreted as a cardinal adjective modifying the nominal head.
In measure pseudopartitives, the numerical is a numeral, and it combines with the measure word
to form a complex predicate expressing a measure property. These constructions are thus
additional contexts in which the numerical expression is a numeral denoting a number at type n.4

3x Numerical classifiers
3.1x Numbers as classifiers in English
Numericals have a third use in pseudopartitives as numerical classifiers, as in (31), where they
are used to give a very broad estimate of the cardinality of a group, by giving the highest relevant
multiplicand.
(31) a. Hundreds of people gathered in the square.
b. She has thousands of books in her library.
c. Hundreds of thousands of people were at the demonstration.

4

Rothstein 2010b shows that measure pseudopartitives have the semantics of mass nous.
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(31a) means something like "the cardinality of the group of people gathered in the square could
be counted in hundreds", and so on. The most important generalization about these numeral
classifiers is that not all number words have a classifier use. Only multiplicative numerals, i.e.
those numericals which must be preceded by another simple numerical, as in two hundred can be
used as classifiers. (For clarity, we will call two in this context the 'determiner numerical', or
'determiner'.) Multiplicative numerals include the decimal powers, i.e. hundred, thousand,
million, myriad, and a few extra ones including score and dozen.5
(32) a. Dozens/scores/hundreds/thousands of people were waiting.
b. Two dozen eggs; Two hundred people.
c. "Four score and seven years ago…." (A. Lincoln)
Numericals which do not combine with another numerical in this way do not have a classifier
use, (33) illustrates this for twenty and sixty.
(33) a. Twenty/thirty/sixty cats were in the garden.
b. *Three twenty/two thirty cats were in the garden.
c. *Twenties/thirties/sixties of cats were in the garden.
(34) shows that this is because of constraints on the pseudopartitive construction, and not
because pluralizing numbers is impossible.
(34) I arranged the packs in twos/twenties.
Numericals like hundred have different properties depending on whether they occur as names or
predicates on the one hand, or as classifiers on the other. As classifiers, the plural marking is
obligatory (see (35a/b), and the determiner numerical is impossible.
(35) a. *hundred of cats/score of cats
b. *two hundred of cats
Conversely, in non-classifier uses, either as numerals or as cardinal adjectives, the determiner
number is obligatory and the plural agreement is impossible.
(36) a.
b.
c.
d.

two hundred cats
*hundred cats/thousand cats
*hundreds cats/thousands cats
*two hundreds /three scores cats

This supports the claim made in section 1.1 that multiplicative numerals have a different
semantics and syntax from simple number expressions. Clearly, the interpretation of numbers as
classifiers exploits this distinction.

5

The only exception is tens. We can (marginally) say tens of people. We can certainly say tens of thousands of
people but we cannot use *two ten people. Arguably, this is because twenty is derived from two+ten.
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3.2 A tentative semantics
We will follow the semantics suggested in section one. Most numerical expressions are born at
type n, but multiplicative numbers, which have also a classifier use, are born at type <n,n>.
Hundred denotes a function from numbers into numbers which are multiples of a hundred: where
the input argument is the number n, the value is a n£100.
(37) a. 9hundred0 = λn.n£100.
b. 9two hundred0 = λn.n£100 [2] = 2£100 = 200
As a cardinal modifier, two hundred shifts to type <d,t>, denoting the set of plural entities with
two hundred non-overlapping atomic parts.
(38) two hundred = λx. │x│= 2 £ 100
Since hundred /thousand is of type <n,n>, we predict the ungrammaticality of (36b/c). Since
two hundred/three score are names for individual numbers at type n, we explain why there is no
plural agreement on hundred/score. Presumably in a hundred cats the indefinite determiner
induces existential quantification over the n variable.6
The meaning of the classifier in the pseudopartitive is hard to pin down. A plausible
paraphrase for (31a), hundreds of people gathered in the square is given in (39):
(39) The number of people who gathered in the square is somewhere in the hundreds.
Hundreds of gives us a vague estimate of the cardinality of the pluralities in the denotation of
NP. It specifies the largest multiplicative power in terms of which the cardinality of x can be
estimated. Note that this is not the round number estimation discussed in Krifka 2009. Krifka is
interested in approximative uses of numbers in their non-classifier use, as when four hundred is
used to mean about four hundred, with the interpretation in (40):
(40) │x│ ' 400 i.e. the cardinality of x is approximately 400, or │x│ = 400 ± 15
I tentatively suggest that classifiers are interpreted as predicate modifiers as in (41b),7 crucially
using the meaning for hundred at type <n,n> given in (37), and repeated here as (41a):
(41) a. vhundred b = λn.n£100 (= 37a)
b. vhundreds b = λPλx. P(x) ˄│x│> 2£100

6

Hebrew allows me'a xatulim literally 'hundred cats'. But since there is no indefinite determiner in Hebrew this is
not suprising. More suprising is that Dutch allows both een honderd katten and honderd katten. The first means
"one hundred cats" and the second is unstressed and means " a hundred cats". Presumably there is a null existential
quantifier in the second case.
7
The semantic type of numerical classifiers is thus what Ionin and Matushansky propose as the type for all
nominals. I compare my account to their account explicitly in work in progress. See also the discussion of the syntax
of nominals in Danon 2011 ms.
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The morphological pluralization operation on hundred indicates that a three stage operation has
occurred. First, the number at type <n,n> has been applies to the number 2, to give 2£100. This
then shifts to the predicate type, but instead of giving the set of entities whose cardinality is
2£100, it gives the set of entities whose cardinality is greater than 2£100; λx.│x│> 2£100.
This then shifts to the predicate modifier type, as in (41b). Hundreds of cats has the
interpretation in (42), i.e. it denotes pluralities of cats whose cardinality is over two hundred.
(42) λPλx. P(x) ˄│x│> 2£100 [λx.CATS(x)]
= λx. CATS(x) ˄│x│> 2£100
Hundreds of thousands of cats involves predicate composition. We compose the denotation of
hundred with the denotation of thousand and then shift it to the classifier meaning to form the
complex classifier hundreds of thousands of N.
(43) a. v hundred b ± v thousand b
λn. n£100 ± λn. n£1000 = λn. n£100£1000
b. hundreds of thousands: λx.│x│> 2£100 £1000
c. hundreds of thousands of cats: λx.CATS(x) ˄ │x│> 2£100£1000

3.3 Numbers as classifiers in Modern Hebrew
The contrasts between classifier and cardinal uses of numericals that we saw above also show up
in Modern Hebrew, which, because of the peculiarities of the construct state construction,
provides explicit support for the analysis of multiplicative numericals given in section 3.2.
Remember that a simple cardinal adjective looks like (44).
(44) šloša bakbukim
three bottles
Multiplicative numerals in Modern Hebrew appear prenominally, like the simple numerals in
(44). The numerical heads me'a 'hundred' and elef 'thousand' appear bare, with the meaning 'one
hundred', 'one thousand', both in counting contexts as numerals and as cardinal adjectives as
illustrated in (45). This is not surprising, since there is no lexical indefinite article in Hebrew, as
noted in footnote 6.
(45) a. mea
xatulim
hundred(SG) cats
"a hundred cats"

b. elef
xatulim
thousand-SG cats
"a thousand cats"

Multiplicative numericals have the forms in (46).

(46) a. šloš
me'ot
three-F hundred-F-PL
"three hundred"

b. šlošet
alafim
three-M thousand-M-PL
"three thousand"
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As (46) shows, a complex numerical with a multiplicative head is a construct state. Instead of
being in the absolute form, šloša (or šaloš for the feminine) as in (44), the determiner numeral is
in the reduced phonological form used in the construct state (c.f. (28) above) and agrees in
gender with the multiplicative numeral: the feminine form šloš appears with me'a 'hundred'
which is feminine, and šlošet, which is masculine, appears with elef 'thousand' which is also
masculine.
Complex multiplicative numericals are constrained by general agreement properties
concerning numerals. In Modern Hebrew, the plural marking on the head noun is determined by
the value of the numerical expression. Low numericals require plural marking on the modified
head, high numericals allow singular nouns. This is illustrated in (47):
(47) a. šloša anaš-im/ yelad-im
three man-PL/child-PL
"three men/children"

b. šlošim iš
/yeled
thirty man-SG/child-SG
"thirty men/children"

Complex numerals follow the same principle. In (48a), and (48c), where the determiner
numerical is low (three), the multiplicative numerical is in the plural, and in (48b), where the
determiner is high (thirty), it is in the singular:
(48) a. šlošet alaf-im
three thousand-PL

b. šlošim elef
thirty thousand-SG

c. šloš me'ot
three hundred-PL

However, while singular/plural agreement in (48) patterns like (47), there is an important
difference. In (47), the numerical is in the absolute form. In the complex numerals in (48) the
determiner numeral is in the reduced form used in the construct state, indicating that the
determiner and the multiplicative numerical are together a 'syntactic word' in the construct state.
(This is phonologically explicit in (48a) and (48c), but not in (48b) since there is independent
evidence that šlošim 'thirty' has the same form in both the absolute and construct states.)
Complex numericals function as adjectival predicates just like the simple numerical in (44).
Predictably, since the cardinal numerical is a multiple of 1000, and so high, the noun is in the
singular:8
(49) a. elef
iš
thousand-SG people-SG
"a thousand people"

b.

šlošet alafim
iš
three thousand-PL
people-SG
"three thousand people"

We now compare the behavior of the multiplicative numerical in cardinal and in classifier
constructions.9 The Hebrew equivalent of the English thousands of people is (50). Crucially,
alfey 'thousands' is in the construct state as opposed to the absolute plural form (which shows up
in (48a) and (49b)) and the nominal head is plural. The classifier use of alfey with a singular
noun is ungrammatical (50b), and as in English, no determiner numerical is possible (50c).

8

As one of my informants told me, it would be more politically correct to express three thousand people as šlošet
alafim iš ve- iša '3000 man and woman'.
9
We will look only at examples with elef since the contrasts show up only when the multiplicative numeral is
masculine. Feminine plural forms are the same for both the absolute and construct states.
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(50) a. alfey
anašim
thousand-CS-PL men-PL
"thousands of people"
b. *alfey iš
thousand-CS-PL men-SG
c. *šlošet
alfey anašim
three-CS thousand-CS-PL men-PL

The morphological evidence clearly indicates that in the classifier construction, alfey and the N
following it form a construct state, or syntactic word, while the complex numerical šlošet alafim
forms an independent construct state, which modifies an syntactically independent nominal hea,d
outside the construct state. The two contrasting structures are shown in (51). (49b) has the
structure in (51a) and (50a) has the structure in (51b):
(51) a.

NP

b.

S

N

šlošet alafim

iš

CS

alfey anašim

The difference in the inflection on alafim and alfey shows that the classifier construction in (51b)
is right-branching, while (51a), is not right-branching. Instead, the complex numeral šlošet
alafim is a constituent, modifying the nominal head just as the simple numeral modifies the head
in (44a). Thus the contrast between elef in its classifier and its cardinal uses is morphologically
explicit. A recursive right-branching structure would have to have the morphological form in
(52), but this is ungrammatical, with either a singular or a plural nominal.
(52) a. *[šlošet [alefey [iš ]]]
three thousand-PL- CSpeople-SG
b. *[šlošet [alefey [anašim]]]
three thousand-PL- CS people-PL
The Hebrew data thus supports the analysis in which elef is of type <n,n>, and denotes λn. n £
1000. This combines with a numeral to give the a complex numeral, expressed in a construct
state, e.g. šlošet alafim, denoting 3 £ 1000. This numeral shifts to the predicate type and
modifiers the N as any other number. The classifier alfey, like thousands, is a morphologically
marked as a predicate modifier at type <<d,t>,<d,t>>, and heads a construct state form.

4 Conclusions
We have seen several different uses of numericals. Simple numerals are of type n and
multiplicative numericals are of type <n,n> and combine with a simple numeral to give complex
numerals such as n hundred at type n. These are used to denote numbers in counting, in
statements about numbers and in measure constructions. Simple and complex numerals can
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shift to the predicate type, and function as cardinal modifiers. Multiplicative numerals shift to the
predicate modifier type <<d,t>, <d,t>> and occur in pseudopartitives as in hundreds of people
This means that we can distinguish three different kinds of pseudopartitive constructions, as
in (53), where in each case the numerical appears in a different form:
(53) a. three kilos of flour
b. three boxes of books
c. hundreds of cats, thousands of people.
(53a) is a measure pseudopartitive, where the numerical is interpreted at type n, (53b) has an
individuating interpretation (as well as a measure interpretation) in which the numerical is a
cardinal adjective, and (53c) is a numerical classifier construction.
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THE DOUBLE NATURE OF NEGATIVE ANTONYMY
GALIT W. SASSOON
Institute of Logic, Language, and Computation (ILLC), Amsterdam University

1 Introduction
Antonymy is typically considered in the context of one-dimensional adjectives such as tall-short
and fast-slow, where, intuitively, the positive counterpart, e.g. tall, references entities with much
of a dimension (e.g, much height) whereas the negative, e.g. short, references entities not having
much of the dimension (having little height). In accordance, on the syntactic negation theory of
antonymy (Lehrer 1985; Heim 2006, 2008; Buring 2007), instead of being specified in the
lexicon, antonyms are formed by a degree-negation operator, little, hidden in the logical form of
words such as short.
One problem with this view is that in many antonym pairs our judgments as to which one is
the negative one counter the theory’s predictions. For example, while dangerous, dissimilar,
dirty and sick reference existence (or much of) a property, we tend to consider them negative
antonyms. In opposite, we tend to intuitively judge safe, identical, clean and healthy to be
positive, despite the fact that, e.g., objects are considered identical (or similar) in, say, color iff
no (or not much) color difference between them can be attested; individuals are considered
healthy if they do not possess any serious disease; things are clean iff they are covered by no
dirt, etc. To explain these judgments, previous work relates to negative cultural connotations,
postulating that these may be dissociated from linguistic negativity; e.g., old is linguistically
positive, despite any cultural connotations (Kennedy 1997).
This paper defends a different, arguably more adequate analysis of linguistic antonymy,
which takes into account the fact than many adjectives are multidimensional (Kamp 1975; Klein
1980). This new analysis reveals that in many of the above cases negative connotations and
linguistic negativity actually match. The crux is that negation may also play a role at a level
higher than that of a single dimension. Logical (rather than degree-) negation can affect the
operators that bind the different dimensions of a single multidimensional adjective.
Let us consider some examples of the workings of multidimensional antonyms. By default,
native speakers intuitively judge entities as identical (generally, rather than with respect to color
alone) iff they are identical in all of the respects that count as relevant in the given context. By
contrast, they intuitively judge entities to be different iff they are different in some (at least one)
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respect. Objects are considered clean iff dirt of no sort, dust, stains, etc., is attested on them,
while they are considered dirty iff dirt of some sort is attested. Individuals with a slight cold are
not strictly speaking healthy, since they are not all healthy, while one type of sickness suffices to
count as sick, etc. Considering these, among many other examples, the following rather
systematic generalizations emerge. The dimensions of positive adjectives like, e.g., identical,
healthy and clean are integrated by means of universal quantification. By contrast, the
dimensions of their negative antonyms are integrated by means of existential quantification.
A theory of antonymy whereby negative antonyms are logical negations of their positive
counterparts predicts that the force of quantifier over dimensions will systematically vary in
antonym pairs, because negated universals are existential and vice versa. For example, if
(i) in order to be considered ‘healthy’, one has to be healthy in every dimension, and
(ii) ‘sick’ is equivalent to ‘not healthy’,
it follows that:
(iii) in order to be considered ‘sick’, one has to fail to be healthy in at least one dimension.
Hence, for any set of predicates DIM, healthy is equivalent to λx.∀Q∈DIM, healthy-wrt(x,Q) iff
sick is equivalent to λx.¬∀Q∈DIM, healthy-wrt(x,Q). The latter reduces to λx.∃Q∈DIM,
¬healthy-wrt(x,Q). Let us call adjectives like healthy, whose dimensions combine via an implicit
universal quantifier conjunctive, and adjectives like sick, whose dimensions combine via an
implicit existential quantifier disjunctive. We see that at the multidimensional level positivity
appears to be linked with universal generalizations (healthy in all respects, clean of any dirt type,
etc.), i.e. conjunctivity, while negativity is linked with the existence of a counterexample (sick
means not being healthy in all respects; dirty means not being free of any dirt-type, etc.), i.e.
disjunctivity.
This proposal is supported by a corpus study (Sassoon 2012). The present paper aims to test
it experimentally by means of acceptability judgments. The method of the corpus research
revolved on the observation that exception phrases are indicators of universal or quasi-universal
generalizations (von Fintel 1994; Hoeksema 1995; Moltmann 1995). This point can be illustrated
by the contrast between the felicity of, for example, everyone (or no one) is happy except for
Dan and the infelicity of #someone is happy except for Dan. In accordance, the above proposal
predicts that speakers will generally judge exception phrases as felicitous when combined with
conjunctive adjectives (because the dimensions of such adjectives combine via an implicit
universal quantifier), but not with their negative antonyms, because the latter are equivalent to
negations of their positive bases, and are therefore disjunctive. Their dimensions combine via an
existential quantifier. The felicity contrast in (1a,b) illustrates this case. Furthermore, since
negated universals are existential and vice versa, exception phrases are predicted to be felicitous
when combined with negated disjunctive adjectives, but not negated conjunctive adjectives, as
the contrast in (2a,b) illustrates.
(1)
(2)

a. I am healthy except for high blood pressure (bp) (∀Q≠bp, Healthy-wrt(I,Q))
b.#I am sick except for normative blood pressure (#∃Q≠bp, ¬Healthy-wrt(I,Q))
a.#I am not healthy, except for (normal) blood pressure ( “ )
b. I am not sick, except for high blood pressure (¬∃Q≠bp, ¬Healthy-wrt(I,Q),
i.e. ∀Q≠bp, Healthy-wrt(I,Q)).

These intuitive judgments are supported by distributional patterns in naturally occurring
examples of exception phrases in the corpus of contemporary American English (Davies, 2010).
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The study investigated 1300 naturally occurring counts of the form ‘Adj. except’ with 8 antonym
pairs in positive vs. negative (downward entailing) contexts, as in, e.g., (1) vs. (2), respectively.
Significantly, an analysis of these examples supported both the view that negative antonymy
systematically affects the force of quantifier over dimension, as predicted by a logical-negation
theory of antonymy, and the view that the nature of negative polarity in multidimensional
antonyms consists of reference to counterexamples to generalizations. Conjunctivity was
measured by the frequency of tokens of the form ‘Adj. except dim’ (as in, e.g., healthy except
dim or very similar except dim) out of the total number of tokens of the form ‘Adj. except’. This
frequency reflects the dominance of implicit universal dimension binding within the tokens of an
adjective. Disjunctivity was measured by the frequency of tokens of the form ‘not Adj. except’
(as in, e.g. not healthy except dim or hardly similar except dim) out of the total number of tokens
of the form ‘not Adj. except’. This frequency reflects the dominance of implicit existential
dimension binding within the tokens of an adjective.
An analysis of variance revealed significant differences (F = 10.37; P = .0002) as follows.
(i) In positive adjectives, conjunctivity is higher than disjunctivity.
(ii) In negative adjectives conjunctivity is lower than disjunctivity.
(iii) Conjunctivity is higher in positive adjectives than in their negative antonyms, whereas
disjunctivity is lower.
Hence, patterns of usage support the proposal that positive and negative multidimensional
antonyms are conjunctive and disjunctive, i.e. universal and existential on their dimensions,
respectively. The main goal of the present paper is to test this proposal by means of an
acceptability judgment survey with twice as many adjectives as there were in the corpus study
(sections 2.1-2.3). If both acceptability judgments and corpus evidence support the theoretical
proposal described above this would form strong evidence for it. In addition, the frequency data
revealed a moderate to strong correlation between conjunctivity and the frequency of cooccurrence of adjectives with the degree modifier perfectly (a Spearman rank order correlation test
yields r = .77, t = 4.36, P < .0008.) Hence, frequent modification by perfectly might form a cue for
default conjunctive dimension binding. The present study aimed to replicate this result too.1
Finally, the paper presents an additional small scale study that tests the predictions of the
proposal by means of a classification task in several types of circumstances (section 2.4).

2 Study I: conjunctive and disjunctive antonyms
2.1 Method
The participants were recruited using Amazon mechanical Turk (AMT) – an online labor market
place where workers are paid small amounts of money to complete small tasks named HITs
(Human Intelligence Tasks). It has been shown that AMT provides a quick and relatively cheap
method to acquire high-quality experimental results that do not differ significantly
in performance from standard experimental settings (Buhrmester et al. 2011). In survey 1,
participants were payed 1 cent per hit consisting of a single item rating, with effective hourly rate
of 5.14$. All in all 62 participants rated an average of 55 items per participant (SD = 58). 20
different participants rated each item. In survey 2, participants were payed 20 cents for filling out
a hit consisting of 19 texts, with effective hourly rate of 5$. All in all 185 participants rated an
1

If perfectly is also a cue of an upper closed scale and/or a maximum membership standard (Rotstein & Winter
2005; Kennedy & McNally 2005; Syrett 2007), there is a connection between scale and/or standard type and
dimension binding type.
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average of 61 texts per participant (SD = 102). 25 different participants rated each text. 49% of
the texts were rated by females (76 of the 185 participants), with mean age 36 (33 for the 185
participants) and SD = 13 (12, respectively). Education in year was reported in 12% of the cases
to be 9-12, in 71% to be 13-16 years, and in 16% to be more than 16 years (14%, 58%, and 28%,
repectively, for the 185 participants).
The items included 18 pairs of positive and negative antonyms, all in all 36 adjectives.
Survey 1 assessed positive vs. negative polarity rankings for these adjectives. The survey
consisted of 100 randomly ordered hits, 36 of which included the adjectives investigated in this
paper. The instructions said: “This questionnaire is for native English speakers only. English
speakers tend to classify adjectives as either ‘positive’ or ‘negative’. For example, adjectives like
‘tall’ are considered positive, while adjectives like ‘short’ are considered ‘negative’. Adjectives
like ‘clean’ are considered positive, while adjectives like ‘dirty’ are considered ‘negative’.
Determine to what extent the following adjective is negative or positive on a 1 (perfectly
negative) to 7 (perfectly positive) scale.” The instructions of each hit were followed by one
adjective and a scale for ranking.
Survey 2 measured conjunctivity and disjunctivity. All the examples with a given adjective
and its antonym began with a general question such as “how is Bill doing?”, which was
continued by 12 different answers, corresponding with 12 experimental conditions that table 1
illustrates with the antonym pair healthy-sick.
Positive

Basic

How is Bill doing? Context adj
Healthy.

How is Bill doing? Context antonym
Sick.

contexts

Dim 1

Healthy except for high blood pressure.

Sick except for normal blood pressure.

Dim 2

Healthy except for the flu.

Sick except for no flu.

Dim 3

Healthy except for the chickenpox.

Sick except for no chickenpox.

Negative

Basic

Not healthy.

Not sick.

contexts

Dim 1

Not healthy, except for normal blood pressure.

Not sick, except for high blood pressure.

Dim 2

Not healthy, except for no flu.

Not sick, except for the flu.

Dim 3

Not healthy, except for no chickenpox.

Not sick, except for chickenpox.

Modified

Mod1

Perfectly healthy.

Perfectly sick.

contexts

Mod2

Slightly healthy.

Slightly sick.

Mod3

Not all that healthy.

Not all that sick.

Mod4

Rarely healthy.

Rarely sick.

Table 1: Survey 2 “Conjunctivity and disjunctivity”, examples of the conditions
First, 3 dimensional conditions assesed the felicity of the form “A except dim” with three
different dimensions per adjective A, namely the felicity of exception phrases modifying nonnegated adjectives, i.e., adjectives in positive contexts. In such contexts, exception phrases
should be weakening implicit universal quantifiers over dimensions. High felicity ranks would
therefore suggest that the implicit quantifier mediating an adjective’s interpretation in different
uses is universal or quasi universal. Low felicity rates would suggest a non universal force.
Second, 3 corresponding “Not A except dim” conditions assessed the felicity of exception
phrases modifying adjectives in negative contexts, i.e. contexts in which adjectives are in the
scope of negation. High felicity ranks would suggest that the implicit quantifier mediating
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interpretation is existensial, and therefore, when the adjective is in the scope of negation it is
interpreted as universal on its dimensions. Low felicity rates would suggest non existential force.
Third, 2 basic conditions assessed the felicity of adjectives in positive and negative contexts,
as in Bill is healthy and not healthy, in attempt to control for the reduced felicity of adjectives –
and in particular negative antonyms – in negative contexts (cf. Bill is unsucceful vs. ?not
unsucceful; Giora 2006). Hence, the conjunctivity of an adjective A was modeled as A’s
averaged felicity in the positive context dimensional conditions (the felicity of “A except dim”)
minus A’s felicity in the positive context basic condition (the felicity of “A”). Disjunctivity was
modeled as A’s averaged felicity in the negative context dimensional conditions (the felicity of
“not A except dim”) minus A’s felicity in the negative context basic condition (“not A”). The
question is whether the occurrence vs. absence of negation is associated with differential felicity
of exception phrases, even if the effect of negation itself on felicity is factored out. The
predictions were a tendency of positive adjectives to be more conjunctive than disjunctive, and
more conjunctive than their negative antonyms, for which an opposite tendency towrd
disjunctivity was predicted.
Finally, 4 modified conditions assessed the felicity of adjectives preceded by modifiers,
including perfectly, not all that, slightly and rarely. Based Sassoon’s (2012) corpus study,
acceptability of modifiers like perfectly was predicted to reflect conjunctivity, and based on the
interesting morphosyntacx of the negative modifier not all that, its acceptability was suspeted to
cue dimension binding too (either conjunctivity or disjunctivity). Slightly and rarely are
interesting for reasons that, unfortunately go beyond this paper’s space and scope.
The 432 resulting target texts (36 adjectives time 12 conditions) were counterbalanced into
72 lists. Each list was published in AMT in the form of a hit with 19 texts, including 17 fillers
(sentences of other 3 experiments) and 6 target texts (1 basic, 3 dimensional, and 2 modified).
The adjectives in different target texts in a list were never identical, and they were
counterbalanced for positive vs. negative contexts and antonyms. Each list began with a clearly
good and a clearly bad filler. The remaining texts in a list were presented in a randomized order,
and so were the lists. The instructions said: “** This hit is for English native speakers only! **
Rate the following sentences by how natural they sound to you as an English native speaker. For
example, to me, the sentence "Bill didn't see anything" is a perfectly natural sentence, so I give it
'7'. However, the sentence "Bill saw anything" is perfectly unnatural (me or my friends would
never use such a combination of words), so I give it '1'. Notice that you have to rate ALL
sencences in order to complete the hit and get credit for it.”

2.2 Results
2.2.1 Polarity
As table 2 shows, the antonym pairs divided to positive vs. negative antonyms, such that the
positive ones ranked on average above 4.15 (M = 5.9, SD = .93), and the negative ones ranked
below 3.4, with the exception of the borderline 4 ranking for conservative (M = 2.15, SD = .85).
A Wilcoxon signed-ranks test for 18 negative and positive antonym pairs confirms that the
adjectives that are classified as positive are judged to be significantly more positive than those
that are classified as their negative antonyms (W = 171, n = 18, z = 3.71, P = .0002). This
relation holds of all of the pairs. We can therefore proceed to test whether positivity and
negativity are associated with conjunctivity and disjunctivity, respectively.
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POS ADJ:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

M

SD

NEG ADJ:

M

SD

Mpos - Mneg

Healthy
Good
Identical
Similar
Typical
Normal
Familiar
Clean
Safe
Innovative
Clever
Excellent
Tasty
Happy
Beautiful
Intelligent
Experienced
Successful

Sick
5.1
6.6
0.58
1.5
1.12
Bad
5.35
6.45 0.74
1.1
0.30
Dissimilar
1.35
4.15 0.85
2.8
0.81
Different
1.1
4.5
0.81
3.4
1.02
Atypical
1
4.2
1.08
3.2
0.93
Abnormal
3.85
5.65 1.28
1.8
0.68
Unfamiliar
3.2
5.8
0.75
2.6
0.97
Dirty
4.35
6
1.73
1.65
1.01
Dangerous
4.5
6.5
0.67
2
1.00
Conservative 4
2.2
6.2
0.98
1.30
Unclever
4.7
6.4
0.97
1.7
0.71
Terrible
5.8
6.9
0.30
1.1
0.44
Tasteless
4.8
6.25 0.62
1.45
0.67
Unhappy
5.1
6.65 1.11
1.55
1.16
Ugly
5.4
6.55 1.32
1.15
0.48
Stupid
5.3
6.7
0.90
1.4
1.32
nexperienced 2.40
3.8
6.2
0.75
.97
Unsuccessful 1.65
5.05
6.7
0.90
0.79
TOTAL Means
5.90 0.93 Means
2.15
0.85
3.72 (1.7)
Table 2: The means and standard deviations of the antonym polarity rankings of 25 participants per adjective.

2.2.2 Dimension binding in polar antonyms
Table 3 presents the means of the 18 mean judgments of 25 participants per adjective for each
one of the four groups of positive and negative adjectives in positive and negative contexts (the
means per adjectives are found in the appendix). As the table suggests and a Wilcoxon signedranks test confirms, adjectives are significantly more felicitous in positive than in negative
(negated) contexts, either with an exception phrase (W = 512, n = 36, z = 4.2, P < .0001) or
without one (W = 652; n = 36; z = 5.12, P < .0001). In addition, positive adjectives are more
felicitous than their negative antonyms, either when modified with an exception phrase (W =
373, n = 35, z = 3.05, P < .003) or without one (W = 457, n = 35, z = 3.74, P = .0002).
Hence, in order to use the felicity of exception phrases as a test for universal dimension
binding, we have to factor out the effect of negation. Thus, as explained above, for each adjective
A, we take A’s conjunctivity to be reflected by the felicity of "A except dim" minus the felicity
of "A", and A’s disjunctivity to be reflected by the felicity of "not A except dim" minus the
felicity of "not A". We also take the difference between A’s conjunctivity and disjunctivity,
‘Conj-Disj’, to uniformly reflect an adjective’s tendency toward universality and away from
existentiality on its dimensions. As Table 4 shows and a Spearman test for the significance of a
rank order correlation confirms, there is a moderate to strong correlation between the 1 to 7
positivity rankings of the 36 adjectives and their conjunctivity minus disjunctivity scores (r =
.71; t = 5.9, P < .0001).
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M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
POS A:
NEG A:
NEG A:
POS A:
6.20 1.08
5.20
1.64
5.66 1.35
4.17 1.73
A:
Not A:
A:
Not A:
1.81 A except: 3.90 1.85 Not A except: 3.68 1.84
A except: 5.34 1.59 Not A except: 3.56
Table 3: Means and standard deviations of the felicity judgments of 25 participants per item in the conditions 'A',
'not A', 'A except dim' and 'not A except dim', for three dimensions per adjective.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
TOTAL

POS ADJ:
Healthy
Good
Identical
Similar
Typical
Normal
Familiar
Clean
Safe
Innovative
Clever
Excellent
Tasty
Happy
Beautiful
Intelligent
Experienced
Successful

Conj +5
4.61
4.85
4.73
4.74
4.72
2.99
3.86
4.9
2.56
4.6
4.02
2.45
3.43
4.69
4.61
4.11
4.61
4.15

Disj + 5
2.05
4.31
3.84
5.47
3.84
3.1
3.99
0.63
1.45
4.26
3.64
3.83
3.76
1.54
4.38
3.44
4.04
2.88

4.15

3.36

Conj-Disj
2.57
0.54
0.89
-0.72
0.88
-0.11
-0.13
4.27
1.11
0.34
0.38
-1.38
-0.33
3.15
0.23
0.66
0.57
1.26
0.79

NEG ADJ:
Sick
Bad
Dissimilar
Different
Atypical
Abnormal
Unfamiliar
Dirty
Dangerous
Conservative
Unclever
Terrible
Tasteless
Unhappy
Ugly
Stupid
Inexperienced
Unsuccessful

Conj +5 Disj + 5 Conj-Disj
1.2
3.03
-1.83
4.43
5.12
-0.69
4.44
5.82
-1.38
4.26
4.73
-0.47
3.37
3.8
-0.43
2.72
5.23
-2.51
3.66
4.41
-0.75
1.56
4.88
-3.32
1.99
4.72
-2.73
4.51
5.07
-0.56
4.76
4.71
0.05
2.55
3.16
-0.61
2.92
3.71
-0.79
2.75
4.31
-1.57
2.48
4.47
-1.99
3.02
3.95
-0.93
4.62
5.19
-0.57
3.04
4.77
-1.73
3.24

4.50

-1.27

Table 4: For each adjective A, A’s conjunctivity is the felicity of "A except dim" minus the felicity of "A"; A’s
disjunctivity is the felicity of "not A except dim" minus the felicity of "not A".

Moreover, a two-way factorial analysis of variance for 2 matched samples of 18 negative vs.
18 positive adjectives with 2 repeated measures, conjunctivity and disjunctivity, reveals a
significant interaction (F = 27.93, P < .0001), due to which neither is the main effect for antonym
polarity significant (Mpos = 3.75, Mneg = 3.87; F = .2, P = .66), nor is the main effect for
conjunctivity vs. disjunctivity (Mcon = 3.69, Mdis = 3.93; F = 1.51, P = .23). Furthermore, a
Wilcoxon test confirms the significance of the 4 relevant simple effects. Positive adjectives are
more conjunctive than disjunctive (W = 107, n = 18, z = 2.32, P < .021), while negative
adjectives are less so (W = -169, n = 18, z = -3.67, P = .0002). In addition, positive adjectives are
more conjunctive than their negative antonyms (W = 141, n = 18, z = 3.06, P < .003), while
negative adjectives are more disjunctive than their positive bases (W = 139, n = 18, z = 3.02, P <
.003). To illustrate the interaction, the adjectives in figure 1 are ordered by the difference
between their conjunctivity and disjunctivity values. Thus ordered, all the positive adjectives fall
at the left side of the figure, and all the negative ones fall at the right side, with but few
exceptions, including the balanced negative adjective unclever, and the positive adjectives
similar and excellent, which are markedly less conjunctive than disjunctive.
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Figure 1: Interaction between dimension binding (conjunctivity vs. disjunctivity) and antonym polarity.

2.2.3 Modifiers as cues for dimension binding
The Spearman rank-order correlation test for 36 matched pairs yields a moderate to strong
correlation between mean judgments per adjective of felicity with perfectly and universality over
dimensions, Conj-Disj (r = .71, t = 5.88, p < .0001), as well as between felicity with perfectly and
an adjective’s positivity (r = .72, t = 5.97, p < .0001), and a weak to moderate correlation
between mean judgments per adjective of felicity with not all that and universality (r = .44, t =
2.84, P < .008), as well as positivity (r = .35, t = 2.19, P < .036).2 Furthermore, the felicity of
perfectly is higher in positive (M = 4.92, SD = 1.72) than negative (M = 2.68, SD = 1.67)
antonyms (W = 171, n = 18, z = 3.71, P < .0001), and so is the felicity of not all that (Mpos =
5.12, SD = 1.83; Mneg = 4.22, SD = 1.93; W = 135, n = 18, z = 2.93, P < .004).3 Finally, a MannWhitney comparison of the 14 strictly more conjunctive than disjunctive adjectives and the rest
yields higher felicity of perfectly (U = 262.5, z = -3.5, P < .0005), and of not all that (U = 208, z
= -1.74, P < .082) with the former.

2.2.4 The distribution of exception phrases
Finally, as a bonus, results pertaining to the distribution of exception phrases more generally can
be provided, confirming their restriction to universal or quasi-universal sentences. The sentences
in table 5 occurred amongst the fillers of survey 2. As the table shows, exception phrases are
more felicitous within universally quantified statements than existentially quantified ones ((1a)
vs. (1b)) and negated universal ones ((2a,c) vs. (2b); (3a) vs. (3b), (4a) vs. (4c)).

2

The correlation of conjunctivity with felicity is weak to moderate for perfectly (r = .41, t = 2.64, P < .013) and not
all that (r = .34, t = 2.14, P < .04). Also, a weak negative correlation between the felicity of slightly and positivity
was only significant at 1-tailed P with 90% confidence (P = .095). Other correlations did not enter significantly.
3
With slightly again we only obtain 1–tailed P significance at the 90% level (P = .09) for higher felicity with
negative antonyms (M = 4.59, SD = 1.83) than their positive bases (M = 4.18, SD = 1.78).
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1a. You can observe this in any relationship, except for rare cases
1b. You can observe this in some relationship, except for rare cases
2a. Everyone is dancing, except for Bill
2b. Everyone is not dancing, except for Bill
2c. No girl is playing, except for Mary
3a. Anything we do works well, except for this thing
3b. Not anything we do works well, except for this thing
4a. Most of these books are liberal, except the newest one
4b. Most of these books are conservative except the newest one
4c. Not most of these books are liberal, except the newest one
4d. Few of these books are liberal, except the newest one
4e. Most students are happy except the new ones
5a. His office is tidy, except where the coffee cups are
5b. His office is not messy, except where the coffee cups are

M
5.44
2.64
6.80
2.96
4.92
5.09
2.17
6.20
6.12
1.83
4.92
5.36
6.32
6.12

SD MED
T
1.75 5.00
a>b: 5.27
2.00 1.00
0.80 7.00
a>b: 8.44
2.13 2.00
c>b: 3.12
2.31 6.00
a>c: 3.85
1.50 5.00
a>b: 6.33
1.75 1.00
1.30 7.00
a>c: 11.8
1.56 7.00
a>d: 2.72
1.31 1.00
d>c: 6.55
1.96 5.00 2a>4a: 1.97
1.72 6.00
a>e
1.95
1.12 7.00
1.34 7.00

P
.0001
.0001
.0031
.0004
.0001
.0001
.009
.0001
.055
.057

Table 5: The distribution of exception phrases
Moreover, although felicitous, quasi universal quantifiers, like most that conveys roughly
‘almost all’, seem to be slightly less good than strictly universal ones, at a 90% level of
confidence ((2a) vs. (4a)). Moreover, the significant difference between negated most in (4c) and
few in (4d) suggests that few can be analysed as quasi universal conveying roughly ‘almost no’.
In addition, significantly, negative universals and quasi universals are less good than positive
ones ((2c) vs. (2a); (4d) vs. (4a)). Finally, in the felicituous (5a,b), the exception phrase weakens
a locative adjunct of an adjective (like everywhere or anywhere). Together with the data about
dimensional uses of exception phrases, this suggests that exception phrases form a good tool for
the investigation of the default force of implicit operations in grammar more generaliy.

2.3 Discussion
The hypotheses were confirmed supporting the proposal that at the multidimensional level
positivity is linked with conjunctivity, i.e. universal generalizations (healthy in all respects, clean
of any dirt type, etc.), while negativity is linked with disjunctivity – the existence of a
counterexample to a positive generalization (sick conveys not healthy in all respects; dirty
conveys not free of any dirt-type, etc.). Thus, the dimensions of positive adjectives like healthy
tend to combine via an implicit universal quantifier (healthy  λx.∀Q∈DIMhealthy, healthywrt(x,Q), whereas those of their negative antonyms tend to combine via an implicit existential
quantifier (sick  λx.¬∀Q∈DIMhealthy, healthy-wrt(x,Q). The latter reduces to λx.∃Q∈DIM,
¬healthy-wrt(x,Q)).
These results are significant as they complement those of a corpus study. Each methodology
(corpus analysis vs. judgment investigation) has its pros and cons, but converging results prove
the predictive strength of a proposal. Notice also that the rank-order correlation for 30 pairs
representing conjunctivity and disjunctivity values as measured by corpus frequencies vs. mean
acceptability judgments is significant (r = .45, t = 2.63, p < .014).
The new account is economic in that dimensions need to be lexically specified only for
positive adjectives, thereby explaining their cognitive prominence. In addition, as a default
dimensions are conjoined. Negative antonyms reference negated dimension conjunctions,
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explaining their relative complexity and so-called negative connotations. Furthermore, the
cognitive adequacy of the account is supported in that modifiers like perfectly and not all that
seem to provide cues for universal dimension binding, explaining how speakers might figure out
which adjectives are positive and conjunctive.
Does the fact that speakers regard borderline entities as e.g. neither healthy nor sick speak
against a logical-negation analysis of sick? A number of studies suggest the contrary. Gaps
characterize also logical negations (Solt, S. & Gotzner, N. 2010). However, an analysis of the
facts by means of a special adjectival negation, more in line with, e.g., Heim (2008), can proceed
as follows. Multidimensional adjectives may be optionally associated with a degree function fA
from entities x to the number of their dimensions which are true of x, e.g., fM(healthy) = λx
∈Dx.|{D∈DIMM(healthy): [D(x)]M = 1}|. On such an analysis, conjunctivity reduces to
interpretations relative to a maximum standard – |DimM(healthy)| (or alternatively 0), and
disjunctivity reduces to failure to reach this end. If [healthy(x)]M = 1 iff fM(healthy)(x) ≥
|DIMM(healthy)| (which reduces to ∀D∈DIMM(healthy): [D(x)]M = 1), the antonym
interpretation may be derived through antonymy negation: [sick(x)]M = 1 iff [¬healthy(x)]M = 1
(which reduces to ∃D∈DIMM(healthy): [¬D(x)]M = 1).
These strict universal vs. existential interpretations may easily shift to quasi universal vs.
existential ones, ‘mostly healthy’ and ‘not mostly healthy’, respectively, by decreasing the
maximum standard of healthy and increasing the minimum standard of sick, such that
[healthy(x)]M = 1 iff fM(healthy)(x) >> |DIMM(healthy)|/2, which reduces to
|{D∈DIMM(healthy): [D(x)]M = 1}| >> |{D∈DIMM(healthy): [D(x)]M ≠ 1}| (x is healthy in most
respects), whereas [sick(x)]M = 1 iff [¬healthy(x)]M = 1, which reduces to: ¬(fM(healthy)(x) >>
|DIMM(healthy)|/2) (x is not healthy in most respects). Notice that this interpretation is
compatible with entities being either borderline or even sick in most respects. The latter option
yields a quasi-universal interpretation for negative adjectives (‘mostly sick’). The data in this
paper is not incompatible with that, as existentials and quasi universals are less appropriate with
exception phrases than quasi universals and strict universals are, respectively (cf. 2.2.4).
Moreover, the association of multidimensional adjectives with measures of number of
dimensions true of entities explains the felicity of certain cross polar nomalies. One dimensional
cross polar comparisons like the ladder is shorter than the house is high are more felicitous than
corresponding comparisons like ??the ladder is higher than the house is short (Buring 2007). By
contrast, her brothers are more similar than they are {different, dissimilar} and her brothers are
more {different, dissimilar} than they are similar are good in the interpretation “the cardinality of
the similarity (difference) dimensions true of her brothers is higher than that of the difference
(similarity) dimensions true of them”. These two cardinalities are comparable, especially when
based on one and the same set of dimensions in the context of utterance. Other cross polar
nomalies might be explained by means of multidimensionality such as more apparent than real,
more dead than alive (in a metaphoric sense), and more positive than negative.
Next we turn to study II to test whether entities that violate one of the dimensions of a
conjunctive adjective classify within or outside the denotation of the adjective, and how they
compare to entities that do not violate a dimension but have lower dimensional degrees overall.
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2.4 Study II: classification of entities violating a dimension
2.4.1 Method
Four groups of 25 participants were recruited via AMT. They read the following instructions.
Please read carefully the short paragraph and then answer ALL of the following questions.
Notice that this survey is intended for English native speakers only. Consider a context in which
health of individuals is measured by their values in medical blood tests for D1, D2 and D3.
Imagine that Dan has the optimal degree in two of these tests, but he is not within the norm in
the third. Conversely, imagine that in all these tests, Sam's levels are within the normative range,
but they are the lowest possible normative values. Thus, all in all, Dan's average score on the
tests is higher than Sam's. The dimensions D1-D3 varied between groups. The ‘stable
dimension’ groups had blood pressure, cholesterol and sugar (a measure of diabetics), and the
‘transient dimension’ groups had pneumonia, flu and chickenpox. The instructions were followed
by 3 yes-no questions: Is Dan healthy?, Is Sam healthy? and Is Dan healthier than Sam?
Moreover, AMT workers often provide fast and therefore possibly approximate responses.
Hence, the participants of the ‘justified-answer’ groups were asked to justify their answers (each
question was followed by an open question why?), while the others were not.
According to the proposal explored in this paper, a high rate of ‘no’ answers was expected
for the first question (for Dan isn’t healthy in all respects), a low rate of ‘no’ was expected in the
second question (for Sam is healthy in all respects), and a high rate was expected again in the
third question (for Dan is healthy and Sam isn’t). Additionally, the rate of ‘no’ for the first
question was expected to be higher in justified-answer and transient dimension groups.

2.4.2 Results and discussion
Sam was regarded healthy in 94% of times, and Dan was regarded as healthier than Sam in but
18% of times. These response patterns suggest that participants did not compare Sam's mean in
the dimensions to Dan's mean. Had they done that, they would have judged Dan to be healthier
than Sam, but they didn’t. Arguably, their default interpretation of healthy involved implicit
universal quantification over dimensions. However, Dan was regarded as not healthy in only
64% of the answers. Apparently, slightly more than a third of the participants were willing to
compromise for a weak, quasi universal interpretation such as ‘healthy in most dimensions’.
A closer look at the results in table 6 suggests that instability of dimensions and justification
of answers play a role. The justified-answer group with transient respects confirmed the
expectations best (76%, 4% and 80% no’s), whereas the non-justified answer group with stable
dimensions failed to confirm them. A Chi square test shows that dimension type, stable vs.
instable, is associated with classification of entities violating a dimension (χ = 7.003; P < .009),
whereas justified vs. unjustified categorization decisions are almost but not quite significantly
associated with classification (χ = 2.57; P < .109).
Overall, instable dimensions prevent a shift from ‘all’ to ‘most’ in most categorization
decisions – 69% ‘no’ answers to question 1 (CI = [56%,81%], P = .05) vs. 43% in cases of stable
dimensions ([30%-57%]). Additionally, justification of categorization decisions prevents a shift
from ‘all’ to ‘most’ in most categorization decisions – 64% ‘no’ answers to question 1 (CI =
[50%,76%], P = .05), vs. 48% ‘no’ answers in unjustified decisions ([35%,62%]).
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‘NO’%

Sassoon
Justified answers
Is Dan
Is Sam
healthy?
healthy?

Is Dan healthier
than Sam?

Unjustified answers
Is Dan
Is Sam
healthy?
healthy?

Is Dan healthier
than Sam?

Transient
76
4
80
63
0
71
dimensions:
Stable
52
8
84
33
21
63
dimensions:
Table 6: Percentage of ‘no answers in 4 groups of 25 participants differing by the stability of the dimensions and
the precision level of the response.

In sum, in the circumstances described in this task, most people tend to say that one disease
is sufficient for classification of entities as not healthy, supporting a conjunctive interpretation
for healthy, but many times people are willing to compromise, supporting ‘most’ as a possible
basis for interpretation. The comparative healthier tends to either be determined by denotation
membership (healthy entities are healthier than non healthy ones), or by number of dimensions
true of entities (3 > 2).

3 Conclusions
The positive results obtained in this study, although preliminary, deepen our understanding of
antonymy and multidimensionality. The study of these topics will profit if the generality of the
proposal and its consequences (e.g., its connections to the scale-structure of adjectives and to
vagueness) are explored further in the future both in theory and in practice.
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Appendix
I.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

CONTEXT:
POS ADJ:
Healthy
Good
Identical
Similar
Typical
Normal
Familiar
Clean
Safe
Innovative
Clever
Excellent
Tasty
Happy
Beautiful
Intelligent
Experienced
Successful

POS
M
5.57
6.51
6.46
5.79
5.43
3.60
4.95
6.62
3.79
6.14
4.56
4.16
4.91
6.13
5.94
5.71
5.74
4.15

POS ADJ:
Healthy
Good
Identical
Similar
Typical

5.34
M
5.96
6.67
6.73
6.04
5.71

TOTAL

II.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SD
1.60
0.93
0.85
1.53
1.61
2.10
2.03
0.64
2.35
1.27
1.88
2.23
2.00
1.17
1.23
1.37
1.52
2.35

NEG
M
2.51
5.61
4.45
5.11
3.52
2.26
4.07
1.59
2.41
4.43
3.77
2.63
3.52
3.11
2.90
4.40
5.40
2.32

SD
1.86
1.51
2.22
1.60
2.15
1.25
2.03
1.02
1.87
2.07
2.02
1.68
2.22
2.05
1.64
2.15
1.54
1.65

1.59
SD
1.30
0.62
0.62
1.33
1.77

3.56
M
5.46
6.30
5.61
4.64
4.68

1.81
SD
1.71
1.20
1.34
1.92
1.93

CONTEXT:
NEG ADJ:
Sick
Bad
Dissimilar
Different
Atypical
Abnormal
Unfamiliar
Dirty
Dangerous
Conservative
Unclever
Terrible
Tasteless
Unhappy
Ugly
Stupid
Inexperienced
Unsuccessful
NEG ADJ:
Sick
Bad
Dissimilar
Different
Atypical

POS
M
2.20
6.13
3.80
5.31
3.21
1.84
4.41
3.23
2.07
5.59
3.20
4.20
3.44
4.15
4.31
4.43
5.71
2.96
3.90
M
6.00
6.70
4.36
6.04
4.84

SD
1.52
1.10
2.12
1.57
1.97
1.09
2.03
2.02
1.59
1.72
2.01
2.30
2.09
2.41
1.97
2.28
1.55
2.03

NEG
M
2.23
6.75
3.57
4.57
3.52
2.36
3.61
5.59
3.28
4.19
2.51
3.45
1.91
4.19
3.71
4.16
3.99
2.60

1.85
SD
1.38
0.62
2.13
1.02
1.59

3.68
M
4.20
6.63
2.75
4.84
4.72

SD
1.64
0.57
1.99
1.88
1.98
1.50
2.09
1.56
2.30
2.18
1.73
2.30
1.22
2.27
2.02
2.01
2.21
1.68
1.84
SD
1.77
0.70
1.61
1.93
2.03
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
TOTAL

Sassoon
Normal
Familiar
Clean
Safe
Innovative
Clever
Excellent
Tasty
Happy
Beautiful
Intelligent
Experienced
Successful

5.61
6.09
6.73
6.23
6.55
5.54
6.71
6.48
6.43
6.33
6.61
6.13
5.00
6.20

1.24
1.10
0.75
0.79
0.78
1.78
0.61
0.83
0.82
0.99
0.82
1.26
2.02
1.08

4.16
5.08
5.96
5.96
5.17
5.13
3.80
4.76
6.57
3.52
5.96
6.36
4.44
5.20

2.07
2.08
1.31
1.37
1.80
1.54
2.28
2.08
0.71
1.84
1.23
0.83
2.26
1.64

Abnormal
Unfamiliar
Dirty
Dangerous
Conservative
Unclever
Terrible
Tasteless
Unhappy
Ugly
Stupid
Inexperienced
Unsuccessful

4.12
5.75
6.67
5.08
6.09
3.44
6.65
5.52
6.40
6.83
6.41
6.09
4.92
5.66

2.10
1.48
0.62
2.08
1.25
2.12
0.63
1.56
0.85
0.38
0.94
1.35
2.15
1.35

2.13
4.20
5.71
3.56
4.12
2.80
5.29
3.20
4.88
4.24
5.21
3.80
2.83
4.17

1.23
1.85
1.37
2.21
1.97
2.17
1.79
1.98
1.36
1.73
1.66
2.19
1.55
1.73

Table 7: Means per adjective of the felicity judgments of 25 participants of: I. 'A except dim' and
'not A except dim', for three dimensions per adjective, and II. 'A' and 'not A'.

C OMPARISON TO A RBITRARY S TANDARDS∗
S TEPHANIE S OLT
Zentrum für Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft, Berlin

1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with a set of contrasts in the occurrence of degree modifiers that I will
argue relate to restrictions on the sort of degree statements that can be made relative to a standard
whose location is in some way arbitrary. Along the way I will explore some implications for the
relationship between standards and scale structure.

2 Slightly and the nature of distributional standards
2.1 The data
As has been noted by several authors, ‘low degree’ modifiers (LDMs) such as slightly and a
bit occur felicitously with some gradable adjectives, but not others (Rotstein and Winter 2004;
Kennedy 2007; Bylinina 2011):
(1)

a. The rug is slightly/a little/a bit dirty.
b. The towel is slightly/a little/a bit wet.
c. That neighborhood is slightly/a little/a bit dangerous.

(2)

a. ??John is slightly/a little/a bit tall.
b. ??The lake is slightly/a little/a bit deep.
c. ??The rod is slightly/a little/a bit long.

(3)

a. ??The rug is slightly/a little/a bit clean.
b. ??The towel is slightly/a little/a bit dry.
c. ??That neighborhood is slightly/a little/a bit safe.

It is not that the adjectives in (2) and (3) do not combine with degree modifiers at all. Those of
the tall class (2), like those of the dirty class (1), are felicitously modified by very, while those of
the clean class (3) occur with completely and perfectly.
∗I

would like to thank the reviewers for Sinn und Bedeutung 16, and also the conference audience, for helpful and
thought-provoking comments. Support for this research was provided by the European Science Foundation and the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under the auspices of the EUROCORES programme LogICCC.
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(4)

a. The rug is very dirty.
b. The towel very wet.
c. That neighborhood is very dangerous.

(5)

a. John is very tall.
b. The lake is very deep.
c. The rod is very long.

(6)

a. The rug is completely/perfectly clean.
b. The towel is completely/perfectly dry.
c. That neighborhood is completely/perfectly safe.

Nor is it that the dimensions invoked by the adjectives in (2), (3) are in some way incompatible with
LDMs: the comparative forms of all three adjective classes occur felicitously with these modifiers.
(7)

a. The rug is slightly dirtier than the floor.
b. The towel slightly wetter than the rag.
c. That neighborhood slightly more dangerous than this one.

(8)

a. John is slightly taller than Fred.
b. The lake is slightly deeper than the pond.
c. The rod is slightly longer than the box.

(9)

a. The rug is slightly cleaner than the floor.
b. The towel slightly drier than the rag.
c. That neighborhood slightly safer than this one.

Interestingly, the examples in (2) do have a reading on which they are acceptable, namely when
the adjective is coerced to an excessive reading, such that slightly tall, for example, is interpreted
as ‘slightly too tall (for the present purposes)’. The same is true, though less consistently, for the
examples in (3). The following are corpus examples involving this kind of interpretation:
(10)

a. Our rig holds Kriss, P90, and UMP mags perfectly. MP5 mags will sit a little deep,
but we can fit pockets with an internal spacer to sit them at the perfect height.
(http://www.originalsoegear.com/smgrig.html)

b. However, if you end up with a less-than-perfect joint, you can cope with this
situation by recutting the joint (you did cut the board slightly long, right?).
(http://www.woodbin.com/misc/cope_molding.htm)

c. You can make these up to 5 days ahead, and they reheat beautifully. If they’re a bit dry,
just stir in water. (Prevention, 61(11), p. 154, 2009; sourced from COCA, Davies 2008-)
Furthermore, this pattern is not limited to English. Kagan and Alexeyenko (2010) report a
similar set of facts for the Russian degree modifier -ovat ‘slightly’, which occurs felicitously with
adjectives of the dirty class (e.g. grijaznovatyj ‘slightly dirty’), yields an excessive interpretation
for those of the tall class (e.g. vysokovatyj ‘slightly too tall’), and is either infelicitous or has an
excessive reading for those of the clean class (e.g. *cistovatyj ‘slightly (too) clean’ but suxovatyj
‘slightly too dry’).
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2.2 Previous accounts
The three classes of adjectives exemplified in (1)-(3) are now standardly taken to correspond to
three distinct possibilities for the structure of the measurement scale lexicalized by the adjective
(see especially Kennedy and McNally 2005). Those of the dirty class relate entities to scales closed
at the lower end (i.e. having a minimum point). Those of the clean class have scales that are open
on the lower end but closed on the upper end (i.e. that have a maximum point). Finally, adjectives
of the tall class have scales that are open at the lower as well as upper end.
(11)
DIRTINESS
CLEANNESS
HEIGHT

But as yet this has not provided a full explanation for the contrasts exemplified in (1)-(3).
Kennedy (2007) takes occurrence with slightly to be a diagnostic for the presence of a scalar
minimum point. Taken together with perfectly, which serves as a diagnostic for the presence
of a scalar maximum point, this provides the motivation for the typology depicted in (11). On
Kennedy’s theory, scale structure in turn determines the standard of comparison for the adjective
in its positive form. If the scale has a maximum and/or minimum point, that serves as the standard;
only when the scale is totally open (as with the tall class) is the standard contextually determined
(the principle of interpretive economy).
Kennedy does not, however, address what it is about the semantics of slightly that makes it
sensitive to this aspect of scale structure. More problematically, his account makes incorrect
predictions about adjectives such as full/empty and open/closed, which lexicalize scales that are
closed on both ends (as diagnosed by the compatibility of perfectly with both the adjective and its
antonym).
(12)
FULLNESS

If the occurrence of slightly is sensitive simply to the presence of a scalar minimum point, this
class should be as felicitous with slightly as those of the dirty class. But actually, examples such
as the following are marginal:
(13)

??The bottle is slightly full / empty

This difference is supported by corpus data. Table 1 provides data from the Corpus of
Contemporary American English (COCA; Davies 2008-), showing the frequency of occurrence
of the degree modifiers slightly, a little and a bit with adjectives assigned to these four classes.
As expected, adjectives that have been diagnosed as having lower closed scales have the highest
occurrence with LDMs, while those with upper closed or open scales occur more rarely with these
modifiers. But importantly, adjectives with scales closed on both ends occur no more frequently
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Table 1: Frequency of LDMs (Source: COCA, 1990-2011)

Scale structure
Lower closed
Upper closed
Open

Totally closed

Adjectives
bent, bumpy, crooked, dangerous, dirty, impure,
incomplete, rough, uncertain, wet
certain, clean, complete, dry, flat, pure, safe,
smooth, straight
big, deep, expensive, fat, large, long, rich, strong,
tall, thick, wide, cheap, inexpensive, narrow, poor,
shallow, short, small, thin, weak
open, closed, full, empty, opaque, transparent

slightly/a bit/a little Adj
per ’000 Adj
11.2
0.5
1.3

1.0

with LDMs than do the latter two classes. Thus the presence of a scalar minimum point is not, in
itself, sufficient to license the felicitous occurrence of slightly and the like.
In work that predates Kennedy’s, Rotstein and Winter (2004) relate contrasts in the
acceptability of slightly to the nature of the standard of comparison for the positive form of the
adjective, in interaction with the semantics of slightly itself. Rotstein and Winter propose that
the denotation of slightly Adj corresponds to an interval of some arbitrary length at the beginning
of the denotation of Adj on the relevant scale. In the case of adjectives such as dirty which are
associated with lower-closed scales, the standard for the positive form is a point at or above the
scalar minimum Smin , such that slightly Adj is associated with the interval immediately above this.
Slightly dirty, for example, is true of an entity whose degree of dirtiness is just above the relevant
minimum point. But in the case of adjectives with upper closed scales, such as clean, the standard
for the positive form is in the default case the scalar maximum Smax . Since there is no interval
above this point, slightly is infelicitous in this case.
While this explanation nicely captures the contrast between (1) and (3), Rotstein and Winter’s
account has nothing to say about the infelicity of slightly with adjectives of the tall class, as in
(2). Following a standard view, they take these to involve a contextually derived standard d mid
located somewhere in the middle of the scale. It is then not clear why slightly Adj in these cases
could not correspond to the scalar interval immediately above this point, such that slightly tall, for
example, would be true of individuals whose heights are just a small amount above the contextually
determined standard for what counts as tall.
Furthermore, neither Rotstein & Winter nor Kennedy have an explanation for the occurrence of
adjectives of the tall and clean classes with LDMs when they are coerced to an excessive reading.

2.3 Proposal
The account I develop builds on that of Rotstein and Winter, and on Kagan and Alexeyenko’s
analysis of Russian -ovat. I propose that the occurrence of slightly and other low degree modifiers
is sensitive not to the structure of the scale, but to the nature of the standard of comparison for the
positive form. Contra Kennedy, I propose that scalar maximum and minimum points, if they are
present, may provide a standard of comparison, but do not necessarily do so. I further will argue
that there are more types of standards than are typically assumed in work in this area. Some but
not all are compatible with the semantics of slightly.
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For concreteness, I adopt the framework of Kennedy (2007), in which gradable adjectives
denote measure functions, that is, functions from individuals to degrees. For example:
(14) ~dirtyhedi  = λ x.µ DIRTINESS (x)
Degree modifiers take gradable adjectives as arguments and return predicates over individuals.
In particular, I assume the following for slightly, based on Rotstein and Winter (2004). For the
present I assume other LDMs have similar semantics, though it is possible that a more in-depth
investigation would turn up differences.
(15) ~slightly = λ Phedi λ xe .d Std < P(x) < d Std + δ , for some small δ
As defined here, the interpretation of slightly is dependent on the standard d Std for the positive
form of the adjective. I follow Kagan and Alexeyenko (2010) in assuming at least the following
four types of standards:
(16)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Scalar maximum: d Std = Smax
Scalar minimum: d Std = Smin
Distributional: d Std = f (C)
Functional: d Std = max {d : 9wAcc [P(x)w = d]}

The first two of these are the familiar scalar minimum and maximum assumed by Kennedy;
together they can be classified as absolute standards. A distributional standard is a standard
determined with reference to the distribution of items in a comparison class C. Distributional
standards correspond to the usual reading of adjectives of the tall class. For example, John is tall
is typically interpreted as conveying that John’s height exceeds the typical height for members
of some set John is a member of; such a set can be made overt with a for-phrase (John is tall
for a jockey). I return to a fuller discussion of distributional standards below. Finally, functional
standards – a term introduced by Kagan and Alexeyenko (2010) – correspond to the maximum
degree compatible with the requirements of a given situation. Functional standards are similar
to those invoked by the overt excessive modifier too; for example, John is too tall means that his
height exceeds the maximum acceptable for some purpose. But the positive form can also reference
such a standard; for example, the most natural reading of (17) is that the fourth board was too long
for the needs of the situation.
(17)

Three of the boards were cut to exactly the right length, but the fourth one was long

See also Bylinina (2011) for a discussion of for phrases with functional standards.
I further assume a version of Kennedy’s principle of interpretive economy, such that when an
absolute standard is available for an adjective, it is the default choice. But I take this principle to
be violable, in that contextual or other factors can result in the choice of a different standard even
in the case of a scale with a maximum and/or minimum point.
Let us examine how these various standards are compatible with the semantics of slightly.
Lower closed scales (dirty class): When a scalar minimum point is available to serve as a
standard for an adjective Adj (per (16a)), slightly Adj is associated with a short segment of the
scale above this minimum. Thus slightly dirty is true of an individual if it has some small positive
degree of dirtiness. This is intuitively correct.
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(18) ~slightly dirty = λ xe .d Std < µ DIRTINESS (x) < d Std + δ
d Std = Smin OK
Upper closed scales (clean class): By contrast, when a scale has a maximum point, this does
not provide a standard compatible with slightly. The reason is that if this point were chosen as the
standard (per (16b)), slightly Adj would relate entities to a range above this point; but there is of
course no range of degrees above the maximum point on the scale.
(19) ~slightly clean = λ xe .d Std < µ CLEANNESS (x) < d Std + δ
d Std = Smax BAD
Open scales (tall class): In the case of adjectives such as tall which correspond to totally open
scales, there are no maximum nor minimum points to potentially serve as standards. The infelicity
of LDMs with such adjectives on their usual interpretations could be explained if we could show
that distributional standards (16c) are in some way incompatible with the semantics of slightly. I
take this up below. But there is another type of standard that is available in such cases, namely
the functional standard (16d). When this standard is plugged into the entry for slightly, slightly
tall is interpreted as a predicate true of an individual if his height is greater by some small amount
than the maximum height compatible with the needs of the situation. This corresponds exactly to
the felicitous reading of the examples in (2), and to the interpretation of the corpus examples in
(10a,b).
(20) ~slightly tall = λ xe .d Std < µ HEIGHT (x) < d Std + δ
d Std = f (C) BAD
d Std = max {d : ∃wAcc [µ HEIGHT (x)w = d]} OK
Note that the choice of a functional rather than scalar maximum standard may also potentially
rescue slightly Adj with an adjective of the clean class. As pointed out by Kagan and Alexeyeko
for -ovat, whether this is felicitous depends on the meaning of the adjective. For example, it is
difficult to imagine a situation in which there is a maximum acceptable degree of cleanliness short
of completely clean, and as such ?slightly clean is awkward. But slightly dry on a functional
reading is not bad at all, since one can imagine a situation in which there is a maximal acceptable
degree of dryness. Such an interpretation seems to be what is involved in (10c).
Totally closed scales (full class): Finally, consider adjectives that lexicalize scales closed on
both ends, such as full/empty and open/closed. On the account developed here, it is predicted that
they will be acceptable with slightly only to the extent that they can be interpreted relative to a
standard other than the scalar maximum Smax . Kennedy (2007) notes that such adjectives typically
prefer maximum standards; this explains the infrequent occurrence of this class with low degree
modifiers reported in Table 1. But the present account suggests two other types of standards are
possible, namely scalar minimum and functional. Corpus examples such as the following (from
COCA) suggest that these are in fact the sorts of standards involved when an items of this class
occur with LDMs. (21a-c) seem to involve scalar minimum standards; in (21b), for example, the
door deviates slightly from a position of fully closed (i.e. having a zero degree of openness). (21d)
on the other hands seems to involve something closer to a functional standard, namely the adequate
or expected level of stocking of the shelves.
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(21)

a. He’d lean his head back, his eyes slightly closed . . . (Ploughshares, Winter97/98, 23/4, p.12)
b. Helene . . . had been in the bathroom, door cracked slightly open, peeking out through
the small gap (Analog Science Fiction & Fact, 122/10, p. 108)
c. As soon as the rice is hot and slightly transparent, add about 1 cup of warmed wine.
(Chicago Sun Times, 14/2/1999)

d. The Safeway store . . . hadn’t received a truck delivery, and the shelves were looking
a little empty. (Denver Post, 22/6/2006)
We are left with the crucial question of why distributional standards should be incompatible
with LDMs. What sets such standards apart from scalar minimum or functional standards, such
that they do not support the interpretation of slightly?
I would like to propose that the crucial property of distributional standards is that their location
is essentially arbitrary. The other standards in (16) can be reduced to a single non-arbitrary
point – an endpoint in the case of scalar maximum and minimum standards, a maximum value
compatible with the needs of the situation in the case of functional standards. But this is not so with
distributional standards. There is no natural dividing line that separates those entities that count as
tall in a given context from those that do not count as tall. This is the central insight behind several
theories of vagueness, which has been developed in various ways, e.g through contextualism
(Raffman 1996) and supervaluationism (Kamp 1975). While different in their specifics, these
approaches agree on the idea that one way of setting a standard is (within some range) as good as
another. To put this in terms of comparison classes, Solt (2011) develops an analysis where the
comparison class provides a standard in the form of a range calculated as a function of the degree
of dispersion in that class. Here arbitrariness reduces to the choice of the comparison class and the
width of the range, expressed as a multiple of the standard deviation.
Arbitrariness of standard is problematic for LDMs in particular, because their semantics
essentially require precision of measurement. Slightly as defined in (15) relates entities to a
scalar interval within a small distance δ of the standard. But small distances cannot be measured
accurately from a standard whose location is arbitrary in the way described above: on one perfectly
acceptable way of setting d Std an entity’s measure might be within δ of that standard, while on
another equally acceptable choice, its measure might be more than δ beyond d Std , or conversely
below d Std . In simple terms, if we cannot say with precision where the lower bound for tall is, we
cannot say whether an individual’s height is within a small distance from that standard. Visually:
(22)

John is slightly tall


dStd

HEIGHT (John)

As evidence that this is relevant, when the arbitrariness of the standard is reduced, adjectives
of the tall class become more acceptable with LDMs. For example, (23) is considerably more
felicitous than the original (2a) on the distributional reading:
(23)

John is slightly/a little/a bit tall for his age.
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What is different here is that the comparison class has been fixed (to boys of a certain age, perhaps
in a particular region), and furthermore that we can assume the existence of data that allows a
standard to be set relative to this population in some non-arbitrary way, e.g as the median value.
Note also that the arbitrariness of distributional standards does not affect ‘large degree’
modifiers in the same way. Suppose for example that very Adj is true of an individual iff its
measure exceeds the standard for Adj by a large amount γ. Even if there is indeterminacy in the
precise location of d Std (in that there are multiple equally acceptable possibilities), as long as an
individual’s measure is large enough we can be sure that that measure exceeds d Std by at least γ.
Hence very is compatible with distributional standards, and thus may occur with adjectives such as
tall on their usual meanings (per (5)).

2.4 Summary and further observations
Facts relating to the distribution of LDMs such as slightly point to a more complex view of
scales and standards than is commonly assumed. In addition to absolute standards, we’ve seen
evidence for two types of contextual standards – distributional and functional – which behave quite
differently with respect to one aspect of meaning, namely compatibility with slightly. Furthermore,
even in the case where the scale features a maximum and/or minimum point, these do not
necessarily provide the standard of comparison. And it is entirely possible that there are further
standard types beyond those discussed here. For example, (24a) appears to involve deviation from
an ideal midpoint as standard, whereas (24b) seems to involve a standard based on societal norms
(whether this is the same as a functional standard would require further investigation):
(24)

a. John is slightly overweight/underweight.
b. Costa was in his late forties, and the years showed around his middle but not in the thick
dark hair that he left cut just slightly long. (Linda Grant, Love nor Money, 2002; from COCA)

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to explore this topic more generally, I’ll suggest here
that better characterizing the full array of available standard types has the potential to resolve some
open questions (e.g. relating to the apparently imprecise use of The theater is empty tonight to
describe a situation where there are fewer attendees than usual; Kennedy 2007).
There is a further implication for scale structure. I have argued here that slightly is sensitive to
the nature of the standard of comparison rather than the structure of the measurement scale, and
further that scalar endpoints may – but do not necessarily – provide the standard. The corollary to
this is that incompatibility with slightly cannot be used as a diagnostic for the absence of a scalar
minimum point. This is particularly relevant for adjectives of the tall class. On the basis of the
slightly test, Kennedy (2007) concludes, somewhat unintuitively, that such adjectives have scales
that are open on the lower end. But an alternate explanation is that such scales have a minimum
point, but that this is for some reason unavailable to serve as the standard of comparison for the
positive form. Recent work by Toledo and Sassoon (2011) gives a reason to think this might in fact
be the case. They point out that adjectives of the tall class typically correspond to individual level
predicates, while those of the dirty/clean classes denote stage level predicates. An entity may, in
one of its stages, have a zero level of dirtiness; but no entity of which tall could be predicated can
have a zero level of tallness. Correspondingly, the scalar minimum point represents a meaningful
standard in the first case (dirty), but in the second case (tall) would be entirely uninformative, since
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every relevant individual would have have a measure exceeding this minimum.1 This analysis, if it
could be further supported, would result in a simpler and more intuitive view of scale structure.
To return to the main topic of the present paper, facts relating to LDMs suggest that
distributional standards are different from other types of standards. I have suggested that the heart
of the difference is their essential arbitrariness. While this is by no means a new observation,
being the starting point for well known theories of vagueness, the facts discussed here point to
another consequence of this, namely incompatibility with degree modifiers whose semantics are
based on precise measurement. Large distances can be measured from a standard whose location
is imprecisely determined or arbitrary, but small distances cannot. In the next section, I will turn
to data from another class of degree modifiers, which I will argue are sensitive to a different sort
of arbitrariness.

3 (Not) exactly
3.1 The data
The data below illustrate a contrast that on the surface is unrelated to that discussed in the preceding
section. Specifically, while exactly can occur in positive sentences with point-denoting expressions
(25), with vague predicates exactly is restricted to occurring in the scope of negation, and is
disallowed in the corresponding positive sentences (26).
(25)

a. John is exactly 30 years old.
b. It’s exactly noon.
c. The circle is exactly in the center of the square.

(26)

a. Red wine is *(not) exactly healthy.
b. John is *(not) exactly tall.
c. That’s *(not) exactly a mountain.

Sauerland and Stateva (2007) propose that exactly is ambiguous between the ‘scalar exactly’
represented in (25) and a separate negative polarity item, ‘NPI exactly’, which is involved in
examples such as (26). As evidence, they note that German genau and Bulgarian točno ‘exactly’ do
not occur with predicates such as healthy in either positive or negative contexts (27), nor apparently
does English precisely, whose meaning is very close to that of exactly (28).
(27)

*Der Rotwein ist (nicht) genau gesund.

(28)

??Red wine is (not) precisely healthy.

This seems to suggest that the data in (25)-(26) reflect an idiosyncrasy of one lexical item.
But one can in fact find corpus examples of not precisely with predicates of this sort (29). And
while genau patterns differently from exactly, German has another counterpart of exactly, gerade,
which exhibits the same asymmetry as the English item (30). Hebrew, too, has an equivalent
of exactly which occurs with point-denoting expressions in positive contexts, but is restricted to
negative contexts with vague predicates, just like exactly (31).
1 Sassoon

(2011) independently reaches a similar conclusion, based on data very similar to those discussed here.
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Delivery pizza is fun but not precisely healthy.
(http://chiaseedshealthbenefits.com/how-bake-chia-flour-without-any-extra-work/)

(30)

Der Rotwein ist *(nicht) gerade gesund.

(31)

a. bediyuk esrim anashim
‘exactly twenty people’
b. yai’n adom ze *(lo) bedii’uk bari
‘Red wine is *(not) exactly healthy’

Thus there seems to be a more general pattern in need of explanation.

3.2 Towards a solution
Note first that not exactly has two sorts of readings that might be termed ‘literal’ and ‘strengthened’.
In (32), the claim seems to be that the cookies are not, in the strictest sense of the word, healthy,
but also not entirely unhealthy (the literal reading). (33), by contrast, implies something stronger,
namely that cheeseburgers are quite unhealthy indeed (the strengthened reading).
(32)

Sure, they’re not exactly healthy, but they’re much healthier than your typical cookie, have
a soft but slightly chewy texture that I adore, and they are vegan
(http://catesworldkitchen.com/2010/09/maple-almond-butter-cookies/)

(33)

Being comfort food, grilled cheese burgers are not exactly healthy. And that’s okay, you’re
not eating them everyday. So you’ll want a side dish that’s equally comforting . . . and
unhealthy. (http://www.squidoo.com/Grilled-Cheese-Burger)

The strengthening observed in examples such as (33) is part of a broader pattern in which
sequences of the form not+INTENSIFIER+Adj take on a strengthened meaning (Horn 1989). For
example, all of the variants of (34) imply that Fred is quite dumb.
(34)

Fred is not exceedingly / very / too / overly bright.

But the intensifiers that participate in this pattern are not consistently NPIs, and as such this parallel
does not in itself provide insight into why this exactly is restricted to negative contexts. In any case,
I take the literal reading to be the one to be accounted for in the semantics, with the strengthened
reading derived via a pragmatic process that is also involved in examples such as (34).
The cross-linguistic data discussed above suggest that something about the semantics of exactly
(and its counterparts in other languages) predisposes it to develop a second interpretation as an NPI.
This would not be exceptional. It is well known that minimizers such as a bit, a drop, a wink, a
red cent and so forth have a tendency cross-linguistically to evolve into NPIs (Horn 1989). But
importantly, NPI exactly is not a minimizer. By way of illustration, a drop on its NPI interpretation
can be understood as a minimal quantity of liquid. As such, not drink a drop is a stronger claim
than alternatives such as not drink a glass/a bottle/etc.; that is, the entailment in (35a) holds. But
the equivalent entailment in (35b) does not hold; if anything, the entailment is in the opposite
direction. In other words, not exactly Adj makes a weaker claim than potenital alternatives.
(35)

a. Sue didn’t drink a drop → Sue didn’t drink a glass / a bottle / a lot / etc.
b. Red wine isn’t exactly healthy 9 Red wine isn’t healthy at all / in the slightest / etc.
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4o’clock
coarse
medium
fine
3:30

3:45

4:00

4:15

4:30

Figure 1: Multiple granularity levels
This difference has as a consequence that analyses developed for NPI minimizers (e.g. Krifka
1995) cannot readily be extended to NPI exactly.
In a taxonomy of polarity items developed by Israel (1996), minimizers of the (drink) a drop
type fall into the class of emphatic NPIs, characterized by low quantitative value and emphatic
informative value. Israel does not consider NPI exactly, but its behavior allows it be assigned
to the opposing class of understating NPIs, characterized by high scalar value and understating
informative value. Other members of this class are claimed to include much and all that. For
example, Sue didn’t drink much makes a weaker statement than Sue didn’t drink anything / a glass
/ a drop (cf. (35b)). Israel proposes that items of this class conventionally encode understating
informative value, and thus are restricted to negative contexts where the resulting statement is
minimally informative. This view is however somewhat problematic in the case of exactly, since on
its scalar use exactly isn’t in any obvious way understating. Thus here, too, we find no explanation
for the cross-linguistic tendency for items with the meaning exactly to acquire a second use as
NPIs.

3.3 Proposal
I propose that NPI exactly derives from scalar exactly, and has the same basic meaning.
Following Sauerland and Stateva (2007), I take scalar exactly to play the role of regulating the
granularity level at which scalar expressions are interpreted. I assume granularity to be a contextual
parameter of interpretation. Any context is associated with multiple possible granularity levels,
which may be associated with granularity functions. For example, the expression 4 o’clock might
be interpreted in any of the ways depicted in Figure 1: as a 15-minute interval around the point
4:00 (coarse granularity), as a 5-minute interval around that point (medium granularity), or as a
1-minute interval around that point (fine granularity).
The function of exactly is to set granularity to the finest contextually available level:
(36)

~exactly A = granfinest (A)

Applied to the example in Figure 1, the effect is to set the granularity level to the finest of the
three levels, namely the 1-minute granularity level, such that exactly 4 o’clock is interpreted as the
1-minute interval around 4:00.
(37)

~exactly 4 o0 clock = granfinest (4 o0 clock) = 4 : 00 ± 30 sec

Looked at slightly differently, scalar exactly can be viewed as operating on alternate
interpretations of a scalar predicate that are ordered via an inclusion relationship. For example,
the scalar interval denoted by 4 o’clock at the finest granularity level is a proper subset of the
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brown rice
salmon
pasta

spinach
tofu

avocado
chicken

nuts
milk

yogurt
red wine

Figure 2: Alternate interpretations of healthy
interval denoted by the same expression at the medium granularity level, and so forth. Scalar
exactly picks the maximum element in this ordering, i.e. the extension contained within all other
contextually available extensions.
It is this that allows us to draw a connection to NPI exactly. Specifically, I propose that exactly
in examples such as (26) operates over alternate interpretations of a vague predicate ordered in
terms of strictness, which also may be construed as an inclusion relationship. To take a concrete
example, the predicate healthy (applied to foods) might be interpreted in the various ways depicted
in Figure 2. Here red wine, for example, is included in a looser extension of healthy, but not in
stricter extensions.
To formalize this, I assume that vague predicates are interpreted relative to a contextual
parameter that specifies, among other things, how vague predicates are made precise (this could be
made compatible with various analyses of vagueness, e.g. supervaluationism per Kamp (1975)).
As was the case with granularity, I assume that a given context may allow multiple possible
interpretations of a predicate. For example, a particular context C might allow the following
alternate interpretations of healthy:
(38)

a.
b.
c.
d.

~healthyc1 = {tofu, salmon, spinach}
~healthyc2 = {tofu, salmon, spinach, brown rice}
~healthyc3 = {tofu, spinach, nuts}
~healthyc4 = {tofu, salmon, spinach,brown rice, avocado, nuts, yogurt}; etc.

Here too, the alternate extensions may be ordered via an inclusion relation:
(39)

0

0

~healthyc > strict ~healthyc iff ~healthyc ⇢ ~healthyc

The ordering derived in this way is only a partial order, in that there may be elements A and B such
that neither A > strict B nor B > strict A; this is the case, for example, for (38a) and (38c) above.
As evidence that variation of this sort is relevant to the semantics of NPI exactly, note that
exactly is infelicitous with predicates that are not vague, i.e. that do not allow stricter and looser
interpretations. For example, (40) is quite odd, and while (41a) is acceptable (the point at which a
computer might be considered dead being open to interpretation), (41b) is much less so.
(40)

??Sue isn’t exactly pregnant.

(41)

a. My laptop isn’t exactly dead (but fixing it will cost more than buying a new one).
b. ?Mr. Jones isn’t exactly dead.
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Building on this, I propose that the function of NPI exactly is to pick out the strictest
interpretation of a predicate in the context, namely the one which is a proper subset of all other
contextually available alternate interpretations.
(42)

~exactly healthyC = ~healthyc(strictest)
= ιP.P ∈ {~healthyc : c ∈ C} ∧ ∀Q ∈ {~healthyc : c ∈ C} [P , Q → P > strict Q]

The parallel to scalar exactly should be apparent.
But why should the definition of exactly in (42) restrict its occurrence to negative contexts?
The answer, I propose, is that there is no strictest interpretation for a predicate such as healthy.
Recall that the ordering imposed on alternate extensions is only partial, and as such there is no
guarantee that one possible extension will be stricter than all others. This can also be put in
more conceptual terms. Whether something counts as healthy depends on a variety of potentially
overlapping criteria (e.g. fat content, sugar content, etc.). The choice of two different sets of
criteria could result in two distinct extensions, neither of which was a proper subset of the other.
Determining a single strictest interpretation would require selecting some particular set of criteria,
a choice that would be essentially arbitrary.
The result is that exactly healthy is undefined. But in spite of this, not exactly healthy is still
assertable. For something (say, red wine) to be not exactly healthy, it must simply be the case that
there is some extension of healthy that is narrow enough to exclude it. There is no need to identify
the single strictest interpretation. That is, not exactly healthy can be interpreted as ‘outside of the
strictest interpretation of healthy (whatever that may be)’.
The example that I have been considering up to this point, healthy, is not associated with a
unidimensional scale. The situation is slightly different for a predicate such as tall, which has such
a scale. In this case, the ordering of alternate extensions is presumably at least a weak order, in
that for any A and B it must be the case that either A ≥ strict B or B ≥ strict A. The reason is that
as the standard for tall is set higher, the resulting extension will be a (possibly proper) subset of
preceding ones; the situation exemplified by (38a,c) will never arise. But here too, the maximum
element in the ordering is undefined. However strict we set the standard for what counts as tall, we
can always imagine a stricter standard.Thus the predicate exactly tall is undefined, but an individual
may nonetheless be not exactly tall. To relate this to the discussion in the preceding section, it was
noted there that in any context, the choice of a standard for a predicate such as tall is essentially
arbitrary. To this we can add that in any context, the choice of the strictest possible standard is
likewise arbitrary.
Finally, consider again scalar exactly. Here, too, it is true that no matter how fine the granularity
level, we can typically imagine yet a finer level (for example, 4 o’clock could be interpreted not
just at the 1-minute level, but also more precisely at the 10-second level, and so forth). But in this
case there is, at least in principle, a non-arbitrary maximally strict interpretation, namely the point
itself; the same does not hold for predicates such as tall and healthy. Thus just as in the case of
slightly, the felicitous and infelicitous uses of exactly in positive contexts are distinguished by the
existence of a non-arbitrary single point on which the interpretation of a predicate can be based.

4 Concluding observations
In this paper, I have discussed two types of arbitrariness in interpretation, both of which have
implications for how predicative expressions can compose with degree modifiers. Large distances,
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but not small distances, can be measured from a scalar standard whose location is arbitrary
(slightly). Somewhat similarly, it is possible to say what is not contained within an essentially
arbitrary maximally strict predicate interpretation (not exactly) but not what falls within it (exactly).
One wonders if this pattern might be broader. A further possibility involves the lexical item
much, which like exactly has both NPI and non-NPI uses. What is interesting is that arbitrariness
seems to play a role in its NPI use as well. For example, the partitive Sue lost much of her money in
the stock market is better than the corresponding non-partitive ??Sue lost much money in the stock
market. Correspondingly, the standard for what counts much of her money is more readily fixed
than what counts as much money. I leave this as a topic for future investigation.
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1 Introduction
By means of comparative constructions, we can compare individuals according to different
properties. Such comparisons may be divided into two types: direct and indirect comparisons. The
former are comparisons of direct measurements. As an example of them, we can give interadjective
comparatives like the following:1
1(a)

Albert is taller than Charles is wide.

The latter are comparisons of relative positions on different scales as in:
1(b)

Albert is taller than Charles is intelligent.

Traditionally, indirect comparisons have been treated separately from direct comparisons.2 Bale
(2008) proposes a unified theory of direct and indirect comparisons. van Rooij (2011) criticises
Bale’s theory in terms of measurement theory. According to van Rooij, Bale’s theory gives rise to
ratio scales, which provide truth conditions for comparatives like the following:
1(c)

Albert is five times as tall as Charles is intelligent.

According to van Rooij, 1(c) is as meaningless as the following interpersonal comparison of utility
in social choice theory:
Action x is five times as useful for John as action y is for Mary.
On the other hand, the following is meaningful:
1(d)

Albert is three times as tall as Charles is wide.

⇤ This

work was supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) (23520015). We would like to thank three
anonymous reviewers of Sinn und Bedeutung 16 for their helpful comments.
1 In (Suzuki, 2011b) we propose a logic called ICL designed especially for gradable adjectives.
2 For example, (Cresswell, 1976).
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There are two main problems with measurement theory3 :
1. the representation problem—justifying the assignment of numbers to objects, and
2. the uniqueness problem—specifying the transformation up to which this assignment is
unique.
A solution to the former can be furnished by a representation theorem, which establishes that
the specified conditions on a qualitative relational system are (necessary and) sufficient for the
assignment of numbers to objects that represents (preserves) all the relations in the system. A
solution to the latter can be furnished by a uniqueness theorem, which specifies the transformation
up to which this assignment is unique. In this paper, we provide truth conditions for interadjective
comparatives like the followings:
1(e)

Albert is 10 centimetres taller than Catherin is wide.

1(f)

Albert is taller than Bernard by more than Charles is wider than Dennis.

1(g) Albert is taller than Bernard by more than Charles is more intelligent than
Dennis.
In terms of constraints on transformations, measurement theorists distinguish among scales:
absolute, ratio, interval, ordinal, nominal, log-interval, and difference scales.4 These scales are
based on the assignment of a measure on a set of individuals (domain). In order to make sense of
interadjective comparisons, van Rooij (2011) thinks of the domain not just as a set of individuals
but rather as a set of individual-adjective pairs. He calls co-ordinal scales ordinal scales based on
the assignment of a measure on a set of individual-adjective pairs, co-interval scales interval scales
based on it, and co-ratio scales ratio scales based on it. He argues that co-ordinal scales can make
comparatives like 1(a) and 1(b) meaningful, and that co-interval scales can account for examples
like 1(e), 1(f), and 1(g). Moreover, he suggests that co-ratio scales can make comparatives like 1(d)
meaningful. Klein (1980) analyses comparatives by existentially quantifying over the meaning of
modifiers of adjectives like very and fairly. This analysis can provide 1(a) with the following truth
condition:
∃ f ∈ {very, f airly, quite, . . .}( f (tall)(Albert) ∧ ¬ f (wide)(Charles)).
Klein’s analysis gives rise only to a co-ordinal scale. van Rooij (2011) tries to extend this analysis
to co-interval scales and co-ratio scales. If f is total and so applicable to any adjective, this analysis
then makes all interadjective comparatives meaningful. So van Rooij acknowledges that it is
partial. But his approach has such a defect that he does not show how to construct this partial
function f . Our strategy in this paper is as follows. We prove, by means of the representation
theorem for interadjective-comparison ordering and the uniqueness theorem for it, that log-interval
scales can make comparatives like 1(b) and 1(g) meaningful, and, by means of the representation
3 Roberts (1979) gives a comprehensive survey of measurement theory.
The mathematical foundation of
measurement had not been studied before Hölder (1901) developed his axiomatisation for the measurement of mass.
(Krantz et al., 1971), (Suppes et al., 1989) and (Luce et al., 1990) are seen as milestones in the history of measurement
theory.
4 We describe these scales later.
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theorem for magnitude estimation and the uniqueness theorem for it, that ratio scales can account
for examples like 1(a), 1(d), 1(e), and 1(f). Moreover, we propose conditions under which a model
of interadjective comparison and magnitude estimation which gives rise to ratio scales can give
numerical assignments. The semantic structure of 1(c) cannot satisfy some of these conditions.
Therefore, we cannot provide 1(c) with its truth condition.
The aim of this paper is to propose a new version of logic for interadjective comparisons–
Interadjective-Comparison Logic (ICL). In terms of measurement theory, the model of the language
of ICL can provide reasonable conditions for log-interval scales and ratio scales, and give the truth
conditions of interadjective comparatives like 1(a), 1(b), 1(c), 1(d), 1(e), 1(f) and 1(g). Moreover,
this model can render interadjective comparatives like 1(c) meaningless.
The structure of this paper is as follows. We define the language L ICL of ICL, give descriptions
of meaningfulness, scale types, magnitude estimation, and the relation between cross-modality
matching and interadjective comparison, define a model M of L ICL , formulate the representation
theorem for interadjective-comparison ordering and the uniqueness theorem for it, formulate the
representation theorem for magnitude estimation and the uniqueness theorem for it, provide ICL
with a satisfaction definition, a truth definition, and a validity definition, touch upon the non firstorder axiomatisability of models of L ICL , give the truth conditions of the examples 1(a), 1(b),
1(d), 1(e), and 1(f), and give an answer to the question as to why 1(c) is meaningless.

2 Interadjective-Comparison Logic ICL
2.1 Language
We define the language L ICL of ICL as follows:
Definition 1 (Language) Let V denote a set of individual variables, C a set of individual
constants, P a set of n one-place predicate symbols. The language L ICL of ICL is given by
the following rule:
t ::= x | a,
ϕ ::= Pi (t) | t i = t j | DERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j ) | IERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j ) |
TERPi ,Pj k (t i ,t j ) | UERPi ,Pj k (t i ,t j ) | FDERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j ,t l ,t m ) |
FIERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j ,t l ,t m ) |> | ¬ϕ | ϕ ^ ϕ | 8xϕ,
where x 2 V , a 2 C , and Pi , Pj 2 P.
DERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j ) means that t i is directly Pi -er than t j is Pj .
IERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j ) means that t i is indirectly Pi -er than t j is Pj .
TERPi ,Pj k (t i ,t j ) means that t i is directly k-times as Pi as t j is Pj .
UERPi ,Pj k (t i ,t j ) means that t i is directly Pi -er than t j is Pj by n-units of measurement (e.g.
(centi)metre, (kilo)gram, . . . ).
• FDERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j ,t l ,t m ) means that t i is directly Pi -er than t j by more than t l is Pj -er than t m .
• FIERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j ,t l ,t m ) means that t i is indirectly Pi -er than t j by more than t l is Pj -er than t m .

•
•
•
•

The set of all well-formed formulae of L ICL is denoted by ΦL ICL .
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2.2 Semantics
2.2.1 Meaningfulness and scale types
Roberts (1979:p.52, pp.57–59) argues the meaningfulness of sentences involving scales. He begins
with the the following sentences and considers which seem to be meaningful.
2(a) The number of cans of corn in the local super market at closing time yesterday
was at least 10.
2(b) One can of corn weighs at least 10.
2(c) One can of corn weighs twice as much as a second.
2(d) The temperature of one can of corn at closing time yesterday was twice as much
as that of a second time.
2(a) seems to be meaningful, but 2(b) does not, for the number of cans is specified without
reference to a particular scale of measurement, whereas the weight of a can is not. Similarly,
2(c) seems to be meaningful, but 2(d) does not, for the ratio of weights is the same regardless of
measurement used, whereas that of temperature is not necessarily the same. Meaningfulness can
be studied by analysing the following admissible transformations of scale defined by the concept
of a homomorphism:
Definition 2 (Homomorphism) Suppose
a
relational
system
0
0
0
0
0
0
U := (A, R1 , R2 , . . . , Rp , ◦1 , ◦2 , . . . , ◦q ) and another V := (B, R1 , R2 , . . . , Rp , ◦1 , ◦2 , . . . , ◦q ), where
A and B are sets, R1 , R2 , . . . , Rp are relations on A, R1 0 , R2 0 , . . . , Rp 0 are relations on B, ◦1 , ◦2 , . . . , ◦q
are operations on A, and ◦1 0 , ◦2 0 , . . . , ◦q 0 are operations on B. f is called a homomorphism from U
into V if, for any a1 , a2 , . . . , ari 2 A,
Ri (a1 , a2 , . . . , ari ) iff Ri 0 ( f (a1 ), f (a2 ), . . . , f (ari )), i = 1, 2, . . . , p,
and for any a, b 2 A,
f (a ◦ i b) = f (a) ◦ i 0 f (b), i = 1, 2, . . . , q.
Definition 3 (Admissible Transformation of Scale) Suppose
that
a
scale
f
is one homomorphism from a relational system U into another V, and suppose that A is the set
underlying U and B is the set underlying V. Suppose that Φ is a function that maps the range of f ,
that is, the set f (A) := { f (a) : a 2 A} into B. Then the composition Φ ◦ f is a function from A into
B. If Φ ◦ f is a homomorphism from U into V, we call Φ an admissible transformation of f
The following provides an example:
Example 1 Suppose U := (N, >), V := (R, >), and f : N ! R is given by f (x) := 2x. Then f is a
homomorphism from U into V. If Φ(x) := x + 5, then Φ ◦ f is a homomorphism from U into V, for
we have (Φ ◦ f )(x) = 2x + 5, and
x > y iff 2x + 5 > 2y + 5.
Thus, Φ : f (A) ! B is an admissible transformation of f . However, if Φ(x) := −x for any x 2 f (A),
then Φ is not an admissible transformation, for Φ ◦ f is not a homomorphism from U into V.
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We define meaningfulness in terms of admissible transformations as follows:
Definition 4 (Meaningfulness) A sentence involving scales is meaningful iff the truth or falsity is
unchanged under admissible transformations of all the scales in question.
Roberts (1979:pp.64–67) defines scale types in terms of the class of admissible transformations as
follows:
1. The simplest example of a scale is where only admissible transformation is Φ(x) = x. Such
a scale is called an absolute scale. Counting is an example of an absolute scale.
2. When the admissible transformations are all the functions Φ : f (A) → B of the form
Φ(x) = αx, α > 0, Φ is called a similarity transformation, and a scale with the similarity
transformations as its class of admissible transformations is called a ratio scale. Mass and
temperature on the Kelvin scale are examples of ratio scales. According Stevens (Stevens,
1957), various sensations such as loudness and brightness can also be measured in ratio
scales.
3. When the admissible transformations are all the functions Φ : f (A) → B of the form Φ(x) =
αx + β , α > 0, Φ is called a positive linear transformation, and a corresponding scale is
called an interval scale. Temperature on the Fahrenheit scale and temperature on the Celsius
scale are examples of interval scales.
4. When a scale is unique up to order, the admissible transformations are monotone increasing
functions Φ(x) satisfying the condition that x ≥ y iff Φ(x) ≥ Φ(y). Such scales are called
ordinal scales. The Mohs scale of hardness is an example of an ordinal scale.
5. In some scales, all one-to-one functions Φ define admissible transformations. Such scales
are called nominal scales. Examples of nominal scales are numbers on the uniforms of
baseball players.
6. A scale is called a log-interval scale if the admissible transformations are functions of the
form Φ(x) = αxβ , α, β > 0. Log-interval scales are important in psychophysics, where they
are considered as scale types for the psychophysical laws relating a physical quantity (for
example, intensity of a sound) to psychological quantity (for example, loudness of a sound).
7. When the admissible transformations are functions of the form Φ(x) = x + β , a
corresponding scale is a difference scale. The so-called Thurstone Case V scale, which
is a measure of response strength, is an example of a difference scale.

2.2.2 Magnitude estimation, cross-modality matching, and interadjective
comparison
Judgments of subjective loudness can be made in laboratory in various ways. Stevens (1957)
classifies four methods. The method of magnitude estimation is one of the most common. The
following provides an example:
Example 2 (Magnitude Estimation) A subject hears a reference sound and is told to assign it a
fixed number. Then he is presented other sounds and asked to assign them numbers proportional
to the reference sound.
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Stevens argues that magnitude estimation gives rise to a ratio scale. Moreover, he uses the idea
of cross-modality matching to test the power law. It must be noted that the scale corresponding
to the power law is a log-interval scale. Krantz (1972) puts Stevens’s argument that magnitude
estimation gives rise to a ratio scale and his idea of cross-modality matching to test the power
law on a rigorous measurement-theoretic foundation. In this paper, we try to propose a logic
for interadjective comparison the model of which is based on Krantz’s measurement theory for
magnitude estimation and cross-modality matching.

2.2.3 Model
First, we define a model M of L ICL as follows:
Definition 5 (Model) M
is
a
(I F1 , . . . , I Fn , a1 M , b1 M , . . . , F1 , . . . , Fn , ~F1 , . . . , ~Fn , F 1 M , . . . , F n M , ⌫), where

sequence

• I Fi is a nonempty set of individuals for evaluation of F i , celled a comparison class relative
to F i .
• ai M , bi M , . . . 2 I Fi .
• Fi is an average individual in I Fi .
• ~Fi is a zero-point individual in I Fi .
• F i M ✓ I Fi .
S

• ⌫ is a binary relation on i=1 n I Fi ⇥ I Fi , called the interadjective-comparison ordering
relation, that satisfies the following conditions:
1. ⌫ is a weak order (transitive and connected).
0

0

0

0

2. For any ai M , bi M 2 I Fi and any aj M , bj M 2 I Fj , if (ai M , bi M ) ⌫ (aj M , bj M ), then
0
0
(bj M , aj M ) ⌫ (bi M , ai M ).
0

0

0

0

0

3. For any ai M , bi M , ci M 2 I Fi and any aj M , bj M , cj M 2 I Fj , if (ai M , bi M ) ⌫ (aj M , bj M )
0
0
0
0
and (bi M , ci M ) ⌫ (bj M , cj M ), then (ai M , ci M ) ⌫ (aj M , cj M ).
0

0

4. For any ai M , bi M 2 I Fi , there exist a1 M , b1 M 2 I F1 such that (ai M , bi M ) ⇠
0
0
0
0
0
0
(a1 M , b1 M ), where (ai M , bi M ) ⇠ (aj M , bj M ) := (ai M , bi M ) ⌫ (aj M , bj M ) and
0
0
(aj M , bj M ) ⌫ (ai M , bi M ).
5. For any a1 M , b1 M , c1 M , d 1 M 2 I F1 , if (d 1 M , c1 M ) ⌫ (a1 M , b1 M ) ⌫ (d 1 M , d 1 M ), then
0
0
0
0
there exist a1 M , b1 M 2 I F1 such that (d 1 M , b1 M ) ⇠ (a1 M , b1 M ) ⇠ (a1 M , c1 M ).
6. Suppose that a1 (1)M , a1 (2)M , . . . , a1 (i)M , . . . is a sequence of equally spaced elements
of I F1 , that is, (a1 (i+1)M , a1 (i)M ) ⇠ (a1 (2)M , a1 (1)M ) ) (a1 (1)M , a1 (1)M ) for any
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a1 (i+1)M , a1 (i)M in the sequence. If the sequence is strictly bounded (that is, if there exist
b1 M , c1 M 2 I F1 such that (b1 M , c1 M ) " (a1 (i)M , a1 (1)M ) for any a1 (i)M in the sequence),
then it is finite.
Condition 2 postulates that reversing pairs should be reversing the ordering. The following
provides an example:
Example 3 (Reversal of Pairs) In 1(b), if ai is much taller than bi , and aj 0 is slightly more
0
0
intelligent than bj 0 , so that (ai M , bi M ) ⌫ (aj M , bj M ), then bi is much shorter than ai , but bj 0 is
0
0
only slightly duller than aj 0 , so that (bj M , aj M ) ⌫ (bi M , ai M ).
Condition 3 says that pairs (ai M , bi M ) behave qualitatively like ratios or differences with respect to
⌫. The following provides an example:
Example 4 (Ratios and Differences) Pairs (ai M , bi M ) behave with respect to ⌫ in much the same
aj 0
bj 0
aj 0
ai
bi
ai
as
≥ 0 and
≥ 0 implies that
≥ 0 (for positive real numbers) and ai − bi ≥ aj 0 − bj 0
bi
bj
ci
ci
ci
cj
and bi − ci ≥ bj 0 − cj 0 implies ai − ci ≥ aj 0 − cj 0 .
Condition 4 postulates that any pair (ai M , bi M ) should be equivalent to some I F1 ⇥ I F1 pair.
Condition 5 postulates that intermediate-level individuals can be chosen densely within I F1 .
Condition 6 postulates that ⌫ should have an Archimedean Property. The following provides
an example:
Example 5 (Archimedean Property) However small the pair (a1 M , b1 M ) in tallness, if one can
find a sequence of tallness a1 (1)M , a1 (2)M , . . . such that any pair (a1 (i+1)M , a1 (i)M ) in tallness is
equivalent to (a1 M , b1 M ) in tallness, then the overall interval (a1 (n)M , a1 (1)M ) in tallness becomes
indefinitely large.
We can prove the following representation theorem for interadjective-comparison ordering by
modifying the method of (Krantz et al., 1971):
Theorem 1 (Representation for Interadjective-Comparison Ordering) If
⌫
is
an
interadjective-comparison ordering relation of Definition 5, then there exist functions f i : I i !
0
0
R+ (1  i  n) such that for any ai M , bi M 2 I Fi (1  i  n) and any aj M , bj M 2 I Fj (1  j  n),
0

M

M

0M

2(e) (ai , bi ) ⌫ (aj , bj

0M

f j (aj M )
f i (ai M )
≥
.
) iff
0
f i (bi M )
f j (bj M )

We can also prove the following uniqueness theorem for interadjective-comparison ordering by
modifying the method of (Krantz et al., 1971):
Theorem 2 (Uniqueness for Interadjective-Comparison Ordering) If f 0 i (1  i  n) are any
other such functions as f i of Theorem 1, then there exist α i , β 2 R+ (1  i  n) such that
f 0i = α i f iβ .
Remark 1 f i defines a log-interval scale.
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2.2.4 Magnitude estimation and ratio scale
We specify some conditions under which magnitude estimation leads to a ratio scale5 . These
conditions follow from the following three consistency conditions:
1. the magnitude-pair consistency condition,
2. the pair consistency condition, and
3. the magnitude-interadjective-comparison consistency condition.
We state these three consistency conditions. Suppose that an experimenter is performing a
magnitude estimation of a subject on I Fi . The experimenter fixes ai M 2 I Fi and assigns to ai M the
psychological magnitude p. We assume that all magnitudes are positive. Next, the experimenter
asks the subject to assign to each bi M 2 I Fi a magnitude q depending on ai M and p. This is written
in symbols as follows:
ME i (bi M |ai M , p) = q,
where ME i is the magnitude estimate for bi M when ai M is assigned a magnitude p. In particular,
ME i (ai M |ai M , p) = p.
In the variant of magnitude estimation called pair estimation, a pair of ai M and bi M from I Fi are
presented, and then the experimenter asks the subject to give a numerical estimate of, as it were,
the qualitative ratio of ai M to bi M . We denote this estimate by PE i (ai M , bi M ). It is reasonable to
assume that PE i corresponds to ⌫ as follows:
2( f ) (ai M , bi M ) ⌫ (cj M , d j M ) iff PE i (ai M , bi M ) ≥ PE j (cj M , d j M ).
Magnitude estimates and pair estimates are often assumed to satisfy the following magnitude-pair
consistency condition: for any ci M 2 I i and any p 2 R+ ,
2(g) PE i (ai M , bi M ) =

ME i (ai M |ci M , p)
.
ME i (bi M |ci M , p)

Moreover, it is often assumed that pair estimates behave like rations, that is, they satisfy the
following pair consistency condition: for any ai M , bi M , ci M 2 I i ,
2(h) PE i (ai M , bi M ) · PE i (bi M , ci M ) = PE i (ai M , ci M ).
If i = 1, 2(h) yields
2(i)

PE 1 (a1 M , b1 M ) · PE 1 (b1 M , c1 M ) = PE 1 (a1 M , c1 M ).

In interadjective-comparison matching, we usually fix ai M 2 I Fi and aj M 2 I Fj and say that they
match. The experimenter then asks the subject to find bi M 2 I Fi that matches a given individual
bj M 2 I Fj . This is written in symbols as follows:
IM ji (bj M |aj M , ai M ) = bi M .
5 We

owe this subsection to (Roberts, 1979:pp.186–192)
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In particular,
IM ji (aj M |aj M , ai M ) = ai M .
It is reasonable to assume that if aj M is matched by ai M and bj M by bi M , then the corresponding
qualitative ratios are judged equal:
2( j) If IM ji (bj M |aj M , ai M ) = bi M , then (bj M , aj M ) ⇠ (bi M , ai M ).
It is often assumed that magnitude estimation and interadjective-comparison matching are related
by the following magnitude-interadjective-comparison consistency condition:
2(k)

ME i (IM ji (bj M |aj M , ai M )|ci M , q) ME j (bj M |cj M , q)
=
.
ME i (ai M |ci M , p)
ME j (aj M |cj M , q)

That is, if bj M is matched with bi M in the interadjective-comparison matching, where aj M is given
as matched with ai M , then the ratio of the magnitude estimate of bi M to the magnitude estimate of
ai M on the ith adjective equals the ratio of the magnitude of bj M to the magnitude estimate of aj M
on the jth adjective for any reference estimate p for ci M and q for cj M . If IM ji (bj M |aj M , ai M ) = bi M
and ai M = ci M , 2 (g) and 2 (k) yield
2(l)

ME i (bi M |ai M , p)
= PE j (bj M , aj M )
p

because ME i (ai M |ai M , p) = p. It is reasonable to assume that if (bi M , ai M ) ⇠ (b1 M , a1 M ), then 2(l)
holds for j = 1:
2(m) If (bi M , ai M ) ⇠ (b1 M , a1 M ), then

ME i (bi M |ai M , p)
= PE 1 (b1 M , a1 M ).
p

We can prove the following representation theorem for magnitude estimation by modifying the
method of (Krantz, 1972):
Theorem 3 (Representation for Magnitude Estimation) Suppose that ⌫ is an interadjectivecomparison ordering relation of Definition 5. Moreover, suppose that ⌫, ME i , PE i and IM i satisfy
2(f), 2(i), 2(j) and 2(m). Then there exists a power function f : R+ ! R+ such that if f i s satisfy 2
(e), then
f i (bi M )
f (q)
2(n) ME i (bi M |ai M , p) = q iff
,
=
M
f (p)
f i (ai )
2(o) PE i (ai M , bi M ) = r iff
2(p)

f i (ai M )
= f (r), and
f i (bi M )

If IM ji (bj M |aj M , ai M ) = bi M , then

f i (ai M )
f i (bi M )
=
.
f j (bj M )
f j (aj M )

We can also prove the following uniqueness theorem for magnitude estimation by modifying the
method of (Krantz, 1972):
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Theorem 4 (Uniqueness for Magnitude Estimation) If f 0 i and f 0 also satisfy 2 (e) and 2 (n)
through 2(p), then there exist there exist α i , β 2 R+ (1  i  n) such that
f 0 i = α i f i β and f 0 = f β .
Remark 2 Both f i and f define log-interval scales.
We now obtain the following corollary of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4:
Corollary 1 (Ratio Scale) ME i defines a ratio scale.

2.2.5 Satisfaction, truth and validity
We define an assignment function and its extension as follows:
Definition 6 (Assignment Function and Its Extension) Let V denote a set of individual
variables, C a set of individual constants and I a set of individuals.
• We call s : V ! I an assignment function.
• We define the extension of s as a function s̃ : V [ C ! I such that
1. For any x 2 V , s̃(x) = s(x), and
2. For any a 2 C , s̃(a) = aM .
We provide ICL with the following satisfaction definition relative to M, define the truth in M by
means of satisfaction, and then define validity as follows:
Definition 7 (Satisfaction, Truth and Validity) What it means for M to satisfy ϕ 2 ΦL ICL with s,
in symbols M |= L ICL ϕ[s] is inductively defined as follows:
• M |= L ICL P(t)[s]
• M |= L ICL t 1 = t 2 [s]

iff s̃(t) 2 PM .
iff s̃(t 1 ) = s̃(t 2 ).

• 2(q) M |= L ICL DERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j )[s] iff if ⌫, ME i , PE i and IM i satisfy 2(f), 2(i), 2(j) and
2(m), then s̃(t i ) 2 I Pi and s̃(t j ) 2 I Pj and ME i (s̃(t i )|~Pi , 0) > ME j (s̃(t j )|~Pj , 0).
• 2(r) M |= L ICL IERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j )[s] iff s̃(t i ) 2 I Pi and s̃(t j ) 2 I Pj and (s̃(t i ), i ) )
(s̃(t j ), j ), where (s̃(t i ), s̃(t j )) ) (s̃(t k ), s̃(t l )) := (s̃(t k ), s̃(t l )) ✏ (s̃(t i ), s̃(t j )).
• 2(s) M |= L ICL TERPi ,Pj k (t i ,t j )[s] iff if ⌫, ME i , PE i and IM i satisfy 2(f), 2(i), 2(j) and
2(m), then s̃(t i ) 2 I Pi and s̃(t j ) 2 I Pj and ME i (s̃(t i )|~Pi , 0) = k · ME j (s̃(t j )|~Pj , 0).
• 2(t) M |= L ICL UERPi ,Pj k (t i ,t j )[s] iff if ⌫, ME i , PE i and IM i satisfy 2(f), 2(i), 2(j) and
2(m), then s̃(t i ) 2 I Pi and s̃(t j ) 2 I Pj and ME i (s̃(t i )|~Pi , 0) = ME j (s̃(t j )|~Pj , 0) + k.
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L ICL FDERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j ,t l ,t m )[s]

2(j) and 2(m), then s̃(t i ), s̃(t j ) 2 I Pi
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if ⌫, ME i , PE i and IM i satisfy 2(f), 2(i),
ME i (s̃(t i )|s̃(t j ), p)
and s̃(t l ), s̃(t m ) 2 I Pj and
>
p
iff

ME j (s̃(t l )|s̃(t m ), q)
.
q
• 2(v) M |= L ICL FIERPi ,Pj (t i ,t j ,t l ,t m )[s]
(t i M , s̃(t j )) # (s̃(t l ), s̃(t m )).

iff s̃(t i ), s̃(t j ) 2 I Pi and s̃(t l ), s̃(t m ) 2 I Pj and

• M |= L ICL >.
• M |= L ICL ¬ϕ[s] iff
• M |= L ICL ϕ ^ ψ[s]

M 6|= L ICL ϕ[s].
iff M |= L ICL ϕ[s] and M |= L ICL ψ[s].

• M |= L ICL 8xϕ[s] iff for any d 2 I , M |= L ICL ϕ[s(x|d)],
where s(x|d) is the function that is exactly like s except for one thing: for the individual
variable x, it assigns the individual d. This can be expressed as follows:
(
s(y) if y , x
s(x|d)(y) :=
d
if y = x.
If M |= L ICL ϕ[s] for all s, we write M |= L ICL ϕ and say that ϕ is true in M. If ϕ is true in all
models of L ICL , we write |= L ICL ϕ and say that ϕ is valid.

2.3 Non First-Order axiomatisability of models of L ICL
The semantic structure of ICL is so rich that ICL has the following meta-logical property.
Theorem 5 (Non First-Order Axiomatisability) The class of models of L ICL is not first-order
axiomatisable.
Remark 3 We can express the Archimedean Property by means of infinite quantifier sequences. In
order to express them, we need infinitary logic.

2.4 Truth conditions of examples
When a model M of L ICL is given, the truth conditions of the examples 1(a), 1(b), 1(d), 1(e), 1(f),
and 1(g) are as follows:
• 1(a) Albert is taller than Charles is wide.
M |= L ICL DERtall,wide (Albert,Charles) iff if ⌫, ME 1 , ME 2 , PE 1 , PE 2 , IM 1 and IM 2
satisfy 2(f), 2(g), 2(i), 2(j) and 2(m), then Albert 2 I tall and Charles 2 I wide and
ME 1 (Albert|~tall , 0) > ME 2 (Charles|~wide , 0) (* 2(q)).
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• 1(b) Albert is taller than Charles is intelligent.
M |= L ICL IERtall,intelligent (Albert,Charles) iff Albert 2 I tall and Charles 2 I intelligent
and (Albert, tall ) # (Charles, intelligent ) (* 2(r)).
• 1(d) Albert is three times as tall as Charles is wide.
M |= L ICL TERtall,wide 3 (Albert,Charles)[s] iff if ⌫, ME 1 , ME 2 , PE 1 , PE 2 , IM 1 and IM 2
satisfy 2(f), 2(g), 2(i), 2(j) and 2(m), then Albert 2 I tall and Charles 2 I wide and
ME 1 (Albert|~tall , 0) = 3 · ME 2 (Charles|~wide , 0) (* 2(s)).
• 1(e) Albert is 10 centimetres taller than Charles is wide.
M |= L ICL TERtall,wide 10 (Albert,Charles) iff if ⌫, ME 1 , ME 2 , PE 1 , PE 2 , IM 1 and IM 2
satisfy 2(f), 2(i), 2(j) and 2(m), then Albert 2 I tall and Charles 2 I wide and
ME 1 (Albert|~tall , 0) = ME 2 (Charles|~wide , 0) + 10 (* 2(t)).
• 1(f)
M

Albert is taller than Bernard by more than Charles is wider than Dennis.

|=
L ICL FDERtall,wide (Albert, Bernard,Charles, Dennis) iff if ⌫, ME 1 , ME 2 , PE 1 , PE 2 , IM 1
and IM 2 satisfy 2(f), 2(i), 2(j) and 2(m), then Albert, Bernard 2 I tall and Charles, Dennis 2
ME 1 (Albert|Bernard, p) ME 2 (Charles|Dennis, q)
>
(* 2(u)).
I wide and
p
q

• 1(g) Albert is taller than Bernard by more than Charles is more intelligent than Dennis.
M |= L ICL FIERtall,wide (Albert, Bernard,Charles, Dennis) iff Albert, Bernard 2 I tall
and Charles, Dennis 2 I wide and (Albert, Bernard) # (Charles, Dennis) (* 2(v)).

2.5 Why is 1(c) meaningless?
Let us now return to the question as to why 1(c) is meaningless:
1(c)

Albert is five times as tall as Charles is intelligent.

In order to provide 1(c) with its truth condition in terms of 2(s), PE 1 and ME 2 must satisfy the
instance of 2(m):
ME 2 (b2 M |a2 M , p)
= PE 1 (b1 M , a1 M ),
2(w)
p
for any a1 M , b1 M 2 I tall and any a2 M , b2 M 2 I intelligent .
If (b2 M , a2 M ) ⇠ (b1 M , a1 M ), then

However, in the semantic structure of 1(c), we cannot construct PE 1 and ME 2 that satisfy 2(w).
Therefore, we cannot provide 1(c) with its truth condition in terms of 2(s).

3 Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have proposed a new version of logic for interadjective comparisons–
Interadjective-Comparison Logic (ICL). In terms of measurement theory, the model of the language
of ICL can provide reasonable conditions for log-interval scales and ratio scales, give the truth
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conditions of interadjective comparatives like 1(a), 1(b), 1(d), 1(e), 1(f) and 1(g), and render
interadjective comparatives like 1(c) meaningless.
This paper is only a part of a larger measurement-theoretic study. We are now trying to
construct such logics as
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

dynamic epistemic preference logic (Suzuki, 2009b),
dyadic deontic logic (Suzuki, 2009a),
vague predicate logic (Suzuki, 2011c,d),
threshold utility maximiser’s preference logic (Suzuki, 2011a), and
a logic of questions and answers

by means of measurement theory.
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TELICITY, MEASURES, AND ENDPOINTS*
SERGEI TATEVOSOV
Lomonosov Moscow State University

1 The problem
Languages like English are remarkable as to how telicity of a complex verbal predicate based on
manner of motion verbs (e.g., walk or swim) interacts with expressions specifying a goal of
motion and the length of the path:
(1) a. Telicity through specifying a source and goal of motion
Mary walked from the university to the capitol in an hour || *for an hour.
b. Telicity through specifying the length of a path
Mary walked two kilometers in an hour || *for an hour.
Both to the capitol and two kilometers in (1a-b) lead to telicity, as evidenced by the tests on
co-occurrence with durative and time-span adverbials like in an hour and for an hour. In the
absence of these expressions, the predicate based on walk is atelic:
(2) Mary walked for an hour || *in an hour.
The similar pattern obtains with degree achievements: telicity is obligatory if an endpoint or
degree of change is overtly specified, as in (3):
(3) a. Telicity through specifying an endpoint of change
Mary heated the water to 90°C in an hour || *for an hour.
*

I would like to express my deeply felt gratitude to the Karachay-Balkar and Chuvash native speakers for their
invaluable help and patience. Data for this study have been collected during a number of field trips organized by the
Department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics, Moscow State University, in 2002–2009. I am greatly indebted to the
audience at the Scalarity and Event Structure workshop hosted by Chronos 9 (Université Paris 7, September 2009) and
Sinn und Bedeutung 16 (University of Utrecht, September 2011), especially to Christopher Piñón and Christopher
Kennedy, for valuable feedback and discussion. The study has been supported in part by Russian Foundation for Basic
Research (grant #11–06–00489–а) and in part by Russian Foundation for the Humanities (grant #12-14-16035).
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b. Telicity through specifying the degree of change
Mary heated the water by 60°C in an hour || *for an hour.

Krifka (1998) argues that the parallelism of manner of motion predicates and degree
achievements is naturally accounted for by appealing to the notion of movement along a path
which underlies both types of predicates in (1)-(3):
(4) “Change of qualities is structurally similar to movement in space. For example, the
change of temperature of an object can be seen as a movement in temperature space.
When we assume a linear directed path structure to model temperature, then we can treat
sentences <like (3a-b)> in the same way as we treated <(1a-b)>. (Krifka 1998: 228-229)
Krifka argues that goal and measure expressions lead to quantized event predicates, which
provides a principled explanation for telicity of (1) and (3), since quantized event predicates are
telic. (A predicate P is quantized iff ∀x∀y[P(x) ∧ y < x → ¬P(y)].) Thus, specifying source and
goal locations creates event predicates in (5a-b), which represent the meaning of (1a) and (3a):
(5) a. λe∃x[WALK(M, x, e) ∧ SOURCE(x, U, e) ∧ GOAL(x, C, e)]
b. λe∃x[HEAT(M, W, x, e) ∧ SOURCE(x, 30°C, e) ∧ GOAL(x, 90°C, x)]
Intuitively, (5a) is quantized, since no proper part of an event in which the path from the
university to the capitol has been walked is an event in which the path from the university to the
capitol has been walked. The same reasoning extends to (5b).
Measure expressions represent another way of making an event predicate quantized. If they
are analyzed as extensive measure functions, (1b) and (3b) would be represented as in (6a-b):
(6) a. λe∃x[WALK(M, x, e) ∧ KM′(e) = 2]
b. λe∃x[HEAT(M, W, x, e) ∧ CENTIGRADE′(e) = 60)]
where KM′ and CENTIGRADE′ are extensive measure functions for events.
No proper part of an event of walking 2 km is an event of walking 2 km, hence the event
predicate in (6a) is quantized; similarly for (6b). This informal reasoning will suffice for our
current purposes; for more details see Krifka 1998: 228-230.
In sum, the overall idea underlying Krifka’s account for telicity of sentences like (1) and (3)
is that as soon as the path is fixed, the event predicate is quantized. Goal and measure
expressions represent two distinct ways of accomplishing this: the generalized path can be
defined either by specifying either source and goal locations or its length. With this in mind, let
us look at the data from two Turkic languages, Chuvash and Karachay-Balkar.
Like in English, degree achievements and manner of motion verbs form a natural class as to
how their telicity interacts with expressions that measure the degree of change or length of the
path (measure expressions henceforth) and define the endpoint of change or goal of motion
(endpoint expressions henceforth). However, in Turkic languages measure and endpoint
expressions do not pattern in the same way. Consider (7)-(8):
(7) Karachay-Balkar: measure expressions
a. Degree achievements: telic only
kerim suw-nu { eki minut-xa || *eki minut} on gradus-ta
К.

water-ACC 2

min-DAT

2

min

10

zɨlɨt-xan-dɨ.

degree-LOC

heat-PFCT-3SG

‘Kerim heated the water by 10 degrees {in two minutes || *for two minutes}’.
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b. Manner of motion predicates: telic only
kerim züz
meter { eki
minut-xa
K.

100

m

2

|| *eki

min-DAT

minut}

2

min

cap-xan-dɨ.
run-PFCT-3SG

‘Kerim ran 100 m {in two minutes || *for two minutes}.’
As (7a-b) indicate, like in English, if the degree of change or length of the path is specified
by a measure expression, the verbal predicate is obligatorily telic. However, unlike in English,
both telic and atelic interpretations are compatible with an overt specification of the endpoint,
either of motion or of change in a gradable property:
(8) Karachay-Balkar: endpoint expressions
a. Degree achievements: telic or atelic
kerim suw-nu { eki minut-xa || eki minut} altɨ on gradus-xa deri zɨlɨt-xan-dɨ.
К.

water-ACC 2

min-DAT

2 min

6

10

degree-DAT to

heat-PFCT-3SG

1. ‘Kerim heated the water to 60 degrees {in two minutes }.’
2. Lit. ‘Kerim heated the water to 60 degrees {for two minutes}, (but stopped when the
water was 50 degrees).’
b. Manner of motion predicates: telic or atelic
kerim šqol-ʁa
{eki minut-xa || eki
K.

school-DAT

2

min-DAT

2

minut}
min

cap-xan-dɨ.
run-PFCT-3SG

1. ‘Kerim ran to the school in two minutes.’
2. Lit. ‘Kerim ran to the school for two minutes (but then changed his mind and went
to the cinema).
On the first reading, (8.a1) and (8b.1) indicate that the culmination has been attained, that is,
that the water has reached the temperature of 60 degrees, and the running event ended up in a
location referred by the goal expression ‘to the school’. On the second, atelic, reading, the
culmination is not reached. In (8a.2) the agent performs a certain activity which should bring about a
state of the water being 60C hot. However, the activity terminates before this state is attainted.
Similarly, in (8b.2) the running-to-the school event stops before the agent reaches his destination.
The same range of interpretations is obtained in Chuavsh, where measure and endpoint
expressions differ as to whether telicity is obligatory or the atelic interpretation is available as well:
(9) Chuvash: measure expressions
a. Degree achievements: telic only
maša šywa
allǎ gradus čuxle {2 minut xuššǎnče || *2 minut} ǎšǎt-r-ě.
M.

water-ACC 50

degree by

minute within

minute

heat-PST-3SG

‘Masha heated the water by 50 C {in two minutes || *for two minutes}.’
b. Manner of motion verbs: telic only
samalot pin
šjuxrǎm-a {ike sexet xuššǎnče || *ike sexet} věšj-r-ě.
plane thousand km-ACC two hour
within
two hour
fly-PST-3SG
‘The plane flew 1000 km {in two hours || *for two hours}.’
(10) Chuvash: endpoint expressions
a. Degree achievements: telic or atelic
maša šywa
allǎ gradus tarat {2 minut xuššǎnče || 2 minut} ǎšǎt-r-ě.
M.

water-ACC 50

degree to

minute within

minute heat-PST-3SG
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1. ‘Masha heated the water to 50 degrees {in two minutes}.’
2. Lit. ‘Masha heated the water to 50 degrees {for two minutes}, (but stopped when
the water was 40 degrees)’.
b. Manner of motion verbs: telic or atelic
samalot muskwa-na {ike sexet xuššǎnče || ike
plane

Moscow-DAT

two

hour

within

two

sexet} věšj-r-ě.
hour

fly-PST-3SG

‘The plane flew to Moscow in two hours.’
‘The plane was in flight to Moscow for two hours.’
Given the distribution of measure and endpoint expressions in Turkic as compared to English,
two questions arise immediately. First, we need to know why endpoint expressions in Turkic are
compatible with both telic and atelic interpretations, while measure phrases necessarily create
telic predicates. Secondly, we have to figure out how the difference between languages like
English and Karachay-Balkar/Chuvash can be accounted for.1
In what follows, I will develop an analysis providing answers to both questions. Essentially, I
will assume the degree semantics for both degree achievements and manner of motion verbs, and
argue that the observed variation can be reduced to the way in which measure and endpoint
expressions are integrated into the event structure. The proposal I develop to explain Turkic data
is based on the assumption that measure expressions saturate the degree argument position,
while endpoint expressions modify a scale from which the degree variable takes its values. To
account for the cross-linguistic variation, I will hypothesize that in languages like English, unlike
in Turkic, both measure and endpoint expressions appear in the degree argument position.

2 Semantics for degrees and endpoints of change in Turkic
Krifka’s (1998) dynamic theory of incrementality and its extensions in Beavers 2009, 2011
provide an example of analysis where measure and endpoint expressions both receive an explicit
treatment in terms of path structures. Much recent work in the field is based on another type of
framework, namely, on the degree-based approach to telicity (Hay et al. 1999; Caudal, Nicolas
2004, Kennedy, Levin 2002, 2008; Winter 2006, Piñon 2008, Kennedy 2010, a.o.; see Beavers
2009 and elsewhere suggesting that the two frameworks ultimately converge). However, these
analyses only cover measure of change, but not the endpoint expressions. The proposal
developed below makes use of degree semantics, too. It builds on and extends the idea that the
meaning of verbs like ‘walk’ or ‘heat’ is basically a relation between events e, individuals x and
degrees d such that the degree to which x possesses a certain gradable property changes d-much
in the course of e.2 Specifically, I will rely on a recent development of Kennedy and Levin’s
1

I believe that one possibility can be rejected to begin with. One could argue that variable telicity of (8b) and similar
examples has to do with the variable interpretation of goal PPs in the Dative, ambiguous between ‘to’ and ‘towards’.
This is not the case, however: ‘towards’ is rendered by a separate postposition, taba in Karachay-Balkar. Predicates
with taba-PPs are obligatorily atelic, as expected:
(i) kerim Sqol-Ra
taba
{eki
minut || * eki
minut-xa}
cap-xan-dy.
K.
school-DAT towards
2
min
2
min-DAT
run-PFCT-3SG
‘Kerim ran towards the school {for two minues || *in two minutes}.’
I am grateful to Peter Svenonius and Beth Levin who independently turned my attention to this issue.
2
Specific ways of implementing this idea may vary. Hay et al. 1999 and Kennedy, Levin 2002 represent the
meaning of relevant class of verbs by means of the INCREASE relation, a relation that holds of a gradable property
G, event e, degree d, and individual x iff the difference between the degrees to which x possesses the property G at
the beginning and at the end of e is d. Piñón’s (2008) system relies on incremental degree functions (IDFs) from
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theory (Kennedy, Levin 2008, Kennedy 2010) where the verb meaning is represented by
measure of change functions. I am not able to discuss wider theoretical implications of this type
of analysis. I believe that what I say below about the interpretation of measure and endpoint
expressions can be translated into other frameworks, possibly with minor technical adjustments.
In the remainder of this section, I will establish an argument that measure and endpoint
expressions in languages like Turkic are integrated into semantic representations of event
predicates in considerably different ways. Measure expressions saturate the degree of change
argument positions, hence obligatorily lead to quantized event predicates (exactly as Kennedy,
Levin (2008), Kennedy (2010) propose, and much in the spirit of Krifka 1998, putting technical
differences aside). The novel aspect of my proposal has to do with how endpoint expressions are
treated. I will argue that in languages like Turkic endpoint expressions modify a scale from
which measure of change functions take their values by determining the maximal value on that
scale. Variable telicity of derived event predicates then follows independently given the
semantics of the positive form and Interpretive Economy (Kennedy 2007:36 et seq.)3.

2.1 Measure of change functions
This section provides a brief overview of the framework. Given that the information provided below
can be found elsewhere (e.g., Kennedy and Levin 2008:173 et seq.), I will keep the discussion to the
necessary minimum. Crucial for the analysis is the notion of measure of change function in (11):
(11) Measure of change function
For any measure function m, m∆ = λxλe.m↑m(x)(init(e))(x)(fin(e))
where m↑m(x)(init(e)) is a difference function based on a measure function m, of type
<e, <i,t>>, and init(e) and fin(e) are initial and final temporal intervals of an event e,
respectively.
In (11), m∆ is a function from ordinary individuals and events to degrees that represent how
much an individual changes with respect to the property measured by m in an event4.
The way this system works can be illustrated by comparing denotations of the adjective stem
wide and the verb stem widen. Wide denotes a measure function wide that takes an individual x
and a time t and returns the degree d on the width scale in (12) such that x is d-wide at t:
individuals, properties of individuals and events to degrees, whereby, e.g, readδ (x)(O)(e) is the degree to which x
qua type O is read in e. Unlike in Kennedy and Levin’s work, IDFs are taken to be primitives of the theory: they are
not reduced to underlying gradable properties (of type <e, <i,d>>). More significantly, one of the arguments of IDFs
is a property of individuals, since it is cumulativity/quantization of this property that the telicity of a resulting event
description derives from (Piñón 2008: 209-211).
3
The Interpretive Economy principle — “Maximize the contribution of the conventional meanings of the elements
of a sentence to the computation of its truth conditions” — explains, among other things, why the computation of
truth conditions on the basis of the conventional meanings is preferred over context-dependent truth conditions.
4
The definition in (11) is based on the notion of difference function in (i):
(i) Difference function
For any measure function m from objects and times to degrees on a scale S, and for any
d ∈ S, md↑ is a function just like m except that:
i. its range is {d′ ∈ S | d ≤ d′}, and
ii. for any x, t in the domain of m, if m(x)(t) < d then md↑(x)(t) = 0.
According to (12), a difference function md↑, based on a measure function m, is the function from individuals
and times to degrees which is just like m except for one thing: the degrees it returns represent the difference between
the individuals’s projection on the scale and the comparative standard d.
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(12) The range of the wide function
(WIDTH:
min

max )

Widen, a corresponding verb of gradual change, denotes a measure of change function wide∆,
of type <e, <v,d>> based on wide. According to (11), part of the definition of wide∆ is a
difference function widewide(x)(init(e)) ↑, hence the range of wide∆ are degrees from a derived scale
in (13), a bracketed part of (12), where the minimal element is the degree an individual possesses
at the beginning of the event.
(13) The range of the wide∆ function:
(WIDTH:
min

[
wide(x)(init(e))
where the value returned by wide∆ is the width of x at end(e);

max] )

After saturation of the individual argument position, a function from events to degrees
obtains. For a simple sentence in (14), this function would look like (15):
(14) The crack widened.
(15) λe.wide∆(crack)(e), a function of type <v,d>.
Functions from events to degrees like (15) can participate in the further derivation in two
ways, by merging with the positive morpheme posV, of type <<v,d>, <v,t>>, or with the degree
morpheme µ, of type <<v,d>, <d, <v,t>>> (Svenonius, Kennedy 2006). Semantics of the positive
morpheme is represented in (16):
(16) || posV || = λg<v,d>λe.g(e) ≥ stnd(g)
The degree morpheme, on the other hand, creates a relation between events and degrees by
abstracting over output degrees:
(17) || µ || = λg<v,d> λdλe.g(e) ≥ d
Combining the positive morpheme in (16) with (15) yields an event predicate in (18):
(18) || posV [crack widen] || = λe.wide∆(crack)(e) ≥ stnd(wide∆).
The crucial fact about any scale from which measure of change functions take their values is
that they are at least lower closed (for scale typology, see Rothstein, Winter 2004, Kennedy,
McNally 2005, among others), by virtue of having a minimal degree. For any m∆, its minimal
degree is m(x)(init(e)). If m is also upper closed (which is the case for ‘empty’, ‘stright’, etc., but
not for ‘wide’ or ‘deep’), so is m∆. Due to Interpretive Economy (Kennedy 2007) that maximizes
the contribution of conventional meanings to the computation of truth conditions, for measure
functions associated with closed scales, endpoints on these scales are used to fix the standard of
comparison, as stated in (19a-b):
(19) a. If a scale S associated with a measure function g is lower closed, stnd(g) = dmin(S)
b. If a scale S associated with a measure function g is upper closed, stnd(g) = dmax(S)
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For widen (as for any other predicate based on a measure of change function), the scale is
trivially lower closed. It is not upper closed, since the scale for wide is not. The analysis
therefore predicts the following: || posV [crack widen] || = λe.wide∆(crack)(e) ≥ 0. This event
predicate fails to be quantized and is cumulative. One can show, with minimal additional
assumptions guaranteeing graduality of change, that if the crack widens by some positive degree
in an event e and by some (possibly different) positive degree in an event e′, it also widens by
some positive degree in e ⊕ e′.
The degree morpheme µ turns a function from events to degrees into a relation between events
and degrees. The degree argument of the derived relation in (20) is saturated by overt degree
expressions like 3 meters (The crack widened 3 meters), and an event predicate, (21), obtains:
(20) || µ [crack widen] || = λdλe.wide∆(crack)(e) ≥ d
(21) || 3m µ [crack widen] || = λe.wide∆(crack)(e) ≥ 3m
The event predicate in (21) is quantized, since no proper part of an event of widening of the
crack by 3m is an event of widening by 3m. A complete proof of this would require some
additional technical effort, but for our purposes the informal reasoning will suffice.
With this overview of the system, we have everything we need for developing an analysis of
Turkic data. In the next section I will modify the system in order to handle endpoint expression
in languages Karachay-Balkar and Chuvash. Given the obvious conceptual advantages of the
framework outlined above, the desideratum will be to keep modification to the necessary
minimum. I believe that whatever shortcomings Kennedy and Levin’s theory may turn out to
have, possible adjustments will not affect the overall line of argument I develop below.

2.2 Turkic measure expressions: derivation by µ
We start by taking a closer look at measure expressions. Relevant examples from Turkic, (7a-b)
and (9a-b), are exactly like their English counterparts in being obligatorily telic. With no
evidence to the opposite, one can safely assume that both types of languages are subject to the
same explanation. I suggest that Kenndy and Levin’s (2008) and Kennedy’s (2010) analysis
applies to cases like (7) and (9) straightforwardly. As in English, measure expressions like ‘(by)
ten degrees’ and ‘100 m’ saturate the degree of change argument position created by the
application of µ. The derivation of (7a) is shown in (22):
(22) ‘Kerim heated the water by 10 degrees.’
a. || heat || = λxλe.hot∆(x)(e)
b. || heat water || = λe.hot∆(water)(e)
c. || µ || = λg<v,d>λdλe.g(e) ≥ d
d. || µ [ heat water] || = λdλe.hot∆(water)(e) ≥ d
e. || 10C µ [ heat water] || = λe.hot∆(water)(e) = 10C.
The event predicate in (22e) is true of an event e just in case the temperature of the water has
increased in e by 10C. The same analysis applies to the predicate based on the manner of motion
verb ‘run’ in (7b). Here, path∆ is a measure of change function that represents the degree to
which an individual advances along a path (with a contextually salient initial location), and the
event predicate specifies the manner of motion.
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(23) ‘Kerim ran 100m’
a. || run || = λxλe.run(e) ∧ path∆(x)(e)
b. || Kerim run || = λe.run(e) ∧ path∆(Kerim)(e)
c. || µ || = λg<v,d>λdλe.g(e) ≥ d
d. || µ [ Kerim run ] || = λdλe.run(e) ∧ path∆(Kerim)(e) ≥ d
e. || 100m µ [ Kerim run] || = λe.run(e) ∧ path∆(Kerim)(e) = 100m.
Much in the same way as in (22), the event predicate in (23e) is true of a running event e just
in case the length of the path covered by Kerim is 100 m. Predicates in (22e) and (23e) are
quantized, hence telic, for the same reason as in (20): no proper part of an event of heating the
water by 10 degrees is an event of heating the water by 10 degrees, similarly for running 100
meters. Note that this analysis can be thought of as a reconstruction of Kirfka’s treatment of
similar examples in (6a-b) by means of degree semantics.
With this easy part of the analysis done, we can turn to a more complicated case, the one
where endpoint expressions yield predicates of variable telicity.

2.3 Turkic endpoint expressions: change in the scale plus posV
As we have seen in (8) and (10), endpoint expressions create predicates that allow for both telic
and atelic interpretations. The problem with variable telicity of (8) and (10) is as follows. If the
endpoint expression (‘to 60 degrees’ or ‘to the school’) contributes to specifying the value of the
degree variable in the same or similar manner as in (22) or (23), the atelic reading comes out as a
complete surprise. As we have seen in the previous section, as soon as the degree argument is
assigned a specific value, the event predicate cannot escape from being quantized.
To account for the variable telicity of (8), (10) and similar examples, I hypothesize that the
endpoint expression does not participate in establishing the degree of change. Instead, it modifies a
scale from which the degree argument takes its values by specifying the maximal degree on that scale:
(24) The endpoint hypothesis
Endpoint expressions in Turkic languages produce derived measure of change functions,
which are exactly like measure of change functions in the initial denotation of verbs of
gradual change except that they take their values from (upper) closed scales. The
maximal value on a scale is determined by the endpoint expression.
To implement (24), we can define an upper limited measure of change function as follows:
(25) Upper limited measure of change function
For any measure function m from individuals and times to degrees on a scale S, and for
d
d
any d ∈ S, m ∆ = λxλe.m m(x)(init (e)) ↑(x)(fin(e))
d

where m m(x)(init (e)) ↑ is an upper limited difference function based on a measure function
m with the upper limit d, of type <e, <i,t>>, and init(e) and fin(e) are initial and final
temporal intervals of an event e, respectively.
(26) Upper limited difference function
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For any measure function m from objects and times to degrees on a scale S, and for any
d
d, d′ ∈ S, m d′ ↑ is a function just like m except that
i. it is only defined if d′ ≤ d. When defined,
ii. its range is {d′′ ∈ S | d′ ≤ d′′ ≤ d};
d
iii. for any x, t in the domain of m, if m(x)(t) < d, then m d′ (x)(t) ↑ = 0;
d

iv. for any x, t in the domain of m, if m(x)(t) ≥ d′, then m↑ d′ (x)(t) ↑ = d′.
Intuitively, upper limited measure of change functions are like plain measure of change
functions except that scales they are associated with are necessarily upper closed, and the
maximal value is determined by the endpoint expression. Whereas the verb heat denotes a
measure of change function heat∆ with the range in (27), the measure of change function
60C
heat ∆ associated with heat to 60C takes its values from the scale in (28):
(27) Range of heat∆
(TEMPERATURE: min

[
hot(x)(init(e))

max] )

60C

(28) Range of heat ∆

(TEMPERATURE: min

[
hot(x)(init(e))

]
60C

max )

With this adjustment, the relevant part of (8b) would be analyzed as a function from events to
degrees in (29), which takes an event e and returns a degree from the bracketed part of a scale in
(28) that represents a change in the temperature the water undergoes in e.
60C

(29) || heat the water to 60C || = λe. heat ∆ (water)(e)
We know already how to turn the function in (29) to an event predicate. All we need is a
positive morpheme in (15). Applying it to (29) yields (30):
60C

60C

(30) || posV [heat the water to 60C] || = λe. heat ∆ (water)(e) ≥ stnd(heat ∆ )
At this point, a crucial fact about upper limited degree of change functions comes into play:
such functions are based on totally closed scales. These scales are lower closed for the same
reason as in the case of plain degree of change functions: they have a minimal value, m(x)(init(e)).
They are upper closed due to the maximal value identified by the endpoint expression.
Since upper limited degree of change functions take their values from totally closed scales,
the Interpretive Economy predicts two standards determined by the minimal and maximal values.
(31) a. If a scale S associated with a measure function g is lower closed, stnd(g) = dmin(S)
b. If a scale S associated with a measure function g is upper closed, stnd(g) = dmax(S)
It follows from (31) that (30) can be reduced to two event predicates in (32a-b), where the
former is obtained by setting the standard to the minimal and the latter — to the maximal degree:
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60C

(water)(e) > 0

(minimal standard)

60C

(water)(e) = dmax

(maximal standard)

(32) a. || posV [heat the water to 60C] || = λe. heat ∆

b. || posV [heat the water to 60C] || = λe. heat ∆

where dmax is a degree of change where the temperature of the water reaches 60C.
The event predicate in (32a) holds of events where there is some change in the temperature of
the water, while (32b) contains events in its extension in which the temperature reaches the
maximal value on the scale in (28), that is, 60C. By the same reasoning as before, (32a) is
cumulative and not quantized. (32a) is thus responsible for the atelic reading of (8a). (32b), to the
contrary, is quantized and not cumulative: with minimal additional assumptions, one can show
that if the water has been maximally heated in an event e, in has not been heated to the same
degree in any of proper part of e. This is how the telic reading in (8a.1) emerges.
One good consequence of (32a-b) is that variable telicity of predicates containing endpoint
expressions is reduced to the case where the same analysis has been independently motivated.
According to (32a-b), in Turkic, predicates like ‘heat the water to 60C’ show variable telicity for
exactly the same reason as non-derived predicates like dry and straighten based on at least upper
closed gradable adjectives dry and straight in English. The scale of being dry associated with
dry and dry∆ is lexically upper closed. For dry∆, as for any other measure of change function, it
is also lower closed. Hence, stnd(dry∆), according to Interpretive Economy, yields two values,
maximal and minimal, which give rise to telic and atelic readings, respectively:
(33) a. The shirt dried in a few minutes.
b. The shirt dried on the line for a few minutes (but was then soaked by a passing
shower). (Kennedy 2010: 5)
Therefore, it is scalar structure that underlies variable telicity of English verbs like dry and
Turkic predicates like ‘heat to 60C’. As soon as the maximal degree on a relevant scale is
specified, the telic reading results whereby this degree is attained at the end of the event. The
only difference between dry in English, based on dry∆ , and ‘heat to 60C’ in Turkic, based on
60C
heat ∆ , is that in the latter case the upper bound of the scale is specified by the endpoint
expression rather than lexically provided. The atelic reading, where an individual undergoes
some change along a scalar dimension in question, obtains when the standard is specified
through the minimal degree, the one the individual has at the beginning of an event.
Additional evidence supporting the same treatment of English predicates like dry and Turkish
‘heat to 60C’ comes from the relative availability of telic and atelic readings. Kennedy and
McNally (2008:159), following Kearns (2007), observe that for verbs like dry, the telic
interpretation is a default choice in the null context:
(34) The shirt dried (??but it didn’t become dry).
To get the atelic reading, one needs strong contextual support, durative adverbials, etc.
Whatever is responsible for this asymmetry,5 one can use it as a test for determining if the same
mechanism derives variable telicity in our Turkic case. It turns out that ‘heat to 60C’ patterns
with dry in this respect, as (35) indicates:
5

One possibility is that by default the strongest meaning is a preferred option, and the telic interpretation is stronger: the
proposition ‘the maximal degree of X-ness is attained’ entails that ‘some degree of X-ness is attained’, but not vice versa.
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(35) kerim
К.

suw-nu

altɨ

on gradus-xa deri

zɨlɨt-xan-dɨ.

water-ACC

6

10

heat-PFCT-3SG

degree-DAT

to

‘Kerim heated the water to 60 degrees, (??but stopped when the water was 50 degrees)’.
To sum up, endpoint expressions in Turkic are scale modifiers that establish the maximal degree
on a scale from which measure of change functions take their values. Variable telicity follows with
no extra cost from the semantics of the positive form and Interpretive Economy. Above, I focused on
degree achievements like ‘heat’; the extension to manner of motion predicates is straightforward. In
the rest of the paper, I discuss implications of the analysis for cross-linguistic variation. Specifically,
leaving out the precise elaboration for a separate occasion, I put forward a hypothesis explaining
why in English, unlike in Turkic, endpoint expressions only yield the telic interpretation.

3 Cross-linguistic variation
In Section 1, we have seen that telicity of predicates containing degree and endpoint expressions
is subject to cross-linguistic variation summarized in (36):
(36)
English
Turkic

Degrees of change
telic
telic

Endpoints of change
telic
telic, atelic

The obvious question to address at this point is where the difference between languages like
English and languages like Karachay-Balkar and Chuvash comes from. To approach this
question, I take the following line of reasoning.
The generalization about Turkic is that degrees and endpoints of change do not pattern together
as to the telicity of event predicates they modify. The above account relies on the hypothesis that the
difference manifests distinct ways in which degrees and endpoints are integrated into the event
structure. By the same reasoning, a natural suggestion would be that in English, where degrees and
endpoints both obligatorily lead to telicity, their contribution to the internal make-up of event
structure is the same: both are involved in determining the value of the degree of change argument.
For measure expressions, as we have seen above, the analysis is straightforward: in English,
as in Turkic, they provide the value of the degree argument directly:
(37) a. The crack widened 3 m.
b. || 3m µ [crack widen] || = λe.wide∆(crack)(e) = 3m
I suggest that endpoint expressions in languages like English accomplish the same task, but
indirectly, by submitting a degree from which the measure of change can be calculated. I propose
the following derivation of the event predicate denoted by widen to 10 m in (38):
(38) The crack widened to 10m.
(39) a. || [the crack widen] || = λe.wide∆(crack)(e)
b. Degree subtraction operator
|| ν || = λg<v,d>λdλe.g(e) = d –′ d,
where “–′” is a subtraction of positive degrees, and d a free variable over degrees
representing a contextually salient initial width of an object.
c. || ν [crack widen] || = λdλe.wide∆(crack)(e) = d –′ d.
d. || [ to 10m ν [crack widen]] || = λe.wide∆(crack)(e) = 10m –′ d
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In (39a), we start with the function from events to degrees denoted by the VP the gap widen,
see (14b). I propose that when combining with an endpoint expression, this function makes us of
an operator represented in (39c). This operator, ν, is of the same logical type <<v,d>, <d, <v,t>>> as
µ in (16), and, like µ, it specifies the degree of change. Unlike µ, however, it does so by identifying
the difference between the final width of the crack, supplied by the endpoint expression, and its
contextually salient initial width: the degree of change is obtained by subtracting the latter from the
former. (Subtraction of (positive) degrees has its standard definition, see, e.g., Piñón 2008.)
Combining the relation between events and degrees in (39c) with the endpoint expression produces
the event predicate in (39d). The predicate is quantized, as required: no proper part of an event in
which the width increases by 10m –′d is an event that falls under the same event description.
With this sketch of the analysis (the full version would require a bit of further technical
elaboration), we can take a wider look at cross-linguistic variation. If the above analysis tells a
true story about endpoint expressions, and cross-linguistically, such expressions can participate
in the derivation in two different way (scale modification plus posV vs. ν), the prediction would
be as follows:
(40) Prediction about cross-linguistic variation
If two distinct mechanisms of integrating endpoint expressions into the event structure
are empirically real, one can expect to find a language where both are operative.
I believe that the prediction is born out, an example of such a language being Russian.
Russian differs from both English and Turkic in the following way. Degree achievements and
manner of motion verbs discussed so far form a natural class as to how degrees and endpoints of
change interact with telicity. In English, for both types of expressions telic interpretation is
obligatory; in Turkic, endpoints lead to variable telicity. In Russian, manner of motion verbs
pattern with their English counterparts, but degree achievements exhibit ‘Turkic’ behavior. Let
us look at the latter type of predicates first.
For Russian degree achievements, endpoint and measure expressions contrast in much the
same way as in Karachay-Balkar in (7a) and (8a) and Chuvash in (9a) and (10a). For most
speakers, the atelic interpretation is available for the former, but is drastically degraded for the
latter, as (41a-b) show:
(41) Endpoint expression; perfective and atelic.
Vasja po-na-gre-va-l
rastvor
do 60 gradusov.
V.

DLM-on-heat-IPFV-PST solution.ACC to

degrees

‘Vasja spent some time heating the solution to 60 degrees.’
(42) Measure expression: perfective and atelic
??
Vasja po-nagre-va-l
rastvor
V.

na 60 gradusov.

DLM-on-heat-IPFV-PST solution.ACC on

degrees

‘Vasja spent some time heating the solution by 60 degrees.’
(41) and (42) illustrate so called delimitative verbs, which are perfective but obligatorily atelic
(e.g., Dickey 2000, Mehlig 2011 and elsewhere, Kiseleva and Tatevosov 2011). (Their telic
counterparts have their obvious interpretation, same as in English and Turkic, and are left out for
the reasons of space.) Crucially, the atelic interpretation, which is readily available for the
endpoint expression in (41), is inappropriate for the degree expression in (42). This is exactly the
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pattern we have seen in Turkic languages throughout this paper: endpoint expressions are
compatible with atelicity, measure expressions do not. Manner of motion verbs are different:
(43) Endpoint expression; perfective and atelic
*Vasja po-pribeg-a-l
v škol-u.
V.

DLM-to-run-IPFV-PST

in

school-ACC

‘Vasja spent some time running to the school.’
(44) Measure expression; perfective and atelic
*Vasja po-pro-beg-a-l
10 km.
V.

DLM-through-run-IPFV-PST

km

‘Vasja spent some time running 10 km.’
One can see from (43)-(44) that manner of motion part of the system resembles that of
English: all atelic predicates are ungrammatical, no matter if they are combined with measure or
endpoint expressions.
To sum up, what we see in Russian is: endpoint expressions exhibit different behavior in
different lexical contexts. Like in Turkic, they allow for both telic and atelic interpretations when
modifying degree achievements. Like in English, they lead to telicity when the predicate
describes movement in the physical space. What makes manner of motion predicates different
from degree achievements in Russian is a question I am not trying to address. What is of
importance for the present discussion is the very fact that endpoint expressions exhibit variation,
not only across languages, but also within the same language. If there is exactly one mechanism
of integrating endpoints into the event structure, Russian data look confusing: if this mechanism
generates the atelic interpretation for degree achievements, it is difficult to see what prevents it
from creating atelic manner of motion predicates. If, on the other hand, the grammar makes two
distinct ways of handling endpoint expressions available to the semantic computation, (41)-(44)
start looking considerably less unexpected.

4 Summary
In this paper, I have argued that measure expressions and endpoint expressions make different
contribution to the semantics of the whole event predicate. Measure expressions saturate the
degree of change argument position, hence lead to quantization. Endpoint expressions are subject
to cross-linguistic variation. In Turkic, they modify a scale from which a measure of change
function takes its values. Modified scales possess a maximal value, hence give rise to the telic
reading. Since they also have, for independent reasons, a minimal value, the atelic reading
obtains. In this way, variable telicity of Turkic verbal predicates based on endpoint expressions is
correctly predicted. In English, endpoint expressions do not modify a scale, but rather determine,
although indirectly, the degree to which an object changes with respect to a relevant gradable
property in the course of an event. For this reason, endpoint expressions yield invariably telic
predicates. I believe the analysis I propose captures the whole range of facts with minimal
stipulations: apart from a restricted number of assumptions about the semantics of endpoints, the
job of accounting for their interpretation is accomplished by the machinery independently
motivated in the theory.
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R ESULT IN M ANDARIN VERB COMPOUNDS∗
S HIAO W EI T HAM
Wellesley College

1 Introduction
Resultative verb compounds (RVCs) in Mandarin (1) have been well-studied in terms of their
argument realization properties, especially in relation to the notion of causativity (Li 1990, 1995,
Gu 1992, Cheng and Huang 1996, Her 2007, Shibagaki 2010).
(1)

xiǎoháir yā-biǎn-le
ní-tuán
child
press-flat-PERF mud-ball
The child pressed the mudball flat.1

Somewhat less studied is the event structural composition of Mandarin RVCs. In this vein, one
question raised by (1) is how the change of state (COS) meaning of the RVC arises in such
sentences. In (1), the first member of the compound (V1) yā ‘press’ is an activity verb and the
second member (V2) biǎn ‘flat’ appears to be an adjective or stative verb. There is no apparent
source for the change of state meaning of the entire compound. This question is analogous to how
the accomplishment reading of English resultatives such as (2) comes about:
(2)

Pat hammered the metal flat.

Examples such as (2) have been proposed to involve a shift of the activity verb hammer to
an accomplishment event structure, where the adjective flat specifies the result state of the
accomplishment event (Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1998, Rothstein 2004:80).
This paper argues the COS meaning in (1) is contributed by the second member of the
compound, henceforth V2. Support for this proposal is provided from motion verb compounds
expressing spatial results such as (3).
∗ I thank John Beavers, Ashwini Deo, and Beth Levin for valuable comments at different stages of this work,
as well as Susan Rothstein and Henriette de Swart for thought-provoking questions on the talk. Any errors and/or
misinterpretations are of course my sole responsibility.
1 Abbreviations: ASSOC = associative marker, CL = classifier, NEG = negation, PERF = perfective, PL = plural,
PROG = progressive, Q - PRT = question particle, SF - PRT = sentence-final particle, SG = singular
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Tham
a. lǎoshǔ pǎo-dào-le
dòng-kǒu
mouse run-arrive/to-PERF hole-mouth
The mouse ran to (the mouth of) the hole.
b. wūyā yòu jiào-le
yì shēng, . . . fēi-zài qiáng-shang
crow again call-PERF one sound . . . fly-be.at wall-upon
The crow cawed once more, and flew on the wall. (PKU)2

Directional coverb

Locative coverb

Such compounds consist of a manner of motion verb and a “coverb”, a morpheme with both
preposition- and verb-like properties (Li and Thompson 1981:360). The coverb may encode a
result e.g. dào ‘arrive/to’ (3a) or express stative location, e.g. zài ‘be at’ (3b).
I show first, that (non-spatial) RVCs are structurally analogous to Manner Verb+Directional
Coverb compounds (henceforth V-dào compounds) such as that in (3a). I then show that in
contrast to both V-dào and RVCs, the resultative interpretation of Manner Verb+Locational Coverb
(henceforth V-zài compounds) (3b) is not lexically encoded but rather arises pragmatically. Since
RVCs are parallel to V-dào, where change is encoded in V2, and both differ from V-zài, where V2
does not encode change, we may conclude that RVCs encode change in V2.
In section 2, I show that V2 in RVCs are indeed COS verbs, then in section 3, I demonstrate the
parallel in aspectual properties between RVCs and V-dào compounds. Section 4 shows that zài ‘be
at’ always describes stative location, and the resultative interpretation of V-zài arises pragmatically.
Section 5 provides converging evidence from the POTENTIAL CONSTRUCTION for the COS status
of V2 in RVCs. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 V2 as a COS verb
This section argues for the plausibility that V2 in RVCs encodes COS, showing that in isolation
(outside of RVCs), property concept words may be either stative or COS, but COS verbs with no
stative counterpart also exist, and these may occur as V2 in RVCs.

2.1 Property concept state predicates show COS meanings
In simple predication contexts, the same form, e.g. bái ‘white’ in (4) may express either state (4a) or
change of state meanings. The COS interpretation arises most notably in the presence of perfective
marking (4b), but also in its absence, as Sybesma (1997) demonstrates with the examples in (5).
(4)

(5)

a. Sānmáo tóufa hěn bái
Sanmao hair very white
Sanmao’s hair is (very) white. (State)
b. Sānmáo tóufa bái le
Sanmao hair white PERF
Sanmao’s hair turned white. (COS)
tā néng gāo / tā huì pàng / tā yào hǎo
3SG can tall / 3SG will fat / 3SG will good
He can become tall. / He may become fat. / He will get better.

2 PKU

indicates naturally-occurring data from the Peking University Center for Chinese Linguistics online corpus
(URL: http://ccl.pku.edu.cn:8080/ccl_corpus/index.jsp?dir=xiandai).
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This suggests Mandarin property-concept adjectives (or stative verbs)3 such as bái ‘white’
systematically alternate to a verb expressing change to the same state. I assume a semantics with
ordinary (type e) individuals (variables x, y), events (variables e, e0 ), and locations (variables xl , yl )
(see (29)). Employing the BECOME operator from Dowty (1979) to indicate COS, the semantic
representations of bái ‘white’ are as follows:
(6)

a.
b.

báiAdj ‘white’: λ x λ e white0 (x)(e)
báiV ‘white’: λ x λ e BECOME(white0 (x))(e)

2.2 COS verbs with no stative counterparts occur as V2
In contrast to words such as bái ‘white’ that alternate between state and COS interpretations, there
is a class of intransitive verbs which encode only COS and have no stative counterpart (Tham
2010). These encode changes into states that arise as “the result of some action” (Dixon 1982:50),
e.g. zuì ‘intoxicated’, liè ‘crack(ed)’. These verbs cannot occur with degree modifiers such as hěn
‘very’ (7b, 8b) but only with the post-verbal modifier -de hěn lìhai ‘to a serious extent’ (7c, 8c).
(7)

a. tā zuì
le
3SG intoxicated PERF
(S)he is drunk.
b. *tā hěn zuì
3SG very intoxicated
Intended: (S)he is very drunk.
c. tā zuì-de
hěn lìhai
3SG intoxicated-DE very serious
(S)he is badly drunk.

(8)

a. jìngzi liè le
mirror crack PERF
The mirror (is) cracked.
b. *jìngzi hěn liè
mirror very cracked
Intended: The mirror is very cracked.
c. jìngzi liè-de
hěn lìhai
mirror cracked-DE very serious
The mirror is badly cracked.

Adjectives such as bái ‘white’ may occur in both kinds of degree modification contexts, but
crucially, modification with -de hěn lìhai “to a serious extent” only allows a result state
interpretation: (9b) only has the bizarre interpretation given in the translation.
3 There

is controversy over whether a class of adjectives should be assumed for Mandarin McCawley (1992). I
assume the existence of such a class here, as do others in recent work (see e.g. Liu 2010, Grano 2010) but the issue is
orthogonal to the current discussion.
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a. Sānmáo yì shēng-xià-lai
tóufa jiù hěn bái
Sanmao once born-down-come hair JIU very white
Sanmao’s hair was very white from the moment he was born.
tóufa jiù bái-de hěn lìhai
b. Sānmáo yì shēng-xià-lai
Sanmao once born-down-come hair JIU white-DE very serious
Sanmao’s hair turned very white from the moment he was born.

This indicates zuì ‘become intoxicated’ and liè ‘become cracked’ are both COS verbs with no
stative counterpart:
(10)

a.
b.

zuìV ‘become intoxicated’: λ x λ e BECOME(intoxicated0 (x))(e)
lièV ‘become cracked’: λ x λ e BECOME(cracked0 (x))(e)

Importantly, these verbs participate felicitously as V2 in RVCs, consistent with the assumption that
V2 is a COS verb:
(11)

tā hē-zuì-le
jiǔ
3SG drink-intoxicated-PERF wine
(S)he got drunk from drinking wine.

jìngzi
(12) Sānmáo pèng-liè-le
Sanmao knock-crack-PERF mirror
Sanmao knocked the mirror cracked.

3 RVCs and V-dào are aspectually parallel
This section shows that RVCs parallel V-dào compounds in their aspectual properties. Since in
V-dào, V2 encodes change, its similarity with RVCs is again compatible with the assumption that
V2 in RVCs encodes change.

3.1 Types of RVCs
Mandarin result-encoding verb compounds have been categorised into causative (13-14) and
non-causative (15), based on their ability (or otherwise) to participate in the BA and passive BEI
constructions (13b, c) and (14b, c), vs (15b, c) (Huang, 1988):
(13)

Causative
a.

xiǎoháir yā-biǎn-le
ní-tuán
child
press-flat-PERF mud-ball
The child pressed the mudball flat.
b. xiǎoháir bǎ ní-tuán yā-biǎn le
child
BA mud-ball press-flat PERF
The child pressed the mudball flat.
c. ní-tuán bèi xiǎoháir yā-biǎn le
mudball BEI child
press-flat PERF
The mudball was pressed flat by the child.

Result in Mandarin verb compounds
(14)
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Causative, “inverted”
a.

zhè dùn fàn zhēn chı̄-qióng-le wǒ
this CL meal really eat-poor-PERF 1sg
The eating of this meal has really made me poor.
b. zhè dùn fàn zhēn bǎ wǒ chı̄-qióng-le
this CL meal really BA 1sg eat-poor-PERF
The eating of this meal has really made me poor.
c. wǒ zhēn bèi zhè dùn fàn chı̄-qióng-le
1sg really BEI this CL meal eat-poor-PERF
I have really been made poor by the eating of this meal.
(15)

Non-causative, subject-oriented
a.

Sānmáo chı̄-bǎo-le
fàn
Sanmao eat-full-PERF rice
Sanmao became full from eating rice/a meal.
b. *Sānmáo bǎ fàn chı̄-bǎo-le
Sanmao BA rice eat-full-PERF
c. *fàn bèi Sānmáo chı̄-bǎo-le
rice BEI Sanmao eat-full-PERF
Manner of motion V-dào compounds are non-causative motion events with a spatial endpoint.
(16)

a. lǎoshǔ pǎo-dào-le
dòng-kǒu
mouse run-arrive-PERF hole-mouth
The mouse ran to (the mouth of) the hole.
b. *lǎoshǔ bǎ dòng-kǒu pǎo-dào-le
mouse BA hole-mouth run-arrive-PERF
c. *dòng-kǒu bèi lǎoshǔ pǎo-dào-le
hole-mouth BEI mouse run-arrive-PERF

Despite the variety in argument realization patterns, the aspectual behaviour of Mandarin
resultative compounds, including V-dào, is remarkably consistent.

3.2 RVCs and V-dào are “covert accomplishments”
Although RVCs contain an activity verb, they exhibit achievement-like behaviour. In general,
RVCs cannot occur in the progressive aspect (17) (Tai 1984, Chief 2008:105-106).4 Tai
(1984) also shows RVCs display achievement-like behaviour in negation contexts, in contrast to
monomorphemic verbs in the same contexts which behave as activities.
4 Although

there are systematic exceptions, see Chief (2008:245-246).
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a. wǒ zài xué(*-huì)
zhōngwén
1sg PROG learn-know/master Chinese
I am learning Chinese
b. wǒ zài shā(*-sı̌) Zhāngsān
1sg PROG kill-die Zhangsan
I am killing Zhangsan.
c. *zhè dùn fàn zài chı̄-qióng wǒ
this CL rice PROG eat-poor 1sg
Intended: The eating of this meal is really making me poor.
d. Sānmáo zài chı̄(*-bǎo) fàn
rice
Sanmao PROG eat-full
Sanmao is eating rice/a meal.

Other kinds of aspectual modification can, however, indicate the RVC describes an event with
duration. Modification with sān fēnzhōng nèi ‘within three minutes” (18a), or yòng-le sān fēnzhōng
‘used three minutes” (18b) can receive an interpretation of the activity event of pressing the
mudball being performed during those three minutes.
(18)

a. xiǎoháir sān fēnzhōng-nèi yā-biǎn-le
ní-tuán
child
three minutes-within press-flat-PERF mudball
The child pressed the mudball flat in three minutes.
b. xiǎoháir yòng-le sān fēnzhōng (cái) yā-biǎn ní-tuán
use-PERF three minutes (then) press-flat mud-ball
child
The child took three minutes to press the mudball flat.

Similarly, V-dào compounds cannot occur in the progressive (19a), but contain a description of a
subevent with duration: (19b, c) can mean the mouse was running within those three minutes.
(19)

a. *lǎoshǔ zài pǎo-dào dòng-kǒu
mouse PROG run-arrive hole-mouth
Intended: The mouse is running to (the mouth of) the hole.
b. lǎoshǔ sān fēnzhōng-nèi pǎo-dào- le
dòng-kǒu
mouse three minutes-within run-arrive-PERF hole-mouth
The mouse ran to the hole in three minutes.
c. lǎoshǔ yòng-le sān fēnzhōng pǎo-dào- le
dòng-kǒu
mouse use-PERF three minutes run-arrive-PERF hole-mouth
The mouse used three minutes to run to the hole.

3.3 An account
To account for these observations, I assume that the resultative clause denotes a set of achievement
events related to an activity event. The relevant relationship may be one of causation, as in the
case of causative resultatives (20), or of culmination (Parsons, 1990), in the case of non-causative
resultatives (21)—(22).
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a. xiǎoháir yā-biǎn-le
ní-tuán
child
press-flat-PERF mud-ball
The child pressed the mudball flat.
b. λ e 9e0 [BECOME(flat0 (mb))(e) ^ press0 (mb)(c)(e0 ) ^ CAUSE(e)(e0 )]

(21)

a. Sānmáo chı̄-bǎo-le
fàn
Sanmao eat-full-PERF rice
Sanmao became full from eating rice/a meal.
b. λ e 9e0 9y [BECOME(full’(s))(e) ^ eat(y)(s)(e0 ) ^ food(y) ^ CUL(e)(e0 )]

(22)

a. lǎoshǔ pǎo-dào-le
dòng-kǒu
mouse run-arrive-PERF hole-mouth
The mouse ran to (the mouth of) the hole.
b. λ e 9e0 [BECOME(be.at’(h)(m))(e) ^ run(m)(e0 ) ^ CUL(e)(e0 )]
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The distinction between causation and culmination discriminates between those compounds that
occur felicitously in BA / BEI constructions and those that do not. In this approach, the “head” of
the resultative compound, at least aspectually, is V2, which describes a change of state or location
(23a, 24a) (see also Chief 2008). In RVC formation, V2 selects for an activity verb which describes
an event that causes or culminates in the event of change described by V2 (23b, 24b).
(23)

a.
b.

biǎn ‘(become) flat’: λ y λ e BECOME(flat0 (y))(e)
RVC formation
Resultative -biǎn: λ P λ y λ x λ e 9e0 [BECOME(flat0 (y))(e) ^ P(y)(x)(e0 ) ^
CAUSE(e)(e0 )]

(24)

a.
b.

bǎo ‘(become) full’: λ y λ e BECOME(full0 (y))(e)
RVC formation
Resultative -bǎo: λ P λ y λ x λ e 9e0 [BECOME(full0 (y))(e) ^ P(y)(x)(e0 ) ^ CUL(e)(e0 )]

For current purposes, I assume the causative or culminative nature of the RVC is not determined
by the COS verb, and thus COS verbs may in general form either kind of compound.

4 V-zài compounds: Inferred results
If resultative compounds are formed from a COS verb (or coverb encoding a spatial endpoint), this
would predict the locational coverb zài ‘be at’ cannot form a spatial resultative.5 Thus examples
such as (25), where a manner of motion verb with a locational coverb yields an interpretation of
change of location, are unexpected under this view, and their availability requires an explanation.
(25)

5 This

a. wūyā yòu jiào-le
yì shēng . . . fēi-zài qiáng-shang
crow again call-PERF one sound . . . fly-be.at wall-upon
The crow cawed once more, and flew onto the wall. (PKU)
b. xiǎo hóuzi tiào-zài
mǎ-bèi-shang
small monkey jump-be.at horse-back-upon
The little monkey jumped onto the back of the horse. (Tai 1975:158, 9b)

applies only to the case where V1 itself does not encode change. Result-encoding compounds with COS V1
also occur (e.g. dòng-liè ‘freeze-cracked’). I do not discuss these in this paper.
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This section shows that (i) zài ‘be at’ encodes stative location; (ii) the directional interpretation of
V-zài arises from pragmatic factors and is not structurally encoded.

4.1 zài is always locational
The state/COS alternation found in adjectives, discussed above, is not available for locative
predicates. That is, the event structure of individual coverbs does not vary. (26) shows that zài
‘be at’ is locative, whereas dào ‘arrive/to’ and some other coverbs, e.g. jìn ‘enter’ encode motion
with a final destination.
(26)

zài wū-li
/ dào wū-li
/ jìn wū-li
be.at house-within / arrive house-within / enter house-within
be in the house / arrive in the house / enter the house

The examples in (27)-(28) show that, even in contexts such as co-occurrence with perfective -le or
a future marker, where COS interpretations are found for adjectives/stative verbs, zài (unlike dào
in (27)) does not encode change of location.6
(28) tā huì zài fáng-li
(27) Sānmáo dào/*zài-le
fáng-lı̌
3SG will be.at room-within
Sanmao arrive/be.at-PERF room-within
(S)he
will be/*get in the room.
Sanmao got into the room.
These data point to a stative, locative meaning for zài ‘be at’ (29a), in contrast to a change of
location meaning for dào ‘arrive’ (29b).7
(29)

a.
b.

zài ‘be at’: λ yl λ x λ e be.at0 (yl )(x)(e)
dào ‘arrive’: λ yl λ x λ e BECOME(be.at0 (yl )(x))(e)

4.2 A pragmatic account for directional V-zài
If zài ‘be at’ is always locative, how do the directional interpretations for V-zài in (25) above arise?
This is related to an enduring question in the expression of directed motion events: How does an
interpretation of directed motion arise in sentences such as those in (30) where there is no obvious
directional morpheme?
(30)

The boat floated under the bridge. / Mary ran in the room.

Two alternatives have been proposed regarding this issue. Under the lexical ambiguity approach
(Alonge 1997, Folli and Ramchand 2005, Fábregas 2007), these interpretations arise from lexical
ambiguity, in particular, the ability of certain manner of motion verbs, and some prepositions, to
take on a meaning of directed motion. The pragmatic licensing approach (Nikitina 2008, Tutton
2009, Levin et al. 2009) takes the directional interpretation to arise from contextual-pragmatic
6 Henriette

de Swart (p.c.) suggests the lack of a directional reading for zài sentences could reflect a blocking effect
from the availability of more specific options such as the use of dào to encode directionality. While this could be
correct for the cases in (27)-(28), it cannot be true across the board, given that manner of motion verbs with zài do
allow directional interpretations even though V-dào is also available to express directionality. In light of blocking,
then, the directional interpretation of V-zài is even more intriguing, and calls for an explanation.
7 As noted above (section 2.1), y represents individuals of type ‘location’.
l
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factors such as aspectual properties of the manner verbs, and the nature of the ground described by
the prepositional complement.
Below, I show that patterns in naturally-occurring data from the PKU corpus argue for a
pragmatic interpretation of resultative V-zài. First of all, examples such as (31) show that
directional readings of manner of motion verb with zài do not arise consistently.
(31)

wūyā huì diào xià-lai
yǒu shíhou fēi-zài kōng-zhōng de
have time fly-be.at sky-within ASSOC crow will fall down-come
Sometimes, crows flying in the air would fall down. (locational) (PKU)

Moreover, I showed in other work (Tham, to appear) that directional readings for V-zài are
facilitated by contextual/pragmatic factors that include the following: First, the manner of motion
verb describes short, punctual motion, e.g. almost all instances of tiào-zài ‘jump-be.at’ showed
directional interpretations.
(32)

Verb
% result V-zài Tokens/N
tiào ‘jump’ 98%
45/46
fēi ‘fly’
27%
18/66
zǒu ‘walk’ <0.1%
3/3832

Second, the sentence contains a less elaborated path description; e.g. no source location is
described (33a). The coverb is more likely to be dào if a source location is mentioned (33b).
(33)

a. . . . cā
de
yì shēng, nà guı̌zi de
nǎodai biàn fēi-zài yì biān le
. . . ONOM ASSOC one sound that devil ASSOC head then fly-be.at one side SF - PRT
A sound of slicing, and the devil’s (Japanese soldier) head flew to one side.
b. yǔhángyuán cóng dìqiú fēi-dào/*zài yuēqiú-shàng
astronaut from earth fly-arrive/*be.at moon-upon
The astronaut flew from the earth to the moon.

Third, the manner of motion can be inferred to be relatively “simple”, e.g. there is no adverbial
modification indicating difficulty of the motion:
(34)

tā zhēngzhá-zhe pá-dào/*zài
yí gè xiǎo shāndòng
3SG struggle-DUR crawl-arrive/*be.at one CL small cave
He crawled, struggling, to a small cave.

Following Cummins (1996, 1998), I propose that manner of motion verb with zài has a resultative
interpretation when the motion event is interpreted as a single, short, unbroken movement. Thus
manner verbs such as tiào ‘jump’, which easily describe a single, unbroken movement, are
most natural in, and show the greatest proportion of, resultative V-zài. Some manners of motion
such as flying, crawling or climbing, may consist of either a series of repetitive motion or a
single motion, describable by the same verb. The second kind of interpretation is more likely
to arise when the motion is interpreted as being over short, local distances and (described as)
containing little to no “subordinate” movements, rather than when a longer path is understood, or
when subordinate movements are highlighted by the description. Hence the correlation between
the above conditions and resultative V-zài. This suggests the resultative interpretation of V-zài
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compounds arises pragmatically, and should be distinguished from those resultative compounds
where V2 structurally encodes change.

5 The potential construction
This section further distinguishes V-dào compounds and RVCs from V-zài, showing the former
form a natural class in allowing the potential construction.

5.1 The potential construction targets compounds where V2 encodes change
RVCs can be modalized in the POTENTIAL CONSTRUCTION, expressing the (im)possibility of
attaining the result by inserting a negation morpheme -bu- or the morpheme -de- between V1 and
V2.
(35)

a. tā de
yáchı̌ tài zāng le,
tā zěnme yě shuā-bu-bái
3SG ASSOC tooth too dirty SF - PRT, 3SG how also brush-NEG-white
His/her teeth are too dirty, no matter what (s)he does (s)he can’t brush them white.
b. yáyı̄ yídìng shuā-de-bái
dentist definitely brush-POT-white
The dentist will definitely be able to brush them white.

Among motion verb compounds, only V-dào compounds, i.e., those formed with a directional
coverb including dào ‘arrive/to’, jìn ‘enter/into’, etc. may participate in the potential construction.
(36)

wǒmen kǒngpà zǒu-bu-dào
a. xuéxiào tài yuǎn le,
afraid walk-NEG-arrive
school too far SF - PRT 1PL
The school is too far, (I’m) afraid we can’t get there by walking.
b. zhı̌yǒu lǎoshǔ cái jı̌-de-jìn
zhème xiǎo de
dòng-kǒu
only mouse then squeeze-POT-enter so
small ASSOC hole
Only a mouse could squeeze into such a small hole.

Crucially, V-zài ‘V-be.at’ compounds with (or without) a directional interpretation cannot
participate in the potential construction.
(37) *wūyā fēi-bu-zài qiáng-shang
crow fly-NEG-AT wall-upon
Intended: The crow was unable to fly on the wall.
The table below lays out the relationship between the event structure of V2 and corresponding
compatibility with the potential construction:
(38)
VV compound
Examples
Ok in potential construction?
V2 encodes change?

RVC
shuā-baí ‘brush-white’
yes
yes

V-dào
zǒu-dào ‘walk-arrive’
yes
yes

V-zài
fēi-zài ‘fly-be.at’
no
no

Result-encoding VV compounds may be formed with change encoded in V1. For instance, the
verb biàn ‘change’ may combine with a COS V2 or a stative V2:
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wūyā bián-chéng/wéi fènghuang le
crow change-become phoenix SF - PRT
The crow has changed into a phoenix.

But only if V2 is COS, such as chéng ‘become’ can the compound participate in the potential
construction (40). If V2 is the stative wéi ‘as’, the potential construction is disallowed.
(40)

a. wūyā shì biàn-bu-chéng/*wéi fènghuang de
crow be change-NEG-become/as phoenix DE
A crow can’t turn into a phoenix.
b. wūyā zěnme bián-de-chéng/*wéi fènghuang ne?
crow how change-DE-become/as phoenix Q - PRT
How can a crow turn into a phoenix?

The potential construction thus provides further support for treating V2 in RVCs such as shuā-bái
‘brush-white’ and yā-biǎn ‘press-flat’ as COS.

5.2 An analysis of the potential construction
I label the functions corresponding to the potential morphemes -bu- and -de- as NPOT (negative
potential) and PPOT (positive potential) respectively. These combine with a predicate P over events
of change to yield a predicate over worlds (namely, those worlds for which there is (or is not) an
accessible world in which the event of change takes place).
(41)
(42)

a. -bu- “NPOT” : [[-bu-]] = λ P λ w ¬9w0 9e [R(w)(w0 ) ^ P(e) in w0 ]
b. -de- “PPOT” : [[-de-]] = λ P λ w 9w0 9e [R(w)(w0 ) ^ P(e) in w0 ]
xiǎoháir yā-bu-biǎn
ní-tuán
child
press-NEG-flat mudball
The child is unable to flatten the mudball by pressing it.

The meaning of (42) in (44) is obtained by applying
meaning of (43a), given in (43b).
(43)

(44)

NPOT

to the predicate over events, i.e. the

a. xiǎoháir yā-biǎn ní-tuán
child
press-flat mudball
“The child press the mudball flat.”
b. λ e 9e0 [BECOME(flat0 )(mb)(e) ^ press0 (mb)(c)(e0 ) ^ CAUSE(e)(e0 )]
NPOT ((43b)) =
λ w¬9w0 9e0 [R(w)(w0 ) ^ BECOME(flat0 )(mb)(e) ^ press0 (mb)(c)(e0 ) ^ CAUSE(e)(e0 )in w0 ]

I assume that culminative resultatives also participate in the potential construction in the same way,
but do not show the derivation here for reasons of space.

6 Stepping back: conclusions and implications
Summing up, I have shown for resultative VV compounds in Mandarin with activity V1, whether
causative, culminative, object- or subject-oriented, that change is encoded in V2. In many RVCs,
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V2 appears to be an adjective, but property-concept adjectives systematically alternate to COS
verbs. The assumption that apparent adjectives in V2 position of RVCs are COS verbs extends
naturally to compounds where V2 is a COS verb with no stative counterpart. This case is clearly
exemplified by V-dào compounds, aspectual properties of which are shared by RVCs. In further
support of this conclusion, I showed the resultative interpretation of V-zài, where V2 is stative,
arises pragmatically. Finally, RVCs may participate in the potential construction, which allows
only compounds where V2 is COS, further affirming my proposal.
We may thus conclude that lexically-specified results in resultative compounds arise
from a COS verb that, in many cases, alternates with an adjective, and not from an
activity-to-accomplishment shift.
This conclusion converges with the observation that
accomplishment verbs are rare in Mandarin (Tai 2003, Chief and Koenig 2007) (45), and with
the general lack of deadjectival caused COS verbs in the language (46).
(45)

Sūn Mázi bǎ Lǎo Luo shā-le,
méi shā-sı̌
Sun Mazi BA Lao Luo kill-PERF, NEG kill-die
Sun Mazi killed Lao Luo but Lao Luo didn’t die.
(Chief and Koenig 2007: attested example)

(46) *xiǎoháir biǎn-le ní-tuán
child
flat-PERF mud-ball
Intended: The child flattened the mudball
Lexical accomplishments – although not deadjectival causatives – also seem to be rare in English
(Rappaport Hovav (2008), see also Filip and Rothstein (2006) for proposals to the same effect for
Germanic). This suggests the contrast between accomplishments and causatives could provide a
fruitful avenue for exploring cross-linguistic differences in event structure operations.
This work also raises questions for the analogy, frequently made between spatial paths
and property scales, that relative degree on a property scale is parallel to location on a path
Rappaport Hovav and Levin (2010), and change of state is analogous to change of location (Talmy
2000, Folli and Ramchand 2005). Although compatible with the assumption that change of state
and change of location do indeed show parallels, the current work points to an important difference
between property concept states and stative location. Specifically, while adjectives may show zero
alternations with COS verbs, locative predicates do not seem to alternate freely with change of
location meanings. This is presumably because a gradable property is necessarily a point (or
interval) on a scale. But while paths constitute at least two connected locations, a location need
not be a point on a path.
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C ONTENT NOUNS AND THE SEMANTICS ⇤
OF QUESTION - EMBEDDING PREDICATES
WATARU U EGAKI
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

1 Introduction
Let us start with an observation. In (1) below, we see that believe and know have different entailment
patterns when they are combined with a DP with a propositional complement, such as the rumor
that Mary left.
(1)

a. John believes the rumor that Mary left. |= John believes that Mary left.
b. John knows the rumor that Mary left. 6|= John knows that Mary left.

In (1), it is shown that believe can, but know cannot, license the entailment from x Vs the rumor
that p to x Vs that p (Vendler 1972, Ginzburg 1995). As I will argue in detail below, in the standard
assumption that know has a proposition-taking denotation, an additional stipulation will be needed
to block whatever the mechanism that licenses the entailment of believe in the case of know.
In this paper, I propose an analysis of this contrast by arguing that predicates embedding
either a declarative or an interrogative, such as know, never take a proposition, but only take a
proposition-set (e.g., a question-denotation) as a semantic argument. The fact that they can embed a
declarative is accounted for by the role of the declarative complementizer that turns a proposition
into a singleton question. The resulting view of question/proposition-embedding captures the fact
that exclusively interrogative-embedding verbs, such as ask and wonder, form a semantically natural
class while avoiding the problematic prediction of the standard question-to-proposition reduction
(e.g., Karttunen 1977, Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984) that any declarative-embedding verb should be
able to embed an interrogative unless further stipulations.

2 The puzzle of ‘content’ DPs
The central puzzle dealt with in the present paper is how to account for the contrast as shown in
(2-3). The contrast is between attitude verbs that only embed a declarative that-clause, such as
⇤I

would like to thank Kai von Fintel, Danny Fox, Benjamin George and Irene Heim for helpful comments and
discussion. Also, I appreciate the comments and criticism from the audience at SuB 16 at Utrecht, CSSP 2011 at Paris
and Semantics Research Group meeting at Tokyo in July 2011. Of course, all errors in this paper are my own.
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believe, and those that can embed either a declarative or an interrogative clause, such as know: They
have different entailment patterns when they combine with ‘content’ DPs that take a propositional
complement, such as the rumor or the story (Vendler 1972; Ginzburg 1995). I refer to the former
class of predicates as EXCLUSIVELY PROPOSITION - TAKING PREDICATES (henceforth ProPs) and
to the latter class of predicates as RESPONSIVE PREDICATES (from Lahiri 2002; henceforth ResPs).
Note that factivity cross-cuts this distinction as verbs like report, guess and tell are non-factive
ResPs.1
(2)

a. John {believes / accepted / denied} the rumor that Mary left.
|= John {believes / accepted / denied} that Mary left.
b. John {knows / discovered / reported} the rumor that Mary left.
6|= John {knows / discovered / reported} that Mary left.

(3)

a. John {believes / accepted / denied} the rumor.
|= John {believes / accepted / denied} that the rumor is true.
b. John {knows / discovered / reported} the rumor.
6|= John {knows / discovered / reported} that the rumor is true.

The contrast above can be intuitively described in the following way: ProPs like believe can
establish the relevant attitude relation between the attitude holder and the ‘content’ of the DP in the
object position, but there is no parallel reading of ResPs that establishes the entailment. The puzzle
is why there is such a contrast between the two types of predicates. More roughly, the question is
why know cannot do what believe can do.2
To see the problem more clearly, let us assume a concrete denotation for the content noun rumor.
Below, I describe two plausible denotations for a content noun, one deriving the entailment with
ProPs (e.g., believe) straightforwardly, and the other deriving the non-entailment with ResPs (e.g.,
know) straightforwardly. I will argue that the contrast above cannot be given an explanatory account
with either denotation, as long as we assume that ResPs like know take propositions.
The entailment of believe as basic First, let us assume the following propositional denotation
for rumor in (a), with which we can derive the correct entailment with believe based on its standard
denotation in (b).
1A

possible counterexample to the generalization is tell. Although tell is a ResP, it seems that there is a reading of
(i) that entails that John told me that Mary left.
(i) John told me the rumor that Mary left.
In this paper, I tentatively assume that tell is ambiguous between the ResP version, which can embed an interrogative,
and the ProP version, which cannot embed an interrogative but licenses the entailment in question. I would like to leave
further investigation of the behavior of tell for future research.
2 One might wonder whether the ‘anti-factive’ meaning/implication associated with rumor has to do with the
non-entailment in the case of know. Specifically, one might suggest that the factivity of know is incompatible with the
‘anti-factivity’ of rumor, and thus x knows the rumor can only be interpreted as an acquaintance, which is why the
entailment does not hold. However, this hypothesis does not account for the fact that the entailment does not hold for a
non-factive verb report, either. Also, this hypothesis incorrectly predicts that if the noun is neutral in factivity, as claim
or hypothesis, the entailment goes through. However, this is not the case:
(i) John knows the claim/hypothesis that Mary left. 6|= John knows that Mary left.
See Section 4.1 for cases where the noun is factive, as fact or truth, and an account of them.
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(4)

a. [[rumor]]4 = λq 2 Dhs,ti λp 2 Dhs,ti .rumor(p, w) ^ p = q
b. [[believe]]4 = λp 2 Dhs,ti λx.DOXx,4 ✓ p

(5)

[[John believes the rumor that Mary left]]4 = 1 iff
DOXj,4 ✓ ι p[C(p) ^ rumor(p, 4) ^ p = {w0 | left(m)(w0 )}] (C is a contextual restriction)

Here, believe has its standard denotation taking a propositional argument, while the denotation
of rumor takes a complement proposition and returns a predicate of propositions that is true of a
proposition satisfying the description rumor and identical to the complement proposition. As a
result, as in (5), John believes the rumor that Mary left is true iff John believes the contextually
salient unique proposition that is a rumor and identical to the proposition that Mary left, which is
true only when John believes that Mary left. Thus, giving the standard denotations to ProPs and a
propositional denotation to content DPs, as in (4), captures the correct entailment pattern.
However, the problem arises when we replace the standard proposition-taking denotation for
know with that of believe: we would incorrectly predict exactly the same entailment as in the case
of believe. Below, it is shown that given the simplified proposition-taking meaning for know in (6)
(i.e. believe + factivity),3 we would predict the truth conditions of John knows the rumor that Mary
left in (7), which is true only when John believes that Mary left, and that it is true that Mary left
(due to the factivity presupposition, underlined in (7)). This entails that John knows that Mary left,
contrary to the fact.
(6)

[[know]]4 = λp 2 Dhs,ti : [p(w)=1]λx. DOXx,4 ✓ p

(7)

[[John knows the rumor that Mary left]]4 = 1 iff
DOXj,4 ✓ ι p[rumor(p, w) ^ p = {w0 | left(m)(w0 )}] ^ left(m)(w)

In fact, the argument here does not hinge on the exact implementation of the meaning of content
nouns assumed here. The problem applies to any compositional implementation that derives the
entailment with the standard denotation for ProPs. As long as there is a general compositional
mechanism deriving the entailment of believe, we would predict that the same mechanism holds for
know, given the standard assumption that both verbs have proposition-taking denotations.4
The non-entailment of know as basic The way the problem is stated above assumes a simplistic
denotation for the rumor so that the entailment of believe goes through with its standard denotation
while the non-entailment of know is problematic. Another plausible way to look at the contrast is to
regard the entailment as problematic while the non-entailment as basic. The non-entailment fact
straightforwardly comes out if we assume that a content DP denotes some kind of non-propositional
3 In

this paper, I model presuppositions including factivity in terms of partial functions. A clause after a colon in a
lambda term indicates a restriction on the domain of the function that the lambda term expresses.
4 I categorize the treatment of content nouns by Kratzer (2006) and Moulton (2008) as a variant of the approach
considered here, as their compositional system is constructed in such a way that the entailment fact with believe is
predicted straightforwardly. In their system, a content DP like the rumor denotes an abstract object called a ‘content’
from which its propositional information can be retrieved. Their denotation for believe is such that it takes a content
argument and the subject believes whatever the propositional information of this content. It is clear that this system
correctly predicts the entailment fact with believe, but it over-generates the entailment if we simply generalize their
denotation for believe to know by adding factivity. Hence their treatment faces the same problem as the approach
considered here. It should be emphasized, however, that the analysis of ResPs is outside the scope of Kratzer and
Moulton, and so this is not a problem with their analysis of content nouns per se.
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abstract object and that know is ambiguous between the proposition-taking variant for ‘knowledge’
and the non-proposition taking variant for ‘acquaintance’, the distinction (roughly) corresponding
to that between wissen and kennen in German. The denotation for the former variant of know is
given in (6) and the latter in (8), where α is a variable over the non-propositional (type a) objects,
whose instance a content DP denotes.
(8)

[[knowA ]]4 = λα 2 Da λx 2 D.acquainted(x)(α)(w)

Under this system, since a content DP like the rumor is compatible only with the ‘acquaintance’
know in (8), and ‘being acquainted’ with a certain object does not entail propositional knowledge
of its content, the non-entailment fact comes out naturally. Here, I stay away from detailed
model-theoretic characterization of the type a objects and the relation acquainted in order to make
the argument general. The only assumption needed to derive the non-entailment is that x’s being
acquainted with α with propositional content p does not entail x’s knowing that p. Another possibly
distinct reading of know + a content DP is a Concealed Question (henceforth CQ) reading, but it is
clear that it does not have the relevant entailment, either. This is because knowing an answer to the
CQ ‘What is α?’ does not entail the knowledge of α’s content however we formalize CQ readings.
Now, the problem is how to account for the entailment fact with believe. A possible way out is
to stipulate the lexical semantics of believe in a way so that it can access the propositional content of
the abstract object it combines with, as shown in (9). In (9), believe establishes the believing-relation
between the subject and the propositional content retrieved from its first argument by the function
Fcont .
(9)

[[believe]]4 = λα 2 Da λx 2 D.DOXx,4 ✓ Fcont (α)
where Fcont is a function Da 7! Dhs,ti that maps an abstract object to its content.

Indeed, this might be a descriptively adequate analysis of the contrast in (2,3). However, simply
stipulating lexical entries like these does not explain why the (im)possibility of embedding an
interrogative complement correlates with the contrast, ie. why ResPs do not license the entailment
while ProPs do. Another way to state the problem is that the account does not answer why know
does not have the denotation involving Fcont as in (10) instead of (8), incorrectly deriving the
entailment. Similarly, it does not answer why believe is not ambiguous like know between the
standard proposition-taking version and the other version along the lines of (11) without Fcont (so
to speak, the ‘acquaintance’ version of believe), incorrectly predicting the non-entailment fact.
(10)

[[*knowcont ]]4 = λα 2 Da :[Fcont (α)(w)=1]λx 2 D.DOXx,4 ✓ Fcont (α)

(11)

[[*believeA ]]4 = λα 2 Da λx 2 D.R(x)(α)(w)
where R is a relation such that R(x)(α)(w) 6|= DOXx,4 ✓ Fcont (α)

In sum, the contrast in (2,3) is problematic whether we assume a denotation for a content noun
that predicts the entailment fact of believe straightforwardly, or we assume one that predicts the
non-entailment fact of know straightforwardly, with its ‘acquaintance’ reading. Generally speaking,
the problem with the former approach is that the combination of assumptions (i) and (ii) below
over-generates the relevant entailment for ResPs. On the other hand, the problem with the latter
approach is that, when we assume both (i) and (iii), we are forced to give stipulative lexical semantic
difference between ResPs and ProPs that cannot be explained by their independent properties viz.
the ability to embed an interrogative complement.
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ResPs select for the same kind of object that ProPs select for (normally a proposition).

(ii) A general compositional mechanism (e.g., propositional denotation of content DPs) derives
the entailment fact of ProPs with its standard denotation.
(iii) A general compositional mechanism (e.g., non-propositional denotation of content DPs +
‘acquaintance’ reading) derives the non-entailment fact of ResPs.
The proposal I will put forth in this paper agrees with assumption (iii), but it further gives a general
constraint on the lexical semantics of attitude verbs that explains the crucial lexical semantic
difference between ResPs and ProPs in terms of their ability to embed an interrogative complement.
The proposal is fairly simple: it denies assumption (i).

3 Proposal
The central proposal of the current paper is that ResPs do not take a proposition, but only take a
proposition-set as their complement. In this section, after presenting the basic compositional
semantics, I illustrate how this proposal leads to the solution to the puzzle of content DPs
described in the previous section. In the last subsection, I will discuss the general constraint on the
lexical semantics of attitude verbs arising from the proposal, especially in relation to exclusively
interrogative-embedding verbs, such as ask and wonder.

3.1 ResPs only take a question complement
As stated above, I propose that ResPs only select for a question, but not for a proposition. For
instance, below is the only denotation for know.
(12)

[[know]]4 = λQ2Dhst,ti :[9p2Q[p(w)=1]]λx.8p 2 Q[p(w)=1 ! DOXx,4 ✓ p]

Following Hamblin (1973), I assume that the denotation of an interrogative complement is the set
of possible answers to the question (including false ones), as exemplified below.
(13)

[[who left]]4 = {p | 9x[p = λw0 .left(x)(w0 )]}

The denotation in (12) takes a set of propositions, e.g., a question-denotation, and returns true
iff the subject believes all the true propositions in the set. Also, there is an additional factivity
presupposition that at least one of the propositions in the proposition-set is true. Thus, when
(12) is combined with a wh-complement, the weakly-exhaustive reading is predicted just as in
Karttunen’s (1977) analysis. I assume that the strongly-exhaustive reading arises by type-shifting
a Hamblin-denotation into a partition of worlds with a covert operator along the lines of Heim’s
(1994) Answer2.
When know takes a declarative complement, I assume that the special complementizer in
(14) turns the proposition denoted by the embedded clause into the singleton set containing it.5
Combining this singleton set with (12), the resulting truth conditions of a sentence in which know
embeds a declarative clause will be the standard one, as shown in (15). (Again, the underlined
conjunct is projected from the factivity presupposition of know.)
5 This

rather stipulative assumption can be eliminated in the framework of Alternative Semantics and Inquisitive
Semantics since the semantic type of a clause is already a set of propositions in these frameworks. Instead, in such a
formulation, the denotation of believe will involve the operation of taking the union of a proposition set. In Uegaki (to
appear), I argue for an independent reason to employ Alternative/Inquisitive Semantics in the analysis of know.
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(14)

[[that*]]4 = λp.{p}

(15)

[[John knows that* Mary left]]4 = 1
iff 8p 2 {λw0 .left(m)(w0 )}[p(w)=1 ! DOXx,4 ✓ p] ^9p2{λw0 .left(m)(w0 )}[p(w)=1]
iff DOXx,4 ✓ {w0 | left(m)(w0 )} ^ left(m)(w)

On the other hand, I assume that ProPs have standard denotations, as the following denotation for
believe, repeated from the previous section.
(b)

[[believe]]4 = λp 2 Dhs,ti λx.DOXx,4 ✓ p

3.2 The solution to the puzzle
In this section, I illustrate how the proposal above can give a solution to the puzzle of content DPs.
The analysis assumes a non-propositional denotation for content DPs, and basically follows the
‘non-entailment as basic’ approach above, but avoids the problem of stipulation pointed out in the
previous section. The proposal that ResPs only take a question complement offers an explanation
for the difference in the entailment patterns between ResPs and ProPs.
The gist of the proposal is the following: when an attitude verb, whether it is a ResP or a
ProP, is combined with a content DP, the abstract object denoted by the DP is type-shifted into a
corresponding object which the attitude verb normally selects as its complement, viz. a question for
ResPs, and a proposition for ProPs. The type-shift for the former maps an object into a concealed
question about it while the one for the latter maps an object into its propositional content, both of
which are motivated independently. Thus, the difference in entailment between ResPs and ProPs
comes out as the result of the type-shift forced by the selectional property of each type of verbs.

3.2.1 The entailment of ProPs
First of all, I claim that content DPs such as the rumor that Mary left denotes an individual of type e
as shown in (16).
(16)

[[the rumor that Mary left]]4 = ιx[C(x) ^ rumor(x)(w) ^ Fcont (x) = {w0 | left(m)(w0 )}]

Since a ProP like believe wants a proposition as its complement, as in (b), (16) cannot be combined
with it directly. However, the type-shifting operation in (17) is available, which turns an abstract
informative individual into its propositional content.
(17)

[[*]]4 = Fcont

Thus, the result of the application of (17) to (16) can be combined with believe, and yields the truth
conditions in (18). It is easy to see that (18) entails (19), capturing the entailment fact.
(18)

[[John believes * the rumor that Mary left]]4 = 1 iff
DOXj,4 ✓ Fcont (ιx[C(x) ^ rumor(x)(w) ^ Fcont (x) = {w0 | left(m)(w0 )}])

(19)

DOXj,4 ✓ {w0 | left(m)(w0 )}

The existence of the type-shifter * in (17) is motivated independently of the behavior of attitude
verbs. Data like (20) suggest that adjectives such as true or false denote predicates of propositions.
Given this, we need * to account for (21), in which true/false is predicated of the propositional
content of the rumor. That is, true/false is predicated of the denotation of * the rumor.
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That Mary left is true/false.

(21)

The rumor is true/false.
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3.2.2 The non-entailment of ResPs
Let us move on to the case of ResPs. Also in this case, the proposed denotation of a ResP, which
is question-taking, cannot be combined with (16). Again, a type-shifting operation is needed to
make the composition go through, but this time the operation is one that turns an individual into
a question, rather than a proposition. I argue that this operation is carried out by ", a type-shifter
which turns an individual into a corresponding CQ. Due to this operation, the truth conditions of
John knows the rumor that Mary left (more precisely, John knows " the rumor that Mary left) will
be, roughly, that John knows which object is the rumor that Mary left. It is clear that this does not
entail that John knows that Mary left. It can very well be that John can identify the rumor that Mary
left while he does not believe that Mary left, and thus he does not know that Mary left.
For my purpose, an exact implementation of the concealed question reading is of secondary
issue. This is because any plausible theory of concealed questions should be able to capture the fact
that the CQ reading of x knows the rumor that p has the paraphrase ‘x knows which object is the
rumor that p’, and non-entailment from this to ‘x knows that p’ is intuitively clear. However, for
completeness, I adopt Aloni’s (2008) analysis of CQs,6 slightly modifying it to fit the compositional
setup of this paper.
What follows is a small digression on the semantics of CQs with some background, based on
Aloni (2008). In Aloni’s analysis, John knows the winning card in its CQ reading roughly means
‘John knows that x is the winning card’, where x is an individual concept in a contextually salient
CONCEPTUAL COVER (Aloni 2001), a set of individual concepts with the constraint that each
individual in the set is mapped from each world by exactly one cover.7 Examples of a cover are the
sets A and B in the following, the former identifies a card by position while the latter by suit.
(22)

a. A = {the card on the left, the card on the right}
b. B = {the Ace of Spades, the Ace of Hearts}

The CQ reading of John knows the winning card differs depending on which cover is contextually
given. If the position cover, A, is salient, the sentence means that John knows that x is the winning
card, where x is a concept in A, ie. he can identify the winning card based on its position. On the
other hand, if the suit cover, B, is salient, the sentence means that John can identify the winning
card based on its suit.
To derive this meaning of CQs, we posit a type-shifting operator " that turns an individual into
the corresponding CQ, as follows. (The detail is modified from Aloni’s original version.)
(23)

[["]]4,C = λx.{p | 8w0 , w00 2 p8c 2 R C [c(w0 ) = x , c(w00 ) = x], p is maximal}
where R C is a conceptual cover given by context C

In prose, this operator turns an individual x into a partition of worlds such that each class in
the partition agrees on whether the individual is identified by each concept in the cover that is
6 In

Aloni and Roelofsen (to appear), a number of problems with Aloni (2008) is addressed, and a modification is
proposed. However, since the simpler analysis of Aloni (2008) suffices for my purpose, I adopt Aloni’s version here.
7 Formally, a conceptual cover is a set of functions W 7! D such that 8w 2 W [8d 2 D[9!c 2 CC[c(w) = d]]]
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contextually salient. In other words, (23) returns a partition of worlds based on the equivalence in
the concept by which x can be identified. Applying (23) to the content DP denotation (16), we get
the CQ denotation in (24). The resulting truth conditions of the sentence John knows the rumor that
Mary left will be (25). (Here, we let (16), the denotation of the rumor that Mary left, be r.)
(24)
(25)

[[" the rumor that Mary left]]4,C
= {p0 | 8w, w0 2 p0 8c 2 R C [c(w) = r , c(w0 ) = r], p0 is maximal}

(Let this set be Q)

[[John knows " the rumor that Mary left]]4,C = 1 iff 8p 2 Q[p(w)=1 ! DOXj,4 ✓ p]

For illustration, suppose that the contextually salient cover is the one in (26), and further suppose
that the rumor that Mary left was told by Sue in the actual world, but not by others.
(26) RC = {the rumor that Sue told, the rumor that Bill told, . . . }
Then, the truth conditions of John knows the rumor that Mary left predicted by (25) is that John
correctly believes that the rumor that Mary left is the one told by Sue, but not the other ones in (26).
This captures the intuitive meaning of the CQ reading. Also, it is clear that the truth conditions in
(25) do not entail that John knows that Mary left since we can easily construct John’s belief state so
that a particular concept (e.g., the rumor that Sue told) identifies the rumor that p, but he does not
believe that p.
So much for the implementation of the CQ reading. Now, what about the acquaintance reading?
I claim that an acquaintance reading is an instance of a CQ reading with a particular cover. In
other words, being acquainted with x is to know a particular way of identifying x. Thus, there is no
independent ‘reading’ of acquaintance for know, and the explanation for the non-entailment fact in
CQ carries over to the intuitive ‘reading’ of acquaintance.
But, what kind of covers are used in acquaintance readings? If the relevant individual is a person,
the cover for acquaintance can be that of appearance, characteristics or social roles. If the relevant
individual is a non-animate object (e.g., a building, a city) the cover can be a spatio-temporal
location of the object. Also, if the individual is an abstract object like a rumor, I suggest that it
is often how the object has come about. I admit that I am somewhat vague here, but the point is
that the formalization of the CQ reading described above allows wide range of covers ie. ways of
identification, so that it encompasses what have informally been called acquaintance readings.8
One prima facie problem is the acquaintance reading concerning ‘existence’. For example, She
knows Jim can be true when she knows that Jim exists although she might not be able to identify
Jim based on any notable characteristics.9 At first sight, it might seem difficult to find a cover that
correctly captures this weak reading. Nevertheless, this reading can be captured if we choose the
cover based on the description of the relevant DP itself. For example, in She knows Jim, it is the
cover based on names, as the following.
(27)

N = {the person named ‘Jim’, the person named ‘Bill’, the person named ‘Sue’. . . }

8 Accounting for the cross-linguistic patterns of the lexicalization of the acquaintance version of know and the
knowledge version of know is outside the scope of this paper. But, here I suggest that the lexical difference between the
two versions of know in languages like German or French can be accounted for when we analyze the acquaintance
version as lexicalizing ‘know’ + " (probably with certain restrictions on the cover to be used) while the knowledge
version as lexicalizing ‘know’ without ".
9 For some reason, it appears that verbs like report or tell allow only this kind of ‘existence’ acquaintance reading if
they have a CQ reading at all. I have to leave why this is the case as an open question.
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Based on the cover in (27), the CQ reading of She knows Jim is roughly paraphrased as “She
correctly believes that the person named ‘Jim’ is Jim” (where the definite description is read de
dicto while the name Jim rigidly refers to the individual Jim) or ‘She can identify Jim based on his
name.’ I claim that this analysis captures the weak ‘existence’ reading of know and other ResPs.
In sum, the contrast in the entailment patterns between ResPs and ProPs can be explained
based on their basic selectional properties, once we adopt the current proposal: ResPs only select
for questions while ProPs only select for propositions. When attitude verbs are combined with a
content DP, the abstract individual denoted by the content DP has to be type-shifted to fit the type
that the verbs want. Assuming that only the type shifters " (the CQ type-shifter) and * (denoting
Fcont ) can fulfill the need of converting an individual into questions and propositions, respectively,
the difference in the entailment falls out straightforwardly. The acquaintance reading of ResPs is
accounted for as an instance of CQ readings. Note that the present account does not need to stipulate
the difference in the entailment patterns in the lexical semantics of the two types of attitude verbs in
a way that is independent from the ability to embed interrogatives. The contrast is accounted for by
the interaction between the basic denotations of ResPs/ProPs and the independently motivated type
shifting operations that are applied to resolve the type mismatch.

3.3 On exclusively interrogative-embedding verbs
The proposal of the current paper in a general form is the following: if a predicate can embed
either a declarative or an interrogative clause, it is semantically (only) question-taking. On the other
hand, if a predicate only embeds a declarative clause, it is semantically proposition-taking. Thus,
schematically, an attitude verb R can have one of the two denotations in the following.
(28)

a. RP = λp2Dhs,ti λx.R⇤x,4 ✓ p
b. RQ = λQ2Dhst,ti λx.8p2Q[CR (p) ! R⇤x,4 ✓ p]
where R⇤x,4 is a set of worlds that are compatible with the relevant attitude of the attitude
holder x in w and CR is a lexically-determined restriction on the propositions

A predicate having the denotation in (b) can embed a declarative complement as well as an
interrogative complement with the help of that* in (14).
An immediate question that one would raise against the current proposal is what to do with
exclusively interrogative-embedding verbs like ask and wonder (I NQUISITIVE VERBS in Karttunen’s
(1977) classification). If these verbs have the schematic denotation in (b), we wrongly predict that
they can embed a declarative complement just like know does, with the help of that*.
I argue that this problem can be avoided since exclusively interrogative-embedding verbs are
characterized by what I will refer to as the NON - TRIVIALITY PRESUPPOSITION, which requires the
proposition set in the complement to be non-singleton. The presupposition is stated below.
(29)

[[wonder/ask/inquire]]4 (Q)(x) is defined iff x can believe both of the following:
a. λw.9p2Q[p(w) = 1]
(In prose, there is a true proposition in Q)
b. λw.9p2Q[p(w) = 0]
(In prose, there is a false proposition in Q)

Intuitively, Inquisitive verbs presuppose that it is possible that the subject believes the question to
be non-trivial, in the sense that one can either correctly or incorrectly answer the question.
I will leave the exact formulation of the interpretation of the modal ‘can’ in (29) unspecified,
but whatever formulation we choose for the possibility modal, clearly (29) cannot be satisfied if Q
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is a singleton given that a single proposition cannot be both true and false in a particular world. The
net result is that the singleton set of a proposition denoted by a that*-clause cannot be combined
with an Inquisitive verb like ask or wonder, as it will necessarily result in a presupposition failure.
This non-triviality presupposition can be tested independently of the possibility of embedding a
declarative. In the following examples, it is shown that know + a singleton wh-question can be a
coherent utterance while wonder + a singleton wh-question sounds odd, which can be accounted for
as arising from the presupposition failure of the non-triviality presupposition in (29).
(30) (Situation: the speakers are discussing whether each instructor knows/wonders which of their
students are linguistics-majors. John has only one student while Sue has ten students, and
both know the number of their students.)
a. John knows which student of his is a linguistics-major since he knows that his unique
student is a linguistics-major.
b. #John wonders which student of his is a linguistics-major since he wonders whether his
unique student is a linguistics-major or not.
c. Sue wonders which student of hers is a linguistics-major since she wonders whether one
of her students is a linguistics-major or not.
The wh-clause in (a) probably has the implicature that John has multiple students, but the implicature
can be canceled by the since-clause, which explicitly states that John has a single student. On
the other hand, we see that a parallel ‘cancellation’ of the oddity of the first clause of (b) is
impossible. Note that the acceptability of example (c), which forms a minimal pair with (b), shows
that wondering whether one student is a linguistics-major can suffice one to wonder which student
among multiple students is a linguistics major. Thus, the oddity of (b) really comes from the fact
that the question denoted by the wh-clause is singleton.
To sum up, exclusively interrogative-embedding verbs, such as wonder and ask, do not constitute
counterexamples to the current proposal. This is because they have a characteristic presupposition
requiring the question-denotation of the complement to be ‘non-trivial’, which explains their
impossibility to combine with a singleton question denoted by a that*-clause.10

4 Comparison with alternative approaches
4.1 Ginzburg (1995)
To my knowledge, Ginzburg (1995) is the only compositional semantic account of the contrast in
the entailment patterns between ResPs and ProPs given in (2). Ginzburg accounts for the contrast
by arguing that ProPs select for a proposition but factive ResPs select for a ‘fact’, a different object
from a proposition in his ontology (originally due to Russell 1918/1919). According to him, a
declarative complement of know denotes a fact while the question-denotation of an interrogative
10 A

(i)

related problem is how to account for the contrast between ResPs and Inquisitive verbs shown in (i).
a. John knows the question of who left. 6|= John knows who left.
b. John asked her the question of who left. |= John asked her who left.

(cf. Ginzburg 1995).

Accounting for this contrast is one of the biggest open questions of the current paper. I here tentatively assume that
Inquisitive verbs lexically encode a function that converts an individual into the question in its content. I leave an
explanation of this aspect of the lexical semantics of the Inquisitive verbs for future study.
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complement can be turned into a fact that resolves the question by the mechanism of semantic
coercion. Factive predicates like know are combined with a fact resulting from this coercion.
Specifically, assuming that a content DP like the rumor denotes a proposition, Ginzburg argues
that a sentence of the form x knows the rumor only has a CQ (or an acquaintance) reading. On
the other hand, a declarative complement of know can denote a fact, and be combined with know.
Hence the entailment does not go through. In contrast, ProPs such as believe select for a proposition.
Since the rumor denotes a proposition which is identical to the denotation of its complement, the
entailment from x believes the rumor that p to x believes that p is straightforward.
He supports his claim about ResPs by the observation that the entailment of the form in (2) does
hold when the nominal is factive, such as fact or truth, as shown below.
(31)

John knows the {fact/truth} that Mary left. |= John knows that Mary left.

Factive DPs such as the fact or the truth denote facts. Therefore, it is predicted that a fact-selecting
verb such as know can license the entailment when they take a factive DP object, just as in the case
where a proposition-selecting verb such as believe takes a proposition-denoting DP object.
This analysis by Ginzburg, however, has several problems. First of all, his account of the lack of
the entailment applies only to factive responsive ResPs, but not to non-factive ResPs, such as report
or communicate. Ginzburg argues that non-factive ResPs select for a proposition, and thus predicts
that the problematic entailment goes through when they take a content DP like the rumor. However,
as Lahiri (2002: 290–291) notes, this prediction is not borne out, as shown below.11
(32)

John {reported/communicated} the rumor/hypothesis that Mary left.
6|= John {reported/communicated} that Mary left.

Also, there is a problem of overgeneration due to the coercion mechanisms that he posits. In
accounting for the declarative-embedding of factive ResPs, Ginzburg actually assumes a mechanism
of coercion that converts a proposition denoted by a declarative clause into a fact that proves the
proposition, in addition to the coercion from questions to facts. But, once we had this coercion
mechanism, it is not clear why it does not apply to content DPs like the rumor, and licenses the
problematic entailment. That is, if know is combined with the result of applying the proposition-tofact coercion to the rumor, John knows the rumor that p would mean ‘John knows a fact proving the
rumor that p’, which in turn means that John knows that p. This is exactly the entailment that we
want to prevent from arising, but it is not clear how it is blocked in Ginzburg’s system.12 Ginzburg
addresses this problem in his paper (pp.597–598). However, he only suggests that an alternative
CQ reading is available in these sentences, but does not discuss why the problematic reading that I
sketched above is blocked.13
11 Another

non-factive ResP tell does not seem to behave exactly in the same way as report or communicate. See fn.
1. This behavior of tell is not a problem for Ginzburg unlike report. However, the current account might need to assume
that tell is ambiguous between a proposition-taking and a question-taking version to account for it.
12 A similar problem arises in example (i).
(i) John knows the question of who left. 6|= John knows who left.
Given that the DP the question. . . denotes a question just as an interrogative complement does, as Ginzburg assumes,
the coercion from a question to a fact resolving the question should license the entailment, contrary to the data. It
follows from ‘John knows a fact that resolves the question of who left’ that ‘John knows who left’.
13 On the other hand, in the proposed system, it is impossible to apply that*-operator to the result of first applying
Fcont to the denotation of a content DP. This is because that* is not a syntactically null operator that can be freely
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Furthermore, other things being equal, a general process of coercion from questions to facts
predicts that a verb must be able to embed a question if a verb can embed a fact (ie. it is factive).
However, there are counterexamples to this prediction: verbs such as regret and resent are factive,
but they do not embed an interrogative, as the following example shows.
(33)

John regrets {that he cannot accept the invitation/*who can accept the invitation}.

Ginzburg needs independent stipulations to account for the behavior of these verbs.
Lastly, the data that the entailment goes through for ResPs when the nominal is factive does
not favor Ginzburg’s analysis over my analysis. This is because the data can be straightforwardly
captured in the current analysis as a result of the CQ reading with de dicto interpretation of the
description the fact, given that factive nominals predicate of the complement as true, as follows.
(34)

[[fact]]4 = λx 2 D.Fcont (x)(w) = 1

Below, I sketch the derivation of the entailment in (31) in an informal fashion. See the appendix for
the proof of the entailment in a more formal setting. In my account, the left hand side of (31), John
knows the fact that Mary left, has the CQ reading ‘John knows which object is identical to the fact
that Mary left’, where each proposition in the CQ presupposes that Mary left due to the entailment
of the nominal fact and the presupposition triggered by the definite article. Since John correctly
believes this proposition, he believes that Mary left, and by the factivity of ‘know’, it is true that
Mary left. Hence, John knows that Mary left.
Thus, I argue that the current proposal has advantages over Ginzburg’s (1995) account.
Furthermore, it is worthwhile to note that the current proposal succeeds in capturing the data
in an ontology that is more conservative than Ginzburg’s, who assumes quite a rich ontology
including ‘facts’ and ‘questions’ as primitives distinct from ‘propositions’.

4.2 Question-to-proposition reduction theories
In this section, I compare the current analysis with a more standard approach to ResPs where
their question-taking meanings are reduced to their proposition-taking meanings. (Karttunen 1977;
Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984; Lahiri 2002, among others) An interesting property of the current
proposition-to-question reduction analysis is that it involves the opposite reduction from the standard
approach. In the standard approach, the proposition-embedding meaning of a ResP is basic, from
which question-embedding is derived in some way or other. On the other hand, in the current
analysis, the proposition-embedding meaning of a ResP is basic, from which the embedding of
declaratives is derived.
The two analyses differ in the variety of embedding possibilities they allow for a single predicate.
Specifically, as stated in Section 3.3, the current theory predicts that there would be no verb that
exclusively embeds an interrogative. On the other hand, the standard question-to-proposition
reduction theory predicts that there would be no exclusively proposition-taking predicate unless
further stipulations. This is because, for any proposition-taking denotation, there must in principle be
a corresponding question-taking denotation if the reduction from question-embedding to propositionembedding is general. Take, for example, Groenendijk & Stokhof’s (1984) theory. In their analysis,
the extension of an interrogative clause is a proposition, and thus it can be combined with know,
applied in the LF, but really is a declarative complementizer encoding a specific operation, which is syntactically
unavailable in a DP.
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which selects for a proposition. However, unless there is an additional stipulation, it is predicted
that believe can embed an interrogative clause in the same way.
At first glance, both of these predictions seem to be problematic, as can be seen in the actual
embedding patterns of attitude predicates summarized below.
(35)
embed interrogatives
not embed interrogatives

embed declaratives
not embed declaratives
know, be certain, tell etc.
ask, wonder etc.
believe, think etc.
—

The exclusively interrogative-embedding verbs such as ask and wonder are prima facie problematic
for the current analysis, and so are the exclusively declarative-embedding verbs such as believe and
think for the standard question-to-proposition reduction analysis. However, as argued in Section 3.3,
there is an independent semantic explanation for why verbs such as ask or wonder cannot embed a
declarative: they presuppose that the proposition-set they combine with is non-singleton.
On the other hand, it is difficult to account for the existence of exclusively declarative-embedding
verbs on independent semantic grounds. That is, the set of verbs that exclusively embed a declarative
does not seem to be characterized by any independent lexical semantic property. One argument
comes from the lexical semantic similarity between believe and be certain. Assuming that there is
no independently testable lexical semantic difference between believe and be certain, it is hard to
explain from their meanings why believe does not embed an interrogative complement while be
certain does. Note, however, that the existence of exclusively declarative-embedding predicates
(and the fact that they cannot be independently characterized) is not problematic for the proposed
analysis. This is because the proposed constraint on the lexical denotation allows an attitude verb to
have a proposition-taking denotation, and there is no general operation by which a question-taking
denotation is created out of this proposition-taking denotation.
Hence, the prediction of the current proposal is borne out, but that of the standard analysis is
not. Exclusively question-taking verbs form a semantically natural class in having the non-triviality
presupposition, so that their behavior can be explained away within the proposed theory. On the
other hand, exclusively proposition-taking verbs are difficult to characterize semantically, and thus
they require extra stipulations in the question-to-proposition reduction theories.14

5 Conclusions
In this paper, I have argued that Responsive Predicates (ResPs) only take a set of propositions as
a semantic argument, based on the contrast between ResPs and Exclusively Proposition-taking
Predicates (ProPs) in the entailment patterns involving a content DP. When a ResP embeds a
declarative complement, the complementizer turns the proposition denoted by the complement into
a trivialized question, giving rise to correct truth conditions.
Equipped with independently motivated type-shifting operations, the proposal provides a novel
account of the contrast in entailment between ResPs and ProPs when they take a content DP. The
account has empirical and conceptual advantage over Ginzburg’s (1995) existing analysis. Also,
the proposed reduction from declarative-embedding to interrogative-embedding captures the fact
that Exclusively Interrogative-embedding predicates, such as ask or wonder, form a semantically
natural class. On the other hand, the proposal avoids the problematic prediction of the standard
14 See

George (2011) for other problems with the question-to-proposition reduction theories.
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reduction from interrogative-embedding to declarative-embedding, ie. the prediction that any
declarative-embedding verb should be able to embed an interrogative unless further stipulations.

Appendix: A proof of the entailment with fact
We assume the following denotation for the fact that p
(36)

[[the fact that p]]4,C = ιx[Fcont (x)(w) = 1 ^ Fcont (x) = p

By the definition of ", [[John knows " the fact that p]]4,C = 1 iff John correctly believes (37) in w.
(37) λw0 .8c 2 R C [c(w) = ιx[Fcont (x)(w) = 1 ^ Fcont (x) = p] , c(w0 ) = ιx[Fcont (x)(w0 ) = 1 ^
Fcont (x) = p]]
By the presupposition of ι, (37) is defined only for worlds w0 such that there is a (unique) object
x with Fcont (x)(w0 ) = 1 ^ Fcont (x) = p. This is true only if p(w0 ) = 1. Since John believes this
proposition in w, for all doxastic alternatives w0 of John’s, p(w0 ) = 1. Therefore, he believes that p
in w. Similarly, by the other instance of ι, (37) is defined only if w is such that there is a (unique)
object x with Fcont (x)(w) = 1 ^ Fcont (x) = p, which in turn entails that p(w) = 1. Therefore, it is
true that p in w. Hence John believes that p and p is true in w. It follows that John knows that p in
w.
⇤
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U NIVERSAL FREE CHOICE ?∗
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Radboud University Nijmegen

1 Introduction
If someone tells me that I can have coffee or tea, I infer that I can have coffee and that I can have
tea. These so-called free choice inferences (FCIs) appear to compromise the widely held view that
‘or’ is the natural language equivalent of logical disjunction. After all, a disjunction does not entail
its disjuncts. FCIs are not confined to deontic contexts, but occur whenever ‘or’ is embedded under
an existential operator. In (1), for instance, ‘or’ is embedded under an epistemic modal operator:
(1)

John might be in Amsterdam or Berlin.
{ John might be in Amsterdam.
{ John might be in Berlin.

The FCI problem has provoked a wide range of possible solutions. Some of these locate the source
of FCIs in the semantics of the existential operator (e.g., Merin 1992, Barker 2010) or the lexical
item ‘or’ (e.g., Zimmermann 2000, Geurts 2005). Others adopt a different approach, explaining
FCIs as a variety of scalar implicature (e.g., Fox 2007, Geurts 2010). A scalar implicature (SI) is
an upper-bounded construal of a sentence containing a scalar term, as in (2):
(2)

John ate some of the apples.
{ John did not eat all of the apples.

The reasoning process that underlies the derivation of FCIs can be summarized as follows. A
speaker who says (3) could have been more informative by saying (3a) or (3b). These sentences
come with an exhaustivity inference that I cannot have tea (in the case of 3a) or coffee (in the case
of 3b). Why didn’t the speaker use these sentences? Presumably, because she does not believe
them to be true. That is, she does not believe that I can have coffee but not tea, and she does not
believe that I can have tea but not coffee. Given that the speaker believes her utterance to be true,
it follows that she believes that I can have coffee and that I can have tea.
∗ E-mail:

bobvantiel@gmail.com. Thanks to Bart Geurts for comments on an earlier version. This research
was supported by a grant from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO), which is gratefully
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You can have coffee or tea.
a. You can have coffee.
b. You can have tea.

Several observations speak in favor of an SI approach. Like SIs, FCIs are absent in downwardentailing contexts. That is to say, (4) does not merely convey that you cannot choose between
having coffee or tea; it implies that you cannot have either. In upward-entailing contexts, FCIs can
be cancelled by professing ignorance about the truth of the FCIs, as in (5). This again mirrors the
behavior of SIs.
(4)

You cannot have coffee or tea.

(5)

You can take coffee or tea, but I do not know which.

It has also been argued that there are pretheoretical reasons to prefer an SI approach. As a matter
of principle, it is better to explain inferences by means of independently motivated pragmatic
principles than by positing semantic ambiguities. Grice (1989) calls this principle ‘Modified
Occam’s Razor’.
If the SI approach is correct, FCIs provide an important test case to decide between different
theories of SIs. The traditional view is that SIs are conversational implicatures (e.g., Horn 1972,
Geurts 2009). Someone who hears (2) may reason as follows. The speaker could have made a
stronger statement by saying that John ate all of the apples. Why didn’t she do so? Presumably,
she does not believe that John ate all of the apples. Assuming that the speaker knows whether John
ate all of the apples, it follows that she believes that John did not eat all of the apples.
Alternatively, it has been argued that sentences with a scalar term are ambiguous between a
reading with and without the SI. Initially, this ambiguity was taken to reside in the lexical meaning
of scalar terms (e.g., Levinson 2000). More recently, it has been proposed that the ambiguity is
caused by the optional presence of a covert syntactic operator, whose meaning is essentially that
of ‘only’ (e.g., Chierchia 2006, Fox 2007). If this exhaustivity operator is appended to (2), ‘some’
is interpreted as ‘only some’ and thus comes to exclude all. I refer to both elaborations of the
ambiguity thesis as conventionalism.
The pragmatic and conventionalist accounts make different predictions in case a scalar term
is embedded e.g., under a universal quantifier like in (6). According to the pragmatic account,
(6) conveys at most that not all the squares are connected to all of the circles. The conventionalist
account predicts the stronger inference that no square is connected to all of the circles. This reading
is arrived at by attaching the exhaustivity operator to the embedded sentence, before appending the
universal quantifier.
(6)

All the squares are connected to some of the circles.

While sentences like (6) have been investigated at length, there is still no consensus about
what exactly they convey (Geurts and Pouscoulous 2009a, Chemla and Spector 2011, van Tiel
submitted).
Both pragmatic and conventionalist accounts of SIs have the means to account for singular
FCIs. But only the conventionalist account predicts FCIs to occur in embedded positions. In
support of the latter account, Chemla (2009) found that participants consider the universal FCIs in
(7) as robust as their singular counterparts:

Universal free choice?
(7)
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Every guest can have coffee or tea.
{ Every guest can have coffee.
{ Every guest can have tea.

If FCIs are SIs and if FCIs occur in embedded positions, the pragmatic account of SIs appears to
be in deep trouble. However, Geurts and Pouscoulous (2009b) have argued that universal FCIs can
be incorporated in a pragmatic framework after all. Their account is based on the intuition that
universal FCIs are confined to permission-giving sentences. They cite the examples below in order
to show that the inferences appear to be less robust in other contexts.
(8)

Every student can write a haiku or play the Moonlight Sonata.
?{ Every student can write a haiku.
?{ Every student can play the Moonlight Sonata.

(9)

Every day, some of the guests ordered scrambled eggs or an omelet.
?{ Some of the guests ordered an omelet.
?{ Some of the guests ordered scrambled eggs.

If these intuitions are correct, the problem for the pragmatic account might not be as daunting as
it seemed. Of course, it remains to give an explanation as to why universal FCIs are licensed in
permission-giving contexts. According to Geurts and Pouscoulous, someone who says (7) actually
performs a distributive speech act. The speaker gives permission not to the group as a whole, but
to every individual member of the group. The problem of universal free choice thus boils down to
the problem of singular free choice. Since several pragmatic solutions to the latter problem have
been proposed (e.g., Geurts 2010, Franke 2011), a pragmatic account of SIs can be salvaged after
all.
Geurts and Pouscoulous thus provide an intuitively plausible explanation to salvage the
pragmatic account. But is their explanation correct? There are at least three reasons to challenge
their proposal:
∗ Geurts and Pouscoulous’ account hinges on their intuitions about complex sentences. Since
intuitions about such sentences are likely to be heavily theory-laden, naive participants
should be probed for their judgements.
∗ Only a small number of example sentences are provided to show that universal FCIs appear
to be restricted to permission-giving contexts. These examples might be idiosyncratic in
some way. It is unclear if Geurts and Pouscoulous’ intuitions are vindicated across a wider
variety of examples.
∗ One reason for the fragility of universal FCIs in sentences that cannot be used to grant
permission could be that the corresponding singular FCIs are less robust as well. If so,
the fragility of universal FCIs might be ascribed to this difference instead of an effect of
embedding.
To address these concerns, I conducted an inference task in the vein of Chemla (2009).

2 Free choice under embedding
According to Geurts and Pouscoulous, the universal FCIs attested by Chemla are caused by the
particular speech act performed by means of the sentences in question. Only FCIs in sentences that
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Please indicate how strongly the conclusion follows from the sentence below
Every week, some of the children had the flu or the measles.
CONCLUSION: Every week, some of the children had the flu.
WEAK

STRONG

Figure 1: Experimental item used to test the robustness of universal FCIs.
can be used to give permission survive embedding under a universal quantifier. That is, the effect
of embedding a free choice sentence under a universal quantifier on the robustness of FCIs should
be significantly bigger for sentences that cannot be used to give permission than for sentences that
can. I tested this hypothesis in an inference task.
Two versions of this task were created. In the Baseline version, participants encountered only
unembedded free choice sentences. In the Embedded version, the same sentences were embedded
under a universal quantifier. The inclusion of a Baseline version was necessary to factor in a
possible explanation for Geurts and Pouscoulous’ intuitions. The reason that universal FCIs are
intuitively less robust in sentences that cannot be used to grant permission might be that FCIs in
general are less robust in such contexts. Therefore I investigated the effect of embedding rather
than just the robustness of embedded FCIs.

2.1 Participants
In total 54 Dutch participants filled in the questionnaire. 30 of these filled in the Embedded version
and 24 the Baseline version. Participants were not paid for their participation. No participants were
excluded from the analysis. The questionnaire took between 10 and 15 minutes to complete.

2.2 Material and design
Each page of the questionnaire showed a sentence followed by a conclusion (cf. Figure 1).
Participants were instructed to indicate how strongly the conclusion followed from the sentence.
To this end, they could set a line anywhere on a bar. The further to the right the line was set, the
more strongly the conclusion was felt to follow. The dependent variable was the proportion of bar
to the left of the line. The set-up of the experiment was essentially the same as the inference task
used by Chemla (2009).
The questionnaire consisted of 35 items in seven conditions. In the four target conditions,
‘or’ was embedded under a deontic, epistemic or dynamic modal operator, or under an existential
quantifier.1 Three filler conditions were added to the mix. The first filler condition consisted of
1 Dutch

‘mogen’ was used to express deontic modality. Both epistemic and dynamic modality were expressed by
‘kunnen’. In the epistemic case, every sentence began with ‘According to [name]’ so that it was clear what modality
was intended. The existential quantifier used in the Existential condition was ‘enkele’ (“some”). The universal
quantifier was varied between ‘alle’ (“all”) and ‘iedere’ (“every”).
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Strength of Free Choice Inference
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Figure 2: Strength of the FCI when ‘or’ is embedded under a deontic, dynamic or epistemic modal,
or under an existential quantifier.
sentences with ‘and’ instead of ‘or’. The second filler condition consisted of sentences with ‘or’
embedded in the antecedent of a conditional. An example of the first two filler conditions is given
in (10):
(10)

a. Every guest took a sausage and a slice of bacon from the barbecue.
b. If everyone votes for or against the motion, a second vote will not be necessary.

The final filler condition mirrored the target conditions but involved a conclusion that was not
supported by the sentence. In every condition but the last, the conclusion was the same as the
target sentence except that the disjunction or conjunction was replaced by one of the disjuncts
or conjuncts. Every condition consisted of five items. The order of the items and the disjunct
or conjunct that was presented in the conclusion was randomized across multiple lists. The full
instructions, as well as a list with target sentences, are given in the Appendix.
Note that the conclusion that was offered to participants differs from the one Chemla included
in his inference task. Rather than one of the disjuncts, Chemla asked participants whether it
follows from e.g., (7) that every guest can choose between the two disjuncts. I avoided this
choice of conclusion because it does not readily extend to other free choice licensing environments.
However, the results for the deontic context did not differ from those found by Chemla, so this
difference appears to be immaterial.

2.3 Results
The lefthand panel of Figure 2 shows the results of the Baseline version. The median strength of
singular FCIs is the highest in the Deontic condition (M = 95%). FCIs are slightly less strong in
the Epistemic condition (M = 88%), followed by both the Existential and Dynamic condition (both
M’s = 48%). Paired Welch’s t-tests show that all of the means are significantly different (all p’s <
.05) except for the means of the Deontic and Epistemic condition (t(197) = 1.41, p = .16) and the
Dynamic and Existential condition (t(197) < 1).
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The results of the Embedded version, as depicted in the righthand panel of Figure 2, show a
similar pattern. The median strength is the highest in the Deontic condition (M = 90%). FCIs
are less strong in the Epistemic condition (M = 67%), followed by the Existential condition (M =
38%). The median strength of universal FCIs is the lowest in the Dynamic condition (M = 13%).
Paired Welch’s t-tests show that all of the means are significantly different (all p’s < .05).
To test the effect of embedding on the robustness of FCIs, I conducted a three-way analysis
of variance with Version (Baseline or Embedded) and Condition (Deontic, Dynamic, Epistemic or
Existential) as fixed factors and Item as a random factor nested under Condition. There were main
effects of Version (F(1, 16) = 29.94, p < .001, partial η 2 = .652), Condition (F(3, 16) = 20.25, p
< .001, partial η 2 = .791) and Item (F(16, 16) = 3.03, p < .05, partial η 2 = .752). The interactions
between Version and Condition (F(3, 16) = 1.98, p < .157) and Version and Item (F(16, 933) =
1.41, p < .128) did not reach significance. The absence of a significant interaction between Version
and Item proves that the effect of Version did not depend on the particular items involved.
For a more detailed picture, I compared the effects of Version and Item on the respective
conditions by means of two-way analyses of variance. The effect of Item was significant in every
condition (p < .05). There was a significant effect of Version in the Epistemic, Dynamic and
Existential condition (p < .05). In the Deontic condition, the effect of Version was marginally
significant (F(1, 234) = 2.89, p < .09, partial η 2 = .012). The interaction between Version and
Item was significant only in the Epistemic condition (F(4, 234) = 3.25, p < .05, partial η 2 = .053).
On closer inspection, this interaction is almost entirely due to (11):
(11)

According to the professor, this / every research question can be answered by means of a
survey or an experiment.

The singular FCI licensed by (11) was highly robust (M = 91%), in stark contrast to its universal
counterpart (M = 30%). Given the minimal size of the effect, I do not think that this interaction
has any theoretical consequences.

3 Discussion
While vindicating some of Geurts and Pouscoulous’ intuitions, the results on the whole disprove
their explanation for universal FCIs. Universal FCIs are indeed less robust in sentences that cannot
be used to grant permission. In fact, only the Deontic condition did not show a significant main
effect of Version. That is, the mean robustness of singular and universal FCIs did not differ
significantly in the Deontic condition, as opposed to the other target conditions. But a glance at
Figure 2 suffices to see that universal FCIs are not absent in at least the Epistemic and Existential
conditions. Only in the Dynamic condition might it be argued that FCIs actually disappear
under embedding. What is worse, the interaction between Condition and Version does not reach
significance. So the effect of Version is the same for all target conditions.
Further evidence against Geurts and Pouscoulous’ explanation comes from the particular items
used in the Deontic condition. The main verb in the target sentences was either in the present or
past tense:
(12)

a. Every visitor can take a cocktail or some lemonade.
b. Every student was allowed to take an apple or a pear.
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While the former sentences can be used to give permission, the latter can only be used to report
permission. The effect of embedding on the robustness of FCIs licensed by permission-giving
sentences (M = 95% in the Baseline version against M = 90% in the Embedded version) was
not significantly bigger than the effect of embedding on permission reports (M = 93% against M =
90%). This provides strong evidence that universal FCIs cannot be explained as distributive speech
acts.
A remarkable observation is that the robustness of FCIs largely depends on the kind of operator
involved. FCIs are highly robust when ‘or’ is embedded under a deontic or epistemic modal
operator. The inferences are much less robust under a dynamic modal operator or an existential
quantifier. This variance is not expected on any account of FCIs and stands in need of clarification.
One explanation might be that sentences involving deontic or epistemic modalities require a
greater deal of speaker competence than sentences involving dynamic modality or existential
quantification. Properties and abilities can usually be observed, permission and knowledge cannot.
Partial knowledge about permission and knowledge is thus less likely than partial knowledge about
properties and abilities. Since a reading without FCIs expresses partial knowledge, this might have
caused more participants to derive FCIs for sentences involving deontic or epistemic modality.
The results pose a serious problem for the pragmatic account of SIs, which predicts universal
FCIs to be restricted to permission-giving contexts. However, Franke (2011) tentatively suggests
that universal FCIs in other contexts might be accounted for within a pragmatic framework as well.
If its FCIs are not licensed, a sentence like (13) is associated with a situation in which some of the
guests can take coffee while others can take tea.
(13)

Every guest can take coffee or tea.

According to Franke, if this situation is sufficiently improbable, an interpretation without FCIs
might be excluded on a priori grounds. This leads the hearer to adopt the correct interpretation that
licenses the FCIs.
Against this proposal, it must be noted that ordinary SIs seem to be notoriously insensitive to
probability considerations. Geurts (2010) gives the example in (14). Even though it is presumably
highly unlikely that some but not all of the marbles sank to the bottom, this is exactly what (14)
conveys. If Franke is right, universal FCIs are thus sensitive to world knowledge considerations
in a way that ordinary SIs are not. Franke’s account stands in need of explaining this asymmetry.
Under what circumstances can plausibility considerations affect the interpretation of scalar terms?
(14)

Cleo threw all the marbles in the swimming pool. Some of them sank to the bottom.

In any case, before concluding that there are embedded SIs and that the pragmatic account is on
the wrong track, a more pressing matter is to find out whether FCIs are really SIs. The arguments
that have been adduced to prove this point are anything but conclusive. As noted in section 1,
FCIs mirror SIs in their propensity to disappear in downward-entailing environments. Admittedly,
this behavior poses a problem for theories that locate the source of FCIs in the semantics of ‘or’
(Zimmermann 2000, Geurts 2005), but other theories are capable of accounting for it (e.g., Barker
2010).
In fact, several observations speak against the idea that FCIs are SIs. In section 1, I noted that
FCIs are cancellable by professing ignorance about the truth of the FCIs. This mirrors the behavior
of SIs. But SIs can also be cancelled by explicitly rejecting the stronger alternative, like in (15).
This conversational move is inadmissible for FCIs, as (16) evidences:
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(15)

John ate some of the apples but he did not eat all of them.

(16)

*You can have coffee or tea but you cannot have coffee.

Another worry is that FCIs are licensed even if the disjunction outscopes the modal operator. SI
accounts fail to derive FCIs in these environments and have to make ancillary assumptions. For
example, Geurts (2010:107) concedes that ‘or’ has “a non-Boolean flavor” in such contexts.
(17)

You can have coffee or you can have tea.

Recent experimental findings suggest a more direct method to test if a particular inference is
an SI. Bott and Noveck (2004) found that the computation of an SI slows down reaction times.
Participants who judged underinformative sentences like (18) false – and who thus interpreted
‘some’ as ‘some but not all’ – were on average slower than participants who judged the sentence
true. In the same vein, De Neys and Schaeken (2007) found that participants who are under
cognitive load are less prone to compute SIs. Cognitive load was manipulated by means of dot
patterns participants had to remember.
(18)

Some dogs are mammals.

So if FCIs are SIs, similar findings are expected for the derivation of FCIs. Until these have been
found, it is impossible to say conclusively whether universal FCIs jeopardize a pragmatic account
of SIs or whether SI interpretations of FCIs are consistently off the mark.
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Appendix
Instructions
Dear participant,
First of all, thank you for your participation in this survey. The survey consists of
questions like the following:
Please indicate how strongly the conclusion follows from the sentence below
Karel has studied eight hours a day for the past three weeks.
CONCLUSION: Karel will pass his exam.
WEAK

STRONG

The question is the same for all items. The sentence and the conclusion differ per item.
Your task is to indicate how strongly the conclusion follows from the sentence. To this
end, you can put a line on the bar. The further to the right the line is put, the stronger
the conclusion follows from the sentence.
Fill in the items one by one and do not leaf forward or backward. There is no time
limit, but do not think too long before giving an answer. Just follow your first intuition.
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Target sentences
Deontic
(1)

a. Jan was allowed to take an apple or a banana.
b. Every student was allowed to take an apple or a banana.

(2)

a. Gerard was allowed to take a bottle of water or lemonade.
b. Every sportsman was allowed to take a bottle of water or lemonade.

(3)

a. Richard may take a card or roll the dice again.
b. Every player may take a card or roll the dice again.

(4)

a. Ria may take a cocktail or a glass of lemonade.
b. Every visitor may take a cocktail or a glass of lemonade.

(5)

a. Johan may take a ham or cheese sandwich.
b. Every visitor may take a ham or cheese sandwich.

Dynamic
(1)

a. Thomas can speak French or Italian.
b. Every employee can speak French or Italian.

(2)

a. Hans can play the guitar or the drums.
b. Every band member can play the guitar or the drums.

(3)

a. Karel can read Greek or Latin.
b. Every student can read Greek or Latin.

(4)

a. Karin can write a haiku or a limerick.
b. Every pupil can write a haiku or a limerick.

(5)

a. Marcel can navigate a tank or an airplane.
b. Every soldier can navigate a tank or an airplane.

Epistemic
(1)

a. According to the doctor, Piet might have the flu or the measles.
b. According to the doctor, every pupil might have the flu or the measles.

(2)

a. According to the gardener, the seed might be a plant or a tree next year.
b. According to the gardener, every seed might be a plant or a tree next year.
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(3)

a. According to the secret service, the warehouse might be a drugs laboratory or a weed
plantation.
b. According to the secret service, every warehouse might be a drugs laboratory or a weed
plantation.

(4)

a. According to the professor, this research question might be answered by means of a
survey or an experiment.
b. According to the professor, every research question might be answered by means of a
survey or an experiment.

(5)

a. According to the commander, the city might be a target for bomb squadrons or war
ships.
b. According to the commander, every city might be a target for bomb squadrons or war
ships.

Existential
(1)

a. Some people took a dog or a cat out of the animal home today.
b. Every day, some people take a dog or a cat out of the animal home.

(2)

a. Some children had the flu or the measles.
b. Every week, some children have the flu or the measles.

(3)

a. Some guests ordered an omelette or a sandwich this morning.
b. Every morning, some guests order an omelette or a sandwich.

(4)

a. The computer had some problems with the software or the hardware.
b. Every computer had some problems with the software or the hardware.

(5)

a. Some players received a yellow or red card during the match.
b. Every match, some players received a yellow or red card.
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Figure 3: Strength of the FCI when ‘or’ is embedded under a deontic, dynamic or epistemic modal,
or under an existential quantifier, further subdivided by item.

ON THE EVENT SEMANTICS OF NOMINALS AND
ADJECTIVES – THE ONE-ARGUMENT HYPOTHESIS1
YOAD WINTER
JOOST ZWARTS
Utrecht University

1 Events in nominals
As is well known from Bolinger (1967), Vendler (1967) and Larson (1998), among others,
sentence (1) is ambiguous.
(1) Olga is a beautiful dancer.
Under one reading Olga herself is beautiful; another reading is that Olga’s dancing is
beautiful. Larson derives this ambiguity by treating the noun dancer in a Davidsonian way, as
having not only an argument over individuals but also an argument over events, i.e.
dancing(e,x). The adjective beautiful is a simple one-place predicate that can either apply to
the individual argument, giving the “intersective” reading (with Olga is a beautiful dancer
entailing Olga is beautiful) or it can apply to the event argument, which gives the nonintersective reading (where Olga is a beautiful dancer does not entail Olga is beautiful). The
two analyses are given in (2a) and (2b) respectively.
(2) a. ∃e [ dancing(e,olga) ∧ beautiful(olga) ]
b. ∃e [ dancing(e,olga) ∧ beautiful(e) ]
Although conceptually attractive, Larson’s analysis has two shortcomings. As we show in
section 2, the introduction of an additional event argument in the noun creates problems for a
compositional treatment of modification and determination. This calls for a more restricted
role of events in nominals like dancer, closely linked to their verbal base. The second
shortcoming of Larson’s analysis, discussed in section 3, is that it does not straightforwardly
extend to other manner adjectives, in particular skillful, as in skillful surgeon. Our proposal is
that adjectives like skillful differ from adjectives like beautiful in applying not to individuals
or events, but to pairs of events and entities that occupy one of their theta-roles. For instance,
1

The research for this paper was funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO), for
the first author VICI grant number 277-80-002 and for the second author grant number 360-70-340.
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in the case of skillful surgeon, the pairs consist of operation events and their surgeon agents.
Adjectives like skillful apply to such pairs.
Taken together, these two adjustments of Larson’s proposal suggest a more restricted use
of events when analyzing nominals like dancer, surgeon, or king. Events are either
contributed by a verb that is part of the morphology of the noun, or are part of the pairs
denoted by the noun. We will first work out the first possibility and then the second one.

2 Beautiful dancers
2.1 The problem of the event argument
Without further assumptions the introduction of an event argument in nominals leads to
overgeneration. The reason is that many cases of modification (e.g. by adjectives or relatives)
and all cases of quantification (by determiners) should make a distinction between the two
arguments of a noun like dancer. Larson’s proposal doesn’t make such a distinction. For
instance, if both the entity argument and the event argument are available for modification by
beautiful, as in (2), then the question is why they would not be available for relative clauses
(3a) or for binding with the determiner (3b).
(3) a. every dancer
(i)
λX.∀x [ dancing(e,x) → X(x) ]
(ii) λX.∀e [ dancing(e,x) → X(e) ]
b. dancer that was in the bathroom
(i)
dancing(e,x) ∧ was-in-the-bathroom(x)
(ii) dancing(e,x) ∧ was-in-the-bathroom(e)

(not possible)

(not possible)

This suggests that something special happens with the event in (2), which is not possible in
(3a) and (3b).
Related to this is an observation by Larson (building on Bolinger 1967) that a non-event
modifier like blonde, coming between beautiful and dancer blocks the event reading.
(4) a. Olga is a blonde beautiful dancer.
b. Olga is a beautiful blonde dancer.
While (4a) is ambiguous, having both the readings in (5) below, (4b) has only the reading
represented in (5a).
(5) a. ∃e [ dancing(e,olga) & beautiful(olga) & blonde(olga) ]
b. ∃e [ dancing(e,olga) & beautiful(e) & blonde(olga) ]
This is unexpected if the two arguments of dancer are freely accessible for modification.
Larson solves this problem by connecting the two ways of applying beautiful to two syntactic
levels. While beautiful can apply both at the non-intersective N-level and the intersective Dlevel, blonde can only apply at the higher level of D, which rules out (5b) for (4a). But this
seems a rather brute force syntactic solution for a semantic problem.
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2.2 Removing the event argument
There is an insight, going back at least to Higginbotham (1985) that nouns and verbs both
have one semantic (or referential) argument. For verbs this is the Davidsonian event
argument that is targeted by modifiers and bound by existential closure (see Winter & Zwarts
2011 for a compositional treatment). For nouns it is the argument that is bound by
determiners and targeted by ordinary modifiers (intersective adjectives, PPs, restrictive
relative clauses). In addition, a verb has one or more syntactic arguments, corresponding to
the subject and objects. It is less clear that nouns also have such syntactic arguments (see
Grimshaw 1990 for extensive discussion).
If this natural picture holds for nouns, then the noun dancer can only be a predicate over
dancers, i.e. individuals who dance. There is only one semantic argument and there are no
syntactic arguments. This gives us a straightforward account of the restrictions that we saw in
the previous section. If there is only an argument over individuals, then what we can derive
are the representations in (6) (representing intersection somewhat more economically with
∩).
(6) a.
b.
c.
d.

beautiful dancer: beautiful∩dancer
every dancer: λX.∀x [ dancer(x) → X(x) ]
dancer that was in the bathroom: dancer∩that-was-in-the-bathroom
blonde beautiful dancer, beautiful blond dancer: beautiful∩blonde∩dancer

But then the question is how to derive the event reading of beautiful dancer.

2.3 Bringing the event argument back in
Some authors have analyzed the ambiguity of beautiful dancer as resulting from two different
orders of the adjective and the derivational suffix -er (Williams 2003:6, Egg 2004).
(7) a. beautiful [ -er [ dance ]]
(the person who dances is beautiful)
b. [ -er [ beautiful dance ]]
(the dancing of the person is beautiful)
In other words, the event is provided by the verb dance and it is at that level that the adjective
beautiful applies (to the event argument of dance), giving us the manner reading. Splitting the
predicate dancer into two parts allows for an ambiguity, while maintaining the restricted
view in which nouns and verbs have only one semantic argument for binding and
modification.
This way of analyzing beautiful dancer also explains why an intervening non-event
adjective like blonde blocks the event reading, in other words, why beautiful needs to be
close to the noun. The expression beautiful blonde dancer can only have the structure in (8a),
in which blonde applies after derivation, while the expression blonde beautiful dancer can
have not only structure (8b), but also (8c), which is the structure allowing event modification.
(8) a. beautiful [ blond [ -er [ dance ]]]
b. blond [ beautiful [ -er [ dance ]]]
c. blond [ -er [ beautiful [ dance ]]]
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If this is the correct way to derive event readings, then the prediction is that only deverbal
nouns allow event modification, since an explicit verb is necessary to provide the event.
Another prediction is that this type of adjectival modification always corresponds to adverbial
manner modification. If Olga is a beautiful dancer (under the event reading), then she dances
beautifully, and vice versa.
In fact, the Larson-like examples that come to mind most easily are examples fitting these
requirements. For instance: heavy smoker, loud talker, fast typist, hard worker, long speaker
are all cases where the adjective can be analyzed as a manner modifier that applies to a verb
before the derivational suffix applies. A phrase like beautiful ballerina does not seem to
easily give rise to the same event reading as beautiful dancer, even though ballerina may also
be intuitively associated to dancing events. Having said that, we should note that a more
extensive survey of Adjective-Noun combinations is needed to determine to what extent this
prediction goes through.
In working out the semantics of the derivation of dancer there is a choice between the
two-place Davidsonian representation of the verb dance that we used above and a one-place
Neo-Davidsonian representation (Carlson 1984, Dowty 1989, Parsons 1990). In the former
option dance starts as a relation dance2 between events (the semantic argument) and
individuals (the syntactic argument) and -er maps that relation to a one-place predicate by
binding the semantic event argument and making the syntactic argument of the verb the
semantic argument of the resulting noun (9a). In the latter option dance enters the derivation
in a more basic semantic form, as a set dance1 of dancing events, without any thematic
arguments (9b). The thematic argument is ‘added’ by the derivational suffix.
(9) a. dance-er: λx.∃e [dance2(e,x) ]
b. dance-er: λx.∃e [dance1(e) ∧ Ag(e) = x ]
In both cases there is, before -er applies, an open event argument to which manner modifiers
can apply.2 For simplicity, we will assume option (9b), at this point.
Syntactically, this approach leads to what is known in the literature as a “bracketing
paradox”. For the semantics, we want beautiful to apply to the verb, but the syntax suggests
that beautiful still applies to the noun, after -er has applied. The point is that the modifier has
the form and position of an adjective and not of an adverb (hence, *beautifully dancer or
*dancer beautifully). The need for different “bracketings” at different levels is well-known
from the morphological literature of the eighties (e.g. Sproat 1988). An alternative that might
avoid the bracketing paradox is based on the idea that the modified dance is not a full-fledged
verb, but a categorially unspecified root denoting a set of dancing events. This unspecified
root would be unable to license the adverbial -ly ending. Deciding between these alternatives
involves issues of grammar architecture that we cannot explore here.

3 Skillful surgeons
3.1 Beautiful versus Skillful
As we saw in the previous section, Larson reduced a certain class of non-intersective
modification constructions to intersective event modification. How does this approach extend
to other classes of adjectives that also seem to behave non-intersectively? One well-known
example is the adjective skillful. Other adjectives that seem to behave in a similar way are
2

We ignore here the dimension that has to do with the habituality of the dancing. The existential quantifier is a
very crude representation of the way in which events are quantified over in agent derivations and manner
modification.
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violent, poor and quick. Can modified constructions with such adjectives be treated in the
same way as beautiful dancer or do we need to fall back on a Montagovian analysis in which
skillful is a function from intensional properties to intensional properties (Partee 1995, Siegel
1976)?
Skillful can not simply be put in the same class as beautiful. First of all, skillful easily
applies to all sorts of nouns that do not (synchronically) contain verbs (skillful doctor, skillful
lawyer, skillful poet, etc.). Therefore, the non-intersective reading cannot come here from any
verb. There are some other reasons for believing that skillful modification differs from
beautiful modification. Skillful has a different relation with its adverbial counterpart than
beautiful.
(10)

a. John dances beautifully ⇒ John is a beautiful dancer
b. John dances skillfully ⇔ John is a skillful dancer

The reason that (10a) is not bidirectional is that adjectival modification with beautiful is
ambiguous. The sentence John is a beautiful dancer only entails the adverbial sentence under
the event reading of the adjectival modification construction. This object/event ambiguity
seems to be missing in nominals with skillful. A person can be beautiful without doing
anything, but it is not possible to be skillful without assuming an activity in which one can
demonstrate that skill. Further, skillful prefers nouns that are associated with a particular
activity. For instance, it is hard to interpret skillful man without attributing to the man some
‘manly activity’ that he performs skillfully, whatever that may be. In predicative
constructions like this man is skillful the required activity in which the man is skillful is
provided contextually or by an as phrase. Note in this connection the contrast between she is
skillful at operating and ?she is beautiful at dancing (Larson 1998). Also, unlike beautiful
dancer, where beauty may be independent of dancing, it is very difficult to interpret the skill
in skillful surgeon independently of the person’s surgery abilities: it is hard to use this
expression for referring to a surgeon who is skillful as a magician, for instance. Finally, while
it is natural to say this dance is beautiful, it sounds somewhat less natural to say this dance is
skillful.

3.2 Events and properties
One traditional way to analyze the contrast between beautiful-type modification and skillfultype modification is by analyzing the adjective beautiful as a simple et predicate applying to
entities (objects or events) that are beautiful, while analyzing the adjective skillful as a
function from properties to properties, where properties are traditionally modeled as functions
from indices to sets (or one-place predicates). Under this analysis, even if the set of surgeons
is identical to the set of magicians, the sentence He is a skillful surgeon can be true without
He is a skillful magician being true. This is because the property of being a surgeon is not the
same as the property of being a magician, even though at a particular index the surgeons and
the magicians can be identical.
The problem of this property-based analysis is that it seems to leave no room for events.
This creates a gap between adjectival skillful (which would be property-based) and adverbial
skillfully (which, in a Davidsonian approach of adverbs, is event-based). There is then no
straightforward account of equivalences as in (10b).
Instead of taking the property-based route, we would therefore like to explore how the
adjective skillful could be analyzed in terms of events, without becoming identical in type to
beautiful. Our proposal is that skillful is interpreted by taking into account two entities at the
same time: the event and an object involved in it. More specifically, we want to treat skillful
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as a set of pairs consisting of an event and an individual. For the sake of concreteness, let us
call such pairs roles, and treat them as being of a special type r. Nouns like surgeon, author,
poet, singer, lawyer, can now be treated as predicates over roles (type rt), as opposed to
ordinary predicates like man, which are still et. The combination skillful surgeon is
interpreted intersectively, i.e. skillful∩surgeon, denoting the set of roles that involve
surgeons being skillful as surgeons. This set of roles cannot be modified by ordinary
adjectives or by beautiful or be bound by determiners, so we need to map it to a set of
individuals, which is accomplished by an operator NOM that maps roles to the individuals
fulfilling those roles, by extracting the individual coordinates of the pairs. For instance,
NOM(surgeon) = λx.∃e [ surgeon(〈e,x〉) ]. We assume that this operator only works on
nominals (simple or complex). The derivational suffix -er, finally, can be treated as a
function from sets of events (type et) to sets of roles (type rt). For example ER(dance) will
pair dance events with their agents, i.e. ER(dance) = λ〈e,x〉 [ dance(e) ∧ Ag(e)=x ]. With
these assumptions, we can now spell out the following cases, all of type et.
(11)

(12)

(13)

a.
b.
c.
a.
b.

skillful surgeon:
skillful dancer:
skillful man:
beautiful surgeon:
beautiful dancer:

c.
a.
b.
c.

beautiful man:
blond surgeon:
blond dancer:
blond man:

NOM(skillfulrt∩surgeonrt)
NOM(skillfulrt∩ER(danceet))
type mismatch skillfulrt and manet
beautifulet∩NOM(surgeonrt)
beautifulet∩NOM(ER(danceet))
NOM(ER(beautifulet∩danceet)
beautifulet∩manet
blondet∩NOM(surgeonrt)
blondet∩NOM(ER(danceet))
blondet∩manet

Even if the surgeons and magicians are identical people, then skillful∩surgeon will still be
different from skillful∩magician, because surgeon and magician denote different sets of
roles. This is because the events in which surgeons and magicians are involved are different.
Surgeon and dancer are both distinguished from man in allowing manner adjectives like
skillful, but dancer has the additional option of applying modifiers to the verb.
For predicative and adverbial uses of skillful more work is needed. In the predicative use
of skillful, the events come from the context (or an overt at phrase). Suppose that a set E of
events is given in the context (e.g. dancings), then PRED(skillful) = λx.∃e [ E(e) ∧
skilfull(〈e,x〉) ]. For the adverbial use, we assume an operator ADV that takes a set of roles
and extracts the events from those roles. So ADV(skillful) will denote a set of events that can
be intersected with the set of events denoted by dance, i.e. ADV(skillful) =
λe.∃x.skillful(〈e,x〉). If a person is an element of NOM(skillful∩ER(dance)), then she will
also be an agent of an event in ADV(skillful)∩dance. In this way She is a skillful dancer and
She dances skillfully entail each other.

4 Conclusion
We took Larson’s event-based analysis of non-intersective manner modifiers as a point of
departure, but argued that the event argument should not just be added to the argument
structure of the noun. In one set of cases, we suggest, the event argument comes from a verb.
In another set of cases the event argument is part of a more complex role argument that
couples an individual with an event in which it is involved.
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These two lines are similar. They relate the adjective to something that is explicit in
derivations like dancer (person who dances) and implicit in a non-derived noun like surgeon
(person who operates). This kind of indirect modification is also reminiscent of Pustejovsky’s
qualia structure treatment of the adjective fast in combinations like fast road, fast typist, fast
car (Pustejovsky 1995), a connection that is taken up in McNally (2006). We believe that our
approach can help to build a more restrictive interface between lexical semantics and
compositional semantics.
There is a great variety of adjectives that might involve reference to events. We have
singled out only two adjectives and one class of nouns (human). How this extends to manner
adjectives like good, poor, fast on the one hand and non-person nouns on the other hand is a
question that can only answered by detailed studies of these adjectives, that does justice to
both the lexical semantics of the nouns involved, but also to the compositional structure of
nominals.
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S TRENGTH AND SIMILARITY
⇤
OF SCALAR ALTERNATIVES
NATALIA Z EVAKHINA
Radboud University of Nijmegen

Introduction
If a speaker uttered (1), a hearer may reason about whether the speaker believes that all of the books
on the shelf have pictures. The hearer assumes that the speaker is cooperative and, therefore, he
infers that the speaker doesn’t believe that all of the books on the shelf have pictures. Assuming the
speaker is competent whether the state of affairs holds or doesn’t hold, the hearer makes a stronger
inference that the speaker believes that not all of the books on the shelf have pictures (see 1A). The
same reasoning, mutatis mutandis, goes for the derivation of (1B).
(1) Some of the books on the shelf have pictures.
A. Not all of the books on the shelf have pictures.
B.
Most of the books on the shelf don’t have pictures.
The inferences like (1A) or (1B) are called scalar inferences (SIs) in neo-Gricean pragmatics due
to the generally adopted term scale, i.e. a unit of linguistic expressions, which are ordered by
logical entailment (e.g., hsome, most, alli). The idea is that the derivation of SIs involves reasoning
about stronger alternatives in the same scale. The stronger alternatives for (1) are All of the books
on the shelf have pictures and Most of the books on the shelf have pictures.
Traditional theoretical work on implicatures (Horn (1972), Levinson (2000), Chierchia (2004)
and others) assumes that all SIs are derived in a similar way. That is, given the scale hpalatable,
tasty, deliciousi, the derivation for (2) is supposed to be analogous to (1).
(2) The cake Charlie baked was palatable.
A. The cake Charlie baked was not tasty.
B.
The cake Charlie baked was not delicious.
Zevakhina and Geurts (2011) showed with a series of experiments that this assumption is not
correct since there was significant variation between scales. For example, quantifier, modal, and
⇤I
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adjectival scales were derived at significantly different rates. Furthermore, there was significant
variation between adjectives. The explanation for this we proposed is differential availability of
scalar alternatives1 .
It is quite natural now to pose the question whether we can observe variation within scales.
Such a variation is logically and intuitively expected. Are the inferences in (1A) and (1B) or
inferences in (2A) and (2B) derived in a similar way? Intuitively, it is clear that (1A) is more
robust than (1B), whereas it’s not easy to draw a similar conclusion for (2A) and (2B).
We can assume that such difference(s) might reflect the strength of alternatives: since the
alternatives for the (A) inferences are informatively stronger than the alternatives for the (B)
inferences, we can say that the former are more likely to be derived than the latter. The current
paper investigates this hypothesis and gives evidence for several underlying factors. One is that
only available scales show significant differences in strength between their alternatives. Amongst
those scales, one can distinguish between scales with an end-point and those without it. The
strongest alternative that denotes an end-point of a scale tends to be negated at a higher rate than
the others. This does not occur in scales without end-points. The other factor, being true for
available scales, is the semantic similarity of the scalar alternatives. The results of the current
paper show that the less semantically similar alternatives are, the more likely an SI is derived.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 1, I present the traditional view, according to
which, the safest bet is to negate the strongest alternative. Sections 2 and 3 discuss two experiments
that investigated the strength hypothesis with an explanation in terms of semantic similarity of
scalars. Section 4 summarizes the main findings of the paper.

1 Strength: theoretical predictions
To the best of my knowledge, the idea that SIs of one scale might not be alike was first noted by
Horn (Horn, 1972:90). One suggestion concerned the specificity of the strongest alternative for
scales with end-points. It states that the negation of the strongest alternative must be inferred by
the hearer, whereas the negation of a weaker (non-strongest) alternative may be inferred but need
not be. To illustrate this, (1A) must be inferred, while (1B) may be inferred. The other suggestion
was that the stronger an alternative is, the more likely an SI is derived. In other words, it is safer
to conclude (1A) than to conclude that not many of the books on the shelf contain pictures since
σ [most] entails σ [many] and, therefore, σ [most] is stronger than σ [many], where σ is an utterance
that contains a scalar item.
Chierchia in (Chierchia, 2004:16) made a similar statement with respect to the first Horn’s
suggestion. Considering examples in (3) he states, “... we often do not consider all of the possible
values of a given scale” (ibid.). For example, (3) clearly has (3B) as an implicature. Whether it
also implicates (3A) will depend on what is specifically at issue in the context.
(3) Some students will do well.
A. Not many students will do well.
B. Not every student will do well.
(3A) is selected only if it becomes contextually most relevant out of the scale hsome, many,
most, everyi. As Chierchia states, in absence of information to the contrary, it is often safest to
imply negation of the strongest alternative, e.g. (3B).
1 Availability

is understood as retrieval of a word from the mental lexicon.
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The other more general assumption that the stronger an alternative is, the more likely an SI is
derived may be formulated as the strength hypothesis in the following way:
Given a set of alternative assertions a speaker could have made (which contain scalar expressions
hφ , χ, ψi, where φ ⊃χ⊃ψ), if she chooses an assertion with φ , a hearer is more likely to infer that
an assertion with ψ does not hold than to infer that an assertion with χ does not hold.
Section 2 presents an experiment designed to test this hypothesis.

2 Experiment 1
The study was designed as an inference task with a 10-points Likert scale. To clarify, the inference
paradigm used in psychology of reasoning presents participants with statements followed by
questions (see Figure 1). According to Zevakhina and Geurts (2011), this sort of a paradigm is
not a panacea for making scalar alternatives relevant and, consequently, for boosting the rates for
SIs, as it has been assumed in Geurts and Pouscoulous (2009). We received very low rates for some
of the adjectival predicates and concluded from this that they were not sensitive to the paradigm.
However, there are several reasons for why I employed the same task in the current study. The
first reason is that a well-known alternative, i.e. verification paradigm2 , is not appropriate to test a
relatively considerable amount of scalars (I tested 14 scales in this experiment). The other reason
is that instead of “yes”/“no” dichotomy in Zevakhina and Geurts (2011), I used a 10-points Likert
scale, which might give different results in combination with the very same paradigm. Last but not
least, the paradigm allows me to be consistent with Zevakhina and Geurts (2011) and to compare
results of both studies.

2.1 Participants, materials and procedure
Participants
I posted questionnaires for 99 subjects (mean age: 34; range: 18-76; 58 females) on Amazon
Mechanical Turk (henceforth, AMT). Respondents were paid $0.6 for their participation. Three
participants were excluded from the analysis, either because they were not native speakers of
English or because they returned incorrect responses for over 75% of the filler trials.
Preliminary study
The materials were preliminarily selected. The goal of the preliminary study was to select
entailment scales. Critical sentences asserted a stronger expression and negated a weaker one
(e.g., The weather is hot but not warm). 75 native speakers of English recruited via AMT had
to judge how natural the sentences sounded, choosing one of the 5 possible ratings from “1"
(“very unnatural") to “5" (“very natural"). If participants evaluated sentences as unnatural or very
unnatural, it suggests that the items constitute a scale because it is logically inconsistent to assert a
subset and negate a superset. There were 3 surveys (with 25 participants assigned to each) and the
critical materials didn’t overlap. Fillers were either definitely true or definitely false sentences (e.g.,
“The grass is green but not red”, which is true, and “Six plus nine is eighteen but not fifteen”, which
is false). Each participant answered a total of 55 sentences (16 critical and 39 filler sentences).
2 The

verification paradigm used, for example, in Bott and Noveck (2004) and Larson et al. (2009) presents
participants with statements that have to be evaluated according to the world knowledge or a given context.
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The results were split into two groups on the basis of the overall mean for the critical items
(M=2.12). If the mean of a pair was below this value, the pair was accepted. That is, for example,
the means for the three adjectival pairs out of the scale hpretty, beautiful, gorgeousi were lower
than this value and, hence, were accepted, whereas the means for the three adjectival pairs out of
the scalehcompetent, talented, giftedi were higher than that and were rejected. Using this method,
14 critical items were selected for the main experiment.
Materials
Figure 1 gives an example of a critical item. In each trial, a statement uttered by a character
John contained a scalar expression. A question that followed the statement contained a stronger
scalar expression. Participants had to choose one of the 10 possible options, answering the question
about the statement. The range of possible answers (from “1" to “10") enabled participants to make
their choice certain to a lesser or greater extent.
John says:
The water in the lake is cool.
Would you infer from this that,
according to John, the water in the lake is not cold?
i

definitely not

1

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

definitely

Figure 1: Example of an item used in Experiment 1
The study tested 6 triples of adjectives, 1 triple of nouns, 2 triples of verbs, 3 triples of
quantifiers, and 2 triples of epistemic modals. Figure 2 contains all the critical items used in
the study.
I included 26 filler contexts designed identically to the critical items. Fillers comprised
sentences and questions about them, which were either clearly valid or not valid. The following
examples illustrate the two cases:
(3) The book is interesting. ) The book is not boring.
(4) Peter has at least five jeans. ; Peter doesn’t have more than five jeans.
Procedure
Participants received the following instructions:
In the following you will see 40 sentences and questions about what can be inferred from
them. We ask you to give one of the ten possible ratings for a question. The ratings range
between “I would definitely infer this” and “I would definitely not infer this”. For example,
if somebody says that he bought more than 5 books, then it is quite likely that he bought
6 books. We are interested in your first intuition, so please don’t think too long about it.
Three questionnaires were counterbalanced and contained different pairs of scalar items.
For example, for the triple scale hcool, cold, freezingi, hcold, freezingi occurred in the first
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questionnaire, hcool, coldi in the second questionnaire, and hcool, freezingi in the third one. 33
participants were assigned to each questionnaire. Each participant responded to a total number of
40 sentences (14 critical items and 26 fillers). The experiment took approximately 8.5 minutes to
complete.

2.2 Results
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4.25

6.14

9
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Figure 2 shows the results. It basically distinguishes between three classes of scales. Quantifiers
and modals form the first class and are characterized with high rates for SIs with the strongest
scale-mates and significant differences between the scalar pairs. Predicates (adjectives, nouns,
verbs) constitute the other two classes and are distinguished from the above group on the basis of
lower, if not very low, rates for SIs and lesser significant differences between the scalar pairs, if at
all.

Figure 2: Rates for the critical items in Experiment 1
Statistical analysis supports dividing items into three classes. Starting out with the first class of
quantifiers and modals, Tukey’s HSD post hoc test showed that
• the mean for hsome, mosti (M=6.14, SD=0.49) was significantly lower than the mean for
hsome, alli (M=7.92, SD=0.57) and the mean for hmost, alli (M=9, SD=0.43), all p’s<.05
(F(2,78)=8.775, p<.001);
• the mean for hsometimes, ofteni (M=4.12, SD=0.4) was significantly lower than the mean
for hsometimes, alwaysi (M=8.86, SD=0.36) and the mean for hoften, alwaysi (M=7.14,
SD=0.59), all p’s<.05 (Welch’s F(2,51)=37.92, p<.0013 ).
However, there were no significant differences between the negative quantifiers. A possible
explanation might be double syntactic negatives of the forms “... not not all...” and “... not not
most...”, which were used in the questions. They might have yielded difficulties for participants,
many of which complained about them in the comments after the questionnaire. As for the modals,
3 Welch’s

ANOVA is reported if the within-group variances are significantly different on Levene’s test.
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• the mean for hpossible, likelyi (M=4.07, SD=0.38) was significantly lower than the mean
for hpossible, certaini (M=7.86, SD=0.54) and hlikely, certaini (M=5.96, SD=0.58), which,
in its turn, was significantly lower than the mean for hpossible, certaini, all p’s<.05
(F(2,79)=14.838, p<.001);
• the mean for huncertain, unlikelyi (M=5.16, SD=0.54) was significantly lower than the mean
for huncertain, impossiblei (M=7.83, SD=0.5), p<.05 (F(2,79)=6.2, p<.01).

The second group comprises temperature, taste adjectives, and like verbs:
• the mean for hhot, swelteringi (M=2.84, SD=0.37) was significantly lower than the mean for
hwarm, swelteringi (M=5.86, SD=0.51) and the mean for hwarm, hoti (M=5.14, SD=0.47),
all p’s<.05 (F(2,79)=11.158, p<.001);
• the mean for hcold, freezingi (M=5.31, SD=0.59) was significantly lower than the mean for
hcool, freezingi (M=8.03, SD=0.4), which, in its turn, was significantly higher than the mean
for hcool, coldi (M=4.32, SD=0.56), all p’s<.05 (Welch’s F(2,51)=16.607, p<.001);
• the mean for htasty, deliciousi (M=1.64, SD=0.28) was significantly lower than the mean
for hpalatable, tastyi (M=4.72, SD=0.51) and the mean for hpalatable, deliciousi (M=5.33,
SD=0.65), all p’s<.05 (Welch’s F(2,45)=22.183, p<.001);
• the mean for hlove, adorei (M=2.07, SD=0.26) was significantly lower than the mean for
hlike, lovei (M=5.12, SD=0.45) and the mean for hlike, adorei (M=4.03, SD=0.52), all
p’s<.05 (Welch’s F(2,47)=18.881, p<.001).
Finally, there were no significant differences between the remaining items, i.e. between pairs
out of the scales hbright, intelligent, brillianti, hpretty, beautiful, gorgeousi, hbig, huge, enormousi,
hchild, baby, newborni, and hdislike, hate, loathei.

2.3 Discussion
The results of the study showed that the strength hypothesis was only moderately confirmed.
Quantifier and modal scales received significantly higher rates for hφ , ψi than for hχ, ψi, where
φ ⊃χ⊃ψ. However, it is noteworthy that scalar pairs hφ , ψi contained the strongest alternatives.
Therefore, probably the difference might be due to the specialty of the strongest alternatives rather
than the degree of strength itself. Hence, the strongest alternatives fit the predictions of Chierchia
and Horn except for that they tend to be negated rather than must be.
Other scales, except for hcool, coldi and hcool, freezingi, did not show significant results and,
thus, did not confirm the strength hypothesis. In other words, the rates for hφ , ψi were comparable
to the rates for hφ , χi, where φ ⊃χ⊃ψ. Unlike quantifiers and modals, all these scales lack endpoints and, consequently, do not have strongest alternatives. One could not name an end-point of
temperature, taste, or size scale. The fact that the strength hypothesis was not confirmed by the
scales without end-points supports the idea that the finding observed in quantifiers and modals was
due to the specialty of the strongest alternatives rather than the strength hypothesis.
The other important issue concerns the results of some predicates: temperature, taste adjectives,
and hlike, love, adorei verbs. There were remarkable differences between the pairs of intermediate
and stronger alternatives and the pairs of weak and stronger alternatives. To formalize, the rates for
hφ , ψi were significantly higher than the rates for hφ , χi, where φ ⊃χ⊃ψ. A likely explanation for
that is semantic similarity of the items. It seems that participants took into account how close, or
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how similar, the meanings of the items are to each other. For example, in case of hhot, swelteringi,
the meaning of sweltering has to be close to the meaning of hot. Since there are no other reasons
to deny the alternative with sweltering, the hearer merely accepts it, that is, he does not derive
an implicature. On the contrary, warm and sweltering are much less similar. Taking that into
account, the hearer derives an implicature. This may be formulated as the similarity hypothesis in
the following way:
The hearer takes into consideration semantic similarity, or closeness, of scalars’ meanings. If they
tend to be close, an SI is less likely to be derived. If they tend to be distant, an SI is more likely to
be derived.
The similarity hypothesis predicts a negative correlation between the derivation of SIs and
similarity of scalar items. This is what the next experiment is aimed at.
Before moving to the discussion of the second experiment, one peculiar observation needs to
be discussed. Strength and similarity seem to affect scales only if the scale is available. Highly
available scales seem to lead to high rates of SIs. Intuitively it is very clear: if scalar alternatives
are available, the strength of them and/or similarity between them might be more easily detected.
Quantifiers and modals hsome, most, alli received high rates for SIs: most of the rates for
them were higher than “6". Their scalar alternatives seem to be relevant and, therefore, available.
One possible reason for this might be the closed and small set of quantifier expressions in
natural languages, which allows alternatives of roughly the same complexity. For example, such
alternatives for an English sentence containing some σ [some] are, basically, σ [many], σ [most],
and σ [all]. Therefore, if a speaker uttered σ [some], it’s not cognitively difficult to consider a few
alternatives. I believe the same reasoning applies for modals.
Temperature and taste adjectives as well as hlike, love, adorei verbs constitute the second group.
I found lower rates of SIs derivation: most of the rates were lower than “5”. The alternatives
derived in this group seem to be less relevant and only relatively available since the items seem to
constitute open sets rather than closed ones.
The third group of scalars received very low rates and seem to be unavailable. It did not show
any significant differences between the items. Because of their unavailability, one cannot observe
neither the strength of alternatives, nor the semantic similarity between them.

3 Experiment 2
The goal of the second experiment was to test the similarity hypothesis. The prediction was
that there is a negative correlation between similarity of scalars and the derivation of SIs: the
more similar two scalars are, the less likely the SI will be derived. The study was designed as a
comparative task with the 10-points Likert scale.

3.1 Participants, materials and procedure
Participants
99 subjects (mean age: 32.7; range: 18-88; 57 females) were recruited via AMT. Respondents
were paid $0.5 for their participation. Eleven participants were excluded from the analysis, either
because they were non-native speakers of English or because they submitted incorrect responses
for over 75% of the fillers.
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Materials
The materials were identical to those used in the previous study.
Figure 3 illustrates the critical pair hlove, adorei. Participants had to judge how similar the
meanings of two words are, choosing one of the 10 possible rates which ranged from “very
dissimilar” to “very similar”.
love, adore
i

very dissimilar

1

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

very similar

Figure 3: Example of a critical item (experiment 2)
Fillers were designed similarly to critical items but differed substantially. They were split into
several groups in order to cover a whole range of possible rates. The first group comprised the
words that have the same hyperonym (e.g., football, tennis). The second group consisted of the
words with the place/institution-person relation (e.g., university, professor). The third group was
constituted by the words with the part-whole relation (e.g. pocket, coat). The three filler groups
triggered associations between the items. Therefore, they had to be evaluated positively (from “6”
to “10”).
The fourth group was formed by items, which are associated with each other, though the
associations are not so solid as in the previous groups. For example, train and caterpillar were
characterized as long entities with respect to the length standards of transport and insects but not
with respect to each other. The prediction was that generally, they would be evaluated negatively
(from “1” to “5”). The last group comprised the words that showed no similarity at all (e.g. chair
and carrot)4 . Such pairs were predicted to receive very low rates.
Procedure
Participants received the following instructions:
In the following you will see 40 pairs of words.
In each case, we ask you to
judge how similar two words are, choosing one of the possible ten ratings.
The
ratings range from “the two words are very dissimilar” to “the two words are very
similar”. For example, a circle is pretty similar to an oval but rather dissimilar to a
triangle. We are interested in your first intuition, so please don’t think too long about it.
Three questionnaires were constructed in a similar way as in experiment 1. 33 participants were
assinged to a questionnaire. Each participant responded to a total number of 40 pairs of words (14
target items and 26 fillers). The experiment took approximately 4 minutes to complete.
4 This

pair does begin with the same letter but I think people did not pay much attention to that because the task to
evaluate the similarity of words means, first of all, semantic similarity rather than structural or phonetic one.
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3.2 Results
Figure 4 shows the results of the second study. For quantifiers and modals, Tukey’s post hoc test
showed significant differences between the pairs of weak and strongest scalars and the pairs of
weak and intermediate ones:
• the mean for hsome, alli (M=4.06, SD=2.43) was significantly lower than the mean for
hsome, mosti (M=5.9, SD=2.29), p<.05 (F(2,84)=16.346, p<.01);
• the mean for hsometimes, alwaysi (M=3.76, SD=2.75) was significantly lower than the mean
for hsometimes, ofteni (M=6, SD=2.45), p<.05 (F(2,85)=17.504, p<.01);
• the mean for hpossible, certaini (M=5.72, SD=2.25) was significantly lower than the mean
for hpossible, likelyi (M=8.13, SD=1.9), p<.05 (F(2,85)=9.652, p<.01);
• the mean for huncertain, impossiblei (M=5.23, SD=2.66) was significantly lower than the
mean for huncertain, unlikelyi (M=8.34, SD=1.84), p<.05 (F(2,85)=20.054, p<.01).
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Therefore, if there is a scalar triple hφ , χ, ψi where φ ⊃χ⊃ψ, the meaning of χ is closer, or
more similar, to the meaning of φ than the meaning of ψ is to the one of φ .

Figure 4: Rates for the critical items in experiment 2
Temperature, taste adjectival and like, dislike verbal predicates did not reveal significant
differences between the pairs of weak and stronger scalars and the pairs of weak and intermediate
ones. However, they did show significant differences between other pairs:
• the mean for hhot, swelteringi (M=9.17, SD=1.17) was significantly higher than the mean for
hwarm, hoti (M=7.96, SD=1.24) and the mean for hwarm, swelteringi (M=7.23, SD=1.69),
all p’s<.05 (F(2,85)=14.572, p<.01);
• the mean for hcold, freezingi (M=9.17, SD=1.46), was significantly higher than the mean for
hcool, coldi (M=7.69, SD=1.79) and the mean for hcool, freezingi (M=7.48, SD=1.76), all
p’s<.05 (F(2,85)=8.87, p<.01);
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• the mean for htasty, deliciousi (M=9.76, SD=.51) was significantly higher than the mean
for hpalatable, tastyi (M=7.13, SD=2.33) and hpalatable, deliciousi (M=7.45, SD=2.18), all
p’s<.05 (Welch’s F(2,42)=31.477, p<.01);
• the mean for hlove, adorei (M=9.03, SD=1.35) was significantly higher than the mean for
hlike, lovei (M=7.07, SD=1.8) and the mean for hlike, adorei (M=7.93, SD=1.31), all p’s<.05
(F(2,84)=12.301, p<.01).

Finally, the rest of the predicates showed no significant differences between the items.

3.3 Semantic similarity and availability
Surprisingly, similar to experiment 1, one can distinguish between three classes of items with
respect to the rates they received and significant differences between them.
The first class of quantifiers and modals showed relatively low rates for the pairs of weak and
strongest scalars (on average “4”-“5”) and relatively high rates for other pairs (on average “7”-“8”).
The pairs significantly differed from each other. Therefore, the scalars may not be quite similar to
each other.
Unlike them, the rest of the items received much higher rates for all the pairs (on average
“7”-“9”). Therefore, the meanings of their scalars are much more similar to each other than those
of quantifiers and modals. Amongst them, there are predicates (temperature, taste adjectives, and
like, dislike verbs) that showed significant differences between the pairs. They resemble quantifiers
and modals with this respect. The rest of the predicates did not show significant differences.
A possible explanation for observing the same patterns in both studies might be availability
of scalars. Significant differences between the scalars suggest that scalars are available and
participants could evaluate the degree of similarity between items. The lack of significant
differences on a par with high rates suggest that items are unavailable and, thus, participants were
unaware of what exactly they had to compare.

3.4 Correlation test
The results of the second study confirm the similarity hypothesis. For most cases, the more similar
the items are, the less likely an SI will be derived. Vice versa, the less similar the items are, the
more likely an SI will be derived. The prediction of an inverse relationship between the derivation
of SIs and the similarity between items was fulfilled. Being relatively strong, Pearson correlation
coefficient supports the finding: r=-.65, p<.001.
There are some outliers for the general trend, which are visible in the figure. For example, the
rate for hmost, alli was high and, consequently, the scalar items most and all seem to be very similar
to each other. However, in the first study, the rate for the SI was high, as well. The described and
few other cases are consequences of the intervening ‘end-point’ factor. The alternative with all is
the strongest alternative for the utterance which contains most. According to the results of the first
study, the strongest alternative tends to be negated to a much higher rate than others, regardless
how semantically similar the scalars are to each other.
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4 Conclusion
The paper showed that the variation within scales exists empirically. However, differential strength
of alternatives, which has been acknowledged by the traditional view, seems to be a moderate
factor at best. There are two other factors that can affect variation within scales. One is that if
a scale has an end-point, there is a strong preference for negating the strongest alternative. The
other is semantic similarity of scalars, which also influences the derivation of SIs due to the highly
significant and strong correlation. It was evidenced that scale’s availability is a necessary condition
for both factors to be fulfilled. This agrees with Zevakhina and Geurts (2011).
The results of the experiments contribute to the general theory of Q-implicatures. First,
they allow to reveal a fine-grained connection between SIs and other Q-implicatures in terms of
availability. According to (Geurts, 2010:128), Q-implicatures might be split into two categories:
Qc - and Qo -implicatures. The former involves a closed set of alternatives whereas the latter does
not have a determinate set of alternatives. As a consequence, Qc -alternatives are available and play
a key role in the derivation of implicatures, whereas Qo -alternatives are less available, if at all. The
data presented in this paper argue for that SIs can be either Qc - or Qo -implicatures. Modals and
quantifiers fall into Qc -implicatures whereas adjectives, nouns, and verbs belong to the class of
Qo -implicatures.
Second, the results suggest to adopt information preservation pinciple (IPP):
Among the available alternatives choose the one that allows you to preserve information (if there
is no other reason not to do this).
IP captures the specificity of the strongest alternatives and semantic similarity of scalars.
The strongest alternatives are only revealed in the Qc -class and their negation allows to preserve
maximal information. For example, in case of quantifiers, the negation of the strongest alternative
that contains all, preserves more information than the negation of other quantifier alternatives with
most or many.
However, the Qo -class lacks strongest alternatives but can involve semantic similarity that
also preserves information, if a scale is relatively available. For example, in case of adjectives
hpalatable, tasty, deliciousi, palatable is not very similar to tasty and delicious whereas the latter
ones are similar to each other. Thus, for an utterance with palatable the implicature with tasty
and the implicature with delicious are derived at comparable rates since the same amount of
information is preserved in both cases. It does not hold for the delicious and tasty. Since they
are very similar to each other, there seems no sense to derive the implicature with delicious for the
statement with tasty.
Finally, if a scale of the Qo -class is unavailable, it doesn’t show semantic similarity (cf. hbig,
huge, enormousi).
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